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INTRODUCTION
A history, once thought ancient and dead, has risen to challenge this

generation of Americans. As never before, since the dap of the last
century when they were forced to fight militarily for their lands, their
freedoms, and their existence, the Indian peoples of our country are
today stirring both the consciousness .and conscience of the Govern-
ment and all elements of the Nation.

It is the fortune of this
Indians,

to be the first our long history
to listen attentively to the Indians, and thereby to begin to understand
what they ars saying, to recognize realistically their own, .points of
view, a3 unique part! of our population, and to heed their voices
the righting:of wrongs,'the ending of irustrstions,ancl despair, and
the attainment of their needs and aspirations as Indians and as free
and proud Americans. _

It is generally believed, mistakenly, that the Federal Government
owes the American Indian the obligation of its trusteeship because of
the Indians' poverty, of because of the Government's wrongdoing in
the past. Certainly American Indians are stricken with poveity, and
=without-quest the Government has abused the trust given it by the
Indian people. But what is not geii-eirally-known;-nor-tnicierstood,;-is
that -within the federal system fiLe-Government's relationship with the
Indian people and their sovereign rights are of the highest legal .stancl-
',ing, established through. solemn treaties, and by layers of judicial and
legislative actions.

Perhaps someday in the future, the Indian people may return to
the bargaining table to renegotiate and reshape those solemn agree-
ments. But it must be done as equals, and not as one party coming, on
its knees, pleading as_inferiors. -

For the Federal Government to continue to unilaterally bre-Efk its
agreement, especially to a' people as unique to our history as are the
Iiid4ns, would constitute moral and legal malfeasance sof the highest
order.

Today_,_the--..past must_ be used as a backdrop, rather thzi.n as an in-
But .it is a backdrop that explains most of what must be

known about the present-day condition of Indians-and their relations
with the Governm,ant and the rest of the American people. It is a way
of seeing into the mind of the Indiare people of today. From the
earliest days of European settlement in what is now the United States,
and, more pertinently, since-the founding of the Republic, the Indians
have been subjected to amiaivalent attitudes and policies by the ad-

- --_--vancing non -Indian society_ and, after 17$93 by the United. States._G-ov-
ernment itself. On, --ta-e-ifilie--hand-i- -every _method._ has been employed to
force them to cease being Indians and to conform-- to the
society, while ore the other hand they have been led to believe, in part
and from time to time, that the Government would support their right
to survive as Indians and to practice their own culturea determina-

(1)



tion, which despite every adversity and pressure, Lhey have main-
tained to this day.

They have survived. But it has been at a great coit to them. The
history of social experimentation of the Indians by those who gained
mastery over theiraives and fortunes resulted in decades of confusion,
hopelessnessandi poverty, which the Indian people have asserted
.could never be corrected until they themselves could. again be allowed.
to determine their own lives and, like all free Americans, manage and
control their own affairs.

Today we must ask the central question : Is the American nation
now 200 years old, and 100 full years beyond the era of the Little Big-
hornyet ;nature enough and secure enough to tolerate, even to eii-
courage,_ within the larger 'culture, societies of Indian people who
wish. to maintain their own unique tribal governments, cultures, and
reli,rions?

Cohen once said :
If we fight for civil liberties for our side, we show that we believe not in civil

liberties but in our side. But when those of us who never were Indians and never
expect to be Indians fight fdr the Ihdian cause of self - government, we are fight,
Dig for something that is not limited- by accidents of race and creed and birth :
we, are fighting for what Las Casas, Vitoria and Pope Paul III called 'the in-
tegrity or salvation of our own souls..We are fighting for whalt_Jefferson called
the basic rights of man We are-fighting for the last best hope of earp. And these
are causes which should carry us through many defeats. 1

The question goes.far beyond that_o-f- "restitution" for past wrongs.
From the misdirected present, can the United States Government re-
direct its relations with the American Indians to enable them to deter-
mine their-own lives now, and in the future ? 6

The question is ringing loudly in our ears today. Nor will it be
stilledtoday or tomorrowuntil it is answefed.

4
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A polaey FOR TEE FUTURE
This final report of the American. Indian Policy Review Commission'

repiesents 2 years of intensive investigative work encompassing. the
entire field of Federal-Indian relations. The last such investigation
occurred almost 50 years ago.. The conclusions of that investigation
and its _condemnation of tLe policies which had governtd Federal ad-
ministration over the preceding 50 years brought an abrupt shift in
the statutory policies governing the Foderal-Indian relations. a corn-
plete repudiation of the policies which had controlled from the late
1800's to the mid-1930's.. And vet the American Indian today finds

'himself in a...position little better than that which he enjoyed in 192S
when the Meriain Report was issued.

_It has beep the fortune of this .commission to be the first in the
long history of this Nation to lisien attentively to the voice of the
Indian rather than the Indian "expert_ The findings and recommenda-
tions which appear in this -report are founded on that Indian i-oiee.-It
can orgy be hoped that this Commission will be seen as a watershed in
the long and often tarnished history of this country's treatment of its,
original people.

What are the expla.nation:4 for the circumstances in which the In-
clian'finds himself today ? First .and foremost are the consistently
damaging Federal policies of the pastpolicies which sought through
the first three-quarters of the 19th century to remove' the Indian
people from the midst of the European settlers- by isolating .them on
reservations; and policies which after accomplishing isolation. were
then directed toward-breaking down their social and governmental
structures and throwing their land; water, timber, and mineral re -.
sources open to exploitation by non - Indians. These policies were
repudiated by Congress with passage of the Indian Reorganization
Act of 1934, but by this time severe damage-had been done-.

It is the legacy of-ti-xes-e.__policies:_with which the Indian people
f-it-terripope-today; it is tie legacy of these policies which this
Commission examines in this report; and it is tfie legacy of these
policies which the people of the -United States must resolve over the
next years.

One of the greatest oltacles faced by the Indian today in his drive
for self - determination and. a place in this Nation is the American
public's ignorance of the historical relatiahship of the T.Tnited States
with Indian tribes and the lack of general awareness of the status
of the American Indian' in. our, society today. To adequately formu-
late a future Indian policy a is necessary to understand the policies
of the past. For this reason the Commission has included extensive
discussions of Saw and histo6-- in order to provide -a foundation for
understanding matters which affect 'Indian people.

(3)
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4 1
FOUNDATIONS or FED AL INDIAN' LAW

The relationship of the American Indian tribes to die United States.

is founded on principles of /international law. It is a political relation:

a .relation of a weak' -people to a strong people; a relation of weak
governments to a strollg government; a relationship founded on
treaties in which the Indian tribeS. placed themselves under the pro-
tection of the 'United States and the United States assumed the obli-

gation of supplying such pr( 'action. It is.a relationship recognized M

the-law of this Nation as that of a domestic, dependent sovereign.

It is a relationship which has sometimes in the past been honored but

more frequently. violated and at times even terminated. It is a rela-
tionship 'which can and should be nurtured and cherished by this
tion. The fact that the United States has not chosen to disavow Ms-
relationship, has not chosen-to simply abrogate its treaty commit-.
ments, has not eho'sefiTo withdraw its recognition of Indians as sepa-

rate and distinct peoples with cultures, lands and gOvernments of their.
ownthese facts set the United States above other nations in its
treatment of its native people, and provide a moral and legal setting
from which a forward-looking policy of Federal-Ind Ian relations inust
progress. No other course Will do honor to this Nation; no of her

course can hold any future for the Indian peopic. - ,

The fundamental concepts 'which. must guide future policy deler:
minations are :

1. That Indian tribes are sovereign political bodies, having the
power to determine their own membership and power to enact
laws and enforce them within the bdtnch of. their reservations,
and'

.
,

2. That the relationship which exists betWeen the.tribes and the
United States is preptised on a special trust that must govern the

conduct"of the stronger toward the Iveaker.
.

The concept of sovereirmtv and the concept of trust are imperative

to the continuation of the Federal - Indian relationship. These form the
foundation upon whiCh our entire legal reltionship with the Indian
tribes stands. These are not new preceptsthey are old, dating from

the origins of this Nation. It can only be said that if thCybad been
consistently honored-in spirit as well as in name. it wouta not have
been necessary to convene this Commission.- Without recognition of

these fundamental concepts acknowledging Indian_ rights. the work'

of this Commission will have been in vain, for without these concepts

there is no future Indian policyonly Federal policy.
The Commission recof'rruzesithat there is substantial controversystir-

roUndingthe conceit- u f tribal soterein-nity and the exercise of govern-7
mental authority l)v the -.:'nes within lbeir reservations: The Com-

mission has devoted a sir-- .;,7ant portion of this report to analysis of

judicial decisions to the Owen.: of Indian tribes. The trend
Pf these decisions has -favored. the tribes in their efforts to achieve

rotes rroverhment within the reservations. We approve of the judicial

decisions which have !i!tis fa'r been rendered. But we caution that the
powers exercised by tr:: ,es must bear a'reasonable relationship to leniti-

mate tribal interests - as protection of trust resources; mainte-
nance of 1:, and order, delivery of services, and protection of tribal

(0,7-verrir



'this' Commission' ham not proposed any legislative action with re-
gard to the jurisdiction or authority of tribal goyermilents. We have

- rejected any such effort as being premature and not warranted by any
factual evidence. We note that there are some 2S7 tribal rovernments

. within the United States (there are approximately S0,000"State, coun-
ty and municipal governments). and it is not feasible to attempt to
legislatively determine the precise powers of each of these govern-

nments in one. legislative enactment. We also reject, the notion that the
I jurisdictional reach of Indian tribes 'within Indian country shoUld be
limited to their own'meinbership/alone. If such a position were adopted
it could truly be.said that the tribes -werewere-mere social clubs, a.n.asseini,
bly of property owners, with no more authority than any civic associa-
tion. This surely was not the result contemplated by the tribes when
they entered into treaties with the United States. Nor is it a result to.i.xe_
desired by anyone today --- Indian or non-Indianwhen the counse-
quences are analyzed. F-or in many areas of Indian country the only
workable law enforpement authority present is that of the tribe.

The Commission does not advocate that vesolution of jurisdictional
conflicts be left solely to the courts. To the contrary, we recommend
that State and county governments sit down with the tribal govein-
ments and to the extent possible resolve their' jurisdictional conflicts
to their mutual satisfaction on. the basis of mutual respect. To the ex-,
tent resolutioit cannot be achieved, then and only then will legislative
action by the Congress be appropriate. Clearly there are many areas-
in which both the 'States and the tribes have a commonality or inter-
.est and the discussion of State and tiihal jurisdiction should not be
Cast in'totall-v adversary terms.

TRCST 144:SIBILITY

'lie concept of the trust relit' ,reship of the United States., to the-
prrople is one which'is ric well understood and is the subject of

frecpient debate regarding bor. its source- and its secpe. We have al-
-ready noted that the trust relationship is one of the two most im-
portant concejts underlying Federal-Indian law. This responsibility
origitiates firs from the treaties negotiated with Indian trli.x.s in
which the United States acquired vast areas °and in exchanize fqr/
its solemn commitment to,Rrotect the people and property of the-fribes
-from efferoahrrient f?y. citizens. Secondly, from statutory enact-
ment dating from the Continental Conf.,:res to the present. regula icr
transactions between- -(.-Fitizeris and Indian people. ._third ajor

. source of this-xesponsibility aris,es from a course of dealing, in inch.
the United States in the latteir half of the 19th century assurn cl do-
minion and control over the people and property of Indian tribe.. in-I--
pos-113.g a vast array of regulator's- authority over Indians and t eir

". property'. When the United States, as- tamed this authority over- Indian
people, it.. accepted an accompanying responsibility to Indian people.

c'While the exact par-iikieterz4 cif die trust duty are not clearly detitked,
the Cosnmission_has....eancluded that it Would not- be deirable to at-..

tempt to spell out the duty in term= of statutory- specificity. Like doc-
trines of constitutional the trutit.auty must be corisiclered a con-

- stantly evolving doctrine.responsive t the changing circumstance of

- I
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-the t'imes. Certi;Lin b ad conzepts h9.v.z.-.-. been agreed upon which we
believe should. ...tilde future .polic:-Y-in relationship to the trust doctrine.i

I. The trust responsibility to American Indians extends from
the -protection- and enhancement of Indian trust resources and
'tribal self-gwernm ent to the provision "of economic.: and social
'P.7052.-1,14Tis ne-cess-ary.--,to raise the standard of living and. social well
beincr of the Indian.peonle to a level comparable to the non-Indian

... r,- -
society. .. -_

2.. The trust responsibility extends through the tribe to the In-
dian member. :whether on or off the reservation. --. .

;.3 The trust responsibility applies to all -United States agencies
..-...and-instrumentalities, not lust those charged specifically with ad-

mmrstratton of-Indian affairs. . .

-TheSe- and other _details ....,f. the trust. obligation are more fully d.is-..
.

cued in chapter four o-2 this report.: It .3S recognized that in many
---"areas affected by the_ trust, z--.articularly. social --rogra.ms. Congress it-...,

..elf Will determine-the exte:kt. of-the cleliyery of services. Chapter four
contains numerous specific -,:ecommendations relating to the trust, in-

.:7, chid-int!: -- requirement for preparation and filing of Indian imp act
7 -- '-..: statements by Federal agencies proposing Actions which will adversely-

affeCt. trust resources_ and recommendations for a resolntion of the
'-Confliet of interest which- presently- pervades- legal representation of

_.
. Tnclian interests. The -principles enumerated above are just thatgen-

.
eral-princinles from which policy considerations milst-flow,

FEDETIAL AD3Lrxrs-rT-vrio-N-

.One of the most serious impediments to the. development of Indian
c.ell-s-ufficiency today lies-in Fedexar'adminisfration. Indian tribes. like
non-Indian communities. are plagued by an excessive number of Fed-

. "eral agencies offering different programs all of which must be inter-
related in. order to achieve full community development. Unlike non--
'Indian governments, however. Indian tribes- and people often face
aifficulties p--ysed by statutory languac;-e- or administrative rulings that
bar.their eligibility for-participation in programs: There is s-a continu-
ifig tendency on the part of Congress and the Executive to overlook
Indian interests, in the formulation of new legislation- or prGgrams. In

__ recent years there has been substantial improvement in this respect,
but it still remni lig a- significant problem. _-

-- Most serious is the lack-of Vresponsiveness, particularly on the part of
the_ Bureau of Indian Affairs and Indian Health Service, to adhere
xo the -princiPles of- "-self-determination" as expressed by Indians and
th4 law.. The problem of negative attitudes is compounded by-an e-
cessive administrative structure which interferes with the delivery
of -funds to Indian people_ Federal administrators and their
excessive field structure compete with-Indians fdr scarce congressional
appropriations-. .

Finally, Indian project initiatives must be encouran-ed through. a..
prog' vain, planning and budget priicess which is guided by Irdian-,_

rio_rities rather than ts:1 satisfy the needs of a self-perpetuating
reaucra.ev..
It is the conclusion of this Commission that :

-1- The executive 'branch should propose a plan for a co.n.soli.-
- _ dated Indian Department or independent agency Indian- pro-



gfaras sh-ouid be transferred to this new consolidated agency where
appropriate.B_Jareaucratic process. must be revised to develop an India43.
budget s-ystem operating from a "zero" base, consistent with long-
range Indian, priorities and needs. Those budget requests by tribes

.Fshould- be submitted -without interference to Congress. rl
3. Rederal laws provir na-li for delirery of domestic assistance

to States. and' local- government must be revised to include Indian-
tribes as eligible. recipients.

4. To the Maxixiaum. extent possible: appropriations should be
delivered directly to -.Indian tribes and organizations throtigh
grants and contraCts; the first obligation-being to trust require-
ments.

Ecb-Noarxc .

Indian lands encompassed approximately 50 million azres located
-on over 5.UX) reservations in some 26 States. .A....197.5' General Account-
inn- Office report on Indian natnrai. resources -egtimated that Indian
lands include: 5.3 million acres of commercial forest land, including
about 3S 'billion board. feet of timber.; 44 million acres of rangeland.;
and 2_5 million. acres of cropland. Indians have superior claims to
water to develop :their lands, and they have valuable rights-to share
in the harvest of -fish Nsh in the Pacific orihwest.

.Deposits of oil -and gas. Coal, uranium-and phosphate are -found on
:smile 40 reservations in 17 States_ Production of coa.14-an Indian lands
in 1974 was .34.8 percent of the combined productiOn on Federal sad
Indian lands !(1.9 percent of the Nation's tot,a-i) ; excluairig offshore
oil production, Indian lands_prochiced 13.67-percent of the total pro-
duction value of oil and gas on all Fedra.1 and Indian lands (4.4
percent of the Nation's total). ; phosphat-e production on Indian land
was 35.4 percent o! production on Federal and Indian land (4.9 per-
cent of the Nation's total) ; and Indi4.s lands produced fully 100 per-
r-cent,of the uranium value produce& on all Federal and Indian lanc3.s.?

And yet, for-the most part, Indian reservations remain under-
-developed and Indian people lack credit, remain poor, unedUcated
and u.nealthy. From the standpoint of personal well -being the Indian
of America ranks at the bottom of virtually every social statistical-

- indicator- On the average he has the highest infant mortali't-Y-- rate,
the loivest longevity rate, the lowest level of educational attainment,
the lowest per capita income and the poorest housing and transpor-
tation in the land.

How is this disparity between. potential wealth and actual poverty
to be explained.? At least one explanation lies in the fact that a-very-
,sig-nificant part of this natural abundance is not controlled by Indians-
at- all. Fractionated land awnership engendered by :Federal laws
impedes efficient 'development projects in timbering, 'farming, and
ranching. Significant quantities- of Indian natural resources are leased
out to "On -Indian enterprises at rates significantly -less than that
derived by non-Indians for comparable lands. Access to development
credit is -of-ten difficult to obtain, and tribes often lack the technical..
-s1011s necessary to undertake develOpinent of their own resources.
Roads, communications systems and other elements of economic infra-
structure are frequently insufficient to support development efforts-.

I
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-.Daclian opinion is virtually unanimous in the desire for economic
self-sufficiency- Certainly not sail tribes will be able to fully attain
t +is goal, but with proper support from the Federal Government,-
many can- Clearly it lies within the best interests of the Indian tribes
and the United States to give full support to the_development of eco-
nomic enterprises by the tribes_

1. The first order of business of future- Indian policy- must
be the development of a. viable economic -base for the Indian
communities.

.. 2_ Adequzite r....reiEt:sy.stems must be -established for Indian eco-
nomic development projects; funds must be established to provide
for land, acquisition ant: consolidation; and policies must be
adopted which will favor Inc ; -ian control over-leases of their own
natural resources.

3_ Technical .assistance mast be available to tribes both in the
planning and management stoves of operations.

4. Every effort must be made to encourage and aid tribes in
the development of economic projects relevant to their natural
resource base.

Biz TorLA a-lox AZ+71.) RECOGNITION

Despite recent policies which have encouraged self -determination
sad -which have reaffirmed the permanent nature of tribal govern-

ments, there art many tribeS which suffer because of past_poEcies
which failed to ret...00nize their status, or sought to end it. Almost 100
tribes' relationship to the Federal Government was legislatively ended
darin-tr-, the I950's when Congress ad.optecl a policy called "termina-
tion.-One hundred thirty other tribes I have never been recognized
by the Federal Government usually because of bureaucratic over-
sight,- and they too suffer becatse their status is not defined. There is
no reason why some 200 tribes sliould not benefit from the relationship
the United States maintains with =other tr --lbes. and there is no reason
why Federal policy should not be implemented equitably to all tribes.

-1. Tribes which were terminated must be. restored to their for-
mal political_status and Con.gresi,. must establish a legal process
for restoration..

2. Tribes which have been overlooked, forgotten, or ignored
must be recognized as-possessing their full rights as tribes.

L-Pj3-4:-N.1"

Through policies of "relocation the United States sought to re-
move Indians from the re._.,rvation environment to cities where they
would assimilate with non - Indian peolale. These policies were poorly
administered and unsuccessful in attaining their goal. Thee United
States bears some liability for the effect of these policies on Indian

- people, yet today Indian people who live in cities find it extremely
difficult to avail themselves of the minimal federal services they would
readily receive on reservations. Aside from this question of respon-
sibility for past policies, the United States should also recognize that
Indian people in urban-areas have special needs which Government

2 "Vibes " as It is used here. 'Deluder bands and other Indian groups, and is more clearly.
defined on .pp. 461- 162..



programs could help to alleviate. Unfortunately, Federal-Indian pro-
grams frequently ignore of-reservation Indians; and the structures

. which urban Indians have er-tablislied themselves and which could aid
in the administration of Federal programs-

1. Federal Indian: programs should address the needs of oil-
. reservaticin Incli sun S

2. Progriims directed to the needs of Urban Indians should en-,courage and utilize Urban Indian service centers_
These elements make rp the major thrust of this Commission's re-

port. They are, in large measure, the direct result of 11. task forces
which were assigned by Congress to investigate major areas of con-
temporary importance to Indian people. Task force studies were man-
dated in tlae following areas :

1. Trust Responsibilities and the Federal-Indian Relationship
2. Tribal Government
3. Federal Administration and the-Structure-of Indian Affairs
4. Fedez:al, State, and Tribal Jurisdiction

- .5. Iiidian Education
6. India"- n Health
7. Reservaticin and Resource Development and Protection
8. Urban 'and-Rural Non - reservation Indians
9_ Indian Law Consolidation., Revision and Codification
10.--Terminated and Non-Federally Recog,ri zed. Indians
11 Alcohol and Drug Abuse

These areas reflect Congress's initial understanding that Indian Af-
fairs were plaguecl by the following problems, that: (1) the trust
relationship and treaty rights were poorly defined and confusing con-
cepts basic to Indian law: (2) tribal -crovernments held a poorly de-
fined and seldom-understood !--,tatus in ene Federal system,- -(3) Indian

ople were .perplexed. and impeded by a massive bureaficracy whose
runction and-merit were perpetually questioned by Indians and non-
Indians-Oike;. (4) Indians and non-Indians on reservations were en-

-------h-Fteshed in jurisdictional disputes with municipal, county. State. and
Federal powers; (5) education of Indians was questionably adminis-
tered and had disappointing k results; (6) Indian health was sub -
standard; (7) reservations were unclerd..,veloped and economic plan-
ri-ng was insufficient for development: ,(8) off-reservation Indians
were alienated and disenfranchised;` (9) Federal-Indian laws were
complex and often absolute, and never received the scrutiny necessary
for proper revision ----(10) a number of tribes were unreasonably ex-

, eluded from the -F,Z.,cleral--Indian relationship (11) alcoholism and
drug abuse were afflictions which caused especially severe problems for
the Tmedian population. Additionally, two special task force reports
were-prepared on the Management Study of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and on Alaskan Native Issiies.

The Commission has utilized the work of these task, forces in prepar--
ing this final report. Not all of the findings and recommendations of
the task forces have gained expression here, but this broad statement
of Indian policy falls generally into the context of the task force.
conclusions.

A. summary .of the specific recommendations of this Commission
follows in the next chapter.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS. -
Two hundred six specific recommendations are Pet forth below and

numbered consecutively beinning with chapter one and concludingt-t
an chapter thirteen.

ZJ

CrEAPTEIR NE--CAPTIVES ItVrri i I :sr A FRED: S 04C I ETY

No recommendations.
CI IA PTER Two. COQ TEM PO RA RI.- CONDITION'S

The CO.norassion. recommends that
1. Congr ess require the Assistant Secyetary of Indian Affairs to

provide a comprehensive annual report on Indian matters which will
-contain reliable, current, and accurate data.

The Secretary of Interior be directed to.gather and maintain mate-
rial for this report from all Government agencies serving Indians.

The report be organized to present facts relating to Indian treaties,
-.agreements, and Executive orders: current land, population, tribal,
government, economic. heath. welfare, eclucatibn, and housing statis-
tics in Indian communities: material relating to the use of natural re-
sources on Indian land; and information on administration of all
Indian programs. A sample format for this propOsed report can be
found in appendix,C.

CHAPTER REE.Drsa-axcrIvE DocTRINTEs OF ...k.NEEracAN

No recommendations.
C I IAPTE-R Fo-c-B.TRUSi RESPONSIBILITY

The Co-mcmissiem recoMmevd s that
Congrs reaffirm and direct ill executive agencies to administer -;

the trust responsibility consistent with the following principles and
The rationale far each-proposal follows the Commission's

statements_ In. carrying out its trust obligations to American Indians
(incltidin,g r Alaskan- :Natives), it shall be the policy of the United.
States to recognize and act; consistent with these principles of law:

The trust responsibility to American Indians is an established legal
-obligation which requires the United States to -protect -an,d. enhance
Indian trust resources and tribal self-government -and -to provide
-economic and social programs necessary to raise the starida'r.d of liv-
ing and social well-being of the Indian people to a level comparable
to the non-Indian society.

In matters inVolving trust resources, the United States be held to
the highest standards of-care and good faith consistent with the prin.-

. (11)- -
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-tildes of common law trust. Legal and equitable remedies be available
in Federal courts ffir breach of standards.

Although_ the trust _responsibilit-y is a legally binding dut.),:
-of-all-United States agencies and instrumentalities, and although (Am-
gress has the ulifirnate responsibility for insuring, that the (bay is inet,
-there be in the,executive' branch one independent prime agent charged
with the principal responsibility for faithfully administerinp- the
trust.

The trust responsibility extends through the tibe to the Indian mem-
ber_ whe:her on or -of the reservation_ Iris or her rights pursuant to
this United StateS obligz,t ion are not affected by services which lxe,ishe,'
may be eligible to receive- on the same basis as other United States
citizens or which the tribe may LI- eligible to receive on the same basis

- as any other governmental unit
The _United States holds lefr.al title to Indian trust property, but full

equitable title rests with the Indian owners.
Before any agency takes action which may abrogate or in any
infringe" any Indian treaty rights, or nontreaty rights iirotected

by. the -trust responsibility, it prepare and submit to the appropriate
committee in both Houses of Congress an Indian trust rights impact
statement, to include!r.but not be limited to, the_followinerinformation

Nature of the proposed action.
Nature of the Indian rights which may be abrogafed or in any

way infringed by the proposed action_
Whether consent of the affected Indians has been sought and

obtained. If such consent has not been obtained,-then an explana,
_tion be given of\the extraordinary circumstances where -a com-
pellinc, national interest requires such action without Indian
consent.

If the proposed action involves taking, otherwise_ infringing
trustrust lands, there must be notification whether or not lieu

lands have been Offered to the abetted .Indian or Indians.
4. When considering leg:islation which may have an adverse impact

upon treaty or nontreat \- rights of IndianS, the Congress adhere to the
following principles. . .

The United States not abrogate or _in any way _infringe any treaty
rights, or nontreaty rights that are :protected by the trust responsi-
bility, without first seeking to obtaii2:the consent of the-affected Indian
or Indians.. Such rights not be abrogated or infringed without such
consent except under extraordinary circumstances where a compelling'
national interest requires otherwise. With or without Indian 'consent,
such rights not be abrogated or/infringed in any way except pursuant
to a. tong; ssional act which/ identifies the specific affected Indian
rig.htsvand- which states that t is the intent of Congress to abrogate or
infrinn-e, such rights.
,/5. TQ diminish the conflict of interest-prevalent when the Depart-

yment of Justice. and the pepartment of the. Interior prOvide legal sery-
z ices to Indians, to provide for more efficient rendering of_ leo-al-services

to' Indians, and to otherwise improve the representation which Indians
receive for protectiOnio..nd enforcement of their trust rights, Congress
enact the following legislation

There be established within a. newly created De.: rtment of Indian
Affairs. (see recommendations in chapter VI). an 0 h ce of Trust Rights
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Protection- Its _duties shall include, but not be limited to, cataloging
and assisting in the management of Indian trust property, advising
Indians and Indian tribes in legal matters and representing-them in
all litigation and administrative proceedings inv-olving Indian trust
rights- 1.316. appropriate field offices of the Department of Indian Affairs,
there be a legal and professional staff under the supervision of the
Office of Trust Rights Protection. -

The Office, of st Rights Protection be authorized to render all
appropriate legal services which now are re4nclered. by the Department
of Justice and. the Department of. the Interior provided that the
Indian client agrees.to accept representation and services.

The..0ffice of Trilst Rights Protection have the primary responsi-
bility of the Federal Government for protecting, enforcing, and en- .

hancing-Indian-trust rights; but this shall not relieve any Federal
agency-f-rom the duty to recognize and act consistent with the Federal-
trust responSibility for Indians.

The Office of Trust Rights Protection .act in the name of the United
States as trustee for Indians in all legal'matters and proceedings, ex-
cept those which it refers to the Departirien.t of Justice for litigation.
It have the discretion to so refer those matters for which it does not
have the staff. resources or expertise to handle. The Office also have
the discretion and authority to engage priVate legal counsel to repre-
serit Indians tribes or groups .in trust matters. In such cases. the
United States Government may pay all ,fees and costs and the wishes
of -the Indian clients shall be -Complied With, as much as possible.. in
the selection of counsel. "Where there is conflict of interest between an .
individual Indian and a tribe involving trust issues, the Office repre-
sent the tribe and have the discretion to engage private. counsel to
represent the individual at Government expense.

The I-Tnited.States waive sovereign immunity for all actions involv-
ing Indian trust Inafters brought by the Office of Trust Rights Pro-
tection or privatecpunsel engaged by it to represent Indians.

The Office be authorized to obtaih whatever information.. services,
and other assistance deemed necessary from other Federal agencies,
and such agencies be obligated to cornpi3.- with such requests.

Federal courts be authorized to award attorneys' fees ande±penses
and-all reasonable costs incident to-litigation. incluclinrr but not limited
to, expert witness fees, in cases in which an Indian or Indian tribe or
group engages private attorne4-s and is successfUl in protectin,,- or
enforcing- treaty, trust, or other rights protected by Federal statute.
Federal courts be given the discretion to .order that .3.11 such fees and
costs be paid by the losing party or by the 1.7nited,States Government.

CITA P*i"..ER Tv:E.-71:113AL GOVERNVERN MEET

The Commis8icrivrecomrn,encis that :
7. The loner erm objective of Federal-Indian policy be the develop

nient of trio governments into fully operational government exercis-
ing the s ie powers and shouldering the same-responsibilities :as other
local g vernments. This objective should be pursued' in a flexible
ina.nner which will respect and accommodate the unique cultural and
soil aLtribIltes of the individual Indian tribes.

,

/
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8. No legislative action be, undertaken by Congress in relation to-
tribal jurisdiction over non-Indians at this time.

9. Congress 'appropriate significant additional moneys for the main-
teinanee-and development of tribal judicial systems:

Funding be direct to-tribes.
Funding .specifically provided to enable tribal courts to

. become courts of record.
10. Congress provide for the development of tribal appellate court

systems.Appelle.te court systems will vary from tribe to tribe and region to
region..

The development of tribal court systems will require tribal experi-
mentation a.nd,time. t -

Congress statutorily recognize.. such appellate systems as court
s-ystenas separate. from State and Federal systeMs.

'lien tribal court systems are firmly operative, Federal court review _

of their decisions be Limited exclusively to writs of habeas corpus..
11. Congress provide by appropriate legislation that lands held in-

trust for an Indian tribe and assigned to an individual Indian be
exempt from Federal taxation and

assigned
the income from such lands -

also be exempt, in the same way that restricted and allotted lands are
presently exempt.

12. Congresg provide lay appropriate legislation that the benefits
received from those programs designed to aid in the economic develop-
ment of Indians shall not be subject to Federal taxation.

1. Congress -amend the Internal Revenue Code to provide that-
provisions of the Code which apply to non-Indian governments ara to
be applied in a like manner and to the same extent to Indian tribal
governments. This would include the same benefit's enjoyed by indiv id- .

uals in their relations to tribal governments_
14. Congress amend- or repeal.- as appropriate, those statutes which

authorize State taxation which are in conflict with Federal-Indian .

policy to fosterA-con.emic development of reservation Indians and.
enhance.tribal self -goverTu3:14.tt. Specifically,- State taxation of mine]. ;...1
production on lefisedandian-lands be repealed or amended.

15_ Congress by appropriate legislation that State taxation
within (reservations be invalidated as applied to .non-andians when the
burden of such taxation falls' directly or indireEtly upon the

16. Congress enact legislation which provides that where an Indian .
tribal government enacts a tax in furtherance of Federal-Indian pol-
icy, designed to enhance the tribes' self-governinfr capacity or to pro-
tect or foster tribal economic development of "Indian .people or the
tribe, such tax will have the effeiA of preempting any competing-State
tax -which would be applicable to the same person cxr activity.

17. The Department of the Interior aid Indian tribes in the develop------
merit of comprehensive management plans for fish and wildlife re-
sources. Indian people must be involved in the management,of their
own trust resources:

18- The executive branch undertake action to stimulate the tribes
an' States to enter into cooperative agreements in.:the manao-ement,-
allocation; and enforcement of off-reservation fishing activities by
both Indians and non -Indians.. Such coo-p_erative agreements must.
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recognize thPi. -eights of the Ifidia.ns- in the fish resource and their re-
Sponsibiliej. in the management and allocation of that resource-
.. 19...con......ress appropriate funds necessary to aid individual tribes
and. intertribal organizations in the development and management of
A-51-WrY programs.243.: Car%erress PTI ct legislation authorizing the Department of the
Interior- (Parks and Wildlife Division) with standby authority to
allbcate fish resources and enforce such allocations as to Indians or
non-Indians or both, whenever the States or the tribes fail to regulate
those persons under their respective ris-clict ion.

21. Section 18 of the Indian Reorganization Act (2.5 478).
which 'provide's that no paA of that Act shall apply; to any reservation
wherein :t majority of the adult-Indians vote against its application.,
be repealed. In its place, Conp-ress enact a sayings clause provide
that the rights of any tribe which has organized wider the_ terms of
'section 16 of the Act or formed a corporation under section -17 of the
Act will not be adversely affected_

-Ta.accomplish thii -result. the Commission recommends the follow- .-
ing specific legislative-actions :

- Repcal st-ct ion 18 of the--IRA. which reads as follows :
This Act shall not apply to any reservation wherein ;!.,

major-it-I,- of the adult Indians. voting at a special erection
duly called by the Secretary- of the Interior. shall vote against.

- its application. It shall he the duty of the Secretary of the
Interior, within one yea-1- after June 18.- 1034. to call such an
election. -which election shall be held by secret. ballot upon
thirty days aotice.

Insert in place of this section the _follow-inf.- language
.. The rights ol,any Indian tribe which has chosen to or-

ganize under sections 16 and 17 of, the Indian Reorganiza-
tion Act shall not be affected by this

22.- Section 16 of the Indian. Reorganization Act (25 TT.S.C. :$ 476)
which authorizes tribes 16 organize under the provisions of that 'Act be --
amended :

(1) to specifically reflect the fact that tribes have an inherent right
to 'form their own political organizations' in the form which they-

. desire: and (2) to provide that notwithstanding any provisiong in
existing tribi constitutions.,which vest the Secretary with authority
to_ review And disapprove ordinances enacted by the tribal government

only extend to those matters directly related to the trust responsi-
bility over the use and disposition of trust assets. HoweVer. those
tribes who wish to retain such authority on an interim -basis:s_hall be
authorized to do so.

To ficcomplish this result. the -Commission recommends amendment
of section 16 of the IRA along the following

The right to chooser their natural form of government is the-
. inherept right of any Indian tribe. Amendments to tribal consti-

ttitions and by-laws adopied pufsuant to the-- Indian Reorganiza-
tion Act shall be ratified and approved by the Secretary to protect
the trust assets-and resources of the tribes.

In addition to- all powers vested in any Indian tribe, or. tribal'
council -15Y existing law.: said Indian tribe shall also be re-cogmiect
to-have the following rights and powers: To employ legal counsel,

2
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to prevent the sale, disposition, lease or encumbrance of tribal
lands. interest in lands. or other tribal assets without the consent
of the tribe: and negotiate with the Federal, State and local gov-
ernments.- The SecretarY of the Interior shall advise all Indian
;tribes and /or their trib&l councils of all appropriation estimates
of Federal projects for the benefit of the tribe prior to the sul*:aiis-
th.on of such estimates to the Office of Management and Budget
and the Congress.

Notwthsttinding the provisions of any existing
i

tribal constitu-
tion or similar document which vests authority n the Secretary
to review and approve or disapprove proposed actions of said In--
dia.n tribes, the Secretary's authority over Indian tribes will only
extend or be directly related to the trust responsibility over the
use and disposition of trust assets. However, any Indian- tribe
which may desire a continuation of their presently existing- dele-
gation of authority to the Secretary is hereby authorized to .do so.

:2;. Section 2 of title 25-'17. S.C.. be amended tar provide that the au-
thority of the Secretary of the Interior over tribeg shall only extend
to actions relating to protection of tribal trust assets. Within these
limits, whenever the Secretary finds it necessary to disapprove a pro-
posed tribal initiative, he must file a written statement with the tribe
notifying them of the reason for his disapproval of their proposed
action and afford them-an opportunity for a hearing.

24. Section Si of title' 25 U.S.C., be amended to accomplish a result
similar to that _proposed above, i.e., that whenever the Secretary dis-
approves any proposed contract dealing with trust assets, he provide
the affected tribe or person- with a written statement of his reasons for
disapproval and provide them with an opportunity for a hearing.

To accomplish these results. the Commission recommends amenda-
torylfwg-u_ag..e alone,- the followin, lines

That 25 U.S.C. § 2 be amended to include the following lan-
guacre:

The authority of the Secretary of Interior over Indian tribes,
shall only extend to "theSZ. actions deemed necessary to Protect
tribal trust assets and resources. In any action which the
S-ecretary-finds it necei-sa ry to disapprove a-rFroposecl tribal
government initiative. the Secretary shall -take such action
within 60 days of having been officially notiEed of the pro-
posed tribal action by the Indian tribal government an0 any
disapproval of the propose'cl tribal action shall be accompa-
nied by an opportunity fora. hearing on the part of the ,7ribe,
and-the Secretary's decision shall he based on written findings
of,fact which Shall specify the reasons for his disapprort.l.

That 2 T.T_F-4.C. $-Sl he amended in the following manner: Th?.
third paragraph ":-.erond * * *" shall read:

It shall bear the zipproyal of the Secretary of the ,Interior
and Commissioner of Indian Affairs endorsed upon it-. The
Secretary of the Interior and the -Commissioner of Indian
Affairs shall disapprove any such =proposed contract only
after finding that the proposed contract shall endanger the
trust assets Or resoui-ce5---- of the tribe or individual Indian.
Such findings shall be submitted to the proposed tribe and/or
Indian in written form specifying the exact reason for
disapproval.

2
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25- Additional legislation be enacted to authdrize tribes to override
Secretarial disr..pproval of their px-oposed use of trust assets. Such an
override must be coupled with a waiver of liability on..the part of the
United States to the limited- extent that the override may result in

. -
loss.

Legislation be enacted establishing that if the.Secretary disapproves -

a tribal government initiative, contract. or other tribal action involv-
ing- the use or disposition of a trust asset. the tribe shall be entitled to
override such Secretarial disapproval using the following procedures :

a. The Secretary shall supply the tribe with a detailed state-
ment of the reasons for his-disapproval of.. their proposed use or-
disposition of the trust-asset.. Speoificrillv setting. forth the loss he
believeS may result from such tribal proposal.

b. After due consultation between the representatives .of the
tribe and the Secretary or his representr-ve, the tribal council
may, by formal resolution. elect to override the disapproval of the
Secretary. Such resolution must contain a specific waiver of lia-
bility on the part of the "United States for losses which may result
as a direct result of the tribal override.In consultation process, the Secretary shall be held to the:
highest standards of-care and good _faith consistent with the prin-

- of common law trust in advising the tribes of the potential
consequences of the proposed tribal. decision.

d. A tribal override of a Secretarial disapproval shall not di-
miniSh the trust character- of the asset in question. The tract re-7
s:pons,ibility of the United States to aid the tribe- in the imple-
mentation of thir-deeision ana-fo protect the future well-being/of
the asset shall continue undiminished.

e. In any_ case in which the., Secreta.ry has reasonabje ca.u.Se to
believe that the -decision of the tribal government may not reflect
the will :of the majority of the men-ebers of a tribe he shall/ {may'
require n referendum of the trihni members. the expense,of
shall be borne by the T.Tniteft.States and not the tribe.

f. In the event the -Secretaiv-determines.fhat a tribal resolution
should be put to a referendum. he inust_ notify the. tribal council
within thirty (30) days of the passage of their resolution, and he
mu-steal' for such referendum -vote not more than .forty -five (45)
days after'tendering such notification.

*2d.' The Department of Justice issue recrulations7-or' oraei-s direct-
ing U.S. attorneys to accept criminal referrals from qualified. triktil
and/or 13I_1 pollee or investio-atoi=s. ,

Congress hold oversight r`h!tarin.gs to see that/this recommendation
is accomplished or receive an explanation why'it should not be done.

27. Congress hold oversight hearings with representatives of the
Department of Justice. 13IA. and tribal atithOrities. particularly police
and 1ud4res to inquire into the iuriscli-ction relationship of the tribal
and Federal courts and. ascertain what legislation. if any. is needed:as
a consequence of this derision.

2S. Congress- hold oversicrht heariryzrs with representativtis of the
Departmen't of -Tuqice and Tnterlor and-wit-I) Indian tribal authorities
to ascertain the scope of this problem;

29. Corrective legislation. if an- is needed. must be premised on the
continued protection of tribal self-government. The scope of the
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-cation of the Assimilative Crimes Act must be strictly limited_ It must
be recognized and,mccepted-that the laws of the tribes will not always
.conforralo the laws of States in which their reservation lies. This is
the- m f self-government:

30. -"on ba passed providing for retrocession -adhering to the
following wine/0es

Retrocetsion be at tribal option with a plan_ -
ftexible'period of time for partial or total assumpti5n of juris-

diction, either immediate or long term, be provided.
There be a significant preparation period' available for tliose

tribes- desiring such, with,b. firm commitment of financial resources
for 1P7ming avid transition. -

be- :direct financial _assistance to tribes or tribally desig- -

nated -organizations_
TAE A A be amended to provide for funcling-prior to retrocession..

for planning preparation, or concurrent jurisdiction operations_
Provisions be made for Federal, corporate, or charter status-for

intertribal. organizations (permissive, not Mandatory).
There be tribal consultation with State and county governments

concerning transition activities (no veto role, however).
The Secretary of the Interior:(a) Act within 60 days on a plan or it is automatirtany

accepted;
(b) Base nonacceptance only on an inadequate plan; _

(c) Delineate specific reasons for any nonacceptance: ;
(d) Within suety (60) days after passage of the Act, the

ti Secretary of the Interior draft detailed standards for deter-
mining the -ad:nuacv or inadequacy of at tribal plan. Such
standards be submitted to Congress who- shall have sixty (60)
days to approbyA or disapprove such standards.

Any nonaccepta.n'ee.-oI -retrocession by- the Secretary of the In-
terior be directly app6.1able to a three -judge district court in the
District of Columbia and - ""

The Department of the Interior be obligated to pay all reason-
able attorney fees as determined by-. the Federal court, except
where sigh appeal is deemed by t he court to -13c frivolous.

Once partial or complete_ retrocession is accomplished, the .
Federal Government be-under a mandatory obligation to defend
tribal jurisdiction assertions whenever any reasonable argument
can be made in support of theta.

31- Title II of. the 196S Indian Civil Rights-Act be amended so
-that it is crystal clear that this Act was not intended as a general-
waiver of sovereign inualunitv of the tribe§. The holding in _Lon-

Zeekity, 331 F= Supp. 370 (D.., N..2%. L. 1971) authorizing. a
money judpment atsinst_the tribes be specifically rejected by Con-
gress- While the courts must have authority --Co enforce substantive-
-z....pects Of the Act, -(as limited.- by the recommendation above), Indian
-tribes like any other governments, must have sovereign i-inmunity.
and some protection for their officers,if they are to be able to govern
fairly. Equitable actions such as mandamus against tribal officials may
be permissible- but they should be immune from money juaL-moment
when they work within their scope:-of duty_ In this respect, they should --
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be in the same position as'State,,,and. Federal officials; i.e., protected
-- when acting within_ the scope of diity but personally liable -when

acting beyond Or outside their defined scope of duty..
32. Thy jurisdictional provisions of the 1968 Indian Civil Rights

Act be reexamined:Habeas corpus review is the only jurisdictional pro-
now:-included in this Act, yet the courts have assumed juris-,-

-dl lion over a broad range of actions which do not involve detention.
As the; situation stands, the jurisdictional reach of Federal courts and
the remedial orders which they .feel free to enter is virtually un-
limited. This-is in complete contrast to all other Federal ci-viryights

33. Thy part-of the 1968 Indian Civil Rights Act providing for a
right to trial by jury be amended to specify that the right guaran-
teed by this subsection only be- applicable to offenses which if charged
in a Federal court would be subject to _a right= to trial by jury. As
section 202(1'0) presently_ reads the rights to trial by jury would
-theoretically apply to almost every offense aperson might be charged
with, no matter how slight the pemilty.

... .34. The provisions of the limitingCivil Rights Act limitin the
penal-authority of a tribe to fines of -$500 ar six (6) months imprison-
meat. orbboth. should --be amended to increase these figui.es to fines of -'

-$1,000 or one (1) yeavimprisonment. or both.
35. Section 1738 of title 28 U.S.C. be. amended to specifically in-

-elude Indian tribes among those., governments to whom full -faith
and credit be given. The purpose of this amendment would be to
clarify and- reinforce the rulings of the majority, of courts to the
effect that Indian tribes are on .the same footing as States, and ter-
vitories with respect to the application of full faith and credit
principles.

36.. Congress a=mend title II of the .1968 Indian Civil Rights Act
to provide a mechanism fdr _limited appeals to United States district
courts after exhaustion of all available tribal remedies. The, need for
-such a prov-Jsion is directly related to : (1) the. Commission recom-
mendation for 11c:cording full faith and credit to tribal laws and court
judgments; and (2) to the expanding role of tribes in civil and crimi-
nal matters involvinrr non-Indians. This legislation should adhere to
the following principles

Existing Federal law permits Federal courts to review the
judgments o= State courts for matters involving questions arising
under the T.T.S. Constitution-or Federal statutes. =

The limited right of appeal proposed in this part would au,
thorize Federal court review of tribal court decisions in both civil
and criminal matters in extraordinary circumstances involviiig
prima facie showing of a denial of due process (-fundamental fair-
ness) or denial of equal protection. and/or when the amount in
-controversy exceeds a specified amount ($10.000) .

Section 203 of title II of the Civil Rights Act (25 §' 1303)
which extends the privilege of the writ' of habeas corpus to test

--the legality of detentions by order of Indian tribes be amended
to provide a limited right of appeal from final orders or judg-
ments of the highest court system, of the respective tribe in both
civil and criminal matters.



44.ppeal to the Federal court not-be allowed until the petitioner
has exhausted all available.tribal remedies. This -exhaustiou- re-
quirement include all tribal appellate remedies including- appeall,
to regional intertfibal courts of appeal should the tribes elect to
enter-into such intertribal ecimpacts. The requireme.lt for exhaus-.

tion be Ho-idly enforced by the courts:-
The review not turn on procedural requirements-but rather he

premised on fundatnental fairness based on the entire record.. This
- amendment follow the rule laid down in cases that this Act did
not "blanket in the entire body of Federal case law but provides

. _for interpretation in a manner consistent with -the needs and ens-
,- toms of tribal institutions. _

.

37. Congress enact leerisiation guaranteeing fl_e permanency of
`tribal governments within the Federal (loliestic assistance -program

- delivery system.
..- S. 'r e legislationerfact lecrislation to resolve the inconsistencies

.
of Fed-

eral domestic assistance legislative and admin:strative proced-44res as
they define the status of tribal governments within the Federal do-
mestic assistance. program delivery system. The implementation of
principles which would resolve such inconsistencies establish a cleilr
definition. of tribal government eligibility for each Federal domestic
assistance program and !ruartintee the jurisdiectional independence of
tribal p-,ovtarrit;r.ts as perManent political entities within the Federal_

domestic assistance- program delivery system..

19. Congress 'authorize the waiver of administrative regulations of
Ftm.Teral domestic assistance programs which condition eligibility on
population ficirnAulas. Allocation of funds, however.

under
employ

usome population criteria such as that utilized by I3TA nder P.L. 93-
63S tc) prov-ide adequate funding to tribes with smaller population

- - (bases. I .

40. Congress establish Federal policy recognizing the sovereirrn
right of a trilial :0-civernnic..nt. to form its own government_ In accord- -
ance with Federal policy_ eligibility criteria of Federal domesticst-
:ince- programs not force tribal poverilments to form consortiums or
intertribal affiliations in order to become eligible for Federal domestic
assistance. ..

4 Congress amend the Intergovernm6ntal Cooperation Act of 1-96,9
(1) L.S.C. fr; :535 and 42 1."_-.S.C. §: 1401) to include tribal governments
in the scope of inter7overnmental activities and access to Federal pro;
gratn informittion provided for under the Act.

42. Congress' amend the Law Enforcement Assistance Act (42
T.T.S.:C. :5,' 3711, et seq.) to remove State :16'risdietion over tribal govern. -.

. ments in the service deliver~ seem of Law Enforcement Assistance
Administration programs, thereby allowing programs and riaoneys to
flow directly to the tribal frovernment.7 4:3. CongressiOnal recognition of the legal status of tribal govern-
ments include the recognition that tribal governments must have the
financial resources necessary to support the basic operations cf tribal
rrovernment. so that shay effectively exercise their inherent
sovereign powers.



5 ,.:-7":-'441* Congress direct the Bureau of Indian Affairs to undertake a
nec-zds asSessment of each tribal government to determine tribal caps-

the basic operations. of tribal government.
Congress authorize the evaluation 'of the administrative reg-ula-

-4ionS -of self-determination grants program. and require the revision
*.of:recrulations where such. regulations narrow the scope of congres-
sional: 'intent afticulated in the Indian Self-Epeteripination and.
tducation Assistance Act_

4G. - Congress assure that inaboth administrative and judicial pro-
ceedinns, Indians will be assured competent, iiidepend.ent counsel.

2 t-
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COM1771,2;Ereion reCOMMerl, d 8 that:
:. !.4-7,. Congress enact affirmative legislation to reaffirm and guarantee
-the. permanence and Viability of tribal governments within the
Federal y-stem. - ...? ,

48...Con.2-,ress clarify the elieribility of tribal governments as prime
sponsork: for Federal domestic assistance programs and other pro-
grams delegated. to State and local crovernments.

49.' Congress enact legislation establishing tribal governments as
equal to State. governments in Federal` domestic assistance-programs.
This includes amendment of all enabling legislafion, program acts,
and admini. trative rec.-Illations which require tribal governments to
,come under State jurisdiction. .

50:-- C-on, ss amend the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act to
inehid:6 -eribal governments, and enact the Federal Program Infor-
nicitiCinfAct (S--. 3281) to include Indian tribes.. .-_-...5.I. Con Tess appropriate such funds as are necessary to allow the
prepa-ration of operations-and procedure manuals to be used by tribal
governments-1in- their administration of tribal government affairs-
.These manuals would include operation models presenting alternative

,-.. sys_terns .of _financial management. accounting. personnel policies and
procedu-res. management information- and organization structure.
:-:---52_- Congress enact Senate Bill S. 2175=Public Participation in

`Government Proceedings Act of 1976.
-53_ The executive branch establish an. Indian Career Service con-

-sistent with 'statutory provisions -and be charged with the responsibil-
- "-itx--.Of developing the employment standards as required by section 12
... of the-Indian Reorganization Act of 19342 .-

4. -,The. executive branch propose a plan to implement the provi-
sibns---of section 12 cf the Indian -Reorganization Act of .1934 by
es-talinshing, standards for the hiring of Indians apart from the-- re-
c-mir-ments of civil service laws in the Bureau of -Indian Affairs _and
the --Indian Health Service_

55: Congress amend- section 12 of the Indian Reorganization Act
-i-;f 1934 to make the Indian preference applicable to all Federal
agencies administerine.programs specifically dir,!cted. to Indian
affilirs.

A etannlete len-al analysts with findings related to Indian preference laws is contotined
in the. Task Force No. 9 final report. voL I. pp. 106-120.
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56. The executive branch rdinate efforts to piovicle for the direct
admit istration of contract fu ds by the Indian people.

St The executive branch, direct the implementation of section 7 (b)2.
of the Isaian_Self-Determination' and Education Assistarice Act (25-

§ 4506(b) supp. 1976) to direct its applicability to all Federal
agencies; -furthor to direct the General Services Administration to
amend' Federal procurement regulations to

Clarify the scope and intent of 7(b).
Emphasize that a contradicting Order cannot modify a con-

gressional Act.
Clarify that-title VII, section 703(1) of the 1964 Civil Rights-

Act provides for permissible preferences.
Provide standard Indian preference language; be included.

58. The executive branch direct that the Office of Federal Contract
Compliance within OMB offer a statement in support of the amend.ed.
Federal procurement regulations.

5C'. The Bureau of Indian Affairs compile and maintain a perma-
nent list of qualified Indian contractors ; such a list. to be maintained
standards being maintained such lists to be available to all Federal-
agencies.

60. The executive branch coordinate and consolidate all technical
assistance efforts into a single agency:

61_ The executive branchestablish a national professional and tech-
nical Indian skillg bank administered by Indians.

62. The executive branch direct and coordinate all agencies to estab-
lish a Model_ Natio-nal Indian Technical Assistance Center--corisoli-
datino- personnel with technical assistance grants and contractsSuch
consolidation-to run pariillel to existing BIA service units to test the
feasibility of an independent agency service center.

"63_ The President submit too-Congress a -reorganization plan creat
ing a.Department of Indian Affairs or independent agency to by com-
prised of appropriate functions now mainly administered by the
Bureau of Indian Affairs; Indian Health Service, and agencies within
the Interior and Justice Departments. Rights protection be

as set forth'in chapter four-of this report.3
64_ The plan for a transfer of appropriate programs-and functions

to the new agenc-v include a review of those programs identified in
this chapter. In the interim. the President- establish a temporary spe-
cial action office within the White House which would be charged wit
responsibility for preparing a plan for the President.

65,- The President ,designate the Secretary of the Interior at the
- Secretary of .Health, Education. and Welfare to implement and coz
ordinate efforts to evaluatd-planthe-tranSfer of various ,envies in
the -eve nt..-_of--4-1-Le---e-srdblishrnent of a department or of an ndependent

66. Congress authorize, a management study of the Indian Health
Service to be conciticted utilizing experts from the public and private _
sector and representatives from the Indian community. -

5A legal 'analysis of the mandates of Indian contracting under 7(b) is contained in
anal report of Task Force No. 9 in vol. I, pp. 221-230. . .

a The -authority of the President to reorganize the executive branch (sec Chapter' IX.
Title 5. "C.S.C.) does not include the creation of a new cabinet or executive department,
the President needs to submit to Congress a reorganization plan..

2S
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67- The Preident submit to Congress an appropriate plan. for the
removal of all Indian education programs from the Office of Educa-
tion., in the Department of Health, Education,==and 'Welfare and the
Bureau --of Indian Affairs, to a consolidated independent Indian
agency. Such Executive action would establish :

Stronger lines of communication between tribes and the. source
of educational funding;

An administrative structure that would support the develop-- ment of tribal control;
_ Direct targeting of -moneys and services to tribal communities;

A reliable data base, such that effectiveness of fund utilization
can be monitored;

ProgrIlt.ms that permit. individualization of services to meet the
unique needs of each project ; and-

Direct rather than coincidental aid for educational problems.
68. The Secretary of the Interior implement an action plan for the

modernization of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in order to change it
from a management to a service agency_ Such a plan give maximum-
consideration to the Commission's "Bt.& Management Study" "pro-
posals. Generally; these are :

A new or-grazational structure be established to trasfer au-
thority and responsibility to the local level. Particularly, they
present area offices 13.6 divested of their line authority and be
established as service centers.

The establishment of a planning and budget system which will,-
stimulate Indian tribal participation-and -place more emphasis on

:`tribal project priorities in_ the congressional appropriation proc-
ess_ Tribes should participate in the budget process directly with
the Commissioner or Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs and
Conn-ress to the greatest degree possible..

The establishment of a program to improve -elle communica-
tions and management information system thrOtinhout the BIA
_an contract for access to an automatic- clata._-proces,Qin-g. system
which will also be made available cOmptiter terminals.

The reorganization of the persOnn(q, syskem to improve BIA
____effectivene_ss while continuing to train. hire. And upgrade Indians.
69- The executive branch direct. the Secretaty of the' Interior to

compile an appropriate- manual of operations wliich will define and
publish minimum and standard threshold tfust trotection in manage=
ment, procedures, accounting, monitoring, evaldation_ and reportinn-
which should be provided as a standard for all Departments and their
field offices-as well as for Indian tribes.

70. The-Secretary of Interior, under exiStina.- authority, undertake
the amendment of the rule of procedure of the Denartinent of-Interior
(42 CFR, subtitle (a). 1975) pursuant to sec. 4(d) "ofthe Administra-
tive Procedures Act, (5- TT.S.C. 553 (e) and 43 CFR 14.1) to provide
compensation for certain. participants in the'rulernaldng.and adjudica-
tory ProceedingS conducted by the Department of Interior, including
public informal hearings conducted in iuleinak.inn- procedures.

71. The Secretary of the Interior direct that the Commissioner of
Indian Affairs be given Assistant Secretary status. This.can be accom-
plished administratively, but may require other supporting legislation_

2 74;
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72. The Secretary of the Interior remove the Ass at.. Solicitor"s,
Office of Indian. Affairs from the Interior Solicitor's ffice and create;
an Office of the General Counsel in the Bureau of ndian Affairs. ;

73. T1ie Secretary of the Interior establish a sepa to Office of In-1
dian Program Development and Budget, as well as a parate Office of
Policy Analysis for Indian Affairs-, under. the Assistant Secretary,;
Program Development and Budget.

74_ The Deputy Under Secretary for Indian Affairs become an inte-
gral part of an implementation team and direct Secretarial inhouse'
administrative action.

75. The Secretary of the In erior direct the Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs to establish a duly electe board of regents to be recognized as.
a unit representing tribes and t 'bal opinion to contract for and ad-
minister postsecondary schools..

76. The Secretary-of the Interior direct the Bureau of -Indian Af-
fairs _to establish that a duly elected, Board of Regents representing
each .tribe be recognized as ..a unit representing tribes and tribal-6-pin-
ions to contract for and administer those multitribal elementary and
:secondary schools,

77. Congress establish permanent standing or special select commit-
tees for Indian affairs in each House or place-all jurisdiction over-
sight, and legislatia7e,authorit3- in one joint select committee.

CFLk ice{ SEYEN.EcoNo3rIc DEVELOPMENT

The-Commission recommends th2t .-
78. Congress appropriatefunds and provide technical assistance to

insure the preservation, consolidation, and acquisition of Indian:lands
upon which to build tribal future. This includes assistincr-tribes in %-

devising comprehensive land consolidation plans, and assisting land-
less tribes in establishing a land base. Congress, therefore, provide
legislation which would:

(1)- -Increasgtherfunds in the Revolving Loan Fund (Indian
.Financing .A t). administered. .by the Bureau of .Indian Affairs,
and create a setaside specifically for tribal land acquisition. These--
loans should.CiirrY lower interest rates and longer terms than-now-
exist -fOr-other enterprises receiving loans under the-Fund. Present
requirements should remain .whichIstipulate that there be a rea-
sonable prospect of repayment and that the applicants must have
exhaUsted othei7avenues of reasonable financing, but there shoUld
be less ril:.rfa.re.qiiiretnents relating to the profitability. .of the land.

(2) .:t.,fa'aclate .that the Revolving Loan Fund have standby line
of credit_ for-tribes to-
a

luse when immediate access to funds is neces-
*ry piircliafT kev tracts of land Which are for sale and are
essentiiitto the tribe's acquisition or consolidation plans but-would
probabIC cith.erwise be)ost to the tribe during the loan application
procesS.-- .(3) Permit 'tribes-to have a "first right of parc-lla.se option
when n.idividually held trust land or non-Indian land:within a
reservation is offered- fi,r sale. .

(4) Arnend.'sectiOn of the Indian Reorganization Act to pro-
vide for an iri-,r ea.sed appropriatcion of funds for land acquisition,
particularly -for-those- tribes Which are presently landless-

rit
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(.5) Amend sections 1465 and 49 5. of title 25 of the U.S. Code

to delete the provisions of In -an Financing Act funds which re-
stricts the use of purchase-o-flands outside the exterior boundaries
of Indian country unlei the purchaser was the owner of trust or.restricted interests,intbe land prior to purchase-

.- (6) Amend ,the "excess property'" provisions of the Federal
Property andAd.rnirlistrative Services Act. 40 -CT.S.C. § 471, et seq.,
to speeiteally provide for transfers of excess property-. whetheL.
locateewithin or without the exterior boundaries of tribal lands. .

to-tlie Bureau of Indian Affairs for use by Indian tribes.
(7) .Mandate that the Secieta7v of the Interior establish and

make public specific criteria for accepting Indian lands in
Such criteria should include a presumption that lands own:ed----in
fee by .a tribe or to be acquired in fee shall be accepted-iin trust
unless the Secretary sets forth in writing sufficient reasons for
refusal.

(8) Mandate that the Executive exam- and report to the Con-
gress on,the feasibility of consolici.,pti,.. the Indian land acquisi-
tion loan program administered by the Department of Agricul-
ture and the 33IA loan :programs i.3to one Federal-Indian loan
program designed exclusively-for providing funds for tribal land
consolidation plans. Land should also not be required as collateral
for such loans.

79. To provide solutions for the' debilitating problems presented by
the fractionated ownership of heirship lands, Congress enact legisla-
tion which would:

(1) Amend the U.S. Code to enable tribal governments to adopt
comprehensive plans for resolving fractionated heirship land
problems. Such plans could include the following procedures :

(a). Guaranteeing that tribes have first right-6f purchase
when heirship lands are sold.

(b) Authorizing the holders of-a majority of the ownership
interests in a trust, or restricted-allotment, to determine sale_,
of land.

(c) Enactment of tribal laws govewoing descent and'Ais-
tribut-iiin of fractionated heirship lanc17--- to allow. purchase, at
the--time of probate of estates, undivicied interest in allot-
ments in heirship status which have reached an unreasonably

. Small fraction: restriction of inheritance of trusts or re-
stricted.allotments to members of the tribe ; or restriction of
inheritance to a life estate with a remainder in the tribe, but
only upon payment of fair market value co_ mpensation' to the
prospective heir.

(d) Cond.emnation With fair compensation by the tribe of
lands -in heirship status which have reached unreasonable
small fractions. _

(2) Repeal statutes which are obstacles to exchanges and/or
sales between owners of allotment interests_

(3) Reform partitioning lays.s to facilitate partitionin,r, of al-
lotrnent interests held by heirs, if partitioning is in the best inter-
est of their heirs and the tribe.

(4) Transfer the probate authority over trust property now
held by the Secretary of the Interior of the tribe.
x2-1845-77-3
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(5) Amend the special laws rerrarding the Five Civilized Tribes
and the Usages to merge them with the fz,veneral laws governing the
other tribes; at least -with respect to jurisdiction over small estates
($5,000 or less) and with respect to their capacitv_tr_11
govern; In the descen_tan_d_distatil+titicarqfp-Fo-p-erty.

----80. Tribes encouraged to develop comprehensive plans for long
term economic development premised on maximum Indian utilization
of Irldian owned resources. -Recommendations for appropriation of
grant moneys to tribes for planning purposes appears in chapters 5
and 6 of this report.

81. Congress enact legislation which will facilitate tribes in acquir-
ingconsolia.ted. land areas sufficient to support efficient farm and cat-
tle industries. Specifically, Congress .

(a) Amend existing Federal laws relating to leasing of indi-
vidual trust allotments to provide that tribes should have a "first
right of refusal" on leasing of such lands.

(b) Elseirhere in this chapter it is recommended that Congress
establish a special fund for the purpose of aiding tribes in pro-
grams of land acquisition and consolidation_ In addition to use of
these . funds for outright acquisition of ownership, tribes be
authoriied to draw from this fund in order to acquire leasehold
rights in individual allotments. Such authoriiation must be de-
signed to accommodate the special credit needs of in allot-
tees which cause them to annually renegotiate what purport to be
long term leases.

82. The Bureau of Indian Affairs revise its policies regarding
leasing of arrricultural lands in the following respects :

(a) Rental terms correspond to ,general lease terms of com-
pa.roble grade lands held by non Indians in the surrounding area.
Where practicable rentals should be premised on percentage of
crop values rather than fixed rates per acre.

(b) Leases contain strong conservation requirements with penz-
alty provisions adequate to assure compliance by lessees.

(c) Leased- prieperties be inspected as frequently as necessary
to insure compliaTice with lease terms. .

(d) Tribes be encouraged to contract with the BLS to perform
inspection and enforcement duties.

Sa; The BI A. and the tribes clevelpp long-term range Management
plans to realize the potential benefits of a renewed, high _producing-
ga-azing range. These plans provide for : (1) .range a.nd'soil-Anyentories
to determine current range capacity : (2) timetables for adjusting herd
size to capacity ; (3). grazing permit systems: (4) development and
prudent use of range improvements to raise the carrying capacity : and
(5) education programs to promote good range management practices.

In addition. these plans evaluate the short term". economic impact-
which diminishment of herds will cause to individual Indians during
the period necessary to regenerate spell rangelands A prog-,rani similar
to the past "Soil ,Bank" prograpa.'should be instituted to provide in-
centive to individuals to reduce their livestock holdings.

84. The Bureau of Indian. Affairs implement programs necessary
to provide technical assistance and training to tribal people to aid them

or



in adOpfing modern farming and range management. Specifically, the
a. Review its funding requests for support of State extension

services and seek additional funds for this purpose as appear
necessary.

b. Develop vocational education programs to be offered at thereservation level to train; adults and students at the secondary
educational level in techniques in agriculture. range management,
and other subjects relevant to natural resource development.

55. Congress hold .oversight hearings to ascertain the adequacy ofthe current funding level of the revolving loan fund for purposes of
agricultural and livestock development.

S6. In order to clarify the legal authority for Indian =--tribes to regu
late. manage, and sell their own tribal resources: Congres's amend : 25

4061Sale of Timber on Lands Held in. Trust ; and 25 U.S.C_
407Sale of Timber on Unallotted Lands.

25 TT.S.C. g 406 Sale of Timber on Lands Held Under Trust.
Amend 406(a) by inserting -a period after Interior in

line 3 and striking the remainder of the sentence and the
following sentence..

Amend 406 by 'adding a new paragraph at the end of the
section as follows :

(g) Bonds for performance and reclamation purC?si.ant to
contracts under this section may be Irequired the. Secretary
or the owner of the timber in accordance with provisions
under § 407.

25 U.S.C. §- 407 Sale of Timber on Unallotted Lands.
Amend § 407 by designating the present section as para-

graph (a). In line one after "sold" insert "by authority of
the tribal council with approval of the Secretary of Interior.".
In line four. insert a period after Interior and delete the re-
mainder of the paragraph. At.the end of the paragraph' insert
a new sentence: "Regulation of timber sales under- this sec-

_ Lion and § 406 may be superseded by regulation/pursuant 'to
tribal constitution, charter, or ordinance, prov,Med that such_
regulation is not inconsistent with the provisions of this
section." _.z

Amend § 407 by adding a news paragraph (c) to read as
follows: -(c) Nothing in this section shall/prevent the adoption by
the tribal council of regulations for the management of natu-
ral resources within the reservation, and after, such regula-
tions have been approved by 'the Secretary of the "Interior
they shall be controlling and regulations by the Secretary of
the Interior under this _section which may be inconsistent
therewith shall no longer be applicable.

. ST. To resolve the difficult problems in management in the continu-
ing waste of Indian timber-resources occurring because of the frac-
tioz ated. heirship pattern-of ownership of forested allotments, Con-.

gress amend. existing Federal law relating to :
(1) Sale of timber on trust allotments to provide a first optionto the tribes. ,'
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(2) -"Authority. to the tribe to acquire existing powers of attor-
neys now held by the BIA. upon a showing that the affected al-
lotted lands have been included in a comprehensive tribal forest
management plan.

SS. The BIA. !flake a study of its existing forest management prac-
tices and regulations. -

A specaal task force be formed comprised of experts in the
areas of forest management to evaluate the present BIA forest
management program and develop' a. modernized comprehensive
forest management program for the future use of the Bureau awl
the tribes. The members of this task force be drawn from the
the public and private sectors of the forestry indnstry and in-
chide timber managers of Indian tribes and the BIA.

S9. In order to provide for reforestation and regeneration of the
millions of acres of Indian forest which have been clearcut by private
-companies under sales contracts approved by the BIA, t Congress
appropriate funds to enable those. tribes affected to undertake the
necessary regeneration and reforestation programs,.

90. Congress enact legislation to permit tribes to. contract with pFi-
vate enterprises or Forest Service for timber management.

91. The Secretary of Interior allow the tribes havin legal rights
over water to-develop their own water codes designed to

e.,
o regulate all

forms of water usage.
92. Congress enact legislation to provide for an Indian trust impact

statement (as outlined in trust section of his report) any time -Fed-
eral or State projects affect Indian water resources.

93. The Secretary and the Bureau of Indian Affairs take the follow-
ing actions or provide tribes with the financial capability to:

1. Inventory all tribal mater resources.
2.. Complete land use surveys particularly to determine lands

which are irrigable or which can use water for other beneficial
uses.

3. Conduct adequate engineering studies of the Indian water
resources necessary for litigation.

4. Make available to the tribes funds to conduct legal and en-
gineering research regarding particular water resources and to
proceed with litigation where necessary.

94. Congress investigate litigation in the San Juan River Basin, the
Rio Grande Basin, and the C3lorado River Basin, and it likewise in-
yesgate the it W edan, cases. the Bel fitly case, and the Big Horn, case
to ascertain the scope of Federal conflicts of interest.

95. Congress amend 42 "U.S.C. § 666 lalcii.vn as the MCCarran amend-
ment to specifically exclude. Indian water rights from its. provisions.

96. The Secretary of the Interior direct the BIA to work with
Indian tribes and the Bureau of Ueclamation to (1) identify those.
Indian lands served by BIA. irrigation projects which would most

_
benefit from IMS ; and (2) plan and provide guidance to implement
MIS on those lands.

97. Congress provide the .United States Geological Service and the
Bureau: of Mines with the funds necessary to compile mineral inven-
tories. of all tribal lands. These inventories be.field geolog,ical surveys.
using Indian people as trainees. The results be confidential to the
tribes..
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-ovide.the-Divisioh,-- of Tribal Resource Development,
Bureau an Affaarst with funds to train a minerals negotiating
team of known international_ and rational experts approved
by the affected. tribes. These experts would 4e at the disposal of Indian
tribes to aid and advise during negotiations.

99. The Bureau of Indian Affairs discOntinuR outdated royalty
agreements, lengthy lease periods, no readjustment clauses, vague
employment and. environment clauses, and waivers from tribal taxa-
tion. Title 23 §§ 171 and 177 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
should mak.:- clear that alternatives exist to the outdated lease agree-
ment pres,?- in use.

100. -C , - provide fends to the Department of Interior to ef--
fectivelt := Indian mineral agreements and insureothat produc-
tion is reported, royalties, and other fees promptly paid,.
eznploym, an<t tnvirr'nmental provisions honored. Monetary
penalties be imposed for noncompliance.

101. !Congress provide funds to set up a low interest loan fund to
'aid those tribes who wish to engage in joint ventures.

102. Congress provide legislation to prohibit any State taxation of
non-Indian mineral developers in their transactions with Indians
within the tribal lands.

103. If the tribes decide to enter joint ventures, agreements with
developers, ownership and control of minerals and processing be kept
in Indian hands. Contracts for work; on technology purchases would
be examples of such agreements. Funds' be made available for tribes
to employ legal counsel and geological experts to aid them in their
mineral contract decisions whenever possible.

104. The U.S. Government make available technical assistance and
teadaing personnel 5n geological fields so that Indians can learn. to be
surveyors for their own tribes.

105. The present laws be amended to insure tribal control of the
development of Indian-owned natural resources including water, coal,
oil, uranium,_ gravel, and clay, and 8,1.1 other minerals. The Taws, once
amended, be flexible enough to allow the tribes to determine foir- them-
selves the best form of organization which will "enable them to con-
trol development and realize the maximum financial returns from the
development of their natural resources.

106. Title 25-. § §. 171 and 177 of the Code of Federal Regulations,
make clear alternatives exist to the outdated lease agreement (con-
tracts) . most immediately with regard to the development of coal.
'Reclamation regulations also be clarified.

10IT. Congress amend the Freedom of Information Act to exempt
tribal proprietary riehts from its application.

108. The United States Bureau of Labor Statistics collect accurate
uniform, and! consistent statistics on an annual basis on the Indian-'
labor force on every Federal and State reservation. The Bureau also
collect statistics- on jobs available on each reservation. by type of eco-
nomic activity, and should indicate if the job is held by an Indian_ or _
non-Indian.

109. The executive branch require the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
the Department -of Labor to keep accurate and detailed statistics on
every participant in federally funded manpower programs. Partici-, .

pant's subsequent job status be monitored for at least 5 yez.rs.
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110. The executiv.e branch require that the Bufeau of Indian Affairs
and the Department of Labor coordinate their liianpower programs
'with tribal devtlopment programs and Economic Development Ad-
ministration. EDA specify for the and DOL the manpower re-
quirements for their projects including the setting up as well as the
-operation. BIA and DOL institute _th© necessary training programs
in advance of the E1A projects.

111. Education of Indians be relevant to the needs of the com-
munities and that emphasis be placed on education and _training in
hard sciences, business, and-administrative management disciplines_

112. The Office of Management and Budget take the necessary ac-
tion to insure that :

An approach is developed which will coordinate Federal efforts
at the reservation 'level;

Continuous evaluations are conducted of the effect that Federal
prat rains have on the standard of living at Indian reservations
including developing information systems to support such evalu-
ations; and

Annual reporth are submitted to the Congress on progress made
in improving the standard of living of reservation Jridians and
on any needed changes in legislation to improve the effectiveness
of Federal programs.

If early action is not taken, we recommend that the Congress enact
-appropriate legislation.

113. The executive branch direct the development of physical infra-
-structure programs through the joint efforts of the tribes, the Depart-
ment of the Interior, the Federal Aid to Highways System, the Corn-
merce Department, anfl_the Department of Transportation. Such a z
program. be part of-a-Special economic stimulus effort for tribes. It-z
could also include- significant increases in the amount of capital ,tb
be inacle-afailable through grants and loans.

Congress appropriate sufficient funds to ups:rade the existing
transportation facilities in the Indian communities and prcvid_e for
a maintenance-program that would net allow a deeeri9ratic).ii of exist:-
ing

115. Congress enact legislation deli led to amend f....)5,1T.S.C. § 1522
to increase the $50,000 limitation on nonreirnbursable grants to Indian-
owned economic enterprises. : .

/
116. Congress enact legislation to insure thattzeunds and technical

assistance available through SBA's (S (a) Prot2-,rant" (25 C.F.R.
§ 124.8 et seq.) and "7 (a) Program" (25 C.F.R. § 122 et scq.) are ex-
tended to businesses which are chartered or operated by tribal govern-
ments.

117. Congress enact leg-ilation to insure that the technical and man-
accement assistance available through '0:11I-E is extended- to Indian
b`usiness enterprises on the same basis and with the same priority as'
it is extended to c ther minority ,business enterprises.

11S. Congress _enact legislatio'n to provide that the tribal govern-
ment may waive its immunitfrom suit_

119. Congress hold ov-rstht hearings to determine the feasibility
-of the establishment of an Indian development bank to pros:ide for
the demand for capital in Indian country and at the same time recog-

_
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nize- and compensate. for the unique requirements of lendingin Indian
COuntry necesth.tated -by. the. United States-trust responsibility. A. care-
fully considered development bank project may go a long way in re-
versing the existing dependency structure in Indian country thereby
reducing Federal ers over. the long run.

120. Coiigress hold oversight hearings regarding investment of
trust funds to determine what legislation is necessary to assure that
trust funds `draw full interest at prevailing commercial rates. r

121. Congress hold oversight hearings with Economic-Development
Administration, Small Business Administration, Office of Minority
Business Enterprise, Department of Labor, Bureau of Indian,Affairs,
and Department of Transportation to determine what the obstacles
are to successful business development in and near Indian communities.

CtrAPTER EIGHT.--COMMUNTTY/ STUIVICES

27he Commission. recommends that
122. Indian Health Service (IHS) establish a formalized zrcha-

nism through which IHS officials can work closely with Indian people
toward the successful implementation of Public Law 94-437.

123. Congress appropriate .sufficient funds for the continuance of
present Indian centers in urban areas which assist Indians in obtain-
ing medical and other social services; and should encourage, with funds
and guidance, the establishment of additional such centers in all urban -
areas where Indians live.

124. Congress create in the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) a monitor-
ing and enforcing division targeted at discriminatory urban health
-providers.

125. II-1S receive supplemental fundings for providing outreach
medicalcare to isolated, rural Indians.

126. Congress hold, oversight hearin-iyis reerardincr the implementa-
tion by MS of the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assist-
ance Act (Public Law 93-638).

127. Congress hold oversight hearinos to determine Indian nee& in
the areas of health care facilities, construction, and maintenance, and
appropriate sufficient funds to meet those needs.

128. Congress hold oversight hearings to ascertain the success of
mobile health vans at the Navajo and Rosebud Reservations and on
TVsatellite formerly used in Alaska ; and determine whether these
programs should be expanded to isolated, inaccessible areas.

129. Congress hold oversight hearings to ascertain the problems re-
crard:Uig the high turnover in personnel at IHS and act to remedy
these problems.

130. Congress create a medical Para- professional corps to be used
on Indian reservations. particularly in she areas of alcoholism and
mental health.

. 131. IFIS be funded to allow the expansion of present training pro-
grams so_that they are located in individual service units and geared
to specifiestaff- shortages in those units.

132. Congress appropriate funds for ongoing orientation programs
to educate IHS employees in Indian culture, 4.nd to provide for Indian
interpreters in all service units.
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Congress request the General Accounting Office to conduct a
management study. of the Indian Health Service and periodically to
audit ailles:urvices.

134. The
M tive branch direct all Federal agencies to report to

Conivess on problems regarding the coordination_ of budget cycles
and, if necessary, request legislative reform.

.135. Congress reorganize the Indian housing program and give one
agency the primary, responsibility-for coordinating and administering
the program. Upon establishment of a new independent consolidated
Indian. agency, as recommended in chapter VI of this report,' all In-

. dian housing programs should be transferred to that agency.
136. Congress direct IHS to report on tribal needs for fully equipped

ambulances and other vehicles to tranport nonemergency patients on
reservations and should then appropriate necessary funds to provide
such services.

137. The Department of Agriculture review and revamp its food
supply system to insure, consistent delivery of nutritious, health-giving

to the Indian people, with particular emphasis on high-risk
- groups such as infants, children, pregnant women, the elderlA and

the handicapped; and, to insure the simultaneous use of both food
stamps and donated foods for those tribes desiring it.

138. BL& replace the monopolistic trading post, with its high prices
and inferior stock, with as many efficiently managed food stores as are
needed for accessibility by Indian people wherever they live on the
reservation: These stores be under Indian martgement:

139. The execriti-ve branch upgrade -tribal programs for education
in the areas of hygiene and nutrition.

140. IHS upgrade the derionstration projects heretofore adminis-
tered by National Institute on Alcoholism and Alcohol Abuse.

141. Congress enact legislation for the transfer of all Federal ecluca.-
bola programs from their present-agencies to the consolidated Indiait
agency recommended elsewhere in this report. ,

142. Con enact legislation that would aid tribal governments in
assuming tVs:esponsibility for 'control of education in accordance
with their desires- Such legislation to-include

(a) -...inendinents to Public Lau'. 81-874 and S1-S15 such that :
(1) the dollars directed to aid schools educating Indian students
would he funneled through a tribal monitoring system, then to the
school; (2) a set-aside provision is made to cover_ costs of tribal
administration. .

. (b) Amendments to Public Law 93-638 such that : (1) a duly
elected board of regents may be recognized as a unit representing
tribes and- tribal in to contract for and administer post-
secondary schools with a. multitribal- population; (2) .in. the case
of multitribal elementary and secondary schools, a duly elected
board of regents. including at least one representative from each
tribe, be recognized as a unit representing tribes and tribal
opinions to contract for and administer those schools.

(c) Amendments to PublicLaw -93----638- arid-Johnson-ja-MalleY
such that : (1) Any dollars contracted for the education of Indian'
children through Public Law 93-638 and Johnson-O'Malley
would pass through a tribal monitoring system ; (2) in utilizing
this contract or monitoring power with Public- Law 93-638 or

3 P
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Johnson - O'Malley a tribe may decide the extent to Which it wishes
to control the educational system affecting its children. This deci-
siou runs the gamut -from total tribal ownership and...contioI to
utilization of the tribal government ,only as a monitoring system
for Indian education -nioneys; (3) if the tribe opts to set up an
organizational unit to monitor funds, a set-aside provision should
be made available to cover the costs Of tribal administration.

(d) Amendments to all Indian education legislation such that
(1) the State or local government not in compliance with agree-
ments and- contracts for Indian education programs can be sued
by the tribe in a U.S. district court. or in a ,fate court of general
jurisdiction; (2) the court may grant to the plaintiff a temporary
restraining order, preliminary or permanent injunction or other
order including the suspension, termination or repayment of
funds, or placing any further payments in escrow pending the
outcome of the litigation.

NorE.The Language of the above two recommendatiOns is taken
from H.R. 13367 Revenue Sharing.

143. -Congress appropriate funds to accomplish the following
objectives :

(a) To establish standards for Indian education and develop
an accreditation system for Indian schools.

(b) To train nbn-Ihdians who teach and Work with Indian-
. children as an interim- measure until there- are enough- Indian

educators.
(c) To educate and prepare-tribes who wish to organize and

operate their own educational system'. -

(-/) To subsidize a long-range effOrt to train and certify Indian
educators for Indian schools.

(e) To subsidize curriculum de velopment and library deve lop-
ment for Indian schools.

.(f) To provide an educational -clearinghouise for information
on teacher availability, new curricula, and special; resources flow-
ing between schools and tribes.

(g) To give professional Indian educators the opportunity for
regular input on new educational methods and resources to the'
tribes.

144. Congress provide for the improvement of off-reservation board-
ing schools by- enacting legislation to accomplish the following:

(a) Define the goals and. objoetives for each school and create
an academic emphasis to fit its goals.

(&) Assure that juvenile corrections are the responsibility of
the tribe and not the off - reservation boarding school.

(e) Organize an admittance and transfer policy for students.
(d) Provide for sufficient diagnostic staff and development spe-

-cialists for each school.
(e) Provide a curriculk;m that is responsive to the students'

psvehologica1 and acadeinic needs.
-(f) Assure that teaching and guidance staff are chosen for .their

ability rather than civil service rank.
(g) Give parents and communities the opportunity to contrib-

ute ideas and participate in school procedure.
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(h) Give the 'school advisory boards real decisiomnaking power.
as indicated by the Indian Reorganization Act, and organize -an
elective procie. for advisory boards and boards of regents for
all BIA schools.

(i) Set up funding structures to separate off -reservation board-.../... ing schools from other BIA-funded schools
(5) Provide adequate financing and standardize accounting

procedures and fiscal reports of all schools.

vation boardiri2N% school status so the tribes have the option to(k) Removtpbstsecondar'y schools run by I3IA from off- reser-
vation

s t d get, programs, enrollment levels, and student
body .

145. Congress provide funding through Indian organizations and
tribes for scholarships in three academic areas: vocational education,
traditional liberal arts education, and graduate level education.

146. Ea.Ch Indian student who meets the requirements of section
411(a) (1) of the Higher Education Act of 1965 be entitled to a grant
in an amount computed under subsection (a) of section 411.

147. Congress enact legislation which would carry out a program
for funding and administering Indian postsecondary schools. Such
legislation shoult4 include:

Ca) Funds for more Indian owned and operated colleges.
*(b) Funds for research in the area of Indian higher education to

determine students' academic and psychologicalcal needs.
(c) Funds to assess the needs of tribes and communities for cer-

tain_ types of vocations and professions.
(d) Funds to establish liberal arts institutions on or near popu-

lous reservations.
(e) Funds to establish institutions of higher learning specializ-

ing in the culture, languages, and traditions of Indian people.
(f) Funds for specialized Indian higher education centers, such

as the Center for Indian-La,w.
(g) . Federsa funding to institutions of I- igher learning serving

. Indian students, similar to Johnson-O'Nfaliey funds.
(h) Accreditation for Indian postsecondary institutions be pro-

vided by an Indian designed and organized board.
148. Congress hold oversight hearings to clarify the division of

responsibility between Federal and State agencies involved with In-
dian affairsincluding BIA, HEW, IHS. Office of Civil Rights, and
Social and Rehabilitation Services:--and direct these agencies to con:
suit with State agencies to determine the causes of the breakdo-wn in
the delivery of-services to Indians by the States.

The BIA and HEW -promulgate regulations to clarit-v that
Indian trust money and land is not to be considered an asset by State
and county governments in determining seligibil' fare
programs.

150. BIA be required to publish in the Federal Register and in the
Code of Federal Regulations their procedures and guidelines for gen-
eral assistance under the Snyder Act.

151. Procedures and practices used in th,- BIA's 64 welfare
offices be standardized and made uniform, ending the practice of dis-
cretionary action-on the part of the local BIA caseworkers.
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152'. Receipt: of State or local greneral assistance not-iiralze an Indian
ineligible for BIB. assistance when supplemental aid is needed.

-I Congress, by comprehensive legislation, directly address the
problems "of Indian child placement and the ...ef:Ti...slation adhere to the
loIlo-winiz principles :

=-(a) The issue of custody of an Indian child doiniciled on a res-
ervation is the subject of the exclusive jurisdiction of the tribal
court where such exists.

(b) Where an Indian 'Child is not domiciled on a reservation-
and subject to the jurisdiction of non-Indian authorities, the tribe
of origin of the child be. given -reasonable notice before ..may action
z.-,-ITecting his/her custody is taken.

(c) The _tribe of ori-crin have the right tecar intervene as a party
interest.in child placement proceedings
id) Non-Indian social service agencies, as a condition to the

Federal funding they receive, have an affirmative obligationby
specific programsto:

(21 pxpvide training concerning Indian cultUre and tra-
ditions to all its staff:

(ii) establish a preference for placement of Indian cl4idren
in Indian homes:,

(Hi) evaluate and change all economically and eulturally
-inappropriate placement criteria; -

(i7) con =uit with Indian tribes in establishing (1),
and

Significant Federal financial resources be appropriated for
the enhancement or development_ and maintenance of mechanisms
to handle -child custody issues, including but not limited to In-
dian operated foster care _homes and institutions in reservation
areas, such resources be made directly available to the tribe.

4XITAPTER NINe.OFFRESERVA'rION

bhp Cornmi:ssio-rt recommends th- at:
154. The executive branch of the Federal Government conduct a

detailed examination of assistance programs and need areas that would
be most expeditiously administered by tribal: governments.

155. The executive branch provide for the delivery- of services to
off-reservation Indians consistent with the Federal obligation to all
Inclifins Accordingly, Congress recommend that the executive branch
deliver appropriate services when feasible through urban Indian
centers. -

155; The executive branch provide financial support for Indian
centers in urbatrareas. This could be expedited by turning-over BI A .
Employment Assistance Offices and Other Federal contracting oppor-
tunities to urban service centers; and delegating Federal domestic as-
sistaiicp dollars directly to urban centers on -a-fair per capita share
basis.

15T The executive branCh consider the placement of Federal funds
targeted fdr urban Indians under an -Urban Indian Office as.a,part-

their considerations for tR-e-7----Consolidated. Insl.ependelit Indianof
Agenc3r- -------
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158. The Federal agency funding such urban center or centers de-
termine the- actual representation of such center or centers according
to arprocess ofmembership certified tothe agency.

159. The executive branch mandate that urban centers receive
Specific consideration for the receipt- of Johnson-O'Malley

fun
Technical assistance and orientation in programing, budgeting,.

regulations, and funding programs;
Specific roles in-program and policy formulation in curriculum

development for teaching and administrative staff hiring for
Schools with Indian children.

Funding for administrative and program costs.
160. The executive branch mandate that urban Indian centers be

supported to provide; 4
A real estate clearinghouse to provide information on available

living quarters;
Consumer education programs in the areas of creclit.nrocedures,

lease information, and general advice on moving from the reserva-
tion to an urban area ;

Grants for initial moving-costs, immediate support, rent supple-
ments, housing improvements ; and

The Bureau of Indian Affairs reestabliSh the program formerly
funded providing equity grants for downpayments to urban In-
dians who have lived in the city for more than 2 years.

161. The executive branch mandate that appropriate action be taken:
to provide urban Indians with health care facilities by -providing the
urban Indian center with funds-to :

Administer Indian health care programs ;
Provide information for health care ;
Contract for Indian health care ;
Establish health eduCational programs ;
Establish -health care programs on -its premises ; and
Act as a.monitor for funds desig,nated. for urban Indian health

care-
:CrntivrEat TEN.Trinarrls-Arm)

The Convn- tission recanimends that
162. Congress by joint resolution specifically repudiate H. Con. Res.

108 and the policies of assimilation and termination that it represents,
and commit Federal-Indian policy specifically to Indian self-determi-
nation.

163. Congress provide appropriate legislation for an administrative
restoration_ process adhering to the following principles 5

(-iz.) Purpose of the Act : To establish standards and procedures
by which terminated Indian tribes may be restored to the status
of sovereign, federally recognized Indian tribes : to rettore to
terminated Indian tribes and tribal members those Federal rights,
privileges, and services to which federally recognized Indian

V- tribes and their members are entitled.
These funds are presently provided to Ibe Bureau of Indian Affairs for the same purpose.

0 *See, IPRC. report of the Task Force on T'rmtunted and Non-federally Recognized
Indians, at 1705 for the proposed "Restoratior. act" adhering to these_prIncipIes.
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(b) The policy of termination was wrong and. Congress ex-
pressly recognizes that fact. All reasonable steps be taken to fully
and quickly restore Federal recognition. to terminated tribes. re-
establish their land base, and restore tribal sovereignty. All Fed-
eral moneys expended pursuant to the Act should be over and
above existing appropriations for Indian affairs.

(c) Ali y- terminated tribe may file a.-"petition for restoration"
with the Secretary of the Interior. The Secretary shall grant the
petition where : (1) the tribe is maintainirig-a tribal identity; and
(2) restoration is favored by a majority of :the tribal members
actually voting in an electicn. The Secretary shall liberally con-
-true the petition in- favor of the tribe and any denials of petition

shall be without prejudice ,to the tribe-s right to refile subsequent
petitions. If a petition is granted. the Secretary and the tribe shall
negotiate a restoration plan. the tribe will be eligible for all Fed-
eral services and benefits.. and all rights of the tribe Under Federal
treaty, statute, executive order, agreement, or otherwise shall be
reinstated.

(d) The restoration plan provide for election of an interim
tribal council, adoption of a tribal constitution and bylaws. re-
vision of the tribal roll, establishment of reservation 'land in trust,
and other specifics. Congress retains the power to approve or dis-
approve any restoration plan.

(e) Nothing in the Act alters preexisting rights or obligations
or affects the status of any federally recognized tribe.

(f) The Act be construed in favor of Indians; the Secretary of
Interior shall cooperate with tribes seeking restoration : his action
is subiect to review by a Federal court ; and other specifics.

(g) Authorization for Vhatever appropriations are necessary
to implement the Act.

(h) The Secretary of Interior is authorized to adopt regula-
tions necessary for carrying out the Act-

(i) Congress, as an interim measure, recognizing the hardships'
caused by terminations, by legislation specifically extend appro-
priate Federal-Indian services to terminated Indians.

ELEVEN..UNRECOGINIZED INDIAN

The Commission recommends that:
164. Procedures be established so that all tribes will be guaranteed

their unique relationships with the u=nited States. After adoption of
the .following recommendations, the word,,"-n. onfederally recognized"
and federally "unrecognized". shall no --longer be applied to Indian
people..

165. To ic:larify the intention of Congress and to dispel administra-
--7tiVelitation-s-,.iangressad-ofit-in a concurrent res6liition. a state-

Ment of p4:Plicy affirming its intention to recognize all Indian tribes as
eligible foil- the. benefits and protections of g,eneral:Indian legislation
and Indian policy and directing the executive branch to serve all
Indian tribes.'

166. Taii-nsure that the above declaration is carried out, Congress,
by legislation,, create a special office, for a snecific period of operation,
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such as 10 years, independent from the present-Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs, entrusted with the responsibility of affirming tribes' relation-
ships with the Federal Government and empowered to direct Federal-
Indian programs to.these tribal communities_ The office:should have a__
dual function :___(1) Affirming- the Fed.eral. _relationship with-th-e- peti-
tioning tribes; and_ (2)-negotiatirigThe particular aspects of that rela-

_tionslap-with--iil the context of general India.n legislation and Indian
la.w,,but with the flexibility to meet each tribe's specific needs.

Th.::, first-function to include the following procedures :
The. office contact all known so-called unre.;ognized tribes and

inform -them of =their rights to establish a fornial relatiopship with
the Federal Governinent.

Technical assistance be provided for tribes. ensuring that they
understand the office's procedures, and that they acqui e legal as-I.

sistance and professional assistance when they desire it for pre-
senting their claims to this office. 1V;th the assistance 'of the spe
cial office, or with the assistance of persons designated 3f- the tribe
but paid by the office, the tribes may submit petitions r recogni-
tion to the office_
--, As soon as possible. but no later than 1 year after, recbipt of a
tribe's petition, the office must decide on a group's e igibility as a.
tribe for Federal-Indian programs aild services..

That decision must be decided on the definitional factors enu-
merated below, factors which are intended to identify any group
which has its roots in the general historical cikcamstances all ab-
original peoples on this continent have shared.

At the end of 1 year, through appropriate hearings and investi-
gation.. the office must justify any rejecii9ii of a group's claim to
tribal status with a written report documenting the. group's fail-
ure to establish its inclusion in any one of seven enumerated defini-
tional. factors.

The group may appeal the office's ruling to a three-judge Fed-
eral district court, as outlined in recommendation 16.9..

The second function of the office, to negotiate the tribe's particular
status within the Federal-tribal system, is intended to place these

newly recognized tribes on a firm footing so that their claims are clear.

their rights are affirmed, their special needs are assessed, and so that ac-
tions may be taken immediately to improve their health, educational,

and economic conditions. ,--
This procedure will acknowledge these tribes' different priorities,

and will assist in expediting actions on tribal priorities. It,is'not in-

tended to be a process for limiting tribes' eligibility for -any services

or constraining the powers, rights, and special pri-vileges of these
tribes. The office will be directed to exercise good faith and trust in
delineating the tribes' rights to services and protection of laws 'govern-

inn- Indian affairs.-
.

.

167_ Congress direct this special office that for the purposes of ful-
filling the Federal Government's obligation for the protection and
well-being of American Indian tribes and aboriginal groups and their
resources. and for the idcntification of these groups, the procedure
outlined in recommendations 16S-171 will be followed.

16S. A tribe or group or community claimingto be Indian or aborig-
inal to the United States be recognized unless the United States acting

/'
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through the special office created by Congress, can establishl through
h and inYestigations that the- group doeS not meet any one of
the fox owing-definitional factors .

(a) The group exhibits evidence of historic continuance as an
Indian. tribal fTroup froi the time of European contact or from

time .predating European contact. "Historic- continuance" in-
cludeS any subsequent fragmentation or division of a specific tribe
-Or group, and any confederation or It.mal(Tamation of specific
tribes, bands, or groups and subdiv-isionS_

(b) The Indian ,crroup has had treaty relations with the United
States, individual States; or preexisting colonial and/or territorial
governments. "Treaty relations" include, any formal relationship
based on a crovernment's acknowledgment of the Indian group's
separate or

government'sstatus
(c) The,gionp has been denominated -an Indian tribe or des-

. - ignateci-a's "Indian" by an Act of Congress or executive order of
State:_governraents which provided for, or otherwise affected or

,_--Tdentified the governmental structure, jurisdiction, or property c
the tribal groups in a special or unique relationship to the State.
government:

(d) The Indian group has held collectiVe rights in tribal lands
or funds, whether or not it was expressly designated a tribe.
"Lands" includes lands reserved for the group's exclusive use

.:ctip-ancy or related-general purposes whiCh have been acquired--
by the group through Act of Congress, Executive or administra-
tive action, or through such 'related acts by preexisting colonial
and/or territorial goVernnients, or by State governments or
through the purchase of such by the group. "Funds" in-
eludes money designated for te group's exclusive use, possession
or related general purposes by Act of Congress, Executive or ad-
ministrative action, or by such related acts of preexisting colonial
and/or territorial governments, or by State governments, or by-
judgment awards of the U.S. Court of Claims, U.S. Indian Claims
Commission, Federal or State: courts.

(e) The group has been treated as Indian by other Indian tri
or groups. Such treatment can be evidenced by relations ab-
lishecl. for purposes connected with crafts, s itical
social affairs, economic rela.tions. tertrib Activity.

(f) The Indian ,(Troup-has exercised political authority over its
members. throw A. tribal 'council or other such governmental

----stliicture which the Indian group has determined and defined as
its own form of government_

(g) The group has been officially designated as an Indian tribe,
group, or community by the -Federal Government or by a State
government, county (or parish) government, township, or local

_ _ _
169. If the United States finds that the not meet any of

these definitional factors, such a determination must be made in writing
to the claimants and the decision shall be reviewable by a three-judge
-Federal district court. with the burden remaining upon the United
States to establish that the claimants are no an Indian tribal

7-coinmunity.
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170. If the United States affirms through the special office that a -----
elaimorit tribe or group meets any one of the stairEtard set forth above;
it shall promptly begin negotiations with the tribe *or-group for.par-

of extending all benefits and protections of the laws of the-United
tates directed toward Indians to the extent agreed to by-the tribe or

group. The -agenci-- desifnated to provide for the negotiation of pro-

.
tection and benefits sli 11' submit to the Conn s" such additional
requests for appropriations as are necessary to 1 these obligations.

171. Technical assistance be provided byte special office, or by the
prime agent of the trust, or by both, so-That :newly recognized tribes
can determine their membership rojIsAlie process of determining the
rolls will entail public notices, th,.-e-formation of tribal enrollment coin-
inittees to hear individuale.-ciiiims/ and written statements of enroll-
ment -verificaiion whir -Must- be recorded .in duplicate by the prime,
agent of the trust. must .set their own membership standards.
This enrollmen rocedure may begin after the special office inf61.-ms
the group its. recoo-nized tribal status, and may continue after the
special ce is terminated, although the process should be expedited by
th
Indian community governments and organizations currently -not re-
ceiving

Congress appropkiate specific set-aside moneys for American
governments

ce as fast as possible. .

ceiving Bureau of Indian Affairs services and programs, to be utilized
___for_p_rogram developinent,planning, arid community-based operations.- -

t----d These fulid.S to be an adidition/foThe -iiiiiiratiji-iiii'fia.-tio-ri-S-Tefir-th-e-Office- 7
of Native American Programs (ONAP) within the Department of
Health, Education: and *Welfare. Such funds to serve as . an interim
measure while other Fedey'a.I departments and agencies, are implement-
ing services to all Indians. (It- should be noted-that there should b a

..;. specific set-aside since .less than 11 percent of the ON1,P grantees -,
_._ during; fiscal year 191-5` were terminated or "nonfeclerally recognized",

Indian tribes and-organizations.)----- -----=-- -- - -- __ _ ,-__

173. To insure the/success of such congressional directive and specific
set-aside moneys, the Congress appropriate additional funds for dis-
tribution through/the Federal departinents and agencies on a grantee
and nonrantew basis, 'specifically designed to provide .contractual,------
training and, technical assistance for American Indian communities
at statewide itiad. regional levels. Further, to provide for the con-tinu---

\ance of the 1.f-determination -without termination conceptssui-rouncl-
?pc...the In ia.n Self-Determination Act passed in the_.9.3c1. Congress,

vidu American Indian community governments and Organiza-
tions and combinations thereof within a State or,--regional area are to,.

be ..&w tira.4.rred-to perform the. contractual neg9tiations-with individual
conerictors. in ,a. cooperative effort with the.-respective Federal agency.
Adclit4.onally, to provide the necessaz-v,support for the development of -
non-131A programs and services, anti for the cooperative efforts be-
tween- ' end- agencies -and Indiac.,-communities in__pol ic.rinaancl__

zn..policy f- . ation the Congt;ess'stipulate-and. encourage the utilization...,
and fiirin: ion of the Indian task -force concept .on the Federal re- .

gional con `Cil level. ....-is.:S such, the presence of an Indian task force at
the New. En la.ncl

.

ederal Regional Council has proven over the past .7

few years to -highly effective in the areas mentioned above.)
174. Forithesurposes of providing effective utilization and improve- _

went of humair esoi rces within American Indian commnities and
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for_ the successful continuance and rational development of-community
governments; and-organizations not currently receivinc, Bureau of
Indian Alibi:is programs and services, the Congress establish a na-
tional Indian scholarship and fellowship program specifically de-
signed., to promote the educational development and training of the
current Indian_ leadership withh) such communities and those young
Indian adults who exhibit future leadership 'qualities and activities.

17\5. Congress direct the General Accounting Office to immediately
proceed with hill and -complete investigations of the grant -award
procedures involving: the Office of Indian Education, title IV, parts
A, B, and C; and Office of Native _American Programs, Tribe and
Urban- and Office/ of Indian Manpowerlprograms, sec. 302 of the
Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

-176. The Congress extend the statute of limitations as provided in
28 U.S.C. §2415-(b) so as to provide that actions which accrued on the
date of enactment of such Act- in accordance with sub-section (g)
thereof may be brought within 25 years after the right of action ac-
crues, so asi to provide time for Indian tribes, bands, or groups who
have not hap :1 access to legal services, effective legal research, and effec-
tive historical research to seek redress through actions brought. by the
United States on their behalf under the Act.

177:. The Census Bureau -be directed to implement the recomrnenda.-
-tions. suggested by Task Force Ten on pages 1703-1704 of its final

--:report, so--that-so-called :-unreco=iized-India,ns will-be_identified in _

1980 census.

CH4r-r-ER TW]aNE--SPECIAL CIRCTIMSTAN-CES

The Cammi-Fstion reconimends that:
17S. Congress enact legislation prescribing the order of preference

in which apPlications for benefits under Federal laws and programs
will be received from the several kinds of Alaska Native organizations'
qualified as applicants.:

-Congress enact legislation confirming that the Tlingit and
Haida Indians c-Ciiiaitate--a single tribal entity of which the &..Central
Council is the general and s-unrenie-governin.,, body.

180. Ccing-ress enact legislation confirming that the authority of the
Secretary of the Interior to reserve easements on lands to be conveyed
to-Native corporations under the Settlement Act is strictly limited to

- definitely defined easements across such lands and at periodic points
along the courses of navigable waterways that are necessary to dis-
charge international treaty obligations and to provide access to re-
maining public lands. Specifically, Congress make clear that the Sec-
retary is without authority to reserve any lineal easements along shore-
lines, any nonspecific floating. or blanket easements, or any easements
to provide others with any rights to enter upon any lands (including

=-' wa-te-r-betb)- -to-be-con-Ye-yea t.g.the-Nati-v e-corporations-for-any-purposv-
other. than to cross such lands by defined routes to reach remaining-
public lands..

181. Congress enact legislation confirming that the Secretary of.the
Interior is not required, prior to conveying lands to Natives and Na-
tivecorporations under the Settlement Act, to prepare impact state-
ments pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act.
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182. Cong,ress -enact legislaon requiring the Secretary to convey All
lands and estate and interests in lands that the NativeS and 'the Native
corporations are entitled to receive under the Sett lenient Act no later
than December 31. 1978.

183./ Congress increase its oversight relative to the carrying out of
the Settlement Act ingeneral, and relative to the conveying of lands -

, _
to the Native corporations in. particular. Congress require the Secre-.

/ terry. to/repOrt tb .1.t not lo vs frequently than once every 3:months/until
- ; it is satisfied that all lands. to which the NatiVe'corporations are en- ,

11. -- / titled under the Act halie been conveyed. / ,

-14. Congress appropriate funds to provide the advance payments
int6 the Alaska Native Fund that were authorized by § 407(a) of the
Act of November 16, 1973, 87 Stat. 591. to' ameliorate the adverse im-
p ct on the Alaska Natives of delay in' construction of the Trans-

asks Pipeline.
/ 185. Congress take no action in implementing the provisions of
§ 17 (d) /of the -Settlement Act, or otherwise. that would have the effect
of cliniinishing--or impairing the ability of Alaska NatiVes to make use
of any lands or of the products thereof (including fish and animals),/
fOr. subsistence purposes, or that Would have the effect of restricting

.-1 the uses that Native corporations might -make of, or the activities they
might conduct on, any land conveyed to them under the Settlement
Act.

i,:': ----186. Congress - enact legislation permanently[exempting- lands' con--
1 / veved to Native corporations under the Settlement Act from State
! / ara local taxation, so long as they are not developed or leased, and

during periods _Such lands are not productive of income, whether or
not they were previously developed oHeased.

187. Not later than. during the 1st session of the 101st Congress or
1989, -Conoress undertake a comprehensive examination of the condi--
don of the Alaskan Natives and of the results of the Settlement Act,"
with a view,particularly, to determining whether the tax exemptions
and the period of inalienability of stock currently provided by the i /

Settlement Act should be expanded or extended- . -,

188.: Congress conduct hearings to examine the problems that have I

arisen in interpreting and effectuating § 7(i) of the Settlement Act and 1

todetermine whether further legislation is desirable. ,, -1

/ 189. The findings and recommendations applicable to Indians 0-en- !

/erally are part of the Federal-Indian policy and are equally applic;ble
to the Indian tribes and people of/ Oklahoma without distinction :and
that no tribe or community of Indian people should be denied the
benefits or advantages of FederaILIndian law or policy solely because
they are found within-the boundaries of the State of 'Oklahoina.

liII 190. Congress repeal those laws which presently restrict or remove
from. the tribes of Oklahoma the full measure -of jurisdictional and
governmental powerS enjoyed. by other tribes in States unaffected by

P-83-280,-To -the-extent-that-the-State of Oklah-orna,-1=fullv--ex-er---;------
cises jurisdiction over. Indians or Indian lands at present that j-uris- 1

- diction should remain as concurrent with the -tribal,-powers, pending==,

.. ' the assumption of full jurisdicti6n by the`tribes. . ,
= 191- For those tribes found /lacking an adequate legal base for

present assertion of tribal govermental,-Powers,:-Congress provide by
appropriate legislation for the ireasSuMption of Federal jurisdiction

4
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and tribal jurisdiction to the axclusion of State jurisdiction adhering
te- the following principles : ,

(a) .5-ceIssuraption of Federal jurisdiction and tribal jurisdic-
tion to the exclusion, of State jurisdiction be to the same- extent
as are found on reservations in States not presently exercising
Public Law S3-280\-urisdiction or other jurisdiction pursuant. to
special jurisdictional 'statutes for that State.

(b) The extent ana-N.limitartions, including any timetables for
partial or total assumption of jurisdiction be at the option of the
tribe which 4)811 prepare a plan for same.

(c) There be direct financial assistance rriad.e available to. the
tribe or intertribal group whick includes a Secretarial designa-
tion necessary to qualify for LEAA discretionary funds. LE AA
Act also be amended and directed to make funds.. available for
planning and preparation prior to assuming law and order func-
tions. .

'.s...

(d) The plan presented by the tribe or intertribal group re-
flect consultation with State and local governments. concerning
transition activities and to reflect cooperation or lack thereof-
State and local gover-nxnents shall have no veto over the plan.

(e) The plan be presented to the Secretary who shall: --

(i) .Act within 120 days to approve or disapprove the plare,
and failure to act within that time shall be considered tip=
prOval : .

(ii) Base disapproval of the plan solely upon the asis of
the inadequacy of the plan giving _specific reason and pro-
viding technical assistance and _resources necessary to meet
the inadequacies where possible:

(iii) Within 120 days after the passage-,'of the Act. the
Secretary shall draft standards for de7tL-'rrnining the ade-
quacy o a tribal plar., Which standard's shall be -Sent to the
ialdivid.ual tribes of Oklahoma who hall have not less than
0-arty (30) days to prepare comments on the standards pro-

by the Secretary. The Secretary: shall submit to Con-
gress -within 200 days after passage of the Act the proposed

--standazdS with tribal comments:
(-f) nejectfoirof-a-tribal_plan by the Secretary shall be appeal-

-able_ to_a three -judge distx.ictectiiirtari-the District of-.Columbia,
and-the Department -of-he interior shall pay all reasonable attor-
neys fees and costs of -fhe tribe or interti-ibtirg,roup--as determined
by the Federaj. co except where- such appeal is deemed to 'be
,frivolous.

.192. The Bure 1 of Indian Affairs be directed to review' its past
allocations of,. amongaong its service areas to determine whether
Indians in-.5211 of its service areas are receiving equivalent services.
Truit...hose./seiririce hreas where Significant. underfunding and/or dis-
pfiritin allocation has occurred, immediate "-e-Ciiiity aajusfmenter
sh .edabeId. b made.

103: The system of using past budgets as a data base to establish
either -floors or ceilings on current or future budgets not be rigidly
enforced. This is V

particularly true in those areas where past`bu&.rets
, - have failed to properly provide for the needs of its service population.



194. The Indiazi Ilea Itii Service -review its service `delivery to
Tne, isms in California to determine whether its-service population in
California is receiving health care equivalent to that of Indians in
othr areas. .,.----. ,

195.. -Congress reouire each of these agencies to report on their find-
- ings_ regarding, past inequities in fund allocations among their 'differ-. ._-- _ -.

-- . t service areas and require each agency to specify the procedure-
it will follow in future budget developments to avoid repetitibit_of

- tIli_s ,occurrence.
195.- Congress reject any legislb_tive, solutions which would Corn\--

pletelv eliminate claims of tribes based on aboriginal rights. in land
and claims to darnar.,,,-es.

197. 'The appropriate committees of the House and Senate to which
aboriginal and claim abolishment bills have been referred- refrain'
from-laolding hearincrs until the White House mediator has had an

-, .opportunity for mediation with. all parties concerned.. The commit--
tees should be guided by the recommendations of suli mediator.

..--
-. - CIT.A13'rER TurkrrF_E"...-.GENErt_kr- PrzoBLEms

The 0 orn/rnision recanimeruie that:
..i 198. .The National Endowments for the _Arts and Humanities, the
_Library of Congress; the American Folklore Center? the Smithsonian.
Institution, and all Federal agencies which fund Indian cultural activ-
ity .be--directed. by congress to redesigki_--all regulations and guide-

. .
Lines to: -------------, _-----"'-___

. (a) COnsider Indian p- rojectS along with all other proposals-
( b ) Use a rel,;-olvinn- inc,nbership panel, changed every :: years,.

of Indian.and non-Indian scholars to review proposals on Indian-
related projects. ,,,/- . .

.

(c) PrOvide grants to Indian-controlled activities which in-
.volve Indian tribal peoples, agencies, scholars, and culture car-
riers as. the,--prirriary beneficiaries, recipients, and users of the end.
product.-'(dylltiand.ate that all projects which relate to Indian cultural
affairs be accompanied by a --cultural impact" statement delineat-

_,-----izicr the cultural worth to Indianpeoples of preserving, enacting,.e,performing, recording and filming the materials or .programs,
including the impact on tgaclitional expressions, cultural institu-
tiOns, and economies of the . peoples involved.,

(f)--Itejt projects, which do not thoughtfully accommodate-
.: cultural differences between

do
tween tribes.

199. The Smithsonian Institution. the National Endowments for
the Arts and Humanities and all 'agencies which fund traineeships
in cultural programs (i.e.. museum curator programs) train American
Tnclinns Priorit3rdn_funcling be given to those agencies which demon-
strate an -intent, readiness. and capability for training. American

: Indians to ensure long-term benefits.
A. clearinghouse for the study of American Indian cultures

be established (modeled after the Educational Resources for Instruc-
tion Clearinghouse) for Indian cultural materials, projects, and-
prOgrams.

0
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201. A review agency for funding Indian culturk-programs be es-
tablished: It would be designated to act on behnif of tribes, agencies,
educators, programs, institutions, and individuals needing assistance in
curriculum development. provision for material and human resources
related to cultural programing and proposalg fot-,' cultural programs,
media _efforts, or other educational and cultural materials -which use
Indian artifacts and language. Indian scholars and computer retrieval
*xperts would serve as the base staff for the clearinghouse, which would
have the authority to- use Federal services allotted to Federal agen-
cies. The clearinghouse would serve as the liaison between Indian in-
stitutions and public agencie --and post - collegiate educational in-
stitutions, tribal org,anizations;7gban centers, training programs, ar-
chival and museum resources, and governmental agenciesto insure
maintenance and support of Indian- cujiural networks and resources.

202. A feasibility study. be dOne on/the creation of an Institute of
American Indian Culture. An analy. "s should include the possibility of
creating a. center of knowledge ca able of conferring Ph. D. degrees.

203. Congress, by suitable legi ation. require mandatory trai ning in
Indian history, legal status, and/cultures, of all government employees
administering any Federal Indian program or state or local. Indian
prograin funded in whole or in part by Federal funds.

204. Congress, by appropriate legislation.. appropriate funds to as-
.. sist school systems in developing educational Droo-rams in IndianJ=,

affairs. Such funds be made available for :
(a) An evaluation of the history and government curricula uti-

lized by elementary, secondary, and higher education institutions-
( 7)) The identification of gaps and inaccuracies in such curricula.
(c) The provision of model curricula which accurately reflect

Indian history, tribal status: and Indian culture. In making this
recommendation- it is not the intent of the CommissiOn that such
program constitute an "official history." Rather, the intent is
merely to encourage scholarly work to fill a recognized void in
current educational programs.

205_ Congress
Consolidation, Revision, and Codification of 'Federal Indian Law

to the appropriate committee or committees to bring the work. to
gress refer the entire report of the Commission Task Force

completion.
Optimally, referral be to appropriate committees of the House and

Senate or to select committees in each House with sufficient time and,
funds to complete the task.

The committee (-s)' work be conducted t .ougli --)cess of consul-
tation with Indian people.

206. Congress authorize the Library of :...'ongress and, if necessary,
appropriate funds to :

(a) Create a Native American Studies Di vision in the Library
with a central reference area and a research support staff of Na-
tive American specialists. The contents of such a collection to be
determined by-the Library staff, baL to consisi, of-at-least thebasic
reference works most frequently used in Indi_an_affairs_research
by both scholars and those active in public affairs. ,-

(b) Compile for publication, a collection of Native American
-studies resources consisting of : bibliography of basic reference:
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tools for research in all aspects of Indian affairs-, indexed by sub-
ject matter; a bibliography of bibliographies relating to Indian
affairs; and a directory of research sources 'for Nati.ve American
studies, includinc, but noi; limited to specialized collections such
as those in the Department of the Interior Library. the National
Indian Law Library in Boulder,-Colo., and the Newberry Libraiy
in Chicago, Ill. Such a research guide to contain materials located
in the Library of Congress or other depository libraries accessible
to the public and be made available for sale to the public and up-

, dated periodically.
(c) The Selected Dissemination of Information ssteni

(S.D.I.) maintained by the- Conr-resgional Research Service of
the Library of Congre, expand its coverage of, publications con-
taining Native American articles and be made- available for sale
to the public.(d) In . response to these recommendations, the Librarian of, --
Congress be directed to report to the Congress the estimated cost
of these changes and pro)ects and the estimated time for their
completion. In addition, the Librarian be directed to make a feas-
ibility study to determine the requirements for undertaldng a de-

r finitive retrospective bibliography of all Native American research
materials., indexed by subject matter.



CHAPTER OIS-E

CAPTIVES WITHIN A FREE SOCIETY

FEDERAL POLICY AND THE AMERICAN-,MTDIAN

The view of American history froni the Native American side of the frontlei-
offers a curiously reversed image of the rise and fall of nations. CorrumonlY, his-
torians of the tnited States describe the period 1607 to 1776 as the "colonial
period." Xor most Indian tribes this same stretch of years represents a period
_of relative independence and equality between red nations and white colo-
nies. . . . America's "rise to world power" entailed the reduction of the Native
Americans to the status of a captive population, auphemisticar y termed "wards."

(47)
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CEL./..PTER ONE

CAPTIVES TIN A FREE SOCIETY
FEDERAL POLICY AND THE AMERICAN INDIAN

EAn historical zeview commissioned by the American Indian Polley - Review
ommission, _and prepared u4der the direction of D'Arcy McNickle, Sc. D.,

ienter for the History of the American Indian, The Newberry Library. Chi-
it,70,- with -contripetions from Mary V.. Young, P12.-D Professor of American

The University of Rochester, Rochester,
D., York (Part I, the

Formative Years: _Policy Development Through 1871), and W. Roger Buffalo-
head,- Ph. 11., Assistant Prcrfessor, ...1.merics.nr"? Indian Studies and History,
.University of Minnesota, Minneapolis, Brlinnegota (Part II, The Strategy o.
.Assimilation: Policy Development, 1871 - 1920).]

T FORMATIVE YEARSPOilithl" D x_II,OPMENT TICROTTCOEI 1871*

The view of American history from the Native American side of the
frontier offers a curiously reversed image of the rise and fall of na-
tions. Commonly, historians of the United States describe the period
1607 to 1776 as the "colonial period." For mast Indian tribes, this
_same stretch-of years represents a period of relative independence and
equality,- between red nations and white colonies. The "winning of in-
dependence" in 1783 transferred power tea white Americans otg-ani7ed.
as a new nation and reduced the independence of the Indian nations.
For nearly all the tribes., the period 1848-1871, marked by the in-
augaration of the reservation system and concluding with the aboli-
tion-of the treaty system, represents for the tribes the beginiaing.of a
long "colonial period." America's "rise to world power" entailed the
reduction of the :Ca.-aye Americans to the status' of a captive popula-
tion, euphemistically terme -.7 "wards."

Durin,g the seventeenth : eighteenth centut-ies, European powers
followed the practice of treating Indian tribes as sovereign political
communities. -or nations. Formal treaty negotiations established
bounclarif.s and trade relationships. This Policy of creating the -vari-

bands and tribes as nations reflected the Inciians' -military and dip-
10MIL tie - en n-th as well as the competition a;..ong- Europeanz-:sovereitrns--ind even among the various British coloniesfor the na-
tives"-"-allegiance. trade. and military support.

-The practice_of treatyrnalthng often reflected gross ignorance-of na-
tive political- organizations and the extent to which chiefs enjoyed
centralized coercive political power axle, moreover, the negotiating
process itself often_encouragea factional rivalries among local. Indian
]enders. Nonetheless, the challenge of maintaining profitable relations
-with Euro-pean powers also encouraged attempts on the part of tribal
leaders ito develop more centralized a-.1thoritv.

':pro,nr-_rell 1)7 Professor Mary Young. Univers:1:Fr of RocheRter.
(51)



Though colonial governments attached great importance to acquir-
ing land, the international -trade in hides and curs dictated most
economic relationships between Europeans and Indians in the seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries. The tribes accommodated their hunt-

_ing practices and patterns of residence and warfare to the demands of
the fur trade, and soon found themselves dependent upon European
tools and fabrics: While many coastal tribes became fragmented, ac-
cepted reservation status, or virtually disappeared before advance of
settlement, the larger Indiim nations of the Great Lakes and Appa-
lachian regions retained their political independence.

Immediately -following the War for Independence. -United States
negotiators tried to impose the status of conquered nations on the
several t....wes who 11.1,j allied with the British_ According to the "con-
quest thorn" the native had forfeited all legitimate claims in their-
-tribal territories within the areas surrendered .by the British. -How
ever. tribes north of the. Ohio did enough damage to the rnited States
army in the 17SO's and early 1790 s to convince the President and
Secretary of War that the "conquest" doctrine was unworkable. Con-
sequently, Secretary of -War Henry Knox proposed to treat the tribes
as foreign nations, to secure their consent: to such land cession as they
might. be willing to grant, and to make them good neighbors by
"civilizing" ti..-tern. Knox proposed to equip the natives with hoes,
ploughs. and inning wheels, and send the agents who might con-
vince them to At..topt, laws modeled after white man's laws, private-
property, schools, and the

THE IDEA. OF A.S.5TMIT-VTION

After the Louisiana. Purchase ( .ILSO:1) President-Thomas Jefferson
elaborated on Knox's formithi.. Jefferson realized that the Indians'.
shift from subsistence liuminr, to 4-,-).therin, furs and skins for an
apparently insatiable market was gradt.a11:4,- exhausting the supply of
game in much of the-area east of the Mississippi. The President en-
couraged United States- "factories" enraged in the Indian trade to
extend credit- and to suggest that the tribes settle their mounting debts
by selling land_ Even after 1S2.2. when. the Government got out of the
fur business, this method of settling debts subsidized a generation of
ntriva.te trading companies. whoSe obligations were routinely written
f_nto the rovisions of various treaties. Jefferson and his successors
:-elieved that selling their huiitinp- lands would give the Indian enough
:money to develop what remained. ar.id that the loss of huntinfr terri-
-iory would provide incentive to take up intensive agriculture and in-
Troduce the idea bf treating improved farm land as private property._
Those who could not make the grade as civilized farmers could then
move into territory west of th:- Mis'Assipp:

Statesmen ofctlie new American rep'. thought their system of
managing Ind.:an affairs Fuperior to that of-the British. for Americans
took their civilizing mission seriously_ Wash in,ton, Jefferson. and their
successors frequently congratulated themselves on the benevolence of
their policies and intentions. Thu 4. even as they acknowledged a degree
of political autonomy in the tribes. their convictir.a of the natives' cul-
tural inferiority led- them to interfere in their social, religious. and
economic practices. Federal agents to the tribes not only negotiated
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treaties and tendered payments; they pressured husbands to take up
the .plow and wives to learn to spin. The more conscientious agents
offered gratuitous lectures on the virtues of monogamy. industry, and
temperance. Beginning in 1819, Congress regularly appropriated
$10.000 a year to support Christian missionary teachers of-Various de-
nominations who sought to remake Indian culture oil the Anglo-
_American model_ Not until the'190"s did anyone seek to disestablish
this unconstitutional alliance between religions. societies and the state.

In political terms. Jefferson's program -of "civilization" reflected
not only the demands- of an expanding white population. but the cap-
ture of the T_Tnited States Government by men more deeply .concerned
with acqUiring agricultural land than with. the export of 'furs...1(.11*e
son and his immediate successors hoped that some combination of the
progress of "civilization" among the In:flans, the shortage of fur-bear-
ing animals in the East, and judicious bribery of tribal leaders would
gradually and peaeeably assure the T7nited States' acquisition of In-
dian lands and *he assimilation or removal of the natives.

This gradual process failed. The bribery of tribal__ chie-fs---fostered
militant factional resistance among the (Maio -River tribes. who allied
with the British during the. War of 1S1-2. Simultaneously, the Creek
Nation. Of Georgia-and Alabama. carried on its own war against the
whites of the southeast. These tribes who followed much of ?Jefferson's
prescription for acculturation. resp4 ended to pressures for land cessions
by rentralizing the control of theirnational ,trovernments in the hands
of sophisticated- leaders dedicated to maintaininr- the territorial and
.administrative integrity of their nations.

The Cherokees. noted for their -prog-ress" in farinzieg. literacy.
journalism. constitutionmaking -and Christianity. proved adamantly
insistent on maintaining their territory in-Georgia, North Carolina,
Alabama, and Tennesee. When the Federal Government, murer An-
d7rew Jacksons direction,. and.the State government of Georgia -pres-
sured them outTag,eously. the Cherokees proved sophisticated enoue-hi
to take their case to the Supreme Court_

Today, Andrew_ Jackson is best known as the "Hero of New or-
leans.- in honor of a .battle he won against the I3ritish after the 'con-
elusion Of a treaty of peace. At the Battle of Horseshoe Bend. Jackson
not only defeated the Creck Nafion. but Laved the way for the cession
of millions of acres of cotton land from the southeastern tribes to the
-United States:,

When Jackson attained the Presidency in 1S2S. he had received his
stronges" support- in the States with larcre _Inclinn populations. He
served his constituents with a two-prone-ed attack on tribes that would
not voluntarily sell their land and tnc,ve west_ Tie encouraged Geore-ia.
Alabama. a T.:A NlissiAsippi to extend their jurisdictions over the Chero-
kee. Creek, Chickasaw, and (_;!hoetaw Tribes within their borders- The
State::: subjected .individual to Stay- laws and, in some cases,
denied them the right to testify in yourt or to vote. Such laws encour-
aged intrusion on Indian lands. the abuse of persons. and the theft of
property, Jackson persuaded Congress in 1830 to pass the Indian

-Removal Act,' appropriating half a million dollars to enable the Pres-
ident to negotiate with tribes east of the :Nlississipni for removal. The

4 t.s. Stat. 411-413.
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funds permitted officials of the War Department to bribe tribal leaders
and buy out individual Indians' farms and improvements. such as
stores or ferries. These actions undermined the unity of tribal govern-
ments that resisted removal. In defense of his policies. Jackson in-
sisted that the civilization program had affected only a small minority
of mixed-blood Indians who enjoyed undezerved prosperity and tribal
authority: that to continue to treat the --miserable remnants" of
ern tribes as sovereign nations and their corrupt leaders as heads of
sovereign states was unrealistic to the point of absurdity.

Jackson and his supporters were correct in their perception that the
tribeswhether a few hundred !'remnant" Peorias or seven thousand
"remnant" Cherokeescould no longer protect their sovereiu-nty
through military 'actions. United States laws and treaties--Theo-ret-i-=-------
cally afforded them the _p_rotect:on-they-needi;d:-Treaties defined and
g cect -borc ersf -between Indian nations and the surrounding
States, and the Intercourse Act of 18922 prohibited intrusion on In-
dian land. Federal courts pursuant to treaty aerreements were exercis-
ing jurisdiction over crimes committed by whites in the Indian coun-
try. Yet none of these-legal remedies proved effetive_ Insofar as the
tribes had accepted qualifications upon their sovereigntysuch as ex-
traterritorial -court jurisdictionfor the sake of receiving United
States protection, they relied upon remedies of small practical use.

TUE COURT AS DEFENDER OF SOVEREIGNTY

The Cherokees, believing that both the extension of State laws and
the President's refusal to use his powers under the Intercourse Acts
to expel intruders, from their midst., violated United States treaty
obligations. took two cases to the Supreme Court. In the first, Chert,T-ee
Natton V. Georgia 3 the Court held that the Cherokees could nu_ sue
on their own behalf as a foreign nation because they were not a foreign
nation. In a second, Worcester v_ Georgia,l a, majority of the Court
upheld the Cherokee reading of the constitution. Chief Justice John
Marshall argued that while Indian tribes within United States borders
could no longer be classed as truly independent foreign nations, they
had proved capable in law and fact of vernment within the
borders guaranteed them by treaty and that they should be aclmowl-
edged as "domestic dependent nations" with full powers over their
internal policy, subject lino State's jurisdiction. Unfortunately for
.the Indian nations, Andrew Jackson refused to acknowledge the
validity of Marshall's contentions or to employ the army to protect
tribal territories. Georgia courts refused to register the writ of the
Supreme Court in the Worcester case. The State extended its juris-
diction to the point of granting Cherokee lands to white citizens of
Georgia, and Jackson's agents promoted both State interference and-
tribal factions..

In December, 1535, a United States Commissioner sizzled Q. removal
treaty with 7.9 Cherokees 5 who had no legal standin as tribal repre-
sentatfves under the written constitution the tribe had adoptedadopted in 18:27.

22 T.7;,. Sint. 142-142.5 P tern, 1-53: 1S31.f; Peters 515:;97.
Kappler. 1004 pp. 430-44.r).
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The Senate confirmed the treaty. By.such tactics, Jacksoxii,a----aid--his im-
mediate, successors secured the removal of nearly all the large Lille -
per.dent,tribal groups east of the Mississippi.

The removal treaties provided for the exchange of lands, often on
an acre- for -acre basis, wherein the tribes traded their holdings within

pres-
ent -day Oklahoraal Nebraska, and Wisconsin. At the time,
eastern States and organized territories for grants in the area of pres-

the exchange placed the Indian nations-outside the boundaries of orga-
nized States and territories and thus, theoretically, enhance4 the likeli-
hood that they might enjoy self - government. Jackson.-and his Secre-
taries of War frequently -tried to persuade tribal,lea.ders that only
removal would preserve the existence of their nations. Yet the removal
process itself undermined the social and political structure, of the
tribes. Many chiZsfs who signed removal treaties so discredited them-
selves that they had to sever their relations with their tribes and did
not themselves remove. For 'example;.Greenwood Laflore of the Choc-
taw Nation became a Mississippi lanter and served in that State's
leFislature; the majority of the Choctaw Tribe mig&tecl to Oklahoma
without- their former chief. Hundreds of Choctaw villagers remained
in eastern Mississippi; but as effectively stateless persons. The United
States did not recognize the Mississippi Choctaws as a tribe until 1918.

Both the bitter_.fttionalisrn engendered by conflicts over the sign-
incr. of removaLtreaties and the ultimate-helplessness of all the tribal
leaders who,tried. to retain their homelands tended to erode the legiti-
macy of ,public authority -within the tribes. Emigration took a grim
toll of-life and health amonn, the involuntary Indian emigres. Tribal
pppirlations became dispers;d geon-raphicall-Y between eastern frag-

_ -ments and western "nations." All these processes undermined the unity
and stability of the tribAl. nations.

Some advocates of renidral believed that a western Indian territory,
governed by a federation of tribes. might b"e eql-ff-lished on a perma-
nent basis with representation in Congress. Onc,_, the tribes had been
removed, most United States officials lost interest in this project.
while the diversity of tribal cultures and the value the tribes attributed
to their special claims under treaties undermined Indian support for
the proposed federation. Though proposals for organizing "1-iclia..-n
territory" continued to surface from time to time, the tribal nations
remained separate and unequal.

WESTERN E XPA

F.L-n-r persons of Andrew .Trykson's .-renerption fore...nw the dramatic
acceleration in the pace of seetement and territorial exploitation
that would ensue from the coming of the railroad. Within the genera-
tion following 'Jackson's death (1S4 5). the eastern tribes which pre-
sumably had removed to permanent homes in Kansas and Nebraska
7-tVere diYested of their newly. acquired lands to accommodate settle-
ment along- the- .lines of the tra-nscontinental railroads and their
branches. The Mexican -cession (1848) brought the southwestern
tribes clearly within the Fnited ;tart -s jurisdiction. The discovery of
gold in 1848 drew thousands of migrants along trails_passincr through
Indian country and directly into territory- occupied by the Indian_ s of
California. Protection of the Oregon aria California trails, the van-
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oils railroad survey4, and scores of burgeoning mining-,communities
required that the tribes be brought under United States 'control. The
western tribes had little experience with-Areaty negotiatio'n and corn-
paratively slight contact with _Anglo-Americans. Most \tribesmen
showed minimal interest in accomModatiner their own cultural pat-
terns to pretend that the Dukota'or the Comanche might be "civilized'
be cot-6 ceding their hunting grOunds. Two decades of warfare'reduced
their defensive strength-and forced them oixt-t7! reservations, whose
resources could not tstain their traditional mode of life. .\

IT-nit es,PStates agents recognized as de facto the author.ktv of
tribal leadership. reservation populations were treated as ward's of
the (;o-vernment rathev than as citizens of a separate sovereigntY_The
United States continued to negotiate treaties with the tribes until

but in the 1s:itrs and Is60 's. the treaty process became a device
fdr--e-rodlin., the independence of tribal governments and for le!-rititniz-

.
ing. intef-le-rence both by Cozigress and bay the executive in the day-t6-
day maniigement-of trilial society.

When-the Department of the Interior took form in IS49, nongres0
officially shifted control of Ille rrw- afair- , from the War Department to
the new "Ironic- Departnient. The-transfer reflected congressional
hope,c as Senator Jefferson Davis expresd- them. that "war- being the
exception, peace the ordinary condit ion, the policy should be for the
hater. not the former condition.- " More certainly, the reoranization
pla(-:ed nIndian affairs firmly in the realm of (f

cr
)mostic business and. as

Davis put it. indicated Con,,ress' inteijtion that dealings with Indians
should "tis.,:sume a eharater consonant with the relations of guardian
and ward"

The shift si,rnaled no diminution of 'Indian warfaremore nearly
the reverse. The army continued zxctive both in lighting and in man-
airine- Indians: veteran Civil War officers returned to their 'yocatidns
as Indian fighters and Indian a.e.ents. President Grant's Peace Policy
inaugurated in supp]anted military agents with men nominated
by the various religions denominations. Grant accompanied this gen-,
t eel reform with the appoint zuent of a Board of Indian Commissioners.
The eonunissioners, II la iI111" bilSine:'-:S11101) of humanitarian propensities
and an established interest in educational and other reforms relating
to children, undertook to review IieJian policies and to supervise con-
traet complianee on the part of those who -supplied rations_ clothing.
Ind other !roods to the reservations. The Grant reforms reflected the
;overnment's inclination to .re,rard Indian populations as dependent

wards of a hopefully benevolent American sovereign.

Til E 1) IS.SOL.I.: TICAN TEMZITOTIT"

Jefferson's dream of assimilation-of transforming tribal peoples
into independent. literate, land-owninr, farm familiescontinued to
influence policy in tire 1S50's and 1S0's. The various Commissioners
of Indian Affairs reiterated their conviction flint private pi-operty
in land offered the key to civilization. Each head of an Indian family

single person over 21 should receive a plot of land: the remaining
-tribal property should be sold to support education and agricultural

:nu Cong.. 2.(1 scss.. CongressTunal Globe. p. G7S.
Ibid.. p. 67S.
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improvementin other words, to discharge the Government's financial
obligations to the tribe at tribal expense. This self-financing Method.
of obtaining Indian title had been applied in various ways to the Creek,
Choctaw, and Chickasaw Tribes of the _Southeast on the occasion of
their removal in the 1830's. It produced. an orgy of speculation in
Indian land claims., but few Indian homesteaders. Com-missioner
George W. Manypenny nonetheless supplied the same remedy in the
1850's to tribes in. Kansas and Nebraska whose domains lay in the
path of proposed transcontinental- railroads. In.,ad.dition, treaties of
the 1350's and 1860-s with tribes of the eastern plains, IkIinnesRta, and
the Northwest provided for prospective allotment of land at the Presi-
dent's discretion. The model for such treaties, often cited in subse-
quent agreements, was the Omaha Treaty of 1S54, whidh provided
that the President might "from time to time at his discretion" ha-ve_
all or part of the territory reserved to the Omahas surveyed and
allotted, in quantities of from SO to 640 acres, proportioned to family
size, and award the allotments to those who would locate on them as
a permanent home. Although the a llottee would receive restricted
patents. the treaty provisions foresaw the likelihood that States might
revise the restrictions with the consint of Congress.s

The notion that Indians who-received individual allotments should
eventually become citizens of the States where they livedand the
concomitant assumption that tribes should cease to exercise jurisdic-
tion over themwas embodied in general allotment agreements as
early as the Choctaw_ Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek in 1830.9
Beginning with a Georgia law of 182.S. several of the southeastern
States extended jurisdiction over "their" Indians. and granted them
more or less restricted rights of citizenship. Such laws were aimed
principally at removing the and they proved relatively suc-
cessful, despite the fact that the Supreme Court decision in TV oree8tel,--
v. Georgia invalidrited the State's attempt at assuming jurisclictioli.

In the wake of the resumption of general allotment tr-emotes in the
7/ 1850's, the Court spoke again on the ouestions__of-Turisdiction. and

citizenship, reaffirming Marshall's position.-S eVeral Kansas counties
attempted to tax lands allotted under-various treaties to the Shawnee,
Wea, and Miami. IlpholdingThe 'Indians contention that allotments
were not taxable, the Court-argued that regardless of particular treaty
restrictions on the -mace's rirrhts to convey land or encumber its title,
all Indian_laricTS, including allotments, were exempt from State juris-
4ictiorr-The Court held that the Federal Government's intention in

_- removing the tribes was to place them beyond State jurisdiction and
that the law organizing Kansas Territory and admitting to

--statehood explicitly commanded that Indian rights remain unimpaired.
Further. the -Court maintained that so long as tribal organizations
persisted, the regulation of Indian property lay with the tribes and the
Federal Gover-moment, precluding State jurisdiction_ Indians might live
among a largely white population, follow most of the customs of their
-white neighbors, sue in State courts and vote in elections without
the status of tribal citizens. "If the tribal organization of the Shawnees- --
is preserved intact; and recognized by 'the political department-6-f the

K KappIi -r. :f4n4: pp. 6/2---613.
*K.s`pplor, 1804 pp. 310-315.
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government as .'existing,. then.they are 'a people distinct, from others'
capable of raaldng treaties, iseparated froze the jurisdiction of Kansas,
and to be 'governed exclusively by the government of the union." 1°

The Court pointed.' out at the--Shawnee had their own electiverir:s.
government and their ow laws-and customs ; only another treaty or
voluntary abandonment o tribal organization might change :.near
statua. Clearly, the- Conttlaid. not regard the possesmon of tribal land
in Calif:I:MOn as an essential feature of tribal organization.

1.1:qthe conternpoiary case involving the Wea, the Court identified the
intent of the -lillotraent ti$ties as hostile to tribal orl.lninization; but
insisted,-that allotment as such did not terminate the tribe. "The basis
of Treaty, doubtless was,.that the separation of estates and interests

ould so weakeqi the tribal organization as to affect its voluntary aban-
,- ---- doninent and; aegliatural result, the incorporation of the Indians with

the great body of the people.
"But this result, desirable as it may be, has not yet been.accomPlished

-with the Wea 'Tribe; and, therefore, their lands cannot be taxed." 11
. Nonetheless, a generation in advance of congressional legislation
providing for allotment of Indian lands at the discretion of the Execu-
.tiT.re, treaties negotiated With theoretically sovereign tribes granted the
President the effective right to dissolve tribal territories.

ENCROACIAT 'UPON TRIBAL SO'VEI IG
1

.

Other treaties of the !period granted far-reaching discretion in the
President and Congress to govern the tribes and to regulate the lives
of individual Indians. The fifth arti,-.7e of the .1855 Agreement with
the Ottawas and Chippewas provide - for the dissolution of their tribal
organization, except for purposes of effecting the provisions of the
treaty. L2 The Sac and Fox Treaty of 1859 asserted, -"a order to render
unnecessary any further treaty engagements . . it is hereby agreed"
that the President With the assent of Congress Would have full power
to modify any previoUs treaty "to whatever extent he may judge to
be necessary and expedient for their welfare- and -best interests." 13 I

The Cheyenne and Arapaho Treaty of 1867 granted Congress power .4
to lei okInte "on all subjects connected with the government of said
Indians on said reservations, and internal policies thereof, as may be -I

thought proper." 14 i

Meanwhile, the Yankton Sioux Treaty of -385S permitted the Presi-
dent to discontinue annuity payments to any Indians ;who "fail to
Make reasonable and satisfactory efforts to advance and improve their
icondidon " and delegated to the-Secretary of the Interior authority to /
iimpose t.1;e, same penalty on families who refused to send children to!
SchOo1.15-The threat to withheld annuities revealed a basic tribal wealmess.i .
From the 1790's, treaties generally specified; that the United States
would compensate the !tribes for land cessions in yearly installments:
Not only did individual tribal members sonietimes come to depend on

" 'The. Kz.nitas Indiana, 5 p. 756.
Yeiiow Bearer v. Commissioners of Miami County, 5 Wallace P. 0S.

ss Kappler, 1904 p. 729.
Ibid., p-.7913.

M p.,1986.
sal Ibid., pp. 777-77S.
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air share of such payments for cash income, the tribal governments
themselves usually subsisted on. annuity income rather than impose
tit..tes. Federal officials could routinely pay or withhold annuities for

gni, of influencing. tribal decisions. Conflicts over the use of
s owned or paid by the United States became a source of tribal

factionalism.
THE END OF 1111E2VTYM..:11ECING

The Itouse of Representatives., in a rider to the appropriation bill
of 1871, secured the Senate's concurrence to abolishing the treaty sys-
tem. Supporters of the rider took the position that the treatymaking
powers of the President and Senate could not bind the House to -ap'pro-
mate money. Debate on this proposition -broadened into a general

discussion of the of making treaties with Indian tribes. These
debates are of interest 'because they reveal how far the lawmakers had
removed themselves from the conciliatory impulses of Knox, Wash -
ington, and Jefferson.

Representative Aaron A.`...Sargent of California ridiculed the "so-
called" treaties with the 38 Men: women and children who constituted
the "great nation of Umpoluasand the 23S Rogue Rivers, whose
"chiefs" had to be appointed by the Commissioners in order that the
tribe have representatives who could sign a treaty. Declaimed Sar-
gent: "We pay tribute to these Ipdians not-to_make war upon us, not
to murder our citizens * * *. Yt they are simply_ the wards of the
Government, to whom we furnish the means of existence., and not inde-
'pendent natic -is with whom we are to treat as our equals # * *. Has
not the comedy of 'treaties,' potentates,"nations,' been played long
enough ?" 26

In the Senate, William Stewart of Nevada supported his fellow
westerner's admonitions: "I regard all these Indian treaties as a
sham." 27 Stewart also repudiatec appropriations for the tribes, and. -

.,supported a measure to allot all the tribal lands in what is now Okla-
hcma. Stewart's ideas and even his lannmage echoed the Jacksonian
rhetoric of the removal period. He regarded Indian chiefs as corrupt
aristocrats and allotment as the key to civilization. When every Indian
becomes a. homesteader. he are-ued, "you ean break up this aristocracy,
break up-these swindling treaties, and let these Indians have their
present annuites on the proceeds of these. lands." is In other words
reminiscent of Jackson's first, message ori Indian removal, Stewart
intoned : "The idea of thirty or forty thousand men owning in common
what will furnish homes for five or ten millions of American citizens,
cannot be tolerated," "....

Stewart's opponents argtied that abolishing the treaty system wou]:1
prove "the first step in a great scheme of spoilation in which the In-
dians will be plundered" of theirjand_2° They held that Congress could
not amend the Constitution by limiting the treatymakincr
power of the Executive. Nearly all tfie-efriencls' of the Indian con-
curred, however, in representing most of the-tribes as diminishing in
significant number-21 They merely affirmed that the United States had

la 41 Cons.. 3d setts., Congressional Globe, p. 743.
77 Ibld.. p. 1112.
11 Ibid., p. 1575.is p. 1755..
za /bid. p. 1525.
= Ibid., p. 2822.
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an historically established obligation to grant protection to the vanish-

Americans.
the end,' Co did not repudiate the treaties then pending

iatification. Instea a conference committy cif both Houses agreed to

an amendment to the appropriation bill which affirmed : "that here-
after no Indian nation or tribe within the territory of the United
States shall be aclorlwledged or recognized as an independent nation,
tribe, or power with whom the Lnited States may contract by
treaty." 22 Thus ended the treaty system. Henceforth, instruments
negotiated between the Executire and tribal representatives would be
known as "Executive Agreements." In the immediate situation, the
abolitiOn of the treaty systez:i reflected the reluctance of the House to
appropriate money for-projects agreed upon in treaties ratified exclu-
sively by the Senate. In the context of contemporary trends in Indian
policy, the abolition of the treaty systeni reflected the increasing sup-
pression of the sovereign political status of the tribes, and signalized
an era in which the United States was to deal with Indian groups uni-
laterally, by legislation, and with Indian persons not as citizens of
their own nations but as wards of the United States Government.

TIE SUB :VERSION OF TRIBAL VALL-ES

The dc-velonment of United States policy toward the tribes in the
first century of independence reflected two variables: 'changing mar-

get conditions that rendered direct control of Indian land and min-

eral resources more profitable than trade in the goods Indians might

extract or produce; and the changing balance of military power as

the United States gained in numbers and wealth while the tribesmen

lost their erstwhile French, English, and Spanish allies. The reduc-

tion of the status of the tribes from independent sovereign; to do-

mestic'dependent nations, and finally to wards of the government, re-

flects these basic changes.
_The official ideology of Federal- udian policy reflected humani-

tarian:aims. Almost" universally, those in charge of Indian affairs
rzssun-ted-that Arig,lo-American civilization represented a higher-level
of cultural and moral development and a more viable economic sys-
tem than tribal cultures might encompass. Federal agents therefore
regard their "cirilizing",mission as a humane one.

)rhrot.gh treaty -provi-_,-;iens and .independent appropriations, the
United States supported schools. supplied iron, hoes. ploughs. spinning
wheels, and instructions in an effort to help Indians become inde-
pendent, literate farmers or spinners: and practitioners of monogamy,
Christianity, and pecunia ry aocumulation. Federal officials conceived
this noble effort as complementary to the aim. of transferring the
major part of tribal resources to United States citizens. Industrious
farmers need less land than hunters.

As it worked out in. practice, the "civilization" policy wholly dis-
regarded the. values and the strengths of. Indian cultures. Furthermore:
the measures undertaken to civilize Indians either served the overall
objective of depriving them of their land. or. where the goals of the
policy did not fit the objective, the goals were subordinated. The

Ibld.. p. 1S21.
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clearest instance of such subordination can bek found in the story of
the Cherokees. In the 1820's, that tribe established a peaceful, tliriv-
lizgself-eustaining community whose governing elite actively pro-
mot...mreonstitutionalism, commercial farming, education, and -Chris-
tianity. The United,States virtually denied the abundant evidence of
Cherokee success, deliberately assaulted the administrative integrity
of the Cherokee government, fostered enduring tribal factions
all in a successful effort to secure a treaty of cession for tribal lands
in ppalachia.

ew tribes in the nineteenth century went as far as-the Cherokees in
trying to accommodate to the Government's notion_ of civilization.
But nearly all received their education for civilization in the-context
of an overall plan of action that deprived them of their most valuable
resources, displaced them from their homes, attacked and subverted
their chosen leaders; and denigrated their religious and ceremonial

;: life, family relations, dress, language, and sexual division of labor.
By replacing land with cash payments for land forever lost, by

making tribal governments dependent on uncertain iind frequently
inadequate congressional appropriationsby attacking traditional au-
thorities and. subverting native leaders who were not compliment, Fed-
eral agents deprived the tribes of the economic., cultural, and political
resources for building or sustaining viable independent communities.-7
The agents, moreover, comnlained-that their Indian wards had flunked
the civilization test, and failed td become decorously seif-supporting
citizens. The Government then proceeded to elaborate a policy for
dealing with Indians as dependent paupers.

Tin STRATEGY or AssrMILATIONPOLICY DEVELOPMENT: 1821---1920*

When Congress in 1871 discontinued treatrnaking with Indian
tribes. United States Indian policy was determined unilaterally. This
breach in the historic relationship permitted Congress to legislate
_rather than _negotiate in Indian matters, often not even to consult,
no matter what effect the legislation Might have -ori-tlie-rightg" and
lives of Indian people. For Indian tribes, only the judicial process
remained as a defense or curb on the plenary powers of -Congress.
In the --years ahead, the success or failure of policies legislated by
Congress-would depend upon the ability of the bureaucratic structure
to manipulate Indian communities into cnsnplianee.

From its formal organization.in 1824, thedian Service has been
vetted with considerable.-powers and gained ii.-- reputation for ineffi-
ciency and corruption. Its personnel more often than not were ignorant
of the people they were supposed to assist and protect. Congress might
determine policy-, but _its results were brought to fruition by the
Indian Service. bnlyto the extent that Congress kept a close watch
and demanded accountability was it able to insure that its purposes
would be carried out at the agency community level. Unfortunately
for COn.gress and Indians alike, Indian Service employees were not
always both, honest and able.

Although top pay for Indian agency positions in the 1870's was
only $1.500 per annum, there was never any shortage of aspiring

Prepit" red by Prorefasor Ro;..-Pr Buffalohe-ntl. Universtity or Minnosntn.
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agents. Perhap&rfhe attraction lay in the commonly held belief that
a few years in the Indian field opened vistas of opportunity for anyone
with an acquisitive spirit_ At any rate.. the means esed to defraud
Indians and th© Federal Government ranged from outright theft to
shai,Ly ventuz'es just within the letter of the law. One clever agent
in the Southwest developed mining enterprises, using tribe.: funds, and
succeeded in recruiting an Indian Office inspector and the son of th©
Commissioner of Indian Affairs in his promising but illegal business
'venture. Another stocked the ranches of his friends with cattle issued
for tribal use.23

Honest mismanagement occurred as frequently, with just as damag-
ing results. Indian farms were established where drought and grass-

-hopper invasions eere seasonal. Sawmills were built on reservations
where the only timber was cottonwood and willow. Agency buildings
and homes were often constructed out of green timber and promptly
warped into unusable structures. Bakeries were set up at agencies,
even though the patrons did not use or buy the products.

Such blundering and outright theft occasioned calls in th© Congress
for reform in the administration of -Indian Affairs, but prior to the
Civil War, interest in justice for the Indian was limited to a few
souls along.; the eastern seaboard. Typical of the attitude of most
westerners was the comment of an Iowan that Indians are as >*

as so many tamed wolves."
A.RLY RF: FOR:51 EFFORTS

In the immediate post-Civil War years, the American public was -

in no mood to launch new crusades. But the frightful reports of
bloody incidents like the massacre of Indians at Sand Creek in Colo-
rado, and the misery and sufferine- of tribes shuttled from location
to location, stirred public opinion and kept the so-called Indian
problem before the Nation.

A few days before the. Nation celebrated its centennial in Philadel-
phia General Custer and his troops died at t he Little Bighorn. Public
reactidn was instant but not unanimous in calls for revenge, suggest-
ing that the. -A.merican conscience. was awakening, if slowly, to the
moral question posed by the Nation's treatment of native people.

Certain eastern seaboard cities soon emerged as the center of agita-
tion for the rights of Indians. even if local eastern tribes went ignored.
In the early ISSO's. Helen hunt Jackson,"a Bostonian. published her
famous book, "A Century of Dishonor," which recited the wrongs in-
flicted upon Indian tribes. This book_ was -followed by her novel,
"Ramon-1_7 'based on the story of California. 7 1.ians caught up in the
atrocities consequent upon the discovery of

Damned by her critics for lack of balanc. .ecitine- the history of
Indian-white relations. Helen Hunt Jackson .--erthless called Amer-
ican morality into question. She publicized the Indian cause es it
had never bc,,:'a '7'~izc'd before and through the power of her -ivrit-
ine- enlister '_ Americans in the movement to reform Indian
affairs.

Tr:: "..17-nr!can ty of Clilcn,cro
Tx 124.3-
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A. fundamental tenet of the reform philosophy of the period was be-
lief that as long as Indians remained Indians the iniustiees of the past
andpresent would continue. For tbeir own and the Nation's best inter -
est, it was argued, indivzrz had to be made over, willingl:,-"or if neees-;
fatly by force., into Christian farmers and homemakers. Indian policy
should be aimed at removing the barriers to a ci -lization and putting.
Indian people on an equal footing with their w ite neighbors. Then
and.onl then would Indi as individuals Hate into. American
life and, with the Nation's -n ral obligation mot; the Federal Govern-
ment could dispense with protection of Indian land and life.

EDVCATION AS A TOOL OF POLICE

Even before Cohgress responded with specifie legislatiOn to iniple---"
Inent the goals of the reforthers, the education of Indian children had
shifted from'a -voluntary to a forced acculturation basis. In part, this
shift occurred as a result of the e:ctreme dependence in which the
Plains tribes found themselves once their hunting and gatheringreco-
nomy was destroyed. Cut off from their'primary source of subsistence, -

the great buffalo'herds, the Government either-had to feed the people
or let them starve. Having adopted the principle-that it was easier to
_feed; than fight the western' tribes, the Government -soon began -to use
this leverage to force the Plains tribes towards subsistence farming.
Slowly, the dictatorial powers of the agents were broadened into other
areas of reservation life-,-reinforced by the creation of Indiin police
forces and-Indian courts. Refusal to send children to school became one
of the many punishable offenses which brought the agent or his rep-
resentative to Indian doorsteps.

Prior to the Civil War, the education of Indian children was limited
to half-hearted attempts to fulfill treaty obligations. Most of the
funds appropriated for education went into so-called model farms,.
mills., and salaries for sundry agency employees- A few Christian
groups subcontracted these mourns and helped some tribes, like e
Cherokee and Creek-. to establish model school systems.

In most tribal communities. however, little progress in fermal.e- clu-
eation had been made since the first appropriation of funds was au-
thorized in 1819. The average al.-rency school was usually staffer.; by the

trent's wife and only accidentally with anyone competeiit in ttie field.
-This condition preypiled until the 1S70's. wben education-emerged as

siellificant feafure of Indian pol icy:24
In those early years. most Indian children attended schools in their

home communities. Persuasion -was used to encourage attendance and
the- course of study varied little- from that available in non-Inf25an
frontier communities_ In 187 9. however. a school was V>unded which
attracted national attention and e-reet17 influenced the, -direction of
Indian education for many years. The school was Carlisle Indian
Training School in Pennsylvania and its founder was Richard H.
Pratt, captain in the United States Army-.

The novelty of Carlisle lay in the educational philosophy of its
founder. Pratt's ideas about edeentinr* Indians were simple enough.
Older Indians. he arrrned. were beyond saltation. But the young. if

Ilamn. op. cit.. D. 234.
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separated from the influence of home and tribe, forced to give up their
native tongue and culture, immersed in the habits and beliefs of white
Arnericans2_and taught useful trades and skills, could become func-
tioning, seir-reliant adults like tither Americans. earliele became the
model for"Indian education and in succeeding years schools on and
off the reservation adopted Pratt's philosophy.

In the early and harshest years, the boarding schools took Indian
children from their parents, and through educational and work ex-
periences marked by heavy discipline, tried ,to detribalize Indian
youngsters while preparing them for a future away from the Indian

. community.
The effects of boarding school experience upon the Indian students

ranged from frustration to psychological deStruction. Even when the
harsher feature of the system underwent modification in later years,
more yo tern emerges from the experience as psychological casual-
ties of erican good intentions than as functioning, self-reliant
adults, as s intended by the educational policies.

Intervention into the parent-child relationship further undermined
Indian fr-raily life, already weakened by the transition from older life-
style to reservation existence. In time, Indian communities came to
view education with great suspicion and hostilityseeing it as a threat
to the Indian community.

Perhaps most unfortunate of all. trib...I groups which had previously
-accepted formal education and made great strides in providing aca-
demic training for their young people, saw their efforts thwarted by
the edticational bureaucracy established by the. Federal GoYerrment.
The Cherokee and other tribes, whose locally run and controlled school
systems produced astute leaders and a highly literate population, were
forced to turn their schools and children over to Federal control.

At the time, of course, Indian educators did not see their efforts in
the light provided by later historical perspective. They fell in with the
prevailing-wisdom of the times, which was to eradicate Indian cul-
tural influences and to prepare' their young people to live like white
Americans. Inner turmoil. confusion, frustration, and other mani-
festations *-f psychological stress were only incl ations that the young-
sters were making progress in casting off their "savage" backgrounds
and habits of mind.

ASST.:A-Tr-VI-TON BF COERCION

In education, as well as in other aspects of Indian ii-,ce, reformers
and policy-makers envisioned a "savagery" that was regarded as the
greatest barrier to Indian assimilation or civilization. With the enemy
in clear focus, policies soon arose to cha.n.ge Indian landholding pat-
terns and undermine and suppress Indian political and cultural
institutions.

In earlier times:: when a frontier separated white settlement and
Indian country_ tribal autonomy was possibl and the internal affairs
of the tribes were hancl:ed by custom and tradition. But the concept
of Indian country. where tribal authority and law prevailed. was des-
tined, 3ike the frontier, to fall victim to the growth and clevcslopment
of the Nation.-

In 1SS5 -. as a result of the much publicized Ex Parz4.0? Crov' Dog-
ecision of the U..S. Supreme Court upholding tribal law. Congress

6
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passed the- Major Crimes Act. e.xtencling Federal criminal jurisdic-
tion to In -_-ountry for tit?! cvirnes listed in the legislation. In later
years..;- throunia amendments try the original lezislation and (Allier

statutes, tribal sovereignty was further-curtailed. Eventlially,the Fed-
eral Governmerit extended its jurisdiction in civil matters as well and
T-Ironioteci legislation bypassing tribal authorii:y altogether.

The Indian system ..,rf common lands ownership had never been
ut-tderstood or accented by the American pettple.. Europe and western
civilization had grown to greatness on a -r-vsttm of private property in
land. and most ...-A..mericans .zeasoned it must therefore, be a proper
system for any people.

At. various times from the eal-liest days of settlement, the idea of
individualizing Indian landholding suggested and even incorpo-
rated into some treaties_ Thomas Mcii.enney, the first Commissioner
of Indian Afii airs. in requesting funds froin --Congress to support
Indian schools, proposed that is Indian south "are _lified to enter
upon a course of civilized life. -sections of land be given them." 25

After the Civil War, western settlement gathered enormous momen-
tum. Favorable land laws. imrnip'rants- from abroad. and t7 construc-
tion of roads and railweies westward resulted in demane. to reduce
Indian landholdings and to move tribes out of the way of western
settlement,

_By the 18SO's. westerners and eastern reformers both agreed that too
much land had been set aside for Indian use_ Indians were not making
proper use of the lands-they owned and were keeping decent, hard -
working folk from making farms and ranches. Eastern reformers con-,
vinced themselves that Indian salvation lay in private property and
its-"eivilizin,v effect". The rnore Indian people knew about white
ctzltnre. they 7-,oinfecl :le less they would need in the way- of re-
sot rtes and govern:tient:I-I protecti.on. Eager to profit from -Indian
lands. railroad developers and.lancl speculators lent their support to
any propOsals to redtice the size of Indian reservations.

All these pressures. in theirindividual and combined effect, resulted
Congress exploring_ ways to- reduce Indian landholdings while

forcing Indians to develop their lands and become a part of .Arneri-
, can societv. The device by which this would be accomplished was an

of Concrress in ISS7, called the General Allotment Act. or the Dawes
Act. -after'the name of its major sponsor in-Congress, Senator-Henry.
Dawes of Massachusetts.

T1.1,- Dawes Act-was. neither proposed nor justified as a legal means
of separating Indians from their land. Rather. the Act was- rational-
ized. oftentimes with great passion. as responsible government policy,
desi_e-rnekl to give Indians the protection and assistance long denied
them in American sOciety. _Advocacy for the legislation came from
leadinn- public fignr&_ from reliariOTIS and civil bodies, and from. Indian
welfgre. or--ranizations cha.ei-ered to promote and protect Indian rights.
Less vocal. -though no less e.etive in promoting the legislation, were

:Iroad. mining and ihdustr-ial
!?'_try -s- 1973. "Nattve Arn,rican rer_ ZsZew 'York: Oxfo,-;l

p. 80.
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The Act had its opponents as well. Senator Teller of Colorado
responded to the introduction of an earlier-version of the Act as "a. bill
to desp IT _Hari Of their land a.na_ta make them vagabonds on the
face of the Eurth..77.But supporters of the idea eventually' prevailed and
the Act was signed into law by President Cleveland in June of 1SS7.26

To those who called. thenaseii-es friends of the Indian, the Dawes
Act seemed to provide a forraulg. for what they_had long been urging
as a solution to .the Indian problema means to turn Indians away _
from their past while easing their acceptance into American societ:5.-.
But, as time would prove, they underestimated both the land-greed of
their fellow countrymen and the hold that traditional beliefs and
practices had on Native k m eri cans.

LAND "ALL CrlarENT--D I SA s-rEn IN THE KI\
The essential features of the Dawe.s_Act-were-:-.--(-1-)th-O-President was

authorized ty_di-v-ide---tribatlaiia-sTilid assign or allot. 160 acres to each
--f-azni:4---head, SO acres to persons over IS and orphans, and 40
'acres, to each other single person under IS. (2) Each. Indian was sup-
posed to choose his own all-Arnent, but if he refused or failed to do so.
a Government agent would make the selection. (3) Title to the land
was to be held in Federal trust for 25 year:, longer, at the President's
discretion. (4) At the end of the trust I ..d, citizenship would
be -conferred upon all allottees and upon. other Indians who separated
themselves from their tribe and took up ."the habits of civilized life.",
(5) Surplus land remaining after allotment might be. sold to the

d States.
I- at the allotment policy was a mistake was apparent shortly after

its authorization. The effect of the legislation was alnost exactly what
its critics anticipatedit bee.aine an -Pt ilcie-nt--deCice for separating \
Indians from their - -land- -gildpauperizing them. Reservation after
reservation was surveyed and allotted, even when:. insufficient rainfall
made farming a precarious enterprise at best. So-called surplus lands,
often at the behest and sometimes as a result of the coercion of Indian
Service officials, was sold without tribal consent to the Federal Govern-
ment and _opened to white settlerinent. Funds from the sale of these
lands were held in the L.S. TreasUry and used by the Government to
purchase farni and ranch equipment and supplies, provide education
and welfare and sundry other purposcs which, in many cases, were to
have been provided "under treaties still in effect between the tribes and
the "United States.

When Indians particularly in the Plains States resisted the effort to
convert them into farmers on their allotted acres, Congress amended
the Dawcs Act to permit the leasing of -1:. not be farmed o:-
grazed. ,Enterprisin,,, white farmers and ranchers- took advantage of
the allo'ctees who might not be aware of the worth of their lands and
negotiated leases et ridiculously low prices. This action prompted an-
other layer of bureaucratic control to regulate and oversee Indian land
leasing procedures_

- The Burke Act of 1906 further amended the Dawes Acttoperrnit the
Secretary of Interior to bypas_s and issue
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`'certificates of competency" to Indians declared by him to be "com-
petent"- As soon as the amendment became law, anxious creditors and
laud buyers were on hand to help allottees make out aplications and
prepare the neaessary affidavits, shoring competency an land matters
and evidence of habits of civilized -life. And when the certificates were
issued, the same creditors and land-buyers were on hand to purchase
the land from the Indian owners.

In this way and through other .levices- in the law., the best cf
Indian land passed into white ownership.. First to be lost were agri-
cultural and grasslands, virgin timber acreage, and land with potential
water and mineral resources- As William T. Har-an has observed:
"Severalty mar not have civilized the Indiizn. but it definitely, cor-
rupted most the white men who had any contact with it." 27.

In ISST. Indian tribes collectively owned about 140 million acres
of land. The Dawes Act as _amended in .succeeding years set up the
mechanisms whereby some million non-., passed Into. white k,,%-ner-
ship lx-fore the policy was aL:mcioned some 43 ye:Ars later..

SEARCH F011'. SALVATION

'Unfortunately for Indians, loss of land was no only burden
they faced. Accompanyin.,,- the severaityle_2istatioin were assimilation
-policies des:1,114.4 to trot- :1431(.1--i:ultutre. Indian religions,
ceremonies, and otherulttrra1---actviti4;.-F-Tiv-ere outlawed and su-eSpresse.d.
In time Fedia-1----i:tervention..-ronclied every .aspect of Indian life,
frota-ft-yrciii7,-, Indians to.-1-0,ide by non-Indian m:tr:iarre customs to

Visiting practiccs and even the age of those who could participate
in tribal dances.Little wonder that when word be,an to spread about an Indian
messiah, called Wovoka.. and about a religion promising salvation from
the -white man. many Indians v.-er ea !rer- to learn .morc. 7roni, dele-
p-ations sent to tlo:- homelands of the pronhet in Nevada and-by word
of mouth; the message came that in floe near future a great .-ataclysm
woi:Id destroy white America. the 'buffalo and othe_r-aninu-ds would
return to the land. Indians who practiced the new religion. the
Ghost. Dance, would be free to return to ways of their ancestors.

The Plains tribes, especially the Teton-Dakota, quickly converted
Wovoka's message into a Ghost Dance religion of their own. The
spread of -the. dan6-! -especially among the more traditional mem-
bers of the tribe, or the "rerent hostiles" as Indian a,,-ents preferred
to call them, alarmed Washington as well as neighboring white.
communities.
' If Indian officials had taken -the time to find out more about the

Ghost Dance religion. one of the-mt,st tragic- events in the history of
Indian-white relations might have been avoided. The reli!rion itself
posed no serious threat to white settlers and. eventually, like other
faiths based on prophecies of doom, would have lost converts- or
ino,i-fied its doctrines.

of fear and by re:-,otinc.- to In:lit:it-N.- intervention. Indian Serv-
ice personnel precipitated a series of events which led to the trae-io
massacre of Iidian men, women, and children. at Wounded. Kiiee,

= Hagan, op.. cit.. p. 1 34.
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South Dakota in December 1890. Congress later awarded Con erres-
sional Medals 'Of Honor to 22 of the soldiers who took part in the
massacre, -but public reaction then, as well as much later:expressed.
greater shame than pride.

Charles Alexander Eastman, the Sioux doctor and author, was the
resident physician at the Pine Ridge Agency when. :he Wounded
Knee Massacre-took place. Military and Indian Service officials kept

froinctlie massacre site for several days and when he was able to
.rr7

gave*he sight of frozen, grotesque bodies n-reeted him. While he (ravego,
medical aid to the survivors, mostly babies protected by their mothers'
bodies ffom gunfire, e. etail of troops dug a huge _french, ga,..1.1tered.
the frozen bodies, and dumped then into a mass grave..

Eastman left the Indian Service shortly thereafter. The efforts he
had made to adjust medical practices to the cultural traditions of the
Pine Ridge people died_ with his clepa*r,.:re. Although the Indian
Service desperately. needed men of Eastvian's caliber to improve health
conditions at Pine Ridge and other reservations in the country, little
effort was made to keep him in the Indian Service.

In every part of Indian country, tuberculosis remained the greatest
killer of Indiars, with infant deaths from dysentery folio* ing a close
second. Trachoma affected most of the rest mtion -Donulation_s -7- the
-Southwest, and diabetes was emerging as an affliction of pec_
h_ ighincidence among Indian populations.

In appropr=iating funds for Indian Affairs, Congress considered
Indian health care -a low priority. Not Indian health, but Indian-
progress in civilization most concerned 'Indian policymakers.

Indian opposition to the assimilation- 1561i.cies never disappeared
;1"1-' completely, Bu:-. every time Indians found are answer to the policies,

the bureaucracy found a -*ay around it. the Cherokee and other so-
called Civilized Tribes in Indian Territory, now Oklahoma, resisted
the allotment policy in vain, and then under the provisions of the law
tried to reserve their surplus lands for the use of future generations.
Congress, at the insistence of the Bureau, passed the Curtiss Act which
dissolved the governments of the Five Civilized Tribes and proceeded
to negotiate with compliant tribal members fur the sale of the surplus
lands.2s

By the close of the 19th Century.. Indian economic and psychological
resources were both badly eroded. On most reservations, Indian leader-
ship was a thing of the past with older leaders either dead, imprisoned,
or in sullen retreat from tribal affairs. Although traditions and lan-
guages were beihg quietly passed on to future generations away from
the watchful eves of agents and missionaries., I adian cultural tradi-
tions were on the decline. Older familial and clan practices had been
greatly- disrupted and no longer /held sway among some groups.
economy based upon land rental fees. seasonal labor. and occasional
handouts from the Government and private charities came to charac-_
terize reservation life.

Tribal groups especially in the Southwest who had managed to
escape allotment fared..as =badly as _allotted tribes. Their reservations
happened to be located in Areas which even White Americans spurned.
Some-cif these reservations proved later to be valuable for their mineral

Si 'Pr_ Edward A__ 19a11. A Short 'Filstory of the Indians of the 'United -States. New
'Fork: IX Van Nostrand Reinhold Co.. p. 76.

, 7z
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and other natural resources, but the absence of-development . funds
rendered the resources useless and the people experienced starvation
conditions and chronic mainutrition:.A few of these reservations were.
so isolated that the Indian Service prOYided only minimum supervi-
sion, in the expectation :that in time the inhabitants would die off
anyway in accordance with-the popular myth of the Vanishing

'America-11S.
Although the -period. from 1900 'to World -War I is known as the

PzogressiYe,,Era. -American history, little of the concern of. -Ameri-
, can -progressi- e§' about the quality a 'iicl direction of Arr-rican lifrc-
spilled oyer-into Indian affairs. The problems of urban and industrial
life _ala-Sorbed the attention of the Nation and the only time most
Americans thought about Indians at all was when they appearecliTi
the wild west show or as in the case of Jim Thorpe, emerged.-as an
Olympic champion.

For most older and recent America:. :.ins were unfierstood as a
vanishing people who Wore feathers d ^nd lived in.teepees
and galln.ntlyrbut foolishly resisted rears:: of western -ivilization
and progress.

But whatever white Americans th. ainc,-:t Indians. the Indian
Office remained enthrsiastic about. t]:e _ As former Commis-
sioner of Indian Affairs Francis E. 1-t-,fierteil on the Indian
situation in 1919, he observed "The Ins:" 7.? nrobiem has not -reached
a stage where its solution is almost wholiy a matter of ;71.clministra-
tion." 29 Many 'tears would pass 'before anyone. save Inflians_ would
believe that. Indians could he bettor off as .members of tribal societies
than as prototype of white Americans.

TTTE TZIC.ITT CFTOOSE Por.TC'4- Yon TTrE Ft-TT-RE*

By the 1920-s -if :-hon1,1 have become apparent that. for most. of the
t)receciinp- one hundred years the Nation -had proceeded from false
assu7aption.s in adnainkteri-,,e- Tndinn A fly ir-S.

The critical assumptions were: (1) the Nativ- `-..merican racial stock
lacked bioloe-ical vigor and would .zzlieeumb zn...7-tdin-,;-' diseases and
abusive use of alcohol: arid (2) the Tn(Tinn Tife could not corn-
pte with the more artp-resi-,ive. more "rational:- \,..ays- of the dominant
society and n--i.-st yield to it_ Tn either c:15--.C.-1-110 Would cease to
exi -t a politic-al or cultural cbmporci---nt in the developin- rmtion.
Policy based on FzI:ch assurnntion:-------in the be,rinnin!--, .-reneratod.- i o con----
cern for the well-beine- of _file.- orie-inal inhabitants. but. was direct-0d
to speedir.g up the proce of dissolution. A kind of death-bed watch
resulted_

As a eon-:equence of this neeativisrn. the Tiicli.tn pop-ulation declined,
seer. infr_Io-liear out the pronhosy of Lioloe-ical deficiency. 7',,.._-,th.6-elose
of th-sicentur-..-. three-fourths-of the natives inhabitin,e- area corn-

."United States in pre-Columbian times_lra-c1 disappeared.
Some tribes -sere totally none. Other tribes, lfandans of the
upper .1fissouri and the .Ticarilla Apaches-of"northern New Mexico,
seemed headed for extincti-on. Irealth_.-c-onditions were wretched-, with

.2, Hagan. op. cit. p. 147.=Prepared by D'Arcy :NrcNickie, _Center for the History of- the American The-
Newberry I.Abrary, Chicago. .
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killer rliseases like ,tuberculosis decimating the generations.- Life ex-
pectancy ratios were shockingly to :v.

A pro-fessional field nurse engaged by the American Red Cross to-

investigate -health conditions on Indian' reservations in 1921 reported
that on seven reservations, all in the Southwest, the Indian birth rate
;i4a.s "26 per cent higher and (the) average death rate 163 per cent

'higher than that for the -United` States" in the same registration area -3°
Programs of education were poorly funded and were staffed by

poorly trained ancrpoorly motivated teachers and administrators_ The
inefficiency of th: early schools worked to the Indian ad vantage, al-
though that was not intended. The educational philosophy was de-
signed to destroy the Indian community. and. if the schools had been
more effective in achieving that gdal, Indian life might have deterio-
rated more rapidly.

The ,n-reatest threat to Indian survival resulted from the land policy
imposed by the General Allotment Act of 1SST, which in the years
following its enactment reduced Indian land holdings in total disre-
gard of:future Indian needs.31 Trie damage was .,.not confined. to a
shrinking land base, however :. Indian _social orga.nization, belief sys-
tems, and moral vigor were all related to land, to a universe defiled
by myth and ritual.-

In brief suin.mary : The preceding 100 years had wrought incalcu-
lable clama.<-re to Indians, theirpropeti-ty, and their societies. Tribes had
been moved about like livestock unti.I in some cases, the original home-
land was no more than a- legend in the minds of old men. and women.
Children had been removed from the family, by force at times, and
kept in close custody until they lost their mother tongue and all lnaowl-
edge of who .thev were,- -while parents often did not know where the
children had been taken or whether they even lived. Tribal religious
practices, when they were not proscribed outright, were treated as
'obscenities. Land losses, as noted, were catastrophic, while the failure
of--.Government to provide economic tools and training for proper
land remaining`--use left the remaining holdings untenable or leased to white
farmers.at-starvation rates. The bureaucratic structure had penetrated
the entire fabric of Indian life, usurping the tribal decisionrnaldng
function, demeaning local leadership, obtruding into ,the familyand
vet was totally-'oblivious of its .inadequacies and its inhumanity.

STIRMNGS OF CONSC,u,NCE

The failures of the Federal Government as trustee had become so
..noto..--iolas-bv the -192Ct's as tocompel public action. The Pueblo Lands
Board At of 1924 22 and the Osage Guardianship Act of 1925 33 gave
notice of a new mood in Congress. Both Acts came about in response
to public outcry against intolerable:exploitation of. Indian resources.
This was followed by a more general demand for reform, which in
1926 led. President Coolidge's Secretary of the Interior, Hubert Work,
to request the privately endowed Institute for- Government Re-search
(later the Brookings -Institution) to investigate the conditions of

a

a° Senate Committee on.Indian Affairs, hearings, 1329, Surrey of Conditions of the
Indh..ns in the United States. pt. 3. p. 935.

ss See pt.. 2. p. 11, supra..
Stat. 63n..

a 43 Stat. 1005.
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Indian life. The investigation resulted in the report of Lewis Meriam
and Associates.. entitlea. "The Problem of Indian Achriiristr.ation- ,"
published. in 1928.

For the first time in the long history of Indian affairs administra-
tion, the performance of the Government was brought under scrutiny
by a- body of competent, professional students-of public affairs. The
findings c f that survey are widely known and only these highlights are
mentioned here:

The income of the typical Indian family was lo;v * * * Only 2 per cent of
the Indians had incomes of over $500 a year. Partly as a result of this poverty

:the health of the Indians in comparison with the rest of the population was bad.
The death rate and infant mortality were high. Tuberculosis and trachoma were
ektremely prevalent_ Living and housing conditions were appalling ; diet was
peiar: sanitary provisions were generally lacking. The system of public health
administration and relief work was ina.cleouste. The educational- system had no
well..\considered broad educational policy. A uniform crArriculurc was being ap-
plied .%throughout the Indian school system. although the different tribes were
at quite different stages of development Indian children were being fed at reser-
vation schools on an average expenditure of 11 cents a day per child, and were
being forced to do heavy domestic work actually to cu.se the financial burden but
ostensibly',,to acquire training in useful industrial arts.'

The Preston -Engle report on Indian irrigation, also commissioned
by Secretairy Hubert Work and published in 1928. revealed how in-

`adequately the Government had de:: it with Indian water rights, -a
basic tribal resource. Sip-nificantly_ the report recommended: "That
the>Rrinciple promulgated in the Winters decision be invoked and en-
forced.,w ith respect to all those reservations where necessary to secure
an adequate water,.supply for Indian lands." 3*

The report also recommended that where use rights had been estab-.
lished adver:-..7:e to Indian water rights, the Government should "-pro-
vide c_ n. adequate water supply for the Indians in question. either by
purchase of the construction of storage reservoirs *
such purchase of rights or storage reservoir construction -;:o be paid

--for out of gratuity 'a..pprop,riations." The purpose of such a recorri-
menda- wa's to give e-ffecf-t.-) the Wiliters decision of 1908, in which
the Supreme Court upheld the of a tribe to make maximum
beneficial use of the watershele,d to irrigate reservation lands.

The failure to act- filth on trreSe, rpeommcr: 1!Itions .after almost po
years has left Indian water rights 0-411 in jeer: rdy and has increased

.greatly the cost of effecting an equitabl'e.adjustii:ent.
The 70th Congress (1927-2.9) set up'....its own investigative pro,ce-

(lure, adopting Senate Resolution i9 authorized a special .spb-
cominittee to conduct hearings and gather ihformation. In succeedfmg
years, the Senate accumulated a vast archive if material dealing-with
Indian reservations and the relationship betweerndians and the:Fed-
eral Goverrur,.nt. N.

. ,...
.rmB AL nEoRGIINIZAT/07 N, , ..

The growing demand for reform : resulted in the adOption of the
Indian Reorganization Act of 1934, then-tio:najor leo-islrZeon ix this
field since the enactment of the General .A. tment ?pct. Th earliex. '.

legislation was based on the_premise that the individualizing o crib .l
Service, 1945. Aspects of Indian 'Policx.,

. -N-

1

m. Library of Congress Leg.-,IlatIve Reference
2f).Sur r 'orditIons, 1930, op. cit.. pt. S. p. 2212.
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i' land would e.vpedite the proceSs- of\transforiaa tribal\people into , '--,

il competitive, taxpaying, free citizens,\in repudiation, of their own yal-
ii _7-nes -and trachtic.xis. The Indian Reoraf4nization Act, : in -,!.or.trast,. Was

I [ designed ta xif...-tore some measure of the reSourc'e base and the self-

/ I .. grovernan.ce Whic.h tribes had enjo-yed`prioi\to 'SST. \, ' ; \\ \
.,

\,
Of the Allotment law the Meria-xn report: had '.45b.ser.ved\"'It almost ..

J
...seems as if the government assumed that :'some mag;ic in. mclividual
_;owtmership of property would in itself pzove an echication4,,Civilizing

/
1 J '' factor,! Nit un_fortunately this policy has-dor the most part\dperated., .

in the opposite direction- Individual ownership has in Ilan' instances \
(i. i perimitted Insi-inns'.to sell their allOiment and to lit-;._- fol'a time`on'the \

i' unearned income resulting from the sale." 36 \The - 'report' could n z6.-', e \
;

;
! i; ;

added that by 'the 1920's, more than! 1000'0 Ind- ians_Were landless. -N

Certain essential fep.turc of the Indian Reorgania-tionct were. _

) left on- the draNking hoard as that' len-ishition took its course\throug-h \'N..

coraMitteeThearing,s. The excised aititiles were central to the reform de- \\,_

sign land their .elithiz ation. postponed the -day when InClians.. Might
; assume control over their affairs.; .Of particular .:hnportanCe were\-4he

folloWing: ..,
1

-
,

.,i -(1) The power "To compel the. transfer froth the community fOr-,,,,,

ine.fficiency -.111 Office or otaer caul, of .ai-rt- ernPloyee of the Fe,,!ral
i Indian- Service locally assigned.7 3' i'....

\(2) "The Secretpxy- of\the Inte.rior mav\ from tine to time delegate

!

-; to finv Indian community,, within the limits of its competence as 'de-

fined loy 'charter the authority to perform ariy\act, :service, or-function
liwhilch the United States adaninigte. for the:benefit ofIndians.38

(3) "The Corrinaission_er.is '1.1:il,'_oriZe--ii and-direeted to make suitable
provision for the .trainin.p-_, of -` niernbe7:-s *\* * in_ the variousI-.s.erIV-ices new entrusted to :the °glee of-Indian .AlTairS'\* * *' includino-
ethication, public health work a.nd-6ter soda l services, the administra-

: tion of law and order, the management of forests and grazing lands,
I the keeping of financial accounts, statistical reCords, and other public

repoxits, and the constructlion and maintenance Of buildings, roads, and
other publiC works s4

i
. . _.._

--

(I) 'It is hereby declared to be the purposesand_polica- of Congress

; to promote the study of Indian civilization and prestwve and develop
'.^. the special cultural.contrloution-s and-achiQ...-vements of such CiVilization,

l'.: including Indian arts, crafts., skills, and traditions. The CommisSioner

is directed to prepare curricula. for Indian schools--adapted to the needs

a.xid capacities of Indian students, including courses in-Indian history,
Indian arts and crafts, the social ancl.e.,eanornic problems of the_Inclian,

'1 and-the history and prolemsiof the Indian_ administration.4° /.!

I i (5) "'There shall be a-United States Court of Indian Affairs, which ,-/

-/ ___ _shall .consist of a. chief / judge and six associate judo-es:* * * wpointed
1 by Pfesident,by and With the advice and consent of the Senate." d-ingThecourt would hail original jurisdiction in specified cases, inclu

"actions at la* or suits in equity wherein the pleadings raise a
..

_ ..;

_._.

i -Ps Merialre Lewis. et al.; 1928, 'Irhe Problem of Indian Administration, Baltimore : The
'Johns Hopkins Press. p. 7. (

''' U.S. souse of ItepreSentatives Committee on Indian AffaL.-s, hearings on/lt.R. 79-02,
1934 title I. see. 4-11- . i

" Ibiti.. title I, sec. 7.
ge Ibid.-, title I. see. 1.
4*-Ibid. title II, sec. '2..'1;
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stilistaitesta-on' _.=C;OtiCerning the validity or application of any.
federal;_lati . or any regttration---or charter authorized 15y such law,
relating to trheiiffairs. or jurisdiction of any Indan.- tribe or-chartered

"The :anal-judgment of-the Court of .Ir -lian Affairs shall be subject
to review on questions of law in the circuit court of appeals of-the
circuit in which such judgment is rendered * * * subject to review by
the Supreme Court." 4l

By elitainating items I and 2, the continuaace of bureaucratic control
was assured in personnel assignments and resource development. ___-

By denying Indians the special training authorized in item 3, Indian
leadership found itself handicapped in dealing with management prob-
lems ; while the failure to reorient school c..rricula as directed in item 4
allowed the scb-)ols to continue as alien institutionsyithin the Indian

',community. Some 30 -years would go by before Iitdian studies programs
to be offered, first at major universities across the-country, and

themihr- schools taken over and managed by Indian communities. .

:Bying-to establish a Federal Indian court with appellate proce-
N dures, thejzachilistration of law and order on Indian reservations con-

tinued to be`dorninatea by the interior Department and subject to. the
_epartment's budget Erna:at-lops. Failure of the Department to pro-cide-.-----

adi-...aua.tely for public safety inctuced some tribes-to- request State_jraiS:
clictioover civil and-criminal matter This request from the II-kik-ins
of a fel'i--States was cited-as justification f6r-the-acloption-of Public
Law 2S0 hithe S3d Congress,Tauthorizing any State to'-a.ssurne jurisdic-
tion over an Indian reseriratiorthout consulting. the wishes.lof-the------____
Indians. And because courts of Indian offenses-,created under the
department's law and-order code lacked adequate, provision for appeal

d review of trial court_ decisions,- Indians.'Were brought u_nd.e.r the
Ciil Rights Act of 196S.42

Th- actipn again was a case -of some Indians expressing dissatisfac-
tion wi. a system. created by the Federal Government. in response to
which the orcrress curtailed further -the_ right of self-government
Some tribes pre-vionsly had incorporated bills of rights in their written
constitutions; a tribes could have done so in tirne',- as and when they
felt the need.

A. REVERSING TIDE

By the 1930's it had be me evidedi that the Indians would not
vanish; indeed, the surprisin act was that the rate of net increase.
for the enumerated Indian population- exceeded the growth rate of '...

--7:). the general population. Between the years 1900 and 1950 the number
-fInectan.s increased by some 70 percent-la the end of that period the

rate increase for the Indian population was 22 per 1,000, compared >

with a ra-te,of 15 per 1,000 for the .Nation.43 The-NI-m:0 tribe increased_
five-fold during the 60-year periai 1870-1930. `.------

,

Survival was not_in numbers alone. What came to be .realized, re-
._ luctantly at times, -iias.--that Indian custom and tradition. In

languages, Indian belief stems, Indian ways of rearing children, the
4-1. Ibid., title IV. secs. 1 and 3(5), and sec. 15 cited.' 25 title IL43Efadley, J. Nixon, 1857,, The. Demography of the Amerleirri-Indians, Philadelphia : The

Annals, American Acaderar Je Political and Social Science, vol. 311, p.



Indian style of living in extended families, Indian sharing, all still
prevailed. For the administrator, the educator, and the missionary
worker this adherence to Indian ways seemed ..perverse and intoler-
able. On occasion it resulted in an intensified effort to obliterate the
Indian past., as when Indian. Commissioner Charles Burke. in 1923,
instructed his field officers to. require: (1) That Indian dances be
limited to one each month in the daylight hours, in midweek, and at
only one center in each district (except that during planting and har-
vesting no dances were to be allowed) ; (2) that no Individuals under
the age of 50-take part as dancers or as spectators and (3) that the
field employees carry on an educational campaign against the-dances."

The Meriana report made passing reference to "native,-Ceremonies,
eich as celebrations. dances, -games, and races.' and found that such
activities "tend ta disappear under the general influence of white cul-
ture, or to take on the form of a spectacle and become commercialized,
thus losing Much of their original. significance in group life." 15

In offering this observation the survey staff reflected the conven-
tional wisdom of the period, which still held to the belief that Indian
identity and tradition could not remain separate and distinct within
the general society. The ultimate fate-of the Indian people, according
to this view, was assimilation into American Society.

This view, in fact. went unchallen.e-ed through the first half of the
century it was the basis of-law and public policy. Meanwhile,- evi-
dence .s accumulating that would seriously question these ass.urnp-
tions. While Indians at increasing _numbers found employment in
urban centers, especially after World War IL. a. relatively small per-
centage took up.,permanent residence in the city. A pattern of com-
muting between the reservation and th city began to emerge. Even
highly _skiUed industrial -workers, such as the. Indians employed in
"high steel" work on bridges and skyscrapers, remained closely at-
tacheglio an Indian community. intertribal and regional organizations
ca_ me; into existence, and Indians found t,hemselves discussing shared
problems and experience. This -was a new:development, since with
a few exceptions tribes had no tradin of forming permanent alli-
ances.i Tribal ceremonies, of boll-. r:-eial and social nature, attracted
growing nurnberg, and individuals and families traveled to distant
reservations to observe or to participate in local performances. A phe-
nomenon referred to as the "pow-wow circuit" began to flourish. Cerp-
_monies that had not been performed fer many years. were revived.
The growth of the -Native American Church after the 1930 a.cceIer-
ated.46 Tribal groups presumed to have been exterminated in the early
years of settlement in.the east and southeast, were rediscovered, often
bearing a cryptic name and claiming Indian heritage, and moreover
their numbers were increasing.4"

SOCIAL SERVICE

Factor= such as these were .discussed and evaluated at a conference
sponsored by the Wenner-C-Iren ....Foundation at the university of Chi-

.44 NrcNicklo, op. eft.. pp. 73'74.
Morinm. op. cit.. p. 629.

44.tberie. Dnvici F.. 3:14;6. Th Res. -r)t., .N:non:: the Navajo.- tiem- York : Viking
Fund f'122,11cationN in .Anthropolog-r. N. 42. pp. 17-20.

4.: Berry, Brewton. 1963, Almost White, Yurk : The 31:1cmiLlan Co.. pp. 1Z1.
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-carro in -the winter of 1P54. The conference w is (-haired b;,-John Pro-
formerly Assistant Commissioner of Indian Affairs: and the :20

participants were mainly social scientists. who had devoted their pro
fessional carev...rs to the study of Indian communities or to administra-
tive duties related to such communities. The stated purpose of the con-
forence :was not to evaluate administrative policies and practices but
to exarmine objectiv6yAos.e assumptions of fact or ,-alue, expressed oz
implieth-which are held by the general American public, by Congress.
and by the Executive, and Which appear to guide the present handling
of Indian affairs."'" .

A number of assumptions then current- were examined against :the
collective-experience of the participating conferees., and all agreed t"hat
the one a- gumption basic on national -policy was the idea. that
"assimilation of the American Indian. into the normal stream of
American life is inevitable-, that Indian tribes and communities would
disappear."'" -

The discussants found themselves in "complete agreement" that the
assumptiOn and the policy that followed from it were unwarranted.
They noted: ``Most Indian groups in the 'United States. after more-
than 100 years of Euro-American contact and in spite of 'strong ex-
ternal pressures * '14 have not vet become. akimila tea in tile sense of.
loss of community identity and the full acceptance of America': habits
of. thought and conduct--' is-
strong,

The -urge to retain tribal identity iS-
stron, and operates powerfully for inati groups."Indian roups."

While recognizing that Indian societ:.- would continue to change,
making adaptations to social and environmental pressures. also that
some individual Indians woirid choose to abandon tribal life, the con-
ferees agreed that "despite external pressures. and internal change.
most of the present identifiable Indian groups residing on reservations
( areas long known to them as homelands) will continue indefinitely
.as distinct social units.= preserving their basic values, personality, and
Indian way of )i.fe, while making continual adjustments, often super
ficial in nature_ to the political and economic demands of the larger
society."

To the above observation. the conferees added a caution ai. v note
"Forced, or Goer -i4 e. assimilation is self-defeating in practice. tending
to antagonize and dri,..t underground in the Indian groups those lead:
-ers who might otherwise develop constructive. and cooperative atti-
tudes toward greater acceptance of non-Indian society. * * Mean-

. while. the current practice of telling Indians that their assimilation
is inevitable is probably more deterrent than.contribikory to adlustive
changes,' since it giv rise to feelings of anxiety and resistance that
lead to reject-ion of new ideas and institutions," 51

The discussions were not devoted ex-clusivery to assumptions on
which Government policy was based; assumptions commonly held by
Indians were also reported to the conference. Typical of Indian views
reported were these: "Oyer the years, the Indian can expect no con--
sistency in policies regarding him. No matter what policy is today,
tomorrow it will be differenteven opposite."

Provinse. John ( 1354, The American :ndlaa 1r Transition. _-.,..r;can Anthropo10-
=1st_ No. 3. 357.

4-s° rhid__ P. 3S8-° ibid.. P-
LI Ibid.. P-
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And: 'The interests of the dominant society will
over the interests of Indians in any policy decision;
will be considered only when they coincide with or at
trp.dict 'white' interests." 52

These sentiments, when they are reviewed 20-odd
remarkably conte.nporary.

IGNORT G TISE EVIDEN

take precedence-
Indian interests
least. do not cori-

years later. are-

This"1954 conference occurred at the very time that the S3c3. Con-
gress was holding hearings and adopting legislation for the purpose-
of terminating Federal responsibility and compelling Indian tribes
to accept fts.similation as the ultimate re..,-;;Iution of a long historic
process.

As the evidence for Indian survival accumulated, obviously refut-
ing the 19th century predictions, the -Federal -establishment found
itself unprepar ed to meet the challene. The fact that past policies-
had failed to achieve their stated objectives was taken as a failure
of management, not of basic purpose. When critical voices were raised
dent.-mcmg government performance; response took two forms: (1)

istudiez. --nd investigations were carried-Out ;-and. (2) followed by new
or amended legislation.

A case in point was the Meriam Survey of 1926-2S, initiated in
rear:Pnse to critical tatacks during the early 1920's. This survey was-
followed by the Indian Reorganization Act and other reform leo-is
lation of the 1930-s. It is relevant to note that the 3Ieriam report was
entitled "The Problem of Indian Administration." and that the thrust
of the report was--centered on recommended improvements in the
delivery of services to the Indian people. The underlying philosophy
of Indian affairs administration was not questioned. The report specifi
rally stated: "Since the great majority of the Indians are ultimately
to merge into the general population, [administration] should cover
the transitional period and should. en.clea-c-or to -instruct, Indidns in
the utilization of the services provided -Sy public and qUasi-pnblic-
acrencies for the people at large in exercising the privileges of citizen-
ship and in making their contribution in service and in. taxes for
the maintenance of the crovernMent."

The same inx-estigate-tegislgte pattern was followed at later critical
junctures. again without questioning the motives or the ultimate ar-
pose of Governn., policy. After World War II, for example, a
"crowing concern was voiced, in and out of Congress, over the increas-
ing complexity and cost of government. In response to this,expressed.
anxiety, the Congress in 1947 created the Commission on Torganiza-
th.71 of the Executive Branch of the Government, of which former
President Herbert Hoover was named chairman. The Commission
appointed a special task force to look into the administration of Indian
affairs, with a Princeton -University professor of political science.
George Graham, serving as chairman.. Graham had no knowledge of
Indian life and no more than -a briefing in Indian history, and the-
recommenclations_advanced by his task force irve.,no ericlence that
the subject matt ---r had been explored in depth. The task force advo-
cated "progressive measures to integrate the Indians into the rest

Ibid., pp. :11,3-o-t.
Mer lam, ,p. cit., p. 2.



-of the population as the best' golution of the 'Indian problem.' In the
-opinion of the Commission this policy should be the keystone- of
the or tion and of the activities of the* Federal Government in-
the fie d ofIndian affairs...". 54

As a device for speeding up the "integration" of Indians in the
general population, the Comrmssion further proposed that programs
for Indian welfare be ,"progiessivelv: transferred" to State govern-

-attents and that the 13Ureau buried in the Federal Security
Agency, or its successor.

S'i,craifica.ntly, Dean Acheson. Vice Chairma.n of -the Commission
-dissented, obse ming: "Recollections of the painful history_ whicll
surrounds the cases/of The Cherokee Na,tion.v_ The State of Georgia 55 .

-and Worcester v. Georgia S6 make a novice in this field pause before,.
-endorsing a recommendation to assimilate the-Indian and to turn him;
his culture, and his means of livelihood over to State control."

Acheson was joined in this dissent by J4mes H. Rowe, Jr., and
-James Forrestal, members of the Commission.

1,Th.L.)=S -t

Legislation did_ not result immediately from these recommendations,
but the work of the Hoover Cothission gave impetus to the drive
to reduce Federal responsibility for Indian survival. The Booz, Allen, -

-and Hamilton report, contracted forby the Department of the Interior
rand published. ix 1950, viewed Indian affairs as comparable to prcb:-
lems encountered in industrial management. It contributed nothing
to an

i
janderstanding znof cultural adjustentsince, like previous

:studies., it concerneditself priznaiily with wayS to extricate the Fed-
-eral Government from its treaty and statutory:- obligations. This report.
issued in four volumes, almost succeeded-in avoidin_ g. any mention of
Indians, the putative subject matters=;-'

- Both -the HoL, :c-7.7 Commission ,a-nd. the Booz. Allen, and- Hamilton
- reports encouragc4 the notion that the Government shouldsabandon as
-expeditiously as_ possible its historic role as trustee and advocate for
the Indian people. Thus -the termination leerislation of the 83d Con-
gress that dominated the Indian scene fr,--):n the mid-I950's until well

- into`the ne.xt decade, had its ideological base in superficial surveys cones
ducted by unquali,5ed investigators.

Amore serious defect was the failure of these sur-.-evs- to take notice
of the wrongful assumptions upon which policy had been based.
where in these official reports is any reference made to the evidence
for Indian survival in numbers and in cultural identity. Program
failures resulting in Indian poverty, poor health, wketched housing,
ed1cational deficienciesall the ills recited 20 years earlier in he
Meriath surveywere attributed to failures -of execution. The report
writers seemed unprepared, or unwilling, to recognize that r)rogram
failure was symptomatic of a basic misconception of the Government-
Indian relationship In their preoccupation Ncith cleansing the Gov-

Graham. George (ed.) 1949 Commi4sion on Orzanization of the E:-..eentive Branch
nf the GovernmentIndian Affairs (Hoover C -ion), A Report to the Congress,

-Washington. D.C.: "C.S. -Government Printing Oise.
cz 5 Peters-/-
44" 6 Peters 534.

Booz. and Hamilton, 19.";(:). Slanag- ment TZe-. and -Appraisal : System. Organi-
zation end. Ilarlagepent Practices, Washington. D.C. Bureau of Indian Aflairs_
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ernment of responsibility, they failed to notice that the death watch:
policy of an earlier time was no longer acceptable in a national soci-
ety becoming concerned about the civil rights of individuals and.
groups..

Dcr)LAN-s BECOME

The concerted drive during the Eisenhower administration to termi-
nate Federal responsibility alerted, Indian leaders throughout the-
country of the fact that their property and their civil rights had been
placed in jeopardy by a badly ,,a-dvised_bureaucracy. This growing-
alarm among Native Anaericams'accounts for the unprecedented dem-

-. onstrations that erupted.-Th -the Mid.-1960's, culminating in such spec-
tacular forays as the ocaupdtion of the Washington headquarters of
the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the takeover of the Wounded Knee
community in South Dakota_ -The protests, moreover, could not be-
dismissed as transient anger.. but marked the beginning of Indian in-
volvement in the prOcess- of policy formulation. While the le&ral:
establishment might be unpiepared to deal with the mounting evidence
of Indian survival and continued to promote ideas that prevailed in
the 19th centu-ry, a new tribal leadership emerged to challenge those
ideas-
. The Federal agencies established in the 1960's to deal with problems,
of poverty ar.il community decay encouraged this emerging leader-
ship and assisted Indian reservations in developing their own plan-
ning and--action programs.. Of particular importance were the changes
in. attitude and operating procedures that came with the new acren-
cies. With no hardened regulations dictating action and no/fra.dition.al
policies to defend, it was possible for them to serve in an advisory
capacity and to give Priority to Indian decisionmaking; they had no
commitment -to a strategy of assimilating the Indian people into
white_ urban society ..

In the course of a sur-vey conducted by the Department (If Labor-
to determine the impact on the Indian population of its various man-
power programs, the reporting team commented.:

We grew to admire the Indians tremendously as a Troup, to marvel at their-
conrage and dignity even in tne midst of abject poverty, and to appreciate their-
lack of aggressive acquisitiveness. Even their reserve appeared to be the symbol
of an inner strength as well as an insulation ainst the deteriorating in4?itle dueuce ,--
of white 'society di. We realized what a tre ndous loss to mankind would".
be the obliteration of this culture, call the obliteration process what oue will-

4 assimilation, acculturation. or termination. We becanie strong partisans of the-
belief that the. Indians should be encouraged and helped to preserve their
culture_"'

Such sentiment was a refreshing new note in the long history of
Government-Indian relations and seemed to promise that a better-
attitude might come to prevail.

PROG SNEW GO.% r...s

The outstanding innovation of the period was the-establishment of
Indian Community Action Programs (ICAP), which brought to

50. r.c. Cors-zress. Joint Ernnomie entrimittne. iro39. Tryvvard Econnmie Developrne,nt for
Native American ConoaaunIties, VOL 2, p. Z.Sti, Washington, D.C. : Government Printinz
Office.

8 2-
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reservatior; communities' technical services and fin:Incial assistance for
which tribes in the past had always been,dependent on the Bureau of
ndian Affairs: The Office of Economic Onportunity which acIminis-

--tet, the new program united tribal officials to prepare and submit
plans for loc.' al projects. Once- a plan was approved. OEO contracted
with the tribal or,ganitation to operate the project, and it -helvancect
the budgeted fund:,::. -Tnis transferral of authority and responsibility
for decision/linking to the local community was an administrative de-
vice which the Bureau. after more than 100 years of stewardship.. had
failed to employ, excusing its failure by alleging the incompetence
,or inexperience of Indian leadership. What the did not recog-
nize, or did not acknowledge, was that Indian tribes were asking to be
allowed to choose whether to continue in a state of dependency or to
exercise such sovereign powers as_ were theirs to assert_ The i3ureau
in the 1960's still' had not adapted its thinking to the evidence of In-
dian 2irrival and the Indian dri- for self-deterthination.

The manner in which the Rough Rock community on the Navajo
Reservation in Arizona assumed responsibility. for the education of
its children exemplified the direction in Indian affairs. new
f-,-hool plant had just been completed by the Bureau when the Office
of Economic Opportunity proposed t.hht the Navajo community. as-
sume control of the school through -a school board to be appointed by
the cr_immunitv.!_The OEO agreed to provide developmental funds. if'
the BI_ . would; make available to the community the operating funds
which it had already budgeted for that purpose..

The shift in educational goals and methods which resulted from this
was of more importance than the actual +-raisfer of author-

ity. though that was sigYnificant in itself_ For the first time an Indian
community, not the professional people recruited from the outside,
became ref---,nonsible for the success or failure of a school. As a conse-
cruer.c.p of the shift in control., the school could contribute to the devel-
opment of the community by providing learnin opportunities for-
adults is well as children. Because it was now part of the community.
the schi vol became involved in the normal process by whic7r. 1. en are
integrated into the adult world: it was no longer an alien institution
depriving the adult world of a national increment of function.in,
members_ By teaching English as a second language, the child could
acquire a basic .competencdy in his native language before ventur-
ing into a. fol-eign mode of s.yeech, and the. s.chool. became less
th reate.nin

This development at Ron,h .Rock had_an.6mplosiye effect all through.
the Indian country. Tribal delegations from as far awaY as Canada
visited the site and listened to the-all-Nara io school bohrcl mk-ral-)ers
talk about educatioiaal rroals and pililosophiesand on their return
to their home communities many of these tribal leadefs b(. in ac-
tions dint .r7ould lead to control cf the education of their children_
Within a ;:mow years_ tribes or communities in several States and in
Canada est,:blished their ow-A school boards and assumed the rrnnae-e-
ment of local schools. In a movement paraIlelincy.these efforts_ Indian
community colle47-es were orrm.nizerl aid staffed with Indian tear7.-.ers-
and administrators.

r-11` q.f.nnt". Ti %21-.n,- rint! IV"plfnro "hr.nrInr-R. InGo. T-d! nn nanet-
ttnr. 1. pp.-12-2n. N:a.shimprtort Go-r.-errementl4IntInz OfneP.
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INDIAN STUDIES l'ICOCR.A.MS

By the 1960's still another development marked the changing time.
Indians were enrolling in colleges and universities in unprecedented
numbers, and goine- on to gradturte and professional schools: More-
over, the major universities and many State inf--,-titutions found it neces-
sary to -'stall special programs, or to expand-traditional offerings, to
accommodate this new student body. A. survey conducted in 17-1 by di:-

rrWestern Interstate Commission on Iliher Education repOted- that,
100 institutions of higher learning, located in it3 States-, were oirering
course work designed to meet. the interests-o-f-Indian students., and,

fat year a..total of 13,300 -- trolled ,rcol work. Of this
total number, 9,135 were. zinc'. es, 333 were in.graduate school,
and 3,347 were iii speCial (n, 1-rOcrrams".6°

This was a different kind body. as the institutions recog-
nized in their curriculum cha. Indian students entered college,
training,, not primarily as a mezi,..is achievinc, material success in the '-
white man's competitive society, but to acquire the knowledge and
skills needed to bring about improved living conditions at home, to
protect their position as a sovereign people, and to define acceptable
goals for themselves and their tribes. They talked about "education
for Indian purposes", and they were concerned that "self-determina-
tion", as the term was used in the 1970's, should have substance and
meaning.

The term received wide public -attention when it was employed in.
Presidential messages to Congress relating to the conduct of I,r,idian,af-
fairs. President 'Johnson in-196S declared: "We must affirm the right
of the first Americans to i ernain Indians while exercising their rights
as Americans. We must affirm their rights to freedom of choice and

-self-determination..." °I
In 1970. President- Nixon. denounced the termination policy of the

F,isenlio-Wer administration ---making no mention of his position in
that administrationand declared:

This. then. must be the ..ir.ort-1 of any new national policy toward the Indian
people: to strengthen thf-, Indian's sense of autonomy without threatening his
sprisP tit:community w. There i= no reason why Indian communities should be
deprived, of the privilege of self-determination merely because\ they receive
monetary support from the Federal Government. Nor should they lose Federal
money I.)eeanse they reject Federal control'

Those declarations. at the hierliest level of rrovernment. ael-znowled7ed
f(ir the first time what. Indians have always wanted: The right to make
choi.7es: the 'right to c-ITN-ide. as inciiiduals and as tribes, how to adapt
io the modes of the soriety without deStrovin!4- the values they
herish. When th;s right of decision prevails. some indiyidua:s may

opt for making themselves over to conform with another lifestyle:
so- Triay abandon traditional patterns in favor- of new goals

But unless such a climate of free choice exists. change
. arid coercive (:hange will only repeat the antarronisms
.:.ilures of the past.

T.o ParrIeln (ed.). I:174. A Survey nnfl T-nireritv Proems for Arnc..

erin Pos:liler. Coln. : Western Interstate Cornrnt!.1.:Ton for Ealorrn ;ion.
Do"Izm W4---141v Co :ztpi1 abort of. Ili-11'z. voI. IV. No. 10. Washinton.

Government Print-Inc: Ofree...from thr* pr.!4ifient of the rnited trttr,. 10To Recorm_!endations for Int.11.an
Polley. Waslainzton. D.C. : L.S. Government Println:::
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CONGHL'SSIONAL ACKNOWLEDG3rENT

/7Cong,ress has now moved to give legal sanction to the principle of
free choice with the enactment of the Indian-Self-Determination and
Etlucation Assistance Act.e3 Laws are not self -fulfilling, however, and
while the language is reassuring, the manner in which the 1975 Act
is administered will-determine its effectiveness. If the administrators
proceed from the assumption that the Indian people have no future
as Indians and that assimilation and the loss-of identity are inevitable,

the explicit intent of Congress will be subverted. National policy will
continue to be what it has been in the pasta strategy of manipulating
tribal leadership into compliance, with the usual result of discrediting

theleadership.
The Self-Determination Act is of particular promise because- it pro-

vides. a formula for dealing with Ny'.1.at has always been a major ob-
stacle to the transfer of power from the--bureaucracy to the Indian
community. The Secretary -o.? the Interior as the Federal official ac-

comitable for-Indian-trust property, has never been willing or legally

______abll-t-irireduce his responsibility as trustee. A principal criticism leveled

at the Indian. Reorganization Act arose from the failure to confront
that issue. The Act required that tribal constitutions and charters be
approved by the Secretary. as well as tribal actions affecting trust

property, tribal membership. or any matters relating to Federal
trusteeship.. The tribal contracting .arrangement authorized by the

Self-Determination Act- if constructively administered, can lead the
way to effective and purposeful government.

INDIA N READI NESS-

What could be the decisive factor in determining national Indian
policy is the state of readiness of the Indian population. Many nega-
tive conditions still prevail : Educational levels are still rr -Ich`too low;

the deliver-y- of health services is grossly inadequate; wr:.:checl hons-
inc, breeds health problems and social unemployment -_-ates greatly
exceed local-and national CVerages; the affirmation of w er rights re- N\
mains cioudeil, -and-Meantime the pressure to reduce or to confiscate, .)

available' water continres to grow ; resource_ development languishes. r
In spite of these crippling handicaps-. remarkable advances have .%

been made. As already indicated, Indians have entered academic and
professional training in unprecedented numbers. Indian law-vers are
now in practice, many of them specializing in the intricacies of Indian,
case la-v. The number of trained physicians and nurses I, as increased
to the point of warranting the formation of professiona7 associations.
Administrative and supervisory positions in a number of school
systems are manned by Indians. Indian artists, writers. poets. musi-
cians, scientists, and engineers have established national reputations.
Indian tribes are writing their histories and orp-anizinfr libraries and
archivzil depositories. Where native lima-nacres were falling into dis-
use, special study courses have been initiated and several tribes are
compiling their own dictionaries.. Culture centers are o. grating at
many reservations. encouraging a renaissance in traditional :Arts, music,
dances, myth and legend, cc sturnemaking,. even cookery_

0. SS Stat. 2203. I375 ed.
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What is most rffnarkable about these developments is that -.hey
intensify and make explicit the boundaries of Indian identity. Native
America before the coming of Europeans was a land of many s, -narate
peoples, with their separate lancruages, histories, traditions, and man-
ner of adapting to the physical environment. Each tribe, or band, or
camp was a F:el f-contam ea entity organized in varying patterns of
social structure. Such a population of separate and systems was
easy prey for invading fo4rces employing divide and conquer tactics.

'What is now happening, after 400 years of Indian-white contact, is
a coalescing of Native Americans into something approaching a sense
of national identity. Indians have betorne aware of their common
problems and common.. peril. and they are learning how power used
in_ contemporary society. Tribal boundaries are not likely to dis-
appear, but increasingly Indians can be expected to act in common
cause.National Indian policy of the future must take into account that
Indians will survive, as individuals and as communities; they will
Y, -row in numbers, and they will insist on freedom of choice. That
insistence, it should be recognized. is of the same quality of mind and
_spirit that made possible the rrowth of the free peoples of the world.



CHAPTER T W C

CONTEMPORARY INDIAN CONDITIONS

Today, available statistics on Indians LI the United States continue to paint a.
picture of widespread deprivation unequalled by any other United States sub-

- - -.Kroup. Whether men or women, living in the city or country, Indians in the
Limited States suffer from inadequate education and relatively poor health, low
incomes, poor housing and sanitary conditions generally regarded as unacceptable.

(83)
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CHAPTER TWO
C ONTE BIPORARY.---CONDITIONS

[This chapter is based on the work of Mr. Stephen A. Langone and Mr. Richard'
8. ion, Government Division, Congresalontal Reserirch Service, Library of
Congress] .

INTEODUCTION'

Who exactly_are Arnerican.InCia.ns? Where do they live ? Are there-
Indians that do not live on reservations? Are there Indians ixr cities?'
Are there Indians that live outside the Western United States? How
lunch lo they earn, where do they work,what is their educational and
health status?

To answer these questions, the Cbmmissien has assembled demo-
graphics on the Indian population in the United States. The picture.
that emerges is sometimes shocking, sometimes upsetting to .precon-
ceived notions, and often clepressing. This picture, although incom-
plete, 'is a basis for prelimiru. 7 action.

LAME Or ..(1EL:EATS.LE STATISTICS

Reliable statistics on Indian affairs that could be the basis for chart-
ing conditions, planning programs, and measuring progress do not
exist. The reasons for this inadequacy range from the simplest to the
most complex. The basic reason is that there is no clear-cut, generally
accepted definition of "art Indian". Without this basic definition, the
development of fur :her statistical descriptions is ye difficult. Deem-
ing the problems of various categories of Indians (urban, rural,.
wothen, men) becomes a complex task, particularly at census time
when some Indians are not identified or contacted to fill out census
forms or are not familiar enough with English to do so.

The task is =z.de more rlifncult by the fragmentation of jurisdiction
over the people who are classified as "Indians." Health services, agri-
cultural and other developmental assistance, business loans housing
aid. land development, and other programs, though all directed to
In_ dians. are handled by different Federal agencies with widely dis-

r interpretations of eligibility criteria..
This is in-a diffusion, not only of effort. but of information.

Data that wo --yield statistics reflecting the Indian condition are
scattered among mar4.---Fecleral agencies. with far-reaching and unfor-
tunate results. Not only are'data-4.ifficult to obtain, but they are often
incomplete, or unrepresentative. Worse-still the task frequently is not
undertaken at all because of the tremendoug-dzifficulty of implementa-
tion.

Ironically, this dearth of information is not for lack o rest or
resources.. The Bureau of Indian Affairs has expanded dra.Matically
over the Oast 100 years, and congressional interest in the subject. of

(87)
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Incian licy has .inc: eased as well. Studies, reports, and analvses,flow
-out/ of Washington with great regularity. Yet the problem of coOrdi-

:''nation of material on a regular basis remains.
The number o Indians under Federal jurisdiction has risen from

291),000 to nearly 550,000 over the past 100- years. Yet, of approxi-
mately .1009 refereric,e cards on Indians in the Library of Congress,
-only 16 point-to' statistical information; only 11 can be .found under
the ;tie:Jame; of census; aid none deal with population or income.

'Other sources:alio Y10.12.able :Xtiforxnation. For exam-1e,
100 ycars ago tkii, e.nnual report of the Corunissioner of Indian Affairs

6197page /book summarIzing' policy decisions and situations _at"'
-each field jurisdiction. It contain tables with information on_popilla.-...
Lion, education, "'agriculture, trust funds,.trust land sales,.an-cl-liabilities,
in addition to miscellaneous repoits.lf contrast,--the most recent
commissioner's annual report contained' 15 double-spaced pages, -with
Only four statistical tables dealing 'with_.awards, budgets, funding, and
income from leases?

The Bureau/of Indian Affair's other reports deli-Ting-with
land, reservation development, population., and rabor force status.
However; the Inforination contained in these reports does not proyide,,

' a conprebe-ii-Sive picture of the state of Indian affairs today.*
__Indian'afrairs are a far more complex subject today thy.. they were

-100 years ago., although those early times are more easily documented.
In 1869, the :Bureau of Indian ,..Affairs was budg.-.tedat $7,042,923,.
numbered 400 employees and had jurisdiction over 2S9. 77S Indians. In
1977, the Burr .0 had a budget of $590.510,000, a staff of-3.3,000 and
.543,000, Indians in its service population.3 Yet today there' are no
statistics available to document the status of Indians, their living con-
diti.ons, and the effects of programs aimed at prO3noting their well-
-being.

.. This lack of solid statistical information also extends to other agen-
cies assisting Indians. An additional $160 million or more is spk At on
Indian prog,rxi-rn. s each year by 9 Federal acrencies:

. Economic Development:AO-. Ainistration;
Small Business Administration;
Department of Housing and Urban Development;
Farmers Home Adminxstration;
Rural, Electrification Administration;
Forest Service ;
Bureau of Sport, Fisheries and-Wildlife;
U.S. Geological Survey ; .

Department of Labor.
Even with all these afrencies, and with all these funds. there is

-no continuous statistical information on the condition of the American

"See Appendix B. 131bliograplzy of Materials used by the Commission for a list of these
public:at:Ans.1r.s. Bureau of 'radian Affairs. Report of the C,.rmissioner of Indian Affairs made to
the Secretary of the Interior for the year 151(39. W:t-chington. 1S70. frIn pp.

2 r.S. Bureau of Indian Affairs. Affairs 1911S: A Progress Report from the Com-
missioner of Indian Affairs. Washita:;-.1n. 19439. p-'. The DIA has not published a formal
annual report as Ferieh since 15eps :,;nurce- Le" or from the Executive Secretary. L.S.
Denertment of the Interior. Office of the Secretary. 5. 19761.

RIA. Estimates of Resident Indian PopatIatio;: and Labor Stratus: kr State and 'Reser-
vation March 1972 [released 1973.1. 19 pp. ItI.1, fathom - of Indian Edncation Programs.
Statimriect Coneerning Edracetton. FIscel Vear 1977, 4) rtn RI 1. rafilee of Trust
"Responsibilities, nual Report of Indian Land as of 3 r -GG up.
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Indian. -Though Census Bureau statistics exist, and are the basis for
facts currently known and accepted about Indift-ns, they are often
based on other Federal records. These other Federal records usually
de) not extend to all persons of Indian ancestry, but only to those
individuals served by the_Bureau of Indian Affairs.

"Wu° Is 41.N. INDIAN ?

The Federal flovernraent, State Bove -nments and the Census Bu-7
reau all have different criteria for 4iefuweg "Indians" for statistical
purposes, and ever,. Federal criteria are not consistent among Federal

es. For.example, a State desiring financial aid to assist Incli=
ed ucation receives that aid only _ for the number of people with one-
quarte* or more Indian blood. For preference in hiring, enrollment
records from a fede .s.11y recognized tribe are reqUired. Under reo-ula-
tions on law and order, anyone "of Indian descent" is counted an
Indian.

If Federal criteria are inconsistent. State guidelines for deciding.
who is or is not an Indian are even more chaotic. In the course of
Preparing. this report, the ComMission contacted several States with
large Indian populations to-determine their criteria. 'I w ri States ac-
cept the individual's own determination. 'Four accept individuals as
Indian if they were "recognized in the community" as Native Ameri-
cans: Five use residence on a reservation as a criteria. One requires
one-quarter Indian blood ant" still another uses the Cnsus Bureau
definition that Indians are thoF who say they are.

If simply defining who is a2 r_ ndirm ppresents problem -compiling
other -irital statistics about s and Indian affairs presents
insurmountable obstacles.

An EvF:rta-Nc-FrEns-.:

Populdtion figures have played an historic role in c arifyingz- the
effects both planned Indian programs and ace el en t al circnmstance3
have had on Indian people. Throu,th many periods of Fed-
figures den..-Instrating, Indian death rates have often stirred public
attention to Indian policy and popular concern for Indian needs. in
the twentieth century, the increase in Indian population has been
viewed as an indication of improving conditions on Indian reserva-
tions: in the long historical view_ however. this recent trend has been
late in developi-ng-. Indian population numbers show an impressive
gain since the end of the last century when 256.000 Indians were re-ported for the area now comprising ihe_t"nited States. For _this_ samearea it had been estimated that the Pre - Columbian population was
approximately F90..000. and so it appears that today's Trldian cornt has

--recovered most or all of the losses reported over the previous 450 years.
That: however. may turn out to have been a completely erroneous con-
clusion. Thework of recent scholars in this field suggests that the Pre-
Columbian populittiaa_ for the area north of Mexien (what is now the
United States. Canada-aird__Greeniancl) may have numbered between
10 and 12 million. If this revised- calculation can be substantiated (it is
now undergoing -vigorous examination), it will clearly demonstrate

92-1R.1-77
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the devastating effects of invadin,., diseases and methods: of warfare.
Today, available statistics on Indians in the United. States continue

to paint a picture of widespread deprivation unequalled by any other-
17.7,-tited States subgro,,r,_ Whether t,ien or women. living in the city or
co aitry. Indians in th, 77nited Sta.-es suffer from inadequate educa-
tion. and relativ;.iv pool. ..lealth. 1:1v ;ncomesr. poor housi.n-, and sani-
tary conditions regarli.ed a. unaccept able.

These conditions, of conks''. Ieasnred only those de-
fined as Indians. The figures used here ,Ire :aken primarily fr:)m,the
1970 Census Bureau records, and are based on the number of people
wh() identified therns7ves as Indians.

ACCOTCA:intr to tiles. 'des, there are 792730 Indians, or Native Ameri-_,

cans, in every St:xte of the Union and the District of Columl:itt:
an increase of 122 percent since 1050.4 Many people familiar..With
Indian issues c,-z1sider the Census figure to be low and a figure-of one
million is (Yenerally considered more accurat,_ Vermont has-the lowest
-Indian population (229) of all the Sta!:es, though _more than 2.7.
percent_ of all Indians live in the Northeast, and ;:iore' thart half live
outside Western States. North Carolina. for example, is the State WitJ.

fifth-lar!-ro-it Indian population (44.-1-0G! in the country.
Within the -United States. TillIifility of percent of all Indians
.-e on reservations that ange in slze ,..frDm the 1.7).4-million-acre

Navajo reservat ion with Lpproximately 1:2:.410) tribal members.
located in the Southwest to the one-quarter-a.-re Golden Will Reserva-
tion in Connecticut with six eitizons. A. total of i".S9 -t.ibes and bands
live on '26S, "federally recognized" reservations or oifnerwise defined
-"trust areas" in 26 States.;-Nine "State-recognized' reservations in

et: York and one in _Texas receive some Federal assistance.' Two
additional tribes- are recognized. in a limited fashion.° In addition,
tice -re are :2-i State Indian reservations."' and 219 Native Alaskan vil-
lages or reservations. and even some urban reservations such as .,.1.gua
Caiiente in Palm Springs. Calif.

However, State and Federal reservation statistics do, not tell the
whole story. An estimated n--2.000 In, tians exist. . ithout either Federal
or State re,2og-nition. $011! kL'long to tribes that. were -ever -recog-
nized by the Federal Gov,:riment. others to tribes v nos,- Federal
status was --tertzlinated" by legislation during the 1950'S and early
1960.s. These tribes. or communities, -r. scattered across the traited
States and include the Mohegan Comm iitv in Conneci-;-cu,7, the Uon-
tauk Community on Long Island. the Narra7ansett Cor.-:Munity in
Rhode Island. the Hot'ma Coznmunity of Louisiana, the Yacqui
Indians of Arizona and others.s

- in 19(0 the figure was 7,22.:191 in 3900. 2:17.196. The 3970 census does not include
34.nZIS Eskimos and Aleutr among th" total Indian count. (See L.S. Dept. of Health. Edu-
cation. and Welfare. A Study of Sc -ted Socio-Economic Characteristics of Et' nic -Minori-
ties Based on the 1970 Census; voi. III. American Indians, July 1:174. pp. S. -.)

Ch. 2 Legal, Concepts and eh. G. Social Services. address this issue. These are the Alle-
chany. dattaraug-us. Oil Springs. Onondaga. Poospazurk. Shin7,1,-cock. St. Regis Mohawk.
Tonawanda. and Tuscarora In New"-Kork and-the Alabamr,-Coushatta in Te-r7s. _

These are the Lumbers in North Carolina and th4- Tiguas in Texas. The .umbees have
neither, n .airnunitiIanti base nor a traditional tribal z,vernrrient. while the Tiguas live on
a :i-acre reservation held in trust by the State and receive services from the State.

-7' See 17.s. Dept. of Commerce. Economic Development Administration. Federal and State
Indian Reservations and Trust Areas, 3,974. 1:.S. Government Printing office, stock No.
0::11-0007e, 004 pp.See Theodore W. Taylor. The States and Their Indian Citizens. Bureau of Indian
At'a.irs. 1972, pp. 225-32.
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'However, the largc't. lifrCent lige of Indians are members of neii her
reservations, nor coninninities but at liban residents.' Mote than 46
percent of all Indians (3;35,738) are city dwellers. double the number
of 1960." They may be trembers of a state or federally reeor-niv.ed
tribe, a community withmit its own r,:,servat ion t hind_ or memlrs
of ._ "terminated" tribe." The lat.:zest. number of urban Indians
(2 3.90) live in the Los Anureles-Lon!, Beach area. followed by
Okla- (15.9S3.. Oklahoma City (1:2.9S1), San Fraiciscu-Oaki,ind
(12.041), and Phoenix (10.127). However. urban Indians are found in
many lar",e cities: Censu-. Bureau data list 0 "SAISA's lar.re
Indian populat ions.

INDIAN Pi ,v-En Tv

No !natter where Tndians the pattern is oss-ent --:/11.1e.
Income, in lower than that of the population at larrt., witli more
Indians by iow th. pi)yerty

IND:AN INCOME

Inc:Jre
(pe:rent)

Merl,an
income

Peyerty
Trtvels ie

(percent)

All Indians. 4.000 a v..!ir 3.t S5. 832 33
popalat.3ri, Sit,Cpco a 03r_ 15

All Indians. S10,000 a . 22 9, 590 11
U.S. Population. VC,C-00 z. year 47

Th,,s.o. .4..-tl,kris are bri-iti urinn v.7.9 ,,-rit.oz,
Etna ar. r.74*rt 111i.11;1-.! ". Soc:.-1.:((1::, Cl, rnetori- tics

of Ethnic. Minorities Base-d on tv,4- 1970 Census ; vr_;1_ : Ainvr117ari Indians. July 1:174.
100 pp. Cited above (Cf. footnote No. 2 ).

Statistics on health care are not quite as dismal.' Since the Indian
Health Service began in 1955, mortality rate have declined, and life
expectancy has increased. For example, between 1955 and 1971 the
rndian infant death rate decreased 36 percent, and the maternal death
rate by 54 percent. Deaths from tuberculosis gastritis, and influenza/
pneumonia declined 86, 89, and 7 percent respectively. Although life
exgectaney increased from 60 years in- 1050 to 65.1 Fears in 1070, it re-
mains the lowest of any U.S. population group.

Still, health care is a serious problem for the Indian population_
The Indian death rate from accidertts was three times, the national'
average in 1971. So was the Indian- mortality rate for cirrhos:s of the
liver, tuberculosis., and gastritis. Although death rates have decreti
certain diseases still disproportionately afflict Indian tribes. Between
1965 and 1971. the incidence of rr.r..tzlia. (a disease of the middle
ear affeOting, balance) increase,- 74- percent. Strep throat and scarlet
fever increased 219 percent and influenza by 242 percent.

.18

SCIEMOLING 1.00-97 AND k...7N17:31:PLCYT=NT HiGrx

Both Indian men and women -suffer from Lnadequate and inappro-
priate education. They also suffer from unemployment and low income.

szef.. or-ResprvatIon IncIlans for more Information.
DEIEN-i.- study. op. cit.. P.

2^ 'Taylor. op_ c' -t_
11 :4r:ern-lard 3f,tropoIltan Statistical' Areafi.
1-2 Ibid., P. 53.
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The following charts show the comparative education:.: levels of
Indian men and women with their non-Indiairlcounterparts.

EDUCATION MEN (PERCENT)

Indian U.S. popula-
men tion, rnert

Completing grade schoci
6.1.0 7'.0

Completing high school
34.0 54.0

Completing college
3:5 12.6

Median (years). _ .
I0.5 12.1

MICA "CN WOMEN (PERCENT)

Indian U.S. peoula-
women Lion, women

Completing grade school
;6.0 75_ 0

Completing hi:41-1 school_
35.0 5!.. 0

Completing college_
2. 5 7. ft

Median (years).
10.5 12. 1

Differences in educational levels often make themselves felt as
Indians seek work. More Indians are, in the ranks of the unemployed
-or the working pc ar, than members of -U.S. population at large.
Very few make the $.10,000 that is considered a 'zving wage. The situ -
ation is hig,hlicrhted' by one statistic : 74 percent U.S. men sre em-
ployed, while only 56 percent of Indian men are working. The iMern-
plovme.nt rate of 11_6 percent for Indian men and 10.2 percent for
Indian women is not a true r, .-ction of unemployment since unem-.
ployment is. determined by reg,isterinrr those seeking work. Obviously,
on reservations with no jobs, many do not register and are not includf-A

1,--1 these unernploym:,nt 5tatistics.
EMPLOYMENTMEN

;In percent;

men
U.S. popula-

ton. men

'Jitemployed
11.6
56.055. 0-----
8.5

74.0
31. 0
25.2-riployed

---zfrn-IrtZ $4,f,00 annually or lass
Making $1 O.0O0 annually or more

_Median income
53.509 $6.614

Though Indian women are not as often unemployed. as Indian men,
they are often found in The ranks of the underemployed, or those
earning $1,000 annually or less. Additionally. they are less likely to
earn the $10,:,00 a year that is at least a beginning toward a living
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EMPLOYMENTWOMEN

11n percenti

line mployed.

W45111;24.030 annually or Imo
Making $10,000 annually or more

Median income

-

Indian U.S. papule-
women lion, women

10.2 S. 1
- 31.0 39. 3

80.0 68.0
1.5 3-

$1, 697 $2, 404-

The conditions o: ppooverty among Indians who live in rural areas are
-gorse than the conditions of those residing in cities. This genera'
poverty extends to housing, sanitation, and transportation as well. The
comparison with other Americans is sharp :

',in percent]

Sanitation

ti-susing Without Without Trannorta-
(crowded) water toilets boa.

Rural Indians 14.0 67.4 31.5
48. 0

'Rural U.S. population 10. 1. 8.7 11.7

Rural Indian women face the most difficult lives of all being well'
below both urban women -and rural and urban men, in education,.
income levels, and employment. In such fan-ilies, GS percent have
incomes of $4,000 a year or less and only 4.3 percent have incomes of
$10,000 or more annually. These income levels force these families tc
live in tragic misery.

Education Employment
(median. ( percer. t ncome-

years) employed) (madtan)-

Rural Indian women_ 9. I 26 $1.356
Rural Indian men_ 9. 4 56 2, 749

Urban Indian women. 11.: 38 2.023
Urban Indian men_ 11.5 6f. 4.658

STATISTICAL PROFILE

Overall, the picture that emerges from these statistics - is a grim
one. The fact that it probably is not completely accurate a,-id cert..inly
not up-to-date can only cause speculation as to hew bad the problem
is today. or is it possible to establish clearly if programs aimed at
improving Indian lives are having any significant success.
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Efficient planning and responsive execution of development pro-
4-,rams must be based on accurate information on current. economic and
social conditions and on changes in these conditions over time. Despito
increases in Federeil expenditures for Indian programs from $7 mil-

.lion to approximately $1.5 billion over the past hun.dred years or so,
statistics regarding these progrums are more inadecpare than ever.

The increasing neglect of Indian statistics has long lae<A1 recognized
by those interested in Indian affairs. As long ago as I[04, Char les -.T.
happier. a staff member of the Senate Indian Affairs Committee,
decried the general lack of information while c6mpiling a four-volume
publication. Indian Laws and Treatie,. In the introduction to his
first volume he states:

An accurate compilation -of the treaties. laws. ez4cutive orders, and other
matters relating to Indian affairs. from the organizatron of the Government to
the present time, bras been urgently needed for ninny years. and its desirability
has been repeatedly empha:-,ized by the Commissioner of Indian .Affairs in his
annual reports to the Congress."

When Kappler's four-volume compilation 14 was reprinted 46 years
later, tie-. House Interior Committee pointed out that it had:

long recognized the need for gathering into one compilation all avail-
ati:c important Statistical information relative to the Indians under the com-
mittee jurl4diction and the law affecz;.ng such Indians.

This concern has been echoed by virtually every Congress since
that time. Yet while cOncern au ullocated funds and staff increase,.
the availability of reliable information does not. Statistics on unem-
p1Dyment, educ-ational attainment, land in trust, income, health, and
so forth are lc,s available today than they were many years age).

RECOM:NTENDATION

The COM7)a8S 0 n re ('amme ads that:
('on ;m =s requires the. Assistant Secretar3.- of Indian Affairs to pro-

vide a comprehensive annual 1-:port on Indian matters tom- -Mich Zvill
eomain reliable, current. and accurate data.

The Secretary of Interior be directed to gather and maintain mate-
rial for this report from all Government agencies serving Lidians.

The repot -t be organized to present facts relating. to Indian. treaties,
agreements, and Executive orders: current land, population, tribal
r-overnruknt_ economic, health, welfare, education, and housing statis-
tics in Indian communities; material relatincr to the use; .of natural
resources on Indian land: and informatioti on- administration of all
Indian _programs. A sample format for this proposed report can be
found in X.ppendix C.

Tndlan A &airs : Law and Trent/en_ SSth Conz.. 241 sew-i. Senate Dc-e. N. 319.
flour., SIst Cons.. '2d sess_ C7otntnIttee Lands. Stibrommittet. on Indirtla

Arnim --ompUntion of Ninterinl Iteintins to thr. Inilf:tm4 or the United Starer nn.1 the
Territory of Aianka. Ineltzding Certain Laws and Treaties Affecting Such Indians, June
1530, serial o. ZO. 11:1f)
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CHAPTER TREE

O

d

DOCTRINES OF AMERICAN INDIAN LAW
waspprerared tor:Con k1 ssorrb3 P taxlesctrwuzf_of t

_

Iiirizontrcriox
-This- Commissiokes charter. from Con , 200-7v-=:...s.cs.refte

and.:eitecittive-action aptly e.scribes the atie;Ririp
tweenithe Viiites.'States and Anlerican India.n tribes-as "unique" and
!...cs-rieCial." 2.- words have. repeatedly. been emphasized -by' the
United. States-Supreine Court in opinions stretching across almost 1
centuries? Thus the unequivocal m from all three branches o
our=-Pederal Government-is-that Indian w and policy is a field unto

is almost- alWayS a. mistake to seek answers to Indiallegial issues
"by making analogies to seemingly similar fields. General potions of

rights law and public land law for c-i-s.P.mple,* sim-ply*fail to re-
Solve- many.:questions rel Ailneril.;,,..n Indian tribes and -indi-
viduals.. This- extraordinary y of law am .di policy holds its own

--anSweir which are often wholly imexnected to those. unfamiliar
with it. . f /.

.This-chapter examineg the-root doctrines o2 -the Federal-tribal rela-
tionship. -10110..mately,.these dobtrines allocate legal and political ptrder
:among three -sets 'of governnientsthe tribes, the United States, and

States ---on -more (lied, 50' million acres of Indian land...For better
-Worse, -law plays an enormous role in the lives' of American In=

-dians-perhaps a greater role than is the case with any other group _
of American citizens. Because, of that, the doctrines peculiar to Indian.

.--3Lw. will continue to play the same 'crucial rf-Ae that they have played in
the-past; they will determine whether, what extent, American
Indians will be able to control their own dent ies.

.--TzcznAz SOviEntincavrjr: .1211:01A1C MtIRES AS Gricasax-21EN-rs

Sovereignt-v means the authority to govern:. to exercise those powers
necessary--to maintain an orderly society. -Th9 powers of soverei,
governments are-familiar:: the power to enact la..--Ors - the power to estab-
lish:cOurt systems; *the p0wer to-require people to ;abide by established
Jaws? the-power to tax;.ithe power to grant ni and divorces;
the pow to provide for the :adoption" of children; the power to zcne
ptope the power to regulate huntuag-- and flRlaing; and-so on. "SO-v-

Piiitue 93-580. tan. 2,1975, 88 Stat. 1910, as amended by Public Law. 94-80, f 1-4,
Aug.. 9,19-5, 89 Stat. 415. .see. e Cherokee Nation cr. .7`:;1,301:T.S. (5 Pet.) 1 (1831) ; Morton. v.. Maneari
417.U-5- (19411),74, (99)



-ereignty, therefore, is a collection of all or some of ose powers .
which .governments (such as the-United States, States, counties, and

- cities) have and exercise on a regular basis.3 .

When we talk about tribal sovereignty, then, we are say'ng a Very
:simple but deeply fluidarnerital t4Lilig: Indian tribes are go Jernments.

--Th-e-gtaa-TS--of--tndian tribes, as 6ovwezia-s--beezi-----t-
--anifonnly- recognized' by Congress and the Co urts fromPpr'erevolution
azry.iiiiya 'through theipreaaat. This:sovereign status is-reflected in the
early treaties the .early cases, the recent caseS, and-the recent legisla.
tion: -Since :tribal sovereignty _Lis a doctrine which. has evolved -and has
been.- clarified OverTmore.than 200 years, it is helpful to trace*.t.he de- ,

'velopment-Of the doctrine. ,

. The-single most important court decisiim, which is still relied tion
by courts, as Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. C. Pet.) 515 (1832): This

.,.caselrestilted froni,the.struggle between the, State of Georgia- and the
-teherOlree-ITatiOn., -Whose--lands-ibecaine-surroun.ded-by---the_ State of
'Georgia' .0:m1i:de 1820's, Georgia pasSed a series of laws which effec-
tively abolished the- Cherokee.government. One of the Jaws inA, tided a
requirement that any non -'`Indian residing on Cherokee-land Lnust-first

..03)tain_a permit from_ the Governor of Georgia.. Two non - Indian: mis-
sionaries resided on-Cherokee land at the invitation, of the tribe but
without such. a _permit from the Governor. The Georgia courts_ con-
iiqcted. the Missionaries of violating the State law, -but the United
States Surenie Court overturned that conviction.J.-Chief Justice John Marshall's opinion -in. Worcester v. Georgicn
struck down the Georgia State laws which purported to operate on
Cherokee lands. Interpreting 'the_ treaties; the Coustit-titiOn, and the
Indian Thede and Intercourse Act, ghief. Justice: Marshall found that
Indian:tribes' were independent; political communities hav-
ing territorial bouhdariT, within. which their/authority [of Self-gov-
ernment] is exclusive * s." Thus, the State dititad haire no effect
on Cherokee lands because the Cherokee Tribe was . a. separate-- sov-
ereign government`

_

While thetapiniOn in Worcester v. Georges holds that Indian tribes-
:* are not subject to State law, later cases ntalaa, it clear that Indian {

tribal soVereiguty, or-self-government, is subject to the superiorlegisla-
1±1713 authority of Congress.! To another Way, Geoi.gia could not
regjilaee affairs on the Cherokee reservation; but the -United. States
-could. The-doctrine-of tribal soVereignty;as-first set forth inWorce.ster\
v. Georgia, has been ei.-plained in its most Classic form- by Felix-Cohens
Mien Assistant Solicitor, Department of the Interior, a meter' who is.
:still considered by the courts to-----bef,the- leading authority on-Federal
Indian c .

The whole: court of judicial:deCision on .the nature of India' n tribal. powers
Is marked bic_adherence to :wee fmidaniental principles: (1) An Indian tribe
possesses, * Or lir all the powers 1;)f any sovereign state. (2) Conquest renders the
tribe subject to the legislative.' power of the United States and, In 'substance, c.',17

terminates the external powers\ of sovereig:aty; cif the tribe, -41 * bizt does not-
by. Itself affect the interm.1 sovereignty of' the. tribe, i.e., its powers of local telf-
zoverpixtent. (3) These powers are subject to qualiftcaV.on by treaties and by .

-express legisisrtios of Conegs, bytt, ,save as thus expretssly-qualifi*-full POwers

x See generally F Cohen, Handbook Federal Indian Law 122-50 (IL N. Mex. ed. 1971)
'(hereinafter cited as "Cohen ').4 Congress' plenary pow -r over Indian affairs 'Is-discussed later In .this chapter.

JO-



.,1*-internal,sovereigitty-'are v-iected That= tribei and-in tWr duly con-!- -

.1ittut,ed!cirgaP21 Bove 3P2E1eat-E - . -
e of tribalt=ereity, or self-government, remains the

VOnit for any- scussions con the powers of
-dian\tzibess Ai, tud an tribe-inherentlypossesses poi'vers' held by
goverrnent-Thetribe continues to hold. these sovereignpowers until`

theyars expressly relinquished by: the tribe, as in a treaty, or tuitil-the_y
are, y taken" away by Congress-

-Since 'Worcester v. Georgia in 1882, the Supreme Couiehas - treated
*taxa soVereignt-y. as an evolving doctrine- This -evolution is not un--
uStial- many provisions of our Constitlition itself, including the Com-

..,:fmerce-Clanse and the Bilrof Rights, have also undergone great
Oringthe same perfect Inathelate 19th and early 20th cerkturie t
lwrerne Court-vinRhasized the plenary authority of Congress in re-

ration to- tribal sovereitY--ae Congress began to exercise biOad
power to deal with Indian affairs.e In the latter part of the-19tWcen-
tu_ry,the Court implicitly limited tribal sovereignty by fine-lirig that a._
crime committed by a nori-_Indian against a non-Taidian on the res-.
ervittion Was -holy the concern of the States, not of the Federal
.Government..

With passage of the Curtis Act of 189$ (30 Stat. 494). and the-
-abolislunent of the Indian Territory, tribal government lapsed into-at-
period of dormancy- Thv policy trend, toward destruction of tribal
government was reversed in 1934 with .passage of the Indian Iteorgiali-
nation Act (25.U.S.C.. sec- 461-479). In 1959, in Willianzs 358;
17.S. 217 (1959), the Supreme Court gav4Wecognition to the tuipii tinued
strength of the doctrine of tribal sovereignty.

In the early 1960's, the Supreme Court itself seemed to be caught
un the 'termination era. Most particularly, Organized Viilage of
irake Egan, 369 U.S.. 60 (1962), set forth the previously nnprece-

: dented proposition that State laws would apply to Indians on the
reservations; in spite of-notions of tribal stivereigntx, unless the Stat
laws .infringed upon tribal self-a-overnmpnt or were prohibited by
Federal-law, This-finding, which Cgs not-raised. by the facts of the

d :whiC.h 'has -shice -been limited by the Supreme VMS
r' parture from earlier. cases finding that reservation - diaas

-werebe and the reach of State authority.
But e Supreme Court decisions of the 1970's have ieeniphasized

im '-itance of tribal sovereignty .3fcClanaltan. v. Arizona Tari-
-Coinnaur. 411 U.S. 164 (197a), found that "the Indian sovereignty
doctrine ,relevane, then, not because it provides a definitive resolu-
tion the issues in this suit, but because it provides a backdrop against

. which applicable*. treaties and Federal- statutes must be read.'TF treaties and statutes must be "read with this tradition
11-COheii. sup note at 123.ii.rimitecpsta ecv_ Knizassa 118 U.S. 375 (1886) ; Lone Wolf iritchcock, 187. 17.8:55.11-

(1908)- .

'240 (1890").; In this same time periodrhowever. three decisions also' armed the generalUnited. States, 104 r_s_.621 (1882) ; Draper v.- 77riit-id States...104 U.S.
.-tsztair wirer a,. tribe over persons and _p .reperty. -within the geographical boundaries OX

- - fv`. Wright, 105 1003 -(iitth_ Cir. 1900) affix per curt. 8 Ind...T. 243. W4 807 (1900).the-tribe- .71"itchbock 24 App. 13...a. 565- (1904). :Ord. 194 II.SA 884 02904) Marcy
.Rerater. -WV 135 1r- 857 (8th Cir- 11804). sire 82- S.W.'855 (1904). app. diem. 2031w.
-17.8.'599 (19063.-McClanahan .dirizosia Tear Contsrission, 41.2- 164. 167-e8 ; 172 n. 8. 176 n:. 5.

_ 180
(2973

n. 20 (2973) ; escaZero Apache Tribe.-r. Jones, 411 U.S. 145. 148-49, 2.50n. 15, 2.5.3).
111.:
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.
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of sovereignay inanincL" The Swiarenie Court then ruled that a reserva-
tiorludian is not 6.abrect to. income tax for income earned on the
-reservatiOn. The. Court- restated 'Most of the basic law of tribal sov-
ereigtity.-first established by Chief Tustie4 Marshall in 7-Worcester

Georgra:. ,

41.T3ne policy of lesZ-vingi.tndigna free from state jurisdiceon. and control is
'deeply rooted in theNaaon's history" * This policy was first articulated-
by: this Court,141 years ugo when. Mr- Chief Justice lihrshall held that 1pdian

nations were "distinct political communities having territorial,bouudaries. within
-which their authority is exclusive, and having a right tb- all the land- within those -

!boundaries, whieh..is not , only acknowledged, but guaranteed by the United
. vStates.l. A' \

- -An even more recent case is United States V. Ilfazu,rie, 419 U.S. 544
'(1975), which dealt with the right- Of_tribal 7overnnsents to exercise
'iep,-ulatory-e.Uthority'oyer non-Indialis. The.Wind-Riv.er Tribes, .acting
pursuant to Federal- statutes.and With the.ApprOval of the. Secretary
-of the -Interior'. passed.a. -la` requiring- that sellers of alcoholic-bevr-
-ages rthist:-..obtalrelittix.61- licenses from tlie tribe. This. pattern of regu-
lationis, of course, similar to regulation by State g.oKernments. A non-
Indian was dexuedAmliquorperrait from the tribe. The operators of the
liquor store -continued to:operate without a license and a Fedeial prose- ".

Icution folio-Wed. The Tinth. Circuit Court of A ..---11.s ruled that the-
triber......had no pow sr to, regulate a. liquor license because it was not a
gov.prnment. Acaid.ing'toAle appellate-court,- the tribe was nothing -

more than a ."private, volp."--tr-Si oiganiZation." The Supreme court
rejected that reasoning and upheld-the requirement of a tribal license. .

Justice Rehnquist, writing- for: a'rinaiim' ious. Court,, relied upon -notions -

of tribal sovereigntiy and found that In4ian- tribes a.te "a good . deal
marts than 'privateTolunta. .rve 'organizations' " :

Thus it is an irapcii-tant aspect of this .case that Indian tribes are unique aggre-
gations possessing attributes of sovereignty aver both their members and their .
territories, Worcester v. Georgia, 6 Pet. 515, 357 (1832) - they are "a separate
people" posAessing -"the power of regulating -their internal and social rela--

,...-tions * * ." .
\

. . . . . i

Thus, today's
.

Supreme Court T made it clear that tribal
eiignty-remains 4, rigorous and far-reaching- doctrine. The absolute-
-vie of complete tovereiglity, ff.rst set forth in Worcester v. G-eorpia,,
has been slightly eroded. N onetheless; Worcester is repeatedly Cited
by I : urts and the results consistently affirm sovereign tribal .rights_
T $4.- present law fully and- tinequivo.:mlly supports the conclusion that
In : . tribes initially possess all :elements of internal sovereignty
an* that thetr-sovereia attributes can be crunirnishecl only-by
not bSiThe .States. These sovereign attributes include: such-basic. goV-
eminent id powers as the following : , tt,

.,
1. The Power', to establish legislatures, usually called. tribal

Ncouncils" ...

2...The power to establish tribal courts.°
3. Thii power te tax..11
4. .

See. e.g., WiZliaista v. Lee;11`35817.S. 217 (195p) ; Warren. Trading Post v. .41.71:::ana Taas
Ocrassrsiaaksis, 380 U.S. 685 (_1965.).

la See. -e.g., -Watkins* v. Lica, supra.; %ran. Crow .v...Ogiala Sioux Tribe, 2.31 E". 2d 89 (8th
1956)-

2/ gee. e.g.. litart-a v. OtgaZa Slats= T , 259 P. 2d 553 (8th cir. 1953) ; Bssater.v..Wright;
135 P. 947 (8th eir.-1905)-, sed 203 U-S. 599 (1906)- .

2
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.granttinarrrages and- div orces.412
wertcxprovide -for adoptions and guardianships..

povierto reglxlaterhunting and fishmg.14
: The _power:Az:. control econamsc.development through zoning.

"ons 'and other land use planning dd. evices?! --

Abowei :Ito: regulate non-Indian -individuals in India' 32.
-203

Sovereign powers could *be added to this list. The pointItto*-..
avert s ,nor to enumerate all sovereign powers of Indian tribes, but

.to give examples for the purpose of showing thatandian tribes
are.= fact-gFtvernments. Coceress has-the Amcillestioned power to limit
those soy! rights,:but...finherent--crovernmental powers remain

ugress ei-pressly, acts. The importance of strong, tribal .

ent has -.been manilested in .1111 recent Cortgressional
-

Sr ItEr4A-T244.1tirke:GP : TEM TINIMED STATES' SPECLAX, AND UNIQUE
RELATTONSErf:P WITS INDIANS

onship between the United #Sta"tes,arrd American.
firstrsei forth "in.-' Cherokee Nation. v. .aeorgia, 30

5 Pet.) 1 ( 831). This opinion. which was .written by chief. Justide
John. Ma 11, stands with Worcester v. Georgia as onepf the,MOSe"

crnificant -op ns in Indian-law. The two cases retain-tlieir vitality. .
and are repeatedly cited by modern courts.
acee Natzon -sr' Georgia was handed down one year

pcester deciSion and also involved the Cherokee. N'atipn's resist:snots
Grec )rgies -attenipts to enforce State law on Cherokee lands- The,

Cherokee 'cation :filed an- action United States -Supreme. Court,
to enjoin. en`forcetaent of the State statutes which-effectively

outlawed the Cherokee government and laws. The Supreme Court.
j-kaused. to accept the case because the tribe was, not a. "foreign state"

-within the meaning. of Article III of the Constitution, As a result;."
the. Court did not have jurisdiction eraue case.

Justice Marsh.all, hawever proceeded to , the *legal.
status of Indian tribes' and their refataormilip. tIO,_,,the Federal Govern-

. inert: In--doing so _he drew upon international law, colonial_. "dud
United States treaties, ".ederal statutes, and the .:Constitution.. The
Chief Justice characterized the -relationship between- the-two: goveria-
nients". as "perhaps'im-iiire that of any 'other tIto people in"exi.s:tence"
a nd "nrl'arkea, by peculiar distinr "Dns which exist- nowhere else."
Marshallagreed wi the Cherokee Sation that it was a ustatta7lin.that
it Nvas "a distinct, po tics' society * *, 'lg...capable of managing its -own

See." tintieti states Onfrier;241. u.s.:.642: ;(1916) - erstpra
22 Caurt.-4.24; 382 (197) ; Wakefield v..' -ulna r491!.tP 276.us. '741-siser

,

4""ribe.2dingesigs g3'-'01;:ii;litii.olciti: 412 197?).0FL.Q.)aer.TrVbesr _Rowe, 2d.408 lath eir 3-97. ,oits4. las.5.=-Soodao Roma .Band Kim,* car" .._ 1975 cert.graated ; SsioAoLsniala; Cossst7r v..- Seattle Diepooal Co....70 Wash.-2d 668.42$ P. 2d 22 (19671.;
-21kBee- Olirphast v. Etelale; 544 Ma. 2d 1007,:f Sktlal.etr.- 12741. eert: vrgumted-V-GostecharsTr3as vp- Ind as v:. Rowe, 531 F- 2d 4C8 dr- 1976) ,_- Itarta. v.. 0_1rIalot giteiLVI ,TrEbe;_251)F. -41 555 8th 1958) : "1.1211 U.S. 3".....8iaciy-leet-2nrib_al- Court. '2447 r Sapp. 474: (IX:Mont.
,'1,7 Report oeTask Force nt (voL 1), p- 75:. See also Bryan T. ITasea Ceantg; 'MS;

- _

.-96.4. Ct. -=02, 2101.n. 14 (2976)-



...
ffair§ and.golkwitingi.thelf.."- But he found. that :the Clierolma Nation.

Was -itlArfraAtarielitre:.beesa- .. it wa.s .within the jurisdictional limits of
the -Uilital:States..-aiicl- m,.., usii!..the-treatieS with the Cherokees az-,.
nowlerclizeil'iidepentlenci uporc the United StateS. : , . . ...:- -

-: ' Mara/lair canttided ..that Indian. tribefcicither than being foreign
st l'atiss47.5ft.ia. y;zrnOi-a-correctlyi: perhaps;. be deinominated dOnie.stid.de-t,
'pendent. nations '*: * *." .He then .invoked the trust, relationship by
eogialudiitethaf the;_reIationship o tie tribes to the United States
6.4reserables that of a ward to his. guardiiii:Th, .
--Tliis-dlias ysalwii been reco., ,gnizo,ad-by the- courts and has baen-

vaiionitly.aracten-i.: as .a. "fiduciar y relationship, a""brust" i-espon-
-:: - sibility,,;-sa.md.-a. 4*uardia. n-ward" relationship 15 Xarshall's analysis .-

that..-ortr-Aftw -.has .2re:0i-direct parallel -t.ci this trust- relatibztship -"had
--,:;been:ocf-ten- :emphasized: by the. United- States Suprema Gault, .whiCh

.-:- -. hits2.degiril)ed the relationship, betWeen. -Congresssand 'Indians_ as
"sol :"uniqu " dr ffspecial; .alld "moral." 19 The Court,-in utiliz-

y 'forceful language has -relied in' large. -part upon.
.... political .principles which have se.merLred. thrgughout the history of

Indian .Affairs: AlAiough Cherokee Nration :v. Georgia involved a
treaty, 'later . decisions have found that the trust relationship 'is
created ,not.. only- by treaty but also-- by other methods of ..Federal

-thou. as statutes,. agreements, ana Executive orders.*) ''''':-
trtift.xeiatioriship, like the. Bill of Bights in th 'tutign,

cannot be 'laifined- With precision in all respecs.. It is an egoIviFlig,
dynamic: doctrtliorwhick has been expanded over the y as,chinging -
tunes. have brought changing-issues-2'1 Nevertheless... Op/trust .relation-:
ship-- is- a: mature doct-gine about which several sgene tion- can

: faii.1-Iibe Made- \-
. .

Indiantit t-.'ust title to lanais one important manifestation. of t c trust
' relatianship." Title to land in Indian country is Ifell: Wthe United

. . States In _trust for the tribe- Trust land is noevii, bjeet to taxa Gic!n; . -
- and individual Indians on trust land are free of Stata,taxei-22' Trust

c.- lands, -and' their resources, mast be inanagecl, for thesole benefit of
the tribe, so that they will bt.a. preserved.23 mai-some insto4ces; Una Is-
held .-iii trust. by 'the United States for individual Indians- Some

. tribal fends are also held in trust and, in some cases, 'funds are held
intrust for individual Indians.2" ,

Land held in trust for:Indian tribeS or individuals must be ealefully
distinguished. from the. so- called 4.p.ulpric linds," such as thosa'adn* t-

7 _iStered by the ;National "'ark Service, the Bureau of ir.a.nd Sfana.gia-
likent. rind.- the. Service:- Pjiblic

Service,
ara adniinipterecl for the --

- Visited-am ses. 'e.; .. unites staze--..1f- ason,..: 412 U.S.. 1391, arr (1073)1 Seminar. Nati,6a T'
_p_816 IL& 286. 296-9711942).- a

iv Sei e.gc, ironer," Y. Marsoari, 417 WI .a:1585, -540. 562 C1974i -.: United States v- Sandoval,
.2211.1J. za: -=-8.28* (29131 - fllYeroliaa Mottos'-v., Souther,* Kan. ..bev, 185 U.S. 641. 654'(13901.

. - j._ ... Cbaraberl -Jul 01+ al the t of 'he -Federal Treort RegiXonsibilitar- to Indians; 27
,., star.. L. Raw- 2213, 2214-13-.C19 ileMelnafter .clted as 4`Chitxcabera")-

SI =aunbecawnaprarmate 20. VW .

sm Sea, Asc.,. McClanahan v. IlAtte Tow Ceinnos, 411 U.S.. 164 (1973) - ',orrery" Trailing
Pest. v. Mate Tear Cantons's. 380 U.S. 685 i (1965) : Imp..- el & 8nattason-.-.!indian Taxation.
'Tighe,' 8overadairtv exhil Meorkomle thrvelnnrceat, 49. ak,I. . 1,4 Rev. 269 (1073).
- 'imillaeraramaralty, Chambecra, supra zulte.20.
3. 2512.11.C. 1 348. _ - ;'
. sp.see.:e.c., coher 3impre. Dote 8. pp. 97, 105--078 113.
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public-at-iarge -Different rules often apply for Indian trust lamas
which sire, held, and administered solely for, the affected Indians.

The scope of the trust respOnsibility extends bed 3d specific real or
p ersontil _property_ which is held in trUst"... The trAiited States has- the
obligation, to provide related services, and -to take. other appropriate
actions necessary :to protect tribal self.,gOvernment.27 The doctrine
may also include a duty to provide adequate social services to In- --'

dians.' -These Conclusions flow from ,the basic notion that the trust
responsibUlty is a general obligation which is neat limited to specific
provisions inA-treaties, Executive orclets, or statutes ; once the trust
relationship has been. aclthowledged, administthtive action .is gov-

-erned by the same high duty which is imposed: on a pi-ivatztrustee.F9.
The tribes have recourse in the-courts if thb trust responsibilit-S- is

breadied. FOr CompeAssable; r1 ins arising before 1946, tribes. are .-pera
"r- mitted to sue for money damages in the Claims Coxiunission."-. -

For claims arising after that date. the, prpper /court is the U.S. Court'` -.
of-Claims...3- Many successful suits have been brough`t for loss of land .or

for mismanagement of. timber, water: lipid mineral resources.
addition; although :trite trUgt_responsibility cannot be enforced in,

court against -Congress itself, executive .offiOals are subject to suits-
for injunctive and dectitratory relief for brpach of the- trust atity.'2
A' leading example is Pyramid Lake Pai.zke Trilye v. Morton,
F. Stipp. 1,52. (D.I)..C. 19'72), where'a Fedeial district court enloinect
the Department of Interior from-diverting 'water to a43Fecleral prdiect
cwhich,reduced the water huality of Pyramid Lake in Nevada. Pyramid.
Lake is located on -a downstreard Indian reservation Th_ e'court held
that.the Government's trust responsibility to the tribe was violated by
the upstream"diversioh, eyen though: the diversion Aas -not on he
reservation. A leading writer 4:.?n the. trust relationship has eiriphasi2ed
the importan,ce case in-the-development of the trust relation-
ship : - .#

The case, therefore, imposes a duty of loyalty- on .F4deral officials, mid Aug-
at :when actions or projects of Federal-Agencies conflict with the trust
fifty lo'ndlans, the non-Indian Federtn aCti shoilld be operated so

as to avoid interference with Infgan trust-Pro.PerMs°
These principles clarify the crucial diltiliction .l?eeeia Congress'ird

executive-agencies in the administration of the trust res;ponsibility. Al-
though Congress is not eubjectligThuit for violation of the trust respon-
sibility, aciministrktive officials--are directly accountable to the tribes
through court actions. Administrative agencies c?per-ate only pursuant
to delegations of authority c:rom- Congress Basic adrninistrative law
principles' dictate that administrative officials are subject to judicial
review for most -situatiQns in- which they eexce%d their delegated au-
thori. ty.34 Accordingly, -Indian tribes and inaviduals -will' often haVe

Retie* Commission. which lilted"Cohen. supra isaA p. 287., t.991:94:t ood
Indian lauds were expressly exempted/400.2r Chambers. supra note 26-pp. 12I7-20.

examPii of the-distinct:Ian Is the Public Landrt to Congress on the -public lands" in 1970.ta-that study of the public lands. See 43 V.S.C.
3136. 1246:-45.

28 Chambers. supra note 215. pp. 1243-45. See also -AIPRC final report. chapter 4. below.
SearefkaaUr Nation Ir. United States 316 'U.S. 233 (1942) Manchester Band of Poso

diasur v. United States, 363 F. Stapp. 1233 (N. D. Cal. 1975)-
as 25 tr.S.C. 70. - -

" U-S.C.lo See generally. Chambers. supra note 20.
ChaMber& supra note,20, 1234.

" 5 U.S.C.. 11 701.-06.
92-235-7T-8
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recourse .aggiinst t.lics partment 'of the Izift.rior, or any. other, agency
Which= viola trust responsibility. .. .. , . -
-.15dany,.biziaic aspects of the: trust obligation__ extend to an individualI.

Indian-:whereVer-he or she ma be_ls 3e.. The duty -:to protect his tribal -g0V-
eziiment;, the duty to protect h. trust resources, and the duty to ac- ..,

lorioviledge his tribal identity -continue undiminished even though the
:. individual:Indian may have left the -

The. -4Search .Of this Commission shows that the Bureau of Indian
Affairs,:theprimary- agent' of Congress in this adniinistration of the
trnstfresponsibility,.hat used the thist doctrine as a means to develop-
a-paternalistie control .over the afty_-tp-.day affairs of Indian tribes and...

inditc1U24S." The trust responsibility calls for no such course of con-
duct.- Clearlyd congressiona legislation.. calls for 'self-deter-
mixiatiOn. and self- government by Indian tribes.31 Federal-Indian trust --
la, as expressed zSth by Congress and the courts, calls for Federal
prOtection,nok.:-Federal domination.
iltr...-.4ace. P-oltER:.60.74.icackssioNAr, AuTiloirrrr. OVER L-Dr& ...A -FFAIRS

1 Y ' ' -------------.The Constitution grants Congress broad piower over Indian affiii-s.
The scope ,of ihil-:. power 'is extraortranary, and is perhaps equaled only
by the power of he Federal povernraent-oyee inlernantional relations.
Congress' autho -ty ik. Indian'. affairs is Commonly referred- to- as

1Indians are e ressly mentioned twice iri-the Constitution. "Indians\13lenary,-' whi _nlealits absolute or total.' ----- ---..,.

not taxed"; are 4-eluded. from the count fOr determinincr representa-
tives"to,Congrew137 Fad more iMpprtantly, Con,gress is esTaressly given.
power--to _"regulate C mmerce with fore ifrn Nations, and- among the
several- States, and iv-i h the 'Indian .Trills." " -Cong,Tres.t has ratified
-Inaci6r-treaties with &ails; :thus, the -treatymak-ing; power and the

wer to spend money for the "general Welfare of the Tailed_States"
ve ca been. Used, to -support Coness' a-kithority over Indian

-106

,a .airs,'" ,.... A ,

SupremeThe upreme f.,ourtf relying primarily on the is erce .ela, e and
-the treatymalthig rictw r; has recognized that Cong*ess unde he Con-
stitution excl'usi:ve wer over Indian affairs. -T

The plenary power over Indian affairs- is not 1..:u' nited to federally1

Necotitized tribes, but rather extol:ids-to "all depe dent Indiah -corn-
mnnities Within its borders.-".41.7liere are- several

.dent
in which

the 4:rust relationship !has been terniinated but lat r restored by Con-
g-ress4,z The trust relationship rna-viremdin in effea, especially in areas

iielatz ig to "land,; eVezi ;though the Bureau of Indjffn Affairs has failed
to designate a tribe as federally recognizect" Thus Congress' ,parer. . .

iat See, e.g., 'Report of Task Force II. pp-13-17. --.., - . ,
si Report of Task Force IX (vol. I), p. 75. See also-Bryan v.ireasod County, U.s., --;
Sig S. Ct. 2102.2113. n- 14 (1976)- ' . -. . , ... -ir 'MS Constitution. amendment XIV, see. 2- ..
20"Cr.S. Constitution,. art. I, sec. 8. clause 3. . .

-----_-1117_8.- Constitution.' art. -II. sec. ' . clause- 2 (Treaty Power) .; -art. 2, sec. s. clause 1
.,.--7 (General Well' ). See generally, Caren., sup note 3..pp. 89-90. ,.

d° Alf v-State Tam-Coulan'n, 411 U.S.1U 164.1.2 n- 7 (1973)45ev
12.-S,28t. A8 -(191.3) ; CP-13`. v::ZAz , 271 "Gig. 467,471926). ., ,

az See, 4e.g., tile n in Conley y.. Ballinger, 216 17 S."84.90 (1910): - :.40 See, e.g.. J nt TribuZ council of the Passamogsrocifill Tribe v. Morton. '52S .F...2d- 370(1st cir. .1975) ; Crain T. First National Bank, 324 F. 2d 532 (9th- cir. 1963). -
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reitches all .Indian,tribes in ihe TTilit-ed StateS includiAtg terminated
414 ecnotederally "recopiiied" trikes; the ..quetition is -whether, and
to wha4 e.xte..it, Congress has chosen to exercise that-power in .regard
to a given tribe.. The befit recent -example of a ifull congressioaal re-

- gumption of the Federal-tribal relationship isothe Menominee Rector a-
= tidn Act of 1973, where Congress restored, the terminated Menominee
! "Pribe by:e.-eercising its plenary power over Indian affaits.44 .. .. 0e'Congress' -plelary power over Indian affairs is-extensive,'"

the are, limits on' the 'power. When tribal or indiviatCal .plroperty
rights -are taken away 'the tribe or individual is entit'ed to be coin-
pepsated in cash -for the loss." In addition, Congress' kIetiar-i-- power
over Indiing is subject to other -constitutional limitations iipontori.-
grassional power, sueh as the Bill of-Rights.47-

._-It is Congress, not the Bureau of Indian Affairs or any other ;rd.-
. ministrative ag,encyw.-Iiich.-prieSse'S this plenary power.,Those agen--,-

. gies 'hold only- such powers over IndianS as Childress has granted to
the 'S Courts, therefore, have-seitueli.- down admix4istrative action aver
_Indiiiiis.beCause the. aCtioirwas riot. within the scope of authority defer .
gated b S. Colio-ress 'to the agency, even. though Congress itself clettrly
had the po-wirtk:, take the action in question." .Congressional action in furtherance of its plenary poirer over In-
dians is not 'Violative Of the Equal Protection and-pue_Procest Clauses, ... '
which prohibit disci mixilltion-tm the basis of race. The trust relation-.
ship. jurisdictionai patterns in Indian country, and Federal programs I
9x Indians:are not unconstitutional "reverse discrimination"r because

tRey- result in a special status .fcii- Indians.- The_ reason for this is.tlia.
the -United. States' relationship with Indian tribes* political,- not !.
racial, inunature;-plenary pow.eir is intergoVernmental in character and -;
exists jpetween,the United StateS- and' the tribes in their capacities as .. .
goverrix'nenes, The S:elireine Court, in rejecting arguments based upon.:
the Equal Protection and Due Process Clauses, has.upheld a- Federal:

- hiring preference ..for Indians.; affirmed. the jurisdiction- of. triVil
- courts over tribal' members; And upheld reservation -tax 'immunity

from State laim t." . , ,, ..
,..,

. ..-

. Powers which spring from concepts of riainral right-and. -juStiee are ..,,.

. premised on a measure of consent bythe7gOverticrd.-The-history Of Fed -' %.--

- eral dealines with the Indian people has much too of tvn.- been rule. -.

based on power, rather than on consent of the. fiefverned.51:''
r r .r ''

i07

OF TRIBAL MEMBERSHIP

Who:is judicial decisionG held that an Thdian is a
-pekson who is ethnically or legally part of his or her tribe.52 Recogni

e. 490.4.
...... , - In ail or the ion= history' of Concress' dealings with Indians. there Is only one Instanee

- In SChlehcong-resjdonal power has-bleep overturned by therourtn. United State* v. Cleveland*
.403 F. 2/1 1067 (9th eir. 19741_ Compare United State* N.:. Antcleope, 44 U.S.L.W. 4361 -(.4pril. 1977). reversing' 523 F. 2d 400 (9th ter_ 2975). _ -

*AS4-4-* e_g_. Uwited States v- Creek Nation, 295 U.S. 103 (2935)- ,
47 4--obezt..- supra note 3. p. 92. a - - ''' . ' ..- . 'Cohen. supra note 3. p. 100. ...

-4s sow. p.c... Ruiz v. Marton. 41'5 'U.S. 1119 r1074-i. . .t, _

,..21forron v. 3/oncori. 417 U.S. .)).5 (19741.; 1" 7 V. District Court. 424 U.S.- .41:32 (10761; ,Moe' v. Confederated SaZielr .4f Kootrj'u Tribe* V. S. SW S. Ct. 1=4_ (1976).
r.1 .See::".....z... Lone-Wolf v...17itcho051:-.. 137 V.S. 4,-/ . 565-66 (1903).

Cohen. supra. notr. 3, g. 2. ...
-. .

v
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-tion by the tribe, o oce gaven was not easily losi.53 This Conunission has"I)e given,
. ot

.--N. .
_ found, for example4that off-reseritaticvt tin people identif,y them- ... selves-in the, .coants.ettof their tribal WET tion." The tribe's pow el- to - .. l itstfjp own inWriibership, that is individual identity as an ..In.;.,

di .n, has been repeatedly reco nizea the courts; the power derii--es
if e from the tribe's status-as-b. distinctapolitical party." The tribe's power -
.... over its °vizi mu abership it the starting point for any -cliscusion of

Indian identity,. ... . .
. ..

But-Congress can, and has passed laws to define Indian status for
some Federal pu Although no statute hat laid: down a i-teral

- - definitioin of In ian," " Congress has sometimes set standards to . -"
. - .40fine I-Thr, Vali status for special purposes. Older legislation used vari-"

-ou.q tiegrees-of- Indian blood for different tribe,5" but those standards ,,,,
were giten arbitrarytuid conflicted _witlr tribal provisions Rece-nt
congressional legislation, however,shas avoided these conflicth and, has
given recognition, to the primary tribal interest in membeiship by, defining "Incliah? as a member of an 14ndiazi tribe." .

-1'.. .'";121 the area c'a eligibility fOr Federhl services, the Bureau of Inskan .'., A f-ftirsand. other Federal agencies must vork Within definitions ....lvin
by -Congress., For example. the Indian -Reorganiziktion Act of 1934,
eontains a definition. of Indian" for the implementation of that Act....:

..- .. Thaf'definition includes all members of federally recognized Indian.
tribes regardless of degree if Indian blood.

Despite that statutory. dei-inition,the Bureau of Indian Affairs and.
the Indian Health'Service for-many years "defined "Indian') for pur-
poses of einploYinextepreference as any person who was a member of a

.. .federaRy recogr?ized Indian tribe and one-fourth or more `Indian
blood. This administrative. criferion iva4* challenged in- court as beino-
.contrary to the definition in th*. IRA. The Governinent conceded illy M
final- judgment that the statutoi cle nition in the IRA oontrollegift'>-

.."% Similarly; a recen Supreme Cont-`-'6ase fcun.cl thrat the BIA had acted
imftroperly by denying welfare ler.v\ices to Indians living "near" r,eser-

. -cations while- providing the benefits to those living "on".". reservations.ai,
Again, the reasoning was that the BI.:A. was ircting contrarl-to con=
gressiortal direction nz denying benefits to tribial members. _. - .r

. In-;most -circumstances.-tfien: a person is an Indian- if thatp erson's' tribe recognizes him-or her its all. Indian. That 4ir'teans that 'the tribe..
as a political institution. has primary respo-nsibilityto determine tribal
membership for purposes of voting in tribal electionsi property di-- ....

tributions, exercise of treaty rights. inclian preference, and other rightsrights.
-....._ ' E.r... E. Taleweltrn and E. Tioebel. The Cheyenne Way : Conflict and Case Law in Priral- .
' thee Jurisprudence. 9-13 /1973)- a -44 Report of Task Force VTII. v. 12.. -_ _.See, e. - Patterson v. CoanciZ of Seneca Nation., 246 N.T.."-N83.257 N.E. 72.4 (1927) : "P'Dere:wore Indiana v. Cherokee Nation, 298 U.S. 127 (1904) -; Cherokee 7nterniarriage CePeA,203 U.S. 78,(1906). - - . ., G. Cohen,-auvra note 3. p.- 4- . z., a

.., - 1

07.See. e-z".. Cohen. supra. note 3. rt. 5- . . . - A . _. .30 See memoraxduni to Ernest Stevens from Jerry Straus. Wilkinson. Ciagun & Barker Ion enrollment tequirensents of federally recognized tribes. Jan. 25.2977 (memorandum UsCommittal= files).
31' See. e.c- 25 I:T.8.C. 5 46-(5bra.) (Indian Self-Determixfation and EdiicatiosPAskistazice-. Act of 1975) : 250U.S.C. 5 479! (Indian Reorganization Act) ; ,p5 .S.C. 5 1452(1)) (Indian

--FInanot- nir A.ct of 1.974). . -
, 00 sin Ir. Cr:sized States. Civ.-No. 75-3007 (D.S.D: 1975). For a more detailed discus-

- sion of this Issue. see Report of Task Force IX (vol. 1). P. 110.%. -4'Q .Rssiz v. Morton, 415 U.S 199 (1974 i . 0
a
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....4triaing froth 'tribal membership.". ,Many tribal-provisions call for
onejourth degree of blood of the particular tribe but tribal, -pro,.

..1:visioxis---vary,widely.."A few trbes.require as much-as one-half.degree -
of triibal $16od and a Small nth:ober permit any deseendant of a tribal-

-,44frt-qlot to lite.i9n.talled,."regis--- of the blued. quantnin."4 For tribal
-..puipeisgs,::that tribal definition is final: Absent express congressional-
.action; -the of Indian Affairs Sias no power to alter tribal t

4Letetrainatithis.

Oak.INT DMA-TIES: COithTERSTONE8 OF INDIAN LAW

'Indian treaties. which have played such a central role in the develbp-
-:ment of litaiinlaw and policy. were negotiated during the 18th and
.19th centories.:These legally binding agreements were made between.,
-gOvernments.; the United Statei oxr the one hdnd and the tribes- on
the other,. Thi;--..r.tourtS_ have treate; the parties as Substantial equals;
-both sidO'ii.greed- to compromises;

negotiated
the tribes giviri-g-tip-cl-a-Ams-to---

_Tait arms of Treaties were nezotiated in the:, field, by members
the-y....tecutive branch of the Government, and weft into effect after

beilfg:*tifieci by the Senate. .Unless abrogated breached
17- brolozen). by subsequent Federal .statute in whble-orin pa.rt,.treaties
InainIngYineffect. _ ; .--;

L-eaties are superior to all State laws arid are 'entitled-36
equirdignitywith any Federal statute. They are the ".supreme ,law
of the land." 66 _

-Tie-styli-mi.-inn- .continued until 1871 when COMexess passed legisla-
tion which -'brought future, treatymaking with Indiin'-:ib-es to an
en4.67 After. 1871, no further treaties were riegetiated birt.--the United.
States Continued. to deal with Indian -tribes in essentially the same
manner.through :"agreements" which are ratified by both the House
and the Senate, Executive orders, and statiites.68 -

.. Treaties, while an extremely important part. of Federal policy
toward Indians, were by no means the only method used to deal with .
7ndian tribes-The Trade and intercourse &Os. which regnlated trade .

the tribes- and controlled the liquor- traffic. were another major
means by. Which Congress dealt with the tribes." Treaties, however,
serve special mention because of the important legal rights Which they

. establish, becauSe of their -importance in the develOpment of Indian
law. axed because Of t.Seir great significance to American Indians today.

The courts have -always interpreted treaties in-manner favorable
to the tribes. The historical realities of brutal 'and inequitable
tons with IndiaTi.; along.with..the serious language-problem§ exist;. .
jr.t...t during ..the treaty neavtiations, ledto the development:Of three
bi.sio_cations of treaty construction : ,,.

.
Tor discussion of the different policy questions raised- by Indian identity for purposes

of tbe.preference statutes, see Report of Task Force LZ (401. 1). PP. 1S5-219.
See note38, supra. .

- _ _
Cohen:- supra note 3. p. 114.

:.w-T7nited State`.. Constitution. art. VI. sec: This provision 'applies witb Vecard. to
Indian trsaties. Worcester V. Georgia;- -.17.3. (8 Pet) 515. 559 (1832). Treaties are

7 xuperfor to State laws. Includina State. constitutions, -Hauenate(u,v. Lynhcon. 200 77.S," 433;
. 490 (1880):. and are accoreed equ* dignity with Fedora' statutes. See, e.g Edye v. Pobert-

SOO. 112 II 580, 599 (1884) ; Reid v. Covert, 3541:LS.1,17 (1957).
.2. 25 O.S.C. sec. TX. .

Antoine Washington. 420 194 (1975).
'wFrancla Paul Pracha. American Indian Policy in the normative Tears, pp. 1-4 (1962)

(ECarstcrirtrnIT.-Press).
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e2451.7essienS in.treaties iiinst be-resolved in favor'

Of the :
Treatiesix:uStbe-interpreited AS the Inaisms thetniselves would. .

--reseetiraiid--nnderstOod-tlieni; 4.1 .:.7&" Treata.eif Must be liberally construed in favor-Of the Indians:72
thes4iiiirans; the courts have given:. expansive readings of

the word "trUst, lanomage;
Was inever used as the treaties,-but the courts hivyd'implied the existence

trust= relaticirkehiP-.in, treaties.73- The treaty ph "to be held as
been interpreted to irkclude Provision: for

and__-figlii-ng-, rights-74 Treaty proviSions reterving, the right-to
fl h :at-rUsual.:' and -accustoined.places" have been held; to reserve a k-
:Propriate:easeinent-zightS.OVer non -- Indian land to gaiii access to--.o
-reseriation-:iiitel-7411 The :Supreme 'Court held _ recentlY; that general

la:iris-J/6f: the rikotection of ..the Navajo Tribe served' to bar
7- ,operation: Hof Stats.-etaxes -Upon Indiluis in Indian coUntry-75.

P.:Trali; Winters :doctrines. providing" that .the_ reservation of sufficient7'
:7waterdIc tribal:12Se is iniplicit in. Indian treaties; has been developed
sad oansis' teittV- affirmed by the Suptercie Court. Under-that doctrine,
Iridisa preenipt any other right established.

State laiir..Te .fi 0- rights decisions the NOrthysiest,ProVide
:another example of -how the -- canons of 'construction hav protected
eViasic.-4-eaty rights 'froth encroaChment by the States-77

One _of the. most signi'ficant elements of Indian t atr law is that
Indian treat*s-.3vere not a grant- of rights from t e -United. States..to
the .tribei,Cbtit!rather a grant frOm the tribes o the United- States-
-Thus, all Sovereign powerS: of tribeS are ined unless expressly
granted away by the tribe in a, treaty or es essly taken away' from the

by Federal statute- 78 _

Indian .treaties then- are not to be reed in a neutral way. The courts-
have-found fnat- the historical circumstances surrounding treaty nego- -
tiations require- "rules of construction which cut :in favor of tile tribes.1

Indian treaties, like international treaties, can be..a.brogat&I by Con-
.gress.7 Questions of whether Congress actually has inten ed to abro7
gate treaties have arisen frequently. The issue often co v es up ,whert
admirris-trative officials argue.that general Federal stat which do-
notinention -Indian tribes, regulate `hunting and,fiQ rights, water
rights, Mineral rights, jurisdiction, and rights to the re entj.on of

crucial-point is that only Congress has the power to' broirate Indian
treaties- or otherwise reirrulate Indian affairs; th aditinistrative

seeking to. lip it Indian rights. must have pecific' delegated
, -'.7° McClanahan- v.. State _Tex Conmen, 411 U.S. 164, 174 (1973) ; Carpenter v. Shalo, ......so....--- -- 77--
' 117-S.-363, 3.67 (1930)- - : . .--- ,

-_ = Choctaw .Nation v. Oklahoma, 397.1:7.S.- 620. 631 (1570) ; Urtited- thriztge- v.' "Shashone"
1m Choctaw Nation v. United States, 318 17-SL 423, 431-22 (194d) -; 2riiiet. v. I-Vashington ;-' Tribe; 304 U.S. 111. 116-11938_).._

815 MS. 681, 684-85 (1942)..23 See.- e-g... tiherolcec Nation v. Georgia. 30 U.SI. (5' Pet.) 3.-(-18311..

7- 14a-See. e.g.. United States.v. "Winans, 198 T.S. 371--(1,905)- . -.
74 See, e:g., Menominee Tribe v- United States, 391 U.S. 404 (19)58).
is mcolanaham v... State 2'az- Conen, 411 U.S. 164 (1973).

. -is Winters -v. United States, 207 U.S. 564 (1.908) ; Arizona V. California, 373 U.S. 546,
599--600 (19634.- : / .; -7 ,

. -1.-r see. e.g..._ unisoxi States v. Washington, 52,*" 2.d 676 (9th (lir' ".975);.Hel4"P" v- 814":71'529 F . 2d 570- (9tli d r . 1976)-78 united motet v.. Winans, 198 V.S." 371 (3305) :_Winters v., United- Orates; 207 U.S. 564
(1908) ; United States v. Santa Fe R .R.. 314 V.S. 339 i1042",./--' - 1.

:.:.- 71) Zone:Wolf v.- iiritehooek,',187 U.S. 553 -(1903). . `.: .:,-

- .
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alithorit.,'- from Congi-ess before it can abrogate a treaty or otherwise
Indian rights_ .

-.The courts have cut back-:-On ad.ritinistrative action affecting. treaty
rights by requiring very explicit 1.dirc1-ctions from Congress to the

absent such -a z.,:hoWing of congressional action', treaty rights
remain .i.ntaCt-; tre..ity rights cannot be abrogated "in a backhandea,

Se -Although the law is not consistent in the area, the better
--reasoned-cases hold that treaty rights cannot be eliminated by admin-
istrative action AinleA there is a specific congressional statute
identifies the specific-affected Indian treaty rights and .which states
;that it is the intent of- CoL-gress to abrogate such rights."-. No Supreme
.-Court case in the last 50 -Years has upheld any asserted atrocration of
an -Indian treaty.sia .

111 The principl6s. discussed- above were 'developed in the. context' of
Indian., treaties: if _ thipse principles were limited solely to treaties,
many tribes would not benefit from theni because many -reservations

...were establiOied by" Federal aCtion'Otherthan treaties. The courts have
-recOonized, however, that. -treaties are latit one Method of dealing

. with tribes and that treaty law is generally applicable to agreements,
-statutes; and Executive orders dealing with Indians.

The trust relationship, for example, was first applied to the Chero-
k-ee treaty but has since been appliefit,in numerous nontreaty situa-
tions. The. rules -of treaty constriction apply not only to treaties but
also 10 statutes." Hunting and fishing rights can 1:)." established by
-methods other than treaty 8s. Sithilarly, thr Supreme Court- has ruled
that exchisive tribal jurisdiction c....an be established by agreenitz.t

. Executive order, as-well as by treaty .s5 .

Indian- treaties, therefore, are an important foundation of all In-
dian law. Most early court cases involved treaty tribes. Policy changed,
however; and the United States began to deal with Indian _tribes by-
other-means, such as Executive orders.. ag-reements, and statutes. When
those nontreaty tribes came into court, the rules of construction gov-
erning -treaties were applied--

. 7While this discussion has focused on treaties as law any discuSsion_
of treaties would-be -ib.coro_p_lete--)..ithout--inention of their symbolic and
moral significande tOAB--eIndian people.,..Unlike almost all other &jou-

in -.An.tlo-American law. treaties are -seen as moral statements
which -represent the =tword of the nation"- and the "sanctity of the-pub7
lie faith." Se An Indian treat is-_"a b-alwark against State encroach:-
men_ t 31`...lt is a monument_ to past guilt : -and- effortschang_e-the----'--
law incliide;in the .!-:_selves. evidences of continued uneasiness:"

V-Irenominee Tribe v. United States. :101 U.S. 404. 412 (196S). .,
.

See. e_ g-.. United States v. White. 50S-P. 2d 453 (Sth dr. 19:41 ; Wilk-linson & Vo/kman.Judicial Review of Indian Treaty, Abrogation : "As Long as Water Flows. or .Grass Grows
rpnn the Earth"How Long A Time is That?. 63. Cal. L. -Rev. 601 f1.1175). .

i In P.P.C. v. Tuscarora Indian Xation, 362 U.S.. 99 (1960) a taking of Indian landswas upheld by the Court. but the majority opinion squarely held that the lauds in -question
Were "not snbject to any treaty?' 362 t:T.S. at 123. . .... . ...-" Chambers. supra -note 20. p.p. 1214-15. See, e.g.. :United States v. Ahtanuns Irrigationi District. 236 F. 2d 321 (9th -sir. 1956) and U.n.ited States v. IraIker River Irrigation Die-/ trict. 104 P. 2d 334 (9th elr- 19391. -

.,. st See. e.g.. Antoine v. Washington, 420 'U.S. 194 V(1975).-
rx 84 See. e.g.. Antoine v. Washington., rrupra.om Perrin v. United Stdtes, 232-U.S. 478 (1914) ; Fisher V. District Court, 424 U.S.. 352,

96 S. Ct. 943 (1976).es United States v. Winans, 19S U.S.-371. 380 (1905) ; Ward' V. Race _Horse, 163 'U.S..
504. 516 i 1S96)

rr M Price,onroe Price Law and the American Indian. p. 294 (1973).
...
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1:rh15-- Commission in hearing after hearing; has seen fhat Ameri-
can Indians rightfully expect that this Nation will continue to abide
by the solemn promises made in -these old_. laws: The-Constitution is
yen old law, too. Thus while treaties can be broken by Congress, such
extreme action must be truly 8. last resort.88 As Justice Hugo Black
put it: "Great Nation-s, like great men. should keep. their worth" 89
Indian treaties are among the very few laws in our society which raise
those kinds of issues. ,

51012.13DICTION : VARYING. RIGHTS AND R.r...sroNSEBILMES nv
Linz - Ccims-Tirr

repzeoirrAxcE OF a-u-au.stacrzols:

"Jurisdiction" iourids like_ an arcane:word for lawyers only. To ries-
ervation Indian-s, it is far more than that: Jurisdiction is_ s. living
reality whie.h has a _direct, dramatic effect on their day-to-day lives.
__Sovereignty_refers to poi-vers -of a government. Jurisdiction:, as

. __wed. here, refers to the human conduct -(subject matter, jurisdiction)
= -lull/ to the geographic amea.__cteiTitorial jurisdiction.) over which a gov-

ernment's sovereign powers can be exerted. The question is whether
conduct in Inclian country (which usuatly-ifieans all land within
ervation boundaries) will be regulated by the legislatures and-courts
of the tribes themselves or by the State_or-Federal Government.

Tribal -councti1S- (tribal legislatures) and tribal courts possess prig-
_ inal jurisdiction within Inclian country. AS" general rule the States

haVe no jurisdiction over matters. involving Indian tribes" or Indian
iseople in Indian country absent a FedeiU stattite, giving them- jriris-
diction. Accordino-ly absent Federal. authority to a State, all Indian

Jr? 7
_ -reservations within a State are .islands where the laws of the State

cann ©t reachese islandS are governed by the institutions of the
it another Way, the laws of Arizona have no elfect for

ost purposes in New Mexico or Utah; Absent express Federal. legisla-
- tion, the laws of Arizonr have no -effect for most purpOses on the

-PapacrO and Navajo reservations. Only Federal legislation can chErrig,e
- that pattern_ .

For its part, the Federal Government Issesses and exercises only
that jurisdiction which the -Con:_,,crfess, expresSly provides- for, even
though potentially, its plenary authority is encompathing

Jurisdiction is lacAb Brim_ inal and civil. Criminal cases involve
wrongs against the public, ranging from disorderly7 ccindudt to- mur- -

der, whih becoirie the subject of prosecutions resulting in imprison,
ment or fine.. If a legiSlature has jurisdiction, it can define criminal
coilduct in many areas which are especially sensitive-to Indians, such
as .questions involving hunting and, fishing rights. The existence.. of
jurisdiction. will determine whether crimes- will be defined- ..bytribal
councils or by State legislatures or Con.Tress--_Questioils of criminal
jurisdiction.- will also resolve whether violations of such el-lin/1181 laws
will be handled- by Indian or non-Indian-judges; jurors, prosecutors,
policemen, and jailers:.

"Lone Tiroirv. Eritchcock,"287 MS- 553 (1903).
= eo .27-.P.C: v. Tuscarora Indian Nation., 362 U-S. 99. 142 (1960)- (dissenting opinion).
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eriminal jurisdiction, then, will determine whether crimes in Indium
country are tried in tribal courts- by Indians; in the local State courts

. where- hostility ID3!-non-Indians. is. Often mat; or in Federal courts
_which are often inconveniently distant from the reservations but
wliere "there is usually less antagonism against Indians. In some Situ-
atons, two -governments can have "concurrent" kiriscliction..7bat is,
itlis- sometimes possible fog a criminal defendant to be tried in either

\ tzribal or State court for "allerred. -criminal conduCt. In other-situations,- ,
ill is possible that a criminal defendant could be subject to the

jurisdiction of either the tribal court or the Federal court.
In most. cases. when two courts ha've concurrent jurisdiction, the in-
dividual will be tried and pr.-nisi-zed in the_court where the case is first
prosecuted.
f Civil, as opposed-to criminal, jurisdiction involves private or indi-

vid.ual disputes such as debts;. automobile 'accidents, and disputes over
leases. Governments also .pass civil lbv.'s -in .critioally important areas
Such as -child custody, education; zoning, domstic relations-- -envi-/

. roximental pla_Triti-ng;- and alcoholism... Again, the civil jurisdictional. .issue is truly fundamental: Whether tb.eie important laws affecting
_Indian country` will be passed by tribal councils. or by noncIndian
legislatures. Similarly, the question arises as to which crovernment'S
courts have jurisdiction_ to hear civil casestribal courts, State courts,
Or Federal courts. As with criminal jurisdiction, in a limited number

-
f

t of
situations,

there can be concurrent civil jurisdiction between. two
' courts_ _ .

.

I Jurisdiction to : tax haS been the subject of continuing litigationand-
..1 deserves special mention. .The States have sought to increase their

revenues by* taxing persons and activities on the reservations. -- An in-
creasing number of tribes believe that tribal taxation jurisdiction is

I. essential to the long range economic viability of tribal governments_
The problem is twofold.: For most purposes, reservations are imMullie
from State taxes; individual tribal members and struggling trittal
:businesses badly. 'need those exemptions. On the other hand, 'tribes
themselYes. have liowters to tax persons and -a-al-cities on-the reserva-
tions. Future tribal economic self-sufficiency may well depend upon.the
continued existence of that power. __

alI -The discussion which follows provides a generOutline of the jur-
isdictional pattern in Indian Country. A more detailed analysis. of
each of these areas appears in chapter 5 of this report. _

COUNTRY, .

Juriscliction is often &question of the specific geographic area which
is. covered bi-T----the sovereign powers of a giver, government. Usually
Indian jurisiliction'cases involve disputes within reservation bounda-
ries. The technical ter-in "Indian country," however, is properly used
to determine the geographic extent of tribal jurisdiction, and-the gec_)--
graphic limits- on State jurisdiction. The term "Indian countr-j''
derived from 18. U.S.C., sec. 1151, which is a Federal criminal juris---.-
diction statute.-That statutory definition of IndiarCceuntry applies as
well to questions of civil juriscliction.?°

...De&oteair v.: District County Court, 420 U.S.. 42.5, 427 r.,2 0.97S).
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Theaxidian- country Stlitute has threti separate parts. Firpt, Indian .
-country _is .defined as all: -liandS Within the limits of any Federal .Indian
reservation-% Grilot--with--dino- the issuance of and patent." Land
within-i:eseivatitan botaidaties -ZYhiclr-has been opened to settlement by
non-IncliTtn_ 'is India n7cotintry unless 'OongreSs intended to diminish -
the reservation. 113. Thlith.rinclian: country includes all land within the- ,!---

reservation boundaries; .-including "Checkerboarded". landthat is, -.

those area -tvithin. /Indian rvat=.ons non-Indian Ia.n.d is inter- .

- spersed with Indian land. Second, Indian' Country includes all de--
rid.ent Ix- idian/coianaunitieS within the borders of the United ,States.92
ird. Indij44. country includes all Indian trust allotments, even

though-theythav not be within the boundaries of a reservation.
.-54 orinally, .unless expreSsly limited by Federal. legiSlation. Indian

tribes hive. criminal and civil jurisdiction lit Indian country. On the
other hancl, absent express Federallegislation. States ,:-.1O not have ju-
risdictionwithin Indian' country...The reverse is true outside of Indian
countrjr: absent express Federal law to the-contrary, Indians leaving
Indian country have generally been: subject to State law otherwise-
applicable to all citizens of the State."

ORIGI NAL EXCLUSIVE TRIBALL 3-causincr.riik
...

.

Congress, acting pursuant to its plenary pawer, has passed a number
of laws altering original ''exclusive tribal jurisdiction. Exclusive tribal
-juris' diction, however, existed before such la-ws were paSsed_ it is beit.
Aherefore, to eXanainhe nature of exclusive tribaLjuriscliction and
then to discuss the ways in 7which -Congress has limited that
jiiri.Sdiction.

Two curses serve to show the natm* of the exclusive tribal criminal
and' civil. jurisdiction.- which exists in the absence of limiting Federal
legislation. In Eth parte- .Crogo Dog, 109 U.S. 556 (1883) i the Supreme
Court held that a 'Federal court had no jurisdiction to try a Sioux
Indian for the murder -of a fellow; Indian which occurred in Indian

ththerefore, only e India -tribe has jurisdiction to.punish the murder- ''country. In the absen of any Federal legislation. to the contrary,
of art Indian b- an Indian on the .reservation_ The same principle .

applies
w-

to all other crimes in Indian country: unless CongresS so prict--
vides,.-there is no State jurisdiction and there is no Federal jurisdiction

The same,. principles apply in civil situations. Schantz v. --TVAit,e.
Zigh.tiiiizg, 231 N.W. .2d- -S12, (N .D_ .1975), involved, an automobile '
accident, on the Standing Rock Sioux Indian Reserv=ation. The
-allegedly negligent defendant -was an Indian. A Federal court had -

-Z..arlipt ruled that.the action could not be -.brought in Fedex:ix court
because there was no express Federal statute granting juriMiction_ The
North Dakota Supreme Court held that the. State courts had no juris--. _
diction over the subject matter. Only the iiibal court. had jurisdiction.
to hear-the case. .. .

flee. 3fattz Arnett, 412. U.S. 481 (1073) : Decoteau v. District Colima!, Court,
420 13.S: 425 (1975).gs Urateri States v. Sande/m i. 231'.S. 228 (1913).et ..trescaZero Apache Tribe v. Jones, 411 U.S. 145 (1973)-

- Cr
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Thus, in the absence of express Eedetill statutes altering the jurisdic-
tional pattern,- Indian reservations are geograPhic. areas, governed by
tribal law, where State and Federal jurisdiction do not reach. That
jurisdictional pattern, however.-is subject to Congi'ess' plenary power.
On several occasions,- _Congress has exerted its plenary power- and

. altered the jurisdictional scheme in Indian country. .

- 3noered by the result in,the Crow:Dog estse, Congress in-1885 passed
the Nrajor -CrinieS Act, 181U.S.C. sec. 1153. This Act extended Federal
-jurisdiction over seven-/enumerated crhnes, which have now been eX-
,panded to 14. Under the Major Crimes ACt;therefore, Federal courts
now have jurisdiction over any Indian in Indian country who commits
one7-o-f the specified crimes against the person or propeyty of another
Indiiii-or any -otfler person. t):4- It is unclear whether the Major Crimes
-Act elirrii-nateS-tribal jurisdiction entirely or whether it provides for
concurrent Federal and tribal.jurisdictioic.95

Cozwress has also passed the General Comes Act, 18 U.S.C. sec. 1152,
which provides: for Federal 5urisdiction )t-ver crimeother than the
enumerated major crinies, by both Indians\and non-Indians in Indian

---C"Oimtry. The. Act 'provides that Federal° l6.ws 'applicable to Federal
enclaves will be -effective in Indian countrv.\Exceptions to-the Act a_.-7e
crimes ccrmlnitted by one Indian ag---ftinst- tr,ie person or property of

7

another Indian - Indians punished by the local -law of the-tribe; and
areas preserved to tribes by treaty as beinfr -ithin their explicit juris-
diction. The Act establishes Federal jUrisclic on but does not eliminate
concurrent tribal jurisdiction."

The General Crimes Act has been interpreted to permit the indirect
enforcement of State law-in Indian country;Althonzh the States them-
Selves 'cannot enforce such violations of State law, Federal authorities
may bring such a- prosecution- in Federal court, basing the prosecution
Upon a'-violation of State law.. This result was ,reached in TfRiliants v
United-States, 327 U.S. 711 (1946) , when the Supreme Court. reasoned-
that the General. Crimes Act. in- extending Federal enclave- laws to
-Indian country, also extended the Asgirnilative Crimes Act; 18 U.S.C.'
sec: 13. The Assithilative.Crimes Act.. in turn provides that State law

-. appliCable within Federal' enclaves if the act in question is not other7.
wise punishable by any Federal statute:'---. The application of the As
siniilative Crimes Act in Indian country is.subiect to all thi limitations
in the Geneml Crimes Act.

courtsThe abovl- Acts.. then.. gave- the Federal courts authority ".to hear.
various criminal comes arising in. Indian country. Under those Acts,
the States- acquired no jurisdiction in Indian country. Although some

94 The jurisdiction-of t-lbal courts has been limited is relevant respect which doesnot involve Federal Statutes. The Supreme Court has held that State courts '.have jurisdiction over crimes by. a non-Indian defendant against a. non -indian victim in Indian country.
See, United States V. 3fcBratney, 104.'C.S. 621 (16.S1) : Draper v. n-ited States 1J04240. -(1806,1 : rivaled States ex re. Ray VI Martin, 326 U.S.. 496 (1946). '

,
96 See-the discussion in Report of Task Force IV. pp. 36-39.
*15 e rt.o Force IV. p. 40 : AIPRC Final Report. ch. 5. below. -'
c'T.This issue la-discussed in more detail in Report orTash Force IV, pp. 40-42 and ch. 5,

below.
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. .- The fatal major jurisdictibnal Act is the Indian -Civil-Rig10. Act
'of. 1968, 25- U.S.C. -sec__1301-03. That Act, which was bitterly opposed
by most tribes,. applied to tribes:statutory standards that are similar,
but not identical. to those constitutional requirements 'Contained in
-the- Bill of Rights aid the Fourteenth Axnendxnent."2 The Act ex-
pressly gives

and
to the Federal- district courts to proceed.'by

habeas' corpus:: nd has been construed to permit -declaratory and
injunctive -relief-1°3 The Indian CiVilf-Rights Act. does not- in any way .
extend jurisdictic43. to State courts, but., in fact, specifically authorized
States to .retrocede jurisdiction. previously _acquired tinder Public
Law i..)80_

_

There have, been other Federal statutes, -usually not mentioning
Indians etpressIA-, which haze been construed to create 'jurisdictional
inro3.dsinto Indian coUntr:s...-_The-effect of_these Acts -has been referred .
to as "creeping. jurisdiction.-_' because they have had a clear impact
On Jhe reservations even though- they Were not expressly directed at
:affecting the Fed,eral-State-tribal jurisdictional rela.tionshiP."4- Ex-
athples of .generaI Federal leirt-islation which may have full,,Or partial
etTect\-in-Indian. 'country. are the Administrative ProCed.uie 'Act, in-
cluding.- the -.Freedoni of Lnfoemation. Act Federal condemnation
statutes.. -often ad.ministered.. by the Army . Corps of Er/gineers; the
National Environmental.- Policy Act: the -Clean Air Act, which dele-
gaz- some authority-to States: the Occupational Safety and Health
Ac`..-. which also delegates -sortie .air thority the StateS: and' the . Na-
tional Labor Relations Act. The question ..of 'whether all or some of
these Acts in 'fact apply in Indian country is not fully resolved.. bUt
some lower courts. have applied them to- Indian coUntry: the conse-
quence.- is to allow some increased State' and Federal jurisdictiGn on
Cho' reservations. . .

TTIE RECENT CASES

During. the last 20 years the courts have Clarified -many of the
basic issues concerning tribal and State jurisdigtion- in Indian coun-
try. Tribal- jurisdiction over individual Indians and In.diariowned
land in' Indian country is well-established with one major exception.:
the courts' have.not yet ruled whether tribes have concurrent jUrisdic-
tion. with the States--Whe'n Public Law 280-APPlies- Tribal jurisdiction
over non-Ihdian individuals "A and land.lc's.has been upheld..--by"opin--
ions in the lower courts and appears..to be suppoAed. by the Supreme
COurt Opinion _UniteeiState8 v_ Mazza-ie,-419 511. (1975) ..c7 The
full 'extent of tribal jurisdiction" over jion-Indians, however,- hiss not
been comprehensively treated bV the .-United States Suprethe'Court.

-The...United. States. SUpreme"*Court, construing 'stat-
utes, remained a bulwark againit- asserted` State jurisdiction in

- lc* Repori of Task Force IV:: pp. 129-1.9: ,-
....see; e.g.....rohnuon v.. Loreer F.:Itrha Tribal e'antmunitu. 484 P. 2d 209 (9th cir. -1973) .-;

- Luton- v- -Rosebud Siou.z- Tribe of South Dakota, 455 F. 2d 698 (8th dr. 1972). .
.

..- 104 For a review 'of. this matter. see Report of Task Force IV. pp- 47 -54_ and Task Force
IX:- pp. 78-94. .

- lin Sae-- e.g.. Oliphant v., .R'ehlie. :i44 F. 2d. 1007 (9th dr. 1970), cert. =ranted 7, Confedcrr-- .
atod Tribest" of the Colville Indian I:enervation. v.. Washingrton

-
4,12 P. Supp.' 651 (E.D.

Wash. 1970). .

.

""'See. e.; Barta v. °plain Ezionz./ 'Tribe. 2'59 F. 2d '3:53 (8th err. 195S) : United Staten-v.
Blackfeet Tribal Court, 244 F. Supp. 494 (IX Mont. 1965).

2°7 The 3razuric opinion is diseussell above in relation to tribal sovereignty:-
.- . / -;

. /
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untry. As long ago-as 1832, the Court. rejected the premise_
Georgia_ law copld apply on the Cherokee Reservation- The em-

phasis on_ government, and freedom from State jurisdiction in
_the absence of express Federal authority, has:econtiaued. down to the
present- day.

The, recent :cases have, Consistently struck down attempts by the
Stata to ettend their jurisdietion 'to In-than country. In 'TV-iMams v.
Lee, 358 2/7- (1959) ;the Court held that the Navajo Tribal Court*.

_ had exclusive subject matter jurisdiction over an action for: debt by
a zion-India-n against an Indian: ft The cases in this Court have con-
sistently guarded the authority Of Indian governments over their res.-
cervations.7 In Warren -TaepZing Post-v. Arizona _fiaz Commisiion;
380-13.S- 685' (1965), the Court held that a. State .gross proceeds tax
did not apply to a iaon-Indian.7trader on the re§erva.tion. because of

geneederal.- oulatory scheme over traderst-t-t Congress has,
since. the of #the 'Navajo ReservatioiC.- nearly a entury arc
left theindiaps-on it largely free to run the reservation and its affairs

7-withdat State control -* *." The leading case. dif cClanaha Arizona
Tax COO:finds-84m, -411 U.S. 164 (1973.), struck d. a Sta attempt
to levy a personal income tax on a. reservation -In ar : the don of
the Navajo reservation "was meant leo' establish the lands as within
the exclusive Sovereipitljr of the Navajos under ,o-eneral Federaf super-

--vision" Pi;gher.v. Dzstrzet Court, 42417-S- 3.1F2 (1976)- held:that Mon-
tana State' courts- did nbt have jurisdiction over an .adoption ease

= involving reservation Indians because "statecourt jurisdiction plainly
would interfere with:the powers of self-government conferred upon

.-the-Northern Cheyenne Tribe and exercised through the tribal-Court."
The Supreme Court/has becii. -almost unyielding in rejecting State

jurisdiction in Indian country, absent express congressional grant to
the States, even wEen.non-Indians are involved. State jurisdiction

non-Indians will be struck- down if "ti=le State action infringed On
the 'right of reservation Indians to ma-ke-their own laWs,and be ruled
by them, "a The only case in which, the Suprema Court. has used this
"infringerttent7 test from Williams v. -Lee tb permit any kind"of\State
ilrisdietion. in Indian country is Moe v. Co-n.fe4erated AFailiA, and

'any taxation
Tribes; 96 S. Ct. 1634 (1976): In Moe, the Court :prohibited

..,anY taxation of Indians, 'but perinitted, the Stutz- require Indian
merchants to collect a tat assessed against non - Indians- purchipe- -
cigarettes frOm:the Indian merchant A. line of older= cases has Per-
Mitted the State courts to take jurisdiction over crimes In Indian coun,
try- in the -limited -number of situations in Which both criminal
defendant and the victim are non-Indians."

The 'Supreme Ccinrt has been even 'more protective -of tribal self-
goVerninent. when States have asserted- jurisdiction oven Indians in
-Indian -country: The. Court loOks first -to_ determine -whether Federal
preemption has- occurred_ 'Me most common method of Federal pre- .

eruption. occurs When an Indian reservation is established; once that
happens- Congress is found to have excluded State- poiver over the
- reservation by "preempting. the field..." Once -Federal preemption is
-.found to exist; the Court will look to see if there ns an'expressstatute

Virallagna v. Lee. 358 U.S.. 217 (1959). -sow See footnote 94 : supra.
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due to tale'Adetican. indiins society is alio

prnionkzof the-Viiited-States Supremeti Court ;orbicli develop.
.doetamms vrhen.the Cherokee Tribe came to that .

-'-ivelsork,xix the .18110's, ThOse,principles have since been
realErniectand-app.r2ed-_tcotlier tsikes- audit* other circumstances. Both.
of the trust' re*port-s-42ility----.
rinaini---ipitai sta.

:Theaevelokaiient-of-Indfan sand: policy, has not always been even.
FOr-:--the.,trihes, it hasisometimes been two steps forward .and one Step-- _

back....33mxt therwcan; be -no,question_Tabout. the,essence of Modem-Fed-
iitdiaX and- policy: it stands for strong tribal self- vern=

rdeiii and lot strictpi7otecticavegainst asSertionsof State j
he three -bFaxi-ches--of. the Pede..*al. Gait:rim:tent. have all spoken- op. -

those' points. .7
-Ffiderallzo:licy; cannot, of course, provide a fill'. picture of -life_ on

the reserliaimions, in the citiest.or inlblise areas occupied by terminated
-and-non.federall_y recognized tr_ibes..-.1tis .w.ay from Capitol Hill,
the White-House, :and the Supreme Court buillinte ,g to Indian corm-try?

,.-Brien today, many tribes exercise relatively few powe:rs of. self-
government. -.No tribe has"exercise&the full range of those-powers...The --
tribes still feel_the effects of the restrictive Federal policies laid-deivn.

.; :between 1871 and 193& . - .

But since the `termination era abated .ffuring.:the late 4.950's and ,
especially during the 19701S;the definite thrust. of tribal -policy has
been toward a: greateK use of their polders' of-self-gcryernraent. -The
terminated-and nonfederally . recognized tribes have sought to develop
their existing, rights and have -attereptecl to reestablish the.full

relationshir,..The recognized tAbes, taken as a whole.
have;Inoved -forcefully and responsibly in the ail-Apt-ion of developing
*their: govermnental Tribal legislatures are adopting --social.
programs; land-use- p cr measures, and tax pia-nsoto provide' for
the future_ Tribal courts are _expanding their systems of justice. Thus-:
the. States izsually cannot govern-02X the reservations, but the tribe% are
showing that they can do the. job' competently and--lairly- . , -

These._ developments hold_the-grwitest promise fointhe tribeS_-.They -
hold--proinise forthe land, which has been there.foreyer -awl for the-
generatieais -.12...there tomorrow: ID'ItiraateInqhat
can only.be American Indians theraselices.-But.the
tive doctrines----of-FederitI,Indi -and policy -are' flindani3ntal tools
which the tribes liaire used ancrii:re using to fulfill that promis. e. .

- -
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CHAPTER FOUR

`111t9ST R*SPONSIBILITY

13-ragriirricrs.

e::TeiNtelial=taiiSkr_espontibility to. American Indians is one of the
..,,,incs14*-Portint-AS1velt as most misunderstood concepts in Federalr..

-..Adiiittedly,.:it is n rather confr sing. legal concert,
and inexact spplitation. Indian. opinion is clear

=goireinmint powers, a reaffirmation by Con -
a= ....tesponsibility could go.' far in iiiiprcing.'.2.

Indian 'relations and 'setting! a firm course for Government
substance toSelf-determination forindiinS:

mid.lie.noteil that many of theal.CommiSsion task forceS dim
wesecliii*Iteri:reportS various aspects; legal analyses, and historical

lattimiit 412S-develop:hint of the Federal trust relation: lioreoVer;
Seim rad. sf:edieellent; law., review .articles: and genera/ essays haVe. ex-

'Tederal Withal deCisionsi statutory- and treaty laiv;'and,the
OrTcaletrOlition of the trust At least one of these has'al7

,17e4n -:published in a. congressional committee prints And Con7
,..greekou.sly lisecondricte_ hearings on matters which relate
treCtl -to what the trust- means and haw it. is and should be adminis-...

-

-1011ONS 4;;briefidiscussion of these elements of the
and history 4142.14q.are TOst relevant as background for the

*dal TaE TRH AttwrioNsnu.
,

. ,

CrelatiOnshipofthe Unitea States to Indians is "perhaps finlike
that of any .other t*6".-eople in existence." 5 This statement v?,.. made
by-the Supreme. Court almost 150 years ago, and while there havibeen

_Clumges in that relationship since-that time, it is still "marked.
peculiar. and cardinal distindtions which exist no:where else." 6 One

ziett:11..S.'Congress. Arnerlentl-indian Policv Review Commission, Final Report of ..i.asL-
porceone,..:,Trust bilities and the Federal-Indian Relationship, including Treaty
Review,_ Final. art of Task Force. Two: Tribal Government ; Final Report of Task
Foree.Three,_Federal Achnirdstradon and Structure of Indian Affairs ; Final Report of

-Task.Zorce Five. Indian Education ; Final Report of Task Force Seven, Reservation Re-
. *mime Development .and ProteetimimOnal Report of Task Force Eight, -Urban and Rural '

Non-Easervation. Indians.. (45 -56).; Final Report of Task Fone Nine, Law Revision. Codi-
. on '.and Cmasolidation. Washington. U.S. Gov't. Print Of4; 1976. Final Reports of Task

Roreessrehe .1fter-cited by Task Force number.
s'For, IXItia'iple; R. Chambers. Judicial Enforcement of the-Federal Trust Rerponatl2ity to.

Indiana. 27: Stanford L.3.3213 (2.975) C. Wilkinson and.J. ToDtman; Judicial r-aview, of
Indian- 1k- esty A "As Long as Water Flows, or Grass Grows upon :the Rarth-,

-Move Longa;r/ is That?" 63 Cal L.R. 601,612-617 (1973)-
...r.s..congressc Senrte Comm. on Judiciary, Snbcomm. on Adatinistratve Practices and

-Procedure. B. Chambers. .A Study of Administrative Conflict of Interest In thezProtection
of Indian-Natural Resources. Washington, U.S. Gov't, Print Off., 1971 (31st
Bertata-Conan. Imprint).

see hearing testimony on the proposed Indian Trust Counsel Authority: ff.S. Con-
:.gxersa ftate..Comm.'ort -Interior and Insular Affairs, hearings before Subcomm. on Indian
-Affairs 'on Not: W.._= 2971- Washington. IT.S.'Gov't Print Off. (92d Cong., 1st Bess).

-s kei Nation v. Georgia, 30 U.S. 1.16 (1831).

(125)
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-of those distinctions involves e trust responsibility which the Fed:- .

eral Government owes to Inc'dans.
--The TJnited States holds legal title to Indian lands, .yet those lands'

. cannot be disposed of or `manarrir'ed contrary to the equitable title rest-
ing with Indians. -This means that chile the 'United. States Govern-
ment has the.ap ce of title as the nominal owner of Indian trust
lands, it is actu y holding title entirely fcrr the benefit and use of the
Indian'owneA. AO.

ti
-SOVEREIGNTY. A.ND CITIZENSHIP

Indian tribes are not parties to the _U.S . Constitution or -explicitly
- institutionalized as part of the federal system of governmental power,
yet, Similar' to States, tribes do retain7,that degree...of governmental
sovereignty which they have not relinquished to. the United States
Government:-In other words, in-theConstitution, the-States delegated

the'f'rederal Government certain powers. including whatever powers
they ,may. -have Iliad over' Indian tribes and lands.C' Similarly, Indian

pursuant to treaties and- agreements, relinquished certain -

powers to the .Fderal Government and- retained others. Tribal mem-
-bers are -United -States citizens, yet they are citizens of their tribes
alSo,-givinir them rights anct-privilegesidistinct from any other racial
or c.ulturargroup in the -.1%.;ation. Other examples of the different.statut-.:
peEtaining to Indians are numerous but the point is that there is pres4-7:
ent in law,aincl polio certain-rights which are unique to Indian tribes

.~arl. people.
_ -The Federals trust responsibility emanates from the Unique- . i-Aa-
tionship between the United States and Indians- in which the Federal
Governmen.t undertook the obligation. to insure the survival of triclian
tribe *..-It has itS genesis in-international law. colonial. and U.S. treaties,
:agreements,- Federal statutes and 'Feder-al --judicial decisions.9, It
"duty-of protection"- which arose because of the "weakness and help-
lessness" of Indian tribes "soGlargely due to 'the course of dealings of
the Federal GOvernment with them and the treaties -in- which it has
been picimiSed *." 1° Its broad purposes. as revealed by a thought-
ful reading of the --various legal sourcesis to protect and enhance the

--people. the propeity and the serf-government of Indian tribes.. The
extent to which these purposes have been understood fully, let alone
.ctirried. out...have varied greatly over the decade_ This lack of under-
standing and consistent Policy has contributed immeasurably to

.
Indian resentment and suspicion. of Government programs.

WARnsiErrr VERSVS TIZI-STEEsurp

When Indians say they want. control over their lives.11 they often
find the Feaeral trust responsibility beint used as a fool (either de-
liberately or innocently) to deny them tb;;.t control. to- inject Federal.

7 See F. Cohen, Handbook of Federal Indian Law 122 (1941).
'I ir-omst......-art. HI. see. Si (3)_ See Worr.e.leter- Georirrn., 31 *r_s_ 515 (1932').

See. =enerally. ArertC. Tasks Force Nos_ 1 and 8 ,.- also R. Chambers. note 2. orarrra. At -
.1ea-st with -respect to Indian lands, the Trade and intercourse Act created a Federal trust_
.rssuormiblin7. .Passamaquoddy Tribe Morrim,52S F 2d- 370 (1st clr. 1975) :

rnited Statcm A-aga-ma_118 1ZT.S. 375. 3q4 (,1P.P03.)-
.7.1 See c..g...--ATPRCTaatz Force Nn. aim -I). neq-lnr-ati Aro of indfan Purpose: alro Special

Tribal Report of the Northwest Affiliated Tribes to the AIPRC.

fr7
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bureaucraey where. there slib`ald:be self - government, to encourage
paternalism, where cooperatiowor independence should prevail. Much
of this misuse could be avoided if the Federal duty would be viewed
as ilotvink from a ..trustee/beneficiary relationship rather than a
guardianiward relationship. Although Indians have sometimes been
referred to by the courts as "wards "-and while this te.in May have
been a lairdescriptiou in the 1800's, it is a misleading characterization
of the modern-day status of Indians. There is a very significant dif-
ference in the authority and control whiCh may be exercised by a
guardian as opposed to a trustee.

In common .. law, the purpose of a guardianship is to protect minors
or incompetents. The guardian does not. have title. to the. ward's prop.
erty but he does have the power to Manage it. He 'is under the direct
supervision of a court and is.not required to consult with the ward
in carrying out his duties.12 This is distinguished from. the Indian
Situation in which. like. the common la* trust, title to the property is
split (thus. requiring the consent of both the Federal Government
and the Indians in o-rder to dispoSe of the.Property), where manage-
ment of the property is shared, and where the responsibilitiesiof the
Federal Government to account. to the trust beneficiary are consider-
ably broader than merely accounting to a court for the management
of a ward's property. The relationship should be thought of not only
in terms of a moral and legal duty, but Also"as a 'partnership agree-

. ment to insure that Indian tribes have available to them- the-tools and.
resources to survive as distinct political and cultural groups.

In many instances, the duty of the Federal Government in this
relationship has been stated as one of "care" and -"protection" of
Indians. For example. in the treaty with the. Cherokees of "Norm.-
ber :28. 1785,13 the "United States azreed to "give peace to all the
Cherokees. and receive -them into the, favor and protection of the
United States" to provide "benefit and comfort: and to prevent "in
juries or oppressions". (Article IX). In the treaty, both the United
States and the Cherokee Tribe were referred to as "contracting parties"
(Article XIII), this language can be viewed as creating an "express
trust" although the term "trust" has not been used.1

TnrsTEt's Dun- OF CARE

The Federal duty can. also be likened to the "implied trust" in com-
mon law whereby a. trust is created by operation of law. Generally.
such .trusts, are r. cognized by the courts on the basis of an implied
intention of the parties, to a transaction (resulting trust) or on the
basis that recognition of a trust is necessary in order to prevent the
unjust enrichment of-one.party who committed fraud. deception or
some 'other. wrongdoing (constructive trfist).15 In such circumstances.
the retjuirements and restrictions imposed on a trustee afe-gcoan. izecl
even though no formal trust document creates-them.

125 A. Scott. Law of Trnsts (3d 1967).
12 VOL II. Kappler's. Indian Affairs. Laws and Treaties 5-10.
=a In order to create a trust. It Is not necessary to actually' use the term "trust'. Intent

and -circumstances will determine if an actual trust has been created. See. 1 A. Scott. Law
of Trusts 27- 1=-1S7 (3d ed..1967).

1,:; A. Scott. Law of Trusts 3213-5214 (3d ed. 1967).-
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ThiS analysi4--of the 'United States duty to Indians as that of a
trustee to. ,his: beneficiaty is:- supported by many judicial decisions
**ire Coniniait law -trust prineiples were used to: easure the actions of
'the Federal GoVernnient toward Indians.61- Whether the creation cf
the ireSponsibilit* is deenied an 'express trust or in:it:died trust and,
whether ,the nature of the- duty is identified as an active trust or a
passive triiise, the results are the. same: the Federal Gro-verament is .a

and as such is "judged by the most exacting fiduciary
72'Iar This means that it mutt. act with good faith. and utter

loyalty_ to the 'best interests .of the -benefiCiary.ui It must_ keep the
--beneficiary, informed of .a1.1 gnificant matters concerning the trust.
and must not engage in ."self-dealing., is' Under common law prin-
ciples, if the trustee manages. the trust property in such a- way that he

-may benefit (such as, fOr example, -buying property for himself) and
the benefbiiar-y has not .been- fully informed of the transaction and
Consented to it,- the transaction is voidable by the, beneficiary., even
though the, trustee may have acted in-good. faith and the bargain wasi
a fair and reasonable one And even if the beneficiary did consert to
the .transaction- prior to its taking placeg_he may still be able to void
it if the trustee can be shown to. have ,failed to aisclose essential -iacts

. which he kne* or-should have known, or if he _fraudtilently inducecr
consent, or if the bargainwas not fair and reasonable.F°

COURTS _}-'nco Govrriz..c-arm-r A.CCOU*TABLE

In addition to good faith' and loyalty, the fiduciary relationship
also requires that'the trustee-exercise the care, diligence, and smell of a
prudent-person in managing the trust assets of the. beneficiary: This
common law -principle has been directly applied to the Federal trust '
responsibility to Indians-21

These doctrines are being applied increasingly by the Jcpurts to the
,-actions of the executive agencies of the United states with respect to
Indian lands 22 water resources,= and trust funds.24 But therp is a key
distinguishing factor present in -the Federal trust iclationsIkiP :with

-. Indians which does not occur in _any other trust. relationship : The
trustee may unilaterally terminate the -trust relationship: The ulti-
-mate trustee in. Indian -affairs is the United States Congress -and it
can establish or redefine the existence and scope o.f the Federal trust
responsibility and, even unilaterally dissolve the relationship if it
chooses. This power stems from the plenary power of Congress in In-

"' dian' affairs.. This -power and the Indian reaction to its exercise is
discussed in chapter II. Congress haS designated a principal agent for
carrying out the trust, i.e., the Department of the Interior. That agent

le E.g.. United States v. 3fason, 412 U.S. 391 (1973) Manchester Band of Porno Indians,
Inc.-v. United States, 363 P. Sapp. 1238 (1V-.32*. Cal. 1973).

2? Seminole .Nation v. United States, 316 II.S. 286. 296 (1942).ManaKeSter onso ndians. Inc. v. United States. 363 P. Supp. 1235
Cal. 1973). For further elaboration on-this standard of performance. see 5 A.- Scott, Law of.Traits 1298 (3d ed. 1967). .

21b 5 A_ Scott- Maw of Trusts 1.277-19 (3-1 ed_ 1967);
1..."'98.United States, v. Mason, 412 U.S. 341 (1973) Menominee Tribe v. United States. 101.,

et- CL 10 t1944) Manchester Band of Pomo Indiana, inc. v. United-States, 363 P.." Stipp.
1238 (7.C.I). Cal. 1973). -

21 United States v. Creek Nation, 295 U.S: 103 (-1935).Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe v. Morton. 354 P. Snpp. 252 (D.D.C. 1972)-
24 Seminole Nations v. United States, 316 U.S. 286 (1942).
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catmotsterrain ate the trust nor change the manner irk which it is carried
out,but the trustee (i.e. Congress) 'itself can.. 'Vie beneficiary may be
able to relieve the .trustee of its trust responsibility in certain cir-
cumstances, but the extent -2)) which that may be done should be
clarifted."-s Colcrtic-r of INTEREST

Thes&principles place the United s in a curious position. Tot
only is it -charged as trustee for 1E-1.rivate interest,-i.e,, ndisus; but it
also must balance competing interests in carrying out public -Roney-
Therein, of course,- lids the source of the-long-lamatuted conflict of
interest of the Wederal Government in carrying out the Indian trust
responsil3ility. What hap.pens *lien perceived public polielf_ is incian.-
siste:nt with the -131disin interests? Under the current 'adMinistrative
Structure, Indian interests often stiffer."

While thiS conflict can never be entirely eliminated. it can be dimin-
ished. great -1y by vesting the primary responsibility-for carrying out
the triist.respOnsibility in- an Executive. office which livs..as its single
mission the protection of Indian tribes and improvement of the eco-
nomic and social status of the Indian people. While the .Bureau of
Indian Affair's is charged currently with the primary obligation for
ca iout the Federal trust responsibility in most subject areas, it
eanhot Si.l. that-role adequately while-subject to the competing demands
present-within. the Department of the Interior. It is difficult to recon.
cite, for example, the functions of the Bureau of Land Management
and.the -Bureau for Fisheries and Wildlife with the requirements of
the trust to proreCt the In.dialY, land base, forestry,.mineral resources,
and hunting and fishing rights. N(See chapter VI for proposals to allevi-
ate this starrilrtigtrathre conflict of interest.)

This foes not imply. .however, that the Federal trust: duty rests
solely with one Vxecutive office. Courts have firmly -stated that they

. _trust duty is an obligation of the "United States Government' Legally .

there may be, and practically there should be, i prime- agent in the
iFederal.Government Wliich insures that the trust is carried out faith

fully, but this does not ref eve, Federal agencies of the fiduciary"
duty to act with the utmost care, good fifth. and prudence Where
ITidian trust rights are -concerned or potentially affected. Tor does
this: relieve the agencies .of the duty to provide those services Ti'eces-

_,sary for:.protectiop_and enhancement of those rights. Many lbiarnPleS
of the conflict-of interest .are cited in the Commissiou task force
reports...This conflict is particularly obvious when Indians attempt
to secure adeqUate ;legal representation to protect their trust
interests-2s

Scox' of Tntrsr OBLIGATION- .

The Department of.the Interior. adopts a very narrow-interpretation
of the trustee concept by limiting its application to the lands, natural..

=gee A1PRC./Tank rorce.:tio. 2. ch. I. and RAP ch. N. part A-ZI this rellort. .
201See:...i.IPRC.! Task Farce NO, 9. 734-760 AIVRC. Task Force No. 3 It- Cbrariers.

note :1-nItpra. /See generally. F. coben, Sandbook of Federal Indian Law. 171172 (1941): and Cases
cifiad therein.'36 Sec generally, A11,1 1C Task-Force No. 9. part G. ch. 10.

-4
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resources, and mangement trust funds of "federally recognized"
iribes.:419- There is little reason, to so restrict the trust doctrine other
than -administrative convenience. There is legal authority __thtit the
United States trust duty is much broader-3° The purpose tkaind the
trust is and always has. been to insure the survival and welfare of
Indian tribes and people. This includes- qin obligatiOn to provide those:-
services required to protect and enhance Indian. lands,.resources, and
self-govent, and also includes those economic and social pro-
grams' whiCh.ere necessary to raise the standard of living.and social
well-being of the Indian people to a level comparable to the non -
Indian This duty has long been recognized implicitly by
Congress in numerous acts, -including the Snyder Act of 1994,41 the
Indian Reorganization Axt of. 1934,31a the Jolnion;07MalleY Act of
1934,32 the Native American Programs Act of 1974.33 the Indian Self-
Determinationr.andEducation Assistance Act of 1975,34 and the Indian
Health- Care Improvement Act of 1976.33 In fact- as early as 1818
Congress established a general civilization fund to aid Indians in.
achieving selfsUfEciency Within the non-Indian social and economic
Structure a4

The Commission has found that Indian people are unanimous and
consistent: in their own view of the scope of the trust responSibility.
Invariably they perceive theconcept to symbolize the honor' and (rood
faith which historically the United Stateg has always .professed iri
their dealing with the Indian -tribes. Indian- people have not drawn.
sharp legal distinctit-ins between services and custody of physical As-
sets 3n their understanding of the-application of the trust relationship:
Consequently, at-its core the -trust relationship has meantto them the
guarantee of the U.S.

core,. the -trust
promiseS of Federal protection for

lands and people would be. kept. The fact that the United State:s has
been notoriously unfaithful in observing its commitments to the Tn-.
dian tribes is not seen as lessening the continuing responsibility_. In
this context the range of social services which the United States has
traditionally prcIvidecl and for *which -succeisive Congresses have it.P7
propriated funds (for example, see the above list of statutes) have, al-
ways been seen as an it part of the Federal-Indian relationship.

Notwithstanding this common perception of the scope of the trust
responsibility, an analysis of the implications of its meaning on a level-
of practical application logicallyiforces_us to make a bioad.-distinction
between the protection of physical trust assets and the commitment
to provide human services. This distinction is -pardenlarly relevant -
in view of -the Commission recommendations articulatinc, a standard
of cal-e,-remedies for breach of trust, and the -necessiev' for 'proce-
dural protections to accompany condemnation of trust-interests. As
the above analysis makes clear, these principles have evolved in the

2.17.S. Congress. Bosse Comm. on Appropriations.' Subcomm. on the Dept of Interiorand Related Agencies. Hearings on )3/A APproprintIons. 202 et seq. (94th Cong.. 1st scgss.,
1976) : see also U.S. Dept- of Interim. Office of tire Seeretary. Letter from Acting seere--
tar 'Kent Prizzeil to David Getches. Oct. 27. 1976.Arpitc. Task Force No. 2 : Task Force No. 3 ; 8.1- IL Chambers, note' 2, supra.

312n, sec. 23.3:" 25 u.s.c. sec. 461 et seq.
25 U.S.0 sec. 452.

SI SS Stat. 2323. .

a R5 Stat. 2203.P.L.= 94-437-
e 2E/ See ch. S. this report.
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course of judicial -analysis ,,of the trust responsibility, whjcli have
found the common law ,principles of trust to bean'appropriate frame.
of .reference," Essentially. the courts have found that trusteeship with-
_out standards,:rernedies, or rocedural protections borders on being'
meaningless and unenforceable. It: is important to note that these court
decisions have all arisen in the context of the trust responsibility as
applied to. physical assets. The principles of law derived from corn-

.. mon Inv trust tipctrine are readily applicable to the trust relationship
as-it affects the "United States' stewardship of *Indian trust assets. The

1' identification and formulation of standards of care. remedial _devices..
and procedural protections by the Commission have only followed this

in;the law as found in Federal judicial decisions.-
The trust relationship as applied to the broader concepts of human

. services, and supportive Indian tribal government calls for a...different.
thougrh-parallel. line of reasoning. That is. the principles of law so
readily applicable in reference tolhe intangible responsibilities of pro-
riding services and respecting right of self-government. It is a matter
of 'a difference in form, which' calls for a difference in application_
The Federal responsibility to provide services and to support-the right
of self-gbvernmeht is no Tess of a trust responsibility simply because-
the manner of _application is distingnishable. The social and govern-
mental trust., which is more nearly analogous to the guardian -ward
Principles. is clearly no less ..of a. binding responsibility and is cer-
tainly. understood to be On the same level by Indian people. .

The precise manner in which these oblici-ations are fill filled iriterm's
of magnitude and distribution may be changed by Congress as the
relative strength.and self-sufficiency of Indian tribes. change. But the
federal -duty to -provide them remains constant. Furthermore, the
nature and degree of 'services provided by the Federal Government
pursuant to the trust obligation is not altered by the services which
Indians may receive on the same basis as other 'United States' citizens
or governmental -units: This follows from the dual-entitlement con-
cept whereby Indians: pursuant to equal protection of the laws. haVe a.
right to reeipt ofcreneralcrovernment services on a-nondiscriminatory
basis and also a right to those services offered specifically to Indians
at a distinct group of citizens. -

It must be pointed out that the special "Indian" services have never_-

resuited in double benefits nor have they been- understood a5 such by°
Indiari people. The conga. -essional purpose in providing Indian serv-
ices has.-always been to meet the minimal- human service-needs of In-
dian communities where general government services have been un-

However, the Commission has found that in many instances
'Indiang have been declared ineligible for general government serv-
ices aue-to a pattern.of misznaderstandinm of the effect of dual entitle-

. meet" by government officials with the result that too often Indians :
_ have received no/services. In chapter eight of this report, the Com-

mi.ion calls for congressional oversight hearing's to ini-estip-ate this-
problem. -

It should be noted -that the trusf obligation extends not only to
-tribes as .governing units but filsoto their members wherever they ray
be 3T There iS, nothing in the law which holds that the Federal trust

6. United State. v.'t Horliclay. 70 U.S. 407 (15651:- Rem. fnole Nation v U.S.; 16 U.S. ''''Se
(1S42) : McCianahan v. A.ri.zoncs State Tar Commiaeion, 4i1 U.S. ler4 (1673)'-
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responsibility stops at thO res;erYation gate, nor do solltb(lpolicy -con-
Sic/orations- aictater-Such a iesult: On the contrary, consistency and
.fairness dernand-'.. just .the opposite.. Moreover-, the trust duty of the
-"U;S:GoVernment-is not'alrected one way or the other by the delivery
or 'nondelivery of Federal social servicq-programs in urban and other
nonreservation Settings or by Federal choice of delivery vehicles.
The trust obligation is unique _and independent of other Government
activities.

CONGRESSIONAL GuIDANCE REQUIBED

Congress has.Often. contributed to the misunderstanding of the U.S.:
trust .responsibility and has sometimes inadvertently preyented.

agencies from administering it in the best interests_of the Indians.
This results because COngresS has not-always giVen sulpcient- guidance
to execirtizee'airencies as to what is- expected of them inNcarrying:out
=these reSponsibilitieS-. Frirtherniore; inadequate appropriations for In

prp :indirectly encourage agencies to o-restrict eligibility-for
their true services, 'contrary to both the purposes and the rationale,1-
for the .Federal trust, relationship. Given the dramatic significanOe of
the trust :-responsibility in Federal-Didion relations,, and the plenary
power of Congress ixi, Tndiart matters,z8 there is little reason for leav--
ing the doctrine:to.' founder in judicial and administrative ,,,;-ei--aPssworli-:
and budgetary' juggling. Therefore, the Commission concludes, that

'..'Conerress . the :-appropriate forum for discussion of the trust.,
relationship.

Suour..r. TI lE Tirus-r BE SrE6r1cA7..x,-r DErnsimoi

There wds 'considerable discussion in and outside the Commission
as to the relative merits of to alternative approaches to recommended
legislation deg_ iink With the.trust responsibility :

(1) A detailed definition;
(2) general statement of policy.

The argFment for the fi=st alternative Was that such a definition.
would clarify legal rights under the concept, give day-to-day_guiirlance
to executive agencies carrying out the trust and diminish. the incon.-
sistencies in administrative and Federal court decisions as to7,.how the
trust translates into affirmative' duties and rights in Indian law: ,

argument against a precise definition of the trust obligations
with an -enumeration of specific rights and .o_bliga,tions is that the
Federal trust responsibility is. a: contirmaIly-evolving concept. This

.-a,rgurnent suggests that a general affirmation of the trust responsibility
by Ccingress.would*not place-undue restrictions on the deyelopmentcf
this doctrine brit, still would constitute an explicit recognition of the
scope of the obligation by Congress.

The .CommisSion has taken the middle-ground between theSe alter-
mitives and., elected not to Offer a detailed definition of trust respon--
sibility because such a definition offered today could beCome obsolete
and immanageable as the nature and functions of governments' -

evolve, as ::the role which Indians play as United -States citizens
- lollarait rfct States- Ir.. AreGasears. 302 U.S. =5 (19381 : =Warren Trading Post v. State. TatarCOlos mission, 380 U.S. 685 (1905). For diacns.slon of, the plenary power, see AIPItC, Task

Force No. 9, 32-35.
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and as the relationship between the Federal- Government and
goverrunints resionds to new realities and demands. In such

circa instances. a- speeinc legal definition of the trust relationship
could. in time be a hindrance. to -Indian self-government and economic..Amprovement.

Likewise, we elected not to recommend a simple, broad reaffirma-
tim by Congress that there is such a concept as a trust responsibility :.

congress has recog zed implicitly the special obligation of the'United.
:es to American Indians in many statutes. The Federal courts have

_&.r,--nizecl and given substance to the trust duty for more than 150
_yea:m.5:1- Ana various sectors of the executive branch do specifically
recognize the trusteeship.4°

Despite this recognition, the trust duty remains somewhat fuzzy,
..poorly administered, and _a matter of dome disappointment to Indians
who read Federal court statements that the trust responsibility in-
volves "moral obligations of the highest responsibility and trust's and

- is. to be "judged by the ntost exacting fiduciary standards." 41 then try
to perceive those obligations, being met. As a rule; Indians cannot see
the performance of the promise..

TRtsT CoxcEpr Is A Co.-Ns-r_tx-rt.-1-.Evozvxxo DocritiNE
The recommendations constitute a "definition" in that they set out

more clearly than previous congressional actions what the trust duty
is, who owes it.. and- to wh m, and what the standards should be for
judging performance._ t they have purposely restricted statements
of these elements to b d principles..

This approach is esirable because. Much like the principles and
rights contained i the U.S. Bill of. Rights, the ,Unitecl States trust
responsibility is constantly' evolving legal concept. To a great eItent,
this flexibilit in meaning accounts for the continued vitality and

. relevance pf ese legal determinants, despite the enormous political
and social c tinges witnessed in the 200-year history of the United
States. The principles contained iri the Bill of Rights and those in-
herent in the trust relationship with Indians should be- allowed that
flexibility..

It should- be toted that there is considerable support in statutory,
Judicial, and constitutional law for the -congressional decldriition set
forth below. Consistent with Supreme Court mandates, these sources

- have been read in favor- of Indians and as Indians' would have
undeistoKI them.42

1- DEVELOP --T- of A SOUND Tirc-s-r Por..ic-ir .--
.

The first paragraph o----the recommended policy statement *(Al
kelow). proposes an explicit recognition thtti the trust obligation is

-.. , .

lkorexismilile, Worcester -r. Georgia, 31 U.S. 516..-.. (1832) n.na more recently- iCasearma7
Quoddy Tribe v.. Morton, 528 F. '2d 370 fist car.. 1975) affirming 388 F. Sapp. 64:9' (1).C. Me.,
1974)- .ow E.g.. raessace from President Nixon to 'Congress. the American IndiansMessage-
from the President of the United States. 116 Cong. Rec. 23131, =3132 (197C) ..- aXso- 1976-Appropriations Hearings: note 28 supra_ . .41 Seminole Nation v_ r. stilted States, 316 'MS. 286. 296 (2942). _

41 For a thorough discussion of the case law, setting forth this rule of
.

interpretation,
AIPRCTak.s1.: Force No. 9. pt. 1, ch. 1, sec. C.. , _.
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linked histr: --)rically-, to protection of. Indians and. Indian tribes in three
'areas.; (i)- trust resources, including lands, natural resources, and trust
funds; (2) services related to the economic and social vc-ell-being of the
Indian people; and (3) the right to self-gbvernnient. With respect to
sev.rices relatedjo protection and enhancement of trust assets, the
United States should be held. to the standards of a common law trustee -
as discussed in the narrative above, and it should be ,subject to liability
in. Federal courts for violation of this trvst obligation. In the absence

-- of such a remedy there is n incantive for the trustee to n_ erform. its
obligatioh in 'it, diligent man er.

-. Dimatters relating to p ssiblejin.bility for failure. to protect rights
. a

of self-government or to -provide social and economic -services, the
.Courtshave.not,siloken. Certainly- it is possible that events such as the
- diminishment of the governmental .capacities. of the tribes. in matters.
such as the power to regulate hunting and fishing. aclivities could lead- ,

to significant monetary losses. The Corinni-ssion recornmenclations set
forth below would not preclude legal actions either for monetary
,damages or fpr injunctive relief in either otthese areas:, - -

The second paragraph (A2.) reaffirms Federal court- holdings that' ..
the trust duty is r at one Which applies only to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs or another `'Indian agency." Fecic=ral -agencies may not be re-
quired to establish special Indian .programs,- but the} _are required to
.act consistent with. fiduciary' standards when they-take 'actions which
may affect Indian trust property.

The third paragraph (A3.) - makes it clear that the Federal' trus.t
responsibility extends to members of Indian tribes but is not limited to
Indians living on. reservations. The last sentence merely reaffirms the
rights of Indiariq to those services offered'to all Unifed States citizens
and to those offered' specifically to American Indians. Eligibility for .
receipt of One does not preclude eligibility for receipt of the other. .,

The fourth paragraph (A4) emphasizes that Indian lands are not
public lands. They are privately owned lands held in. trust bylthe

.
United States for Indians. It should be unnecessary to state this in a

... congressional policy-except that it is a legal fact which sometimes stillcongressional
is .misunderstood_ For example. as recent-Iv as .1972, the U.S. Conit of
Appeals for the Tenth Circuit identified- Indian trust lands as ''public
-lands," thereby subjecting them to more stringent, environmental
protection rules than other private land-S.43 . -.

The recormneridation -of -an Indian rights impact statement con-
tained in section B below follows _from two premises: t" I) Federal
.ag-mcies hare in the past and today continue to violate Indian trust''
r4hts; and (2) a procedure should be established -.which 'would pre4:
vent. -such violations without consent of. the Indians or specific authors-
:cation of. Congress, The need for such an Indian rights impact state=
ment is fully discUssed in tile final. report. of Task Force Number Nine,
pages 62-70. Airiong otherpe6fic. instances listed is the conflict 'be-
tween -the Seneca Ind.ian_Nation and the Arniy Corps of Engineers
iii which the tribe lost in-excess of SO percent. of its reservation without
:specific congressional 'authorization..

Under our proposal, prior to taking any action which may abrclga` te -.
;or :otherwise infringe on Indian trust rights. Ferleral agencies must ,

42 Davis v. ,ifortort; 469 F. 2d 593 (lOtti cir.. 1972) .



first seek consent -from the affected Iiidiarig and obtain authorization
- from ;Congress. 'Under part 2- of section B below.,Congrcss will not
authorize.such action absent Indian consent except under 44etrtiordi--*"
.narY'cirCurnstances where a. compelling national interest requires" it.
In any case, the congressional 'authorization must-identify the sriecific
Indian rights being affected. and that it is the intent of Congress. to a
s'abrogate or infringe such rights:" It is implied in this procedure
that the appropriate Indians and Federal agencies, will recewe;COpies

..-of the impact statement and be permitted to comment on its contents.
_Because of the: conflict of interest probleins, freqUent refusal by the ,

Department of the Interior and the Department. of_ Justice71,4,:represent
tribe's or -individuals involved in trust issues and limite4--ietources of
the tribes to employ their 'oNiai- attorneys, ndians ,4"rt_-,often unable
to secure' adequate -legal representation toi. protect Or enforce their
'rights under the -Feder. I trust- responsibility." And.----en when they
are able ..to litigate.,- the enormous expense involved." depretes tribal
resources and hinders delivery'.of needed.,:servicest=Tlie
tions in . sect ion C below are intended-46 alleviate this
Creating a new office. with-litigation authority and providing:JoiN.,,,..,,.
govern.mene payment of fees for private attorneys representing

- Indians, in trust masters. Nothing in this section, however,-affects the
right of tribes to entrarre'counsel on their own behalf.

Section C recommends that - within a new Department of Indian
Affairs, which is recommended elsewhere in this report. (see chapter
six), there be. established' an Office of Trust._Rifrhts Protection. It may
be part.. of..a general counsel's office in the department or it may be a
separat entity. -.In 'either location. it would assume -a role as the pri-
rnarS-';:lecial aAvoca.te in the Federal Government for protecti42-. and
enforcing Indian rights- pur,s-tiant to the Federal trust responsibility.
With Indian:consent. it would provide leg-al -guidance in trust matters,
initiate and participate in administrative proceedings affecting Indian

. trust rights and prepare and try Indian cases in Federal and--State
The i)epartment of .Tustice would have a secondary duty to

lianillesuCh matters upon request of the Office. Upon.establishment of
the-- office; the function of the Division of Indian -Affairs of the
Solic'itor's Office in the Department of Interior would he transferred
to theiew office.

This approach to relieving- the conflict of interest Problems so
troublesome with the present structure far providing legal assistance
to IndianS presupposes the creation.of a Di;partment of.Indian Affairs.
In the,....absence of such action. it is the recommendation of this 'Corn-
mission that some entity like. the proposed Indian Trust Counsel.
Authority #5i-i,-be established. .

diffic-ult-with the Trust Counsel concept as proposed: is that :
(1) . it does not go far enough to diminish conflict of interest situa-
bons: (2) -the distribution of responsibility between the Authority,
the -DepartMent of the Interior and the Department of .Justice was
confusing:. (3),-the proposed staff of the Authority was too- limited
to adequatelyniandle the potential caseload: and' (4'). because Of. the

44 For an excellent -discussion of specific case,* of jnaclegnate le=a1 representation forInlians and the Veltscinri for it. ore pr. VI. ch. 9 of the_tual Renort of Task Force. No. 9.1'3 See Ilearirms on.the Proposed Indian 'Trust CounsefrAnthorltr. notes supra.-
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al _fiela .eommunicatioir between Indians see
and.- the-Authority would. be_ cumbersome.. Even

ud- =1ead improvement:of-the current situation in
havw'at'least some alternative 'besides the Department

usticmiwith its inherent conflict of interest.
,Ther, adyantagw-cif establishing a legal office with litigation authOri-

zation:in, indieenaeat Indian agency is that it would have readily
fie^ and .power of the parent agency; it could

:legal staff 3.1t-the various:Cie &offices of the agency thus fae:ilitat-
communicationi With ,Indian clients; and it would lessen the risk

sevareeductiiinsin appropriations which would drastically.reduce
the :eitectiVenesis of%the legaroffice as an advocate of Indian tiust

recent:S4'ren'le' Cliirt decision strengthened the general rule in le
eaeral. 'co-I-irks that the prevailing party-in litigation is 'not entitled

to_an award of attorney's fees by the court in the absence of statutory_
--amithbrizatiOn or tither, exception.46 This rule, however, is Subject to
revision or exception by Congress and numerous current statutespro-

..-- vide .. for such exceptions.'t Recommendation D, .below, is intended to
rovide an additional- exception in the case of Indians involved in
itu tion. For an excellent and thorough discussion of the need for

legislation and the consequences of the current practice, see part
6 of the final report of Task Force Igo. 'Niue.

RECOSCIEMVDAT'IONS

clarify and improve the administration of the Federal true* re-
szoonsi7>ility to 'A Indians, the Commissio' n recommend,
that:

Congress reafffim and direct all executive agencies to administer the
trust responsibility consistent' with the- following principles and
procedures.

g A. erivrms, or POLICY

In out its trust obligations to American Izidians (includ-
ing Alaskan 1 atives ) it shall be the, policy of the United States to rec-
ognize and-act consistent with these principles of law

1. The_ tr-st rim.ponsibilitv to American Indians is an established
legal obligation which requites the United States to protect and en-
hance .Indian trust -resources and tribal self-government and to pro-
vider economic and social programs necessary to raise .the standard of
living and social well-being of the Indian people to a level comparable
to-the non-Indian society..

In matters involving trust resources, the United States be held to
the highest standards -of care and good faith consistent with the: rin-
ciples of common law' triist. Legal and equitable remedies be available
in 'Iederal courts for breach of standards.

:Alth the trust responsibility is a legally binding dut3r re-
of United States -agencies-and- and al-
Congress has the ultimate responsibility for insuring that the

as -Alereeke Pipeline Service Co. v. Wilderness Soviets.. 421 U.S. 240-
.4.17'er a. list of such statutes, aee footnote 9. part Vi. ch. 9 of the Flual Report Of Task

Pore. itio. S.
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cluty is met, there' be in the executive branch one inclepond
avtilechargedwith. the principal responsibility for taithfull

-thetrust. .e'frust-respOngib"*Iy ecctends through the tribe to the Indian--,

whether on or off the reservation. His or her lights pursuant
thiS- United States obligation are not affected by services which
she *car be eligible to receive on the same basis as Other United,

States intizeils or which the tribe may be eligible to receive on the
-same basis as any.other governmental unit:

4..TheErnited, States holds lekrd title to Indian trust property, but
lull equitable' title rests with the Indian owners.

S.
. 't

=CDIAN THE:rim RIGHTS IMPACT 'krTATEMEFT

LimitationUpon.Agency Action.
.

fore my agency takes action which may abrogate or in any way
any Indian ,Beaty _rights, or nontreatr rights protected by

trust -ressronsibility; it_rrepare and submit to the appropriate com-
mittee iniwith-Houses'of Congress an Indian trust rights impact state-
ment; to-include, but notlio e limited to, the following information :

Nature, of the Proposea-kction.
2, Nature of the Indian .ekt.s which may be abroga tett' or in any

way in.tringed,Upon by.the propdsed action. L .

3. Whether consent of-the affected Indians his been sought and oh-
taiiiedt4If such. consent has -not been obtained, then an explattation
shall be given of the 'extraordir4ry circumstances where a compelling,-
nalmal _interest -requires such action without Indian consent,

4- If. the ptoposed action. involves taking or otherwise infringing:
Indiaia trust lands, there must be notification whether or not lieu lands-
have-been offered to-the affected Indian or Indians."

. a., . - _ .,.. . . _

-Actionpy Congress 2:Zee:mired:

1717hen, considering .legiation'wiliich 'may- have an adverse impact,:
upon treat:y.76r nontreaty rights of Indians the Congress adhere to the .
-folio wii:itg principles.' .. -.

_ The 101-mtecl States not abrogate or in any way infringe 'any. treaty
r ightii: or nontreaty rights that are protected by the -trust 1-esponsibil-
ity, _without first seeking to obtain the consent of the affected -Indian or ,,

. : Indians,: Such rights .not be abrogated or infringed without such 'con-
sent exselpt ender extraordinary cIrcuMstances-*here a compelling na
tional. interest requires othervrise_ With- or without Indian consent,
such rights not be abrogated br infringed upon in any way except

_- piirsuant to a congiessiotial act which identifies-the specific affected
Indian rights and which states that it ig the intent of Congress .to
abrogate or infringe such rights. .. .

C. LEGAL juzyrrEs.--r...t.rro-T ron '4-1DIA3.*13

To diminish the conflict of interest prevalent when the Department-
of Justice and the Department of the Interior provide services to In-
dians, to provide for more efficient rendering of legal services to in.-

92:L1 85-77-10
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ditins, and to other% ise iniprove "the representation which Indians re-
ceive for protection and enforcerneizt of their trust rights, 4t:Niigres.s
enact the following

1. There be -ezitablislied within a newly created. Department of 'In-
dian Affairs (tee recommendation in cliapter six) an Office of Trust
Rights Protection. Its duties shall include, but not be limited to, cata-
loging and assisting in the management of Indian trust property. ad-

ink_ Indians and Indian- tribes in legal matters and representing
them in all litigation, and administrative proceedings involving In-
dian trust rights. In appropriatefield offices of the-Department of In-

Affairs there be a legal and professional staff limier the sufier-
vision of the Office of Trust Rights Protection.

2. The Office of-Trust Rights Protection be authorized to ?ender all
appropriate legal services which now are rende,-ed by the Department
of Justice and the Department o ..he Interior, provided that the
Indian client agrees to accept represen tion and ser`vices..- ..

3: The Office of Trust Rights-rrotectio have the primary responsi-
bility. of the Federal (4overmilefrit for prolt.cting., enforcing. and en-
-hancing Indian 'trust rights, but t s shall not relieve any Fedeial
agency from the duty to recognize nt *t consistent lir-WI-the Federal
trust responsibility for\Incliang

.4. The Office of Trust rotectiorr act in, the name of the
rn;ted-States as trustee for India s in all legal matters and proceed-Vet-ings, except 'those which it refrne o the Department of Justice for

, liti tion. It have the discierioi to so. refer those matters for which it.
does not have the staff, resource'. or expei-tise to hitnde. The Office also-
have the discretion and author;ty to engage p.rivafe legit counsel to
represent Indians. trifles or groups in trust matters. In such cases. the
I-7nitecl States Goveziiment may pa.1,1.1 fees and costs and the wishes
of the Indian clients shall he corirlThed with. us -much as possible, in
the selection of counsel. Where there is conflict of interest between
an individual Indian and a tribe, invoking- trust issues. the 4.31.ce rep--
resenCthetribe and it have the diseretTon to engage private counsel to
represent the individual at Croverngient expense."

5. The United States waive sovereign immunity for all actions in-
volving. Indian trust matters. brought by the Office of Tfust Rights
Protection or private counsel engaged by it to represent

6. The Office Le-authorized to obtain whatever information, services,
and other assistance cfeemec1 necessary- from ,other Federal agencies;
and such agencies be obligated fo "comply_with- such requests.
D. At= rforaz_vrroN- FOR WARD oFC ...VrrORN F}ES AND (TT I I ER LITIGATION'

0 ((STS
Federal courts be Authorized to award attorneys' fees and expensesand all reasonable eo-ts incident to litigation. including- but not limitedto expert witness fees, in cases in which an Indian o_ r Indian tribe or

,group engages private attorneys and is successful in protecting or en-
forcing treaty. trust. or other rights protected by Federal statute. Fed-eral courts be oiven the-discretion to order-that all such fees and costs=
be paid by the= losing party or by the United States Government.

.
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- lari8toricaZ Development of Tribal GoverrItiwizt
. .

Tribal .-overrii.uleii.t today is at a crossroads of history. Simply put,
the question. is :whether tribes are : to be permanent, orfrgoIng
political institutions exercising the asic powers of local government -

or whether their afre,tO be transient bodies relegated to mere 44service
.deliVery vehicles."''-for Federal assistance programsi. Mere "Federal
in4ruznentalitiee for the control of the social behavior of their own
tribal niembekShiP pending their ultimate assimilation into the dorni- -:

nant, society which surrounds them_ This is the fundamental question
for the future of Indian. tribes .and the fundamental question which
the Congress must resolve .in the formulation of the future course
of -Federal-Indian pctlicy, .

Today we find basic questions being asked about the definition of
terns such.as "Ludlam", "tribe2-1.and "reservation". We find exp-ress.icons
of concern over the fact that are "sovereign", and protest's over
the -fact that tribes re beginning to exercise governmental authority -,
over non- Indians- There is even concern over the fact that not all''
tribes are.organized. on the same democratic principles that have gov-
erned the forMation, of the Anglo-American political structures_

There are coraPlaints that one -sovereign cannot exist *within the _

boundaries of another' sovereig,nan arc!-ument advanced by the State
of Georgia in the 18th century. This argument led direCt/3r. to the west-

. ward removal policies of the 1830's with the agreement set forth in
treaties that the ne cly established reservations -. in the West should
'never be included 'within the boundaries of any: State or z,-erritory. The
-argurolfzit, even today, surfaces in occasional State court decisions de,
spite repeated .StiPrerne Court decisions. since 1834 to the present, re-
affirming the sovereignty of Indian trtribes..

There are also complaints that people should not be subjected to the
authority of government in which they are not allowed to partici-
pate---L-a complaint with a *solid patriotic ring but one which does not
reach the -Core of the problem of crovernment in Indian- country;

I. overlooks the history of Federal policy which opened the Xndian rands
for nOn-Indian,settlernent against the wishes of the Indian- community .
and_ in violation of the treaty agreements_ The argument also brushes
aside the, moral .laci. legal obligations of the United States to Protect '
and foster the development of tribal ,_4roVernment. Both of these argu-
ments if decided in a mariner favorable to the" non7Indian complain_
ants would inevitably result in the rcluction of tribal government to a
point Where it could :truly be said that Indian tribe's are iziere associa-7
tions of private Property owners having no more authority than any
voluntary association. ,

The position in which tribes find_themselves today is a direct out-
growth of continual Confliet-and vascillation of Federal-Indian- policy
and the failure of the 'United States to honor the numerous commit-
merits made to Indian tubes in treaty negotiations. These Policies are
-discussed-ia-liiiiitliFin-th-i-EisttYrWCEiiliters of this rep---rrrore
-also treated at some length in the port of -Task Force -.1tio. Nine (part
HI) The evolution of the legisl ive and aclinini.s-traiveitolicies of the
-Federal Government are given el tailed attention iii-chapters 2 and 4 of

..: , .

= Such a. finding' '-as ode by the lOth,cirenit in Sta-urie, 4ST-F_ d 24 (10th cis.
-1973)- It Was rejected Inr- a, anantEnous SuperneCourt on appeal 411 U.S. :344 (19753...
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Two basic conceits emerged out of this course'of dealing: (1) that
while the- United states claimed ultimate sovereignty over all lands
within its territorial limits, the Indian people had ownership interests -
in:the lands tinder their control, that this land was held in -common
ownership of the-tribe, and that this' land could only be acquired from
or taken from the tribes by purchase or conquest; and '(2) -a recognition-
-that Indian tribes were sovereign govern.ments--a recognition that the .
tribal government,. the tribal leaders, had the capacity and the au--
thority-to impose rules or lairs to control the actions of 'individuals,
particularly- Indian people, within the boundaries of the-lands under

power to convey title -to the- t an property- undertheir jurisdiction, a recog nition that those Indian governments br
leaders had a right d.
their- control.

These basic conceptions received judicial recognition in three land-
mark Supreme Court decisions.5 :

ViThe Indian nations had always been considered as -distinct, independent
political -communities, retaining their original natural rights, as the undisputed
possessors of the soil, from. time immemorial, with the single exception of that
imposed by Irresistible power, which excluded them from intercourse With
any other European potentate than the first discoverer of the coast of the par-
ticular region claimed;- and -this was a restriction which those European
potentates rimposed on themselves, as well as_on the Indians. The very term
tnation-, so generally applied to them. means, "a people distinct -from othqrs".
The Conittitution by declaring treaties already made, as well as those to be
made, to the Supreme law of the land, has adopted and sanctioned the previous
treaties with the Indian nations, and consequently admits their rank among
those -powers who are capable of making treaties.- S.

The Cherokee nation, then. is a distinct community, occupying its own terri-
tory, with boundaries accurately described. in which the laws of Georgia can
have no force, and. which the citizens of Georgia, have no right to enter, but
with the assent of the Cherokees them or in conformity with- treaties, and
with the acts-of Congress. The whole int urse between bile United States and
this nation.- is. by our Constitution and , vested in the government of the
United States' ... ..

In 1830, Congress passed the West-c% and RemovaLAct 7 authorizing
the President to negotiate with Indian tribes for their removal west
Ward. Despite passage of this Act: it is clear that Congress shared the
perceptions of Justice Marshall with respect to the treaty obligations
owed the Indian tribes and recognized .the inherent governmental au-
thority- of the tribes within Indian country. The Final Indian Trade
and Intercourse Act was passed in 1834.8 Section 2:5 of that Act' (what
is now laiown. as the General Crimes Act codified as 18 -TT.s.c. 1152)
extended to the Indian country the Fedei-al criminal laws which were
applicable within federal enclaves under the sole and exclusive juris-,,
diction of the United States. In issuing its report on that legislation,
the 1-Touse Committee on Indian Affairs stated :

It will be seen that we cannot, consistently with the provision- of same of -7

- our treaties, and of the territorial act. extend our-criminal laws to offenses corn- ..
mated by or againstIndia t...:-. S .1 - 4 7 ' ' P '/ ro ,.. eti 0 Et
and it is rather of courtesy than of right that we undertake 'to punislitiqrlines
committed in that territory by and against our own citizens. And this provision is

.
.

. _ . ..

ss Johnson v; 3reTnto.Ith. 21 U.S. (Wheat) 54(1323) : Cherokee Nation v. Georgia; 30 U.S.-
<5 'Pet.) 1 (18:11) - Warceatrr v. Georgia, 31 U.S. (6 Pet-) 515 (1332).

031 13.S. (6 Pet) at 553, 560, 561_ ,
.": Act of .MA 7 23. 1330. ch. 148. 4 Stat.-411_8 Act of tine 30, 1334. cb; 148, 4 Stat. 411. - ...

.

../
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retsined ivincipiaty on the groririd ihalt it may' be unsafe to trust to Indian law
.-111 the 'fiat-1y stages of their Government It is not 'perceived that we can with

.7 -4iny-justice- -prOprlety-- extend our laws to offenses committed by - Indians
.aginst Indians, at any. plwee. v4thin their own_ limits,

has- been: contended_ that the extension of Fedei-al criminal law
_AO: the, India' rt.:country by -section' 25 of the final Indian' Trade and
Intercom:se- Act ousted _or 'preempted. theinrisdiCtion of the tribes-

contention has been rejected by-the courts." At the time this law
was enacted, treaties -with! tribes con:ano provided that the tribes

7 turf: over ''bad. men" amen; them for p ent byithe- -United States_
This was in keeping with Secretary -Knox's of. placing the
United- States between- the .Indian trues and the non-Indian peOfile to
act as a ,buffer. It would appear that this section should be read as an
effort by, the United States to comPly with its treaty commitments
to the tribes to penis* offenses committed by non-Indians against
Inda ens:.i
-.A companion bill to the Final Indian Trade and Intercourse Act

-would have provided for the establishment of an Indian State in. the
West. One feature of this bill is that it would have provided fbr tribal

. assumption of the enforcement of the laws set forth in the Final In-
dian Teade and Intercourse Act and enforce them in their own tribu-.
nals. In fact, the only restriction of the penal power of the tribe would
-.have been With respect to the death penalty which would have been
subject to review by an appointed Governor. prior_ to execution.2= It
-appears the basic concept of an fndian State wale, agreeable to the leg-
islators_, but the bill was opposed for other reasons and was not en-
acted. Later bills were also introduced-but were resisted by the In-
diatribes who considered such organization as a- weakening of their
own inherent authority.12

Westward .1ZenzercaZ and Beservaticyris
It has already been. noted that the a.rg-umebt of the State of Georgia

for extinguishment of the Indian title to lands and the abolition of
tribal government :within --her boundaries -was. premised on the theme _

that it was not-possible. for one sovereign to exist withiri, the bound-
aries of another sovereign. To preclude the repetition of any such
Maims in the future, the. treaties negotiated with the tribes removed
westward specifically provided that Ihe lands reserved to, them in the
treaties should never be included within the bounds of any State or_
territory. This provision becaine "iboiler plate?' ranguage included in
imam:- of the treaties negotiated with Indian tribes overthe next years. -
it also led directly to the inclusion of "disclaimer" clauses which ap-
pear in the territorial and State enabling 4c1 s and constitutions.1

House ReportNo. 474. 23d,Cong.. 1st semi.. June 30. 1834. p. 13.2° Oliphant v. Seale, No. 74-2154 (9th cdr.. decided Aug. 24. i_) 76).
House Report No. 474. 23d Cong.. 1st mess.. June,20. 1834.Fer an.excellent treatise on the nun roue bills proposed on this subject And the Indianresistance to them. see The Formation of the State of -Oklahoma" by Roy Gittinger

- or Oklahoma Yves. 110".39).
lx See Rev. =1.S39 cited in vol. I. Kappler's Affairs. Laws and Treaties, p. Z.and the Act of Jan. 29. 2861 (12 Stat. 126) admitting the State of Kansas into the 'Union= in which it in provided that the.l.ands reserved to the tribes by treaty should not be includedwithin the -territorial limits or jurisdiction pf the State -Until the tribes assented to suchInclusdon. These disclaimer clauses and the evolution of State jurisdiction within Indian

reservations is examined in an article entitled *-Development of Tripartite. Jurisdiction in
. Indian Country" by the Indian Civil-Rights Task Force. voL 22. No. 3 KansufLaw Review,
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Despite the apparent respect which Congress, the Executive. and
the comirts manifested in this period toward the 'political and legal
rights of -erg --Indian tribes" and- nations, the power of the-
-United; States. and-the growing requirements-for more and more land
foreshadowled the lakclian tragedy over the next 40 -rears. The. massiver

ts-. the gold rush to. California, the devel-
pal* oft iansportin the-products of the.
East doomed the Indian people to a reser--
ugh military force- This upheaval aria its

influx of European
oprnent of a, rail
West :to the markets of
nation system iro.posed
social Consequences are well developed in the- historical chapter of fhis-
1-eport.

One of the principal products of this period from the mid.-1830'.'s
through the 1870's was the decline of the traditional tribal govern-
ments.. This was particularly true for the plains tribes and the war-
like tribes whose traditional way of life was drastically altered, who-
fell under the most direct military rule,_ _And 'who were subjected to the --
most oppressiire of regulations. ft was probably less true of the-non-
nomadic tribes who reinainecl in, their traditional 'grounds and- con- -
tinued. to survive through the same,entexprises and the same cultural
settings which had always sustained them, And it---Was particularly
not _true- for-the- Five CiVilizecf Tribes situated in Indian Territory
(now eastern Oklahoma) who had titriithk drawn treaties with the
linked States and whose governments. and economies were similar to
thOse of the States and territories, and of the Pueblos who appear to--

. have been out of the mainstream of Indian administration at this
time.

AZ-7ot ment and --18,thnllation, Perlocl
By the end of the 19th century Federal policy flowing from the.

N. Dawes Act of 1887' dictated that 'the solution to the 'Jndialn problem'
required that-.Indian reservations be _broken up, that the communal

"holdings of the Indians be individualized into allotments in severalty,.
and that the governments of the tribes be terminated. For most Indian
tribes, this policy Was pursued through the land cement proCess and
through the overlay of administrative rules andlOrrulations designed
to stamp out the Indian way of life...The tribes.in the Indian Territory
presented a different problem. Their treaties with the United States
were explicit, their governments and their economies were strong, and .

their reservation or national boundaries adjoined each other so it -was
not possible to simply "absorb" them within-the boundariespf a State.
The solution for these tribes lay in specificleTlislation. In 1898, Con-
gress enacted the Curtis A-ct 1.4 stripinnt those tribes of most of their
0-overnmental powers, and in 1906 it enacted further legislation .

to prOvide for the;final disposition of the affirs of those tribes.
. It is ironic that- this period saw the -'demise .of the strongest, most

sophisticated Indian Police and judicial systems. i.e., that of the Five
Civilized Tribes, and also witnessed the birth of the tribal.court
Affairs whose putpot:e at the time of its establishment was -to control*
the activities of Iriclians within their reservations and aid in the su_p-
presSion of their culture, but\71lieh hats since been taken over by the.

N
la Act of -June 28. 1893. ch. 517. 30 Stat 405.2 Act of Apr. 26, 19-06 ch.. 1876, 34 Stat. 131. .

N
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tribes and now represents one of the-most important-nianifestations of
"*...110T-,scrvereignpower.:

,Iiitiian.-Reoivranizatior. Act and c'cratemporary Legal A mi tions
the'period' follciwing the neap_ moon, of the Five Ci

government-4-1ay relatively dormant.. It vias 'not 11=451
--117.034 with the p of the Reorganization Azt.1A'- that tribal
.liavernmetnt anyencouragement. from the Federal authors.
to reassert any 1St Li tal functions.. The purpose of this Act, an
its companion; the a : 4 Indian. Welfare Act of-1936, was to pu

end- to the aflo era; to restore to the Indian people = an eco-
ziomically viable land. base; to .proiide the Indian people with suffi-

..-cient, credit 'though a revolving loan fund that they might develop
theirown resources and business instituons; to recognize the rights
)f the India' peopleto be self-ge'vernino--

i
and to provide through the

..enitoloyment preference 'policy for even-rnaLtaontrol by Indian people
'Of the Federal agencies for protection of their resources and delivery
of services to them.

In October 1934, immediately follociving- passage of the IRA, the
Solicitor's Office at the DePartment of the Interior issued an opinion
cliScussing at length -the powers_of Indian. tribes.17 This opinion exam
ined-a multitude of issues inchiding' such topics as : (1) the origin of
tribal authority 'and the rule_ by which its limits are determined,
5.e. that except as Congress has- expressly restricted or jimited the
internal powers of sovereignty vested in Indian tribes, such powers .

are stall -vested. in the respective tribes; (2)- the right of tribes to deter-
Mine their own form of crovernment ; (3) the right of tribes to deter-:
_mine their_oiam zaembexp, except in matters-where rights to "Fed-
eiar.property. are involved- (1) the. ,Tight tc :control descent and dis.;.
tribution of.- non-trust prolierty - {5) powers of taxation; (6) the
power....to exclude nonmembers from. he territory subject to the tribes-I

7(7)` police der - of tribes over the -p,roperty and con-
.,-tracts of its menabers; and (8) the powers of tribes-in the administra-...
tiOn of Justice.

Contemperary -with. this opinion was another' in .February
discussing the a-utliority of the Secretary of the Interior to issue rules
and regula.tions applicable in' Cou.rts of Indian Offenses to goyern the
conduct of Indians -within reservation boundaries." This opinion is '7

particularly illiuninatintr, It begins with the admission that there is
no statute which vests the Secretary of the Interior -with specifie_au-
thority to "govern the canduct of -Indians on the reservations or to
promote law and order thereon in any Way at all". The opinion, how-
-evet, finds thaithe'Secretar3r has the authority to -promulgate rulesand
regulations .governing: the conduct of Indians\-beCauset (1) Congress
has annually appropriated Morley for the support of a tribal ponce sys.---
tein ; (2) the practice of Secretarial promulgation of such reg-ulation- is .

-long-staridin_g -and ha never -been ch-alle-n-g-ed-dta)-that-the-Secietary,
has a general duty to assure peace and tranquillity within Indian reser-

.

2a.Aet- otZurte.IE. 1984. ch. 5741..48 Sint. 984. ,

2"s- Sol- '4:bp: of.'Oet. 25. 1934 (55 Interior Dec-11410ns 14) entitled-Powers of -/nclian Tribes...
we Sol. Op. of Feb. 28. 1935 (unpublished) entitled. Secretary's Power to .Regulate. Cond,uct

-iirf Indiana. _,
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-Cations; and (4) that Indian tribes have the inherent power to govern
-the conduct of their.ow-n members. and, due to the policies-of the Fed-
eral Government which weakened -those governments, it becathe neces-
sary .fOr the' Secretary to assume the exercise of those powers in the
absence of the tribe.

The-coritrast in The assumptions of the 1934 and the 1935 opinions is
staring. The first is stzrongly assertive of the inherent authority, of
the- tribes; the second describes a social and governmental: structure
that had been brought to its knees through the conscious direction of -
Federal policy. The truth lies somewhere:in between.

Out of these opinions and out of the history of our Federal policy, a -
policy which specifically stripped the most powerful tribal govern-
ments of their authority, i.e_, the Five Civilized Tribes. and a policy,
which created administrative institutions La the name of the tribes to
govern the 'condgct of the subjects-of that bureaucracyout of this
history it is not surprising to find that the agency charged with the
primary authority for the admi

y
nistration of Indian affairs should have

conceived of the power of Indian. tribes as being limited to the merr-
bership of their own tribes.

Post_inclia-nReOvaatizati;on Act
The modern- history of tribal &overnme-nt can probably be -traced

from. -the datk of enactment of. th:-Iridian Reorganization Act of 1934.
It _is the history of an-effort- to struggle free -Of bureaucratic concep---
tions of limited tribal, powers, a history of bureaucratic entan lement-'
in the. governmental- process of the tribes, a history that saw tri run
the ganfut of termination when extinction awaited the most stieees
a history that saw the policies of the United States burst forth nto-
social service and regulatory programs,' many of which overlooked the
fact-of tribal existence, and yet a history which despite these incredible"
obstacles --has found a judicial reaffirmation of the-most important
legal _concept in Indian affairs, the sovereignty of the tribe,.and
tory .which in recent years has seen the .emergence of le-,Islative pro-
grams truly designed to provide for 'fen tii tribal self:51=.eterniiriation.It this history which briny us to which Indian tribe
and the United States Cough -mss confront -z-oda3r.

The Indian Reorganization Act of 19Z4 and the Oklahoma Inclian
Welfare Act of 1936 manifested a positive. attitude on the part of
Congress toward Indian tribes and thoir de; elopment, but such out--
ward manifestation was somewhat misleading-. In 1937, Senators
Wheeler and Frazier cosponsored a bill -to rePea-l-the 1934. Indian Re-
organization. Act:" The bill dia not clear the coinmittee. In 1943 , the
Senate Committee on Indian Affairs- issued a "Partial Report" call-
ing. for the complete disniemberment of the Btireau.of Indian Affairs,
distribution of trust assets to individual Indians, and transfei ofre- --
sponsibility to the States:" In 1952, _the Hon-se COmmittee issued a

_ leng,thy=i-vEre.rt-siapplyirtg an overrie-w- of Indiari-afgairal-le-d--
-for, .among _other =things, termination of .the trust- relationship , with
'Indian tribes over ,graduated period of time and dispersal .of .pro
0-rams administered by the Bureau. of. Indian Affairs among other

,
-11P-S." 1736. -714th-Cai.:-3it tgesa.20 Senate Report No. 310, 79th Congress, 1st sews. (1943)..

_ S f.
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WA a de r ..agenc iesSi r953 Congress adopted H. Con_ Res. 1Q8 ex-
Basing"#$$,T*olirqy a/ layering termination _ :Federal relationship

''teir-T. :sentiments efiCoriess and-the desire-to get the
..4-4-,-the -Indian business manifested itself in
special legislation transferring jurisdiction

anck-ariminai ,niatters 'to' specific States__22- -1:952, c
2sci.;..*s. was, enacted providing general antlibrization and ro-

-rf.---,71' A:?recedure. for any:and. States so desiring to extend their
en71.-te Indian-country .and all Indians:therein- This

uire~ any consultation with the Indian tribes whiai
-195eSt. aid into the early *_1960 the terminationist

kioaed much.7af the Federal :policy relating. to Indian af-
19A3,L.Ceangrs,Eoassed the Menominee Terinination A4,2* the

such terminiticin7aCts. But 'despite this terminationist
ork t '-of Congress:, tribal government continued to function

and Judi decisions relating- to powers of Indian tribes again ap-:
peitredin the.pagegof the legal reporters_

iQnS.betWeen_1956.and..1961.-- it was held that In-
'tribes '-are.soYereign,entitieS endowed with the power to establish'

-.courts.Itiapits6:,40Fs goyeiningthe conduct of their members; that
tries impose -taxes: ..upon non-Indians using tribal
prePerti -145ower:.free of the Fifth Amendment reSi-raints,-applicable
:t9.-..:non=lndian-go-YernmeritS;-2e that tribeg could enact. lekis'
Waling the.vse of,peyote. n religions ceremonies andthatFirstArnend,
went restraints were not applicable to Indian governments," and that
iir the-absenceef.compliance with Public Law 83-280, the courts of a
State Coiilt: riot civil jurisdiction over an _Indian for a transaC,

-7: tion. with _a non-Indian Which-occurred within the boiindaries of a
res- ervitioia since such an assertion would constitute an infringement
Irpoir:the riklits-of,ielf-government.28 . -- .- .r -___

'By ihe:'iiarly 1960!s. the concept of termination was_ in. and
-wasabancloriect. or the first tithe. ,orenaeral Federal lecriAatian relati .0.:.

to dorneStic- c,e programs began to ,inclUde -Indiati "tribes and
_7.1iidian reserYa imS within their framework...29 The niimber.of. Federal

agencies in-iOrved in tnaiiin -24Fairs proliferated and through _grants
_and, athitraCts- moneys- became avail abW to tribes which enabled -them
.io-clevOte s_ ubstantially more time and attention totheir governmental
"affairs-a° .

--Thel qUestion oftribal-governmelit i rirl the relationship with State
and- Federal governments also came limier crYngressional scrutiny. In
1961, the Senate Subcommittee on Constitutional Rights _focused its

.----- attention'on this subject, and in :1964 issued a report setting. forth
_-ri.lEreaSe Reports. vol,. 8. No_ 2503, 82d COngress. 2d sees-. entitled "InVestlgef......tbe
.Zs-reran of -Indlitu Arrwars.-.. - . -

'JO Iteport of Task Force No--4. pp. 8-9; .=PI:bile-Law 83-280.-83d-Cong.. 1st seas. (1953), 67 Stat. 588, codified as. IS U.S.C.- -1162
W---V-S.--:-.1360 .. -. -

%No.2° Act of June 17.1954, 68 Stat. 250. .

. 311rJruas Crow v. Ogissits Sioux Tribe.231 V.. 2d 89 (8th clr.. issa).,
._ ,-.)61 itesrtalt. 553 (8th clr. 1958)- .._.

--30-2rdstiee-Awsericaes. C'hurch v.. 2gaca o Tribal' Council. 272 F. 2d 131 (10th cir. 1959)-
-...2* Watiiansa v.. Zee,. 358 U.S. 217 (.18 ). n .

1

a. Report of. Task- Force No. 9. part III.- pp.. 15-'16 ; Schiffer. Treads is Federal Indian f i

. AdrUildirtratIOrb .... S. Ilis.7c...1.aw Rev.. voL XV (19701.. .
1

31M Mak jr./Pre -No..-2, discusses funding sources of tribal-governments at length.-...
.--. _
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"findings critical of the mariner in which States had performed their
obligations under Fede-tal jurisdictional grants to them under Public
Law ,83-280-31- That report also examined the law relating to the sov-
ereipi- status of Indian tribes, noted the decisions holding that tribes
were not subject- to the restraints-of thelY.S. Constitution, and listed
certain criticins of the tribal and the BL& judicial systems. Finally, _-
it strongly citicized the, paternalistic control which" the Departme -----
of the Interior exercised over tribal government through th
Of requiring Secretarial approval over tribal codeS and constitutions.

Lion was introdu in 1965 which, in revised form, was en-
acted into law in 1968.3't This Act imposed broad statutory restraints
upon tribal governments-similPA- to but not-identical with the Bill of
Rights-o . the U.S. Constitution, provided for review of actions result-

. ing m detention 17 Federal courts by way ofha;beas-corpus,33restri.dted.
any further arAimsiXion of jurisdiction over Indians and Indian coon=
try by States without first obtaining the consent of the tribes, and -
provided a means for State retrocession of juriddiction. to Federal

Judicial decisions since 1968 have continued/to adhere to the prin-
ciples of earlier cases affirmin.g the self-governing authority of Indian
tribes and .restricting the power which States may exercise Within the.
boundaries of Indian reservations. Thus, in the absence of compliance
with the governing Federal statute, States may not assume either-
criminal or civil jurisdiction over Indians for activities within Indian
reservations, their power to impose taxes on Indian -owned property
is precluded, they may not impose. income taxes on income derived
by an "Indian from employment_ within a reservation,". and their-
power to- impose sales taxes on Indian me is within reservations
is 1iirnited.3": In addition, the States . are ge rally withorit authority
to regulate the manner in which Indians use lands within reser-
vation boundaries, they have no a.utho over domestic relations of
Indians within reserv-ation,boundaries,39 and they, are without power
to impose theirSsh and game laws over Indians within reservations."

While these decisions :speak in terms -of-limitation of the _power of
State government, other decisions and administrative. rulings issued
-since 1968 have moved to affirm tribal authority_ lit such- tatters. Thus, `
it has been held that in the absence of -some- liinitation found in the
tribal constitution or laws, tribes may enforce their laws regulating,
hunting and fishing. withirt the.A:eservation.41 Their plover to authorize
hunting or fishing either by. Indiii-ris or non-Indians upon trust prop-
erty within the reservation operates to. the exclusion of State-laws ..7.,12

32 Sun-unary. Report on Cor_stitutional ItighiS of the American Indian (1964). See also,
'T'astic Force No. 4. ch. TI D. pp. 15-24.

sza At of Apr. 11.1968.82 Stat. 77,25 U.S.C. 1301 0 1343.WI in fact. tip courts have held that their Jurisdiction Is ranch broader-than Just habeas t
corprrs. See 'Ta wk Force No. 4. pp. 1=A-1:::(1. send Task Force No. 9. pp.. 40-45.. . .

24 Keuaser. ly v. District 'Court, 40017.S. -423 (1971)-1= Bryan v. /tamers Co-assay, h--- 1:7-R. - 90.S. Ct. 2102 (197R1. -
, - 05 MeCiassahon v. Arizona &tate Thar Cortessissicrs. 411 T.T.S. 164 (1973). -

-37-Ifikt7v-.- Confedercrtcd-Satials-and--Kootenai-Tribes,- -17.S.--;---46--T...- -Fa.--2d-96----
(1976).0` Santa Rams Bond of indlitia* v. Kluge County, 532 F. 241 654. (9th- elm. 1975).

28` Fisher Y.. District Court, - 'U.S. , 47 L. Ed. 2d 106 (1976), See Task Force No. 4.
-pp- S5-R7. _ -

4411 Task Force No. 4. pp. 58-65.
41 Ossoehon Tribe v. Rowe, 521 F. 2r1 (0th-cfr.. 19761. See Task Force No.'4. pp. 58-67..
42 ColorIle Tribe v. State, No. C-75- F.D. Wash-. 19761 -. Eastern Board of Cherokee .

v. North CartallitMg& DePortement of Irat. ...: Mean_ Ream,. No. 13CC 76-65 -(W.D.N.C., 1976),
appeal docketed 4th sit. _-, -

- .
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their power to assert criminal jurisdiction over non-Indians for ac-
I:Li-Titles within .the reser:vation- occurring upon trust land 43 and upon
-nom-trust land" has been affirmed,. and -their power to impose taxes

7,--upon. non-Thelinris users of trust assets has-,been reaffirmed.." Their
authority- to- impose? -nd use ulations upon scattered fee land -6.tu-
.atect withhi the reset ation undaries has been favorably reviewed
and affirmed," and the' genera authority of the tribes to assert civil.
jurisdiction over ndn-Indiar. or matters .involving Indian's within
_-reservation boundaries has be affirmed in dicta by the Supreme
.Court.*7

The exact 'parameters of the respective jurisdiction of States and
tribes aver people. and property within the boundaries of _Indian res-
ervations has not yet-been determined. Some of the cases noted above
:are still in the awaiting review, either at -t-he circuit court or
supreme Cow-A.121-cl. Other questions. particularly those relating to
the power of States to impose leaseho T interest taxes and ether regu-
latory laws suck as zoning. enyironn ntal controls.. business licensing,
etc-. upon non-Indian lessors of tru lands of_ Indians, are also under
challenge- .

Summary .

. The question of jurisdiction of tribal governments has grown in.-
creasing1S-complex in recent years..Tribal governments are emerging.
from an essentially dormant period. forcibly imposed upon them by
Federal policies directed tow ard their ultimate destruction. The tribes
are beginning to assert those governmental powers necessary to take
their proper place in the -role of governments within the United
States. The powers they are seeking to assert are no more-and no less_
than those. of any local sovereign of these United States. The objet-
tires- they seek to attain are peace and tranquillity within the reserva-
tion boundaries and economic independence which will permit them to
operate free of the Federal purse strings without fear of termination-

'Numerous problems confront the tribes in this. effort. The claimed
authority of the `Secretary of the Interiors to pass judgment upon the
--validity of pci-Wers. Claimed by the tribes has prevented them-L1 the past
from obtaTaing- judicial determination of their rightful authority. The
Continued indifference and ignorance of Federal agencies which sprang
into existence at a time when tribal government was at its weakest has
caused a.host of laws to:be -written -with the inherent
governmental authority of tribes.

The resolution of these issues is complicated by the varying land
distribution patterns within the different reservations. the- difference
in physical, economic and human resources between'small tribes andlarge tribes,- differences in the availability and value of natural re-sources over which the various governments are contending for Con-
trol, and 'differences in proximity to large metropolitan areas..

Oisphant v. isch-tc. .-7575:-74--1..)-16 (9th. 6117,-1546). Petition (certioraricertiorari has been filedwith the Su e Court. 4-. 4* Delp v. Morton, No. C-74-6R35 (W.D. Wash.. 1975). appeal Pehdinc gth cfr. No.75 -3319.- This ease, may be_comsondFnted with Oliphant before the Supreme Court. The 9thcircuit has stayed proceedintos awaiting- the decision on the petition of cert filed in Oliphant,
4* Ibid.Sot Op. dated Oct 13, 1976, to the Sec. of Interior.
es Tics_ r. maz.,,,,,-te, 419 U.S . 544 t :.9-5).. See also Task Force No. 4, pp. 89-94.

in-185--77 11
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.Conclueickha .

:.-.There 2.4 an t,-tablished legal basis for tribes to exercise jurisdiction

.1E2tereThas been-.a a-demonstrated need for the exercise of some tribal
larisdiCtion over nOn4ridians within Indian reservations.

-The Multiplicity of circuinstances and variance in resources and
_ea ties of the tribes- it undesirable that Congreis attempt
to linposei itni.fOrpl solution to the jurisdictional authority of Indian

-
The administrative decisions, the judicialppinions and the authori-

tieSof:Ttribes:thus- far asserted reflect a conservative approach .,to
askeiNiirig7the_parameters of jurisdiction and authoryrof tribal govern-

: meats and _that such case by case determi.pation. is preferable -to at-
teinpting any. legislative -solutroii.

-The-provisions of the 1968 Civil Rights Act supply safeguards and
remedies to persons aggrieved by actions of tribal government which
are lid-equate to the concerns expressed bynonrIndians at Es time.

in.-the event any. substantial problem arises in the future,' the Con-
gress-has ample authority to impose whatever legislative solution may
be requireeL Rev ivies

The Comva iaz. sir recom-Mentit that :
Irbe 'long, term objecti-s?"6 of -Federal-Indian policy be the__ develop -

nient of tribal governments into fully. operational ,governments exer-
cising the same powers and -shouldering- the same responSibilities as -
other local governments. This objective should be pursued in a flexible
-manner which will respect -.Etna accommodate the unique cultiiral and
social attributes of the individual Indian tribes.

No-legislative .action be undertaken by Congress in relation to tribal
jurisdiction over non-Indians.at this time..

SOURCES OF-TRIBAL ROWER

-The powers oI tribes derive from two sources, the first and by._ far
the most important _being: the original sovereignty of the tribe; the
second .being the authority derived from their- ownership of their
lands.

Sovereigralzi

- The Sovereign authority of a tribe was first judicially recognized in
Worcester- v-- GeO-176cia,48 a decision in which it was held that the, lawc-,

.of the 'State:of Georgia:Could have no applicatiOn within-the bound-
caries of the Cherokee Nation, even though that Nation lay within
the exterior boundaries of the State. The inherent sovereignty of

-Indi.an-tribes has been repeatedly reaffirmed by the Federal Judiciary
ever:since -that clecisior. .

In Ex Forte CrosodiDog,49 it was held.that neither Federal nor ter-
. ritorial.lxiArs. pertaining to murder were applicable to ffense by
one Indian against- another Indian within Indian country;. such an

4,331 U.S. (6 Pet-) 515 (1E72).
109 U.S. 556 (1883).

ON.



likj.,7 the:lays* of our Nation within the sole.and exclusiveI st,tribe.- In Talton T. Mayers,5° it was held,
afthdrinitedtiStates Constitution pertaining to ----t.rirJrindiCtinents were not applicable to-procedures

lIpir-7-7:cottrts"-of-lhe' Cherokees-- sincwthey were =not a party to the
deriiied,no authority from it, and *ere subject to none

etaver,517it was lielct that Federal laws
-'tkiadultery could not`be- applied to an offense between-an

iton-Indian, jurisdiction 'over such conduct ,reposing,
..16.TaTi."=iik.theTtribe. In :Iron Crow v.. CWala Siort,z," it tfwas held that

-47r-ibiliiiitirt of the Oglaia-Sioux Tribe*asTan arm of the sovereign
tribal goverrtment,,,notaninstrumentalityof the :Federal Government,

-"stioh-a sovecreign initrtunent, it had me power t
fineIsivit'ortheilae..pilid Punish an Indian for the offense of adultery.InWatarete Atneric-anfikurc:i v. Navajo, 7'246al CounezV*.it was held

th'ek'First Alnendniensi of the U.S. Constitution was not applicable
Navajo:Tribe-and the tribe was not barred_ - thereby from

an -Ortibiance.banitu- the use of peyote in religious ceremonies.
dicision described 60:legal status' of an- Marian trilate-as beis-n

periar to.thit of tr"State since the tribe was' not a party to the AITS.1.an de none of its powers. to the central
C42nEgtitzi-:Veri2mtZtnnnan-cldevbsticial tsu-dracuf t had the States of the 'Union. In

27/ializa Leer! it. was el en the courts or. the State of Arizonaassert jurisdiction over a transsetion, be. j-ween., an ..n_liiadviaitn.c,''d 'a-- nen-Indian occurring within the bcran.Filtrge-fiT...zie:,../71:Laiervation. ollo-m- such jurisdiction would is on thesovereign ppwer of the tribe to self-government, a, right Vrotected bylong, staliding Federal statutes. Only by strict -zompliarroa with theFederal statutory procedures for securing such .jurisdiction could the
State: acquire such authorit-y, In AfeCianahan v. Arizona State Tao

'''-arin:rni5zseion,55 it was held that the State of Arizo3.1a could not impose
it*111Comet tax upon the income of an Indian derived from employmenthin the- Navajo Reservation. It was no answer that the imposition.- of such a tax might ot interfere with the operation of the govern-',--ment of that 'tribe: The right to self-governmentthe right to befree of the. application of State lawpertained, not only to the tribe 'as' a government_ it applied to everylinclividual member of that tribe.And,-raost recently in U.S. v. ilfazurze,56'the -Supreme Court upheld the
authority:6f the tribes of the Wind -River Reservation in the State x--of-TV-yarning to regulate the sale and dispensation of liquor undertribal license within Indian country' under the authority of Federal
3aw.. The defendant was anon- Indian and the sale in question occurredupon fee patent (nontrust) land, 1r- :he, location of the bar was isnear prblainity ,to Indiazi-owned;h in a community setting whici-had a significant Indian. popttlation. The only questicA before: thb
Court- was the power of the Federal Government to delegate to the,

o lea rr.m 37e (11396).;
al 241 MEL 602
aur28z F 2d 89 (8tH cir 19581.272 P. 2d 231 (loth ar., 109).
" MSS U.S. 217 (1959);
Ng- 411 M8.-7.64 (1973).

419-113.S. 544 (1975).-

.
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tribe such a regulatory p?wor but stated in dicta that it appeared'
that the tribe could exercise such regulatory power without benefit
of Federallaw on the basis of its own inherent sovereiniity.

-From these decisions, it simply cannot be questioned. that the power
of a tribe springs from its oivn original, inherent sovereigntya
poWer which predates the coming of the European to this continen.t...
predates the signing of the Declaration of Independence or the
adoption-of the 113-.S.-Constitution, a power which has been repeatedly.
affirmed and recognized in our course of dealing with Indian tribes
through a treaty process, through our Federal statutes and -tlirough
our judicial decisions. The only question open to discussion is the
scope- and extent of that power. That question will be considered in
.other sections of this chapter_

Powers- Stemming From" Land Ownership

A second source of tribal power springs- from the tribal ownership
of their lands. Many adminisfiatire opinions and Federal court.cleci-
sions.. particularly those dealing with the power of tribes over non -
Indians or Indians who are not members of the tribe, are 'premised
on the power of the tribe to exclude persons from the reservation
or lerritorvilnder the jurisdiction ofthe tribe. This has led to a con-
siderable.clegree of confusion, particularly in administrative opinions
issued in the period immediately after passage of the Indian Reorgani-
zation Act in 1934, the result of which was to perceive limitations
an tribal power whiCh would not be present if the .power were
premised on "sovereignty".

The earliest recognition of the power of Indian tribes to' exclude
ncin-Indians or nonmembers from their territory is-found. in an opinion
of Attorney Wirt in -1821 :

So long as a tribe exists and remains in possessidn of its land, its title and
'possession are sovereign and esclusive; and there -exists no authority to enter
upon their lands, for any purpose whatever,. without- their consent: * *
Although the Indian title continues only during their possession, yet that pos.-

"; session has been always held sacred_ and can never be disturbed but by: their
consent. They do not -hold under the States, nor under the United States:-
their title is original sovereign, and exclusive. We treat with them as separate
sovereignties ; and while an Indian nation continues to exist withir' itS ackmoirl-
edged limits, we /:z.ve no more right to enter upon their- territory, without their
consent, than we have to enter upon the territory of-a foreign princes''

A common feature found iii treaties throughout the entire treaty-
maldng period (i.e., until 1-871) is a right of_ safe passage for non-
7Endians through the Indian country coupled with a prohibition against
.nnn-Indian settlement- upon such lands.- The Trade and Intercourse
Act of 1802 58 required that any non-Indian entering Indian country
must have a passport. This provision.was relaxed in the Trade and-
Intercourse Act of 18315,9 but-a somewhat similar provision authoriz-
ing Federal officials to remove persons who were not "regally" within
Indian country was-reenacted in 1858 G° and was not actually removed
'from the -book of statutes until 1934."-

l.2 Op. A.G. 465 (1821).
xa Act of March 30, 1802, 2 Stat. 139.
sa' Sec.13. Act .Z.f June 30. 7 S34. 4 StRt. 729. .

, ea ActV of June 12. 1S5S, 11 Stat. 329. 3= ; Rev. Stitt- 2149 ; 25 U.S.C. 222.
(13. Act of May 21. 1934. 42 Stat. 787, See Cohen, .Handbook of Federal Indian Law (1940

ed.) , eh. 4 p.73. nt. 73 and p. 76L .
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. .In. the. latter part of the .10th. _century, several administrative
opinions and, judicial decisions *ere rendered reflecting the blur which
crept-.into the legal analysis of-the source of tribal powers. In -1855,'
Attorney General Cushing, issued an opinion affirming the general
jurisdiction 'of Indian tribes over all ,persons and things wit the
territorial limits :

The. United States assure to the Choctaw nation "the Jurisdiction and govern-
ment of all 'persons and property which may be within' their limits west, * '"
-and secure saidChoctaw nation from and against all laws except such as from
time .to .time may be enacted-in their own national councils, not inconsistent
with the Constitution. treaties and laws of the United States, and except-such
as may be, and whiCh have been, enacted by Congress, to the...extent that Con-
gress, under the constitutiozz, are required. to exercise a legislation over Indian
affairs." Can there be anything more explicit? The general rule is competency
of the local jurisdiction, saving exception. Exception is to be shown. if a thing
be not taken out by exception, it remains in-the general rule. Here, the ques-
tions of exception are, first, the universal one of the Constitution. treaties, and
laws of the United States; and secondly, the special onewhich being included
in the universal one, It did not need to specifyof acts of Congress regulating
the affairs of the Indians.**

For reasons related tO. treaty negotiations, the Attorney General
Concluded that the Choctaw Tribe tlid not have criminal juridiction
over non-Indians-within the Indian country but did have full and
complete civil jurisdiction over all'persons and things within their
territory. The -significance of the opinion is that it accepted as the
bec.zintkilig point of analysis the proposition that Indian tribes are
endowed with all of the owers of any sovereign and that those
powers remained except as they may havebeen taken away.

While cpntinuing to ilffirrn tribal power- over -s, judicial
decisions /and. administrative opinions toward the latter half of the
19tH czytury regarding powers Of the Five Civilized Tribes some-
times premised this power of the tribe on pre-viously recognized au-
thority to remove or expel non-rnembeTs. Thus, in Maxey v. Wright,63
it, was held that tribes might impose license fees upon:-non-Indian at-
tOrneys for the privilege of practicing law before tribal courts, and

-in zo.n- opinion of the Attorney Genera: issued in 1900," it was held
that the tribes could impose taxes- forthe privilege of conducting busi-
-nesswithin their borders. This opinion, and decision were premised on
the power of the tribe to either deny 'access of nonmembers to their
facilities or the power.to impose conditions upon the entry of non-
_members into th.eiT- territory. But at this same time., the Supreme
Court affirmed a decisi.on of the District of Columbia Cir'Cuit, Morris
v.- _Hitchcock 65 placing the tribal power of taxation of nonmembers
within the tribal jurisdiction squarely on the basis of the sovereign
authority of the tribe---.-not the power to expel or remove.

See also Buster-v. Wright,!" and the decision of the Attorney Gen-
eral in an opinion regarding the ri.t.-ht of-the Cherokee Nation to im-
pose an export tax on hay grown by a nonmember within the limits
of that nation -67 As stated in Morris v. Hitchcock :

7 OP A.G. 174. 190-1S1 f2S 51_
- vet 54 s.. w. (Ind. Terr.. 1900). flirt), 205 F. 2003 (C.C.A. S. 1900)-

as 23 41p.. A.G. 214. 219 (1900).
4524 App. D.C.. Zift5.-afrd. 194 tr.S. 354 (1904).
*1'82. 855 (Ind. Terr-, 1904). nerd, 135 F 947 (C.C.A. 8. 1905) . Tipp. dism., 203 U.S.

' 599 (1906)drs 23 Op. A.G. 5 2 S (1900).
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government:of this kind necessarily-has the power to maintain its existence
end -effectiveness through the exercise of the usual power of taxation upon all
-.property, within Its limits, save as may be restricted: by its - organic law. .Any

_ :restrict:Wu In the organic law in respect of this ordinary power of taxation, and
the property subject thereto, ought to appear by express provision or necessaryiniplicadon.

These opinions Were examined at length in' the Solicitor's opinion
of October 25, 1934 referred; to in the section on sovereignty. The

',.primtiry emphasis on the opinions issued immediately. following the
Indian Reorganization. Act of 1934,70, regarding powers of. Indian
tribes, rested on'the power to condition entry onto Indian lands.

Yetrepeatedly, the Solicitor's Office encountered 'situations requiri
some identifiable regulatory authoiity; either Federal; State, or tri
.to ...regulate the conduct of non-Indian-4, or nonmembers within -Indian
Country. that could only be accounted for by finding some powek
herent Indian tribes. that arose from some source other than the
simple power to expel or relnove. Thus it was held that the tribes might
seize stray cattle of a non-Indian which trespassed upon tribal prop-

. erty and sell the same at a public auction in order to cover the expenses
of the tdbe, that the tribes might confiscate unlicensed dogs of non
Indians in furtherance of tribal police powers," that tribes might seize
and forfeit the fishing equipment of a non-Indian fishing within the
reservation in violation-of tribil laws,:rs and that a tribal-court could'
enter a decree of-divorce in a marriage between an Indian and a non-
Indian:14_

Clearly, the conception that the power of a tribe was limited to its
power oI removal from the reservation was not adequate to the law
*enfOrcement or- regulator3r needs of government in- Indian country..
As preiriously noted, with the Iron C :-oic decision in 195.6,75 the sov
ereignty of the tribe as the source °fits authority was again recogniz. ed.
The-decisions recogniting this authority and exploring its parameters
in conjunction with, the persons over wham. such authority extends are
explored in the prior section.

The Peciere InstriementaZay Concept VersusTrzhaZ Sovereignty
In recent years, a new concept has found its way into the decisions

of-the Federal courts, i.e., that tribes n an 'instrumentality" holds
that the tribes and- their governments are the chosen- instruments
through which. the Federal -Government has elected to carry out its
India:n policies. It is this theory or concept which has been employed
-in cases shielding tribal government and tribal members from the
application of State laws which would encroach upon the rights of
self government guaranteed to the Indian people under treaties and
statutes.16

.

lig 24 ARP, D.C. 565. 593, quoted at 55 LD. 48.
as' 55 14. 46-48-ActofJune 18. 1934- 48 Stat. 954.

- Tt Salop. to Comm. of Ind. Affairs. May 13. 1941.
/244o1.. Op.. to Comm. of Isad. Affairsz Feb. 17, 1939.

Op- Ain't Sec.. Feb. 12. 1943. 58 I.D. 331. 333-34..
Memo Sol. to Comm. mad. Affairs, Feb.. 11,.1939-Is Supra, note 26.Triniassa ar. Lee, 358 U.S.. 217 (1959) : ea- rer.. Merrill v Turtle, 413 F. 2d 683

(10th ctn. 1968) ; McClanahan. v. Ariz. State Tarr Comm., 411 U.S. 164 (1973).



holds_ tha:
ederal, so
'This concept aa

area is :-viilisw'brtt it grave implications fori
4>. coirts, ix federally established instrumen-

Collflower v. Garland, a decision
0,aryth?..-944__Circpxtre:ourt at Appeals which: held that a. writ of habeas -

lie in:..Federal court to test a judgment of conviction in
of this court was based-4,n an extensive

. -hist* the development of the tribal court sYstem
s' vement with the Bureau of IndianAffairs; How.-.,

ire. that the tribal' court was in essense a' Federal instru-
Circuit laced itself in direct :A:millet with -a prior

of --11:ua Stir Circuit Courtof Appea.ls. entitled, Zran'eraw
Brisisai.T -74.24,L which reviewed the same history" of tribal courts

-tlio:,tribesi.." L.

;-.4..;.t`...,:TilikiL.19613.:-.r.sonigress statutorily extended to all persons the right to
Ite.igiajr...9./.1iabeas corpus, the judgments tribal court's in Fed-

" As a result of/ h. legislation, it` was no longer
necessary: establish the ."Federal connection" to obtain judicial re-
7view:of:tiThai court jUdgments. NevertheleSs, in 1969, the 9th Circuit
reaffirinect its holding m CoUlfiower as a basis' for Federal review.**
-:The'iiiiniediate pro-blem Which arises in connection with the.."Fed:- .

eral instrumentality" doctrine' is the application of the concept - of
dbuble jeo and as .constitutional bar to prosecution of offenses in
both' and Federal courta.-. The issue was presented to the 8th

":-.C7iiicttit in two: separate eases in 1971 and 1972.81 In each -case? the.
court 'found other g ds for maim.; 4. its determination, thereby
avoidiiig the issue. But, in the sec,ond.4of the two cases, 17.S. v. Kals

there was divided opinion, the dissent asserted that based on
er, tribal-and Federaf courts should be considered "arms of

the same sovereign," thus. making the' doctrine of double jeopardy
and/or collateral estoppel applicable as a'bar to proceedings n Fed-
ecial corafter a trial of the case in tribal- court. The majority of the
court noted its dis' agreement with the dissent in a footnote, )aolding,
thatif-it: were to decide the issue, it would rely on its prior decision in
',Iran Craw.

-most recent word on the subject, issued from the 9th Circuit in
?LS- Wheeler, was decided in roeceniber, 1976.82. The case is best
summarized by quoting from the decision :

The defendant, a -Navajo Indian.; plead, -guilty in Navajo tribal court .on
18, 1974 to charges of contributing to the delinquency of-a minor and

isorderly conduct, the charges gratring out of an incident that bad occurred
Lon.:Indfan -territory two days 'earlier. Over a year later the defendant was in-
dicted in Federal court for carnaliknowleage of a female =del' the age
of ,sixteen years. There is no distute.that the Federal charge grew out of the

rt Cot Boer w. Garland. 342 P.:2d 369 (9th dlr., 1965).
ircrow Crow IK.--00ZaZa Sious Tribe. 234 T. 2d 89 (Sth, ctr., 1.9b)

-16- 25 11.18.C. 1302. 1=3.Pi sewer v. Yakima Tribal Cow r. 419 P. 2d 486 (9th dr., 1969), cert. den. 398-17.g. 903'

: R U.S. v Deliarrta*,. 441 F 2d 1304 (8th dr.. 1971) ; MS. v. Silk Inentsi.. 466 13.--2:1-240
-(8th cir..-1972).

am rr.s. y -Wheeler, Na 76-;1509 (9th Cir., 1976).
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same incident and the same actions of the defendant as the "contributing to
the,delinquency of a minor" charge befOre: the Navajo tribal court. Before trial;
the district court judge dismissed the indictment- "on the basis that the de-
fendant ''(had) already oxtce- been place in jeopardy for the' same offense". We .s2
affirtn.a _ _

The court based its prior decision on Colliflentier. No mention 'was
. .

made of 'any of the three cases-in the 8th Circuit.
The implications of this decision for jurisdiction of Indian- tribes

and for the power of Congress to take correctilie action through.legis-
lation are apparent- If the doctrine of double jeopardy is applicable
to judgments of tribal courts, there seems little doubt that either the
courts or Congress will soon strip the tribes of authority to act in any
situation Which might potentially be prosecuted in Federal court. It is
simply not tolerable that a person can plead guilty in tribalcolart to,a;
minor offense and thereby preclude prosecution in Federal-court for a
major offense- It it essential that, the separate sovereignty of the tribes
continue to be recognized if the jeTrisdictio.na.1 balance between tribal
and Federal courts is to be maintained.:

The second level of this -problem, the limitation- on the power. of
Congress to legislate in Indian affairs, is equally clear. If- the govern-
mental institutions of the Indian tribC-s, particularly tribal-'eourts, are
in fact federally created instrumentalities and thus arms of the Yed-
-eral sovereign, there is rio,-way that Congress can legislatively waive -

flip requirements of the tT.S. Constitution to- the instruments of, its .

own creation. This 7----gult would not only pertain to matters in the
area of criminal law. but also to matters in civil ]INT. If the "Federal
instrumentality" doctrine enunciated in the Wheeler -case is stistained,
then it is clear that the entire panoply. of Federal eotstitutional law.
must riece:..;sarily-- -become applicable to the governments of Tridian
tribes. .

It is vitally important that the courts and Congress ss contintitzto rec-
ognize that tribes are ,not. the creatures of Congress but are separate
and distinct sovereigns which the Federal Government has recognized. .

They are domestic, dependent sovereigns. They are not federally
created instrumentalities. They are the instrumentalities . through
which the Federal. Government has chosen to carry out its Indian,
policies. They are entitled to Federal protection --- indeed, there is a
Federal responsibility to protect thembut -1.1; ,3- .1 -1-e, not subject to all
and the same restraints which are applicable to the Federal Govern-
ment.

Recornmendat ions.
In connection with this section of the report, the Comrhission finds

that no legislative action is necessary at this time.
C. 'TTLIP.1.1. .7"-CSTICE *SYSTEMS

- Overview
Tribal justice systems are evoliing institutions which have grown

out of traditional Indian mechanisms for dispersing justice._.
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survived well Into the 19th century, and al.
eiiinsid.;.;zably° from tribe to tribe.. and.: region to

red. by ..consensual and well understood
-13

tSining'icommunity harmony..-' tater on,, some tribes
Niesiorn..style, larinalized institutions into -theie-tribal -sys-

-Asowitvers the vast majority of the tribes retained .traditional
. .

Iii latteilialf of the 19th Centlirj, the Bureau of Indian Affairs
X'.::,....-Areittett.within.---the-tribir setting Indian police and a Court of Indian

-',07ffeitSiis. These weren-designed'to enhance the authority of the Federal
Government an_ d undercut that of the traditional tribal leadership. The
A)assage-of the indian-Reorganization. Act in 1934-permitted the tribes
'to establish. or reestablish their traditional justice systems-N4.y virtue

--the. inherent -soirereignty Conmpt,- the policy in the Dep t of
,'' .the; Interiors the lingua ,of IRA, or some coinbinationofrone dr more

these.--Tciday, traditional _justice systems are emerging as viable
-;tribal institutions Rraying significant' role in the provision of justice
services on reservations. The systems vary in design, capacity-, support,-
and efficacy. But all require continued and expanded Federal support
and the flexibility for refinement and definition in order fully to meet
reservation needs.. Background -

has changed in the _fanner and form of tribal-government op.
ration since the arrival of western European institutions on the Amer -

ican continent. Some of the change has been evolutional, produced by -.-
the tribes themselves; the greater change, however. has been imposed_
upon. the tribes by the. direct and indirect operation of the 'United
States Government. At their prosent level of development. few tribal
institutions correspond to any traditional form or stile. What modes
of croVern.r.rient Indian tribes would have developed to meet the de-
.inands of the changing centuries without the persuasive presence of
the Federal Government is not loriown; what options are open to the
tribe's other than these western veades can curly be speculated upon.
L.``In the first several hundred...year.s of contact, tribes were for the .
rciost part able to retain their traditional governing modes. TheSe Were.

diversified, ranging from the -sophisticated confederacy of the
IroquoiSa precursor of the federal system--to informal system of
communal consensus. To characterize all Indian tribes by any single'
:.generalization is fa.ctiially misleading. Several general observations
about Iitdian systems of government, in contrast to western systems,
however, are pertinent. Most western governments are formalized in-
stitutions with -Voluminous sets of laws and regulations, lardy re-
lated. to private property concepts. Indian tribes and. societies gener-- .
ally did not consider private property as central to a_ government's
relationship to citizens: communal property- cOncepts are far more
.prevalent in tribal societies than are individual property- concepts: Be-
-cause of this, theft within tribes -Ni-as "virtually unimown.'

Rather than the representative style typical of -western,goverrune.nts,
tribal societies wefe often gOVerned by Communal systems of chiefs and
'elders. Leadership Was often earned by performanCe or aclpiowledg-
ment and rested upon consensus' and theological -ground- for exercise:.

..
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Many different systems existe4 for resolving disputes and maintain-
ing:order. Some tribes had warrior societies which functioned as en-
forcement mechanisms , other tribes utilized community pressure to en-
force 1:1orriis. Scorn is said to-have ben an extremely effective method
of e.nforcernent. Imprisbrument was inarnown,.lind restitution, banish-
ment, and death were the major retributive; sanctions utilized.

The first three-quarters of the 19th century wresked havoc on these'
traditional tribal governing bodies." Removal, continuous war. 1-4nd
the reservation era reduced Most tribes to.de facto wards of the Gov-
ernment. Traditional food supplies were gone. Tribes were forced, oft
times brutally, into reservations. numbers and strength were depleted,
and pure survival 'from starvation placed tribes at the mercy bf the
Go.vernme.nt dole." This 'dole was used as a frequent weapon by Indian
agents to enforce the policy of the moment

At this point in history, several factors merged to create. new ine.cha-7
rdsms for tribal governance which would evcritually evolve, albeit con-
trary to the motives of the creators, into institutions for the mainte-
nance of tribal sovereignty. I

A major struggle for power occurred in the 1870's.ana 1880's between
the civilian and military autliorities for control over Indian reserva- .

tions.". The civilian authorities, supported by. many church organiza.-
!ions sought ways to control the reservations without reliance on
military troops. Aside froiri simple bureaucratic competition, civilian. .

opposition to military authority was based. primarily on the military_
-tendency to settle all matters by-extermination.

In addition to the power dispute, there was au growirig assimilation
fever; and law 'and order was felt to_ be a necessary component in the
job of "civilizing" the Indians: to educate ; to Christianize ; and to
transform

and
Indian- econozriy from a subsistence hunting, fishing

gathering and trapping System to a western style farming economy.
system of laws was felt necessary becauge : "They- innot live without
law. We have broken up, in part, their tribal- relationships, and they
must have something in their. place." 87 .

It was in this climate that federally controlled Indian pollee and
courts developed.. Indian agents, as part of the assimilation-process,
wished to further erode and undercut the remaining power and
authority of the traditional leaders and the systems they represented.

Commissioner of _Indian Affairs Price in 1881 referred to the new
*police and court syStem as; 4* * * a. power_ entirely- independent-of
the Chief. It-wi--.akezis, and will finally ch'stroy, the power of tribes and
band.s.' ss

By 1890-, there were-Indian police in nearly all the agencies and
Courts of Indian-Offenses in two-thirds of the screncies.89 The Indian

- pplice and the, Courts of Indian Offenses were not~ always successful."
et Sbme tribes. notably those known as the Five Civilized Tribes. specifically adopted west-

ern style institutions for governance in the late 1Stb. and early 19th century ; these tribes,
however, were the-exception**. - - - _ .-

'¢ Indian Police-and Judges. at 6 (10661. Iadiaz agents are referred to "as-the local repre-
sentativeof-rbe 77.14. and fount of ail favors.' ,, "V -

as Id.. Quoting 'Indian Agent Edward P. 'Smith (1875), at 6. .

ar Id. quoting Bishop Whippers advice to President Lincoln. at 9: Eageu also comments
"But what was to be gained by destroying the concept of communal ownership if the newproperty owner had no legal machinery to prOtect his right?" at Z.

40 7d_, at 9.
el. IcL, at 27-43..al See generally. BIA. Bureau of Law Enforcement, Indian Law Enforcement History.

tr
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Inadequacy of funding has always been a significant problem; it was
not until 5 years after their creation that Congress provided any funds.
for the courts, and then to a very meagsr degree.' Neither the Indian

Vce nor the courts were able to eradicate the influence of traditional .

diian culture or. Indian' custom, as some of the assimilationists had
hoped. Instead, the combination was a-curious mixture of western style
law and tribal custom. becaus,e the Indian police and Courts of Indian
Offenses exercised jurisdiction over both Indians and non-Indians. In
the early days of western expansion, the breed of whites settling onior
near Indian reservations created considerable trouble for theinetia:ns.
The famous "hanging" Judge Parker described these newcomers to the .
reservation areas as: "a class of menWho revel in the -idea that they
have an inherent right to steal from Indians." °I-

In some "areas, in fact, non-Indians created the principal problems
faced by Indian police and courts. In western Oklahoma, for example,
much of the Indian police effort was directed at removin,s(non-Indian
herds from Indian lands. .

The status of the Courts of Indian Offenses within the jurisdictional
frarne*ork was unclear, and when potential test cases arose, the
Department' of the Interior generally avoided the test 'rather than
meeting the issue.

Congress addressed the issue finally in 1934 when the Indian- Re-
organization Act (IRA) 92 was passed providinrr a system for eestab-
:lishing tribal governments. The Act provided for federally chattered
institutions. with constitutions and court systems. Although at the.
time of passage the IRA.- was perceived as a major shift in Federal

. policy favoring triba.1 self-determination anti ending the erosion of
tribes and their land. bases, it actually provided,. instead, a distinctly
western model of governmer .t for the tribes. With assistance from the
Department of the Interior, tribes wereto 'draft their own constitu-
tions, establish their own courts and codes of laws..In' practice,most
tribes-uSing the IRA model eith,ef adopted the old system, wh:_eh'had, .

by this time. become known as 25 CFR courts 93 or adopted their
own codes and courts closely modelec n 2.i CFR. .. .

Of major_ importance to an underst. nd- cr. al courts-in terms
of present day issues and operations is the 1968 Indian Civ41,-Rights
Act," which extended certain Constitution type protections to
the operations of tribal governments ar.(1 courts. The Act also congres-
sionally limited the penAlties that could be imposed by tribal courts to
6 months imprisonment and a $500 fine, or both.

The Current Justice Systems
In addition to preexisting tribal systems and 25 CFR systems,

many tribal governments have created justice ,systems in the context
-of their inherent sovereigaty.. and under the auspices of the Indian
Reorganization Act°5 In 1976, there were 117 operative tribal courts
in Indian country: this "represents an increase of 32 courts since 1973
when- there were 85.°a In 1973, Indian tribal courts handled approxi-

ell:Cagan. supra at 5.3.
se 25 C.S.G. sec. 461. et seg. -
se 25 CFR contains all the elements for the Bureau-created courts.
ea 25s1J.S.C. sec. 1301 et seq.
ee 2517.S.C. see. 461.ee Source : National American Indian Court Judges Association.
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mate ly10,000 cases; although _this caseload has increased, no actual
current figures- are available. These courts and the other components
of the justice system are faced with herculean tasks and responsibili-
ties. A 1974 survey conducted by the Bureau of Indian Aftairs indi-
ccatecl that crime .rate:spredommantly alcohol -relatedan Indian .

'reservations were significantly higher than in...rural Anierica.97
The 117 IndLian. 3ustice syexems vary considerably from one another

in both decigii-and effectiveltess. Like their non-Indian counterparts,
Iiidiancourt 3udges are both appointed and elected." There is no uni-
form standard; but as a general rule, most tribal judges are not attor-
neys." At least one tribe requires applicants for judicial positions to
pass an oral and written test on the tribe's constitution and laws.1"
Indian tribal courts function in both criminal and civil matters. In
some areas, both the judicial and police functions are contracted from
neighboring non-Indian communities.1°1 In at least one area, a non-
Indian governxnent contracts law -enforcement services from a tribal
police department.1°2 Some tribes provide extensive representation. .
for indigent persons in tribal court; others provide none. Police
.services may be provided entirely by tribal police, by ,officers
or by a. combination of BIA and- tribal police. Tribal appellate sys-
tems also vary greatly. On some reservations. there is no ap 1-
lute court systexn. Where tribes utilize - 25 CFR Courts of
-dian Offenses, appeals follow through the- Department of the
Interior. Some tribes have their own appellate court system; 103 others .

use judges from neighboring tribes for special appeals.2" The tribal
council may also constitute itself as the final tribal appellate systern.1O5

Any generalization:about tribal courts and la v enforcement sys-
tems is therefore vague by definition. These are evolving institutions
responding to tribal and community needs and operating at various -

levels of sophistication. Contrary to the views of some,. there does not
appear to be anything inherent in tribal justice systems that, makes
them any less capable than their non-Indian counterparts in
pensing justice. .

However, one strong criticism of-tribal government that occurred
in the 1950's and that used as a rationale for allowing States to a...uine-
jurisdiction in Indian country (P.L. S3 -?SO) was the perceived
inadequacy and the non-professional level of tribal justice systems-,

grr 'Memorandum to the Commissioner of Indian Affairs from T. Krenske. Director, Office of
Indian Services. Mar. 13.1975." E.-- on Gila River. judges are elected. at Inrgc for :L -year terms. -Sontirwest Transcript
at 18. On Papago judges are appointed' by the council for 2-year termsSouthwest- tran-
script at 119.91) The-majority of n.onzIndian judges at the Z.P. level natioirwide are not lawyers. NorthU.S. .(1976) upheld the use of such judges in a case involving the con--viction.,and sentencing of a person by a judge with a high school education but withoutany judicial training so long as there was the right of appeal to a court with a lawyer judge.

"Mojave - Apache. Southwest transcript at 237.ica Ak-Chin Indian Reservation uses a county judge for its tribal court judge- Interview
report.ia2 Nespelem, Wash.. contracts polic-e services from the Colville Tribal Police Department,
ICorthwest:Ptransegript. exhibits. affidavit of znernbers of Nespelem City Council.

la* Conceptually this r to the 'English system where the House of Lords is thea The Papagos have .1 e Rhodes from Gila River_les Yakima. Nation. North w ranscript at e..59.
lo

eourt of last resort. This picialEss is used by the Yankton Sioux Tribe. Midwest transcript
at 144-45.
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ha:ire...been and continue' to be- developed-
Y,XnanyinstitutipnLand= Pro :that -aid in- thisi-

t'didznot.. exist lit"the'19502s: The laWyer formerly
beiaorrienthi, is.being .found inincreikiinE nurabers. (t is pros

,whereas there were only approxixnately 20 Indian
severii.VdeCadee.ago.`c:urrently the number has 'grown to be-

Weeir'5150-"180.:. At-least' another 100 Indian students are enrolled
--::SalicaLicer`ThelVational American Indian Court JudgeS\AssociA--

ti itheeXists,:and,Xinder Federal funding, provides resources,:mate--
rialilandrtiaii,tinig indian Ourt:judges. Among_itS ptiblications. are

TiVeL-- VOlume- work on and the American Indian, and a hand-
ivok.-On ,Child: .Welfare and .Fainily Law and Procedural Manual_
:Other Public .and private resources although insufficient for the tvital-:
ty;Of thenezd-are'also available such as the Native Ainerican Rights

and the 'various Indian legal services programs.
Capabilities

That tribal justice systems are seen .as evolving institutiorrs' is ref-
fleeted the fact that many tribes have just .cor.4pleted tir- are cur-

y _undertaking mayor revisions of constitutions, bylaws and law
stolid --order codes 16'3 Thurman Trosper tlie Flathead ReserVation.

reised the -view thatludicial syStems a-re essentially new to many
asii-the non-Indian concept of justice ; they area perating quite '-

7vvell: in view. of their brief ezEperience and are expected. to develop a
h lexel of sophistication.

ere is:- criticism of tribal courts received from varied sources-
Montanans Opposed to Discrimination, an -organization opposed -tcr

_--.tribaLjurisdicttoni Oyer non-Indians, does not think: much of tribal
:court syStemsip Montana:11° The Assistant Area Director for the BIA.
-POrtland; Oreg-,.howev,er, takes a different view :1-11 `Whale they may
imit be trained in the law and the i-elationship to AnglO-Saxon law,
do not-krio* a tribal judge who dr--- - Imow due process * **."-Albert
Renie; the -.acting BIA. Superii Int at Fathead, feels- that the
Flathead Court makes sure that es. rights are protected, adding .

that.: xion-Indian business persons the court for debt collection-11z
Severt "Young Bear, a councilman from the Pine Ridge Reservation,

was severely critical of the "breakdown" of _law on Pine Ridge- Re
r

-100 Li ."T-osst Douglas Nash. Counsel to the 'Umatilla Ruse` cation. to Donald R. Wharton,
J1'# Force Nr.- 4-IiC_SO !Mee 1 A.rscrican Indian Law Center. Univ. of N. Mes. fiehool of Law.

-3100E-1:. R.2.1-n- Carlos A River.
Southwest transcript, at :;20. 321: Nes Peree. Northwest

tratwerip't at 8254--700: ils. River. Southwest transcript at 78 : Flathead, Montana tran-script at $8 : Winnebago, Midwest transcript at 431= : Minnesota Chipperwan great Lakes
transcript at 182: and Oneida, Great Lakes transcript at 38..

^n+ Montana. transcript at 30.
3110Bee ch. ire and eh- v... see. P.:. of Tamar Force No- 4-212 See eh. II- and eh- V, at 142. Task Force No. 4. N

- 33114dd.. at 57-58. -ft. .
. - ...,
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attributed part of the-problem to the role the Federal Government
played in: violating" the tribal constitution by dealing.solely -with the
Chairms m. and ignoring the legally constituted governing body of the
Oglala Sioux, the tribal .council. Another problem has been the multi-
ple exercise of criminal jurisdiction on Pine Ridgeby the-FBI, the
B' IA, the U.S. marshals,,State police and various "vigilante" groups.
-Notably excluded. in that exercise is the -tribal government.113e"An im-
portant footnote to the Pine Ridge Cory and the issue that has been
raised, in some quarters about the Indian capacity for self-government
is that Oglala. Sioux people in a- popular election in 1976, turned out
of office the tribal chairman for Pine Ridge under whose regi--te most
of the problems occurred. 8

7' rainillg and Funding
The ability to operate a justice system -is often dependent on the

training of its personnel and the financial resources of the..system.-
An extensive program now exists for the training of both Indian

police officers and tribal court judges. The Bureau- of Indian Affairs
runs a police academy at. Brigham, 'Utah, for the training of DIA.
and tribal police officers. A.. significant- limitation, however, is that
tribes must finance the officers' travel to=and from _training. In 'addi-
tion to tbis training- some tribal police'departments provide supple-
mental training. Chief Johnson of the .Colville -Tribal Police Depart-
ment indicated th-at his officers receive more training than do the
deputies in the local sheriff's departrnent.114 Tribal police also are-
often recruited from the ranks of' non-Indian police departrcents.
The Suctuamish. Tribal Police include several county officers and a
former Pennsylvania highway patrolnfan."5'

The trammg.provided for tribal judges usually comes through the
National American Indian' Court Judges Association. In the 1975-76
year, 199 persons pa.rtiripated in tribal court training sessions which
have been conducted for the _past 6 years and generally cover criminal
law and family law..116 The training sessions are conducted in..re&sional
ceiiters for several

g),

dayS each month.. No formalized onsite trainmg is
being provided via national prorrrams, although some courts --iztfor-

-mally train new -judges onsite. Some Otthe limitations of the existing
programs as indicated by judges include an inability i.v attend because
of workload and a desire for mere extensive training.

Funding for justice systems comes from several...ources. The Bureau
of Didian Affairs. through contracts with tribes and direct services,
expended approximately $.24 million in the .12-month period ending
in June 1976,0"-rthis, approximately $3.5 mi/lion was spent on adthin-
istratiVe expenses; $1`1.3 million in direct services; and $8 million in ,
contracts to. tribes; the' remainder went to the- training .academy.11r.
Law EnforCement Assistance AcIrttinistrati.mn made grants totaling
$4,691,000 to tribes out of its discretionary funds and another $900,000
out of LE A-A.'s total block grant budget of $900 million went to law
enforcement agencies in _areas where tribes and substantial urban

Midwest transcript at 614. _Northwest transcript at 96.
XIS Ibis -
=a Source : National American Indian Court 3nd R Association.
11 Source : Division of LAW Enforcement Servi s.

-
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Are locgited. It is not known What part- of they
tiThatlievienforcement systems:2z*
th*fliefie:Vederat-moneys; substantial tribal resou.rees are-
11.0- enforcement systems..;.For exa.mple,, :the -Colville

,000 otits own:funds 2-I*: (..B.TA provided $21;800). forthi,kA. The Yakima Nation: _spent $471,225
'$69 Warm Springs. estimates, its expenses at
sii'r-tia-iesltS much as theit.' XA.spenda ($79,400) °piths.

are'close-to $1 12". (DIA. pruvides $46.5,000). All
lavi-and: The Navajo Nations tribal

-Mdicated the nc-ad. for -̀- Ore.- resources to support and utilize
effectively . law enforcement .'.stems. Funds in some -areas are bei

k:,iised in creative -ways- The Warm Springs Tzibe. in cooperation wi
tw.V..ilie'State of Ormon, has a "work releasaiprogricm." for criminaloffend-' The 'Xiikinit:5 have started an -alcohol detoxification center. The

need.sare, however,:SiiliStantial. The probleme of mnall=ibesin
this:area lire -overwhelraing,-4particularli.- small tribes in PM.. 83.2:34,
Stiites'which-,receive tittle or no Federal financial assistance_ 121 Of the
481.--federally recognized tribes, 326 have resident populations.of 350

less:Wang:of these tribes do not even have the funds to support the
-,-biaire rudiments of.tribal government, much less additional moneys rto

pport.:soptasticated justice systems. On the Campo Reservation in
thern' California, a; $10;poo tribal. development grant enabled ths.

tribe, for the first time, to set up a basic recordkeeping system..222
(flier small reservations relate similar stories of basic unmet needs-22z

_ . Recomici-riendations

-1.14 ..,.!.111
440...10, ....la sk

271-0 qorasnissioy: recommends that. - -

Congress approprimie'significant additional moneys for the r_..tinte-
nanee and development of tribal justice sYstems:

Funding be direct to tribes.
.71-trading be specifically. provided:to enable tribal courts to be-,.. ,

.come courts of reecird. - -

Congress provide for. the. ielevelopment of tribal appellate court
systems.

-A.ppelate court systems will vary from tribe to tribe and region
t o r e g i o n. - A .

/
-..

The development of tribal court systems will require tribal ex-
perlinentation and time,.

Congress statai.oriV recognize such appellate s3rsterms as court
systems separate from State and Federal systems_

Wien tribal court systeras=are firmly operative, -Federal court
review of their decisions be limited exclusively to writs of habeas
corpus. ....,

These recommendations flow from the concept that tribal-justice
systems are evolving institutions that are capable of fair-and efficient

sae 'Source :Indian Desk._ =AA-
."'" Northwest tra.rscript at. 617.
1211111- Northwest transcript at 692.
221 at 2e2- -m Southern California transerint at 83.122 See. a r.. Parma. Southern California transcript at 9 Pais- Southern CR Lifornsa tran-.script at 471; Keweenaw Community' (Michigan) Great Lakes transcript at roL IL 35-

_ _
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-ustice. Flexibility is neede:d to allow' each tribe to de y eldP fully the
that will -opprafe,Well-within its own individual _context. The-

elopMent ota tr.] :mil appellate system_needs to seen in:-this
°ping, emperipaenti--1-cdntex-r. Some -L-i.bes are so situated that a tribal

stem may -.,ae 7ax,.pripriate; others .v..n.ay wish to develop regional
.appeflate,syblenas or .appellate. sy-Ttems Lased on tribal- relationship :
(e.g., the various Sion.= tribes- might wish. to form an appellate- sys-n
tem). The. Federal Government's ole--in this area should be one of
support, providing the funds and the-mechanisna.s to -allow for these
developing in.sd.tutions- to evolve.- .

11.11.-
O D. 'TAXATION"

ins tro.euctian

Of all of the issues discussed in this report, there is none more con-
troversial than that of taxation. The issues are no well understood---
nor in_ most eases does it appear there is any sine e desiie to achieVe

The notion. that tribes mi,71-it. hart the inherent power.-,

7to impose taxes upon persons or property within the jurisdiction
the tribe evokes cries of "no taxation without representation"a
ing cry of revolutionists in and.,- apparently 1976 as well. The
fact that Indians enjoy limited tax immunities froin State or county
-governments is cited as a ground for denying them access to or-partici-_
pation in either State or county government. The claim is thabl-ndiaiis"
have all of the benefits and none of the burdens_-

The issue-has become a focal point of those who have long aclyoz-- '
cated termination of the Federal relationship withtribes-dnd a focal
point of those who so long resisted opening the doors of their political:
-systems to this visible minority and who yet would close. -those doors
even to their own financial detriment:-:-In a._ climate such as this it lg._
difficult to discuss the, issue rationally. Although undoubtedly well a
intentioned. the dissenting -.report itself,- advances these -very

o-ar-aments.'"
v.-as not until 104S that the -State of Arizona -allowed Indians

to_ vote in State elections after they had appealc..d th-e issue to the
State supreme court-125- At this very time the ler-is.lature-of the State-
of Arizona is considering- a bill that would divide two counties (Navajo.
and Apache) so as to create a single northern -c-Ount-- which would be.
predominantly non-Indian. The non-tndian poptaation of these corm-
ties-support the legislation, citing as their reason that Indians do not
pay taxes vet sit on the count -boards. Yet it is acknowledged even__
b-v those non-Indians advocating this separation that the consequence
of this political division will be to raise their own property tax to
three times its current level --`;

For the mos part the "benefit-burden" argument would appear
to be spurious. Contrary to widely held beliefs. individual Indians
do not enjoy full exempt. status.. Except as to matters inYolying-
tr,:.-F-1, property,--they are to all the Federal taxes that any other

124 Ms:ger:tin= report. pp.iTarriffon v. 1,42*een, 67' Ariz. 3:17 (2948), 186 p. 2d 456.
1-The Arizona -Republic, Mar. 20, 197 .



,-.T.r-Thecii--etidallY,'1..4acil:mileis reversed-as to State taxation
w= zeu wrelin-andian *reservations; but *. s a practical 'matter they

most:::-o-fr7-the -.Saine State- taxes as. are paid their non-Indian
nezei13.4.x* aii;addi*-on; they- have long:cont

b
revenues -to tribal

'4.0.-'44::6'erECniecal*7-threugh...-..-Oroces:ser..-
other ,than...:those used by Fee 1,

teitancllocalienue Schemes.:--::-t.-.5:e----0-overiiraents.--.*nvolvecl, it would 'appear that only a
comp vely-szazall cumber (approxImately 2001 county govern-

-thnents-127--haveik.gitimata ,grounds for complaint` or concern, and this -
print pail from the fact that a-ma3or part of county

frOm taxation of real and/or personal prop-
5129: But' these, -comp_Nrits mist- ,xiaeaisre1 ipst the benefits

direct Federal subsidies7'which.acerukt° rtik k.7-ther program moneys for health, education.
r as -Irgallriet al d 'amed to alleviate unusual moneydemands
;'.:an4-gelle (2) 112-those 'cro-ve=is7allanesilt"

of
,de-drecteraibenefits which accrue to these

1M' ts- because o and tribal expenditures diail
-malodalone.g177--wvehrnicZenftoe ugh. the reservations_ to the non-T-n

_most- -Outstancling : feature r)f any analysis of taxation . and-
the ciimparative "benefit burden- .scussion is the near total lack of
an-y--hard. data. To the extent it nas been developed it supports the
conclusion that States are deriving more direct cash. benefits from the
Indian Presence- -wilhi-rh their State than they would derive the
Inch ins themselves if Federal re-cognition_were -withdrawn- and the
States allowed to-impose taxes without restriction.

A 1976 -study of -1-13.8 -Yankton Reservation in South. _Dakota .com7
raissioned by the Ninth District Federal Reserve! Bank reflects a. total' -

'direct Federal program expenditure of $3,161,117 compared to a total
State expenditure of $1,214.701. The fign.-.7e for the State is_ inflated,
however, !because many of theFft State expenditures actually invotivd.

Federal Pass-through moneys. The program moneys expended by they
State which did not involve at least some Federal-pass-through. total \

---only--.T.11.9,39. and of this sum more than $300,000 was spent on high-
way construction. By contrast, the- St. Paul's Indian -.A/Fission at -Yank-
-ton= spent -well excess of $500,000; The great bulk of the moneys. I

-expended on- behalf of services at thiS reservation passed directly into
adjoining eomraunitY.129 The most thorough state-

wide snRIysis this Con mission has been able -to find dates from 197-3
for, ,the State of'Ar-2-mna..1-3? This study reflects a similar Federal -State
expenditure .ratio-with corresponding cash out-flow from the reserva-
tit-ms to the local non-Indian commun

;the 'extent tribes are now developing tax schemes of their o
. they shcnilcl most certainlybe supported_ Not only does the commitualex{t
ict tribal sems goverrament require this, so also does financial self-inter-
est- In -197'5 the State of South Dakota entered into a sales, serviice
and-use tax_ collection agreement with-the tribes in that State,. This

Arr COnVerelltfc012 NritivIran Evans. 'National Association of Counties. Apr. 29, 1977.

197T. a tp. Sf,145.. .
-"moo Report of:the.B.oard of Cbmtuissionern of Corson County, Mak, Cong.. Itecillar. 20,

uo'"Flows Pufids'ea the -Yankton Sioux Indian Iteservation, a study: Coturnissioned by
the Ninth District Federal R.eserre Saab. June 1976.

"a'Arizona State Indian Seminar, Subcommittee Report on Taxation and Services to Ari-
zona Reservation Indians;1973.

92-185-77" "12
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agreement provided for collection of the described taxes by the State
with a pro rata rebate to the-tribes without charge for administration
of the costs of collection- The income derived from this agreement has
provided much needed money to the tribes for support of the costs of
garttrzunent. Recently the Og lala Sioux Tribe developed -a compre-
liensive tax code- A special paper was submitted to Task Force Number
Two prOviding the details of this code and reflects the extreme sig-
nificance such taxing authority can -play in making the tribes self,
sii fficient.131

Narra-eiwe
The laws and poliCies presently applicable to the tax status of In-

dian tribes and individuals are often inconsistent and do not seem.
to have followed any sing-le rational scheme. The impact is increas-
ingly more important as all governments become more aware of reve-
nue sources_ Moreover. emerging tribal governments in search of
=cater self-determination through assumption of greater responsi-
bilities and increased exertion of -sovereign powers will be even more
important in obtaining the benefit of the value of their natural re-
sources and governmental p-rerogatives. Affirmative taxing powers and
iminnuity from outside taxation will be crucial issues in this evolution.
The following is a discussion of current tax laws.

Federal Taxat Ian
Historically, tribes and individual_ Indians were not taxed by the

Federal Government__ In fact. Indians were not even counted for the
purposes of apportioning representation in the Congress or for ap-
-portionino- taxation by population to the several- States:132 However,
in 1924, the Congress provided for automatic citizenship, 6f Indians
born within the United States- and in 1931 and 1935, two Supreme
Court cases established that individual Indian residents were subject
to the gener'al tax laws of the Federal Government.133

Congress may, nonetheless. exempt individual Indians from such
Federal laws pursuant to Federal-Indian policy or in furtherance of
its trust obligation. Such intent must be express since an exemption
-will not be inferred by the Internal Revenue Service. or- the courts.

Federal Tax and Indian Tribes
- As a .geneial proposition, Indian tribes are- not taxed as .entities.
There is no base which has decided the issue nor any specific provision
of the Internal Revenue Code exempting_ tribes, but the- Internal
Revenue Service has issued a ruling to ,that effect_134 -

This does not bestow upon tribal governments the full tax status
enjoyed by other governmental units such as States and their political
subdivisions-135 Moreover, there are Federal statutes which extend
Federal tax laws to tribes Where they do not do so for States.'"

2.= Task 'Force No. 2. app. XV. Ozlala Sioux Tribal Taxation System. Case Study-
= Art. 1. sec- .1. clause 3. Constitution 4).f_the T.;nitedi States.. See also, the 14th amend-

ment to the Constitution.233 Choteau v. Burnett. 283 117..S- 691 (1931) : Superintendent of Five Ciriitced Tribes v-
. Comutisaion, 295 U.S. 493 (1935).

236 Rev. Rat 67-28*.1 E,g . Rev. Rut_ 58 610 exempting State r-nd local governments frost- Federal excise tax,
but not tribal governments.33a E-g-. -45 Si -.t. 495, ch. 517 (1925), oil and gas production of the Five Civilized Tribes..
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During the 94th COngre.ss.i the proposed Indian Tribal Government
ir-dx Status Act (H.R. 8989 and S. 2664) was introduced to provide
similar status to tribal governments for Federal tax -purposes, a status

_which-is enjoyed by State and local governments. The Act- Would not,
liowever .have_extencled-all such provisions of the 1954 Internal Reve-
nue. CO(1e137 Any renewed attempts to introduce such a. bill should
-seriously contemplate total extension of all provisions, Withholding or
any of the provisions should be "based on specific justifieation on a
tribe -by -tribe analysis:

_ Tribes are `distinct political -entities possessing reserved sovereig
powers and as governments with powers over their internal- affairs,
-thee have no less need fOr-Ttax benei than non-Indian -governments,.
In fact, the stated-Federal-Indian -policy- of -self-deterram. ation and-
-ultimate self-sufficiency would- indicate that tribal. governments May
have greater need for these protections and benefits as they assume
greater reSponsibilities.- . .

Related to this are Federal tax laws which provide finan.Cial.benefits
to non-Indian governments by pro certain incentives -to indi-
vidual ta.xpayers. in .their dea1m with those gevern7 -Tits. These
benefits are not presently enjoyed by tribal governments. The. IRS
1-Ins ruled. that- a, decedent's bequest to the Zuni Indian Pileblo is not
alloNva1,516 as a deduction against Federal estate taxes.,13s that an indi-
vidual's income from interest on tribal obligations issued by the
Swinon-iish Indian. Tribe is not an allowable cleduction,139 and special

was required to exempt -interest _on bonds -.issued by the
Hopi Tribal Council-14°

Disparity in the treatment of Indian 'tribal governments and non-
Indian .governnients- should be removed so that tribal governments
may enjoy the benefits necessary to the generation of revenues. This
is not to say nor to Imply that tribal governments or individuals deal=
lug With.- them will benefit from all of the provisions: Most tribal
governMents simply will not ever be engaged in some of the activities
theSe provisions speak to. As such, they cannot-have any measurable.
impaCt on.fevenue sources of Federal or State governments or derive
any er-reat, benefits for tribal governments. However, it allows tribal
governments and individuals -dealing with them a uniformity of ex-
nectation and a clear expression .of the status of tribal cwoverr-ments.7
MoreoYer._sit goes far toward the overall scheine_ of providing tribal
governments the tools -they- quire to self - determined and
self-sufficient on a par With non- Indian go-fernments.

Federal Taxation of-IndivicluaZ Indians
Individual Indians are subject to the general tax laws of the Federal

Government unless expressly exempted by treaties, agreements or con-
_ _gres.sional acts- The exemptions run primarilY to restricted Indian

Proposed for extension. for example. were I.R.C. 1 4453 (Federal retailers' excise tax)
f 4221(re ) (Federal manufacturer's excise tax) : 54292 (Federal conununi-nItions excise
tax) : and f 4482 (Federal motor vehicle, tax). Examples of withheld sections are X.R.C.
§ 115 (income from performance of government functions) : f 3306 (Federal employment
tax) § 4402 (sweepstakes wagering tax ) -and 5113 (Federal liquor tax).

zweltev. Rut 73-11f) regarding I.R.C. 1 2055_
mg Rev- Rul. 68-231 regarding I.R.C. 5 103-
2.00 See 91-264.
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lands and allotments held in trust by the Federal Government for
individual Indians and encompass income derived from such land.s.141
however, there are limiting factors in determining the exempt status
of land and income derived-from- it Individual situations are tested

. against:the Federal-Indian policy of fostering financial independence-
through the protection and preservation of land far the Indians. Taxa- :/
tion of such lands or income from them would be irr:onsistentAv-ith such
a policy and beyond the- intent of Congress.142 Therefore. ti...xation
which,woulciestefiem counter to such a policy would be permissible-
' Exemption from' _Federal taxation of an individual Indian on lands-

_ and income must meet two major. tests concerning : (1) .what lands are
within the exemption; and (2) w-hat income can be:said to be derived
.directly from the land. The - wine= guidelines have been adopted by
the IRS, as expressed in rev. . _

The land is held in :rust;
2. The land is restricted and al:otted and held for an individual

noncompetent Indian. a: Ed not for a tribe ;
3. The income is derived -c1iret.7 from the land:.
4. The treaty or statute- ine+2s a congressional intent that the

allotment be used as a means o-fprotecting the Indian during the
is

-

trust period; and the language- s clear as to congressional intent
that such land not be subject to taxation. .

The effect is to prbvide- the narrowest possible reading to the
exemption. The policy of fostering the economic-welfare of the tribe
could as. easily translate into protection of the economic development
of the individual Indian lessee of tribal lands. It is somewhat incon-
sistent to exempt income -where the . Indian person develops his own
trust lands or the tribe its own, but where_ the individual leases the
tribe's trust land, the exemption on income is lost. The same would be
true where tribal lands were never allotted and are assiirned to.
individual tribal members. The income would be taxable un-der. the
IRS ruling since the land is not held in trust for that Indian.

The broader policy of exempting Ind.-jams from taxation in areas .
deSigned to foster acivpncenient and development is reflected in areas-
other than trust lands. For example, payments made pursuant to vari-
ous employment programs to Indian residents of job training-have)een
ruled nontaxable ; 143 and. funds paid to Indians for relocation- and
vocational traininn- by the ITnited. States-were ruled to be gifts and not
subject to Federal income tax.144 Congress has also exempted other
distributions to individual Indians where the disposition of judgment

-funds, trust assets, or cash in lieu of allotments were involved-145-
There must be a recognition that presently the disposition of the

trust obligation and the 'implementation of Federal-Indian policy
serve as separate grounds for congressional exemptions from Federal
taxation of individual Indian assets. .11/1u..71 would be added to clarify
and bring consistency of the law to policy inaplernentation. if Congress

144 Squire v. Capocman, 351 U.S. 1 (1956)- ,
' 342 See General A]lotWent Act 5 6, 25 T.T.S.C. § 335 ; Stet:ens v.. Commissioner, 4i2 P. 2d 742

(9th cll... 1971).
a Rev. Rut 6S-3S- .

344' Rev.. Rul. 57-233. -

145 Sec, f..e-. 25 T.Y.S.C. II 772 (exemption of per capita distribution of judgment funds) : 25
U.S.C. 5 9.37 .(division of tribal assets. Catty bas) ; 25 U.S.C. § 955 (exemption of cash paid
in lieu of equalixa.tion allotment, Agua. Caliente). ..



sta.tabit---2which exezrtpts all income derived from- trust-
anlixidividualandizurirrespective of whether the land is held

tzust icor that zniarridua.t.__ _

-Stizte-Ta iicato
vCrith-of.her- areas in the assertion of State powers over individual

trThal governments within reservation boundaries, States
'-:ziroa,iimitecl. to those areas where authority has been expressly con-
...---utpon the State bYCongress:.24! A--State may not.tax the income

a-reservation badian from sources within the reservation ;_ic Ira-
:Posit:a:2:4es tax on -oizrchsses-bY an Iridian within the reservation; :-43

or impose : a personal property tax on Indians within the reserea
tion.?". -The s.arce reasomng -would- appear to apply to a SZ:ate inher:it-
:ancer--tax. on the transfer- of property of a -deceased -.reservation
Indian-13°

SOme, confusion over judicial doctrine e has deyeloped over the years-
. -ierhieh.has led to the present preemption/sovereignty analysis. Prior
to Afreqe.rnaltan; two distinct doctrines emerged : The Federal instru-

:mentality doctrine:and the noninterference -test. In U.S. v. Rickert;
'1881T.S. 432. (1903), the Supreme Court held that a State tax on per-

. _ propery- and permanent improvements on Indian trust lard was
as it interfered with the instrumentality 51 designed to achieve

a.-Yederal policy of assimilation and economic aevelopment. This-same
line of reasoning: applied as . Well to non-Indian lessees of ,Indian
lancls-.Y52 ,

However. in 1938. the Supreme Court begin to reject the doctrine
-where they perceived the interference *ith the governmental purpose.
'or I-Unction to be insUbstantialc indirect.,--or remote 1:-3 and upheld a
Federal tax on a non-Indian lessee of State school lands. In 1943, the
Court decided Okla7toma Tax Commission V-. U.S. 1:.'4 and-cited a pre-
-vious hoyling in lietue-ring v: 21fOtion_Producers. Corporation 1'5 for
the proposition that. the Federal instrumentality doctrine was no
1 r valid as a consti bar for. State taxation of income from
In an holdin finally 1973. the Court rejected an arg.urnent
that-the doctrine would act as a r to the States taxation of the in-
come--frLem an- Indian enterprise...on rust lands outside of the reserve.-
tron..5ca a cleteImmant of the po er of the State to tax non-Ind/ans

--- on .reservations.m activities with 'Indians, and income from Indian
enterprises- off the reservation on tax exempt land, the Federal instru-

.--anentality:cioctrine is no longer sortind. \
. tfisromnter-ierence" as a test was enunciatd in Trrillianz-s v.-Lee 1-57-:in

,11159 and suggests that a State may ex-ereise jurisdiction in areas such
MCCIais.ah.on v.. Arizona Tag Commisition. 411 :U.S. 164 (11)73)

- 'zAstr Bryan v. itasca. Counts. bB S. Ct.. 2102 41976i.
2-4a.lifoe Ccrsafederrated Saliah and Kootenai Tribea,,supro.-
it Bryan& v.-Itasca. County, supra-

- -1=,..Wirks000a v. As-ena. 243 F. 2d 83B (9th dr:. 1951) .-
wim 132dtvidua1 allotments and their improvements were designed to foster Indian assimila-

tion-by encouraging- individual- ownership_ and to foster agrarian . development by Indians.
ChOetale._ O. sf Co.-v. Eicarrison. 22; 5 U.S. 299 (1914).

-3111,lifeteeringr v--2iftn. Producer. Corp.,. 303 U.S. 376-(193S).
319-U.S.. 599 (1943)-

.3e6Supra note 30.

.20111.3fesociZero A 2-r-ihe .Tottea. 411 'MR. 14:5 (19:3) ; ciao, Agua Caliente Rana v.
Coosa e ate .-442 P- 2d 1184 (9th dr., 1971}.

3= 358_17.S. 2:17 -C1959).
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as taxation to th6 extent that it does not interfere With Indian. self-
government. The McClanahan, Court, clariffed the reach of the test to
apply only to jurisdiction over non - Indians within the reservation
where' "both the -tribe and the State could fairly claim an interest in
asserting their respective jurisdiction-: ' 7-5s However. the State may-re-.;
quire an Indian retailer to assist the State, in collecting ii. State tax as-
ses: sed..against a. non - Indian while making purchases from the Indiaq

_retailer on the reservation =s'
_.State taxation of reservation. Indians -depends upon Congressional-

consent. Recent case law .has resolved any ;doubt that such consent was
given to those States assuming jurisdiction under P.L. It .was
not_ 6° There are,-,hozvever. numerous Federal statutes which do pro--
vide for State taxation of reservation Indians and activities ;: State
gasoline tax (4. § 104) ; State taxation- of mineral production,
_under oil and.gasrtining 1C1 and taxation of reservation Indians
itj.rOation to their land .05 § 343, 610(b) and 63 Stat. 613
E19491) .

The reaSoning behind the congressional authorization of State taxa-
tion of mineral pfoduetion of Indian lands is not (71.0:ii-. The legislative
histories of severa.I.O-f the acts ixp ve been cited for the proposition that
the t4xes were authorized in response to "the f,_'-orable economic pOsi--
tion of the-narticular Indians." OkArgrorma Texa8-.
Co.,. 366 L.S. 342, 366-67 (1949). Other explanations of the reason "--
for the enactment of-the legislation. -might include pressure fr.oni the
States for a --share of the mineral revenues a desire to increase the
process of assimilation. and the de. re to terminate the -Federal Gov-
ernment's role as guardian, all of -which. were prevalent during the
period-in which the laws were enacted.I.G2

Assuming 'the V'aliclity of LiSne Wolf -v. H6telt<N9c7, 5:53.
(1903), .which held that Congress has plenary authority to deal with
Indiantribes. and.their-ptopertv without regard to prior treaties, the
"Federal authOrizatig)n- of. State ta:ation.. under the *above St--Itutes is-
'valid;The statutes also appear to i.)c, valid under the McClartakan.rul-
sincethere is express cOng,reSSional L7oirsent to the taxation in each case_;
It has been suggested that in 'respect to State taxation of Indians under
the above leasinc, statutes, 'congressional consent has been withdrawn
by the 193S Indian LeaSin.cr ACt, 23 396c-.- which-contains no au-
thorization' of State taxation and repeals all prior inconsistent acts.163
If this is the case. such taxation of Iridinns by the State would be
invalid for want of congressional consent. The arcrument_ however. is
noL totally persuasive. and in any case, it may be argued that not only-
the leasing statutes, but all-statutes anthori-zirr!,- State taxation of res-

_ervation. Thaians. are inconsistent 'With Federal-Indian policv".. and
Consent to such taxation should. be _withdrawn. Such _statutes almoSt
all date froth. a-period-in -which the te nination of tribal identity and

'
Ins 411 "t7:S. zit 179. .

moo Moe v. Confedevated Ealish- and Kootenai-Tribes. 96 S. Ct. 1634 (1076). .2" 3109'. ssipra : Bryan tr. Itasca County, 96 S. Ct. 2102 (1976).
262-/25 U.S.C. 55 398(e). 399.402. 5(1. and several uneodified Rtatutex. ,
140 SeP 58 Cone- eaReP. 172 et s.. May 23. 1919 (66th Cone.) ; S. Rept. 98031ny 3.'1928(70th C(+n=") : letter from- S. Work : 65 Con. Rec. 4703. Feb. 24. 1927 (67th Conc.). Seearia. L. 1iiklly. The Navajo Indians and Federal Indian Policy 1900-1935 (II. Aril....' Press

1968). -163 See Israel. the Reerner=emee of Tribal Nationalism. Institute on Indian Land Develop-ment. Rocky Mountain. Mineral law roundatioz, Apr.. 1, 1976, pp. 10-50, fn-,, Aar.
1 .

'NM
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°cited. To the extent that- they reflect such a

they are-st-odds with current Indian policies designed to vital-
on. nopiies. The conclusion that

ef_ltailtd:gov43:71:11Teffilirvatiandonan,diansthe
in.consistenrty t with such policies

so tiCertectrojr-dFita-viliicli--.reflects inpoodian faituresernvatiy olriams.t.
in4icatlzt_is:Z1-(haif the tior-i-1 average.)1-34 Anti

Indians does. i.,n_ot...g2.1....,ze suffi. einaturee:=aelnaofothWle
e0itMent Fieral ree°4:112Zing the

°1"111C-714;.ing State taxa-exi-he'-',:There.tore; r:r'peal of all Federal_statute cosu_titartyr_reservation- _-itcliani oeseriously "mid Tea-
State Taxation of Non--Indian.s on Reaervations

As dim above, an early line of case 'rejected taxing authority
States over non-Indian lessees of Indian land at beillg an unauthor-

ized. interference- with the Federal instrumentality designed-to imple--
Federal- Indian' policy: The reasoning of that line of cases 1-1a-

as indicated; been seriously eroded. In 1971, the U.S_ Court of Appeal;
foz- the :Ninth Circuit upheld a tax on the non-Indian lessee's interest
evert though the-burden of the tax fell upon the-Indian. lessor, saying
that the burden was insufficient to amount to- an interference-11'3 Thus;
a- nondiScriniinatery tax is not invalidated by the Federal instru-

.,xnentalitTdoctrine-
Tiiirivrise.fr the State may tax a non-Indian where the incidence of the

tax doeis .net interfere with the tribe's rights to self-crovernment_1841-
Although _would include- requiring an Indian merchant to collect
the tax _for the State,ilm the.extent to which such taxation may clash-
with tribal developthent or tribal taxation- poWers has not been decided;
7-Carl-slat case law would appear to reflect a sense that State taxation-

of non-Ina-Tans dealing with. Indians on a reservation does not con.=-
stitute a-sufficient interference with self-government or Federal-Indian.

obey as to prohibit the tax- A clear congressional- expression that
such enterprise furthers congressional policy aimed- at reservation
Aevelopine.ut and would involve an interference test .'and should thus
preclude further State tax drains on reservation development-2

While States _have _ been unable to tax Indian lands directly, they
have been able to accomplish much the same result by taxing leas, eholal
interesta in Indian lands- In addition to the . Calif -possessory
interest tax upheld, in Aqua CaZiente, supra, there are . taxes
which would apply to-non-Indian leasehold interests in Indian-lands-1"
The exe.niPti6n of Indian lands the-Trielves J*Wina State taxation has
been deemed by Congress to, be necessary forTthe economic development

..

-

2.11Studi of .Selected Socio-Econornie Characteristics "of. Ethnic Minorities Based on the1970- Census. vol.' III z American Indian" 60-67. Dept. of HEW. 1974. - -

1115.41.guo. CeMents Board Riveraide County, 442 P. 2d.1184 (9th cir.. 1971) ; cert. den..
4) lrf..& 9933 (1972).. .

201,..11foClanahan v.. ArL.-eno Ta Cos*miaaion. nutirs- : War-ictnts v Lee. Starra- -

Mgr Moe v-Cossfederateci Holies and Xocrtonai Tribes, supra.
Bee Ronald Trooper, American Indian Mineral. Agreements.. Task Force 7.. AIPEC."PARS. 42-701 'et sea. (Arizona Rental accupancy aax) : NMSA 72-30-2 (New mexicog=r- tax.' applied to. the leasehiold interest of a non -In lessee of Indian lands in

Cristo Deo- Co-,. 372 V. Sapp. 348 (DINT3d 1974) , rev's on other grounds, 519-
IP: 2d 370 (1aOttr. dr.. 1973), R. C. Mont..84-207 et see. (Montana,. privilege tax on possession.
of :me of tax exempt property).



of Inds s.; yet the economic development of- Indians is jeopardized
-byState-ta.xationf of non Indians interest in Indian lands to almost
:the-same extent as--if the laiids were taxed directly.

-.As in_:otlier cases where State .taxation is inconsistent-with Federal -,
Indian policy, the-Conflict should be resolved in favor of the latter
-and State. taxation of non-Indians on reservationsprecluded.

It--/ias been vsug.,-='ested that the tribes might preclude State jurisdic-
tion to,taX'zion-Ilndians under the noninterference test by taxing- the ..

dians' themselves-17° A second solution would be for Congress
to ct legislation which would revitalize the Federal instrumentality
d. trie and deny the States authOritv to tax .non-Indians in .their

an.sactions with* Indians within the reservation and non-Indians
rforming services for the tribe or developing Indian lands for the

benefit of reservation Indians or the tribe..This second proposal would
leaVe the tribe free to assert or decline to assert whatever -powers- it ---
possesses to -tax such non-Indian activities. It would leave the States
free to tax lands-held in fee by non-Indians and all transactions be- "-
tween non-Indians, provided such taxation did not violate the non-
iffterference rtile. At the very miniinum, legislation should be con-
sidered which would .codify the ;noninterference test. and place-. the
burden of proving noninterference OR the _State. The- shifting of the
burden of proof would be consistent with current liadite policy and
irececient.171

State Taxation of Indians and Indian'Tribes -Of-Reservation
Absent express_ FiKleral law to the contrary, Indians- and Indian

tribes are subject to State taxation when beyond reservation 14ound-
aries except, of course. for trust alloiments.1" However, -lands

. 0-ouired and held in truSt .bv the Federal Government for .a tribe are
tax: exempt?" Likewise,. permanent improvements to such tax exempt
land are tax exempt, but not the income from such. land.:17t.

There are alsc some cases which present what appear to be discarded
-distinctions between so-called "assimilated Indians" and those Who
presumably have not assumed the ways of the, dominant culture. The
Supreme Court has oriat least two occasions upheld State taxation of
reservation Indian. assets held in trust and derived from reservation
restirces.1" This situation is clearly contrary to the gsneial _rule
-stated in ZifeClanahan, sifpra. Howlaver. the Supreme Court in 21/0C:tan:-.:

ae..ci U.S. v.' _Yawn. 170 -suggested that West was ditingnished
because the Osage invoked in West_ has been assimilated into
the State and that-the Osacre reservation -was not -self-governing:17T
Such distinctions are artificia.rancl unworkable. The inquiry is prop-:.

2-x See G^ldbri.. A. 113--namie -View. of Tribal .Turisriletion to Talc Non-Indians. .e.ited InMehl. Taxation and Indian Affairs. Indian Law 'Manual-. ATLTP (1976) ; Israel. A Prop 3 Bali
for Clarifying. the *Tax Status of Indians. Ta.,%1: Force 4. AIPRC. .

vet .gee 25 T-7-.S.C. 194, which places the burden of proving ownership on whit:: settlers
clainaftm Indian /and. .

_=-2 McIver:iv. ro A vaehe Tribe v. jone.s.ienpra. . .

173 25 U.S.C. see. 465. - . .
.

174 Mesealero, supra. Ski resort equipment was exempt on /ani leased from Federal Gov-
ernment. but income therefrom was.not. . ,

175 Okla. Tam Comm. -v. U.S., 319 U.S. 598 (1943)1 West v. Okla- Tam. Comm.: 334 r.S.
-717 (1947). . _..-

37111 T7.R. v... Mason, 412 M.S. 391 (19731_
_ ,

17--3fcCiesaahats, 411 U.S. at 171: Mason, 412 U.S. at 396.
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--,Whethei:'Or Xtet the ixtdi4idual Indian. has been assimi-
E-- ,

:,-the reservation, the-trust status of property
.gOzottict-aeter,zatne As faxa.bility (a-congressional policy). -...- t

'Witti..-1-fespect- tei taiation of income frdm off:r_eser_ya_tioiL tru3t.... 111.1.1-
f---,--.-,1-= --.,ihrai: tof Co, /itzreste- -relevant to tribal self`suffica should.

i...?lily.---cyted- -Itthe courts feliven all reasonable inferences in favor
:-7'-iif,..e2cie:IrEpention. Clear-Congresso _l_ expression would do ranch to guide
:-: F-cotirt de nations..

...

"Current DerfeZoptnents in State Ta4ration of Reservation inctians

. Since the Supreme-Court decisions in Byan. v. Itasca County 178 and
7.2d4iiii'v. _Cern-federated SaZiehi an Kootenai Tribe-8,1" States-and Indian-
.-tiiibes have been faced with theneed to reach some agreenient on iraple
inettatiOn. of those .deCisions__The issues largely involved-State asser-
tio.ns of taxation authority over Indians Oil reservations, which were-

,-,-.Stziguck: -down as.. Toeing- without congressional authority. The State
involved the..case, .Minnesota, claimed authority under Piiblic Law..

433-:280, a.statpfec-bdesignied. to allow State assumption. of some-areas of
liariSdiction PreviouSly. Peclere. In interpreting the law_ the court
.-4,:inCluded.th.A.t the Federal gran" of jurisdiction to those States mangy
dated or: assrt.ing it, did-not include any expanded taxation powers..

Ina Meeting of the_ Western State Tax Administrators at Anchor -
age, d the week of 'Septeiner 20. 1976,-a-- statement-

.- as prepared for sa mission to this CorninSsion.1-8° Their submission.
identifies "three basic sources, of jurisdictional controversy" in.. FedL
oral - adian pplidy

.

(1)- The commingling pf Indian and non - Indian persons Within the reservation
boundaries aid- concerns for constitutional rights of nontribal members on the
reservation; (2) the "checker-hoarding"_ of-trustpand fee land status and Indiani-:
non-Indian.land ownership within- reser.-ation boundaries; (3) present and pater.-
tial tax-tree economic' enterprise taWrIg place withia reservation -..

It th' en offers font-. principles for incorRoration by Congress, iiile,fgis-
.1ation: desig=ned- resolve 'State taxing jurisdiction on Indian reser-

.-- \+a.tions:
1. States are without-power to impose State taxes.With respect-

to on-reservation econon-iie transactions and activities of enrolled
Indians of that reservation the legal incidence of\which is upon
such Indians. However, States may require' Indic ht retailers_ to

.'-charge, collect ancrremit. to the State excise. taxes` evied upon-
--non-Indian purchasers -ithin the exterior' bOunda-iies of the
Indian reservation_

2.. For put-poses of applicatioh of :these principles the term'
`4Indian reservation'" meals air lands within the exterior bound-
aries of a- federally reog7 iized-reservatiop-,

174106 P. Ct.,2162 (i97-6.).
..lin! 96 S Ct.-14=4 (19761- .

. 77:1ed States- wbieb.loined .1a prepotraon of tbe report = Washington. Colorado. Idaho. Mon-
oreocon. Utah. Arlsona. ice.rstda, and Wyoming. Although California- was not repre

Amente-Slat the Meeting. tbee gent a letter of approval- Testimony of Mary Ellen McCaffree at-
' ...:Irmibeelpg between. the -AIPRC and .the. -Western State !Tax Administrators on September 2i%

=1976.-alranscript'-of the meeting at p. (hereinafter. "Tax Administrators ") - Also In atten-
-'': dance-at the meeting' were representatives from the State of Afinsota.

. .

32:L. 'Max Administrators at pp. 4r5_
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3. The term "Indian"- means a. person drily. enrolled upon the
membership rolls of the tribe upon whose reservation the economic
'..ansaction or activity occurs 'and who is domiciled upon such
resdrvation -

_4.'S-tateii-ate.authOrizecl-to use their general administrative a.nd
ti-x- enforce'''. ient powers in .furtherance of State Collection of
taxes la-m, Tully to be remitted by Indians to the State,Taxid further
States are. authorized to commence any State initiated tax enforce-
ment litigatiob. it dither Federal or State. courts.182

The -.Stafe of WZr; &law* _;.. 21:-.s issued n State revenue rule.
ck.signed. to that, ;-..-_-.i_ates tax lawS 'consistent with their:

of ti-e .137-yan and .3foe eases. Although the pro-
posed revision that the reservation includes all land within
the exterior bextuithiries ;thout reg,ard to the trust status of the land,.
.it cli.&.inguishes "Indians" according to whether they are on their own
or another reservation, purporting to tax them when they: make
purchases While on -any reservation other than their own. And while
recognizing that- 83-280 confers no jurisdiction to tax reserva-
tion Indians or tribes; Washington's Revenue Rule 192 evinces an
intent-to :,ate. personal property when removed from the -reservation,
including, and especially automobiles or trailers. Finally, the rule
r Juadian.retallers to collect taxes from non-Indian purchasers
(which are defined to include non-Member Indians) and keep detailed
records of sales to Indians not tax`e6.183

A more 'Farrow appliCation of the Bryan. frncl. Moe cases can barely.
be dmaginotl. Minnesota, -however, managed. tp surpass Washing:toll.
Thlit State ignared. the Saprerne Court's rejection of T14check.erboarded"
jurisdiction enunciated -in _Moe. andhas .instructed non-Indian retailers
to continue to collect taxes from Indians on res.. 4Vations irrespective
of tribal member-Skip. Minnesota's Tax CommiSsion takes the position
that the Supreme .Court decision in DeCoteau y. Di8trict Co-ark
Court 1" controls' in Minnesota, and they will await. the decision in 't
Rosebud-Siou-x Tribe v.-.7EneiA185 now in the Supreme Court, before
taking further action. In theTeantime., Minnesota Indian people are
paying what is very probably an-'imprOper tax.

.,--77-2'-ibaZ Taxation

As noted earlier, tribal g-evernments, by and large, have not in
the past chosen to exercise their inherent powers of taxation. Those
cases which have decided the issue have uniformly upheld the- tribes'
taxing powers.186 The court decisicns rely lafgely upon the power of
tribes to remove persons from the reservation, and consequently, to

14.1q3reseribe the conditions upon which they shall enter. However, ./rol.r.
-Crow v. Ogled-a Siarix Tribe specifically recognizes the inherent
sovereign powers which exi-Sr, except where taken 'away. Surely this_

lAsi Tax Administrators at la_
VW Rev_ Rule 1142. State ofWashlngton.
-2.1m 420 U.S. 425 (1975).
216 54 F. 2d 87 (8th cir... 1975).; see Rosebud Sioux? Tribe v. Kneip,."4t75-502., AM-. 14, 19.77;for.the Court's recent decision.
lag Iron- Crow ()viola Sioux TrZe, 231 P. 2d 89 (8th -.Mr., 1856) B+tatery Wright, 135-F. 947 (5th 1905). appeal dismissed. 203 U.S. 599 (1906) Morris v..-Sitchcock 21 ALT-% D.C. 556 (1903) air& 194 U.S. 384 (1903) Jfaxey v. Wrigh'. 545 W. 807, Lard. 105 P. "003(8th ctr.; 2900) : Indian Reorganization A-ct, sec. 476.



at stf minimum
,

nim the power of it governxnent.
that- tiff:id:- -,,governinents have not used taxation to support

As

."Iplrern.Raents'--does not -comPel the conelusign..that they kayo
.1r'± -'-revennes- -tribal members for that pf Tribal -

Oftein' 'take owrating costs out of e common.
----frimii:tribarrevenl-,-e.f.; from -resources held in common

_-= than. Criitrande the mao.ey; assess a. -tax, and
they simply atPropriat.e the needed revenue e. in the

.the State d-'-:..frifte-i-staiii6e.::-Itesverraes-.-froin resources controlled by e
'governments are treated in much the :same- way- .

-r- tr./ale:ft hitve'choSen to ---generate revenues differently from
ants, this does not in any manner suggeSt- --

thejlacked governmeltital 'power -to- tax if they-so -chose. It
;however, that the enactment of taxation provisions mayv become- destra.ble if tribes are to- continud- to undertake

eVerzinereaSiag fiinctions- of goveriantiontS and if they are to have any
-.6f--quelling-_,the. drain of _resources from the reservations.
present, States- may -require--Indian. merchants to. collect State-

imposea-taxes from-non-Ind-4ms if such collection is viewed. as a
tblirden on tribal self -goverment.z.87 As a-result, tribal enter-.

-.L.Fises-inay _lose what is-seen .by many States as a competitive advantage
,cover. non-Indian enterprises: 'What it also does is limit the -scope of
esionamia :choices- a tribe may make in how- best to generate tribal
retenues. The tribe may be -forced-to assess a tribal tax (similar to-that
of thEi -State). tied to generating revenues to carry out a specific tribal-

- goveimanieittal- policy endorsed by Congress in its -Pederal-India' n
.-policy. The cases- suggest that the competitive State tax may then
create- a snfficient burden on tribal self-government (by frustrating

-pait cfitsfanction) as to invalidate the State tax. .

Such taxation raises the cmestion of the ricrhts a nonmember o., f
trIbe -paying a tax ..to- a Bove ent in w ich that person has -.noright representation. Govern eats generally; however, may- tax

-noncitizens Without regard to -.resentation when they are within
-fEe teristor-Aal jurisdiction of that vernment. -However, where non-
Indians9.ive .:within the boundaries of the reservation and- have no
hope-of-ever becoming members of the tribal government, the issue is
more difficult.

It ihould be noted initially-that the fact' that there is no -right- to
.:,-pa.rticipate in. the tribal government. does- not mean that -tb:_tre is no
-:'-reourse for the nonniembher reservation resident. Congress has ex-

.tended- a. number of clear liraitations on the exercise of tribal powers.
-1:aurzziant-to,Publie Law 90-284, no tribe in the exercise of- its powers
of-selfigovernment may deny any person equal protection of the. law
nor deprive -him of liberty or ,property- without due process .of law.
.,Tudieia7:interpretation of the Act has uniformly recognized &mend- .

-urisdiction in the Federal courts to review, civil rights cases, 3-88 but
',required exhaustion of tribal remedies." Moreover, non.meinbers InEL)r-
7-__TorMistrir: et;fitriedzrated INaliirh an /tootenot Tribes; se-nre-

2st -Dodge- v_. Naiad, 293 P. Suvp. 26 [Z -axis. 21069) ; Spotted Ea-gra v. DIcrekleet301-7'.. Sap,. 85 0,-Mont.iina 1969).
..soo-J'aviarir..:Wiicosa, 521.7P. 2d 724t 4-8th sir.. 2075)..

Le-
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have speedy review where-there is ti showirg-that -there is tics tribal....
review .available-or where shch reYiesv.would be futile.ur- _ .-

Presumably,- tribal-governments would also be held to the same .-._

standarf-i-evieW concerning whether a- tax-would be cliw- riminatory
and,tor,_co-Hfiscatory... Any tax -assessed and collected- from a resident
nonmember may have to bear a reasonable reldtionshjp to a service
prov5ded or available- to such resident, - noninrnlier. ,Moreover, any
tribe .Moving- into the taxing.: field would _neect,to construct It govern-
mental.. administrative-process to enforce and manage it
. --Itis difficult to ii_:pagine -that any, tribal _government would. attempt
to: enact. and admmister a tax- provision without looting into omits
relative merits and cokts versus-benefits:clearly, they can exp,:ct

.- n to such measures ,and-would not provoke sus:11. a situation unless
they were legally prepared to meet the occasion. It, must be presumed.;
as-with -other crovernments., fthat. tribal' governments -will act" in_ a--z=,...rationat-and intelligent manner. to protect their best interests:,. ger-
tainly: the history of the tribes is that they so and will continue
to do so: ,

.) .. ..
In response to--objections IV:tiieli have been. raj-Sea- before.tlie. Com-

mission to the theoretical proposition that, many tribes -k}=ill soon begin -:
to impose dise-rirninatory and unjus'c taxes -upon the property and.-
. . -
income of re*-cr,vation -resident. non-rctians, it should be pointed out -7:,-'
that no tribes F--esently have done so nor ilave_there ;Jeen ally report"~
of tribes planning -to do st.)._A..s 4a:s been, suggested above, should an .-

Indian _trii.-.K.!. provide.,,n-overnmeiItat mservice.s, nt the- direct expense.
of its awn treasury,-which would clearly tienett such a, resident. non-

- Indian- -(e.g.. road. or irrigation canal maintenance On- his fee' prop-
erty) it would appear to be neither unreasosna.tle nor unfair to require
tliat such an individual share the expense_ ofstzeli a service on a fair, ...
pro rata basis with all risidents-,:lio-may benefit.2- including tribal,

- .

members.
In relation-, to potential tribal taxation of Tcommercial.rtctivities of

nonresident non - .Indians or'-of -non-tribal industrial-enterprises .

. ducted or -reservations,,.no discernible -di-gem-once between- .tribal.- crOV-
ernmdfits and, State-. governments is.-apparent. The right of a State
government to...itnpose- a tlyx upon c3rn.rnercial transactions,: of non-;
resident, for-'e:Farriple the-tourist indusIry.lias /lever -en questioned
so long as these is not an interference ith 'interstate commerce. A
tribal ;government stands on exact the same footing.-Iii,a. similar
.vein. States have tz;adil-,-.ionally imposed excise taxes-'and "right to do
business" taxes upon nonresident, individuals and. corporations and
their rights to do so have ben well established' in the law. That.the
resident State of sue ?: .114.:i.ivicluals and corporations does not; receive
any shtere in the-taxin7 States revenues has not, been viewed-as uri-
coxistitutional fair. A tribe is gain on the same footing 'as the
taxing State, g,o-c-F.,rnment.

Clearly, the solution to jurisdictional disputes between States and
'tribeg in the area of tlikat.Pon, as in inan3,- other areas involving the
exercise o.f governmental powers. lies in the direction of- negotiated-
inergovermnental -agre:-.ments: The objective of such efforts would be

._

o' tea: 4 Cheyenne River Sioux Tribe, 482 g". 2d 1140 (8th dr.. 2973) ; Javie v. Wilson.
.TuRra-
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t...-14Cconrinio. date'the re!vectiVe interestS of both parties in a neutral
...:37.1(tip*,..,:al.3;7-iiai'iLlternativei to unsa.tisfactory and resource-conmiming
4,, ritagation--ilnyliriably: such a process involves some give and take with
-*' -':ii*Eliic '-ikkirp-rdmiSeort_i-Ecvart_of both parties...A. healthy attitude
o...:-..ithich. ogles so ion be found in the state-
:r_4)ment of -the Western State wzix AdrainiStrators su ted to the.:45' -Toaki'foi-witz-cl tO this I 1 lat-
LI-,-- - -rmcgsionz -:, - ,

--Stiouid-therecieiverzeneni recognize tribes as governmental entitles with
, -:c 'extain.attributes of eoirerigkrty,..t..be -western States believe it would be necessary .._

ti:--.7tO,:'' 1;MB:date Wilat *powers and responsibilities the-fribe-may exercise and over '-
"` ",lea .1Persoust, und-territoz7 such powerg extend. -

---- :-::Atattopie'repeati or Public Laws is insufficient It. IS not a ez..alisti" c goal
1111iLdiznein ourlaistorY-to "turn-back the clock" to a time when Indian tribes

--4-eriblit :saverelga, -Ta_taris and Indian_ people lived.,in isolation from non-Indian
---,..,:soca. Cod= -actiona cannot restore the aboriginal status of Native Americans.
'",:,- Inust:be.iouThrit Is a way that individual tribal eunzilre can be preserved
;;':'-- 4611417selfi<leternxInation or lvta4ve Americans can be pursued concurrent with, not
'-,,n,.--`11a.- conflict with that of non-Indian society. The -danger in' leaving this task
' Widone, is that rhetie questions affecting the very ,fal)ric of our western society

--, 'will be left solely to-the courts th.dscide. If the jurisdictional utters are left to
:, the-courts; -normaitzed.., relatteus between States and the tribes is "out of the

question'c'Alr along time tocome.:- ,.
- .

....-L..Obviort..4'.differenes remain and a,great. deal of work: must be done
tor-,,resolv-esuccei3sfull)-, such tribal7Stikto conflicts. In many ways, the
ke 7r lies-in the recognition on the Bart of many States_on the legitimate
.governmental status of Indian tribes -and in the respons_ible acknowl-
;..edginent- of legitiniate State- governmental interests within Indian
country on the part, of many tribes.

,

-- Recommendations
-The Comanissioizrecomane:yids th.cd .-

CongresS provide by ,appropratg legislati:vm that lands held in trust
for an Indian tribe d, assigned to an individual Indian are exempt
frOm Federal taxation and that the-- income from such lands is also
exempt' in the same way that restricted. and allotted lands are pres-

o ently exempt.
Congress provide --by appropriate legislation that-the benefits rd-

ceived..from those programs designed to aid in the economic develop-
ment of Indians-shall not be. subject.to Federal taxation.

Congress -:amend the Internal Revenue Code to provide' flint pro-
visions of .the Code -which apply to ron-Indian governments are_ to
be applied- in e manner and to the same extent-to -Indian tribal
governments.. would include the same' benefits enjoyed .bjr
vidua sititheir relations to tribal governments.

. .1, amend of repeal-, as appropriate, those statutes which-tntho e State :taxation .w125.ch is in conflict with FederalIndian
o 'fOster_ economic development of reservation Indians and;

-enhancetribalzelf-goverrnent. S catty,- State taxation of mineral
tikiduCtion'onleaseil Indian lams repealed or amended:
: Congress provide by approp ate legislation that ate taxation
within 'reservations be invalidated as applied to no dians when
the burden of such taxation falls directly or indirectly upon the



Congress enact legislation Which provides that where an Indian
tribal government enacts a tax in furtherance of Federal-Indian
policy designecrto enhance the tribes' L'self-governing capacity or to
protect or foster tribal economic development of Indian people or the
tribe, such tax will have the _effect of preempting any competing State
tax which would...be aPplicoble to the same person or activity.

E. rcuzsi-r=cai VISMILVG, TRAPP1.2cG AND GATECER.1.1STG RIGH-ICS

The rights of Indian .people to take fish and ga)pa` e and crather food
are and have historically bee.t.: an:integral part of their subsistence as
Well as their cultural and religious heritage. In turn they have foz-med
a foundation for their trade and com.m.eree. These rights were widely
rectignized in treaty negotiations and have been found by the courts.to
exist even. where not specifically reserved in treaties.?-92 The regulation
of. these resources, so sig,2.1ficlint to Indian self-sufficiency and survival,.
has been the subject of much judicial definition.. .

The historical evolution of re.cleral-Indian relations has placed the
exercise of theSe rights -both within and without reservation bound-
aries. Within the boundaries of a. reservation it is undisputed that
Indian people may hunt, fish, trap 'and gather free from external
regulatiorp-except where Con-gress has specifically provided -otherwise-
Beyond the boundaries the rights are defined by the speeific treaty or
situational. terms under Which they were reserve&dnd must-therefore
be -vieweclcarefullY.

Conflicts and emotions coritinne to C117Ehe
country over Indian fishing-rights. Tbere :las been a marked unwill-
ingness of non-Indian citizens in the State of Washiri,rton to accept
the rulings of the Federal district court on these rights."2 Indian-fish-

. ing rights have also beerr identified as the reason for a"fitiliner fishery iia
the/Northwest despite-specific findings to contraiy:193
/ Of primary concern to all involved is the management and enhance-

ment of the resourtrjs. Both fish and to assure that there -trill be
sufficient numbers to meet the needs and desifes, of all concerned, Fed-
eral, State, and Indian tribal involvement-in a coope-ratire system is
_impera.tive_to the ultimate achievement of an orderly and productive
management and enhancement of the resources.

On-l?e8erration-Dights and IZeg71.7ation
4111,

Within the boundaries of an Indian reservatior: the tribe h-as the
'sovereign authority to regulate. restrict. And lieensehuntinfr and fish- -

ing activities. Such authority is ever tribal members so far
as it has not- been explicitly- diminishecl.by tleaty or Federal statute.
Most tribes do regulate the exercise of hurting and fishing rights an'd
privileges for the proteCtion and preservation of the resources and
x-: ghts.ISt4-

29 I Set' cenernlly. FT.X. v. Winans. IDS U.S. 371 (1904) : for this doctrine 3fencmIncc TrZbc
v. 7-.R.. :11V 1:1.S. 404 (/96S).

1,1.2 g".. trarsywript of ATPRC benrinclq 1n flortlan. Orer...'. Sept. 25. 1976: Cr. '. v.
Wasditrtgems, 384 F. Cupp. 312 (W.D. Wash. 10741.'ars see "CniurnhIa. Ragfra Salmon -nnd Steellicad Analysis. SummaryE.,port. Sept. 1976**.
Pitrtfle- Nnvaivrelizt Re1inn7t1 Commix: doh

21" See' tr.= Rttd l'Istarm Ricbts." 32 Geo. Wash. L. Rev.. .1";64.
Dr:. 100 -101: State v. McClure, 127 Mont. 34. 26S p. 2d 620 (1054) ; Sot Op. M 3CR3S
(May 16. 1962).

"Z.
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:-iii0onsiErtent with the. tribe's jurisdiction. over its resources and the
where-the harvest takm: place, tribal regulation may also be
against noninenibers of the.tribe as well -as members. " These

may also. comPreTaend the exclitsive7authority to license non-
dians_ on the reservation who hunt and.fiSh.2" A tribe may be

in the jurisdiction as to members or to Indians where' their own
gayeithin. g docuyments so limit them or where treaties

or Federal statateslimit their powers. or provide for the importation
of: State laws.2giAbSentroongressional o.uthoriiation, States have no authority -to

,-,:----regulate, or-control India-- 0- and fisly;incr within theTreserVation.
Even. Whei* Congress 1:- -2.(1 for the assumption of some or all
.civil 'and criminal. -In 5,- States Within reservations under

lit Law' 8f5,-280, jur_ aver hunting, fishing, and trapping
rights was expressly witb- _ . Moreover, it is immaterial whether
thez1anda within the reservation are held in Indian or .n.,an-Indian
title. 190.

-On the question of hunting and fishing on the reservation .by non-
Xnen?bers the'l:rend and generally_ the better view is that the State- has
no lurisdiction:: unless the tribe_ requires that nonraemberS or non-

anclians- with---Sregulations-gp° This -position is further re-
flecte4 Federal legislatioi _whieh prohibits non-Indian hunting,.

"
and trapping on Indian reservations absent tribal consent (1S

TT.S. 8.1163)... _Although that law does:not contemplate bringing non-
- Indians under any Federal regulatory-scheme, it strongly suggests that

tribal regulation is preemptive of State la-ws..2"
On those few occasions in which courts have consid.ere.4 attempts at

-onz-reCervatioir regulation by administrative Federal agencies, it has
been rejected Even where treaties entered -into. subsequent to the

ty outlawed the talking ofmigratOry birds,2G:1 or a Federal
enactMen.t.prohBaited the taking of ]old Eagles, the rights of the on-

-:reservation Indian are undiminished -unless specifically curtailed. Ab-
rogation of Indian hunting and fishing rights will not be implied into

cf=ingresgon.al enactments. :$4 The management of these Indian
property: interests is left to tribiAl self - governor ent."5

In summary, it is fair to conclude that the primary regulatez-y-au-
thoritY -Within--reservation boundaries is the tribal governnien\t. This
would appear to be true whether the person_involved is either Indian
or non-Indian. The law an this latter point is, however, not finally
Settled.

_ -
.

Nonetheless, 'ail-, continue tc.:-question fundamental principles
snrro-untli-n, the .-xorcise of Indian rights even within the reservation-

Queer= Tribe of Indians v. Rowe,. 522 "E..; 2d 408 (9th dr.). (1P76).
-17olviirte ^rake v.. State of Washington, 1.4: o. 0-75-146 Waeh. 1276).

1-91;ocomo g'ribo of Issdiona_v. Wows, supra.
=,.S.C. 1321-26 ;./8 11(b).Zake' .1Eran.Z of Chippewa ..Indians v. Herber:, 334 P. Sapp. .1001 (D.C. Mien.

Q-echan- Tribe or Indians v- Rowe, supra Cort4274 Tribe v. Stats of WaRhingtons
r a ; contrant: State v. Danielson, 427 p. 2d 6a39 (Mont. 1967) - compare, .110c. -nue Ir.

1.-rtios Cotcrr.'9"X Ca- It ptr- 310 cert. den-. 404 U.S. 990 (1971) where the court W._ that
Itzlfe,eot Immunised:by_ tribal permission nonmembers were subject to State regulations.

1"-iaeor.-77.elit. PlaZinasi, 374 P.-Supp. 995 (1973 ) :
.7"4Arasori. Flasso..5 Ir. 241=5 (W.D. Wash- 1925)-
goll-Va4torf RUSSO* T.. 37 Ft. Supp. 724 (D. Ida. 1941).
026--Il4 ad States v. Whits. 508 S. 2d 453 (8th clr_ 2974).

_
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Presently pending before the IT.S. Supreme. Court is an appeal from
a ruling of the Washingto, n State Supreme Court. that State officers
may .enforce regulations again.st Puyallup Indians within their reser-
vation boundaries on steelhead-fish runs. Such a holding runs conttary
to numerous rulings on the issue of State .powers over such rights o;
reservation-2°G MOreover, such a ruling may well b6 a taking of a prop-
erty right to-the -extent it diminishes the ability of the Indian fisher-
man-to -take 'fish. decreasinfr the__v_alue of the-right-29-7

T_7nresolYed. issues arei'squarery before the courts and will be deter-.,--'
'mined in the near future_ Accoraingly, congressional'a.ction is prenia-

,tore in this area.
Off-Reservafionikigitt8 Regulations: Limits oA State Authority

The regulation of fish and wildlife resources beyond Indian resetva-
tion boundaries is inherently the domain of the various States.""
These powers may. however, be overridden by Federal treaty if they

,-would "impair at right granted or reserved by Federal law." "" This
is also the case -Where ihts were reserved to an Indian tribe on lands
later ceded where their hunting and fishing rights are still
preserved.21.°

To determine the parameters of State regulatory. power oven- off-
re,ervation Indian treaty rights the particular language of the given
treaty or Federal law must be exarnirrec1.211 It is the construction of the
languarre used which defines the extent Aid nature of the rights and
the kinds of -regulation, if any, exercisable by a State.

Where treaties have_ reserved off-reservation fishing rights '`at usual
and accustomed places . - . in common with the citizens of the terri-
tor:s," the ccQ..irts have held that State 3:-..gulation is limited to those
situatibns wliere it is reasonable and necessary to prevent the destruc-
tion of the resource. This "necessity for conservation" standard must
be the least restrictive necessary to assure adequate escapement of the
fish for spawnincr. 12 and are allowed only wli(7i preservation cannot.
be achieved by restriction of nontreaty fishing:21a The result is- that
the-State ma--.1.,:--prevent the destruction of the resource by regulation of
treaty fishing- all other measures are inadequate.

Tr;bez-Z A uthartZty

However, where the tribe involved has promulgated their own reg-
ulations and has demonstratc41 the ability to en-7oree them over their
members-, the State may not regulate the treaty fisherman_ The tribe

2-'411-1g. Moore v. U.S.., 157 F. 2d 7C0 f9th cir. 1947) : Lecch Lake Rand of Chippewa
India-na v. Herbert. supra Arnett c. Fice Gillnets, 221 Cal- Rptr. 906 (1975), cert.- den.,
44 LT.S.1..W. 5545 (Mar. 1976.).Cf. Choate v. _Trapp, 224 U.S. ft65 (1912). This may be the question somewhat since the
State takes .he position that the Indians have no right to artificially propagate steelhead
which constitute part of the 1-un.1°' Geer v. Connecticut. 161 U.S. 519 (1596) .

-wa Artseatero A frache Triba.v. Jones, 411 U.S. 145 (.1973).
=.0 Antoine v.: Washington. 42.0, U.S. 194 (1975).See. e.g. Treaty with the Yaicinaks. 12 Stat. 951 ("at usual and accustomed places

in common with the citizens of the territory") : Treaty of Medicine Creek. 10 Stat. 1132
- (the privilege of hunts fig . . . on open- and unclaimed lands") : Treaty with the Walla-
Wallas. 12 Stat. 945 (-On unclaimed Iands in commiin with citizens") : Chippewa Treaty
e.; 1854. 10 Stat. 1009 ("shall have the right to hunt and fish therein, until otherwise or-
derecl by the President.")

272 Washington, 3S4 F. Supp. 312 (W.1..r.IV. 1974) .
=z1L",\S. v. Washington,. supra

ti
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must, of Course adopt-those measures shown to be necessary for con-
Servaticirl and

course,
States may step in where an emergency situation

arises without a prior showing of the necessity to the court.214
It is clear-that in this situation, the Federal district court has be-

come the manager of the resource. No one would posit that such a
situation. is the most desirable or the most efficient management sys-
tem."The reason for this situation was cogently described in the con-
curring opinion of Judge Burns when. V.S. v. WasAington was af-
firmed-by the United States Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals:

I deplore situations that make it necessary for us (District Court Judges) to
become enduring managers of the fisheries, forests and highways, to say nothing
of the school districts, police departments and so on. The record in this case,
and the history set forth in the Puyallup and Antoine cases, amonc others, make
it crystal clearr that it has been recalcitrance of Washington State officials (and-
the local non-Indian commercial and sports fishing allies) which produced the
deniarl-of- Indian rights requiring intervention by the District Court. This re-
sponarillity-should neither escape notice or be forgotten.'

T:r is laiao-uage is reminiscent of tha.t. -delivered by Justice Miller in
Urate-crites v. Kaga7ruz nearly 100 years ago when he wrote .

.tThey (theandlans) owe nor allegiance to the States and receive from them no
prOtOetion. Becadse of local ill feeling the people of the States where they are
found are ofr-en their deadliest enemies.'

IVecd for Federal InvoZvenzent
Tribal enforcement over members exercising rights off-reservation

may be to no avail .absent effective State enforcement of nontreaty
fisheries. MoSt of the treaty fisheries in Washington, for instance are
found in the inland waters by troll and recreational fishing vessels_
Federal regulation therefore becomes a prerequisite to.anY meaningful
allocation between treaty and nontreaty inland fishery. Likewise there
must be workable reo-Uinzions pursuant to the Iriternational Pacific
Salmon -Fishery Commission to provide sufficient _opportunity for
treaty fishermen to take fish.

Where a State either fails to provide enforcement to protect the
fishery or is unable as a result of its own laws the Federal Government
must play a:dynamic role. At present ffre is only' minimal Federal
enforcement authority. Where it proves to be inadequate the responsi-
bility will fall once again upon the beleaguered Federal district court.
Congress should act in this area. where :ndicated.=r17

Other off-reservation rights 7- Idin.n people do not carry the
qualification that they be shares --in' common with" nontl-eaty users
of the resource. In such situations, the rationale for State regulation
is lost and has been so held by some courts: 21s Decisions have also indi-
cated that such rights may be subject to State regulation for conser-
vation purposes."' There has not yet been a United States Supreme
Court review of this issue.

xra Puyallup 7'rEboi r. Deportment of Gta me. :191 (-inGg).Tr.s. v. 3,1,-43A7 inaton. ti:20 F. 2d 676, 693 (9th ell-. 1975) (cone-tit-ring. opinion).
1.18 V.S. 375. 383-84 (ISS6).=1 See. "Action is Needed Nov'. To Protect Aar- Fishing Resources" Report to Congress by

the Comptroller General of the United States. Feb. IS, 1976,212, Slate r. Arthur, 74 Ida.- 251, 2411 p. 2d 233 (1fin3) State v- Tinno 94 Ida. 650. 497p. 2d 1386 (2972) ; People r. Jorefrars. 3A4 Mich. 539. -153 N.W. 2d 375 (1371).sts State v. Tinno, supra. indicated in the portion of the decision addressing fishing rightsthat may be so limited Peapde .r. Lei-sane, 55 Mich. App. 684. 223 N.W. 2d 205 (1974).
Afrd 399 Mich--(- decided Dec. 27, 1076)-

02-185Ls
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The Idaho Supreme -Court has recently ruled that aboriginal rights
to hunt and fish survive where they have never been extinguished,
but that the authority of the State for purposes of conservation -

retnains.22°
Su2rz.m.ary

. . ,
Although the issue was not" addressed in these cases it would follow

that the tribes affected would have regulatory powers over their mem-
bers- Indian regulation-would fulfiki goals which cannot be reached by
State regulation of the exercise of treaty rights (e.g. allocation of
sites and tunes) L Tribal powers therefore provide an important adz
jtcnet to the regulatory scheme.Iltuiting, fishing, trapping, and gathering 'rights of American In-
dian Peoples are an important aspect of their subsistence. economic,
cultural, and religious. heritage and were reserved by Indian people
in treaties or for them as a na-t of the lands set aside for thtir ex-
clusive use and occupandy.

American Indian hunting and fisitirirr rights have been exclus:Trely
litigated and many ju-isdzetional questions have been answered by -
the courts. Such litigation has an extensive history reflecting great
sums' of money spent by Indian tribes and in_ diViduals to litigate and
relitigate rights guaranteed under age-old treaties and agreements.

The hunting and fishing rights of Indian peoples have been frds-
trated and in many cases completely- cut off due to the exercise of State
police powers, directed tt +ward Indian people when litigation was
pending and in dome cases despite favorable decisions to Indian peo-
ple. Likewise States have failed in some instances, particularly in
Washington State, to enforce fishing restrictions against. non-Indian
fishermen violating Federal court ordered cessation of fishing.

There has been a serious depletion : of fish and game resources
brought. about by the elimination and degradation of fish and wildlife
habitat, fi }I-passage losses at mainstream dams, and rapidly &owing.
use by commercial and sports interests on fish and wildlife resources.

Management of the fish and wildlife resources clearly- requires the
cooperative efforts of Federal. tribal and State authorities in regula7
tion of allowable harvests and in stimulation of new resources.

Indian tribes,have -Intinn- and fishing rights which are -an integral-
part of transitory or -r.rratory resources such as marine fisheries and
deer herds as well as r., -ats shared in common with non-treaty users of
the resource at off-reservation sites..

Man-v Indian tribes are carrying on substantial enhancement and-
management efforts of their own with limited resources-and insufficient
support from State and Federal entities. -

Although some tribes- haVe- and fishery biolol-.7.-.'sts and other
necessary experts, most require additional personnel and training pro-
grams to augment- and expand programs and to implement new meas-
ures desirable for enhancement and management of the resource,

Revenues derived from the harvest of fish and wildlife resources;-
(e.g..C licensing fees) on some reservations -provide the foundation for
significant economic activity for the tribe and its members_

220 S,tate v_ Coffee, No. 12040 (5. Ct. Idaho. decided Nov. 23. 1976).



27144:02704:Tiasiookrec ommends that
The..:Depitrtinent otheInterior -aid ,Indian tribes in the de-velop-;

r-=- iehensive management plans .for fish and wildlife re-
,nonrces:.,:- Indian ,people must be involved- in the management their

owntruSt resource,24.
2.; The eaieentiv6branch undertake action to stimulate the tribes- and

SULU'S to enter-into cooperation: agreements in the Management,
and el:iforcement of off-reservation fishing activities by both
ancl..,,lion-Indisna. Such cooperative agreements -must recognize

ihe.rights oftheane_iims-in the fish resources and their responsibility
in_the mapagementaild allocation of that resource_

Congress appropriate funds necessary to aid individual tribes and
intertribal organizations in the. development. and management of fiSh--
_ eryprOgrams.

4.;__CrYAgrer-ip-s enact legislation authorizing- the Departnient of the In-
( tA:rior-(Parks and Wildlife Divion) with. standby authority to alto=

cate:,fish,z.e-soxirces and enforce such allocations as to Indians or non-
Indians or both, whenever the States or the tribes fail to regulate
those persons under their respective jurisdiltion.

_

FEDERAL CON-Fraam.rrs- oar TrazaAL Govmazimmwr .

'TEM 124DIALIT REOEGAN1ZATIO ACT OF 1934
- --.Chapter 1 of the report of Task Force .tuber Two sets forth an

ettimsive discussion, of the relation of the Department of the Interior
to .trrrbal g.-Overnmenti. The relationship 'of that Department, or the-latireali of Indian Affairs, in political matters is a nagging and con-;.:
tinuatproblem. These problems Surface in a number of settings : (1)
Secretariat involvement in electiOn disputes ; (2) -Secretarial involve-.
menu in ratification and iipprotal r f ti;i1.-al amendments to constitu-
-dons -and bylaws r (3) Secretarial involvement in. review and approval"
of ordinances or laws adopted by tribal councils; and (4) ultimately,:
the claimed. anthority -6f the- Secretary to revoke -tribal constitutions
which Were-not adopted undeithe Indian Rei,Irga.nization Act and thus
effeCtiVely suspend--tribal government,

There are five basic sources df authority which the Secretary invokes
as support for these baSicallzepol-Lical decasions : (1) Sections 2 and 9,
title 25 of the.17.S. Code which vest the managetheht of Indian affairs.is the-COrrn-rtigsioner of Indian Affairs and authorize the President-to

i+ be such regulations as-he might the fit for carrying into Affectvarious provisions of Acts of Congress relating to Indian affairs-
_4(g) section. 16 of the Indian Reorganization Act. of 193422'i. whick-

i;rthoziied nd3an tribes to reorcran, ize tinder that Act. and adopt
-StitatiOn.4 and bylaWs subjt to apprOval of the Secretary ;-gel:feral:trust responsibility, particularly as exemplified by section 81oftitle:25 restricting the rights contract with relationship to trust'0): the judicially established guardian-ward relationship ; and(5) powers of review and approval vested in the Secretary by tribes

211 25 u.s.c. 476.
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which adopted constitutions pursuant to the Indian Reorganization
Act.As:noted by Task Force lumber Two, the Federal officials have in
the past exercised heavy-handed control over the day-to-day opera-
tions of tribal government-23 "- In 1934 when the Indian Reorganization
Act was enacted, some degiee of regulatory supervision may have been
justified.. Many tribes were moving. for the first tie, to a constitutional
form of government_ But, the tribes have now had 40 years-pf experi-
ence in. the operation of their' g-overnm-ents. And, the enactment of
title II of the Civil Rights Act of 1968 with its broad procedural safe-
guards for perSons a.:Tected by the actions of tribal governments-con-

_ tradicts the need for the Pervasive acimi-niRtrative control which has
so often characterized the relation of the tribes to the Department of
the Interior_The right and power of Indian tribes to form their own overn-
ments. exist independent from Federal statute. This was .weil-recog-
nize&at the time the Indian Reorganization Act was enacted_223 But,
due to the Federal policies which had been pursued. in the latter half
of the 19th cent 'y and the first 1-talf of the-9-0th century,-many, of the
traditional instr.unents of tribal government had been drastically
weakened and some- lost for good. This was w...cognized. by Congress
when-it included section 16 of the IRA authorizg, tribes to organize
under that Act if they elected to do so.

It is ironic that this Act, which was intended to strengthen the
goyernments of Indian tribes, is now generally regarded by the Indian
people as an impediment- to their governmental functions. The Act
itself presents certain problems since it requires that the constitutions
.7ailtl. by.i.aws adt-Iptecl by tribes pursuan' t o the Act be ratified and
app-roVecl by the Secretary_ But, more significantly, much of the

. authority of the Secretary to pass- upon the validity of tribal enact-
mehts stems from provisions of constitutions which tribes adopted
-pursuant to the Act. These provisions, taken from a "model" con-
stitution drafted by the BIA after passage of the 1934 Act, commonly
provi&t. that the laws adopted by the tribe shall not take effect until
sucN laws have been reviewed and approved by the Secretary_

This review process has been generally condemned `as perpetuating
A, paternalistic relationship between the Department Of the Interior
and the tribes. Paternalism aside, it has also impeded.tribes in their
efforts to assert authority within reservation boundaries thrugh the
simpleaple xpedient of a Secretarial yeto of tribal ordinanceSwhichrhe
;conceives as being beyond the power of a tribe.. Thus,I for Years, the
Department denied that tribes could exercise any ini-iscliction over
non-Indians even though there was nb clear statute and no judicial
decision to affirm the Department's position.224 The efforts Of\ the
Colville Tribe to impose a water use code within the boundaries\ of
th.ir reservation was thwarted by the refusal of the Secretary to
approve their ptoposed code-225 In a most extraordinary case, the
Coeur d'Alene Tribe was denied permission to enact a code provision.
regnlating the- playing of an Indian stick game within their reser-

\
2=I Talk Force No. 2 Report. p_ 13.
2s= Sol. Op.. Oct- 25_ 1934.55 LI). 1.4 at :10-32.Sol. Op. 17-acsio dated Aug'. 10.1970.
I'm This problem is now in litigation-
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,

Z>ti ,loitzion-isven,,ittionglf, a Federal court had the Playing of the
game Was not within therview'-of Feder* law. In this case, DeL

p,..,:ptiortaileiitat.Vit.il- of -:the- tribal brdinance .was :nstiga.ted- at -the request
i....,7.afithec.-"the

from problPyins ralating U., Secretarial. review of tribal ordi-
87, nancesi..4;23.,:sit least-t-wo czcasior..1 the Secretazy had claimed the

revoke outright the constitutions of tribes which had
?.:7:7:-t.not-cirganizerl under the rndian Reorganization ''Act. Thus, in 1961,

of the Interior withdrew recognition of the 1927 con--
an bYlaws. of the Fort Peck Council on the author!ty of

that in opinion such_action_was in the best
involved_ The legal opinion upon which the

.-c---:.--:.Secietary based his action carefulyy stated- that his action was not
any "trustee" relatici p (which the opinion notes

in property).,but rather on the -"guardian-ward" relation--
mar

, .

972. the Commisioner of Indian Affairs' withdrew his recog-
.1/1tion oflhe;-1932,:con'itittition of the Prairie Band of Pottawatomie

&jai:is, again ;on the .authority of 25 U.S.C. 2. :_ complaint Tiled
e Conimissiciner of Indian..4.ffairs-. in FecEmal district court_

dismissed for lack of subject matter --jurisdiction. It
snot zeta mid-1975 that a new constitution was adopted by the

tribe..-.:In the meantime, the affairs- of the -tribe were handled by a
spokesiiian appolinted.-by--the Bureau of Indian Affaiis without any

legar authority.233
. During the: courSe of the CommiSsion's investigative. studies; Indian. .

ei_baore-latecl scored.:61 instances wherein 'Llie BIA.ittas flagrantly
V20 s ett:IlCit .Cm4y. its mandated role, but the basic princifles of -tlie
:17nited..Statei trust xesponsibility. These practices of the Bureau of
Indian Affairs are in Clear violation of Federal policy an should be
baked immediately. governments must have mecha-nisrrk.g to
insure that the Bureau of -Indian Affairs upholds'the trust re§pori-:
jxibility :of-the Federal Government. nib-al governments must and
shotdd have ..equitable remedies to _prevent further -_-awrirra.nte4
interference in the operatior --.7of tribal governments.

Data gathered. by' this Commission over the last year is testimony.
to the -fact. that the Bureau .of. Indian Affairs has acted directly to
undermine tribal Vernments,22° and has refused.the technical, legal,
and financial 0e it is Mandated to provide_

Special- allegations witness the Bureau of Indian Affairs:
1- :directly interfering in tribal elections.23°.
2. lisarpina one of the most basic powers of self-gaverniner

the to determine- memi--:.rship; by conditioning-BIEL funding
on BIA7deterininecl Membership qfLalifications.232-7,-

Rail Letter -dated Apr. 20. 2967 from-.Are ..n=-Asst. Sot-to Coixtraissioner of Indian Affairs.
Sex *pp, part IT. ex. s.or Task Force No. report

2127 Sol. On. IA-1229 dated Jan. 19. 1961. to Secretary of the Interior.
-"filo 'Task ForcQ-No. 9 report. app. II. part /..ex. 2.

, '110-Tribal rnment 'Task Pores- Field Conc.-- ltn.ni ICery. port na Sfandinu. Rock Sioux
liltandinfr rock ervatian. p. 3 : Tribal Government-Tnsk Force Field Consultant 'Report on
.Cbeyennelliverr Sikitur. Cheyenne River Reservation. p. 3.

al. Bureau or Indian- Affair's Sup for the Functions of Tribal Government. Case Study
of Pixie Ridge Reservation:- Special Report- to the Tribal Government Task Force, American

-:Inonan Polley' Reviews Canfulaidon. PP;Ana-Tribal Government Task Force -Field Consultant Report on Cheyenne River Sioux.Chi...venue' River Reservation. P. 114: Tribal. Government Task Force Field. Consultant Report
on Port Berthold Reservation, p. 9.
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3- playing off one tribe against another in competition for '
fuding,2"

. 4g conditioning,BIA funding or "delivery of services. on the level \,

of cooperation between tribal members and agency or area offiCe.
employees. --. '

5. failing to respond v.." tribal requests for legal -aseistanc.5....334

ance.
6. .failing to respond to tribal requests for Lxiare.i.-1 U.SSitt

235. . ,IT. failing to respond to tribal requests for technical assist- I.
::

iance.2" : ,

Tv entering into leases or contracts on behalf of the tribe -with-..

F fitiling to assist tribes in asserting their sovereign powers.237

out tribal a proyaL238
/10. sped tally acting to diminish; tribal. exercise of powers of

self gorern2nent_239 ) .

11. terminating tribal employees frbm area office without noti-
. fication to tribe..24
- .. 12. allocating judgment furids witliout approval of _tribal.
cOuncil-2" 7

^ Z--",..

i 13. displaying n.ei)Otisra- and favoritism in agency officz hiring
ipractices.,2 2

14. withh..)1--ling information on tribal trust resomnes 4--.om..
, tribe ,2" _

.15. advisin,t tibal members tc sell their land to quaiify for
State .welfare.,1

0

115. failing to act upon tribal requests for Secreta-ria! approval
of contracts.243

p. 1/.isTribnl Government Task Force 'Field Consultant Report on Fort Berthold Reservation,
D9 : Tribal Government Task Force Field Consultant Report on Ilintah-Guray Reserra.

on. p. 5 : Tribal Government Task Force Field Consultant -Report on Northern Cheyenne
Reeer-7stion. p. 5- et al. .

224 American Indian Policy Review Comnilasion public be ings conducted by Task Forces
2: A 4. Superior. Wis. - Mar- fil-20. 1976 : 'Tribo.1 Government Task Force Field
Consultant Report on -Pala Reserve:1ton, p. I ; Tribal Goners ment Task Force Bidld-Cortaal
taint Report on Zuni Reservation. p. 2.2211ff Tribal -Government Task. Force Report on Santa Rosa Rancher/ft, p. 4 - American Mt-
dian Policy Review Comtniaslon Public aearings conducted by Task Forces' 2 & 4 ; Phoenix,
Ariz. ; June 2-3..1976 PP. 104-108.

algi American Indian
1976: ReviewXommIssion Public Bearings conducted by Task Forces

I. 3 and _4 : Yakima. Wash. :-Peb. 4. 1976 p. 42S Tribal Governthent Task Force Report
on Fort Berthe4d Reservation. p. 9: American Indian Policy Review Commission Public
Hes:rink-A C1bndneted by Task Forces 2 and 4.: Phoenix. Ariz. ; June 2-3, 1976: pp. 104-106 ;-
Tribal Government Task For Report on Rocky Boy'sr Reservation. pp. 2-4-; 'Tribal Govern-
ment Task Feree Report on- I.acuo n Pueblo. pr'. 7-14 : Tribal Government Task Force Report
on Northern Cheyenne Reservation. p. ..; Tribal Government Task Force Report on- Pala
Reserve ti on. ro. 2.237 Tribal Government Task Force Report on Quinault 'Reservation, p. 6 ; Tribal Govern-
ment Task Force Repo rt 'on Rocky liov's Re'servatioirx. p. 2.=141-rlhal Gneertnnent Task Force Report on trintah-Ourny Reservation. p. 1..=0 Tribal Government Task Force report on Seneca :Nation. A.lIer.any Rese."-stion, p. 3 -
Tribal Government Task Force Eteportchn Mnkah Reservation. p. ; Tribal Government Tani'
Force Report on Fort Berthold Reservarion. p. 5 : Government 'Task Force Report
on Cheyenne rind Arapaho 'Tribes of pith beaux. p. 2 ; Tribal Governreent Task Force Report
on aulnault Reservation. p. : Tribal GovernrnPnt Task Force Report on Standing Rock
Reservation. p. 3.*so Tribal Government Task Force Report on Northern Cheyenne Reservation, p. S.sa. American Indian Policy Review In bile Hearings- conducted by Task FOrces 2 and 4

.Jirroenix. Arizona : Tune 2-3. 1976 p. 335-136.
2"s Tribal Government Task "Force Report on Fort Be,rthold Reservation. p. 9.
ses Tribal Government 'Task Force Report on Civil-Tn.-nit Reservation. . 6.

Government "Task 'Foree Report on Creek Tribe of Cklahorna... p. .5.242 Tribal Government Task Force Report on Navajo Reverratien. p. 5-6 - Tribal Govern -meat Task Force Report on Makah itevterration. p. 6 ; Tribal Government Task Force Report
.fikp Northern Cheyenne Reservation. p. 3.

al
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Becommendatiodra
.

The Comnassio' ra..recornanends east .-
1. Section 18 of the Indian Reorg-aniz-lit ion Act (25 U.S.C. 478).

whichprovides that no part of that Act shall apply. to any reservation:
wherein a majority of the adult Indians vote, against its application.
should be _repealed- In its place Congress enact a savings clause to
provide that the rights of any tribe which. Las organiz' ed, under the
terms of section 16 of the Act or formed p, corporation under section 17
of the Act will not be adversely affected.

To accomplish this result the Commission r_comm ends the following
specific legislative actions: -

(a) Repeal section 18 Of the IRA Which reads as follows
This .Act shall not apply to any reservation wherein a- majority of the adult

Indlans, voting at a special election duly caned by the Secretary of the Interior.
Akan vote. against its application. It shall ibe the duty of the Secretary of the
Interior. within one after Tune VI, 1934, to call such an election, _which
election shallsbe_held by t baialot upon thirty days' notice.

(b) Insert in place this section the following language :
The rights of any tribe .which ha s chosen to organize under sections

-16 and IT of the Indian Reorganization Act shall, not be affected by this repial.
-. 2. Sitction 16 -of 'the Indian Reorganization .At. (25 U.S.C. 476)
-which authorizes tribes to organize under the provisions of-that Act
be : (1) to reflect specifically the fact that tribes have an in-
herent right to' form their own political organizations in the form .

which they- desire; and -(2) to provide that notwithstanding any pro-
visions iii existing tribal constitutions which vest ths Secretary with
authot4ty to review and disapprove oi-dinanCes enacted by the tribal.
government shall only extend to those matters directly related to the
trust responsihility over the use- and disposition of trust assets- How- 2
ever, those tribes. who wish to i retain such authority cn an interim
basis shall be authorized to do so.

To accomplish this result the Commission recommends arac...ndment

op

of section 16 of the IRA along the following lines:

.
The right to choose their natural form of government is the inherent right of

.suant to the Indian Reorganization Act shall be ratified and approved by thef,...;:::"
a.ily In tribe. Amendments to tribal constitutions and bylaws adopted pur-..;.-
Secretary to protect 'the trust assets aria resources of. the tribes. f ..

In addition" to porz-zr.z.- vested in any_Indian tribe or tribal council by e'vflsz:':'
. ing law said Ii.-an, tribe sha also be recognized to have the following rights.:-!-
and . era: To employ legal counsel, to prevent the sale. disposition.---lease. or-
en ranee of tribal lands, interest in 'ands, or other tribal assets without the
co nt of the tribe ; and negotiate with the Federal. State and .local govern-
ments. The Secretary of the Interior shall advise-all Indian tribes and /or their
tribal councils of all appropriation estimates of_Federal projects for the benefit
of the tribe prior to the submisIdon of such estimates to the Office of Management
and Budget and the Congress.Notwithstanding the provisions of any existing tribal constitution or similar
document which vests authority in the Secreta-ry to review and approve or dis-
approve proposed actions of said Indian tribes. the Secretary's authority over _
Indian tribes will only extend or be directly _related to the trust responsibility
over the use and disposition of trust assets: However. any Indian tribe which
may desire a continuation of their presently existing delegation of authority
to the Secretary is hereby authorized to do so..

3. Section 2 of title-25. U.S. Code., he amen:led to provide that the
authority of the Secretary of the Inferior over tribes shall only extend
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viaioits reletd.4 to%proteetion of tribal trust. assets. Within these
whene:zer the Secretary finds it necessary to-disapprove a pro-

74-tosed trThalinitiative, he must file e-a written statement with the tribe
ltztatifYing: them of the reason for his disapproval of their proposed
ccl'itetIon -and afford their" an opportunity fora hearing. --

Thatsection 81 of title 25 U.S. Code., should be amended to acceim-
Bah a result similar to tluL proposed above i.e., that whenever the

shall` approve any proposed contract dealing with trust
assets, he -shall provide the affect,- tribe or persbn with a written

L.,:; statement- of his reasons 'for di".upproval and provide them with an
for a hearing.

o. accomplish these results the- Commission recommends amenda-
ianruage along the follckwing lines :

a) U.S.C. 2 be amended to include the followincr
The authority-of the Secretary of Interior over Indian tribes shall only extend

to deemed necessary to protect tribal trust assets and resonrces. In
any action which the Secretary finds it necessary to disapprove a P'rbPosed trial

_ gookernment litiative.,- the Secretary "sliall take such action withtn 60 days of
having-been °Illegally notified of the proliosed tribal action J:3. the Indian tribal
government and any :disapproval of the proposed tribal action shall be%acconi-
panied by an opportunity for a hearLig on the part of the tribe. and the Secre-

.tary's deesion shall be based on written findings of Zact mvhich shall specify the
reasons for his disapprovn L

(Zo) That -,25 U.S.C. !"1 be amended in the following manner:, The-
third paragraph be-gauging "scicond'*

_
*-*." shall read:

; .
'shall bear the approval of the Seeretar: of the Interior and Com inissioner

of Indian Affairs endorsed upon The Secretary of the Interior and the Cora-
ratveiciner of Indian Affair shall disapprove any such *proposed contract only
after finding that the proposed contract shall endttnger the trust assets or re-
sources of- the tribe or individual Indian_ Such findingi shall be submittted
to the propose4d tribe- and/or-Indian in written.forrii specifying the exact reason
for disappprov'il.

4. Additional legislation be enacted to authorize tribes to override
Secretarial d ..approval of their proposed use of trust'assets. Such anN .s7override must be coupled with a waiver of liability on the part of the
United States to the -liiaited -extenc that the override may result in.
loss. .

_Letris lation be enacted ;that if, the Secretary distr..pproves a tribal
egovernment initiative, a contract or other tribal action involving the

use -or disposition of a trust asset, the tribe shall be entitled 4..-AD over-
ride such Secretarial disapproval usingthe followino---procedurps:

(a) The Secretary shall _supply the tribe' with a- detailed --t.atement
of the reasons for his. disapproval of their 'proposed. use, or ..diSpositiorr
of the ',rust asset. --pecifically setting forth the loss he believes may
result from such tribal proposal -

(7)) After due- consultation between the representatives of the tribe
and the Secretary or his representative. the tribal council may, by
formal resolution,_ elect to Override the disapproval of the Secretary-
Such resolution must contain a specific waiver of liability on the part
of the United States for losses which may result as a direct result of
the tribal oveszicle.(c) In the consultation .process the Secretary shall be held to the
highest standas of care and good .1.*aith consistent with the principles,.

G-
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of common law trust in e,avisimg the tribes ,Jf the potential conse-
quences of the proposed tribal decAsion

(d) A tribal as;errilles of a Secretarial disapproval shall not di-
-rninish the trust character of the asset in quesLion-. Thr3 trust responsi-
bility of the United States to aid' the tribe in the implementation of
their decision and to protect the future- well-being of the. asset shall
continue undiminished.

-(e) In any case in which the Secretary has reasonable cause to be
lieve that the decision of the tribal government .rnav not reflect-the
will of the majority of the meMbers of a tribe he shah (may) Fequire
a referendum ofhe tribal members, the expense of which shall be
borne by the United States and not the tribe.

(f) In the event the Secretary determines that a tribal resolution
should be put to a referendum, he.rnust notify the tribil council within
30 days of the passage of their resolution, and he must call for such
referendum vote not more than 43 days after tendering such
notification.

B. THE ASSERTION AND IMPLFMENTATION OF FEDERAL. CRIMINAL
Jr-RISDICTION

Within the Indian try, there are at least threejurisdictIons:
tribal, State and Federal. ecause. Federal statutes in Indian country,
are vreeraptive and far reaching, they are separately to assess
their impact and effectiveness.

ft 1Federal Criminal Statutes
(2) ..77:7-i-LclictionaZ Overview

There ta. eatchwork of critnin!!.. jurisdiction within the Indian
country 2-1- -.vh.thh has evolved as a result of enactments and
case law exceptions. The first extension-of Federal criminal jurisdic-
tion into the Indian country is presently embodied in the enactment
of the General Crimes Act, 18 L.S.C. 1.152. That Act applied all Fed-

`eral c.,:friFinses to the, Indian country except for : ,(1) offenses between
Indians; (2) where an Isidian'has already been punished under tribal
law-; or (3) where exclusive jurisdiction over a particular offense has
been reserved by treaty.

When a Sioux Indian killed one -of. is tribal fellows in 1881 and
was punished by .1iN -tribe, the United States Supreme Court held
that the 'Federal, Government could not also punish him as it lacked
the jurisdiction to do so.2-----4 Congf-ess responded by passing the Major
:Crime, Act, 18 U.S.C. 115 :3. providing for Feclercl jurisdiction over
certaip enumerated serious crimes committed' by an Indian against any
other person. There are presently 14 such enumerated crimes. -

Ekurinethe same period, the ,Supreme Court decided the first. in a
series of cases bolding where a non-Indian commits a -crime against
another non-Indian within the Indian -country, the local state has
exclusive jurisdiction over the offense. _

ass As defined 1; is r.s.c.S54 Uniteci Staten v. McBratne-v,104 U.S. 621 (1 S°') : Draper. v. United States, 104 U.S.'
240 (1896) ; and Neso-York Martini v. Ray, 326 LT.S. 400 (1940).
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This matrix of jurisdiction was fret-tiler supplemented by the Su-
preme Courkin. 1946 when it decided that the AssimilLtive Crimes Act,
18 U.S.C: sec. 13, was applicable within Indian country via the
General Crimes Act.253 A.Ithoin_Th the clear implication of tiuch an
application would appear to imit application of the Assimilative
Crimes Act to those sorts of crimes coWemplatecl ix' the General
"Crimes Act (i.e., sriolent crimes, not moral ;.a.v:s or viceiznless crimes),
there have been situations where the Assimilative Crimes Act was
used against -Indian persons within Indian country for violations of
State morals or regulatory laws.2"

It-must be conceded-that the Assimilative Crimes Acl. as applied
by-the General Crimes to Indian country fills a void where Feczeral
laws are not otherwise complete. However, where this application is
used by U.S. Attorneys to regulate bingo, or firecracker salez, the
'application has goile beyond the scope of the General Crimes Act and
imposes an unwarranted intrasion of State morals or regulatory I ews
on India tribes and ir -lividuals. The Department of Justice has
chosen to follow the rationale which is least consistent with Indian
sovereignty and allows for the greatest importation of State laws
onto -the reservation.237 Actual prosecution, of course, depends upon
how willing .11:S. Attorneys or their deputies are to prosecute indi-
vidual cases...Such a situation does not lend itself to uniform applica-
tion or evenhanded inforcement.258

The resultant jurisdictional pattern emerges_
Except for offenses which are peculLarir Federal in nature, the general

criminal jurisdiction of Federal courts in Indian country is founded upon the
General Crimes Act (IS U.S.C. sec. 1152) and the Major Crimes Act (18
sec.11.53). The General Crimes Act extends to -the Indian country, all of tlae
Federal criminal laws applicable in Federal enclaves. Including the AssimilathreCrimes Act (18 IT.S.C. -sees. 7 and 13), and under this s....atute. the Federalcourts may exercise jurisdiction over offenses' by an Indian against a non-
Indien and offenses by a non-Indian 'against an Indian. This statute (IS tr.S.C.
elec. 1152) does not extend to/offenses committed by an Indian against the person
or property of another Indian nor to an Indian committing any offense in Indian
country who has been punished by the local law of the tribe, and beca`use
of the exception carved out-by the .3fcBratnev and-Draper decisions, it does net
extend to offenses by non-Indians against non-Indians.'

.:11ajor Crimes Act
Although the Federal Government acquired jurisdiction/to prose-

cute enumerated serious crimes. then: is some question as io whether
that jurisdiction is exclusive or is concurrent with 'the various tribes .2"
The issup has never been specifically- tested althou*rh those cases re-
ferring rci the point in dicta have largely assumed the ex,--.:isive juris-
diction of the Federal Government. The earliest such ease is 1_77,;&ed
States v, Whaley, 37 F. 14 (CC- S.D. Calif.. 18sS) wllieh was decided-

sea W frZiri Ind U.S.. 3=7 U.S. 711 (1.-44a). footnote 3.
, See. Ey...V. v. 151 F. 2'l s7:1 (7th 19.30): (consicilnn of an Tnrlifrtn.far orer-

atIrm a :dot moichluPb : Contra. v. Poknotaft. No. 4777 (13. Ida., N.D. 19G3) (Acquittal
of Indians part-It-2Ni tin= in a :...arnh!inr. =me).

-.127 Report rf Task rel:er No. 4. pp. 40-42-
ms Jni.tic* gad the. Aropri-art : "F'd.rrai Prnmacntionn of Critn; Corr:mitt-Oa on

-Indian Reservations" (1974) vol. :S. Report by the National American TnclIan Court iiidges
Alossociation.

zo Taylor. "CrlintrnalJuriadicon." Manual of Indian Law AILTP. 197Z.See Report of Task Sorce No. 4, pp. 34-47.
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by the trial court concerning whether a guilty plea should be accepted
for manslaughter as opposed to requiring trial for first degree murder.
The defendants pursuant to orders from the tribal counsel, had exe-
cuted a tribal medical man for poisonin.r several tribal members.

The court never addressed the lack of jurisdiction of the tribe to
order the execution. but must have assumed such was the case in
accepting the manslaughter .plea. Wha/cy is, therefore, a very weak
authority on the issue of whether the Major Crimes Act withdrew
tribal jurisdiction and it, does not appear that it was ever cited in any
subsequent case for the proposition.

Subsequent cases have commented on the withdrawal of tribal
jurisdiction over the enumer.tted major crimes and have uniformly
indicated in dicta that such was the case.2"

Likewise. the legislative history of the Major Crimes Act, taken
together with other -Federal jurisdictional acts, indicates that it. was
the intent of Congi to overcome an inhibition on Federal powers,
not to limit tribal It Congress was responding specifically to the
holding in E../: Pate (10-w Dog. 190 U.S. 556 (1863) that the Federal
forums were foreclosed and the tribe had excIrsive powers. INIoreover,
the lack of express congressional language taken with well-accepted
canons of construction concerning Indian rights would mitigate in.
favor of a. finding- .;_f concurrent jurisdiction.

It is fair to conclude that there is sonic question in the area which is
susceptible to congressional clarification. Because of the needs of In-
dian communities which Will be discussed below, it is suggested that
clarification take form in favor of concurrent jurisdiction.

Major Crhnes Fn.rorccntce72.t
Of these reservations where States have not undertaken criminal

jurisdiction pursuant to Public haw S3-250, United gates attorneys
were responsible for prosecuting violations of the Major Crimes Act.
Eighty percent of the Indian cases presented for prosecution are
declined by the office responible for their prosecution_ Thus, the
primary., if not sole. source of major crimes enforcement available to
these reservations declines to prosecute 4 of every 5 Cases brought
before it_ The effect is devastatinr-, the reasons and considerations are
manifold.

There can be no discernible standari.ls against which any decision
to prosecute or decline can be measured_ Decisions are rarely reported
back to tribal officials or police. Prosecutors rely heavily upon an-ents
of the FBI to the exclusion of the 131.1_ and tribal law enforcement
officers_

Those closest to the communities and to the scene of any alleged
crime are the MA and tribal police_ They are usually first on the
scene, and are most proximate in the investig-ation and in apprehen-
sion of the perpetrator. However. where the FBI agent is the only one
who ran successfully present a case to the prosecuting 'U.S. attorney,
local officers are usually faced with preserving the scene of the crime
for an entire reinvest ir-at ion hy the FB I agent. Time frames awaiting
the arrival of an acrent IMIV span from hours to days_

Clearly, the hallmark of such a situation is cooperation. No set of
regulations or guidelines can obtain the same result_ This atmf.-isphere

2ers. see Iron Crow r. ()glean Riona Trip. -. 129 F. Supp. 1.i CI.V.D.5.11.. 195f: afrd 23/ F. 2d
Af1 (Szth (Ir.. 195() V. LaPlant, 4.-,4: F. Sisop. 4100 (1./. Mont.. 19571: Glover U.S., 219
F. STIPP. 19 (r) Mont. 19631: Sam U.S.v 3.S5 F. 2d 213 (10th cir.. 1967)-

zeo For an extensive discussion of this matter, sec Task Force No. 0, app. II, part V, ex_ 3.
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of mutual respect includes the FBI agent as well who was described
in testimony at task force hearings as being incorporated into the-
Warm. Springs community as a person as well as a police officer.263

Where voluntary cooperation is not. present and law and policy re-
quire the delivery of law and order services, regulations and guidelines
can serve to bring at least minimal accountability. Given the historical
context of unilateral assumption by this authority and responsibility
by the Federal Government it is all the more compelling. A number
of factors would require coordination, however, as opposed to any
single action.

Primarily, Indian communities require dependable eruidelines with
appropriate feedback. Optimally, tribal involvement through their
police agencies and BIA police personnel in the initial decisions on
Federal prosecution would be indicated. Where declinations are the
case, the tribal authorities may then make timely decisions on prosecu-
tion under tribal laws.

Cooperation and coordination between tribal and Federal authori-
ties are particularly important in view of a decision recently handed
down by the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.2"
That court held that where an Indian is tried in an Indian tribal court,he cannot then be tried in a court of the United States for the sameoffense, as those two courts are arms Of the same sovereign and dual
prosecution would violate and 'guarantee against double jeopardy-_=65
Even if this decision does not survive appeal, the need for coordina-
tion will endure.

GeneraZ and Assimilative Crimes Act
Early in the evolution of the Yation, there was a- hiatus in the ap-

plication of laws applicable to Federal territories and enclaves.2" As
. a result, the Congress passed the Assimilative Crimes Act 267 designed
to import the laws of the surrounding State for those crimes for v.ihich.
there was no defined Federal prohibition. The purpose of this Act wasto fill a jurisdictional void which existed within enclaves which were
under the "sole and exclusive" jurisdiction of the "United Slates. As ananalytical matter where tribes have their own scheme of laws within
a reservation, there would be no such hiatus.

Not long after the Assimilative Crimes Act, the Congress passedwhat is now codified as the General Crimes Act.2" That law waspassed to make applicable to Indian country 209 those Federal criminallaws applicable to Federal enclaves generally. It was specifically pro-vided that these laws would not apply to crimes between Indians,where an Indian has been punished by the local laws of the tribe : andthose areas of jurisdiction being exclusively reserved to the tribe bytreaty.
. The issue of applicability of the Assiniilacive Crimes Act presents .a.special problem. As indicated earlier, this Act was intended to con-trol behavior ia Federal enclaves not otherwise covered by Federal

See Report of Task Force No. 4. p. 35 : NorthwestTie:1rings Transcript at 274-75.
..S% n261 U. v. Wheeler, No. 76-1509 (9th cis.. decided Dec. .1976).This decision was expectea in principle and analyzed In a paper prepared by the India-nCivil Rights :Task Force. Office of the Solicitor. Department of the Interior. Fail 1972. .on-tained in Final Report of Task Force Nu. 9. app. II. part V. exh. 3. p. 252 at 272. See also.see. A.I of this report. "Sources of Tribal Power" for an analysis of the problems in trea_t-ing Tribal Governments as ii.stramentalities of the Federal Government.051518 U.S.C. sec., T. -IS T.7-S.C. sec- 13.
U.S. C. sec. 1 I 52.

nii 18 U.S.C. sec. 1151.
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law by importing- the laws of the State in which the enclave is lo-
cated.27° The problem concerns the scope of the laws imported. In prac-
tical terms, it concerns whether enforcement of Assimilative Crimes
Act is limited to the violent sorts of crimes contemplated in the Gen-
eral Crimes Act or whether it also imports all of the victimless crimes,
largely moral laws, as well.

It is clear that the Department of Justice has vacillated on this
issue, asserting only on rare occasion that general state laws are appli-
cable to Indians within the Indian country.2 71 It was not until 1946
that the Supreme Court even decided that the Assimilative Crime Act
was applicable within Indian country. 272 In 1950, the Act was relied
upon by the Department of Justice in prosecuting an Indian _for
operating slot machines on an Indian reservation-272 There are few,
if any, cases decided since Sosseur in which the Department of Justice
relied upon the AsSimilative Crimes Act to obtain a conviction of an
Indian in Federal court. Yet. that Department to assert that
the Act is generally applicable to Indians wit.tir. Indian country.274

It has been a continuous tenet of Federal-Liclian policy to leave
tribes free to govern themselves under their own code of laws within
the Indian country. The wholesale adoption of State laws onto reser-

, vations bv way of the Assimilative Crimes Act runs completely counter
to that long standing Federal policy. It is the tribe, not the State or
the Federal Government, which should determine whether Indian
stick games .may be played within the reservation, whether bingo
games will be sanctioned, whether firecrackers may be sold within the
reservation It may well be that Congress would want to control
certain activities of a more substantial nature, but this-should be done
by specific legislation and only after a showing that the tribes them-
selves have failed to pass regulatory laws.

Reco-rnmendatiems

The Commission recommends that
1. The Department of Justice issue regulations or orders directing

U.S.. attorneys to accept criminal referrals from qualified tribal and/
or BIA police or investigators.

Congress hold oversight hearings to see that this recommendation
is accomplished or receive an espranation why it should not be done.

2. Congress hold oversight hearings with representatives of the
Department of Justice, BIA and tribal authorities, particularly police
and -judges to inquire into the jurisdictional relationship of the tribal
and Federal courts and ascertain what legislation, if any, is needed as
a consequence of this decision.

3. Congress hold oversight hearings with representatives of the De-
partment of Justice and Interior and with Indian tribal authorities to
ascertain the scope of this problem.

4. Corrective legislation, if any is needed, must be premised on the
continued protection of tribal self--government_ The scope of the appli-

:=1) See rai. v. Sharpnack. 2S6 (19:.S1-
=71 Scr Report of Task Force No. 9. Law liuvision. pp. TSS2.
=7.2 Williams v. U.S. 326 U.S. 711 (1945).

L.S. v. S'Odfmcur. F. l!d ST:-; (7th cir.. 1950).
=74 Paper delivered by Roger Adams. Phoenix. Ariz., U.S. Attorney's Conference on Indian

Matters. January 27-29.1975. It is instructive to note that the author of that paper takes
the view that narrow construction of the exceptions in the General Crimes Act is appropri-
ate "so that . Indians committing such- -offences against the 'community- can be prose-
cuted in Federal Court." That position Is especially interesting in view of the history of the
Acts involved reflecting a desire to control behavior of non-Indians in the Indian country.
sot Indians vis-a-vis the non-Intlian community.

273 Sec Report of Task Force No. 9, pp. 7SS2.
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cation of the Assimilative Crimes Act must be strictly limited_ It must
be recognized and accepted that the laws of the Tribes will not always
conform to the laws of States in which their reservation lies. This is
the meaning of self-government

C. PU Lic LAW' 250

Over-view
Passed by CoLgress durinfr the termination fever of the 1050's, Pub-

lic Law 83-2S0 provided for the transfer to States of major compo-
nents r'f the jurisdi_tion that the Federal Government has assumed
with respect tc tribes.27G Some States were required to accept
the jurisdictional transfer. Other States were permitted to assume
jurisdiction by affirmative leo-islative action_ Congress specifically did

jnot permit any transfers of jurisdiction to States in the area of hunt-
ing, fishing, or trapping rights or the alienation- or taxation of trust
property_ In addition, in the civil area, States were only permitted
to extend laws of general application to Indian tribes-277

Public Law 280, which is a major incursion on tribal sovereignty,
did not when passed provide any voice to the major affected partiesthe tribesthe jurisaictional transaction had only two act ars, the
Federal Government and the State_ In 1368. Congress provided for
tribal consent before any further jurisdictional transfers were to
occur-26 This consent provision has had no remedial value f)r voice-
less tribes who were made subject to State jurisdiction Burin: : t'-? in-
tervening 14 years. In 196S, Congress also amended the basic 1z4-,7 to
allow for retrocessionthe return of jurisdiction from Stat 5 io the
Federal Government. 279 Once again, the major affected pares., t1)-
tribes, were completely left out of the .clecisionmaking, process:,, the
transaction is exclusively between the States and the Federal Govern-
ment.Public Law 280 is a failure of Federal policy on many levels. Of
prime importance is the fact that its simple existence is an affront to
tribal sovereignty ; to the historical relationship between tribes and
the United States. which deliberately excludes States: and to current
Federal policy of Indian self-determination_ The Act is also a factual
-failure- It was premiSed on notions of fostering the individual
assimilation of Indians which it has not achieved; of providing ade-
quate and just law enforcement and other services on Indian reserva-
tions, which it has not achieved; and of removing oppressive BLAB
paternalism, which it also has not achieved.

The current controversies surroundinf, Public Law 2S0 narrow down
to one basic question: Should the effects of Public Law 280 be removed
and if so, la.ov- ? It is the- view of the Commission that the answer is
yes and the me,hod is flexible retrocession at tribal option.

Legislative Histo-ry of Pu-bli.o Law ;MO
Several factors converged in the 1950's to produce Public Law 280.280

The termination fever referred to previously refleCted itself in_llouse
Concurrent Resolution 10.S which announced a congressional policy to

2713 Codified an IS rr.S.C. § 1162 and 28 "C.SC_ 22611
277 Bryan v. Itasca. County, 96 S. Ct. 2102 (19 G`.=7" 25 U.S.C. f 1221-1:126. The .Act also provides for retrocession of jurisdiction to the

:federal Government by States-
'271:4w See AIPRC Task Force 4 Report, Federal, State and Tribal jurisdiction, pp. 4-5.
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end. the traditional Federal-Indian trust relationship. and .o integrate
American Indians.' individually. into American society on an equal
footing with other citizens effect. to destroy the political ex-
istence of Indian tribes. A piecemeal way of ending the federal rela-
tionship was for the Federal Government to divest itself of its au-
thority and hence its responAbility. The States. which in the Meriant
Report were viewed as 1>ettor providers of services than the Fed-
eral Government. were in-this context the natural recipients of this
divested authority. A curious footnote. to this transfer was that the
Federal Government provided the States with no supplemental funds
to undertake their new responsibilities. A related issue supporting the
Federal desire to divest itself of responsibility was the significant dis-
satisfa( ti(ni with the performanc..s of the Bureau of 'Indian Affairs. the
Federal Government s prime agency in Indian affairs. Dissatisfaction
came from many sources. Felix Cohen in 19ls published a blistering
attack on the inadeyuteies of the Btireau."'3 Indian people were also
often severely critical of the Bureau. The difference between the
-Indi(n position :111(1 the view adopted by Congress. however. was that
Indians wanted to see the Federal responsibility effectively and mean-
ingfully performed. notabolished.

Also in the late 19-10-s. a movement developed within Congress to
resolve conflicts betweenthe City of Palm Springs and the ..1.7ua.
Caliente Band of Indians over economic development issues. This
movement resulted in 19.19 in specific legislation which transferred
Federal jurisdiction. both civil and criminal, with respect to the Aqua
Caliente to the State of California..'-' This -het was a precursor to
Public Law -2`-(1.

Perhaps tic most frequently expressed reason for Public Law 2S0
in the congres- 7; I fifillrn, WaS the perception that there was a "hiatus
of criminal law !, i.or.entent on Indian reservations." "8f. Complaints
were must iple an, i it di erent influences. concerning the qualitv of law
enforcement oil Indian reservations: for example. the multiplicity of
laws that were felt to apply depending on who was thin victim and/or
perpetrator of the criminal act: the distance and inefficiency of Fed-
eral police providing rural services on dispersed reservations: the
lack of efficient justice fin the ccmunon law sense) for Indians from
tribal governments: and the cost of the Federal provision of law
enforeentent services. A major thrust of the ar7ument over criminal
law enforcement seems. however, to have been congressional concern
for non-Indians.

stittrt.. of pox, Law 2S0 I in ple menta t ;on

There is ,-o7..--iderable variation in Indian country.as to the juris-
diction different. States have assumed under Public Law 280. In ad-
dition. some States have asserted jurisdiction over tribes on the basis
of other Federal statutes and in Some instances without benefit of any
statutory authority. Withont the Federal statutory basis. states' as-
sertions of jurisdi(..tion have no legal viability. 'The following chart
summarizes by State the current. state of jurisdictional transfers.

2'1 Kid Congress. 1st session (1953).
:m "The Problems of Indian Adinistration. Meriam Associnies.192S.

o The Erosion of Indian Rights. 1.950-53 : -A Case Study in Bureaucracy- 62 Talc Law
Journ:21::4s (10.-4).

The Act of October 1349, 63 Stat. 705.
1" kept. No. S48. 33d Congress. 1st sess. (MM.

Scc Kruncrty c. Dint. Court, 4(10 U.S. 423 k Inn).

1
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Other assumption of Case law development/
State Status re Public Law 280 jurisdiction validity of assumption

Full assumption of jurisdiction
except far Mettakaite Re-
servation over which criminal
jurisdiction is not asserted.

Arizona Assumption of jurisdiction only
over air and water pollution.

California__ _ Full assumption of jurisdiction
Colorado_________ No jurisdiction _
Florida Full assumption of trim fiats and

civil jurisdiction.Idaho -- Assumption of jurisdiction in
the following areas:

Compulsory school attend-
ance;

juvenile delinquency and
youth rehabilitation;

Dependent, neglected, rod
abused children:

Insanities and me:ital
Public assistance:
Domastic_relations:
Operation and management

of motor vehicle: upon
highways and roads
maintained by the
county. or StaLte, or
political subdivision
they eot.

lowa

Kansas No jurisdiction__ ________

Louisiana_ _ do
Maine. do_

Michigan__ cio_

Minnesota Full assumption of jurisdiction
except for the Red Lake
Reservation, and criminal ju-
risdiction has been retro-
ceded over Bois ForteNett
Lake Reservation.

Mississippi_ No jurisdiction _
Montana Assumption of limited civil and

criminal jurisdiction or Flat-
head Reservation in the
following areas:

Compulsory school attend-
ance:

Public welfare:
Domestic relations (except

adoptions);
Mental health and insanity;

care of the infirm. aged.
and elided:

Juvenile delinquency and
youth rehabitttatior:

Adoption proceedings (with
consent of tri bal cc urt);

Abandoned, dependent. ne-
glected. orphanel or
abused children;

Operation of motor ye hides
upon public streets,
alleys. roads, and high-

Limited criminal jurisdiction re
Sac and Fox pursuant to act of
June 30. 1948, ch. 759, 62
Stab 1161_

Criminal jurisdiction pursuant
'to act of June 8. 1940, ch. 276,
54 StaL 249.

Issue open to question, re
Federal recognition of pre-
viously only State recognized
tribes.

State asserts historically;
apparent legal basis.

no

ways.
Nebraska Full assumption of jurisdction

that criminal jurisrlictio, (ex-
, Gulling traffic) re'roce:ed to

Federal Goverr ment for
Thurston County purticn of
Omaha Reservation.

92-1 Sri-77-1 -t

McDonald v. District Court 496
p. 2d 78 (Mont. 1972) court
held constitutional disclaimer
amendment and that statutory
action was sufficient

Kennerly v. District Court of 9th
District of Montana, 400 U.S_
423 (1971). Consent provision
of the 1968 amendments
literally construed to void
tribal council consent where
statutory language referred
majority of the tribe.

U.S. v. Brown, 334 F Supp. 536.
(1971). and Omaha Tribe of
Nebraska v. Village Walthill
460 D. 2d 1327 (1972). The
Secretary of the Interior has
discretion to accept less than
a State offers to retroceded.

Robinson v. Wolff. 468 F. 2d 438
(1972). Public Law 280 held
not to be an unconstitutional
delegation of power reserved
to the Federal Government
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Other assumption of Case law development/
State Status re Public Law 280 jurisdiction validity of assumption

Nevada______ Originally asserted over some
reservations. Now retroceded
for all reservations, except.
for Ely Colony.

New Mexico. No assumption pursuant to
Public Law 2F.1.

New York__ _do

North Carolina ___do_

North Dakota__ Civil jurisdiction extended
where tribe or individual
Indian consents. No tribal
consentindividuals have
consented.

Oklahoma_ No jurisdiction pursuant to
Public Law 280.

Oregon Full assumption of jurisdiction
except tor Warm Springs
Reservation.

South Dakota__-__ No jurisdiction. Attempt at
assumption defeated in state-
wide referendum vote in 1966.

Utah __ No jurisdiction. State has passed
a statute establishing tribal
consent mechanism for as-
sumption.

Washington Assumption of jurisdiction is
picrcarneal and varies per
individual tribe:

State assumed full civil
and criminal Junsclic-
ton virth respect to--
COiv '11, Chehalis,

Maci.leshoot,
Quileute, Si,00komish.
Squaxin .stand and
Tulalip.

2- State assumed full crim-
inal and civil jurisdic-
tion on fee patented
lands re Swonornish.

3. State has assumed civil
and criminal jurisdic-
tion with respect to
only nontrust land. in
the following areas:

(a) Compulsory
school laws;

(b) Public
assistance;

(c) Domestic
relations;

(d) Mental illness;
(e) Juvenile

delinquency;
(f) Adoptions of

minors;
(g) Dependent:

Status;
(h) Motor vehicle

operations on
public roads.

On the following reservations:
HOh. Kalispel, Lower Elwha,

Lumrni, Makah, Nooksack.
Port Gamble. Port Madison.
Puyalluo, Quinault, Shoal
Water, Spokane

Retrocession of some with re-
spect to Port Madison Reser-
vation.

Wisconsin------ Full assumption of jurisdiction
except that jurisdiction has
been retroceded over the
Menorninee.Reservabon_

Wyoming.. No jurisdiction_

Claim of criminal jurisdiction re
particular felony crimes pur-
suant to New Mexico Con-
stitution art 19. sec. 14. No
apparent legal basis to State
claim.

State jurisdiction Pursuant to
act of Sept. 13, 1950 ch. 947.
64 Stat. 845.

Full jurisdiction assumed by
State pursuant to citizens of
state provision of the treaty
of 1835. ana by court decision
Eastern Band of Cherokee v.
U.S. anc Cherokee Nation, 117
U.S. 288(1886).

Criminal jurisdiction on Devils
Lake Reservation, pursuant
to act of May 31, 1946, ch.
279, 6 0 Star- 229-

Jurisdiction exercised in all
matters pursuant to various
Federal statutes.

Quinault v. Gallagher. 368 F. 2d
648 (9th cir. 1966), 387 U.S. 907
(1967). Defers to State court
determination of what State
action is necessary to assert
jurisdiction pursuant to sec. 6
of Public Law 280 when a State
constitutional disclaimer exists.

See also State v. Paul. 53 W. 2d,
789; 337 P. 2d 33 (1955) abd
Makah Tribe v. State. 76 W. 2d
645, 457 P. 2d 590 (1969).
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.Cantroversie8 C once rni tau; Scope of State Jurisdiction
Over the wars since the passage ,of Public Law 2S0, there has been

significant litigation which to a large extent has narrowly defined the
scope of jurisdiction that States obtained :pursuant to Public Law 2S0.
The controversies generally have arisen in three areas: hunting and
fishing rights: land use controls; and taxation.

Public Law 2S0 is quite clear on its face that States were not given
any power to deprived Indians of "any right. privilege, or immunity
afforded under I ederal treaty. agreement. or statute with respect- to
hunting, trapping or fishing or the control, or regulation thereof." 2g7
N'evertheless, this area has produced much emotionalism, concern. and
litigation. The Federal courts. unlike the States, have not had much
difficulty ascertaining whether the States had received any grant of
jurisdiction in this area. The developing case law is uniquely eon-
t,istent in favor of Indian Bunting and fishing rights free nom prac-
tiefillY all State intrusion.2"

The area of land use controlszoning. building codes, and the
likehas been a sici-nificant area of controversy between the tribes and
the States. If States and their municipalities were able to control this
-area of regulation. they would possess enormous poi,ve- over the uses
and eco.lomic potential of Indian lands. Several sections of Public
La- :.?.") are pertinent to this area. As noted above. States in the civil
area are on permitted to apply laws of general application to Indian
tril--es, and are specifically not permitted to alienate or encumber
Indian trust property. The courts. therefore. have had to focus on in-
terpreting these concepts in factual contexts. The early case law results
were mixed. with several Federal district courts in California uphold-
ing the application of local-municipal laws on res-,rvations."9 Re-
cently, however, the Ninth Circuit ruled on this issue in a definitive
manner.2" A unanimous three-judge panel held that Public Law 2S0
was only a grant of jurisdiction to apply State- law. not local law, and

/that the zoning ordinances in the particular case were encumbrances
upon trust property.

Taxation is perh'aps the most vexing problem within the Public Law
-2S0 context. State and local :_-roverrxment z. which generally have been
under increasing economic pressure in the last several deca'des. have
recently focused on producing tax revenues from Indian tribes. States
and municipalities are required to provide to individual Indians the
same services that they provide to citizens .generally. In spite of the
significant Federal contribution to State services generally-. and sub-
stantial moneys that specially provided for Indians. some States per-
ceive themselves with respect to Indians as service providers without
a revenue base. A literal reading of the exemption against taxation of
Indian trust property contained in Public Law 0S0 should have pre--eluded any State activity; Where there is economic need. however,there will be attempts at producing income generating exceptions.

="7 note 1. snpra..
fro' Ff-vr nn exceilent ser, C. A. Hobbs. "Indian FInnt.:.nz and ?''thing Rights".132 G.W. I...rtw Review :;04 (1964 1 -

1". Sr e,. Rineon :land of Mist:ion Indians r. tf'ountu of Can ni,p). '24 F. Sunp. 271 (R. D.-Calif. 19711 val-'d (other n-roands). -inn P. 24 1 (9th ctn. 1974) : Madrigal v. Count,/ ofjeir-rqilr. 496 F. 24 1. (9th sir.. 1974) - --tan Calic-nte hand of Mission Indians v. CitY of_Farm Rprings. 274 P. Starr. 42 (C.D. (""n/If. 1972).Santa Rosa Band or Indians r. King8 County, 533 P. 24 (7.55 (9th sir. 1975).
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A. recent Supreme Court decision, however. has made clear that
States have no inherent right to tax Indian property.2" The court 93e-
cificaliv held that Public Law :'SO did, not provide the States wits, a
congressional grant of authority to tax.

Indian 0 pinjon of Public Law 280
Although there are diverse viewpoints among the tribes on the rea-

seals why State jurisdiction assumed under Public Law 2.S0 is inappro-
priate. there is overwhelming support among the tribles that, at least
some, if not all. State jurisdiction over Indian reservations be re-
moved.-"2 Many tribal leaders cite Public Law i2So's impact as having
"eroded tribal sovereignty" as a prime reason for providinn- for an
Indian initiated retrocession system. Of the other reasons given by In-
dians against the State retention of jurisdiction, the luck of either ef-
fective or fair law enforcement is most frequently mentioned. Of the
ti arious reasons for Public Law -?SO. a major acknowledged impetus for
r-rantino- criminal jurisdiction to States was perceived as "lawlessness"
on and near Indian Reservations_-"The alle!rations concerning law enforcement fall into two general
cate.rories: the lack of adequate or any law enforcement services and
discriminatory treatment where law enforcement services are per-
formed_The lack of law enforcement services is in part attributable to the
rural. isolated character of many Indian reservations, and their dis--
tance from county and State law enforcement offices. These same fac-
tors effect law enforcement in rural. isolated non-Indian communities.
Another factor in the lack of services. in the view of some. is non-In-
clian antanfe,nism. 7.Iany tribes related experiences that indicated that
police would only respond to calls when their role would be to protect
non-Indians, but, would not respond either at all or effectively when
their role was to protect Indians.2" Perhaps more serious than the al-
legations of absent police are ti-ie allegations of discriminator treat-
ment, of Indians by the entire panoply of law and justice. a,r6ncfes. Dis-
criminatory treatment ranges from disproportionate arrest rates. in-
equities in sentencing practices. to allegations of extreme brutality.
These allegations are not new. 2": They are common complaints from
most areasborder towns, urban areas. etc.wherever Indian people
are found. What Public Law 280 does in this context is provide the
State and county law enforcement. and justice systems with increased
access to Indians_

Although much of the focus of complaints with respect to State-
services has been law enforcement. the complaints also extend to most
other social services_

Even if it were possible for the States to provide nondiscriminatory
services to the Indian reservations located within their boundaries.
Public Law 280 would still be opposed by most tribal groups. Tribes.

mr-yrrn r. Itrrstrn errunty. supra. not 2.
Senate Indian Affairs Subeorrsnaittee hearings on S. 2010, Dec. 3 and 4, 1975, part I ;xce .71,4o AIPR(' Task FV:1-ce 4 Report. pp. 17i-20.

zno Golfirwr=. -rtiblie 2N(I: 'Th. r..irnits of State Jurisdiction over ReservationIndians" 22 T7CI.A I... Rev. :;::5. at r.41 (19 7:; ).AIPRC Task Farce 4 report. Extensive testimony to this effect was docurnentefi_.
pp. 1:1-20.
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for the most part. did not consent to allowing States ally jurisdiction.
Since the addition of the consent. provision in 1( :7-;. no tribe has con-
szmted to State jurisdiction. Public Law :2S4) also embodies the assimi-
lation philosophy which the tribes have steadfastly resisted tind
fought :

They (the State) want the control but they don't l- now how to handle It nnd
they want to put all of us Indians into a category and assume that if we st ick
around long enough. we will soon he white, and ifthey want to throw us into
'dant melting pot .und we are just basically telling them to go to hell. We don't
go for that.'

Althoupli the court decision has gone far in clarifying the limita-
tions of State jurisdiction in the Public Law i.)S0 context, it is still antic-
ipated that the mere presence of Public Law will continue to pro-
vide the States with the veneer of ant hority. This veneer of authority
has been extremely costly to the tribes. Litigation in the Public Law
2S0 States has eost millions of dollars in attorneys' fees. The conflict
between the Agua Calientes and the City of Palm Springs alone has
consumed a half million dollars in 1.g-al expenses. The Colvilles ex-
pend approximately $100,000 per annum in legal fees to protect tribal
interests from State intrustions. The States still show no signs of abat-
ing this behavior; 297 the forums for opposing tribal interests, hcwever,
show some signs of expansion.- "

The continual need to fight State attempts at. regulation of tribal
interest-; is seen by many tribal officials as a serious handicap in pur-
suing their economic and development plans. Lucy Covington, then
council member of the Colville Tribe of Washine-ton, put it this way:

* .0 .0 we cannot fulfill completely our dream of developing our reservation
t I the fullest extent possible 13-S long as the cloud of Public Law 2S0 hangs over
-Gut- heads.

Nationally, the Indian position on Public Law ?SO has been the sub-
ject of much discussion and significant hard work at developing solu-
tions. The National Congress of .American Indians has been consistent
in its opposition to Public Law unilziteral transfer of jurisdiction
to States. Frequent resolutions at NCAI conventions have addressed
the is.sne.a" Other national groups have almost uniformly attacked
Public Law Si)2 and the termination philosophy underlying it. At the
:INCAI convention in San Die,ro in 1974 there began a major Indian
effort. to develop a unified position and a mechanism for repealing* the
effects of Public Law 220. Several meetings were held in Denver in-
volving hundreds of tribal representatives Nvhich resulted in a draft
retrocession bill. This bill Was introduced as S. 2.4)tO by Senator Jack-
son in June. 1975, and since that time. ltla jot- tribal support has co-
alesced behind the bill. Mel Tonasket, president of NCAI, described
the bill as reflecting:

.0 .0 consensus of all the Indian tribes in America. That consensus is no
accident. It was achieved only through great effort and expense.3"1

AIPRC Task For-- henring's. Mar. in7G. Testimony of 1...0121S Lanose. Winnebag-o Tribe,
ittcvest transcript. at 409.
=0 ^ AIPRC Task Force 4 report. p.
="411-)i I.=01' Supra note 17. S. 2OI it hearirmrs. at p.170.,'6" AIPIte Task Force hearinz..s. Testimony of r.ichard Balsig-er, Montana transcript, at

p. -3'"I Supra note 17. S. 2010 hearinw.s, at p. 12.
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The support. r retr,46:sicnt rtth'etA'd in S. or as a general
proposition is not lintiIp(1 tribes itt States whore Law :2-.() has
been operati VA.. Fran [Z. TenOrit).. Seth of t he _NA I I nd ia n
I'tteblo Council. expressed sue!' support in the followin,-,- manner:

Public Law 2S0 has no effeet on any Indian tribes In New Mexico unless a *ripewishes to allow tr.e State such jurisdiction. But eVen though Lhe tribes or New
Mexico enjoy all the pt)wer of self-government. it is still important to them thatthe strength of self-gt)vernmesit depends in Part on the exercise of governmentalpowers by all Indian tribes. 'rids insures generally applicable case law 4-Ind con-
sistent legislation. The ts1T4rt!-: of the two national Indian organizations, in coli-c-err. along Nvith Indian out-put throughout the nation has come out with legisla-tion that is the Indian position.'

.l- on- Indian Opinion
While there is little diversity of viewpoint among the tribes coneer1_-

ing whether Public Law ::.!SO should he subject to tribally initiatt",_retrocession. the divergence among,: the non-Indian community isextreme. On one side of the issue are some non-Indians, many of
whom have econoznic interests on or near reservations. who are ex-tremely vocal in opposing, any removal of state jurisdiction from
Indian reservations. The argument favoring the retention of Public

:280 and perhaps extend in!, more State (-ma r& over Indian reser-
vations is illy intertwined, with the notion that Public Law 2S0
somehow pre,- . Hind jurisdiction generally and jurisdietin overnon-Indians The major concern therefore appears to bethe 'the threat Indians exercisin!, some control over the behaviorand economic interests of non-Indians on Indian reservations. Inextreinis. this viewpoint argues for the destruction of reservations
and the termination of tribal governmental identity. Somewhere in
the middle of the spectrum of views on Public Law 2.g0 are non-Indian
persons, as well as some Indian persons who simply wish to see the-
jurisdictional confusion settled office and for all_ Some of these people-
reject the idea that Indian and non-Indian governments cannot con-
currently operate, and reject the notion that government efficiency-
requires one or the other to have sole contr...1. pArticularly in the area
of land use control and planning. At the o7:1,-T- -Id of the spectrum
appear to be some non-Indians who_ :is a :uatter - social philo-:70pliv
or practical experience, favor the total rl -11 Law -2=().

Those non-Indian persons. as well as some Indian persons who-
support Public Law and oppose retrocession in any form argue.
that retrocession:

will lie' violating our rights guaranteed he Constitution Bill
:von (Congress) will be .zingr, a sovereign Nation:within the eott:i::'s of the en1 inenT:1 t-Ttird St:c* s. the very heart of this

great country. o!,,3 Li .B1,7et:t,nni,;1
The major constii ri_ thou lielieve will be violatedis that non-Indians a 1..,:!:=:,itd front participating_

thrott-h the votin-- fran-ftise, in ti:, vernment. This situation
is COniplI('Zak'd by Z.:.4 tni()dr::11)!I.:.' (.):!it' Indian reservations, the

3-2/1.1d. at p. /::9.
5.rnIte Indizsrl AfELL:rs St.:,1)(-,..rnnAtt...7-1.:,.:Irin;..-s. on S. 3inr. 4 and 5 11.17#). kart 2,at p. t;5.
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strongest. opposition to the exercise of f.rihal authority appears to
come from those areas WIitI'l Indians have their reservations. The
above quote is from a resident of Thurston County. Nebraska,
totally encompassed by either the "Winnebago or Omaha Reservations.

Another reason for some.- opposin!.. retrocession tlw view that
reservations were to ly. transit ional entities :Niel t hat tribes should be
terminated. This ar.rument, as with many termination or assimilation-
i5t positions is phrased as an argument. for extendin.... "full citizen-
ship" to individual Indians.

Coupled with these ar,ruments is the belief that being subjected to
tribal jurisdiction tk).4 will both preclude fair justice and defeat Indian-
non-Indian conflict.

A non-member has a distinct fear that his authority and power to impose
fines and penalties Ipon the non-member would be used as protit-riiising and
engendering the situation where the tine that they paid into the tribal courts
would be distributed out into the pro rata annual paymenr. I think this rear is
well-founded- I don't know that it would he applied. Rut I do know this, that if
S. 1328 or its companion S. 2010 or any cif an :tilid type bill is passed. that
it would engender a situation that would make Wounded Knee look like a base-ball game."

Mrs. Elizabeth Morris. treasurer of the Quinault Property Owners
Association most of whose members live within the boundaries of the
Quinault reservat ion over which partial jurisdiction has been retro-
ceded, testified that fee patent owners on the reservation opposed
retrocession because of the economie urr!ertainty and hardship it. has
caused.

Mrs. sforris and others in the several Public I,aw 2SO states placed
the blame for their problems on the Federal Government. Testimony is
replete with references to bein., misled ''"'' when they or their ancestors
purchased land within the boundaries of Indian reservations or re-
servations- that would soon be terminated. Others who apparently
knew that they were locating in Indian country seemingly had no-
factual or leera f idea as to wliat that meant.

Other persons who tend to be somewhat less vocal or emotional in
their view. but who oppose retrocession or the removal of State juris-
diction. seem to focus on the jurisdictional ambiguities that they be-
lieve retrocession. would cause. Fred Match. the mayor of Toppenish.
Wash.. a predominantly non-Indian community located within the ex-
terior boundaries of the Yakima R,servation. opposed the removal of
State jurisdiction, citinc, the developing system of concurrent, tribal
State-city-county jurisdiction as not lx.ing pcxfect but preferable to the
situation some ±20 years prior.

The mayor of -Palm Springs, Calif.. which has been in continual
land use jurisdictional disputes with the Agua Caliente Band.:''-'7 op-
posed removal of jurisdiction on the basis that only one government
could. within the sante. geographic bound aries. provide the land use
planning and zoning necessary to the economic vitality of the city of

3"4 P11 WIC or rerrocession neither reniores nor grants tribal jurisdiction over
ti.

2"r' AIPIZC Task- Force hearings. 'Testimony of F. Ingraham. South Dakota transcript.at r. :f:.3,'", Ibid. at p. tin.
:le,: IPite Task Force earin4. 'Testimony of 1:i31 Foster, Southerr. California transcript,vol. 1, at pp. -JZ.
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Palm Sprin.o.s, and that should be the Municipal government of the
-city of Pa.Tin -.Springs. representing all interests and having expertise.

The nation that. tribes will not respect the environment and will be
irresponsible in the exercise of jurisdiction permeates the views of
-others

Theoretically at least. it would be possible to have installed in the finest res
id-.-ntial area of a city a meat packing plant. glue factory or something of this
'nature.'

incl. finally. there aro those non-Indians who support retrocession
unabashedl interestinp-ly. they cite the same adherence to basic
Aii-lerican principles as do those persons opposing tribal jurisdiction.

it is inconceivable to me that any untion be denied the right to self- determina-
tion. and in fg-et, it still being denied here_ We espo..:.-Ie liberty, yet we deny
liberty ''' "P. It is imperative in this Bicentennial year that we reaffirm the

_prinei!les that have made this Natiorra leader among nations.
-° 4' on a more practical vein it is essential that ..!urisdietion be return,-d

at least to the Confederated Tribes of the Uraintilla. Reservation. Our
country consists of 3,200 square miles :7nd our reservation is some 2S5.000 acres.
Within these vast areas state and county law enforce.;-Lent simply cannot pro-
ride the prtnection it ought to be providing. This applies both to the Indian and
to the non-Indian living or passing through the reservation. Every law enforce-
ment official in Umatilla County is aware of these problems and most of them
have L.ken the (rpportunity to wholeheartedly endorse a return of jurisdiction
to the Confederated Tribes.'

Re C0171 772eIrLda ti012-4

The Com.712-LN.sAmrecam117.CTUIS th it :
Legislation be passed providing for retrocession adhering to the

followin.o- principles:
(1) Retrocession be at tribal option with a plan.
2) A flexible y eriod of time for partial or total assumption of juris-

diction. either immediate or loner term. be provided.
{.)) si).1-mld be a sio-nificant. preparation period, available for

those tribes desiring such. with a firm commitment of financial re-
sources for planning- and transition.

(4) There be direct financial assistance to tribes or tribally
designated oroanizations.

(5) LE_ .A. be amended to provide for funding prior to retrocession
for plannina. preparation or concurrent jurisdiction operations.

( 6) Provisions be made for Federal corporate, or charter status for
intertribal oro-anizat ions ( perm issi ye. not mandatory)

{ .7) There be tribal consultation with State and county governments
concernine, transition activities (no veto role, however).

( The Secretary of the Interior
(.t) Act within 60 dnys on a plan or it is automatically accepted;
(7,)'11:15--e nonacceptance only on an inadequate plan:
(,-) Delineate specific reasohs for any nonacceptance:
(4') Within GO days after pas sage of the Act. the Secretary of

the Interior draft detailed standards for determinino-the adequacy
p r Fore*, 4 rorwIrt. exhibit 2G.

rco n-r., :11.- PP.
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Or inadequacy of a tribal plan. Such standards shall be submitted
to ,Congress who shall have 60 days to approve or disapprove such
standards.

(9) Any nonacceptance of retrocession by the Secretary of the In-
terior be directly appealable to a three judge district court in the
District of Columbia; and

The Department of Interior be obligated to pay all reasonable at-
torney fees as determined by the Federal court., except where such
appeal is deemed by the court to be frivolous.

(10) Once partial o-- complete retrocession is accomplished, the
Federal Government be under a mandatory obligation to defend tribal
jurisdiction assertions whenever any reasonable argument can be made
in support of them.

This recommendation is supported in concept by task forces 2, 4, 7,.
and 9.

It is also supported by most tribal groups, and national Indian or-
ga.nizations such as NCAI and NTCA.. The special report of North-
west Affiliated Tribes directly supports the recommendation ; other-
tribal reports also lend credence to the recommendation. The recom-
mendat;-yn in major ways parallels S. 2010, which was drafted with
in t:: Indian input under the auspices of the National Congress of

eri can Indians.
The difference between this recommendation and -S. 2010 relates ri-

marily to financial and technical support prior to retrocession, and
restrictions on Secretarial discretion.

. Since the 196S amendment provided for a retrocession process. ret-
rocession, has occurred in five situations. The experiences of those"
tribes that participated in retrocession strongly indicates a need for-
resources from the beginning. Some tribes with existing justice s-ys- -
tems probably can immediately move into a full retrocession situa-
tion_ Other tribes may have the need for preparation, planning, train-
ing and long term piecemeal implementation. A significant problem
identified in both the Nevada retrocession. experience and the Me-
nominee restoration/retrocession experience is the indefinitiveness that
occurs during the transition period. This transition needs to be planned'
for, and the States and counties need to be consulted with so that they
:understand whatever responsibilities they may retain and/or at what
point their responsibilities in part or in full may end. Many of the
smaller tribes indicated that they may wish to retain certain functions
of the States and'counties. and only seek partial retrocession. In these-
divergent situations, consultation is essential.

In the Nevada retrocession situation. approximately 1 year passed-
from the time- the State offered to retrocede and the time that the
United States accepted. In this intervening peijod, great uncertainty
occurred. Litle or no funds were made available to the Nevada tribes
to plan for transition, and when the United States accepted the retro-
cession offer. retrocession occured immediately leaving the tribes ill-
prepared. This situation argues for both limitations on the actions of-
the United States and for significant preparation a-nd transition
assistance.
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D. TIM 1.968 CIVIL RIGHT'S ACT: IM:SIT..7NrTr, JI:DICIAL REVIEW,
AND 31 u LIAM.=

In 1968. Congress, for the first time, enacted legislation specifically
imposing restraints upon the operations of tribal government="
inz this time,.there were yirturtlly no statutory guidelines of constitu-
tion-d restraints upon the governments of the tribes.311 Title II. of the
196S Civil Rights Act tracked the provisions of the first 10 amend-
ments to the -United States Constitution with certain minor, but signifi-
cant, differences. The provisions of title II are as follows :

SEC- 202_ No Indian tribe in exercising powers of self-goy ernent shall-
1_ make or enforce any law prohibiting the free exercise of religion or

abridging the freedom of speech, or of the press. or the right of the People
peaceably to assemble and to petition for a redress of griec-anc.,es;

2_ violate the right of the people to be secure in their -persons, houses,
Papers. and effects against unreasonable search and seizures, nor issue war-
rants, but upon probable cause, supported by oath or affirmation, and par-
ticularly describing the place to be searched and the person or thing to be
seized;3_ subject any person for the same offense to be twice put in jeopardy;

4_ compel any person in any criminal case to be a witness against himself ;
5_ take any private property for a public use without just compensation;
G. deny to any person in a criminal proceeding the right to a speedy and

public trial, to be informed of the nature and cause of the accusation, to be
confronted with the witnesses against him, to have compulsory process for
obtaining witness in his favor, and at his own expense to have the assistance
of counsel for his defense ;

T. require excessive bail, impose excessive fines, inflict cruel and untis-cal
punishments, and in no event impose for conviction of any one offense any
penalty or punishment greater than imprisonment for a term of months
or a fine of $500, or both ;

S. deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of its law
or deprive any person of liberty or property without due process, of law;

S. pass any bill of attainder or ex post facto law ; or
10. den." to any person accused of an offense punishable by imprisonment

the right. -upon request, to a trial by-jury of not less than six persons_
SEC. 203 The privileze of the writ of habeas corpus shall be available -to any

person. in a court of tlie United:. States, to test the legality of his" detention by
order of an Indian tribe.

The primary difference .between this legislation and the Bill of
Rights lies in,: (1). the omission of language prohibiting the tribal
governments from the establis1).;nent of religion; (2) specifically pro-
viaing that persons in criminal proceedings may be represented by-
counsel retained at their own expense; (3) the lirnitaticns imposea.
-upon the penal powers of Indian tribes in criminal proceedings; and
(4) the provision extending to- any person accused of an offense punish-
able by imprisonment the right to a- trial by jur...

Enactment of this le!)-islat i in followed some 7 years of -hearings and
consideration by the Senate Subc.-ornmittee or. Constitutional Rights.
Despite the long gestation period. it appearg the legislation was en-
acted with some haste as an ainen;lrnent to the General Civil Rights
Act of 1,f)6S.312The Indian titles of the 10GS' Civil Rights Act (titles II through
VII) are an arrialgaIn of some eight Senate bills and one Senate reso-

Title II. Act of Apr. 11.3f).;.. S2 Stat. 77 (27, tr.s.c. 1ne2see ,H,4eziss:on part A 411 1' thvT,Ter. St:TT "frItsal t:overnmr-ntP. pp. 14-1n.
31= Eirrnett, A 131z.Zorical Analy-sis of the 19GS "Indian Civil Rights Act", 9 Liarv. 3. Leg.

"Arbr,7 (19T2)_
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elution introduced in the first session of -ale 89th Congress.7'13 S. 961
-would have simply provided "that any Indian tribe * * * shall be sub-
ject to the same limitations and restraints as those which are imposed
-on the Government of the United States by the United States Con-
-stitution." S. 96-2 would have provided any person convicted in an
Indian court who claimed a deprivation of a constitutional right a

-ricrht of appeal to the U.S. district court with a trial de novo. And
_S. 96:3 would have authorized and directed the Attorney General of
the United States to receive and investigate any written complaint
filed by an Indian who alleged deT)rivation of any right conferred upon
a citizen of the United States either by the laws or the Constitution of
the United States, and upon E-_,tinp- of such a deprivation, would have
authorized and directed him to institu#e such legal proceedings as
--might be necessary to vindicate that right.

When the legislation was finally enacted, the sweeping general ap-
-plication of the United States Constitution to tribal governments was
-dropped in favor of statutorily defined rights and limitations parallel-
ing the provisions of the first 10 amendments to the U.S. Constitution
but modified to fit the tribal circumstances: the general right of appeal
with trial de novo was dropped in favor of an abbreviated provision

-extending the privilege of the writ of habeas corpus to any person. to
-test the legality of his detention by order of an Indian tribe; and the
:provisions of S. 963 authorizing the Attorney General to investigate
-complaints of deprivation of rights and bring legal actions were
dropped entirely.

The 8-year history cf this legislation has revealed several problems.
Three of the task force reports devoted extensive consideration to
these problems and numerous recommendations were posed.3"

Among the problems discussed are the following:
1. Despite the fact the jurisdictional provision for review in Fed-

eral court is limited to habeas corpus, the courts have in fact taken
jurisdiction over a nearly limitless range of ccanplaints including elec-
-tion_ disputes, apportionment of voting districts, membership rights,
-conduct of tribal officials in their official dealings which may exceed
the authority vested in them under tribal constitutions or may deviate
from procedures required by such documents, procedures involving
-assignments of tribally owned property for individual use, orders of
tribal councils excluding certain nonmembers from the reservation.
On the other hand, other decisions have dismissed complaints involv-
ing- similar issues as being internal political disputes beyond the juris-
-diction of the court_ While the courts have been unanimous in ruling
that their jurisdiction is not limited to habeas corpus_ there clearly
appears to be confusion as to the correct reach of their jurisdiction_

2- The courts have been inconsistent in their holdings as to the
legal standards which should he applied to the actions of tribal gov-
ernments- A few courts have held that the Act s4nply made applica-
ble to the tribes the provisions of 'the Bill of Rights of the U.S.

rs S. 961 through S. 908 and S-.J. R. 40. S9tb Cong. 1st sess. For the text of these billsAnd the resolution, see hearincs before the Subcommittee on Constitutional RI-hts of theSenate Committee on the Judiciary_ held .Tune 2". 2n. 24 and 1.90:i; For n. of'jurisdictional problems arising from PA"... Sn-t:8(. see mirticularly thf. Summary Report onthe Constitutional Rights of t'.:..:knierIcan Indian. prepared by the staff of the Subcommitteeon Constitutional Rights of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary. 6-14 (19(04).z:4 Tnsk Foice No. -. pp. 27-3T ; Task Force No. 4, pp. 129-149; Task Force No. 9, pp.
37-45. S7 -V1 and 323-330.



Constitution. However, the better reasoned cases and the weight of
authority has taken the view that. the Act did not incorporate the
whole pAnoply of Federal constitutional laws but that.the actions of
tribal governments must. be measured "in light of tribal practices"
and that "essential fairness in the tribal context. not. procedural punc-
tiliousness_ is the standard. against which the disputed actions must
be measured." 315 Variations from standard requirements of Federal
law have been sanctioned in matters involving apportionment of elec-
tion districts within a reservation and 316 in the determination of
eligibility to vote in tribal elections_317 Such flexibility in the appli-
cation of this law is clearly necessary and desirable.

3. There is a growing body of law under the 1 96S Act. that requires
exhaustion of tribal remedies before an action will he entertained in-
Federal court.318 However. the decisions have not been consistent. The
requirement of "exhaustion" parallels Federal requirements that
before Federal courts will take jurisdiction over matters which should
be determined in State forums, the plaintiff or complainant must
show either that he has sought relief before the appropriate State-
agencies and/or courts or that it would be fruitless to 'attempt to ob-
tain relief from those sources_

This rule is premised on the recognition tl-fat local governments
should resolve problems of a local nature_ Federal intervention should'
occur only when it is necessary to vindicate a federally protected right,
and then only after a clear aemonstration that the local government
will rat act_

It ltias not the intent of Congress when it enacted the 1968 Civil
Rights Act to make Federal courts general overseers of tribal gov-
ernment_ It is extremely important that the principle of exhaustion.
of tribal remedies Je strictly adhered to by the Federal courts in every
proceeding under this A.ct.

4. Tribes have alwav 3. enjoyed sovereign immunity under the law_31°
It has been held in several cases that this immunity was waived by
the 1.96S Act. The most excessive application of this "waiver" doc-
trine is a holding by a U.S. district court authorizing a suit for mone-
tary damages against a tribe 32° for the conduct of a tribal police-
officer in. making an arrest.

Nothing. in the legislative history of this Act even conceivably sug-
gests that Congress intended to snhjeet -Indian tribes to suits for

damages_ Every governmental eiltit3.- in the TTnited Stat:s
reserves -to itself the authority to determine the extent. to which it
subjects its _public treasury to private claims. The T-nited States
Government has not authorized monetary claims against, the Gov-
ernment for every violation by a Federal official of a right protected
by the T-.S. Bill of Rights_

Both the Department of the Interior and the Department of Jus-
tice have forcibly argued that the LOGS Act did not waive the general

:um .7.reCurtly r. Stecre, 35:1 F. Silpp. 629. CO:1 (D. Utah. 1973), rev'd., F_ 2d (10th cir-,
1074).

f)rT,r, v. 4..4:t F. 20 Toil (SU] eir.. 197:1).TresnolfirftFreud v. 4%tryleilft Tribt- .7;07 F. 21 1:111 (5-11-11 1:17=0 -
zi see., ..Lr owear v. Cherfenne Rirer. 4q2.17. 211 1140 (Sth Mr.. 107.7. )-
:tv:1 T c, v, Pilrlify and 07. 'tarn?: tee 170... 7:1.419 r.s. -Son (2940).
zon Lonctz.veion v. Leekit y, :134 F. Stipp. 370 (D. N.:NI- 1971)-
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immunity of tribes from suit.3-:1 In concluding that tribal officials
should be subject to the same judicial restraints as are State officials
and no more. They were. of course, recognizing that extra-legal and
abusive conduct by tribal officials would subject them to personal lia-
bility under the same legal theories that State officials are. The Com-
mission believes that this is the correct. approach.

-5. Section 202(7) of the Act (25 1:T.S.C. 1302(7)) provides that no
tribe shall impose punishment upon any person greater than "im-
prisonment" for 6 months or a fine of $500, or both. Section 202(10)
of the Act provides that "any person accused of an offense punish-
able by imprisonment" shall have the right to a trial by jury.

The limitations- imposed upon tribal penal power- are the same as
that imposed upon Federal magistrates hearing petty offenses in TT-S-
-district court. It is well established that there is no constitutional right
to- a- trial by jury for petty offenses. Thus. this Act imposes upon
tribes an obligation not imposed upon either State or Federal !Toy-
ernments. No matter how short the potential jail sentence, a defend-
ant before a tribal court is presumably entitled to a trial by jury.

Tribal courts presently handle a caseload in excess of 80.000 cases
per year. It is well kmown that if jury trials were liberally sought
the tribal judicial system would quickly break down. Section 202(10;
of the 196S Act must be amended to restrict the cases in which jury
trials may be demanded.

6. By the same token, the penal limits placed upon tribal courts
are not considered to be realistic. Little consideration went into the
establishment of these limits. Among other factors which. apparently
played a part in fife develcfpruent of this provision was the notion
that tribal courts traditionally did not impose sentences in excess of

months or $500. The Senate bill proposing reform of title IS
Code (S. I. 94th COrtg.. 1st SC-SF..) would increase the fine poten-
tial to 55.000. Task Force Number Two recommended that section
202(7) be amended to provide for fines of $1,000 and jail sentences of
1 year_

T. A problem area not dealt with under the 196S Act- but one which
poses great difficulty to both tribal and State frovernments is the ex-
tent to which the laws of tribes and the judgments of their courts
will be recognized by State or Federal courts. There is a reciprocal
-question regarding the extent to which tribal courts must recognize
the laws and judgments of States.

-Two legal concepts provide a foundation fOr discussion: (1) full
faith and credit. and (2) comity. An excellent discussion of the law on
this subject is contained in appendix XIII of Task- Force Number
Two report. An early Supreme Court decision held that certain legal
acts of the Cherokeo Nation were entitled to full faith and credit on
the theory that the government of that tribe base a relationship to
the 'United States similar to that of a territorial government-322 A sim-
ilar position was adopted in other Federal decisions in the late
1800's.323 In recent eases, a similar theory has been adopted by some

Task Forrre No. 4 Report, pp. 136-137 ; Task Force No. 9 Report, app. II, part v,
-ex. 16.ifere-kev v. enare. 159 U.S. (1A 7Tow. ) 100 (1S:35).

Task Force No. 2 report, p. 259.

7,
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_courts 324 but rejected by others.325 Regardless of theory, it is clear that
some courts are giving due cognizance to orders of tribal ,-ourts 32C-
aad some are not.

The refusal of some States to recognize the laws of and the-
orders of their courts is clearly harmful to both the ts,--i7ces nr..1" the--
States_ It should be noted that tribes generally are recognizin:,- lawful
orders of State courts when an appropriate request is made.3 27
Clearly, the interest of orderly administration of the law requires that
both tribes and States respect laws of each other.

Recommendations
The Commission recommends the following amendments to title It

of the 196S Civil Rights Act :1. Conzress enact provisions to make it cl-ys-tal clear that this Act
was not intended as a general waiver of sovereign imMunity of the
tribes. The holding in Lancassion v_ Leekity, 334 F. Siipp. 370 (D._-
1.M., 1971) authorizing a money judgment against the tribes should
be specifically rejected by Congress. While the courts must have au-
thority to enforce:substantive aspects of the Act (as limited by the

above). Indian tribes. like any other p-overnments.
must have sovereign immunity and some protection for their officers-
if they are to be able to govern fairly. Equitable actions such as man-
damus against tribal officials may be permissible. but they should be
immune from money judgments when they work within their scope of
duty. In this respe they should be in the same position as State and
Federal officials: i.e.. prote;:ted when acting within the scope of duty
but personally liable when acting beyond or outside their defined.
scope. of duty.

2. The jurisdictional provisions' of this Act be reex.amined. Habeas
corpus review is the only jurisdictional provision now included in
this Act. yet the courts have assumed jurisdiction over a broad ran<re
of actions which do not involve detention. As the situation stands.
the jurisdictional reach of Federal courts and the remedial orders
which they feel free to enter is virtually unlimited. This is in complete-
contrast to all other Federal civil rights legislation.3. The part of this Act providing for a right to trial by jury be
amended to specify that the right. guaranteed by this subsection shall
only be applicable to offenses which if charged in a Federal court
would he subject. to a right to trial by jury. As s,ction 202 (10) pres-
ently- reads the right to trial by jury would theoretically apply to al-
most every offense a person might be charged with, no matter how
slight the penalty..

4. The-provisions of the Act limitinc, the penal authority of a tribe-
to fines of $.500 or 6 months imprisonment, or both, should be amended
to increase these figures to fines of $1,000 or 1 Year imprisonment. or
both..

5. That section 1738 of title 'ES. T.T.S. Code, should be amended to
specifically include Indian tribes- among those governments to whom,

?-24 Jim. v. CIT Financial Corp., ST N.M. 3+:2. ..553 P.2+1 751 (197:5).
BerfaY v. .11f lifer. 70 A-riz. 3S0. 222 P.23 624 (1950).:t s Form N.). 2 roncrt. 2::7_ 249_

= State v. Rziley, ST N.M. 275, 532 P. 2d 204 (1975).
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full faith and credit 51ma.11 be given. The purpose of this amendment
would be to clarify and reinforce the rulings of the majority of courts
to the effect that Indian tr';..-.'-^s- are on the same footing as States and
territc lc, with respect to the application of full faith and credit
princir

-s antend title II i-f the 196S Civil Rights Act to provide a
-mechanl-,... for limited apper- is United States district courts after
exhaustion of all avai1,1'..,3 ---rnedies. The need for such a pro-
vision is directly related to: t1,- Commission recommendation for
according full faith and credit ti - --iba.1 laws and court judgments ;
and (2) to the expanding role of trues in civil and criminal matters in-
volving non-Indians. This legislation should adhere to the following
principles

(a) Existing Federal law permits Federal courts to review the
judgments of State courts for matters involving questions arisinn-
under the J.S. Constitution or Federal statutes.. The limited right
of appeal proposed in this part would authorize Federal court
review of tribal court decisions in both civil and criminal matters
in extraordinary circumstances involving a prima facie showing
of a denial of due process (fundamental fairness) or denial of
equal protection. and/or when the amount in controversy exceeds
a specified amount. ($10.000).

(b) Section 203 of title II of the InGS Civil Rights Act (2:i
U.S.C. 1303) which extends the privilege of the writ of habeas
corpus to test the legality of detentions by order of Indian tribes
be amended to provide a limited right of appeal from final orders
or judgments of the highest court system of the respective tribe
in both civil and criminal matters.

(c) Appeal to the Federal court not be allowed until the pe-
titioner has exhausted all available tribal remedies. This "exhaus-
tion" requirement include all tribal appellate rernedie:--- including
appeals to regional intertribal courts of appeal should the tribes
elect to enter into such intertribal compacts. The requirement for
exhaustion should be rigidly enforced by the courts.

(d) The review not.turn on procedural requirements but rather
he premised on fundamental fairness based on the entire record.
This amendment follow 'thy: rule laid down in cases that this Act
did not "blanket in" the entire body of Federal base law but pro-
vides for interpretation in a manner consistent with the needs and
customs of tribal institutions.

STATUS OF TRIBAL, GovERN-3rEi-,;--rs AND TTIE DELIVER.17 OF Sr.rtvicEs

A. FEDERAL DOMESTIC ASSISTANCE PUOC: RA r DELIVT:n S'YSTE3f

Overview
In its first definitive statement on the question of Federal-Indian

relations_ in the landmark case of Worcester v. Georgia' the United
States Supreme Court articulated th,?, most basic theory of Federal-
Indian lawthat Indian tribes are "distinct, independent political

z" 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) 352E (1S32).
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communities possessing and exercising powers of self-orovernment de-
rived solely from their original sovereignty_" This enduring principle
has never been overruled by congressional statute or Federal court
decision, and indeed. Federal law and policy continues to recognize
Indian tribes as independent. self-governing political entities within the
Federal system.

The extent to which tribes can fully exercise their powers of self-
government is lar!-relY dependent on congressional action which is
consistent with Federal-Indian policy articulated in -117opce.wYr_ How-
ever, analysis of the status of tribal governments within the Federal
domestic assistance program delivery system leads to the conclusion
that Congress and its numerous congressional committees established
to deal in a comprehensive manner with the entire scope of the Federal
responsibility have not always been conscious of the political status of
tribal governments in creating autlr)rizing legislation for Federal
domestic assistance programs. '--Thus, consideration of tribal govern-
ments as constituencies eligible for Federal programs is, often lacking
in the planning stages of proposed Federal program legislation. and
as a result. Federal' programs intended for all United States citizens
do not reach the total target population intended to be serviced under
any particular act. The problem is further compounded by it lack of
sidle ient cou!rressional 4'111(1a nee to eXeellt ;Ve agencies charged with the
responsibility of service delivery. As a result, authorizing- legislation,
pro7ram acts. and associated administrative reg-ulations of Federal
domestic as,,istance programs may fail to specify Tribal g-c-}vermaent
eliribiliv to crea*e delivery systems which force tribal governments
to come under the jurisdiction of State and/or local governments.
Not. only do such requirements clearly thwart the ability of the
tribal government to provide services to its tribal members. -but these
regulations often act to extend State or local government jurisdiction
within the exterior boundaries of the reservation. Since an integral
aspect of the Federal policy towards Indian tribes is the guarantee
of independence from State jurisdiction and authority. it follows
accordingly that tribal participation in Federal domestic 'assistance
prz-)grams sl,ula not be conditioned on State involvement in the de-
livery of . ices.

car-ieg 1'011 all

Tribal governments are- recognized as eligible prime sponsors for
a number of Federal domestic assistance programs. The extent. to which
tribal governments have taken advantage of the programs available
to them Las been largely dependent. on the tribal government's access
to Federal program. information. This access is limitedmost tribes
depend. solely on the receipt of the Catalog of Federal Domestic
Assistance Programs, which details some 1,030 programs available
to State. local. and tribal governments. Often. however, tribal crovern-
Ment eligibility for any particular domestic assistance program is not
specified, and the tribe has no means of ascertaining statutory barriers
in the authorizing legislation or program act which would prevent
tribal government eligibility for a given program. A bill introduced
in the 94th Congressthe Federal Program Information Act (Senate
bill S. 32.S1). if enacted would have created a data base of all Federal
domestic assistance programs., and provided comrfrehensive coverage
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of authorizing legislation, prof ram acts, and administrative regula-
tions_. This bill had the potential of increasing the flow of Federal
program- information to tribes, and if properly constructed, would
specify tribal government eligibility as well as ac miuustrative require-
ments which might affect th.e prime sponsorship status of the tribal
o-overnment- In order for tribes to make effective use of Federal domes-
tic assistance programs in achieving self-determination, access to
Federal program information is crucial.

Status of TribaZ Governineri_t IV .thin the _Federal Domestic
Assistance Program Delivery System,

Problems surrounding State involvement in the delivery of Federal
domestic assistance programs to tribal- governments stern from 'a
variety of sources. In some cases, authorizing legislation or program
acts of an agency which is charged with service delivery will specify
that all programs offered by that agency must be administered through

----a-Federal-State delivery system_ in other cases, program acts or ad-
ministrative regulations of such acts require State passthrough or
sign-off on tribal plans, or moneys to be directed to the tribal govern-
ment.. In such instances, even though a tribal government may beeligible to be the prime sponsor for a Federal program. the moneys
-to be received are channeled through the State by lep-isiativ- mandate.
Examples of such programs are the Food Stamp Program, Johnson-
O'Malley education moneys, title XX. of the Social Security Act,

-Coastal. Zone Management Program, and some Law Enforcement As-
sistance Administration programs.

Still other programs, like those offered by the Small Business Ad-
ministration. require a tribe to come under State jurisdiction, as eligi-
bility is conditioned upon State incorporation of a business or

._ or the State must authorize that the enterprise is not an armthe-tribal government. Not only are such programs in direct con-
flict with established Federal policy which would prevent the extension
of State jurisdiction within the exterior boundaries of the reservation,
these programs authorize State discretion in the distribution of Fed-eral moneysan authority which has been abused in many instances.As stated by the Papag-o Tribe of Arizona. by granting Stated au-thority to set standards of qualification. the States are given the powe..-to usurp or interfere with the sovereign powers of Indian tribes togOvern themselves * * *: by granting States final authority to s.42tstandards of qualification, the Federal Government is delegating tothe States the power to disqualify Indian- tribes from participation inFederal programs * *: by granting States authority to set stand-
ards- of qualification. the States are given implied power to force
Indian tribes to the jurisdiction of State courts in order to meet suchstandards; and by granting the State adthority to select the planningand funding agencies for Federal programs, the State is given the
latitude to select as such agencies either political subdivisions of theState or contract providers organized by special interest groups, bothof which represent constituencies inimical to or, in competition with
-Indian interests." 329

=ri Letter to Mel Tonasicet, president, National Congress of American Indians froni thePapago Tribe of Arizona, Nov. 3, 1975.
92-1S.5-77-1.5
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Countless examples have been cited by Indian people who have wit-
nessed State abuses of authority granted to them in Federal domestic
assistance program legislation. These illustrations show the Stare
to be in clear violation of any role that Congress intended for the
State in the delivery of Federal domestic assistance programs. The
Indian community has consistently voiced strong support for the
elimination of States from the, delivery system of Federal domestic
assistance programs to tribal governments. The most recent expres-
sions of this support have been issued in major policy resolutions of
the 3.976 National Congress of American Indian Convention. and by
a special committee reporting to the Board of Directors of the Na-
tional Tribal Chairmen's Association. In addition, extensive docu-
mentation of tribal views concerning Federal domestic assistance
programs can be found in the Tribal Government Task Force report
to the American Indian Policy Review Commission.' -'°-

Analysis of all Indian input. obtained to date. as well as consultation
with government officials. leads to the conclusion that tribal :-roYern-
ments must be considered equal to State governments for purposes
of direct access to Federal domestic assistance programs. This is the
only logical action consistent with established Federal policy which
would pr.-vent State jurisdiction over tribal governments. and elirni-
nale State abuses of authority in the delivery of Federal domestic
assistance pro,rrarns to Indian tribe _^3l

IneviltTc8 of Popu7ation Pormu7a Grant Gu7cle7ines-

Ot1,-r problems frequently cited by tribal governments in obtaining
Federal domestic assistance stem from administrative requirements
of Federal programs which condition eligihilit v in formula. grants
based on population. Berause S2.9 percent of all Indian tribes have
populations of less than 1-000 members.22-2 many tribes are forced to
form consortiums or inter tribal affiliations because of a lack of a
population base sufficient to qualify- for Federal domestic assistance
prorrams. Small tribes particularly fall victim to.this stipulation and
are forced to seek out other tribes with common areas of need and a
willirymess to cooperate. Given the geographical isolation of many
small tribes and scarce financial resources which preclude travel. it
is more often than not. a sheer impossibility for small tribes to identify
other tribes in a similar situation and to make the communication
necessary for such an alliance. More importantly.' the principle of
sovereicrnty recognizes the integrity of a sovereign government to
form associations or alliances only upon the diseretion of the sovereicrn,
and not as a function of the administrative requirements of another
!,-oyernmental unit. Thus. eligibility requirements such as section 96.42

an^ App. I. (.11. TV. Tribal Government Task Force report to the American Indian Policy
Review Commission. July 1976. 4 r.-57.

"1Ftee.ently admini4.trativo olzerit;; have demonstrated an increasing awareness of the
legal srotiis of Indian tribe-4 relative to eligibility for participation in their agency program.
F.r example the Chief Counsel of the V.S. Urban Moss Transportation Administration
I T-m-r.A). r.s. Department of Transportation rendered a lecal opinion concluding tliat

tribes and etimmnaitif..4 are P 1 1 =1 14. to participate in TINVTA grant Programs in the
Rome manner 214 any local public body' citing U.S. v. Mazuric and U.S. v. Kagama (Dec. 2,
797C).r:r.% .7-ihfs In Order by Population : 1971 Revenue Sharing: or Equivalent for Non-
Emv,nue Sharing ; or State Alternate for Oklahoma.
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of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA)336which requires that a tribe must represent at= east 1,000 persons, im-
mediately places S2.9 percent of Indian tribes under the condition ofhaying to form consortinms or intertribal organizations to become
eligible for CETA. funding and is in clear violation of the principle
of sovereign-chosen alliances.

Federal Agency Admi:itistrative Requirements
Generally, Indian tribal governments do not have the administrativemechanisms and manpower available to them, comparable to Stateand local governments. Thus, variations in funding cycles of each pro-gram operated, quarterly reporting requirements for each (manytribes prepare 100 reports annually) 334. lack of Federal program in-formation, and poor to nonexistent BIA support, place a staggering-administrative burden on tribes for which they are ill-equipped. Some

measures have been taken to respond to this need, particularly section104(a) moneys appropriated under the Indian Self-Determination.and Educational Assistance Act, which provide financial support fortribal government. capacity-building endeavors_ Although major con-troversy surrounds the amounts available to each tribe (alle,;ationsbased on population formulas derived from 19'70 census data whichis grossly inaccurate in many cases), tribal governments may now bein the position of obtaining the services of civil service personnel formuch needed expertise and technical assistance under the Inter-crovernmental Personnel Act. of 1970 235 by matchino- salaries withmoneys available to the tribe under section 104 (a) _

Coordination Among Federal Agencies 1?espon.3Th7e for Providing
_Federal _Domestic Assistance Program-3

Historically, tribal governments, like State and local governmentshave been confronted with a complex maze of Federal programs, each'of which requires a unique accounting and administrative system and
separate personnel associated with each program unit- The result isthat the tribal government must organize within itself a. separate
governmental component for each program administered_ The Federal'orovernment has continually sought to design a system to deliver Fed-eral domestic assistance programs which would respond to the com-munity needs of a tribal, local, or State government_ The Office of
2.VIenao-ement and Budget's circular A-102 is an example of such at-tempa--a. procedure which would act to reduce the number of differ-ent accounting systems required for each Federal program con-
tracted.336 Still, tl--kere remains a vast duplication of Services and data.gathering efforts _conducted by each Federal agency, because of thesevere lack of coordination existing among Federal agencies responsi-
ble for the delivery of Federal, domestic assistance programs. A tribe

6:12Public Law 93-201. sec. 96.42426 App. XIX. 'Tribal Gr.vernment. Task Forte report to the American Indian Policy ReviewCommission. July 1976 Tribal Government Surveys.Public- Law 92 -645. Jan. 5, 1971 ; 84 Stat. 1909, 42 U.S.C. 4701, 4702 ; 4711-23, 4721-25. 4741-47'46. 4761-4772.
'' Office of Management and Budget circular 3 -102.



is placed in the position of having to apply for as many as 10 to 15
fulfillingprograms even to approach fulfillin the need for training

and technical assistance- A delivery systzm and grants procedure which
would allow coordination of Federal programs at the local level, can
only be effective if the Federal agencies whose programs are involved
can coordinate the provision of services to be delivered.

Joint Funding Simplification Act
The recent issuance of the Joint Fundirg Simplification Act regu-

lations (July 30. 1976) 3''.7 has the 'potential of pr-,viding meaningful
mechanisms to the achievement of Indian self-determination. This
Act provides for a forum in which a tribal government can design a
long-range development plan to be implemented through an inte-
grated grants procedure_ This Act was enacted by Congress on
December 5-1D74:

to enable State and local governments and tribal governments and.
private, nonprofit organizations to use Federal assistance more effectively and
efficiently. and to adapt that assistance more readily to their particular needs
through the wider use of projects drawing upon resources available from more
than one Federal agency, program, or appropriation.'

The process enabled by the Act involves negotiation between the
tribal government, the Bureau of Indian Affairs. andFederal agencies
for whose programs applications are being made. Agency representa-
tives are empowered to waive adzninist rative requirements which mie-ht
prevent the tribal government from access to the Federal domestic as-
sistance programs concerned. The negotiation process: enables the
tribal government representatives to interact directly with Federal
agency representatives, and to secure_ the funding necessary from each
agency- to accomplish the goals outlined in the long-range tribal plan_agency- tocompletion of the negotiation process. one integrated ` *rant ap-
plication is mad.e, accompanied by each agency's commitment for
funds and endor-sement of the grant package_ Finally, each Federal
agency transfers the funds allocated in the grant package to one
agency designated as the lead figenc2.- to administer the grant, and one
letter of credit is issued to the tribe.

The flexibility of funds within the grant package allows grant re-
cipients to spend funds in any order as long as allocations under each
grant are spent appropriately at the end of the funding year. This
procedure eliminates the problem of different funding cycles, as well
as burdensome reporting require:nenrs. as the tribe reports quarterly
to the lead agency on only one grant program.

The Joint Funding Simplification A-ct enables tribes to have direct
access to Federal agencies and to negotiate one integrated grant, there-
by alleviating many of the problems now confronting tribal govern-
ments in their relationship to the Federal domestic assistance program
delivery system.

In saimmary, the status of tribal governments within the Federal
domestic assistance delivery system is subject to various legislative

ffoint Vlintlincr Simplffiention Art (P.1",. t13r-.1A).
23s joint Funding Simplification Act (1'..L. 33-51o). purpose.
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and administrative procedures which are 5Ticonsistent with established
Federal policy. The implementation of principles which would re-
solve such inconsistencies should establish a clear definition of tribal
government eligibility for each Federal domestic assistance program
and guarantee the jurisdictional independence of tribal governments-
from State governments as permanent political entities within the
Federal domestic assistance program delivery system.

Recommendations
The Commission recommends that :

1. Congress enact legislation guaranteeing the permanency of trib-
al governments within the Federal domestic assistance prog,ram de-
livery system..

2. Congress enact legislation to resolve the inconsistencies of Fed-
eral domestic assistance legislative and administrative procedures asthey define the status o tribal governments within the Federal
domestic assistance program delivery system. The implementation of
principles which would resolve such inconsistencies establish a clear
definition of tribal government eligibility for each Federal domestic
assistance program and guarantee the jurisdictional independence of
tribal governments as permanent political entities with the Federal
domestic assistance program delivery system.

3. Congress authorize the waiver of administrative regulations of
Federal domestic assistance programs which condition eligibility on
population formulas. Allocation of funds, however., should employ
some population criteria such as that utilized by BL .X. under Public
Law 93-638 to provide adequate funding to tribes with smaller popula-
tion bases.

4. Congress establish Federal policy recognizing the sovereign right
of a tribal government to form its owr. government. In accordance
With Federal policy. eligibility criteria of.- Federal domestic assistance
'programs not force tribal governments to form consortiums- or inter-
tribal affiliations in order to become eligible for Federal domestic
assista nee.

5. Congress amend the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1968
(40 U.S.C. § 535 and 42.17.S.C. § 1401) governmentsinclude tribal overnments
in the scope of intergovernmental activities and access to Federal pro-
gram information provided for under the Act.

6_ Congress amend the Law Enforcement Assistance Act (42 U.S.C.
§ :3711, et seq.) to remove State jurisdiction over tribal governments
in the service delivery system Law Enforcement Assistance Admin-
istration programs, thereby allowing programs and moneys to flow
directly to the tribal government.

B. FL-NDING AND LAW 0 3 S

0 e(?ri..-ie7C

The degree to which a tribe can effectively exercise the powers which
have been upheld by the Supreme Court as being inherent to it is
largely dependent on two factors. The first is the ability of the tribeto,

-finance the basic operations of tribal government. The second is the
ability of the tribe to finance the cost of litigation with State or local
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governments or individuals who challenge the right of a tribe to exer-
ciSe its powers_ Both factors can serve as serious constraints upon. the
governing capacity of a tribal government.

Backg-round--4.bility of Tribes to Finance Operations
Commission interviews conducted over the past year revealed that

-very few tribes have the financial resources necessary to support the
basic operations of tribal government-339 Many tribal governments
consist of a tribal chairman and a tribal council, which will 7.-ar.3,- in
size from reservation to reservation. 'Where fully financed tribal
crovernments exist, the position of a tribal administrator or businesse,manager is one of considerable responsibility, as this person is usually
responsible for overseeing the day-to-day functioning of the tribal gov-
ernment. The position of tribal attorney or legal counsel to a tribe
ls one that a majority of tribes interviewed expressed great need for.34°

relatively few tribes are able to generate revenues sufficient to
_5zblary these fundamental positions of tribal governments capable of

exercising a full range of governmental powers. It is important to un-
derstand the relation of these concepts if the goal of self-determination
is to be achieved.

Strength..cnina Tribal Governme,?ts-: Objective
In the authorizing legislation which created the American Indian

Policy Review Commission_341 the Commission was charged to "make
pr?hexsive investigation and staidly of Indian Affairs and the

scope of such duty shall include. but shall not be limited to . a con-
sideration of alternative methods to strengthen tribal governments so
that the tribes mir,tht fully represent their members.,and at the same
time.. Tuarantee the fundamental rir-htz.=-. of individual Indians." 342 In
compliance with congressionally established objectives, the Commis=-
sion undertook the study of measures which would work to strengthen
tribal governments, such that the stated goals might be achieved. It is
to _this- end that the above needs of tribes as id,-ntified through surveys
of K.ribal governments 3 43 are presented, so that Congress may
know that without support to the basic operations of tribal govern-
merits. the goals outlined in section 2 of Public Law 93-5S0 cannot be
real ized.

Inability To Stcppat Leadership Po.,dtZons
In surveys, interviews. and testimony obtained from 121 tribes,3 44

the Iar,re majority of tribal aovernments expressed a need for the abil-
ity to finance the positions of a full-time salaried tribal chairman, an
adequately compensated tribal council_ a tribal attorney, a tribal ad-

30" For extensive discursion or finding see. ch. III_ 'Tribal Government Task Force report
to the American Indian Po114-y Review Commission July, 127G.

.4) See ch. III. Tribal Government Task Force report to the American Indian Policy ite-
slew CommLsalon; July.1976; p.

AK-&- P_IA. 93-580. sec_ 2_See npp. TIx. Tribal Government Task Force report to the American Indian Policy
Review Commission ; July, 19:6: Tribal Government Surveys.N*4:;:ee ch. II. Tribal Government Task Force report to the American Indian Policy Re-
view Commisalen; July. 1976; p.. 6 7_
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ministrator, and needed technical assistance. These positions or func-
tions were considered by most tribes to be the fundamentals of tribal
government.

Commission anal revealed that presently there is only one pro-
gram which provides direct support to the _strengthening of_ tribal
goverment. program is provided for in section 104(a) of the In-
tin-7i Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act, and is titled
the Self-Determination Grants Program. Altir.)ugh the Self-Deter-
mination Grants Program is a clear indicator that Congress recog-
nizes the need to provide support for the strengthening of tribal
governments, Commission study has determined that the administra-
tive regulations subsequently issued under the Act have narrowed the
scope of congressional intent articulated in the Act, thereby thwart-.
ing the intent of Congress to provide direct support to tribal
govexnro.ents.346

ObstacZes in Grant ReguZationsPopulation FormuZas
There are three major difficulties associated with the administrative

regulations of section 104(a) of the Indian Self-Determination and
Education Assistance Act.347 The first problem stems from the fact
that in determining' .the service population to be served by a tribal
govel-nment, population formulas are used. Assuminer that a tribal
government might decide to use its section 104 moneys to revise their
tribal constitution for instance, it is difficult to see how the finances
needed for a tribal constitution revision would be any greater for a
tribe with 100.000 members versus a tribe with 100 members. Commis-
sion field work further reveals that many siriall tribes experience dif-
ficulty in preventing the diminution of tribal trust land, or exercising
their-jurisdiction within the exterior boundaries of their reservation.
Thus, the need for legal counsel is often greater for a small tribe than

i
it might be for a large tribe which can adequately generate enough.
tribal revenue to support representation by several Jaw firms. Yet, it
is the larger tribes which benefit from population-based funding and
the snaalf tribes which continue to suffer from underdevelopment of
tribal government governing capacities. Because of the "allowable
costs" for tribal government capacity building in the Act are of this
nature, population formula-based funding does not reach those with
the greatest need.The problem is further compounded by the fact that th.0 popula-
tion formulas used for the adrr.nistration of section 104. are hound
by circular A--46 revised, exhibit 1, from the Office of Management
and Budget: L38

This circular requires that all population formulas be based on 1970
census data population estimates. Indian people have vociferously ob-
jected to the population estimates -projected from the 1970 census as'
being grossly inaccurate. The problem is only magnified in 1977.

345 F.Li: 93-6: , sec. 104 (a).
Iwo P. L. 93-638. sec- 1.04 (a) .2.1 For extensive discussion of findin=s. see cit. III. Tribal Government Task Force report

to the American Indian Policy Review Commission. July. 1976.3" Office of Management and Budget circular A-46 rev., ex.. 1, June 6; 1975.
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Crite,la for Determining Service Populations
The second problem with the administrative regulations of the In-

dian Self-Determination and Education Assistance .:N.ct section 104(a)
is the criteria for determination of the eligible service population to
be served by tribal members living on trust. property. The rationale
given for establishing this criteria is that tribal members who are not
diviner on trust property will be serviced by some other unit of govern-
ment. This is clearly an erroneous assumption -on the part of the Of-
fice of Management and Bud(ret. Many Indians reside off the reserva-
tion but retain their traditional ties. Within the shortage of adequate
housing and the high rate of unemployment existinr, on most reserva-
tions, Indians must seek housing and employment opportunities else-
where. This fact, however. does not relieve'the tribal government of
the responsibility to provide services to those tribal members residing
off the reservation, and indeed, many tribal members return.to the
reservation on a frequent basis to avail themselves of those services,
particularly health care.

Many Indian people forced to relocate to large urban centers com-
plain that they do not receive services equal to their non-Indian coun-
terparts, that they are continually discriminated against. Thus, it is
not unusual for an Indian family residing in an urban center to travel
hundreds of miles back to the reservation to provide their children
with adequate health care which they are not able to obtain in the
city. The capacity of the tribal government to provide tribal members
with these services is severely limited by these administrative regula-
tions which penalize the tribal !rovernment for its off -reservation serv-
ice population. but do not relieve the tribal government of the respon-
sibility for providing services to those tribal members residing off the
reservation.349

Definitions of _177°u:0-67e Costs for G-rants
Pfnally, the administrative re7ulations assoJ:iated with the Self-De-

termination Grants Program specify "allowable costs" under the pro-
gram which serve to limit the allowable activities undertaken to
strengthen the tribal government. :Arany of the restrictions are con-
tradictory and establish a hierarchy of priorities and "acceptable" gov-
ernmental activities which do not provi,le to the
capacity - building efforts of .many trilnd r-ox-ernments.y '4 ).foreover,
recent Office of INTana!rement and :Bud rot reports to Congress on fiscal
rear 19TS appropriations restrict even further the purposes for which
section 104(a) moneys can be expended_

_Litigation (76- a .M.,-e1( n. oil _Tribal Govei.nments

The second major factor which acts to constrain the r.oyerninr. ca-
pacity of a tribal ;_rovernment is the burden of litigation many tribes
face in protectin!, ,;11 trust land _resources, as well as the tribe's
exercise of its soveroign powers. Because of the conflict of interest dis-

z-la For further discussion. sec eh. III. Tribal Government Task Force report to the Amer-ican Indian Policy Review Commission ; Tni3. 1976: p. SI.For detailed analysis. see cli. III. Tribal Government Task Force report to the Amer-
ican.Indian Policy Review Coznmission ; July, ItY7G; p.
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cussed in section I of this chapter, the Departments of Interior and
Justice frequently choose not to represent tribes in litigation with other
Bureaus within the Department of Interior cr in conflicts with State
covernments. The resultant financial burden rests solely with the tribe,
he party to litigation which can usually least afford to bear the costs

of reestablishing the sovereign powers which have been recognized and
upheld so consistently by the Supreme Court

Powers of a sovereign become meaningless unless they can be exer-
cised. and yet, some tribes have been forced to delay asserting their
sovereign powers purely because they lack the income necessary to
support litigation which might ensue over the exercise of inherent
tribal powers of government.351 It is logical tc assume that when the
Supreme Court upholds the power of a tribe to tax3.7.2 subsequent suits
challencring- the power of a tribe to tax should shift the financial
burden for litigation to the party challarging the tribc....'s right to tax.

Su7nm a-1-7/

The goal .IF self-determination wculd restore to tribal governments
the status which they are legally accorded by the Supreme Court In
order for tre:bal governments effectively to assert their legal status

- within the Federal system, tribal governments must have the financial_
resources necessary to support the basic operations of tribal govern-
ment, so that they may fully exercise their right to tribal self-govern-
ment and achieve the goal of self-determination.

Recommendations
The Commission recommends. that :

Congressional recognition of the legal status of tribal governments'
include the recognition that tribal governments must have the financial
resources necessary to support the basic operations of tribal govern-
ment, so that tribes may effectively exercise their inherent sovereign
powers.

Congress direct the Bureau of Indian Affairs to undertake a needs
assessment of each tribal government to determine tribal capability to
finance the basic operations of tribal government.

Congress authorize the-evaluation of the administrative regulations
of self - determination 0-rants program, and require the revision of reg-
ulations where such regulations narrow the scope of congressional
intent articulated in the Indian Self-Determination and Education
Assistance Act.

Con r''T-nos assure that in both administrative and judicial proceed-
ings, Inuia.ns will be assured competent, independent counsel.

3Z11 Tribal Government Task Force report on Vintah-Onray Reservation. p. 2.=iron Crow v. OgIala Sioux Tribe, 231 F. 2d. 89 (8th ci r. 1958) ; .Buster v. Wright, 135F. 94 7 (8th Cir. 3.99Z)). appeal. dismissed. =03 Z.99 (19t.)6).



CHAPTER SIX

FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION OF INDIAN
POLICY

TOO MUCH BUREAUCRACY

Present budgetary practices do - not provide an equitable share of Federal
appropriations for Indian services for the direct benefit of Indians- Instead, theratio of one Federal administrator for every 19 - adlans illustrates that the
Government's massive administrative organization absorbs an inordinately large
proportion of Indian appropriations to support Federal employeeS. Rather than
benefiting the tribes directly, relatively high Federal salaries result in expendi-
tures constituting transfer payments to civil servants.

PIfd" 224' b14,k.
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CHAPTER VI
FEDERAL ADMINISTRATION OF INDIAN

POLICY
Irrrsontrariorr

The Indian desire for a functional "self-determination" policy in-
cluding provisions for its administrative implementation is docu-
mented by testimony of tribes and countless individuals and through
the examination of more than a hundred previous studies. The net
effect of this pattern of ineffectiveness represents a 200-year record of
erratic policy, fluctuating from periods of benevolence to periods of
attempts to totally eliminate tribes, and back to renewed policies of
support and protection.

The first chapter. -Captives in a Free Society," as well as the chap-
ters on "history "trust "; and "tribal government ", provide the back-
ground for the following discussion and an evaluation of the admin-
istration of Indian trust and its related program functions.

Almost every aspect of -Indian life falls under the stewardship of
Federal administration. Indian administration affects the trust rela-
tionship, tribal government, jurisdiction, social services, and. gener-
ally. the present economic and social condition of Indians. The
frustrations found in the administration of all these elements. are
rooted in the histor-7 of Indian affairs. These factors_ thoncrh intended
to be managed in order to advance the Indian cause of self-ex-oression,
actually have become lost in a maze of- organization, Federal regula-
tion. and procedure which often turns Indian administration into a
mechanism for economic stao-nation_ rather than proo-ress.

In spite of a general expectation for the eventual disappearance of
Indians through assimilation, the life style, governmental capacities,
and aspirations of Indian tribes are expanding. Indian life expectancy
is increasing and the -Indian population is growing. Indian tribes,
more cognizant of their powers and their roles as governments. are
now insistent that Indian self-determination become a reality, instead
of languishing as a frustrating concept.

Tribal self-government cannot be framed in law "alone: nor can-it
be legislated and administered except by the will of the people. If
tribes begin to exercise their powers of government. they can he
expected to conduct their affairs in a rational- internment. and lawful
manner. It is unreasonable. and frustrating to Indians. for anybody
to assume otherwise.

The frustration of the rights of tribes to exercise powers of govern-
ment by the adMinistrative edicts and procedural dictates of delegates
cif the Secretary of the. Tntc.Tior should no longer he necentable to Con -
gress or the Indian tribes. A more appropriate vehicle for self-govern-

Pi a r 7.30 hzgl
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ment can be achieved by delegating the powers of the Secretary to
tribal governments rather than to.civil servants_ It is then reasonable
to assume that tribes will be accountable once given the guidelines in
the form of published rules and regulations.

GOVERN31ENT BY EXPERTS

The principal rationalization for the domination of Indian tribes is
the presumption that tribes "are not ready," or that the trust relation-
ship constitutes a license to conduct Indian governmental functions
by experts. Expert rulers, however, have been traditionally mistrusted
by many societies. In any event, tribal self-government cannot be
framed in law alone. As Indians begin to practice self - government,
there should be a confidence in their ability to manage their own
affairs.

Government is b. matter chiefly of human purpose and of justice, which
depends upon human purpose. And each of is is a more faithful champion ofhis -own purpose than any expert. The basic principle of American liberty is
distrust of expert rulers, and revog-nition in Action's words, that "power corrupts
and that absolute power corrupts absolutely." That is why America. despite all
the iing-o of the administrative experts, has insisted upon self-government rather
than *good government'. and has insisted that experts should he servants notmasters. And what we insist upon in the governing of these United States. our
Indian fellow-ciTizens also like to enjoy in their limitf*d domains: The rig-ht to
use experts when their _advice is wanted and the right to reject their advice
when it conflicts with the purposes on which we are all our own experts.'

TOO ::ILCIT u-cnAcir

Present budgetary practices do not -provide an equitable share of
Federal nppre.priations for Indian services for the direct benefit of
Indians_ Instead. the ratio of one Federal administrator for every
10 Indians illustrates that the Government's massive administrative
organizations absorb an inordinately large proportion of Indian ap-
propriations to support Federal -employees.- Rather than benefiting
the tribes directly, relatively high. Federal salaries result in expendi-
-tures constituting transfer payments to civil servants_ The functions
of public works_ social services. real estate. law enforcement. govern-
ment services_ as well as education, medical, and private business are
administered 1w a surrogate local government headed by Federal ern-.ployees_ The massive structure is maintained by congressional appro-
priations which could hotter serve Indian I ribes directly. The :410
million increase in the BIA. budget in fiscal year 1977, which falls be-
low the normal' 6-percent annual inflationary allowance, was absorbed
by pay raises for Bureau personnel.3 The transfer of funds should be
aireer-ly to Indian tribes and the outmoded. paternalistic structure of
the BIA should be modified to reflect the ehanging, priorities of the
Indian. people_Instances abound of the subversion of the rights of tribes at the
convenience of the Government_ And. the discretionary powers of the

1 F..1 ix CC,. it.r3. 7111F .41.1 lirj<f.
A. IPHC Tami; 1.'ref No. Stmly.

-11.;:er cvn p.
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executive branch consistently are used to overrule tribal actions. The
administrative prerogative of failing to act often constitutes a pocket
veto of many tribal actions. It is frustrating to tile Indian people to
be singled out as being unable to administer

when
functions

in a. rational, intelligent, and lawful rms.: .ner when the contrary is, as a
matter of course, presumed for the of -rnments.

Nor is the BIA alone. in taking u ' --:ntage of Indian peof)le.
Other agencies have compounded zih by becoming; equally
paternalistic, complicating the prolo- with ineffective co-
ordination while manifesting a disinciiitation to cooperate with other
agencies serving Indians.

:NEGATIVE CTOIIS I\ TT MIT C GE

Two negative factors have consistently been _deterrents to desirable
change in the consideration of improving administration of Indian
affairs:

The fear of Indian people that any new legislation or adminis-
trative change might threaten the existence of tribalism and the
Indian peoples' special relationship with the United. States. .

The_ propensity of the Indian bureaucracy to resist change
while maintaining and even expanding its size and span of con-
trol over Indian tribes and their members.

Throughout history, Indian tribes have found it necessary to repel
injudicious Federal legislation and policy rather- than to permit ad-
ministrative manipulations which would abuse their rights. They in-
stinctively distrust all change initially because of the harm that some-
times well-meaning but ill-conceived policy chane-e-S have -caused in
the past. Consequently, in order to establish positive Indian adminis-
tration. it should be recognized that the Lest solution to the flounder-
ing state of Indian affairs is one which seeks to achieve a permanent
settlement of longstanding issues and is developed in concert with
Indians.There has been an extensive use in the last decade of the practice'
of agencies "consulting" with Indians before decisions are made. This
generally means that tribes.. organizations. and individuals are given
an opportunity to respond before final actions are taken. The term
consultation" has been so frequently used that it has escaped notice
that it repres&kts a contradiction to "self-determination." and has

been misuses l by bureaucrats for so long that its true meaning is lost-
-- Out of government "consultation" has grown the phenomenon of
``appointed advisory boards." These boards have grown in subject
and number to the point that they add to the competition with Indians
for Federal funds. In the consideration of any substantive change iii
the delivery of services to Indians, suffice it to say, elected Indian
boards that make decisions are a much better alternative.

Tribal government functions best as an expression of the will of
its people.. This is particularly obvious when tribal institutions are
permitted to function and protect their members against experimenta-
tion and frustration by public officials. An atmosphere of mistrust and
anxiety, fostered by previous experience, does not serve either Indians
or the Federal Government.
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Ft; PRINCIPLES NEEDED

The organizational structure. and philosophy for the delivery sys-
tem of Indian programs, must be revised to provide for efficient man-
ageent of Indian affairs. Because of the unique trust relationship
between the 'United States and Indian tribes and the incredible com-
plexity of the present system there is a necessity for the creation of
a separate governmental St ritCt lir,. for all major Indian prog-rams.

As reflected in previous chapters. an understanding- of the perma-
nncy of tribal government. the nature of the Federal-Indian trust
relationship descihed therein. and a cooperative understandini- of the
relation -hi, of each to the other is-essential before any Federal ad-

nis! rutive org-anizat ion can be effectively desi-ned to achieve
agreed-upon !roals. Public T.:INV 9:.".S(' Nviiirit established this Com-
mission. a congressional finding "(a) the policy implementing-
the relationship has shifted and chanere(I with chan.irinr- administra-
tions and passinir years without apparent rational desi!"-n and Ir;th-aut

e-r),..:/Nte ele)eit 1 co fif11-;1- 1 re el;(111. .!+c ,te-y;* Em phasis
added.

The establishment of institutional measures to achieve (ndian con-
trol without impairing their special status eannot be resolved without
a4ldressiner Indian-felt- needs. aml then devisino- a functional system
Ns.}liCh will provide a v:t V to Sat-IS:f.N.- those needs. The .AIPRC attempt-
ed to establish a record of Indian need t hrough test iniony and special
submission from tribes directly. Some sense of Indian desires has been
.-fained_ but the only way to actually determine Indian priorities is to
establish a pro.,.-ram./planninp-simd(ret system which permits these
priorities to be manifested. The application of a "zero base budget
process vould be Verl; helpful in such a system.

The executive branch has the l'(":,;1)0/1.,zibil t V to not only acecunt for,
but also to evaluate Indian pro,rrams. The present. system is an acciun-
'dation of Federal pro,rrams whieh has never effeettvely been reevalu-
ated or assess:ell for effeetiveness or effiieney. The pro,rram parameters
are toe, restrictive. Thf-re. is excessive overlap and uncoordinated
efforts causing duplication" by several a,,eneies. The present system
prevents Indian tribes from effectively control] T17 the processes which.
determine their status present and ffaure. A planning assessment by
the General Ac-ountin.,,- °filet, in 17:1 reported :

W th:tt o.r-dinati.rs Ftiiir:s efffirts at the reservation level is
needed fgr all Indian tribes ztnd that vairmti,sns or the typ-. (cit-ea in this re-

sisem!fl be made for ail tribt,:.We therefore rlmmnd that the. (fliee if Niat.sigemnt and Budget take the
necessary ;:erig,n td, insure rhat :

an :spot-441s is deliqsd vcitiis will coordinate 'Federal efri)rts at the
rtr-terV:t t 1rvel.3'

erb1ltinni111s:*'vniTZ::!ieoL-7. arc* ianiintccl ,,r ttia.r Federal programs
11:1 V( )LI 6' simian rif r)f living :sr Indi:,tt reservations including devehspin^-
innrmation systems t surrr stth ev::Inatieris. and

animal reports are submitted t C-stugress on programs made in improv-
in..: the standard elf living of r,-:ervarion :nal:11'04 and on any needed changes

li--gisla-it i *II 1.4)- it/11,4.4'1.e the efT4.4-Id r.tf .F4-deral programs....

.N 1r«-4./T.4 CIAO r.- rt. "TmprovIn:.-, VoloralIr A!-ristorl TIwolarsmo.nt nrIIZrvatic.ns r.7I. its n trued.- a similar rccrontrni,nlation withr /,v+1 ,pmcat atore recommendations expand the earlier
()tic. to apply to all Fedt-ral programs.
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If early action is not taken, we recommend that the Congress enact appropriate

lew;islation.`
The summary of findings of the American Indian Policy Review

Commission will indicate that Government programs are too complex
and lack coordination- This chapter will discuss fundamental ap-
proaches to the problems which heretofore have been beyond the pt!r-
cept ion of Federal administrators.

Any detailed plan-will have to be developed h the executive branch
working in concert with Indian people. The sum total of written testi-
mony. hearings, and an examination of the record reveals that there
Nee certain common elements in Indian statements. In addition state-
ments were examined by the Commission from Indian position state-
ments and resolutions from the past.'

An analysis of the entire record shows that there are certain precepts
contained in all the Indian statements. The discussion of the pr:Iblerns
of Federal Indian administration should begin by describinri t1v ?! neces-
sary fundamentals of a contemporary and effective Indian administra-
tion

Develop a pronram delivery system committed to the delivery.
of services. !rrants. and contracts directly to tribes and native
communities. The first priority should be on trust protection and
services as well as for programs dedicated to the promotion of
economic s-el f-sutlicienev. These programs should be characterized
by

Priority provisions for adequate trust protection and
services

Broad program parameters with Maximum latitude
Direct rrrai.ts and contracts
Separation of direct program and Federal ag-ency admin-

istration support costs
Minimal Federal administrative cast

'Develop an Indian budget system from a "zero hash_" consistent
with long -range development plans Lased on tribal needs and
in-iorities. This system should be desi.med to provide that thoseneeds effectively constitute a submission. to the executive branch
and the. Confrress. of a national Indian budget request. Such aprocess. altitou.,11 recofrnizin7 conirre,:sintial limitations. would
provide an adequate :-:_vstein for determ ,,inin tribal priorities. The
pi-oce:;s should have minimum interference prior to submission to
Congresstribes retaining the right to appeal, as existingstatutory provisions :5

Develop a systen1 for the Fe(Ieral coordination of special Indian
and domestic assistance programs to he established ac. the tribalor community levelsuch coordination to be performed -by oneagency at the direction of the tribal officials. This system shcmld
be rinplemented at the direction of the executive branch and shouldbe periodically monitored to assure interagency compliance.

4 rtifilltr"11.Pr r;"ral of rho r-nitot1 S:tntes Crenrn! Aeo/intin= ()Mee. 'Report to theon-_-rm. -"I:4-tter f-4r.lii Pia Needed to Improve the Stnndnrel of I.Ivin7.4. of Whitelivtitstain Apaches of .rizona.-* p. 77.
- Nat lOon.1 Con:r.rese: rat Amerienn IndinnK. report prepnred for the .lrnerie:rn IndianRel.-iew Commission. June 1373. An Examination of Historical Indian Policies nnd
6 72Z t S.C. sec. 47C.
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Develop a system wilich the executive branch establishes
provisions for the monitorinir. evaluation and audit of programs
so that-they can be utilized more eflieiently. Such a system should
also have provisions for a puldished accountin,r, separating,-
minist rat ion and pro!ram. :and re port in ,r to COngreSS. the Indian
people, and to the appropriate levels of t he executive branch- This

he done °Man al in ual
Develop a. system of technical assistance which provides support

directly to tribes-, primarily through grants, which would enalde
them to hire from the open market. In the case of Federal em-
ployees in the 'Indian service. future recruitment lie limited
tc. highly qualified and experienced technicians rather than *_ren-
eral administrators_

A. resolution of the fundamental issues left to be resolved by the
Indian people and the Federal Government requires an evaluation Of
needs eoillpa rod to I 1() \V" the efforts to address these needs are admin-
istered. An rUppropriutc and (-Civet i ye WcIrkill!`r 1-01:Itiontihip can he
achieved t ihal control can be fostered. Countless- Indian statements
over t le past 77 years lira'.'(' U:"^ t he recipe for - Bete' - -.

IT/s-rorry- ADINtixts-rrz.v-riox INI)i N PRoGizAms

INTRODCCTI ON"

n la V. MOS t" Amrienns think tl:r is one afzency. the Bureau
of Indian Affairs- NVI1111 041111i11::-41"S' pl'Ogi:1111S dill'eted. to Indirtn
people. Alt,hou!rh there are a nunibe ageneies which now serve
Indian people, the puldie perception is partially correct. The Bureau
of Indian Affairs administers the majority of the Federal Govern-
merit's Indian pro!rrams_ and throughout history, it has held almost
.itii-ular control in this area_ Since one agency hns borne the major

responsibility for implementing Indian policy. the orientation. struc-
ture, and organizational flexibility of that agency has been of primary
importance whon new policy guideJines have been determined in
Indian atrairs. The history of _Federal administra-. in represents a

-strwrerle that has rrf)I;: Oil II1 1 1:1"0:111cratic OfrieeS-1 1:1:7reiv v. It hr)lit t he
public-s- attention. and long after congressional debates. This often-
ignored history shows that obstacles to Federal_ Indian policy are not
al V:IN.'S.: or ht-nrotiozd, I)<)lit ic:f but q u it e ften_ a, I in in ist ra t i ve_

BF:Fon% T1 E Es-rATIT.. I S. UM ENM 01-"1-; or
77:;/ SZ:32

The need for formal and legitimate procedures to carry out the
F ederal Government's policy tov.-arcl Indians has existed as long as
the Federal Government itself has existed; that is_ from the time the
Federal Government was organized on :t r0111 inent which -was popu-
lated mostly by Indian people_ As early as 177:1, representatives of the
American -col-mies in the Continental Congress created three depart-

.inents of Indian affairs and appointed commissioners to make and
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maintain treaties of peace and friendship Nvith the Indians.' These
officers were to represent tIi i? colonies' interest in their dealings with
Indians, but were not to interfere with the internal affairs of Indian
-nations. Such interference would haN e had disastrous consequences
for" the colonists. As a result this small bureaucratic clevelopment

-occurred without any sug!restion that t he American government might
ever try to assert its will in Indian communities. This fact was noted
by the first scholar who studied the Indian policy of the Continental
Concrress, at a time when Indian nations v.-erc. not. so poN.N.-erful as they
had been in 1775. Ire ol)served that at the time Indian policy was first
envisioned, "it was not contemplated * * * that. Congress should have
any legislative power over the Indians. "" It was clear in these ea rly
stares, however, that the national Congress had the exclusive govern-
mental authority to regulate trade and make treaties with Indian
tribes.

After the Declaration of Independence.. the Continental Congress
found it difficult to administer Indian policy and \4 age the American
Revolution at the same time. Since the military aid of Indian nations,
particuiarly in New York State, was crucial to the war effort, Indian
affairs was given top priority, but the administration of Indian affairs
was largely turned over to the Board of War. When Congress directed
the Commissioners for the Northern Department on Alay 17. 1779 to
consult, with General Washington on treaty matters and to follow his
direction.? it established the precedent of delegating its authority over
Indian affairs.

In 177t;. ('one-ress institutionalized this precedent by .establishin.,
two Indian departmcL,:i:s, one in the North and one in the South, both
of which reported to the Secretary of War. The two superintendents
of these departments were given the authority to issue licenses to citi-
zens who desired to trade with or live anten!r, Indians. An administra-
tive system was thus established for a peacetime relationship with
Indian people. at a time when Indian relations were relatively stable
and no dramatic new policies were being considered.

Even greater delegation of congressional authority accompanied the
drafting of the Constitution.1Vhen Con gross created the War Depart-
ment as a permanent fixture in the executive branch, it gave the De-
partment wide respomzibility_for matters "relative to Indian Atfairs".1'
The -War Department continued to administer Indian policies -for GO
years. :7.4111)st-4/tient legislation continued to !rive 1 lie Department consicl-
erablf, latitude in adminis, ration. By when the I;ureau of Indian
Affairs was created, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs was described
as having the direction and manae-ement of all Indian affairs and of
all matters arising out of Indian relations ". under the general author-
ity. of course, of the Secretary of War. That Congress hi-Lc: delegated
its power and established a firm base of authority for executive action
in Indian affairs was clear within the first 50 Years of Federal-Indian
relations.

7 Journal of the Continental Con=re'ss. vol. 2.Joseph ',Mint. Historical skotch_The 11.1is:1letion Over Indian TrIbes. p.rna I of the Continental Con=ress. vol. 11. p. GI *O.
-10 First Congress. Session, eh. VII (1 Stat. L. 41)). see- 1-
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The Bureau of Indian Affairs was establishi,d within the War De-

partment on _March 11, 182 I-. by order of Secretary of War John C.
Calhoun. From 17s9 until 1s24 the administration of Indian affairs,
except for the Government-operated factory system of trade with the
Indians, was under the _direct supervision of tin: Secretary of War.
The factory systemfrom 1SOG until it was abolished -in 1822was
administered by a Superintendent of Indian Trade responsible to the
Secretary of War. The Superintendent's powers and responsibilities
had expanded over the years as the Secretary delegated increasing
authority to him. Thomas L. McKenney, the last Superintendent of
Indian Trade, became the first head of the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The Bureau was operated informally within the War Department
from 1S24 until 1832, when an act of Con!,ress 12 authorized the ap-
pointment of a Commissioner of Indian Alliairs. who under the direc-
tion of the Secretary of War. was to direct and manage all matters
arising from relations with the Indians_ In 1849, by an act of Con-
gress." the Bureau t rn rls forrod from the War Department to the
new Department of the Interior.. where it has since remained. Al-
though Secretary Calhoun used the term "Bureau" in his order. the
name "Office of Indian Affairs- soon came into common usage. Mc/
name "Bureau of Indian Affiairs" was not formally adopted until
1947-

Tam STRC't -EL RE OF 'T7 IF. A D NI STD-A 770 ZN: or i-cntvN AFFATTIS 17sc-in-ta

For many years the only positions. in the Washineton office of the
Bureau that were specifieally authorized by statute were those of
Commissioner of Indian Affairs and Chief Clerk. Until 1886 the Chief
Clerk was the second rankin!, official in the Bureau, and he acted for
the Commissioner in his absence_ In Congress established the
position of Assistant Commissioner to replace that of the Chief Clerk_
The position of Chief Clerk was reestablished in 190G and that of
Assistant. Commissioner was retained_ From 1910 to 1915. the Chief
Clerk was designated as the Second Assistant Commissioner. The
position of Chief Clerk was, abolished in 1934_ Since World War II
there have been created the additional positions of Deputy Commis-
sioner and Associate Commissioner, rankin!, above Assistant
Commissioners.

There were no formal subdivisions of the central offit-e of the Bureau
until 18-M.-when four divisions were established by order of the Seere-
tary of War_ The names of-these divisions %-nriefl hilt they were most
commonly known as Land Division_ Civilization Division, Finance
Division. and Files and Records Division_

Dining the 19th century there were two principal types of field
5urisclictions: superintendencies and agencies. Superintendents had

1The rrtnterial fnr this siPettnn. nnt! Tarze nerrrnents_of stihsennent meetinnn of thlc rt try rt.
14x1-7-rf tIT-r hIstnr:r n repri n from r".twa rry P. 7r 111. T'rr.11 mina r:r T wron NT).-n)-se.:- 1 01:1.
R cure-bras of the Fturcre n of inifinn A ffnIrvr. the 'tint-Tann/ Areltireta. Wri siVin 194-:n_ The
Commission wishos to wrpress its gratitude for Mr. Fi!ll's contribution to this seldom-
st tad lee n rsvn nr Indian Affairs.=4 Star. nr.4.

" 9 Stat. .195.



general responsibility for Indian affairs in a geographical area, usually
a territory but sometimes a larger area- Their duties included the
supervision of relations among the various Indian tribes in their juris-
diction and between the tribes and citizens of the United States or
other persons, and the su-pervision of the conduct and accounts of
/gents responsible to them. Agents were immediately responsible for
the affairs of one or more tribes- Until the 1870's most agents were
responsible to a. superintendent, but some of them reported. directly to
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Ae-ents attempted to preserve or restore
peace-and often tried to induce 71Tndians to cede their lands and to move
to areas less threatened by whi encroachment. They also distributed
money and goods as required r w treaties and carried out other prowi-

--.---sions Of treaties with the Ineiar?.. Gradually, as the Indians were con-
-E. -ed. on reservations, the agents became more concerned with educat-
ing and civilizing them.

The superintendency system is usually considered to have started
with an "Ordinance for the Regulation of Indian Affairs", enacted
by the Continental Congress on August 7. 1786_ This ordinance estab-
Iiihed a northern Indian department and a. southern Indian depart-
ment., which were divided by the Ohio River. A Superintendent of
Indian Affairs was 'authorized for each of these departments. These
-positions were continued when the new Government was organized
under the Constitution_ In 17S9. Congress appropriated the necessary
funds for the Governor of a territory to serve ex officio as Superin-
tendent of Indian Affairs. particularly in newly organized territories_
The superintendencies located in an unor7anized territory or in the
States or where the duties of the superintendent were particularly
arduous_ a full-time superintendent NVIIS. appointed.

.Agencies were established at first in a somewhat casual manner. In
1792 the President appointed four special agents. who were. charged

_,. with special diplomatie missions_ In 1793, an act of Congress 24 an_
thorized the President to appoint temporary agents to reside among the

-- Indians_ Eventually. the word "temporary" was dropped from their
title_ and agents became permanent Indian agents assigned to particu-
lar tribes or areas. By 1818 there were 15 agents and 10 assistants or
subae-ents. That year Congress -passed a Ise.--15 providing that all
agents be appointed by the President with the advice and consent of
the Senate.

By the time the Bureau of Indian Affairs was established in 1824
the system of sunerintendencies and agencies was well organized. An
act of -Tune 30. 1S34.14spec-ifical13.- authorized certain superintendencies
and agencies. The President could discontinue or transfer agencies
!--b-nr was given no authority to establish additional ones. An act of
February 27. 1S51.17 fixed the number of superintendencies and agen-
cies_ taking into account the greatly expanded area of country after
the Mexican - American War and the settlement of the Oregon boundary
dispute with Great Britain..

The restrictions on the number of agencies were. in a sense, evaded
by the establishment of subagencies, which did not require congres-

14 1 St rut_ revs_
.11S a sett. 42Q.
Me 4 Sri!' t- 7:15.
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sional .approval. After 1834 most subagents became in effect regular
agents, although they received less salary and were usually assigned
to less important agencies. Additional agencies were also established
by creating "special agencies". A special agent was often appointed to
carry out some special assignment, but frequently special agents were
simply regular agents appointed in addition to the authorized agents.
Superintendents, particularly those in newly organized areas, often
appointed special agents and acting agents of various kindssome-
times without authority to do so.

The Bureau employed other kinds of agents. Purchasing and dis-
bursing agents were concerned, respectively. with obtaining goods and
With distributing either goods or -money. Emigration agents assisted.

--------in the removal of the Indians from one area to another. Enrollinp-
agmts were appointed to prepare rolls for annuity disbursements. land
allotnients, or other purposes. There were also treaty commissioners,
inspectobeginning in 1S73), and special agents assigned to some
specific mission such as the investigation of the conduct of a regular
field employee cir4 he settlement of claims.

Superintendents---and agents in newly established jurisdictions were
allowed a wide latittille of action. The assignment of agents was often

-trl the discretion orthe superintendent. Agents were permitted to
seleet sites for agency headquarters, subject to approval by superiors.

agents had no permanent 71e-Irliiiiirte-i-s and spent much of their
ime traveling. Gradually, as they Indians were settled on reserves, the

agencies became more fixed in location better communications were
established: and the superintendents andzthe agents were replaced by
Army officers. but in the following year most of these officers in turn
-were relieved of their duties and civilians were again appointed. It
was a common practice.. however. to detail' Army men to duty with the
Indian Service in periods of unusual disturbances or. when civilian
agents were unavailable. During the 1870's the Bureau allowed various
religious denominations to recommend certain persons to be agents.

The system of giving supervision over a number Gf agencies to a
superintendent was diseontinued during the ISTCfs. and by 1878 the
last. superintendency had been abolished. Thereafter all agents re-
ported directly to the Bureau of Indian Affairs. Inspectors and spe-
cial agents. however, were sometimes given some supervisory authority
over agents.

TII 1S93. an act of Congress Is authorized the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs. with the approval of the Secretary of the Interior. to assign
the duties of Indian agent to a school superintendent. This action was
needed to eliminate political patronage (setiool-superintendents were
under civil service regulations. but Indian agents were still ap-
pointed politically) : moreover. the Indians, under the allotment
system, were being divided into smaller, more scattered groups. All
agents were gradually replaced by superintendents; who were not
necessarily in charge of any school. The Btirean revived the term
"agency" for field units. but the officers in charge continued
to he called "superintendents".

In 1879 the first nonreservation Indian boarding school was estf-.b-
lished at Carlisle. Pa.. and other schools were established elsewhere.

2 7 Sta.t. 614.
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The position of Superintendent of Indian SChOols was established in
1883. For some years the Superintendent performed. duties. similar
to those of- tan inspector, and...he had little administrative authority-
In time, however, he directed the Indian school system; _and, in 10LO,
his title was changed to Chief Supervisor of Education.

er supervisory positions were established-for specialized activi-
ties such as irrigation:, forestry, Indian employment, law enforcement,.
health, and construction. The incumbents of these positions were re-
garded as field officials, even though some of them maintained their.
headquarters in Washington. They developed their own elaborate
organizations, which. in some cases included district systems.. Since-
tb.ese services operated outside the regular agency system and apart
from -the administrative divisions in Washington, problems of con-
flictg authority arose.

In 1925 the position of General Superintendent was created. The
former Chief Supervisor of Education was appointed to the new posi-
tion and he was placed in charge of field activities relating to educa-
tion, agriculture, and industry.

1931 there was an even more sweeping change. Directors were-
appointed for specialized activities such as education, health. irriga-
tion, and forestry. These directors were in charge of both field opera,
tions and those of the Washington office. The Director of Irrigation,..
for example, was in general charge of both the Irrigation Service in
the field and the Irrigation' Division in Washington. By 1937 the
Bureau had established uniform districts for the various field services
in order to eriminate the confusion that resulted from each service's
setting up its own district system. After World War II a system of
area offices was established whereby area directors were responsible,
for administering all Indian activities within their areas, including
the supervision of agencies and other administrative units. Special-
ists werp expected to provide technical supervision but were relieved
of executive responsibility.

REORGANIZATIONS OF THE BUREAU OF INDIAN- Ary....lins 1 S 3 0 -19 7 2

There were relatively_ few changes in the organization of the Bureau
until 1907. The most important one was the 1S49 transfer of the
Bureau from the War Department to the Department of Interior-
-where it remains to the present day. This move was taken" hr order
to change the administration l:/f Indian affairs from military to civilian
control, and did not affect the internal structure of the Department.
All of the powers which Congress had delegated to the Secretary of
War, relating to Indian Affairs, were summarily transferred to the
Secretary of the Interior. Actual administration was also minimally
affected by the transfer; military officers continued to be employed as
Indian agents. Furthermore, the transfer was less than secure; be-
cause of conflict between tribes and frontier settlements., Congress
continually debated---trans-fei-i-ing- the India= bureau-back to the -War
Department.

From 1873 to 1881 there was a Medical and Educational Division,
which assumed some of the duties of the Civilization Division. The
Accounts Division was established in 1876; most of its functions had
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formerly been assigned to the Finance Division. In 1884 the Civiliza-
tion Division became the Education Division. In 18S5 the Depreda-
tion Division was established to process depredation claims; but, in
1893, it was consolidated with the Land Division. A Miscellaneous
Division was established in 1SS9 to take over certain duties formerly
assigned to the Office of the Assistant Commissioner, particularly
the issuance of traders' licenses.

Between 1907 and 1913 the Bureau's central office was repeatedly
reorganized. The Land and Education Divisions survived; and the
Education Division, in particular, was given expanded duties. The
Finance Division was replaced by the l'urchase Division. In 1909
the Purchase Division was consolidated with the Education Division.
but in 1914 it was reestablished as a separate division. The name of
the Accounts Division was changed to Finance Division. The Mis-
cellaneous Division was abolished. The Files and Records Division
was replaced by the Mail and Files Section, which became a part of
the Office of the Chief Clerk. The office of the Law Clerk, separated
from the Land Division, developed into the Law Division (later known
as the Prrate Division). An Inspection service was organized and
it became eventually the Inspection Division. A short-lived Division
of Field Work (or Cooperation Division of Field Work, or Coopera-
tion Division) was responsible for irrigation and forestry activities
formerly assigned to the Land Division. The Division of Pick]. Work
:was abolished about. the end of 190S. however; and responsibilities
for irrigation and forestry projects were shunted about, until 1912.
Thereafter there were separate Forestry and Irrigation Sections,
which seem to have been associated with the field service rather than
the central office. A short-lived Indian Territory Division, in charge
of the affairs of the Five Civilized Tribes. was consolidated with the
Land Division. For several years there was also a Methods Division.
which was responsible for u.: -eloping office procedures and
organization.

Aliother aspect of the reorganizations during She 1907-15 period
was' tile subdivision of the divisions into sections.There were no major chati.,,s in the organization of the central
office from 1915 throueth 19:?:;- In 19:24 the Irrif,-ation and Forestry
Sections became full divisions and die Health Division (called. the
Afedical Division until 1931) was estai,lished. assuming certain duties
formerly assigned to the Education Division.

In 1926 the Education Division was renanicd the Administrative
Division.. In 1930. however. the S[rhools Section of the Administra-
tion Division was made" a seoarare Education Division: and in the
same year the Industries Section of the Administrative Division was
replaced by the A!rrienItural Extension and Industry Division (later
the Division of Extension and Industry); In 1931 the Alaska Divi-
sion of the Office of Education, in charge of educational and medical
work_for Alaskan Natives, was transferred to the Bureau of Indian
Affairs and its activities were 123-adually merged into those of the
Education and Health Divisions.

There was a major reorganization of the Bureau in 1931. Two po-
sitions of Assistant to the Commissioner and a position of Chief
Finance Officer (later Finance Officer) v.-er,! established. Each of these
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new officials was given supervisory control over several divisions_ The
Assistant to the Commissioner for _Human R.elatiuns was in charge
of the divisions of Education, Health, and Ae-ricultural Extension
as well as the Employees Section (formerly in the Administrative
Division) and a new Miscellaneous Activities Section. Under this As-
sistant was a Junior AsSistant to the Commissioner in charge of mat-
ters relating to e-eneral field supervision, whose office in effect replaced
the Inspection Division. The Assistant to the Commissioner for Indian
Property supervised the Land, -Forestry, and Irrigation Divisions.
The Chief Finance Officer was responsible for all financial matters;
and he was in charge of the Fiscal Division (formerly the Finance
1/iv-I.:don), the Purchase Division; and the Construction Section (for-
meely a part of the Administrative Division). The Probate Division
was placed under the supervision of the Chief Counsel, who was in
charge of all legal work of the Bureau. The Chief Clerk remained
in immediate charge of the Washineton Office and supervised the Mail
and Files Section. the Statistics Section., and the library. The Ad-
ministrative Division was abolished. In 1932 the Purchase 7)ivision
was abolished and all purchasing activities were transfecred to the
Offiee of the Secretary of the Interior.

For the next several years the organization of the Washin.e-ton_Of-
fice was in a -very eon fused state_ In 1934. the position of the Chief
Clerk was abolished and his duties were assn -nod to an assistant to
the Finance Officer. whose offiee developed into the Administration
Braneh of the Bureau. New positions of Assistant to the Commissioner
were established. hitt the specific responsibilities of the incumbents
were changed frequently. The Statist end Const rum ion became divi-
sions_ The Employees Section. responsible for field personnel mat-
ters. was abolished in 1039_ when the work of the Bureau
was eeniralized in a Personnel Division.

The Aferiam Report (192S) found many deficiencies in the admin-
istration of Indian a ffairs. Among these were: (1) "lack of ade-
quate_ weLl-tra ined persorrnel": (2) an inadequate system of public
health administration: (3) "!,-ross12.- inadequate" provisions for the
rare of -Indian children, in roverninent boa rdin!, schools: (4)-- lack of
evidence -eeonomic planning: (:;) "confusion" over legal and_ ju-

lietional neirtes: and (t) a failure to develop cooperative relation-
ships what other ore-anizations could h n assistance_

fter the publication of the report. a hange in policy was insti-
tuted. Indian administration improved. and the Indian

policy

Are was passed by Congress in 1934. This act was an attempt to-
respond to the wishes of the Indian people to remain Indian., to main-
tain their tribal identity. and to control their own lives_

New divisions were established for expediting- the emergency pro -
`rams of the 1930-s. These the Civilian Conservation Corps
Indian Division (at first called Indian En-iere-e.ney Conservation
Work) : the Roads Division: and the Rehabilitation DivisiOn,-which
was in charge of WPA projects. The -Construotion Division-handled
IVPA projects outer than those connected with irrigation and road
work. The Indian Organization Division was _established to super,-
-vise the -formation, of tribal governments under the provisions of the
Indian Reorganization Act.
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1934 also saw a highly significant'but very subtle approach to re-
orza.nization of the Bureau. The Indian Reorn-anikation Act con-
tamed a provision which.sought to place Indian people position&
of authority so that they could administer Federal programs to In-
dian people. Senator Wheeler; who authorized the legislation, strongly-
defended Indian employment preference standards by agency. "It
[the Indian Ser Yicel is an entirely different, .service from anything-
else in the United States. because these Indians own this property.-
It belongs to them." " He concluded that civil servie had worked
"very poorly" in administering Indian pro!rrams.2°.' 'Unfortunately,.
the Bureau has not carried out the provisions of the Act strongly-
enough to effect an overhaul of the Bureau's employment procedures.21'

In 1940 the Community Services Branch, the Resources Branch, the-
Administration Branch, and other branches were established. The'
Finance Officer redesignated Chief Administrative Officer, was put
in charge of the Administration Branch. Each of these branches was
made up of a number of divisions. In 1949 the terminology- was re-
versedthe- branches became divisions and the divisions became-
branches. An Assistant-Commissioner was put in charge of the Divi-
sion of Community Services. and another _Assistant -Comthissioner-
-was put in charge of the Division of Resources. More recently there-
have been created a position of Assistant Commissioner for the Divi-
sion of Administration and a position of Assistant Commissioner for
the Division of Economic Development. The Division of Resources
has been abolished.

Since 1950. there have been various chan,e-es in organizational struc-
ture and some si!Tnifieant attempts to reoranize the Bureau. The most
important structural changes occurred during the Nixon Adminis-
trat In 1969 the Commissioner of Indian Atrairs. Louis Bruce.
reported to the _Assistant :=Feeretary for Land Management Harrison
Loeseli. who had competing responsibilities for the Bureau of Land
Mana!rement, Outdoor Recreation. and Territorial Affairs as well as
the Bureau of Indian A.iTairs. Bruce established two Associate Com-
missioners and five direetors for Administration. .Construction and
Engineering. Finances. Education, Community Services... and Eco-
nomic .Development wit-hin the Bureau of Indian Affairs% --As these
directors began to pursue innovativ4, pro grams. old -line bureaucrats
felt the need for an intrmediate voice in the-strueture. and a Depnty
Commissioner was loeated I:etveen the Commissioner- and his five
I)irect(u structure was overhai:led after the Indian takeover
of the Bureau of Indian Affairs Buildine- in No--.-ember 197=2. -lane
personnel ehan!re_ accompanied subsequent restructuring of the Bu-
reau. and. for an interim period. no Commissioner of Indian ,hairs
was named_ An Aotin- Commissioner headed the Bureau and reported
to the Assistant Secretary frill- Management. In 1973. when "NIorris
Thompson was appo5n1-ed Commissioner of Indian Affairs. the Bu-
reau was taken out from under the control of an Assistant Secretary;
and the Commissioner was inade'directly-responsible-to-the Secretary
of the Interior.

l'Ilrarin;rq on S. 27:i5 nnti S. nf.115 before the Senate Committee on Indian Affairs, 73c]
Cr+n=_. 241 sess. pp. 27.0-2:17 (19:14 ).

1?.141.= See also the Final Report of Task Force 9, part V. ch. II. pp. 163-213.
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MECEN-7 DEVELOPMENTS Iti TEEE 'AD3ZINISTRATICN OF INDIAN PROGRAMS

_Dispersion\df: FederaZ Indian Programs Among Various Agencies 22
It was not until 1929 that consideration was given to the possibility

that agencies other than the Bureau of Indian Affairs should become
in in the provision .of services and assistance to Indians. This
view was first offered by Commissioner John Collier as a part of the
new policies which were to emerge from the Indian Reorganization
Act of June. 1934.23 Commissioner John Collier defined one of his
objectives under the new policy as follows: To abandon the tradition
of Indian Office monopoly over the Indian Service. by drawing all
available Federal and State agencies into the Indian Service.24

The prime motivation for this policy was due to Collier's conviction
that the Indian Service should. 'shift from that of dispatch manage-1
ment to that of cooperative advice and technical assistance." 25
many. agencies of the Federal and State governments had begun
modest efforts to serve the social and health needs of Indians after
publication of the iNferia.m Report in 1925, there remained consider-
able reluctance among agency officials to provide services. This state
.of affairs was largely due to uncertainty about the ex-tent of BI _A_
responsibilities and the. tendency of the Bureau to guard its turf
and assert its control over Indian Affairs.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, it was thought, was guilty of p'rovid-
infr insufficient and substandard services. The remedy Collier sought
was a movement "toward the sharing of responsibilities with other
agencies" 26 in a cooperative intergovernmental effort to solve the eco-
nomic, social and health problems so starkly revealed in the Meria.m
Report. As an example of how this system of cooperation could work,
'Collier asserted:

Within the federal s.-.)--stem, the outstanding unifications have been those be-
tween the Indian Service and the CCC (Indian Emergency Conseivation Work) .
and the -Indian Service and the Department -of Agriculture (Soil Conservation
Service). Continued or extended cooperation with the United States Public
Health' Service and with the Bureau of Animal Industry has gone forward. An
entirely new collaboration with the Bureau of American Ethnology ,"Smithsonian
Institute) has been achieved. Important help t-o Indians has been given by the
Federal Emergency Relief Administration, the Agricultural Adjustment Admin-
istration. and the Land Program through the Resettlement Administration.

Not merely have these many cooperative and sharing arrangements increased
the services given to Indians, they have, in addition. reacted in a stimulating

_and challenging fashion upon the Indian Office. Not a sequestration of Indians
within the one federal bureau. but the largest use of all the agencies' helpfulness
is the guiding principle in present Indian Affairs.'

The motivation for State cooperation was a result of Congress' pas -
sage of the Johnson-O'Malley Act 2S which provided that' the Secre-
tary of the InteriOr could contract with State and local agencies for
-the purpose of providing precollege education to Indian youngsters.

= This scction was taken from Task Force Three's Final Report, P. 39-41.
=3 Act of June 15. 1934. 48 Stat. 987.":41terords of the. cie-veloprnont of Collier's IRA Policy. RG 75. 56A-5Ss. 395. .1066.0-15--

1214. Peeleral Archives Records Service. P.,,rt Worth, Tex. Indian Service Policies, galley I.
"--z Ibid.
74 Ibid.

I hill.
-:',448 Stat. 59G: Apr. 16.1934.
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States in general were not willing to use State revenues to supply sery
ices and assistance to Indians due to the nontaxability of Indian
landsthe principal source of social and educational revenues gen-
erated by States. -

Through the 1950's and 1960's, the pace increased to place Indian
support programs into other Federal agencies. Indian health was
moved out of the Bureau of--Indian Affairs in 1955 ro the Public
Health Service to facilitate more "expert" provision of services. The
overriding policy was to "get the government out of the Indian busi-
ness" - a policy which was to be achieved by moving the responsibili-
ties for Indian services into other afrencies, State governments and
out of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. This policy was reevaluated with
the advent of Indian self-determination emphasis fostered by "War
on Poverty" legislation and policies begun in the early 1960's.

Indian tribes began to see the advantages of multiple agency Federal
assistance programs as the flow of direct funding and assistance began
to boost tribal economies in ways the Bureau of Indian Affairs never
could. The Great Society programs of the .Johnson administration be-
came the first major breakthrough for tribal governments."9

4. although Indian tribes were not specifically mentioned in the delivery
system provided in the Economic Opportunity Act of 1964, a crucial policy de-
cision was made by 0.E0 to make Community Action Program grants to Indian
tribes. frustrating an attempt by the BIA. to serve as an Administrative conduit
for these funds_3°

The infusion of 0E0 funds into tribal cornmmiities brought about
vigorous efforts of tribal governments to serve their people by develop-
ing economic and social programs that they administered. Though the
quantity of funds was not large, they nevertheless provided Indian
tribes with the first real opportunity to plan their own future.

At the close of the decade of the 1960's and the beginning of the
1970's the Nixon administration began efforts to establish domestic
assistance programs by expanding ,the Bureau of Budget into the.
Office of Management and Budget and through an effort to standard
ize Federal service regions, orcranize Federal regional councils. decen-
tralize Federal granting authority to the regions and establish an
integrated grant system for comprehensive development-31

For Indians, these administrative chanfres were couched as methods
for insurin!, tribal self-determination. But inconsistencies in the treat-
ment of tribal governments, poor communications, and arbitrary pro-
gram requirements combined to create distrust of the new system.
The policy of self-determination began to be seen as yet another form
of assimilation and termination.

As these diverse programs for Indian people were placed in new
-agencies, it initially meant increased concern for and attention to
Indian problems. In some ways. however. the newcomers to Indian
Affairs have not been able to'deal with Indian programs as effectively
as the I i1rcaLi. -NVithitS" ceryttrry-and--a-h-a-11---of-ft. cell ulated-e-x pe rti se,- ---
has in the past. This trend now appears to have created a diffusion of
attention in Indian affairs rather than an increased or more widely

2. Study of Statutory Barriers to Tribal Participation in Federal Domestic AssiAance
Programs, University of New 31exico. AILC 76.

3° p. I.
Ibid.. a. 2.

2 c
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established attention to Indian affairs. This situation, which has de-
veloped from the history of past administrative changes in Federal

. administration of Indian programs. is today's problem. This current
status of Federal administration is the subject of subsequent sections
of this chapter_
TirE PRESENT STATE OF FEDERAL AD3IINISTRATION OF INDIAN POLIO-''

OVERVIEW

The trust responsibility of the United States to Indian people today
includes the permanent obligation to protect and enhance Indian
lands. resources, and tribal self-government. The Department of the
Interior is delegated as the prime agent for insuring that the necessary
services are provided. The trust, however, is not merely a matter of
concern for the Bureau, but extends to the Federal Government- as a
whole.

The entitlement to Federal services is additionally, twofold for
Indian people. That is, as citizens of the -United States, Indian people
are entitled to programs and services- provided by the Federal Gov-
ernment to benefit its citizenry on a level comparable to that of any
United States citizen. Second, on the basis of treaties. statutes. and
the course -of dealings between the Federal Government and Indian
tribes, Indian people are provided Federal programs and services as
part of the legal obligation of the United States in executing its trust
responsibility to Indian people. However, Commission resefIrch con-
ducted over the past year through public hearings, surveys and inter-
views with tribal members and Federal officials has revealed that in
spite of the dual entitlement Indian people have to Federal services,
they are not actually receiving services available to other citizens of
the United States.

FRAGMENTATION' OF FEDERAL INDIAN POLICY

At least 9 cabinet-level departments and 10 individual agencies have
programs affecting Indian people. Obligations for these programs
totaled about $1.1 billion in 1974. Programs- designed exclusively for
American Indians amounted to about $950 million and programs with
Indian set-aside funds amounted to $170 million. Furthermore. 5
temporary committees are engaged in studies which will have a direct
impact on Indian interests.

The major departm-ents with multiple programs relating to Indians
are : Interior; Health, Education and Welfare; Ag-iiculture; Housing
and Urban Development; and Commerce. The Departments of Labor,
Transportation, Treasury, State.: and Defense also :gave major pro-

cVms of importance to Indians. Along with these, the Department of
stice handles most of the legal problems affecting Indian rights.
The_independent_a.generams _affecting Indians inclade-:,

Federal Energy Administration, Environmental protection Adminis-
tration, the Federal Power Commission, the Commission. on Civil
Rights, the -Small Business Administration. the Occupational Safety
-and Health Review Commission, the Equal Employment Opportunity
Commission, and the Marine Mammal Commission.
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Existing- alongside of theee are numerous temporary commissions
-whose studies and functions will undoubtedly affect Indian. interests.
-They include such organizations as the AIIIPC, the Commission on
Water Quality. Commission on National Policy on Gambling-, and the
Community. Service Conunission.

The purpose and goals of many Native American programs are not
adequately defined. This often leads to overlap and duplication of
proe-rams within the different agencies. Despite this overlap, many
ae-encies provide such limited programs that even in combination, they
fail to adequately meet the needs of tribes or individual Indians.

One example of this can be seen in the area of Indian housing con-
struction. 'IUD is responsible for constructing housing units for
Indian people. Pro; ram regulations state that }TUD will construct
the buildin:cs if IIEWagrees to provide plumbiner and sewage facili-
ties. Still anothe- ap-ency. is responsible for the construction_ of
the roads leading r to the home. As. a result. III; D cannot begin con-
s-truetion. until it has a toommitinent from HEW to put- in the water
facilities. -HEW cannot a!rree to put in water until it has the exact
locett ion of the house. I IT-1).-in turn. cannot provide the exact location
of the home until the BI_ . stipulates where it will put in the roads
and (driveways_

These problems are compounded by the fact that each of the agencies
involved receives separate funding froth Congress. As a result. it is
possible for HUI) to have money available to construct homes but be
prevented from doing so because does not have the funds neces-
=:u to put in water systems or because BEN. does not have the money
to letilci roads to reach the homes.

This overlap in Indian administration also extends to State and
/ocal governments. Indian people may qualify for pro,errams in three
different ,,-ays: as tribal citizens. State citizens. and Federal citizens_
While this sounds like an ideal situation. the result is quite often the
opposite. For example. a State social service agency and 1-IEW may
het?' offer wel fare programs te !in Indian individual_ - however, the
State May refuse to allow tribal participation in this program because
it believes that Indians living on a reservation are a Federal responsi-
bility. Federal agencies. on the other hand. may fail to provide a pro-
gram of this type because they-feel that such programs are already
overed at the State level_ As a result. Indian people find themselves
excluded from State programs with no recourse through Federal
chn nnels.

This bureaucratic structure also creates other negative situations_
Because of the layers of Federal. State and local employees charged
with administering Indian programs. decisionmakirker powers are often
denied Indian people. One result of this bureaucratic entanglement

that Indian people do not know which agency to approach when
they need assistance.

Because of the complexity of manv Indian programs. there is a
serious lack of coordination both within and between Federal agencies.

As a. result. Indian people often fail to realize many of the benefits
intended for them.

The confusion surrounding application procedures for the -Various
diverse Indian programs scattered throughout the bureaucracy was
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a topic of constant criticism in a number of task force hearings. In a
hearing held by Task Force Three, for example, Robert Trepp
commented:

programs directed toward American Indians operate within one of the
several departments at the cabinet level 0. This creates s.) much,confusion
that it is becoming impossible for the tribes to operate within the executive
framework.. It is not that the tribes, individually and collectively, lack the
intelligence, capability and technical expertise necessary to deal with these
cabinet departments- To the contrary, it is these cabinet departments, individ-
ually and collectively, which lack the capability and expertise to deal with the
tribes and with each other.'

This lack of coordination often has very devastating effects in the
construction area. The Department of Commerce, for example, will
construct a hospital for tribal use without first checking to see if the
IHS will have the necessary funds available to staff and equip it.
not planning for this new prorrram, does not have the money to provide
immediate assistance. As a result, many fine facilities sit completed,
yet unused.

Within the complex bureaucratic structure, there also exists a num-
ber' of conflict:; of interest which have been documented at length
throughout this report_ For example_ the Department of the Interior
which houses the Indian trust. protection mechanisms also has the
major responsibilty for the maintenance and development of Federal
lands and natural resources. Because of this diversified area, of re-
sponsibiltv. the Interior Department c.ften finds itself representinfr
both sides when a controversy mvolvin, trust land arises.

The above-nit ntioned examples provide only a glimpse of the prob-
lems encountered in Federal administration. The following section
will attempt to provide von an overview of the major departments
involved in Indian affairs, their functions, and their shortcomings.

COM3EERCE DEPARTM7ENT

Coinmerce Department has many programs for which Indians and
tribes are eligible. Unfortunately. there is not widespread India:.
participation in these programs. Indians are not informed of the
availability of programs and the Department does not place much
emphasis on Indian involvement. Significant efforts, thus far, have
come from the Economic Development Administration and the Office
of Minority Business Enterprises' Indian Desk_

Economic Development Administration
The Public Works and Economic Development Act of 1.965, as

amended, provides Indian tribes with economic development assist-
ance under its various titles.

Beginning in 1967, the Economic Development Administration
began a program with special emphasis on assisting Indian tribes

trust-lands: The direction of this program has been
manly in the field of planning and technical assistance as well asthe necessary "brick and mortar" money to construct community,

.2 Prepared testimony of the Creek Nation. p. 2, cited in final report of Task Force Three.
IX 42-
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training, and commercial facilities.. As of 1976. Indian projects in
28 States have totaled $274,..W1,491 during the last decade.

Although Federal contribution for non-Indian governments is
limited by a requirement of matching funds, Indian reservations are
eligible for 100 percent assistance in most cases. In fiscal year 1974,
$22,478,000 was set aside for the benefit of Inclia.n tribes, out of a
total EDA expenditure of $142,744,000.

Although the program has provided substantial benefits to Indian
tribes, it has also created many .problems. Insistence by EDA in
imposing their own project priorities and inadequate planning and
feasibility studies for Indian projects have resulted in empty reserva-
tion industrial parks and unprofitable and expensive reservation
tourism projects. The promotion of-an effort to bring industry onto
the reservations has not developed employment and the original ex-
pectation of improving the econom.. The agency has not coordinated
its programs with other efforts, and the results have been delay, con-
fusion, and overlap with other programs.

0/lice of Minority Business Enterprise
The purpose of this program is to promote the expansion. in size

and number, of minority business enterprises, including those of
American Indians. Assistance is made available in the form of proj-
ect and research grants, advisory services, counseling, and the dis-
semination of technical information.

A minimum of 25 percent must be provided by a grantee from non-
Federal sources; . these funds may be cash or in-kind contributions--
In fiscal year 1974, $1.8 million went; to Indian beneficiaries under
this program out of expenditures of $41.5 million.

This agency's largest asset is its willingness to fund entirely Indian-
run organizations ft, assist small businesses in receiving help from
private and public sources.

The agency's o-reatest problem is its position of relative obscurity
within the Department of Commerce structure. The Indian component
does not have the organizational ability or prestige within the De-
partment to properly coordinate with other agencies.

The Small Business Administration
The Small.Business Administration is, perhaps, the least effective

of the economic development agencies involved in Indian affairs.
Fraught with uncertainty as to its role in Indian business develop-
ment_ with misunderstandings as to the status of trust realty and res-
ervation citizen status in the banking system. and with confusion in
its regulations as to recognition of -eligibility of Indian-owned busi-
nesses, the agency remains in a state of inertia in Indian development
concerns.

The-In- Tai programs, and budgets -of- -0.MBE-.;--E-DA.
Busin.es AdMinistration, and the BIA Economic Development Divi-
sion, along with other economic development pro-grams should be
located in a single agency for better coordination and a more efficient
delivery of Indian economic development budgets. In the interim, an
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Indian office shOuld be operated from the Office of the Secretary of the
Commerce Department..

DEPArrr-ME-NT OF 110E'S=CG AND URBAN DEVELOPMENT

Assistance is provided to Indian tribes in establishing housing
authorities to obtain benefits of 1-1-UD housing programs, in carryino-
out construction of the projects, and in managing them. Assistance:
is restricted to Indian tribes that are able to establish housing au-
thorities and carry out programs under the U.S. Housing Act of 1949?
as amended, and the rules and regulations of the Department of
Housing and Urban Development.

Funding has been a problem at HOD since the "freeze" placed on
housing development by the Nixon Administration Also, as described
in the introduction to this chapter, many HUD programs are not
coordinated with other agencies and, many times, needed housing
are not built because of conflicts with other agencies.

The most important program relating to Indian people is the Hons-
. ing and Community Development Program.

Housing and Community Development
The Housing and Community Development Act of 1574 defines the

recipient class as "units" of local government, and includes Ind ian
tribes in this definition.. Title I of the Act establishes block grants for
community development and, although Indian tribal governments
are eligible to compete for grants along with other local governments,
no special set-aside is made for Indian tribes within title I.r)

Title IV of the Act authorizes the Secretary of HUD to make loans
to public housing agencies to help finance or refinance the develop-
ment, acquisition or operation of low-income projects by such agencies_
For purposes of title IV, "public housing agencies" mcludesIn.diii.n.
tribes. In 1974. the Indian set-aside under title IV was $53,671.200_

Title IV of the Act revises sec. 701 of the Housing Act of 1954,
makino. Indian tribes ,eligible for comprehensive planning 7-rants.
Funds are distributed among HUD's 10 regions on the basis of
demand, need, and population. In 1974, the Indian set-aside under
title IV was $1,636,000. .

The entanglement of housing regulations between HUD and other
agencies must be resolved. As soon as practical, housing matters should
be delegated to the individual tribes. who are in the best position to
solve their own housing problems if given adequate funding and tech-
nical assistance.

DEPARTMENT OF =ALM; I:DECATION, AND WET2-"ARE

The Department of Health, Education, and Welfare is heavily in-
--volved-in-American Indian affairs:.-Indialis are-eligible-for- the-same

programs for -vhich all American citizens are eligible, but this basic
eligibility is often overlooked in the confusion found in the relation-
ship between Federal, State and local departments and agencies.
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The areas of major Indian involvement by HEW are Office of
Education (OE), Office of Native American Programs (ONAP)
and the Indian Health Service (IHS) .

Office of Education
The Office of Education provides funds and services mainly with

three major programs.
1_ Indian education grants to local education agencies: The objec-

tive of this program is to provide financial assistance to local educa-
tional agencies for the development and implementation of
elementary and secondary school programs designed to meet the
special educational needs of Indian children_ Awards are in form
of grants.

The program grants were $23,800.000 for 1974 and dropped to
$22.700.000 for fiscal years 1975 and 1976. In addition to the reduction
in funding, inaccurate monitoring systems make it unclear whether
or not the designated. funds are actually reaching their target
populations.

Indian Education Special Programs and Projects: Grants are
authorized under this project for planning, development, and imple-
mentation of programs and projects for the improvement of educa-
tional- opportunities for Indian children. They are available tc State
and local education agencies. federally supported elementar-v and sec-
ondary schools for Indian children. and triba.1 and other Inllian
munitv organizations.

Final funding, decisions are made by the Commission on Education
upon recommendations made by the Deputy Commissioner of Indian
Education. Because the funding, grants are decided on by persons far
from the field locations. their decisions are often questionable as to
whether or not they have been made on sound needs and priority bases.

s:
3. Indiiin 'lc:It-ionAdult Indian Education This pro!,ram pro-

vide Indian educz. grrants for planning_ development. and imple-
mentation of pi.f)!,-rains clesi;;nCc stimulai:e basic literacy and high
school equivalency opportunities for Indians in the shortest period of
time.

The program asks for a local commitment, after Federal-funding;
however, it has been shown that local districts do not pick up on Fed-
eral programs.

While it. is (!elite clear that Indian adult edi:cat ion _needs have not
lessened. the fiscal year budget remained at $3 million since 1974.

Indian Health. Service
The Indian I realth Service was created in 1955 as an improvement

over the old BI.A. Health Service. Health service to Indians has; im-
proved, but there remains an overwhelming, backlor, of persons need-

-hearth-Care services. IHS does not -reach all Indians, -but irfia.n-V-
Indians are turned away by other institutions under the belief that. THS
covers every Native.Arnerica.n. IHS lack resources and does not coor-
dinate with other agencies to deliver optional services.
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Office of _Vatirve American. Programa
The Office of Native American Programs, an office in the Office of

Human Development in the Department of Health, Education, and
Welfare, was established through the combination of the Office of Eco-
nomic Opportunitv/India 1. Division, and the HEW Office of Indian
Affairs in 1973 to respond tom, social and economic problems and needs
encountered by Native. Americans.

The most commendable, and paradoxically the most problematic
feature of ONAP is the flexibility of its programs. Its grants, which
ranged from $.10,000 to $5 million with an average of $293,000, were
originally used for financial assistance for .1"Tative- American projects,
training and technical assistan:e, and research, demonstration, and
pilot projects.

Implicit in the breadth and flexibility of this base were broad pro-
gram goals-which led to possible duplication of services. As a result,
in 1975 ONAP outlined a series (if precise goals and strateges narrow -
mg its scope.

Unfortunately, even with a narrowing of its project scop.:), ONAP
faces difficulties. The program has not vet fully developed its own
policy and administrative structure; and these changes have not fully
been communicated to the Indian population_ The effectiveness of
0.N.A.1) programs is clearly limited by its budget, which was only $27
:million. in 1975.

DF-PA R-1-21.1.E..- :NT OF A GRICUM.TUTM:

)ver the pa -t years_ Indian tribes have defined their greatest po-
te7:tial for true and lasting development as those natural resources
n-lated to their lands : ac,-riculture. aquaculture_ timber_ and energy_
Of these. four major resource categories. three fall within the juris-
diction and program expertise of the Department of Agriculture--
agriculture. aquaculture. and timber: yet. little effort is made by

de,ign programs to as:zist tribes in the development of these
areas of greate.,,t economic development potential.

An issue of ongoing concern to tribes is the issue of urn --ition. Major
healtii problems on Indian reservations aFe attributed in large part to
inadequa, and poorly balanced diets_ The tvo principal nutrition
Qrocrra.r:-.,---z he Commodity Food Distribution Pro,razu and the Food
Stamp PI :gram reside in the -USDA; yet no pro!rram exists within
tine Depart nient to ad( iress t his :ziaj or prop ez

The main I.T.SDA program that is designed exclusively for Indians
and tribe, is the Indian Land Acquisition Loan Program of the Farm-
ers Henze Administration_

nd la n Land A cri t io-n Loan P rogrei
Guaranteed and insurea loans are made available to tribes and tribal

corporations by F..rmers Home Adminitration_ The objective of the
pro,-rarn. is to enable tribes to mortgage as security for loans
with which to purchase additional lands within reservations. These
loans totaled million in
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Eligibility limited. to recognized Indian tribes. corporations. anAl
Alaskan communities. which are without adequate uncommitted funds
to acquire needed lands within the reservations and cannot obtain
sufficient credit at reasonable terms from other sources. rse of the loans
is restricted to the purchase of land for the henefi t of a tribe or its
Members. and to pay expenses incidental thereto. Although the Sec-
retary of the Interior must determine that lands to be acquired lie
within a reservation or Alaskan community incorporated pursuant to
the Indian Reorganization Act, review of the application and award of
the loan is made by the local FHA. This is a valuable program for
t ribes to acquire needed land.

The Department of Agriculture u. the nebulous standard that all
loans will be secured_in a manner that will adequately protect the Gov-
ernment during thc-repavment period. Also, tlw small amount of
money available ($9.9 million) does not allow participation by many_
tribes in need of additional reservation land.

bans rural Indians and tribes are dependent upon agriculture for
their livelihood. The USDA. should make information on this program
and the others it offers easily available to Indian peoples and tribes so
they can more Widely benefit from them.

nt,:pArt-r_NrENr OF Ti l E. /N"l'ERItiTZ

The Department of the Interior contains the acre/Ivies that most
directly affect the lives of almost every American Indian. In the De-
partment of the Interior lies the responsibility of virtually all Federal
lands and resources including water. In the Department of the In-
terior lies the trust protection of Indian lands and resources. And in
the Interior Department lies the greatest conflict of interest, dealt
with in detail through this report. .

The Bureau of Indian Affairs. although it comprises the large st
agency w.? hin the Department of the Interior, remains a stepchild in.
priority .r-r emphasis.

7 I; Ire alt. of Inr7ian Affairs
Buz-.- rf 71-4/lz171 .;:_flairs-, employs over 16_(X)() personnel on a
.ent 1.)asis, and up to IS.000 including part-time employee S. In

Vun7-- 1977 the BIA, bu.-1.nret was $777,019,000. The 13IA controls
prn..rrams in Ind in!14.-IluPatio-7-.. tribal government, social services, trust
pr,Itection. re -ours. development, roads, law enforcement, and many

Bureau of Thdian Afairs is, most of all,- an inefficient organiza-
tion. ;1--s principal problem is its inability to deliver program funds
directly to Indians. In fiscal year 1977, the BIA returned $29.5 million
in unexpended flinds to the U.S. Treasury, at a time when its area
oMees were t,-11ing Indian tribes that "self-determination" grant funds
were not availablc.3a

Over the years the BIA has been seen by Indians as a paternalistic
agency that did not respond to Indian needs_ The 131.A. has many prob-

?g3 Tnterriew with Joseph Arna.ral joint filndirzz coordinator. Tntergorernmental Relations
and Regional Operations Division.. Office of Manar.ernent and 1-19:d:zet.
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lems that overlap and contradict each other_ Attempts have been made
to correct some of the shortcomings of the Bureau. The latest bein,
the Indian Self-Determination Act,- Public Law 93-638, which is hav-
ing a lrfruted success.

The Bureau is commented on in depth later in this chapter.
DEPARTMENT OF TilE INTERIOR. BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS, PRCGRAM BUDGET SUMMARY

thousar.d!!

1973 1974 1975
1976

Availability
1977

estimate

Operation Indian programs:
1. Education 187, 326 184, 187 226, 495 243, 085 255, 143
2.- I ndian services_ 116, 230 112, 885 -38, 603 129, 531 154, 240
3. Tribal resource development_ 27, 184 29, 097 70, 360 83, 578 101, 374
4. Trust responsibility services 12, 414 12, 414 18, 661 21, 337 27, 50
5. General management- facilities operation__ __ 42, 855 43, 159 65, 013 73, 746 83, 143
6. Navajo-Hopi settle program 2, 115 4, 875

General administration 1 6,200 5, 319

Total 2 392, 209 386. 361 479,132 553, 392 626, 183

Construction:
1. Irrigation systems 16, 800 16. 800 26, 435 30, 400 30, 010
2.. Construction, building and utility 32, 219 27.200 35, 369 43, 522 47, 091

Total 56.019 44, 000 61, 804 73, 922 77, 101
Road construction:

General road construction 45, 539 43, 000 59, 500 66.705 39, 075
3bligative authority (60, 500) (66. 705) oa. 544)
Budget authority (100, 000) 27.205

Miscellaneous appropriation:
Alaska Native claims- 50, 000 70. 000 70, 000 70, 000 30, 000

Revolving tunds-loans 38, 000 3, 000
Leon guaranty 20, 000 10, 000 15, 000

Total apprupriistiorrs 543, 767 543, 361 728, 436 777, 019 787, 359

General administration is now distributed and identified as such.
2 See the following table:

1976 1977
1975 availability estimate

-.Includes CSC employment and general programs 479,132 553, 392 589, 510
Including pay raise 9, 318 10, 474 =, 11,500
Net increase over prior year 83, 453 63. 786 =24, 618

Estimates need program budget summary, 1977 for actual comparison_

Note: 1973 and 1974 used differing line items than present, rearranged for comparisons.

7>E7E'ARTME.Na" OP LABOR

-The Department of Labor, Division of Indian and Native Ameri-
can Programs (DINA_P), arlministers title III of the Comprehensive
Employment and Training Act. The CETA program has been a. real
breakthrough in Indian programs. A summary of Department of
Labor's Indian programs shows that titles IL III, and VI have dis-
tributed $128,040,001 to 91,000 participants in fiscal year 1977. Between
84-85 percent of the total appropriations for the CETA programs are
delivered directly to tribal and 0E-reservation Indian communities.
Further, the maximum allowable level of -aaiministration permitted
is 20 percent. Administrative cost per participant averages approxi-
mately $231.
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Indian?. CETA Program
Title III of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of

1973 (CETA) provides grants for comprehensive manpower programs
and services for the benefit of unemployed, underemployed and eco-
nomically disadvantaged Indians.

Eligible programs include skill and vocational training, public serv-
ice employment, work experience, on- the -job training, and others.
Eligible services include such items,as child care and transportation.
There is no separate appropriation for this program but it is funded
by a set-aside of funds equal to at least 4 percent of the moneys allo-
,mted for the ger.eraI manpower programs under title I of the Act.
To date, the Department has not exceeded the minimum 4 percent
floor established for funding the program.

CETA. grants may be made available to qualified prime sponsors
which include tribal governments and other Indian organizations. In
fiscal year 1976, approximately $50 million was expended under title
III. Since then the program has expanded.

A weak point of the program from the standpoint of many of the
prime sponsors has been DOL's relative inability to provide more
adequate technical assistance in a more timely fashion. While the pro-
crram must be commended for its impressive delivery record to date, it
should not weaken the programs of its Indian grantees by not having
technical assistance available when needed.

DOE Economic SeimuhtsS. trategy for ti:c Future
The Division of Indian and Native American Programs {DIN AP)

is presently preparing a program for the future to be directed at
"economic stimulus" programs which will he concentrated on para-
medical and health training: paralegal training; onsite management
training; agricultural: road construction tramincr; domestic fuel
development ; emercrency vehicle operation. and other program designs
of a similar nature. These programs have been recently targeted by the
President fv1 areas for new Labor Department emphasis. This program
is estimated to be expended at 40 million in fiscal year 1978_

The relative success of the Indian CETA programs administered by
the Department of Labor need to he examined closer by those who
would attempt reform in Indian a.dministration. An examination of
the legislation may provide. the answer since limitations on adminis-
tration and specific program set-asides are provided for in the statute.

r;ba7 ET;g rb y fo-r (.77.7 7-7;7,-.1,-ft;012 c. f Pe e pa7
DOM-PR ie ;M111,71 1)..ogi-am-c

The service delivery system. which provides Federal domestic as-
sistance programs to eligible applicants. -is frencq-ally administered
through units of State and local !)-overnment. Of the E,:ed) billion which
was expended in Federal domestic assistance in 197(3. Ti percent was
administered throu!rh.Sta.tes.34

n4 Tribal C7-elvt.rnm4nt Task Fore' (Nunllwr Tw.)) Final rZepo,rt.
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This system for the deliveey of services places tribal gov-
ernments in a position which is in direct conflict with established
Federal policy and even the earliest Supreme Court decisions
articulating the Federal-Indian relationship.3 This jurisdictional
relationship is discussed in chapter 5. Because 75 percent of all
Federal domestic assistan-e programs are administered through State
governments, it is impor+.Lnt to analyze the conditions in which tribal
governments arc forced co come under the jurisdiction of the States to
receive Federal domestic assistance. Requirements of State incorpora-
tion of tribal enterprises, for eligibility under some Federal domestic

.assistance programs (Small Business Administration Programs} are
in dirk,ct conflict with the Federal-Indian relationship. This relation-
ship guarantees the jurisdictional independence of tribal governments
from State governments. The recognition of tribal sovereignty and the
powers of tribal governments provides a solution to this problem. by
asserting the power of a tribe as equal to that of a State. for incorpora-
tion of tribally chartered enterprises and organizations. A State. as a
dependent sovereign, has the power to recognize its political subdi-
visions or enterprises as eligible units for Federal domestic assistance;
then a tribal government, which bears a similar status in the Federal
system also must be recognized. as having the power to incorporate
the enterprises which come under the jurisdiction of the tribal govern-
ment_ Historically, tribal governments, as local governments eligible
for Federal programs. are often overlooked in the planning stages of
Federal programs. The problem is compounded further by a lack of
sufficient congressional gc:idonce of executive agencies charged with
the responsibility of service deliver-.

'Ingress has auL-horized special Indian programs in virtually every
Federal department. Nevertheless. Federal domestic assistance pro-
gram agencies s , hesitant in determining eligibility of Indians for
Federal _programs, and in using tribal governments as the primary
service delivery mechanism on reservations-. As a result. Indian tribes
are denied the resources of a majority of Federal domestic assistance
programs in their efforts toward development and self-determination.
No effort is.made to include Indian tribes in the majority of Federal
programs, and to the extent that tribes do participate. it is often under
adverse conditions.

There is a great variety of mechanisms for delivery of Federal do-
mestic assi stance to the commiin'-v level. Sweeping recommendations
with respect-to servit...e delivery may not be appropriate in all circum-
stances_ The Congress is urged to adopt the policy that each Federal
domestic assistance agency must recognize tribes as governmental
units for the delivery of services. With such a mandate. the consoli-
dated Indian affairs agency should.coordinate all Federal agencies in
developing procedures for such a delivery system. in conjunction with
tribes themselves_

Recent legislation suggests that tribal governments shou!d be ac-
corded full recognition throughout the system of Federal domestic
assistance (General Revenue Sharing Act ; Comprehensive Employ-
mert. and Training Act; Joint Funding Simplification Act; Indian

al E.g. Worcester v. Georgia, 31 U.S. (6 Pet.) .515 (1532).
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Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act; Indian Financ-
ing Act). Because of the highly complex nature of Federal domestic
assistance, many inconsistencies remain in the treatment of tribal
government. These deficiencies relate to the threshold question of the
eligibility of Indian tribes and tribally chartered organizations anti to
the character of tribal participation in the delivery.

0 f the 598 Federal domestic assistance programs studied by the
President's Council on Federal Assistance Review only about IS had
direct tribal participation. It would require a study of mammoth pro--
portions to outline the specific steps needed to integrate Indian.tribes
and tribally chartered organizations into the delivery system of all
1.004) programs. A Special Action Office on Indians in the White
1-louse, acting under a strong congressional mandate, could work with
the tribes and the various departments to develop an appropriate
delivery system. It could also develop a plannin,, mechanism to assure
that goals are set by the tribes and that Federal dollars are targeted
to reach those goals, while concurrently establishing an independent
agency for Indian Affairs.

The Congress, in creatine. these 1.600 pro!Yrams, determined that
they were of considerable importance in assisting State and local gov-
ernments to meet pressing local needs. The promise of Indian tribal
self-determi,nation, repeatedly made by both the Congress and the
executive branch, can hardly be implemented if Indian tribes are
denied the right" to participate in the basic programs available to
every `other-t. government in the United States. Given the relative
severity of social and economic problems in Indian communities and
on Indian rdservations, it is suggested that each domestic assistance
agency shourld not only be required to serve Indians, but. should he
directed .to devote a share of the total program resources in proportion
to the need. rather than in proportion to the population as well.

Congress has recognized the need for Federal domestic assistance
programs to be made relevant to local governmental capabilities and
needs in its passage of the Joint Funding Simplification Act. This Act
authorizes the waiver of administrative requirements which force local
units of government to set up a vast array of financial management and
auditine, the waiver of administrative requirements which. force local
units of government to set up a vast array of financial management
and auditing procedures beyond their ordinary- capabilities. The Act
is targeted at reducing dnplicatory procedures conducted by each Fed-
eral agency. and is aimed at encouraging Federal agencies to cooperate
with one another in responding to the needs identified by an applicant
unit of government. The successful negotiation of an integrated errant,
provided for under the Act. has been achieved by the Salt River Tribe
of Arizona. Funding of 41-Federal domestic assistance and 13IA pro-
grams is coordinated into one integrated grant. The cooperation of
the Federal agencies invcived in the Salt River project has shown that
joint-funding to meet tribal government-identified needs can be ac-
complished. and that the entire Federal domestic assista-nce program
delivery system can be coordinated for maximum effectiveness. As-
suming the .-,oal of the Federal Government in providing Federal
domestic assistance programs to State, local and tribal governments
is to assure such maximum utilization of funds and services, then the
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implementation of joint funding mechanisms must he pursiicd through
goveriimentwide cooperation among the Federal agencies concerned.

The Federal domestic assistance program delivery s3.-stent should
be made relevant to the congressional and Supreme Court recognition
of the status of tribal governments within the Federt.1 system. and the
goal of economic self-sufficienev articulated in the Indian Sel f-Deter-
mina.tion and Educational Assistance Act.

To assist with implementation of this recommendation. to proVitle
the prozrain coordination that would be necessary to assure maximum
impact from Federal resources, and to taro et Federal pro2-rain-; for
maximum benefits for Indian development the task force_ has recom-
mended the c-reation of a Temporary Special Action Office. oil Indian
Affairs in the White House.

ACCESS TO PIIOGRAM IN FOIZMATI N

Access to Federal program information is a crucial preliminary to
the use of Federal domestic assistance programs by all governments,
including tribal governments. The Federal Ciovernment provides Fed-

, eral program information through its annual issuance of the Catalog
of Federal Domestic Assistance Programs, which contains descrip-
tions of the 1.030 Federal domestic assistance programs now offered
by the 55 agencies of the executive. branch. The catalog is distributed
to all state. local, and tribal governments and attempts to provide all
relevant information necessary to determine eligibility. by th ap-
plicant government. Eligibility is defined in the authorizing legisla-
tion of a program at or in the administration regulations associated
with an act.

However.. since Congress and its numerous committees. established
to deal with the entire scope of the Federal responsibility have not
always been conscious of the political status of tribal governments in
creating authorizing legislation for Federal domestic assistance pro-
grams, tribal government eligibility for any particular domestic as-
sistance program may not be specified in the catalog.. A tribe has no
means of ascertaining statutory barriers in the authorizing legislation
or program act. which would prevent tribal government eligibility for

given program.
tA.dditional information. relating to Federal domestic assistance

programs. is made. available to state and local units _of government
through the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act of 1065. Among its
stated purposes is the establishment of a commission which would
bring together representatives of Federal. St:-.te and local governments
for consideration of common problems. A forum would be provided
for discussing the administration of Federal grants and other pro-
grams requiring intergovernmental cooperation. In addition.. this
group would recommend the most desirable allocation of governmental
funtions. responsibilities and revenue-, among the several levels of
government. It would also recommend methods of coordinating and
simplifying- tax laws and administrat--, practices to achieve a more
orderly and less competitive fiscal re;:; ( ionship between the levels of
government.
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However, at the time the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act vas
passed, tribal- governments were once again overlooked as eligible
units of government that would benefit from and contributt to this
process. Thus, the access to Federal program information affecting
Indian people .s denied tribal governments.

The solutions to these problems are embodied in a bill liONV pending
in congressthe Federal Program Information Act and a. proposed
amemlinent to the Intergovernmental Cooperation Act. If enacted.
the Federal Program Information Act would create a data base of
all Federal domestic assistance programs. and would pro.ide com-
prehensive coverage of authorizing legislation. program. acts, and ad-
ministrative regulations. This bill luis the potential of increasin!-* the
flow of Federal program information to tribes. If properly constructed
it would specify tribal government eligibility. as well as adininistra-
tive requirements which might of the prime sponsorship status of
the tribal government.

TECIENTC_kr.. ASsts-r....-zcE

Technical assistance for Indian tribes foster their socioeconomic
stabilization and development. It is a cruci.-..1 aspect of any effort by
the Confress ()I- executive branch to encoura.,re Indian people in the
performance of their own management. administrative, and tec11-
functions. Technical assistance should be made available primarily for
development of threshold mana,rement ca pal)i l it ies and to provide eco-
nomic support activities. This type of assistance is presently the re-
sponsibility of several departments within the executive branch. in-
chiding the Office of Native American Programs and the Indian
Health Service in the Department of Health, Education, and Welfare;
the Office of Minority Business Enterprises and Economic Develop-
ment Administration in the Department of Commerce: and other
offices in the Departments of Labor and I rousing and Urban Develop-
ment. Concentration of technical assistan:_- requirements and potential,
however, is

organizations
within the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

Indian tribes and oranizations are not encouraged to. and are often
discouraged from, making their own need assessments for technical
assistance.

Agencies make evaluations and attempt to apply national solutions
to local situations.

Agencies predetermine contractors and technical assistance person-
nel, in violation of Federal procurement and regulations and existing
Indian preference laws. Contractors and personnel hired feel they are
responsible to the Federal Government. rather than to tribes.

Federal employees retained for technical assistance projects are
often not specially trained in the subject area.

Federal domination prevents tribes and organizations from increas-
ing; their own capacity and maintaining technicians of their own. This
perpetuates the system of Federal control.

Autocratic three-tiered Federal structures use appropriations as a
source of power, rather than for direct. assistance. Each level shares in
this distribution of power within the bureaucracy, rather than direct -
in; it to tribes.
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In most cases, Federal agencies actively resist, more than encourage,
the development of corps of Indian technical specialists. This per-
petuates the employment of Federal bureaucrats and non-Indian
contractors.

The present Bureau of Indian Affairs' technical assistance service
is one of the principal sources of these problems. The organization is
,inadequate for many reasons. Personnel are not appropriate to the re-
quirements of a specialized technical assistance effort_ There are no
specialized technicians within the Bureau of Indian.Airairs to provide
for the rapidly increasing demand for specific expertise in highly
technical areas. The depth of training and necessary experience pre-
cludes using or retraining existing personnel, in most cases. The pres-
ent autocratic organizational structure is also not flexible enough to
permit technicians to move quickly from area to area.

Many reasons can be given why an organization, geared to super-
vision and trust administration, is not appropriate to assist Indians in
highly specialized and technical areas. The important point, however,
is that new methods must be devised to deliver services more directlyto Indian tribes.

In evaluating methods to adequately pro-. c-le services to tribes by
Federal agencies the obvious is often overlooked. It is clear that one
of the methods which could be used is to deliver contract funds directly
ti-> tribes, for the purposes of purchasing their own technical services.
There has been a great amount of success in this area. As a matter of
fact, many of the more successful tribes. who have developed sopiisti-
cated, and efficient management and economic systems, have done so by
purchasing- their assistance from the open maiket. In many instances,
initial technical assistance should be provided to tribes to enable them
to understand and use procedures for acquiring further technical. as-sistance. According to the final report of Task Force Number .Three

There continues to be, in =bite of studies conducted in recent years. an inequityexisting in. techn:cal assis:ta nee and services delivered to Indian tribes. The tribesequipped with capable tech:heal staff and financial resourees.are.more successfulthan smaller, less well- developed tribes in preparing basic proposals to securefunds for Federal program assistance_
The notion that all services must be rendered by civil service em-

ployees is outmoded. if not completely obsolete_ Other agencies within
the executive branch have provided

completely
more effective methods. For

instance, the Office of Native American Programs and the Indian Deskof the Office of Minority Business Enterprises have provided for "callcontracting". A tribe, enterprise, or individual may call on the servicesof a contract technician in a specific management or economic area bymaking a request to the contractor or agency. In this procedure, an
assessment of th' report is made, and a specialist is assio-ned who must
file a written report in a predetermined number of clays: -The EconomicDeN:elopment Administration already contracts virtually all of theIndian technical assistance efforts.

Another helpful procedure would he the establishment of a nationalskills 'hank_ This bank, or list of available technical talent, could pro-vide, as one of its many bvprodu,As, an inventory of skilled contracttechnicians in many management and technical areas. Individuals
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vould be made available on a schedule basis and i)e reimbi&rsed by it
national techtlical assistance contract funded by executive departments.

Associate consultants and prime contractors should. of course, be
predominantly Indian. Indian preference in employment and contract-
ing through sec. 7(d) of the Indian Self-Determination Act, should be
observed. Requirements in each of the technical positions in -.71is crucial
area would be based on highly specialized qualifications.

The contract funds could be provided collectively by the Department
of the Interior, the Department of Conum-rce tile Department of
Housing and -Urban Development, the Department of Labor, the De-
partment of Health, Education. and Wel fare, and the Department
of Agriculture, as well as others. There are more than adequate
amount:-3 of technical assistat.ce financing available from existin,, ap-
propriations and executive authority.

For instance. throw-7.h the Indian Financing Act. the Bureau of
Indian Affairs is permitted 4 percent of its annual appropriations for
technical assistance. There is no proviso that this budget has to be
utilized lip- civil service employees. The Indian Self-Determination
Act also has ample funds available whieh are presently administered
L both the BI. A. and the Indian Health Service. The early poor ad-
ministration of P.L. 93-63S grant and technical assistance funds, by
HIS anti BrA. suggests that Federal agencies often are not the best
ad m mist rotors of sel f-help mechanisms-.

Tin' fundamental precepts of self-determination stand in stark con-
trast and opposition to agencies which commandeer Indian appropria-
tions for their own purposes and turn a facilitating mechanism ft-
direct use by Indians into a nr.. or HIS profvram. Indian tribes,
organizations, and individuals need Money-to exercise self-determina-
tion and to purchase technicians directly who are not available in
either one of those agencies. This is essential to accomplish their man-
agement, traininr% and economc development goals expeditiously.

A. recent review of the Indian Technical Assistance Center Activ-
ities in Denver- and on some of the-reservations. prompted an observa-
tion rhat has been felt by Indian people over a Ion!, period. i.e., that
the sooner tribal level control was developed and used the sooner the
tribal participation effort would become productive. 'While the review
has a crit ical complaint, it does recognize certain organizat ional thrusts
not heretofore recognized as significant by tilt, Bureau. Tire following
is quoted from the Review of the Indinn Technical Assistance Center
(ITAC) at Denver, Colorado, by Robert Hemmes dated Jannary 14,
1977:

The unique opportunity the ITAC has before it is to fill the voiti b?tween the
Bureau and the tribes that has been the source of years of castigation rnd
eriticism of the Bureau. Until recent years n+ real opportunity existed for a
remedy, but through evolution of a series of contradictory and criss-crossingpolicies over the last 100 years_ we have now arrived at the first opportunity
to implement Indian self-determination_ Necessary legislation has been passed
and attitudes have come into consonance whereby the Bureau may assume its
role of rovidim.: technical support and resources to assist in Indian self-gov-
ernzz-,.nt and self-determination_The missimz link in the Bureau/tribal relationships is the lack of a responsive
unit of the Bureau to listen to tribal Ic-ntit-r; :ma to in v4qatory t ritin 1 ul.ds arid
npport unitie:=. TI= i.areau is hierarchically orientedit carries out legislation,issus manuals to its staff, writes pro4,-dures for tribes. ITAC is tribally
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orientedit is responsive to tribal attitudes and needs. In current argot it could
be said that the Bureau works from the "top down" and ITAC operates from
the "bottom Lip." Unfortunately. there is an ."error of closure" where they meet.
Ideally the Bureau would provide the function. or process, of integrating Fed-
eral legislation and resources with tribal governments and needs. 'Through cir-
cumstance the Bureau is not providing this function and has tilled the gap.The unique opportunity facing us is to culture and nurture ITAC Into an
operating model for the process of delivering obligatory and necessary Federal
support and resources to tribal governments and the Indian people. The process
should be a two-way street. The process should "see" the Federal/bureaucratic
constraints and charters, but also the tribal and Indian viewpoints, goals, and
needs. The process should reconcile. the two ends of the street in an optimal.
manner.

This sort of process would be innovative not only in the Bureau. but in the
Federal government. The Federal departments are much like the Bureau in their
isolated functionally oriented charters. They, too, put the burden of coordinationon their constituenciesthe State and local governments, Metropolitan Plan-
ning Organizations. etc. The function of government, whether in the Bureau or
the Federal department. Is to do for the people what the people cannot do for
themselves either individually or through their Iocal (tribal) unents. The
Federal government t Bureau) should at b.-ast be capable of organizing and
coordinating its own resources to support the people. The people and the loal
governments should at -least be capable of choosing their own feasible future
from aznong the alternatives and organizing. inventorying and coordinating their
needs and requests to the Federal government. And there should be a process for
the reconciliation of the two.

The ITAC opportunity is to continue the momentum and goodwill it has with
respect to being responsive to the tribes. but temper this with its Federal obliga-
tions. with eneouraginent and guidance from the Bureau could beccune
the model for the missing prcss.

Eventually. the Bureau ..lothl emulate the ITAC model and escalate the ie-o-gram from a process to deliver small and seattrcd projects to one that would
turn on the full force of the Federal *12 tr year in an optimal manner
for the enhanentent of the welfare of the Indian ne,,;de.

PREFERENCE IN cox-rrz.c-riNG

The use of Federal contracting and procurement to enhance Indian
e,mo,rnic development and promote Indian enterprises has had little
intpact. Despite largo Fel ienti exi)enditurs. unemployment among
..:1rnerican -Indians sti.li far exceeds rime national avern7e: the income
lev-el of tri'ml people is still far below the national avora:rre: ttn(1 the
munlyr of viable Indian-owne+1 economic enterprises remains low and
is.increaz-3in!, at a pact far slower than for other mmorities.

Since early primary focus of the eil-o.rt up:Trrade the eco-
nomic situation of American Indians has heen the Indian Self-Deter-
mination and Education Act- (Pul)lic. Law 9:),--G38). This law 3stah-
lishes a policy that the T-nited States Government. will transf-.r, from
the Federal Government.to the Indian people themselves- _ontrol of
Federal services an.dprcip-rams for Indians. To achieve this transition,
Public Law-VI:G:1S, section 7(b) requires all agencies of the Federal
.overninent to su bcontract. to the -reatst oXtenr Irit)SSibit._!.. with In-

dian tribes- Further the Act requires that preference be given to hiring
Indian personnel for these programs_

There are now three e1ernent involved in e.valuatinr, Indian con-
tractors either in applyni.,,- for or en,i-a:red in contract work on no iiztn
pro±rra WS.

The standards of colalification as now required in ,reneral procue-
ment re,cntlations ( ;ezwra I Se r": A41111:11:st rat ion an- ex t rernely
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difficult to meet by businesses, much less new Indian businesses.
Evaluating the qualifications of the background of any contractor is
necessary to determine

the successful experience of the prospective contractor;
the financial stability to manage and finance the operation ;
the qualifications for bonding under normal bonding processes :
the capability of drawino. upon general craftsmen through labor

unions or tribal governments.
In assessing applications of new contractors, the majority of skilled

Indian craftsmen desiring to enter the business usually lack the ex-
perience normally required. It is initially necessary to acquire the
necessary experience for supervision, training, and administrative ac-
tivities involved in operating and conducting business as well as per-
forming the work required under the contract. Technical assistance and
training have been provided Indian people throughout the country for
some time and now that contracting activities provide an opportunity
for establishing privately owned contractors the gneral qualifications
still eliminate them because of inadequate contracting experience.

Inspection for Satisfactory Performance
The technical assistance and training programs on Indian projects

should be continued during the operation of a contract so that inspec-
tions of compliance to specifications would be more in the form of
assistance and an effort to keep the performance at a satisfactory level,
rather than of such a critical nature that Federal inspections would
tend to quell. terminate, or paralyze a contractor because of difficulties
being experienced during the performance of work-. The Indian Fed-
eral -efforts for giving aid through technical assistance, training and
supervision and the development of self-sufficiency for tribal enter-
prises or private entrepreneur is defeated unless a coordinated effort
is continued through the contracting process. Inspections should be
often or continuous with the objective in mind of helping the con-
tractor accomplish satisfactory production.

Termination of Contracts
Under normal circumstances of Federal- procurement regulations,

deficiencies noted in contracts are -justification for withholding pay-
ments, stopping work, renegotiating specifications, or terminating and
suspending operations of a contract. In the case of Indian projects
under the authority of tribal governments, it sh(7.21d be required that
no unilateral aecisions of this nature be made to prevent discourage-
ment or failure and bankruptcy of new Indian ,1-...7.ractors. It should
require a coordinated meeting of the t:.Dal god --:-.-arnent representa-
tives, the U.S. representatives and the COT: t (1 discuss the means
of correcting deficiencies. Should the ultimate decision be made to
change contractors, employees should be permitted to stay, activities
should be coordinated so as to prevent serious interruption of the
total program. In the recommendations of the contracting study, such
elements ha-p been considered in the review of past history and fail-
ures have developed even though EDA has provided feasibility sur-
veys to all non-Indian contractors and providing its own technical
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assistance and training activities. Yet, in this report, specifically in
the development of industrial park projects, 90 percent of the projects
have resulted in significant failures. It is considered necessary to nego-
tiate contract supervision through private sources as well as taking
advantage of governmental technical assistance.

PROBLEMS Iii run. L.IC LAW 93 --033 I 31I'I.E MENTATI 0 Isr

A major reason for the limited success achieved in the field of In-
dian management and economic development is that Federal agencies
have failed to implement the mandates of Public Law 93-638. This
conclusion is supported by a special study 3a conducted for the Amer-
ican Indian Policy Review Commission.

Widespread confusion exists among the various agencies as to the
scope and applicability of the Act. Several agencies simply do not see
the Act as applicable to their programs. Other agencie." (DOL, DOT
and HIM) recognize the Act as applicable only to those programs
which are-statutorily mandated for the benefit of Indians.

Even among those agencies accepting Public Law 93-638, there is a
prevalent feeling that the Act conflicts with existing Federal procure-
ment regulations and with Executive Order 11246. which requires all
Federal contracts to include a clause prohibiting racial discrimination.

The American Indian Policy Review Commission's special contract-
ing study cites several other reasons for the failure of Federal con-
tracting to significantly increase Indian self-determination. Study
interviews demonstrated. that Government agencies consistently fail
to recooTtize tribal sovereignty and the unique trust and treaty obliga-
tions of the Federal Government to American Indians.

The Small Business Administration's policy discriminates ag-ainst
communal ownership and tribally chartered corporations. This effects
situations were bonding is required of an Indian contractor.

The lack`' of a -list of Indian contractors has made it difficult for
agency contract officers to identify qualified Indian contractors. The
BIA maintains the most recognized list but even this is limited.
nificantly, the lack of an Indian contractors' list implies that qualified
Indian contractors are unavailable.

The absence of a governmentwide policy to provide clear direction
in standard contract language was identified as a major obstacle to
Indians who do manage ''to secure government contracts.

OLD PROBLEMS

The Bureau of Inclia.n.
The Bureau of Indian Affairs was establisli;d in 1832.37 to

those duties of the Department of the Interior as the delegated
ilz:e agent in carrying out the United States' trust responsibility to

people. The trust principle includes the permanent obligation
to provide those services necessary to protect and enhance Indian
lands, resources, and tribal self-government. In addition, under the

me Tribal Government Tusk Force (Number Two) Final Report. pp. 41-42.
372241 Con=., 1st sess-. ch. 174. sec- 1.

02-1S.5--77 I3
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Snyder Act of 1921,3" Congress further authorized expenditure of ap-
propriations by the Bureau of Indian Affairs for the general support
and "civilization" of Indians." To accomplish these ends, the Bureau
of Indian Affairs, by their own varying estimates, employs between
1 3.000 and 18,000 permanent and temporary employees and provides
services under 33 program title, all of which are specifically targeted
at providing services to Indian tribes and their members.
Administrative Problems Determined by the BIA. Aranagemeht Study

The delivery system through which Bureau programs are adminis-
tered is composed of a central office located in Washington, D.C., 12
area offices representing broad regional divisions, and 82 agency offices
representing subordinate field installations. The inadequacies of this
complex organizational structure in establishing an effective sera :tee
delivery system has been consistently documented in the 75 studies
of the -Bureau of Indian Affairs conducted over the past 25 years, in-
eludin,r the most recent BIA. Management Study.' mandated by this
Commission under Public Law 93-580. Moreover, complaints of In-
dian people addressing the l3urenu's service delivery system number
in the thousands.

The Bureau is a frequent target of criticism both by the Indian
people and Congress. Therefore. numerous studies have been under-
taken by various Federal agencies and other organizations. The last
major comprehensive review was the Meriam Report of 1928, which
helped foster widespread reforms during the 1930's. However, since
the original intent of these reforms !pis been cornproznised and dis-
torted. urgent problems and confusion as to Indian goals and actions
led to the creation of the Amerif-an Indian Policy Review Commission.

A review of the findings of each of these studies points to problems
in. administration of the Bureau programs which are directly related
to the organizational structur:_, of the Bureau. The layered system of
administration which exists in the Bureau means that out of every
dollar targeted for Indian programs, the costs of administration for
each level of Bureau organization must be extracted first. Estimates of
that percentage of each Indian dollar which is used to administer the
BIA_ organization range from 78-90 percent. After administrative
costs for program operation have been extracted at each level, there
is only a small amount of funds left to operate a program at the reserv-
ation level, often too small an amount to effectively deliver services.

7:.S.C. sec. 1:"'"he I-Zureatt of'" TIndian Affairs. under the supervision of the Secretary of the Interior.shall ire t-. supervise, and expend such moneys as enngress may from time to time
.

appro-
priate for the benefit. care, and assistance of the Indians throughout the United States for
the follow:ins: .urposes :

- Genera'l support and civilization. including education.For relief of distress and cons.- tin health.For. industrial assistance and utivanceme:af_ and general administration of Indianproperty.
Fun s.:ctension. improv.--..ent. operation. and maintenance of existin,c.-, Indian irriga-tic.n systems and for development of water supplies.For the enlargement. extension, improvement, and repair of the buildln:r..i andgronnds of existing phinrs alut r 'Jeers.Fnr the employment of inspecters. supervisor.% superintendents. clerks. field matrons.farmers. hsielans. Indian police. Indian judges. and other emplo ees.For the suppres,don of traffic- in ini.oxicating liquor and deieterintistlrim-s.Fr the purehase of horse-drawn .1nd motor-propelled passenzer-carrying vehiclesfor official use,.
Arid for rzeneral and inci.lentn/ expenses in connection with the administration ofIndian Affairs. Nov. "' 1921.c. II:;. -V.! Star 2os,4° DTA Management Stiidr. Final Report of *the Task Force on Federal AministratInnand Structure of Indian Affairs to the American Indian rolicy Review Commission. 1976.
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Indian people question the Bureau's a.di-ninistrative overhead as it
affects the level of services, they receive and particularly question the
:1!---ed of the area office-. Decisionma.l.d.rvr'is likewise impeded by a per-

lack 07 cornrctunea.tion between agencies, area officez: and the
ceni-raI !7)ffice. Tribally (-Tener71-ied suggestions for change, in programs
und service,: to better meet tribal needs is iniprination;That is Slow to
flow {upwards. rerne:_ics to erre,.:ti!ate needed change must pass through
channels which rr-ist cl:ancre and na.rrow the effectiveness of central
etEre--renerated problem solutions_ The result is a breakdown: in -the
service delivery s-st-ent of Bureau programs. Indeed, review of the
data col:octed by 7/1.1S Commission and contained in previous studies
of the Purean of Indian Affairs reveals that Indian people are nenj
receiving the full cle7reE_-- of services and funds from specially targeted

Iona I approLariations earmarked for the benefit of Indian
EXHIBIT III

:AL YEAR 1976 EXeENDITURE DATA. ALL FUNDS BY OFFICE

Banded
(thousands)

Unbinded
(thousands)

Total
(thous:srrtls)

Per Indian
sorved

Aibcrct.i.5,Ouet-
ac.;.3riko .....

1411;niz".
Eastarn_ 7

_
NO! 7

........

. _____...

$68. 024.8
39, 351.0
23. 708. 1
31. 293. 7
13. 237. 7
47, 006. 2
14. 757.0

$21. 007. 6
9. 847.3
1. 402.5

13. 188.7
1. 756.0
6, 479. 0
1. 95i. 8

$89. 032. 4
49, 198. 3
25. 110.6
44, 432. 4
14. 993. 7
53. 485. 2
1E. 708. 8

$1, 823
1, 449
1, 059
1, 461

960
I, 075

686
fftus:Lbree za.604.; 15, 917.2 44, 521.3 712
Naval.° 174, 447.0 48, 538,0 223. 23S.11 1.632

i I 86. 064. 5 34. 398. 8 120, 463. 3 2. 719
POrli3nd ........ 76, 721. 1 19. 494. 1 96. 215. 2 3. 632_

Sacrinnert7; 14, 515. 8 1, 347. 3 16. 363. 1 490_

Cern!! ',cr!
zrant_

111. 705. 9
25, 845. 0

111. 705. 9
7.1. g.tr, q)

Total_ 61-7.73L0 314, 479. 2 932, 210.2

Fri-, pap.ers of "BI-% Manazement Study," American Indian Policy Review Commission.
E yjN:0.1 ll .itustrAte-s tne state of tne ro s1J Joeo,ultAble distribution of appropriations far beyond what should be per.-

r.-17.1.ed by sdm.nc.rtrartve ri,scret.o.n. The BIA should be forced to utilize a system winch distributes funds equally by pro-
jrn _lean -, di,f1fied formula, Vat:ab!CS to tilts should be clearly justified and subject tib tribal appeal.

e study makes :2:1 recommendations in these management cate-
-1(-s: Bu(1 .rist; -r-)4.-rs(-):Intl: and mana!rernent information_ A. section

c)n.():-(rarlizat:on structure and implementation is included_ The study
I:73 contiDd to II ana'reme.nt principles. Nvitik_11 erect barriers and infitt-
en.-e v of response to Indian nee(1±....:.

Some Int:2rna 1 INIana.7ement. Problems
n1...I:C:wr of problems w..1;ir-h si'imificantlx- dilute the overall ef-rec-

ivt:nes...; of the. Bureau of Indian Affairs have been identified_ For
each probl...., a solution hats been I )1-0 pOser a rid the benefits which can
he expected outlined. The recommendations: of previous studies failed

efro.,_--t i manar.....-.ilint tools for r-1.11 sante reason: Nome of them had
a specific inecitanistil for folioN.vui) or -forced- implet_sentation. In
most instances. 1in...r was virtually no foflow-througi1 of solutions

S,,methin- more than j)'- -.,l ierti iciOnt ificat ion and 2roposeci
resolutions is r1(:e.S:: ry.
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More serious weaknesses observed were :
1_ There is a notable absence- of n-.-_nagerial and organizational

cap:, city throughout the BIA.
2. Decisions are made on a day-to-day basis with little long-

ran
3
ge planning. -
. Communications among the organizational levels are poor, as

are agency-tribe relationships.
4. Evidence of critical a.nalvsis and determination of appro-

priate performance standards for key positions are almost non-
existent.

5. Employee attitude and morale are poor.
6. The budget system (Band ..A:nal:vsis) is inadequate.

Organization
BIA internal communication5, are po()I- and the absence of two-

way communications for transmittal of vital data seriously impede
the effectiveness of the Bureau, Information filters down from the
central office to area directors and agency superinten-lents, but not
discussedit is imposed upon tribal governments.

During the course of this study. a number of organizational prob-
lems were observed. While many are referenced in other report.. see
tions, there is a need to modify the Bureau's overall organizational
concept.

Directives are often superficial and inappropriate. Almost continual
internal reorganization and ch- 'ring interpretations create a rumor-
intensive environment where ..;,.,Lny employees spend excessive time
generating or reacting to rumors. The effect on morale is highly detri-
mental and reflected by Door -mployee motivation and performance.

Due to the program--oriented structure of the BIA, broad areas of
control are allowed to existparticularly at the local level. This re-
sults in the inability of agencies to receive sufficient specialized pro-
gram guidance.

At present, each level is self-contained with responsibility for both
p-fogram and administrative activities.

Excessive controls at the area level make it impossible for tribes to
exercise any degree of self-determination.-

The present structure allows for the existence of separate and con-
flicting areas of function. The result is poorly managed project tech-
niques planned in inadequate time periods.

Evidence of critical analysis and determination of appropriate per-
formance standa-..ds for key positions is almost nonexistent and
achievements in most areas are not measured against appropriate yard-
sticks_ Clerical procedure wastes time, hampers program development
and promotes bitterness among tribal officials. Directories and orga-
nization charts were often out of date. Forma ii7,ed communications do
not exist between the policy planning staff and areas, agencies, and
tribes.

A definitive organization structure and _decisionmakincr process does
not exist. Although the present organization contains stated budget
functions, in some instances, the l)udget formulation and control func-
tions at the area level are organizatiOnallv separated. This type of
structure limits direct communication and fosters misunderstanding.
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Responsibility for some prograrris is unclear because activities are
split.

Personal contacts among Bureau program management personnel
are inadequate and infrequent. The area offices operate as separate
-ntities which limit communications, particularly face to face, either
vertically or horizontally. This has led to isolation which makes gen-
eral policy implementation and organization anit2,- difficult to achieve..

The Bureau's program is not sufficiently consistent and coordinated_
Objectives are developed and met as individual projects. Therefore,
results are not responsive to the objectives_

There is a notable absence c r _:cant erial and organizational capacity
thrdu,hout IsIA. Decisions are made on a day-to-day basis with little
long range planning. Conmmnicatien among tile organizational levels
is pcor as are atT.ency-tribe relationships.

Budget
Project planning_ as a management tool within does not-en-

sure the timely completion of activities. Work plans are not considered
important. and are not updated when schedules are mi.--sed. is
contused In of inadequate feedback. Project planning is not con-
sidered a high priority at the agency level because experience has in-
elicated that g-eneratin, plans for other than major projects is a waste
of time. 'I lie plan is either not included in the bu diret. reworked later.
or not adhered to because the available time and effort was directed
to son unplanned requirement.

-New programs are not developed to meet the needs and desires of
the tribal governments_ Obsolete programs are continued; duplication
of effort is required to "guard the integrity of programs for account-
ability :" tribal development plans are not used as a basis for Bureau
1A:inning and budgeting.

Limited communication between the agency and the tribe causes
more than half of the budget to be determined without local needs
analysis. Because budget-planning information flows under the as-
sumption that each level understand it the .resulting action at .3ower
levels are different than intended..

The present budget system only measures the funds spent against
the amount budgeted, without determining results. Thus, the effective-
ness of managers, organizations, and programs is not measured.

Tribal willingness to learn and understand the budget system exists,
but effective leadership in the BIA is deficient

There is no guarantee that either agencies or tribes have appro-
priate administq-ative knowledge concerning area office funds. This
probably accounts for much of the antagonism between tribal govern-
ments and area offices.

33I.A. planning does not deal with the future beyond an 18-month
time span. This system prevents effective decisions regarding future
goals. Dollar availability of target planning allowances set by OMB
does not adequately cover the financial refluirements of individual
tribes.

The purpose or self-determination is "To provide maximum Indian
participation in the government and education of Indian people, to
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provide for the full participation is a logical and laudable objective
but is not fully supported to improve relations between the Indian
comm-unity and the Government'

However, there is a larger issue in regard to client participation
which should be noted. Less than 30 percent of the Bureau's budget
is subject to any form of Indian participation. Hence, the extent of
present involvement cannot be interpreted as Indian determination of
Federal spending priorities. Under the present system, a tribe can
make tradeoffs within the BIA budget which accuiately reflect rela-
tive priorities and vet receive a total package of (rood--; and servic..s
Ny :Lich do not meet those priorities due to insufficient influence on
decisions affecting them.

The band analysis concept as used by BIA _is indicative of an
effort to obtain tribal viewpoints_ However, many Indians today are
dissatisfied with it. Some current issues and problems are :

The budget is set by 011113 prior to tribal consultation and
decision.

In developing some tribal programs, BIA. planning activities
are aligned to a budget process; which furnisiles projections for
periods of approximately 18 months. However, extensions of pro-
gram plans oeyond the upcoming fiscal year are not included in
the formal budget system.

Tribal leaders are uninformed regarding budget concepts and
their ability to make changes.

Participants are given sketchy information (typically, a single
base year dollar figure for a paiticular progam without a detailed.
breakdown).

Tribal participants have only a short time to make their deci-
sions. A typical time span is 48 hours from initial presentation of
information to final decision.

Band programs are determined by BIA and change from year
to year. Reasons for banding are not explained to tribal leaders_

The current BIA budget is submitted to higher review levels without
indicating the banded needs of an agency or tribe. The Bureau's
budget is a combination of banded priorities and nonbanded central--
and area office programs. Justifications relate to programs but do not
analyze agency or tribal input. Tribal needs and budet data visibility
are stopped at. the Bureau level thro71,-th consolidation by program.

For exashple_ in three United States Government reports, the
Bureau's Midget is deficient in agency or tribal input. The BEA. budget
justification contains only descriptive Bureau program costs narra-
tives. The Federal budget summarizes programs by functional break-
downs. Its appendix details information by program activity and
extends the analysis to include a budget presentation by object account
classification_

Personnel
Almost every area o_ f personnel management in the Bureau is in-

ade qu Ate.
Ccmprehensive studies on BIA staffing levels are not performed,

resulting in either over- or under-staffing. In addition, personnel re-
ductions do not follow a logical selection process. Observations an man-
power utilization at sample BIA offices indicate that output is very
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Iasi. However, effective manpower utilization does not appear to be of
Prime importance since defined quality/quantity output standards are
nonexient. Personnel ceilings are set arbitarily by °ALB with no
input from area, agency and tribal management. These ceilings are
often circumvented by an excessive use of temporary employees.

The present emphasis on training is general in nature, narrow in
scope, and um elated to employee's Jobs. As a result, many underde-
veloped and underutilized employees operate marginally and mis-
handle their assignments. Bureau training activities need improve-
ment at all levels, especially for management intern programs for
Indians which have been practically nonexistent_

Indian preference has- a profound effect on BIA personnel man-
acr graduallyement. Congress intended that "the Indian service shall

a service predominantly in the hands of educated, competeiit
Indians." However, no one in 1934 realized just how gradual this
process -would be. Even now, 42 years later, many positions are vir-
tually impossible to fill. Many non-Indians either leave BIA or are
minimally motivated to perform beF-ause of Indian competition. The
failure cf Bureau personnel to understand Indian preference has led
to inconsistent administration of the policy at all levels. The result is
a significant reduction in BIA effectiveness. Internal mobility and
flexibility also suffer because, in many instances, non-Indians cannot
be transferred to new positions.

Employment classification is in a chaotic state. As a result, some
classification authority has been reclaimed by the BIA central office.
However, consistent Sob classification or reclassification policies are
still nonexistent- Job categories are being altered to fit the applicant
being downgraded when a competent candidate is unavailable and
raised when an administrator wants to provide a reward without jus-
tification. Administrative pressure challenges the integrity of the
classification process.. Because of a shortage of qualified classifiers
and _an. exodus of those available to other Government agencies, clas-
sification actions are a long, time-consuming process.

BIA labor relations practices are also poor, both from the human-
istic and managerial point of view. Management is. often "auto-
cractic" or "dictatorial.'' Employee input is not solicited and, if yol-
untered,- remains unanswered_ BIA managers and supervisors admit
ignorance of employee relations practices. High personnel turnover
often results, particularly in critical areas. This type of management
leads to unionization, third-party intervention and inflexibility in
personnel assignments.

Management Information
The current data processing function is incapable of providing the

spectrum of data and --2ports needed by managers on a timely basis_
Tn addition, many reports are inaccurate, making it necessary for
agency personnel to maintain their own accounts_ Although 35 dif-
ferent standards and/or procedures manuals are available or near
completion, they are primarily for handling hardware and software
at the division's data center_ Consequently, a complete catalog of
data and special reports material is unavailable. Personnel skills as
well as various application systems are becoming obsolete.
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A study on the replacement of obsolete hardware and addition of
improved service and data handling capabilities is in progress. In
addition, an interim equipment improvement proposal is being
pursued.

This study on the replacement of obsolete hardware is now con-
sidered complete by the Division responsible for its implementation.
However, the AIPIle has talked with Bu-eau central office, area,
a.,ency and especially tribal government stab .cgarding the proposal
and have found the proposal was not developed by a comprehensive
needs analysis. They feel the proposed project would not meet their
needs. eliminate obsolete or duplicate reports, but would in fact .add
to their problems_

Communication of information is so slow that programs and em-
ployee morale suffer. A!rency and tribal managers lack sufficient de-
cision-related data and their requests for this pertinent information

.go unanswered. Information flow is slowed by various coordinators
and liaison -personnel who constitute bottlenecks to desired communi-
cation patterns especially at the area director level and data center.

No capacity exists for meeting special field requests or proyidinr-
direet'acce--;s from remote locations. Since nizinuals documenting ca-
pabilties and reports are inadequate, both system input and output
are extremely /,, x-.

Reports orrranized to provide information on an exception
basis. Therefore, users must dig through piles of paper to locate
problems. Because report accuracy is poor, they are not used. Agency_
and tribal managers maintain -cuff acounts.' for reconciling and
controlling: activities. Inaccuracies are caused by insufficient knowl-
edge on data input and submission_

Due to inadequate and unreliable measurement information, man-
agers .ally do little to control people or prop-rams. Data are used pri-
marily for employee records and to provide reports requested by
area or central ofiiees. The information available simply documents
past history for compilation into composite states reports.

This type of information cannot be used effectively to evaluate.
manage and motivate people, make decisions or measure program
quality. Even simple comparisons are not available for management
control purposes. Insufficient standards and measurements are prime
reasons for line manafrer. program and emplo7ee control problems.

There are no available data to provide the basis for an alternate
course of action because of changin!-, circumstances in the future_ Thus,

"agency offices must exist on a day-to-day basis reacting to problems
and situations as they arise. As- a result. ongoing programs get farther
behind and are inadequately iinplemented.

Both equipment and materials inventory systems are ineffective and
wasteful. They are not completely automated because the division
lacks the necessary capacity. Also. standards for controllinc, inven-
tories and servicing equipment do not exist. Equipment listings are
incomplete. causing supplies to disappear without sufficient documen-
tation_ Only a few of the 17 division reports sent. to the agencies and
tribes are useful due to insufficient understanding or inapplicability
of the infbrmation in the reports. Althoucrh some manuals are avail-
able., they do not explain report. interpretations effectively_
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Area, agency, and tribal offices are starting to acquire data process-
ing equipment because of inadequate service from the division. Recent
data processing studies indicate the major problems are lack of needs
analysis at agency and tribal levels, insufficient hardware capability
and a shortage of qualified people.

- Recommendations Based on the BIA Management Study
Estimated 'benefits from implementation of the following recom-

mendations could amount to $123.072-000 annually and a one-time
savings of $20,830,000. These benefits would accrue to the Indian tribes
for programs and development in Indian country. Streamlining man-

. agement organization and efficiency of the Bureau of Indian Affairs
is a logical first step toward better administration of Indian policy.
The second step is discussed in section IV of this chapter_ The BIA
management recommendations which follow here, should apply to
tbe n.z...w Indian agency mentioned there as well.

A digest of recommendations follows.
DIGEST OF RECOMMENDATIONS

Recommendations
Action Estimated
required Financial impact amount

BUDGET PROCESS

2- Establish a forrnzi planning system within BIA and inte- Executive
grate it into tt e :"resent budget process.

2. Reorganize but -4:.-...ig, planning and intezgovernmentol do
relations into I. integrated or2snization.

3_ Stimulate Indian participation in the budget process _do..
4. Include all nontb Jr:der! area programs except trust funds _do

in the agency audget formation process by ffv7al 1979.
5. Make he budget function responsible for variance _do

analyses and performance reviews_
6. Emphasize Indian participation and band analysis in the _.._ __do_

/WA budget review to the department, OMB. President
and Congress.

7_ Establish annual Project planning at area and agency
levels for all continuing programs and monitor perform-
ance quarterly on a personal basis, altering the plan
to reflect status changes.

PERSONNEL MANAGEMENT

8- Strengthen Indian preference to improve BIA effective- _do
ness while continuing to hire, train and upgrade Indians
for bureau employment

9. Develop a human resources planning system using indus- __ _ __do _
trial engineering techniques to establish appropriate
staffing levels and position requirements.

10. Develop an aggressive recruiting program to secure do_
qualified or trainable Indians.

11. Reorganize the employment classification system to ..._ do
improve credibility.

12- Improve BIA employee relations practices _do
13- Develop training programs to meat specific BIA require- do__

merits-
14. Continue regular civil service evaluations and upgrade do

personnel-management quality through Depadreent of
the Interior project manager appointing.afar

1-time cost_ 550,000

Annual saving 250, 000

_Annual saving
1-time cost

75, 000. 000
430.000

Annual cost 150,000
: -,me cost 50,000

1-time cost 100,000
Annual cost_ 80, 000
1-time cost 20.0000
Annual cost 42,000

Annual caving 15, 00C. 000

Annual cost avoidance_ __ 10. 000.000

MANAGEMENT INFORMATION

15_ Establish and install performance measurement standards____ __do _____
16. Initiate a, program to improve and facilitate general corn- do_

numications between central office and field super-
visors-

17. Develop a concise statement on critical issues Co_
18- Improve the management by objectives programs.; _do _
19- Expedite the automatic data processing modernization ___. _do

study to insure completion by Jan_ 1, 1977.2
See- footnotes at end of table.
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DIGEST OF RECOMMENDATIONS= Continued

Recommendations
Action
required Financial impact

Estimated
amount

20. Complete apolication 'analysis section of the modernize- do.
Lion study by Oct. 1, 1976.T

21. Add remote-access and interactive capabilities to red;...ce do
processing time and increase computer program .;:evel-
opment erticiency.

22. Develop an inves.ry system for a comprehensive man- do Annual saving 6,600,000
agement system..

23. Develop standardized material and supply inventory do do 5,000. COO
systems.. 1-time saving_ 20,000,000

Total 132,952,1X10

t Bureau of Indian Affairs Management Study. American Indian Policy Review Commission, pp. 45-46.
Commiasion ramrreffiends a reevaluation of these 2 proposals by the Secretary.

Senator James Abourezk, Chairman of the Indian Affairs Com-
mittee of the Senate, has stated that the savings would be transferred
to Indian tribal programs at the local le--.-el. A more efficient BIA
administration could provide the badly needed program dollars for
Indian economic recoverv. Tribes need funds for land acquisition, con-
solidation, natural resource development, and a new source of flexible
budget coupled with increased sophistication in tribal planning and
management capacities necessary to establish a viable economic
climate_

Indian administration can be vastly improved by a commitment by
Congress and tile executive branch to a process of improving the
delivery of money and access to technical assistance_ Badly needed
budgetary flexibility can 'ac obtained by eliminating the waste that
has built up o " -er the years.
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UNSOLVED PROBLEMS IN THE in.R.F.Ar OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Indian Preference in Employment: a P ref e pence for Self-government
The notion of exempting certain Federal agencies and offices from

civil service requirements and staffing them purshant to a tailored
personnel system is hardly u.: ique in the U.S. Government. Frequently,
Congress has recognized that the specialized needs and functions of
an agency render it unsuitable for application of civil service hiring
and promotion requirements. This has resulted in 42 Federal agencies
or offices beinT, fully or partially exempted from the employment
restriction: of -the Civil Service Commission. The Department of De-
fense alone has 301,000 noncivil service positions. and the Veterans
Administration has over 34.000. Some Federal agencies have estab-
lished entirely independent personnel systems to inert the unique needs
of their mission or staffing, requirements. This includes agencies sorb
as the Energy Research and Development Administration. the en-
nessee 'Valley Authority, the U.S. Service, and others.

The reason most often given for authorizin!, these independent per-
sonnel. systems is the flexibility they allow in recruitin,0-, selecting,
hiring, and promoting individuals with specialized skills uniquely
valuable to the agency. 41

The reasons for exempting these agencie..: apply equally as well t
the present Bureau of Indian Affairs and to the proposed new Depart-
ment of Indian Affairs. Furthermore, the Federal trust responsibility
to American Indians and more than 140 years of Federal statutory law
mandate a separate service in the Indian *.rvice."

But despite these factors. a separate Indian Career Service has never
truly been considered i:v the executive branch: There is no.firm man-
agement policy on Indian preference ; 42 management support for the
concept is inconsistent: and when Indian preference is followed in
hiring practices. it is usually confined to the lower-level. nonmana7e-
n lent positions. Thus. the percentage of Indian employei,s haS tkenained
virtually the same (57 percent) since 1951. and 65 percent of-the
Indian employees are GS-7 or below,'"

At the present time, there are at least seven Federal statutes dating
back as far as 1834 which provide for Federal employment preference
for Indians within the Indian Service.." The purpose of these statutes.
as variously expressed in the legislative histories. was --to give Indians
a !Treater participation in their own self-government; to farther the
government's t rust obli!Tation toward the Indian tribes; and to reduce
the negative effect of lulving non7Indians administer matters that af-
fect Indian tribal life." '5

The Indian employment preference statute principally relied upon
today is section 12 of the Indian Reorganization Act of 1931 ( :RA)."
which was desi!med to correct the inadequacies of several earlier pref-

See Indian preference exhibits. final report of Task For° Nine. volume H.
a thorough explanation of all ageneies iat respeet to civil service system.

rre: U.S. Serlatn I 'nom, ittee on Post 4) lice and Civil Statutory Excn,tions to the
competitive Service. 9:41 Con r.. 1st sess.1O73.

mkt.
42.7p t.S.C.. SP,.. 47; (19':01: 25 I".S.C. sec. 4( (19761; 25 a4R (19761:

U.S.C.. see. 44' (1970) : U.S.C. sec 274 (19(0) ; 25 U.S.C., sec. 47 11970) ; 25
472 (1970)

-s Morton s'..Ifoncari. 417 U.S. 515. 541. 542. (1974) (footnotes omitted).
w:5 U.S.C. sec. 461 et seq. (1970).

2
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erence laws.. The CLZ.IgreSS realized that the Civil Service laws and a
lack of technical training were the main stumbling blocks to getting
Indians into their own Service. Under the pre-IRA laws, Indians were
forced to compete with non-Indians under Civil Service standards
while at the same time the Indians were denied or did not have access
to education and training and were accorded no merit for the life
knowledge and skill obtained outside t..e standards of formal
education_

Section 12 of the IRA sought to correct this situation by providing:
The Secretary of the Interior is directed to establish standards of health, age,

character, experience, knowledge, and ability for Indians who may be appointed,
without regard to civil service laws, to the various positions maintained, now or
hereafter, by the Indian Office, in the administration of functions or services
affecting any Indian tribe. Such qualified Indians shall hereafter have the prefer-
ence to appointment to vacancies in any such positions_ [Emphasis added.]

The IRA thus clearly intended to make the civil service laws inap-
plicable in the appointment of Indians to the Indian Service and to
provide for creation of a special personnel system designed to insure
that Indians themselves administer government Indian affairs activi-
ties. To assist in implementing this plan. section 11 of the IRA also
provided that adequate training and recruitment of Indians be pro-
vided." As Representative Howard, the sponsor of the IRA_ in the
House, stated to the Congress in 1934:

Section 13 directs the Secretary of the Interior to establish the necc,zsary
standards of health, age, character, experience. knowledge and ability for Indian
eligibles and to appoint them without regard to civil service laws; and it gives
to such Indians a. preference right to any future vacancy. This provision in no
wise signifies a disregard of the true merit system but it adapts the merit system
to Indian temperament. training and capacity. Provision for vocational training
and higher education will permit the building of an entirely competent Indian
personnel.'

Senator Wheeler, chairman of the Senate Committee on Indian
Affairs and sponsor of the IRA in the Senate. stated in 1934 why, such
a unique career system for Indians in the Indian Service is justifiable :

It (the Indian Service) is an entirely different service from anything else in
the Urited States. because these Indians own this property. It belongs to them.
What the policy of this government is and what it should he is to teach these
II:Wiring to manage their own property and the civil service has worked very
poorly so far as the Indian Service is concerned * *

In a recent case, the U.S. Supreme Court lent further justification
for Indian employment preference by stating that :

The preference is similar in kind to the constitutional requirement that a
United States Senator. when elected. be "an inhabitant of that State for which
he shall be chose," Art. I, Sec. 3, el. 3, or that a member of a city council reside
within the city governed by the council. Congress has sought only to enable the
BIA. to draw more heavily from among the constituent groups in staffing its proj-
ects, all of which either directly or indirectly affect the lives of tribal Indians.
The preference, as applied, is granted to Indians not as a. discrete racial group.
but, rather as members cf quasisovereign tribal entities whose lives and activi-
ties are governed by the BIA in a unique fashion. Since there is no other groupof people favored in this manner, the legal status of the DIA is truly sul
generis."

4725 U.S.C. sec. 472 (1970).
in 25 sec. 471 ( 1970).
4* 78 Cong.. Rec. 11731 (13.7,4).
co 78 Cong. Rec. 11123-11125 (1934) -
61 Morton v. Marscari, 417 U.S. 35, 545 (1974).
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Thus, the Congress in 1934 and the Supreme Court in Ii)74 both
viewed the Ine.:_qs- Service as unique and Indian employment prefer-
ence in the Service as a justified and'iogical step to further Federal
policy in Indian affairs.

In the course of a hundred years there have been at least seven
statutory attempts to provide for Indian preference in employment
within the Indian Service (BIA and IFIS).'2 The present, condition
of personnel administration within the Bureau of Indian Affairs and
Indian Health Service is an indication that Indians can expect no lx-t-
ter treatment in the near future without the intervention of Con._,ress
or top direction from the executive branch_

The present conditions do not generally result in a sufficient supply
of ',rood candidates for jobs. for Incifems or non-Indians_ A lack of
procedural and administrative leaders;:ip has left all employees to
struggle with the complex issues without the benefit of Bureauwide
policy direction and laws that were meant to assist them_

A MANAGEMENT AND PUBLIC AWARENESS PROBLEM OF T1TE l317REAU

Hidden ReguIat:a728
The Bureau of Indian Affairs (BIA.) regulates and controls its

relation:-: with the service population, primary and subsidiary offices
(central, area. etc.), other agencies, and individuals and entities in
Loth the public: and private sectors la/.rely through the BIA manual.
Thus. the quality, acc.uracy. and effieient maintenance of the manual
system becomes essential if the Bureau is to fulfill its responsibilities_

This manual system consists of some 42 titles and 52 supplements.
Printed in looseleaf binder form, the manuals fill a 10-foot long book-
shelf_ Of tiv -;12 titles. approximately 17 relax:. to internal agency ad-
ministrative mAttes. The remainin,-, invohe subject areas which
regulate and affez rights of the Indian tribes and Indian people_

The MA rna:lual as it presently exists is a eo:t fusing, outdated.
antiquated. o Iron Ce)71: radieto. and ,onerally ineffieient compilation
of poliev an(1 pru.du .,re rawzin fre:n the old (SO BIAM) to the
bso:ni-ely xin-cathomai)le (S=2 IIIAM). Portions of the manual sys-

IP*n are in violation of the publicat fen requirements of the Administra-
tive Procedure Act !"APA). contrary to congressional intent, relevant
statutes_ judicial decisions. a!,,-ency ree-ulations. and in such a state
of disorganizatiox as to be of limited utility to agency personnel.

There are.n.nmerous rerrulatory provisions contained in the manual
which :affect the substantive rights of Indians. In many cases, these
ar-enev regulations have not been published for comment in the Fed-
eral Register and subsequently codified in the C, ,le of Federal Regu-
latioas (CFR) as reqwred by- the Administrative Procedures Act
(APA). The most flap-rant example of this is 52 TAM, containing
some :)00,100 pages of eligibility criteria and guidc!in-s regarding the
Bureau's Employment Assistance Program. Very litt:e. if any, of this
Title has been published Abrop-ation of such procedures results in the
denial of benefits through illegal eligibility requirements an.d other
criteria being improperly imposed.

42BIA Management Study. final report of Task Force Ttiree (GAO. 1976), p. 103.
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Mechanically confusing, the manual contains both Indian Affairs-
Manual and Bureau of Indian Affairs Manual volumes. The older
volume was to be totally replaced by new material over 2 years. Very
little replacement has in fact been accomplished. The proliferation
of old titles still in use further exemplifies the outdated condition of
the manual system. Numerous references contain vague statements
advising that an appropriate part will be issued "later." Some of these
initial references are themselves over 6 years old.

As the primary tool for all BIA personnel to ascertain and apply .

Bureau policy regarding such vital areas as delivery of services and
protection of land, timber, water, and mineral resources, it is im-
perative that the manual be made more responsive to the needs of
its users while at the same time effectively accomplishing its purposes.

The manual system must be comprehensive, comprehensible, and
legally correct in order for it to be effectively utilized by agency per-
sonni 1. Until this is accomplished, irreparable harm is being done to
Indian people.

In conclusion, a careful revision of the present service delivery sys-
tem of the Bureau of Indian Affairs must be undertaken. Such a
revision must encompass not only the perspective of Bureau em-
pl.v.:es as to the inadequacies in the delivery of services. 1.30. t most
importantly, tribes must have the opportunity to express their views
as to how the service delivery system can be revised to better meet
tribal needs. This revision plan is a necessa. y prerequisite to the
establishment of service delivery systems in a new independent Indian
agency. Such regulations should then be published in the Federal
Register to allow for comment by interested persons.

. PROBLEMS WITH THE nizzAr OF INDIAN AFFAIRS ErI>GET

One of the most important elements in any budget formulation
process is the relation of a budget to the total physical and financial
needs of the population to be served. Particularly, the Bureau of
Indian Affairs budget should be responsive- to Indian planning and
program priorities at the local level. However, the organizational
structure of the Bureau separates the functions of the Financial Man-
agement staff responsible for budget formulation from the functions
of the Policy Planning staff responsible for planning. This separa-
tion of functions also exists in the area and agency offices, and thus
the coordination between budget and planning processes critical to
responding to tribal needs is lacking. As the BIA. Management Study
points out,

Formalized communications do not exist between the Policy Planning '5.!.!ff
and areas. agencies and tribes. The relationship between the central office ifid
area PPE budget function is one of downward procedural information and up-
ward consolidation. The same basic budgeting rely tionship exists between the
area and the agency. Flowerer. communications 'oetween the agency and the
tribe occur during the budget planning phase bit not during the budget moni-
toring phase."

In an attempt to align the budget with tribally established priorities,
the band analysis system of budget formulation was created in the

53 V.S. House of Representatives, 1977 appropriations hearingsDepartment of the
Inteltor, part 6, p. 70S.
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Bureau. The process supposedly allows tribes to indicate spending pref-
erences at varying leveis of total fundir.- derived from percentages of
the previous year's funding. However., upon closer scrutiny of banded
and nonbanded program outlays. it can be seen that more than half of
the budget is not detern:ined by the band Since there are sev-
eral tribes under one agency, tribal conflicts are created. Tribes have no
input as to which Bureau programs are banded or nonbanded, thus
Bureau attempts to respond to tribally established funding priorities
are meanin,-;less-

Indeed, the BIA budget formulation process is structured in such a way as to
he more responsive to the constraints of the budget processes and appropria-
tions procedures of the Department in which it is located. and 03113, rather
than the tribal zioeds it is legally mandated to serve.'

A proposed budrrer formulation process for the Bureau of Indian
Affairs as part of a larger proposed Federal-Indian budget has been
a major endeavor of this Commission. The proposed budget process
provides for a total assessment of tribal needs and the development
of long range tribal plans to meet the needs identified. Upon com-
pletion of a needs assessment and development of a tribal plan. the
tribe would then enter into negotiations with the Bureau of Indian
Affairs to determine those Bureau programs which would best re-
spond to tribally speeified needs and lon!r-ranf}-e plans. Fol lowing this.
the tribe would then proceed to identify those Federal domestic as-
sistanee pro,P-rams tar,ret moneys an(' -zerv(-..-,F, to I hose areas of
need not addressed by available Bureau p.P-rora a.nis. Finally, total
tribal bud-ret would he submitted to C'ongr'ess as a pa:.: of the total
Federal-Indian bud!ret. Costs of 'Bureau of administration would be
entered separately. so that at ail times, all parties to the budget
process would be able to identi fv the tribal bud!ret- distinct from
the Bureau budget. Bureau requests for appropriations weald then
be based on the tribal needs.:.

The 1034- Indian Reorp-anization Aet required that the Secretary of
the Interior advise the tribes of the amount of money requested for
their benefit. This provision has never been properly carried out. Also.
the 1934 Act contemplated that. should the tribal council disagree with
the Secretarial submissions_ the differences should be made known to
the Con .Tess. In the 1976 oversight hearings of the House Appropria-
tions Subcommittee- Chairman Yates advised the Bureau of Indian
A ffairs that "Our Committee considered itself to be as important as
OMB and the Department of the Interior in being advised of the
amount of money necessary to carry on BIA's program adequately."
Out of tli's hi,aring the committee authorized an investigation, which
was highly critical of the Bureau of Indian Affairs administration of
its educational facilities.. This report. is dated I.):-!cember 1976 and
states:

In the opinion of the Investigative Staff, the Indian Self-determination Edu-
cation Assistance Art (Public Law 93-63s) is one of the most important legis-
lative acts dealing with the Indian people. It is however. complex and compre-
hensive, and the achievement of the goals envisioned by Congress may require a

a4 Ibid.
Ca See eh. 8. for an expanded discussion.
Ca See fiuni report of Task Force (AI PRC. r;Pr).
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greater understanding on the part of the Brie and Indian people and a great deal
af -patience on the part of tribes In obtaining the full benefits intended.

Self-determination means that tribes are entitled to establish their own pri--

critics and goa=t? s. ithont Federal dominat5(,n. Under this Act, the Federal Gov-
ernment is -committed to accept and support tribal government judgments based
Oil the needs and goals of their people. The Act seep to establish a new direction
for Federal Indian people to direct their own destinies. while at the same timepregerving their special rights and trustee status with the Federal Government-

The new (President Carter's) administtation be cri nnin cr in 1977 has
expresso d a ;reference for a zero-based bid get, arid this Commission
recommends- the same to begin at the= tribal level. lifost tribes have
long-range plans that this predetermined annual needs for funding.
Such a E.-7sterr could be initiated rather quickly to meet legal requir-meras and the_ desires of Congress to learn the truth of the actual
needs' of Indian tribes and people.

CON"rIN' rTi.7.:C; PT:OBLE3IS AT cc rtii OTFIER" 3L&JOR INDLLt SERVICE

TIte Indian Fier the Service -

The responsibility for Indian- health was transferred from the Bu-
reau of Indian Affairs to the Dep...rtment of Health.-Education, and
Welfare in 1955_ At that time, the-Indian Health Service was createdunder Public Health Service and the Health Services Administration:
of that Department. and was designed to provide health care services
to Tndian people in areas where there were no existing health care
facilitieS. The main advantage seen in such a transfer.was the avail-
ability of doctors serving in the Public Health Service in lieu of the2 rear military obligation resulting; from draft d.eferiaents for medi-
cal tr-vining-. Almost immediately, health care services to Indian peo-
ple il..proved as the Tndia.n Ffealth Service budget was increased andmedical personnel were assigned to Indian Health Service installa-
tions. Still; there Was au overwhelming backlog of Indian people need-ing health care services. and environmental conditions on many
reservations continued disease-breedin,g,m- astonishing rate. -Today,
even though significant improvements in Ir. dian health have been wit-
nes-.sed.; Indian Health Service officials estina.te that if no caseswere .Undertaken by IRS, it would take a.-)proximately 50 years totreat the backlog of Indian people needing medical treatment. IndianHealth Service seep to respond to this need by providing funds forcontract health care from other health care professionals and hospital '-facilities. Graduallv_ the rc7e.. of Indian Health Service has evolved
to become that of a health care p---vider,of last resort. Funding and
stafE fr of health care facilities arc severely below national standards-and recommended doctor-patient ratios. Thus. Indian Health Service
;mist ask that Indian people exhaust all other possible sources of .health care _services before turning to Indian Health Service for treat-merit- As a general rule, however. other health care-providers are notaware of the evolving role of MS, and as a result, refuse treatment
to Indian people on the grounds that provisio of health care servicesto Indian people is the sole responsibility of the Indian Health .Serv-
ice. Thus, the delivery of health care services to Indian people is atlaiet fragmented, and lacks a formalized system for assuring that thehealth needs ct Indian people will be met.

-P2-1 S.17---T 7-1 9
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a. Or,ranizational Structure
The deliver; system of health care services in the Indian Health

Service consists of ai, central office in Rockvi I le, \1d.. 4 program
offices, S area offices, and SS service units. The central office is re-
sponsible for setting- IHS policy, the p:"igram offices conduct research
and.development, the area offices provide technical assistance and pro-
(=ram evaluation, while the service units are responsible for providing
direct medical care and locating other health providers for contract
health care. The delivery system is plagued by problems of poor na).-
agement, lack of leadership, poor communication between itre7. fMcC'S
and service units. -a ncl a lack or policy gu1dat:ce.:-.7

The quality and variety of health care that a servic,
render is severely restricted by the service unit budget,
always been si.rnilieantly ilia( [equate to rcspond to the health
of Indian people it is supposed to serve. Management of Ulu . . lee
unit is lie responsibility of a physician who spends his first year in
I I IS with a full ciiiiieall caseload_ and his second year manafring- the
service unit. .any physicians express their dissatisfaction with this
arran,rementInany feel that they do 1-1,4, have sufficient background

adininistration to enable them to be effective service unit man-
agers. Second, depending upon the backlog of cases, sonic phy-
sicians must ina:ntain their full clinical caseload as well as assuming
thc responsibility for service unit management. Often, this situation
precludes evaluation of total health needs and the establishment of
treatment priorities_ Inadequate stalling and insufficiul. funding re-
quire that ernergenc;y treatment receive first priority, -tnd in most
cases. that preventative treatment.be abandoned.

A. recent development in the organizational structure of the Indian
Health Service has been a change in the role of the area offices which
now serve as technical zissistane facilities for the service unit.. Resist-
ance to this i-c-or,ranization is evidenced by the lack.-of cooperation
beti.veen service units, and area offices. Conimunication and assistance
generally is a function of personal relationships rather than IHS
policy facilitatin the flow,=-_of information. --Service unit personnel
view the area offices as just another layer of bureaucracy which ob-
structs communication and accessibility to central office decision-
inakinr-.5"

The _service delivery systen? of Indian Health Service needs major
improvement III management -:procedures, communication among the
various elethents of the service., delivery system, arfl overall policy
guidirnce coupled_with adequate fundinc, in order realize the goal
of bringing the health status of Indian people up to par:AT with that of
the 4repPrai population.

b. India.n Budgct
The most severe problem facer_ ..n.fbans in seeking to obtain medi-

cal treatment is a result of the -?t formulation process of Indian
:7 nountim, systm ot the Indian TienIth Sezviep is structured in such /1 way as t4_,

Prclude any trneking. itf the netunl pereentna-t of n rent-hitt= the service unit !evi.
or more importantly. precludes the icitntitication of that portion of each dollar that actually

to rrelitmentTask Force Six. Health Task-Force final report to American Indian Policy Review
Commission. July. 1974;.

ibid.
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Health Service. IHS receives a fixed allocation each year, a percentage
of the departznentwide budget appropriated to the Department of
Health, .Education,, and Welfare. This allocation bears little relation
to the needs witnessed at the service unit level or those identified by
Indian people. Yearly allocations are led away by central office
administrative _costs and area. office administrative costs, with the re-
sult that only a small portion of the dollar allocated gets down to the
service unit level." Even then, a !,,rvice unit may receive a- portion of
the funds allocated to it in the form of X-ray machines or other equip-
ment which it may not need, while critical weeds for increased staffing
go unmet- Moreover, the funds remaining after the central and area
offices have extracted their adniini,.zrative costs, drastically reduce the
quality and variety of health care a service unit can provide. Often,
because of financial constraints a service unit is unable to provide any-
thing other th..ri emergency treatment. Health maintenance and disease
prevention are nonexistent in service units with such budget con-
straints. The service unit must c,-Litinually- redefine the population
eligible for IHS services given scarce resources that preclarle the
provision of health care services to those with the greatest need. The
result is that Indian people are denied service by their own health serv-
ice7 onl-- to be sent -down the road" to be refused services from dis-
criminatory health care providers.

In order to adequately respond to the health care needs of Indian
people, the budget formulation process of the Indian Health Service
must be revised in accordance with the principles outlined in the pro-
posed Federal-Indian builo-et." Such a process would entail Indian
identification of the total health needs of each Indian community (res-
ervation and urban) and development of a long -range plan to meet
those. needs. The result of the total health needs analysis and long -
range plan would then be submitted to the service unit, whereupon
service unit personnel would work with tribal rvoresentatives to create
a service unit budget based on tribally identified health needs. The
budget would specify program costs, treatment. costs, equipment costs,central and area office operating expenses separately, so that at alltimes, all parties to the budget formulation process could identify
Indian Health needs assessment data as distinct from IHS admin-
istrative costs. The Indian Health Service budget requests would then
be based on the health needs of the Indian community which it ismandated to serve.

The statistics cam~ lack of health care gathered to justify passage ofIndian Health C re Improvement Act (Public Law 9.1-437) indicatethe ratio of prir- _.ssional health care employees to Indian population
is much lower ti;ari the -U.S. as a whole.62 The low percentage of facili-
ties qualifying for accreditation by normal health standards and theparticular conditions of comparison on any element actually reflects
admission of inadequate conditions heir^ clearly expressed to Con-gress. Public Law 94-437 requires funds appropriate to accelerate
health care to Indians must be over and above that appropriated for

",) The accountin= system of INS is structured in such a way /IA to preclude nry trackin=of the actual percentage of a dollar reachinz the service unit level. or more Importantly.precludes the identification of that portion of each dollar that roes for treatrpent.*". See action on a steT-o rate department In chapter.
fer Indian Health Care Improvement ActHouse of Representatives Report 94-1016.part 1. Apr. 9. 1976.
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each year's "normal operational requirements budget." It is therefore
questionable that any funds could be used the regular appropria-
tions bring the low percentage ratios up to par on a national leveL If
I:FIS does not bring the ratio of professional employees up to U.S.
standards, the intent of 43T will not be :tchieved.

indirect information by the evidence indicates that funds appro-
priated to IIIS for the Indian Self-Determination and Education
_Assistance Act (Public )aw (3.-63S purposes transferring administra-
tive responsibility to tribes) is actually being_ used for employee pay
raises. This is supported by the Indian 'Health Service indications that
they would be able to absorb the pay raises in the current appropria-
tion amounts. This raises the question of whether the Executive leader-
shin is even interested in correcting the deficiencies for which the
health legislation was passed.

management study of Indian Health Service is necessary and the
indications are that Itidian Health Service should be withdrawn from
he Departr: of Health. Education. and Welfare and join other

Indian activities in a new department or agency for major Indian
affairs activities as a part of the trust responsibility.

A PROCIRVM FOR THE FUTtrIZE OF INDIAN' A.P3TINISTR_VT/07

CONSOLIDATION' OF INDIAN PilOGRAINfS IN ONE DF_PATZTILE:s.ZT

Since the founding of this Nation, there have been proposals ad-
vanced for the development of a separate department or independent
agency. Indeed- original plans were advanced in colonial times for
the establishment of not only a separate department, but even a 14th
State.Since the transfer of the Bureau of Indian Affairs frGrn the War
Department to the Department of the Interior, the question has been
raised : "Where should the Bureau of Indian Affairs be located?"
Another question often asked is: "How should it be organized?" Re-
sponses have ranged from the 19th century urging to return it to the
direction of the War Department, the recommendation that
`.;* * 2* Indian affairs be committed to an independent bureau or de-
partment" G3 and the 20th century recommendations that it should be
"abolished" or later transferred to the Department of the Interior.
As changes in the structure and location of the Bureau of Indian
Affairs were considered during the earl part of this century, Indian.
tribes repeatedly asserted their rights- to consultation prior to
administrative or legislative modifications.

Apart from the Board of Indian Commissioners. the first major
influence that tribal governments had on Bureau structure came dur-
ing congressional hearings on the administration-proposed Indian
Reorganization Act.64 Indian efforts to influence structure continued

rara-clically through the remainder of the 1940-s. and into the next
d'ecade. But, not until 19E;1 through the American Indian Chicago

63 Report or Commisgioner of Indian 1Sr;S. p. 4S. The please Commission
appointed by Act of 3u1y 20. 1867. 15 Stat 17. made their recommendation to the Com-
missioner on -November 28. 2863, but in a supplementary report (Oct. 9, 1328) urged
transfer to the War Department." Act of -Tuly 15. 1370, sec. 3. 16 Suer- 355. See: SchmecLebier. pp. 26-27.
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conference did Indians e-tallish a comprehensive position on the
character and structure of Federal Indian administration.65 The threat
of termination had the ironic effect of binding tribes together. Indian
resolve was mirrored in the remarkable document produced bv that
conference: "The Declaration of Indian Purpose." " The Declaration
began:

We believe in the inherent right' of all people to retain spiritual and cultural
values, and that the free exercise of these values is DeCcsszary to the normal
development of any people.e
Wide ranging proposals and reeomn iendat ions were offered for a major
overhaul of Federal Indian atni irs administration and policy.

While the conference urged that area offices be abolished and that
le.-; be driven "I,roader exercise of responsibility and author-

ity to act.'' as had their pdeces,o;-s. the I )eclaration of Indian Purpose
nrrcd. that (-erta in principles guide the strucutrinr- of the Bureau of
Indian affairs_ The conference declared:

That basic prini-iple involves the desire on the part of Indians to participate
in developing their own rirOg;rams with help and guidance as needed azzi rc-
fiue,-td. from a loeal decentralized technical and adminstrative staff. preferably
/ocated conveniently to the people it serves. 41 " The Indians as responsible
individual ritizens, as responsible tribal representatives. and as responsible tribal
councils. want to part ielpate. want to contribute to their own personal and tribal
improvements and want to c0opera t4-. with their government Q11 hew best to resolve
the many _problems in a businesslike, efficient, and economical manner as rapidly
as possible.

In the on..uinir years and 7-i2-ht up to this date Indian tribes and
people have repeatedly 1-04-114C:4 Cs 1 that their special status be recognized
and inszitutiona;ized in the form of a separate Indian Department or
independent agency. The National Congress of American Indians. the
National Tribal Chairmen's Association. the Affiliated Tribes of the
Northwest Indians and other intertribal groups have all adopted
resolutions requestin,--. as separate department- or agency.

By 1074. the National Con,-Fress of American Indians unanimously
endorsed a position paper and "Proposal for Readjustment of Indian
Affairs"" which recommended "the establishment of independent
Federal governmental machinery ro replace the Bureau of Indian
Affairs". Contained in the "American Indian Declaration of 5 -)ver-
eip-nty" which is attached to the NCAI proposal in this urging

Estahli.-:h a single. independent. fedora; 2:elven:mental instrumentlity With
concurrence of tbe majority of the recognized aboriginal American Indian tribes
and nations. in order to implement and guarantee the tr,-aty responsibilities and
trust obligations of the United States of America uncle.: Article Six of the Con-
stitution of said nation.'

The National Tril al Chairmen's Association took a similar position
in support of a separate Indian ne-ency in the sunmier of 1975.7°

_Since these formal organational statements were publicly an-
nounced. Indian tribes and other or7anizations have announced their

"rFlfrr-ettr!,` tribes represent-In= 1441.394 persons snplwIrtIn= the h!11 hI1*-- 13 tribes
rere-zenttn= per-zonA reottstriri= more stole for eonsitterntion opp..,!o= It.

IP` r*!To' Dl1:1r:ttlioa 01 Iod!an Parp.,se. Jane lo-1:1. 1961
(Anoe-ndllet14)-

":ThIrL. p. 45_
vra convention. gnn or-f. 21.1 fo7-1.
"Thie!.. De"-Inrnt.Inn of Szoyer(.t.1.-,ntr, pnrt C-
ID San Anton:.: News, September 1977,.
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support for various forms of a new structure of the DTA as a separate
agency. Common among these various proposals is the separation of
Indian affairs from the Departme.ut of the Interior. Simi lary. support
for separation has been conditioned on full participation Of Indian
22 at ions and tribes in the planniner and development of the iiew agency.

In testimony preented to tit .. Anlorican In: lin n Poi Revievs.
Commission on behalf of the Creek Nation, the following was
recommended:

Indian affairs nre net solely a judii.21 nor a legislative duty of the
;..overnment. nor are they an exlusiveiy Executive duty. On the other hand,
Indian affairs are constituted by governmental duties whi(-h are simultaneously
quasi-executive. quasi-leg-isiative. and cpmsi-judicial. There is only tit. form of
governmental ontranization of powers which embodies these three types of power
sininit:mkousIy : i 7-1 dependent comnlissions and agencies. "

Therefore. I strongly recommend *hat Indian affairs he assir'nd to an in-
dependent et.rnmi::sitms. I illy t his :1s5ig-IkIIH Vder:ii power xviI1 alleviate.
the ;rk-snt confuslion of Indian affairs with tier' Execut lye

"What may have been a negotiated p :ieal consideration prior and
followinfr t he Revolution has lieozne a dsirahle admini.--.rative and
pro...Tani alternative in..the lost 17 years. It is also motivate . by Indian
t rihes desirinfr less Federal administration and a more dir,r muethiod
of ,eivir, appropriations for tribal projeis as NVell as a wish for

f from a eon mu !if fra rt ional k(;:lnig-t of intork-st.
Fo,ivrai funds could hr eonsol Ida td and provided more .1i reetiv

trills a reduced ad i ist ra: ive cost a .....sessi d by various Fe( leral

Some of the principnl e:isons for :he estaiflisle.lent of a separate
department or independent agonry are:

reanirm the separate and status by providinfr a.
Dopart rijent. 1.-hi(11 effecti v aditiinister rho t rzt:4r.

1%. intprt ,vo t ho ti) Tn(lian
To coordinnte pro,pn !II:4 !(r effect 1)\- delereating

tluir re-1)tnsihility to one deparinwut.
To remove conilif-! iatre,t consolidal Il" the

authorities of the United States into ono prime Tut- the
t rust en.

To provide a more di reet Tnfli:Zn t
To permit Milian r nihes 1: til )IA prE'lli/1:'-EVC' planniner to

pant iiipoto in a 1):HItet systorn (noura:ros trihril participa-
tion and priorities.

"170 permit. C.,--)n-roF,s: and f,x-eontive bran,-11 to effectively
monitor and. (-vain:Ito Indian ad:nini.,-rration and prorrrains.

S z _yr r: DEr xrrrNrr...\--r

1)e-t- atiswer to many prolilo711-4 in Tnflinn administration appears
to he to create a sopa rate Tndian 1.01):1 or nyr[710y with oversi,erht
and jurisdiction and full le.sris:::tive powers under a standing or
select committee Trulian affairs. (the separate Tridian- Depart-
ment) would he .7-11-(7 d ?)v roteovin, the Bureau of Indian
Affairs from the Department of t In; .rior and subserviently having

"1-1-raenn Mnoro and Rohprt Trapp- Crc-ok Nation. Arrnc hoaria;.-.-.. May c 9. 19Th. nsns-i-br.
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that agency-Which would administer the majority of Federal program
dollars appropriated for Indians.

It should be emphasized that in transition the BIA would have to
be streamlined and the Secretary of the Interior would helve to assume
the responsibility of planning the change. For the benefit of those who
are BIA enemies, it must be pointed out that there is no other way to
effeclively- transfer responsibilities to an independent Department or
agency without the Bureau of Indian Affairs providing the, base and
core of the new "super" agency. The only other method to initiate the
administration of a separate agency would be to run a parallel De-
part ment to the MA. which would duplicate administrat ion. That toes
not appear to be feasible and Congress would probably be disinclined.
to duplicate appropriations for the san - purpose.

The role of the Interior Department in the transition period prior
to the enactment of legislation creating such a department or agency
would be to prepare itself at the direction of the Secretar-v of the
Interior and proposed -Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs to ac-complish administratively many of the actions necessary to make it
independent. Without regard to the establishment: of a ;eparate
Department a complete inhouse overhaul of Ind hin Affairs is badly
noecled to provide an efficient delivery of budget and services, well
as to administratively remove departmental conflict of interest. For in-
stance. the Commissioner of Indian Affairs should be frivi.n Assistant
Secretary status and the Associate Solicitor of Indian Affairs should be
established as the ( ,eneral Counsel of t he MA.

The independent department or agency would he empowered to di-
rectly administer or coordinate all the activities and responsibilities of
the executive branch related to Indian tribes. and thIr members. This
new department. in fe-elition to coordination would I the principal
administrator of a tribal budget system Nvhieh would be consolidated
in a manner which would advise Con7-ress of the total needs. priorities,
planned projects and proposed budgets for all Federal prgorams----pro-
e-rams possibly not administered by this department or agency would
still be affected by its budgetary requirements and priorities. The legis-
lation establishin.-, this department or agency would contain certain
elements as follows :

a. Provisions for tribal and organizational freedom.
b. A legal department operatingn!,- independently of the Justice

Depart mr.nt.
e. An Indian career service. independent of the civil service

organization.
d. A program and budgeting system possibly indenenclent of the

Office -If Management and T3 n1 -ref_ -
e. A. decentralized program and budget development process,

eliminatine- the nresent three-tiered organization.
f. Provisions for assuring maximum km-al control.
g_ Provisions for delivery funds, assistance and programs

directly.
h. A substantial decrease in ar- Iministretive cost.

Additional program funds available for tribes.
A separate agency would consolidate programs from Federal de-

partments which are a part of a separately established Indian service
structure which exists because of the unique status of Indian tribes.



These programs were once almost solely within the Bureau of Indian.
Affairs and the Department of the Interior, but since the separation of
Iridinn Health Service and establislinient of the Office of Indian Edu-
eatioa in HEW, acitnir." -+ ration has become complicated if not
nonexistent.The programs which might properly belong- s.. a separate Indian
stricture are listed. by agency and department as follows:

Prim' con.vidcrat eon
Agency nr ofce Department

Bureau of Theltan Affairs Interior.
Associate Solicitor for Indian Affairs Do.
Portions; of Lands Division_ Justice.

11ealth Service DEW.
Office of Indian Education

Secondary co,tiideration
Office of Native American Programs HEW.
Indian lesk-of economic development administration Commerce.
Indian desk Agriculture.

is 11:)t a t(,:al list. The feasibility of which functons and offices
should be transferred and whether bv le,isIation or Executive order
would have to be examined by the executiv- branch and Congress
jointly with the Secretary of the Interior in the lead role_

INTERIc Dr.P.t3:1-NrENT Tr.A.N-sITioN

Until such time as a now depart: tent or independent ageney is
created. the Department of the Interior should consider administra-
tivelv accomplishine- certain tasks directly under the supervision of
the :Secretary or his cieler-ate. While a proposed Assistant Secretary
should provide the leadership, the interior Department shoulc riot
make the-mistake of rel_yin.e- on the MA. to supervise its own manage-
merit reforms,. The alternative pro? csecl is as follows:

1. Institute chantreS IlerOSSarV to carry out the recommenda-
tions of the BIA -Alana.e-ernent 1:eview conducted b-v the AIP/IC,
and endorsed in this report.

?..Administratively upe-7-e(le the Commissioner of Indian Af-
fairs to an Assistant Soc:-tary for Indian. Affairs within the
Department of the Interior.

a BTA bud evr system which adequately expresses In-
dian needs and -which provides for preparation of long -range
plans by the tribes_ Snell a. Syste7 be separately accounted
for widlin Interior Dr,partment a delegate from the Office of
the Assistant 4ecreta I-N.- in charm. of Pr-oe.ram Policy and Budget.

Administratively- remove the Associate Solicitor's Office of
irndian intiri, from the Interior Solicitor's Office and -reate
etThe of the Cleneral Counsel in the Bureau of Indian Affairs_

tltr tl tree-tiered mana,e-el.ient structure of the Bureau
of Indian .:kffairs havine- its 90 ageneies reportin.r, and ne-
-rotiatin7 direet-13.- with the 'Washington. D.C., office. The practice
of having MA_ area ofri--,-s supervising and administering over
an aver:1,re of 9 ne-enry offices needs to be evaluated along with
their purposes and objectives.
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6. Require the Bureau of Indian Affairs to prepare an annual
report which will consist of a report on pr.3g,rams, appropriate
data, program evaluation results, and fisca i accounting reports.
This report should be made available to Congress, appropriate
levels of the executive branch, as well as the Indian tribes which
the BIA serves.

7. Consider the establishment of a model technical assistance and
administrative support facility in Denver, Colo., which would run
parallel to existing ETA area offices without in# -trfering- with the
daily operations of the field offices of the This office would
provide technical assistance, contract administration, and man-
agement, support to tribes on a project basis. This model technical
assistance center could also serve as a test model for a multi-
agency service facility which could test the operational feasibility
and effectiveness of an independent department or independent
agency.

The personnel could be assigned from other agencies also working
on Indian reservations. Staff could also be assigned through the In-
tergovernmental Personnel Act and funding flexibility could be pro-
vi cd by assigning this facility with the main field conr -acting
functions as well as the responsibility for the Lechnical rtssistar._ ; and
training related to management and contracting. Grants an con-
tracts could be monitored and evaluated from this facility w'r Ai is
very accessible to "Indian Country."

131A NS ITI 0 "IC

The Bureau of Indian Affairs will play a very important role in any
organizational changes in the Executive branch as well as Indian Af-
fairs' ndjustments undertaken by the Seen-, ary of the Interior, within_
the Dcpartment. The new Assistant Secretary will play a lead role
in assessing the feasibility and the degree of change necessary to de-
velop a plan for a separate department or independent agency.

Whether the BIA is removed from the Interior Department or not,
it is still ifn-perative that the Secretary- of the Interior internally pro-
vide for tribal relief from the Department's conflict of interest prob-
lems. Any study should have implementation provisions built into it,
thereby making a fundamental commitment to embark on a process of
chanrinfr the Bureau of Indian Affairs from a management to a serv-
ice agency.. This commitment could spare Indian tribes the time and
expense of a 77th study of the Bureau of Indian Affairs in 27 years.

The Commission recommends a process which would involve the
President's Office, the Office of Management and Budget, and the Sec-
retary of the Interior. The Secretary should serve as the principal
cobra inator in the executive branch_

It is. therefore.. the sense of the Commission that the BIA. can be
more effectively reformed for efficiency by a separate operational plan-
niricr. implementation.. and review unit which would work directly
between the Secretary of the Interior ar -1 the Assistant Secretary of
Indian Affairs.
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In summary. the transition recommendations to Lice InteAor Depa-2t-
ment would be based on three p rex ises :

That. the executive branch will seriously consider submitti t1L2.-
plan for an independent ar-encycz,r departrm.nt of Indian affairs.

'I hart an implemnt!it ion of the manaerement recommendations
ft-4.- the Bureau of Indiqn Affairs is a necessary 'Ir.:it step in a
process for a chan(re.

That the ..7-:.eeretary of Interior consider the est ai)lishment of a
"3.lanar-ernezit-. Improvement Review Office" i'portlin to the Sec-
r..?tary which wIuld provide early assessments for futurt planning
as well as implern:z:ting badly needed improvenzents in the present
riureau operations.

The following steps are 000mmended as an alternative approach
to a transition atdministratif, l'or the Buz -eau of Indian Affairs. All
studies conducted should initiaz.. tion and revie-x.

1. Establish a Managezt. Improvement I:Lview Office
to plan. organize. and supervise the implementation of reconzmen-
dation:4 to improve the Bureau of Indian Affairs. while guaran-
teeing the uninterrupted flow of essential services to the Indian.
people..

2. The process of implementin..- recommendations should pro-
vide for tribal participation Nvithin MA. areas to assure resolution
of specific organizational and procedural problems identified. by
Indian tribes, such activities implemented by a predetermined
schedule.

3. The plan -Aust include a manar-ement information sy-ztem
keyed to the needs of Indian tribes for their use in nntking local
policy and pro.rram decisions, as well as for providing an adequate
statistical data base for national objectives. The materi-ls pro -
vickcl should allow common access to the Federal Govern!!. it and
the Tribal Governments in order to promote deliberations on
equally beneficial terms.

4_ The plan roust include :
(a) A budget system. which. allows tribal programs and

priority needs to reach eon.g-ressional committees in spite of
OMB restrictions or ceilings.

(b) _X personnel system which provides for developin<-, mis-
sion statements, position descriptions. quali teat ions. and a
re4.7ruitment program to encourage qualified Indians to apply.
This could be the first step of instituting a new "IncLian Ca-
reer Service" discussed elsewhere in this report.

(c) An accounting sa,-stem to provide a basis for analysis
between congressional appropriations zxnd'a.ctual fund 11,-,'ar-e,
together with evaluations ast o progress and accoiriplishiiients
toward established tribal goals.

(ci ) A system of publishing current tables of organization,
delegations of authorities, policy and procedural r-uidelines.
and a n rethoEI or keeping tribes up to date an operational
rues and reg-n ions involved in Bureau of Indian Affairs
admi7,;.stration.
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Implementati4 orgatii%ational changes. adminis-tratic.
charl're'i4.. anti certain proCe4Ittal changes requires reevaluation Of
central ohice activities. inludin!T the field extensions of the cen-
trai office: area of activities. includin special multitribal
:.-ehool and special office activities now tinder area offices: and
aTTency offices Nvhere servin,T multitrial activities.. The latter to
determine the need for reducin,T a!Tencivs mere:is--
in.., single or dual a.Tencv otlis 'rive !Treater emphasis on local
decision making,- powers at t t il

ManafTetnenr Improvnlent 1 1:.(- iciv tilee S110111(1

re:" IeW and e0Opt`I'llte t Ile eNeetlt 1 ye branch in planning for
reoTanization of the ext-utive branch as proposed bv the Presi-
dent- 111 order to have an opporl-ur.ii.: ;k: clarify the trust respon-
sibility and to prevent. any intoroled u.iintnded diminishment
of trust relations lietween the Indinr1 people and the Federal
Govfrinnent..

7. The 3.1anagenient.Improvemeni Review Office should review and
cooperate with a :.-4pecial Action (Mice ot. the l'resident if and when
any work k Ii)ne Lc) establish a new department or separate agency
for Indian Affairs. See other sect ion of this chapter rewarding "_ .
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TILE CREATION OP SEPARATE INDIAN COMMITTEE IN CONGRESS

While the administration of Indian affairs in the Congress was not
directly considered when the Review Commissinn was established,
the com-zressiona.1 process is an integral part of Indian affairs. It wasvital, Ilierefote. that the Review Commission consider the issue of
congressional jurisdiction over Indian affairs.

From the early 1S00's until 1046, the Senate and the House had
-vested jurisdiction over Indian affairs through full standinn. ctamniit-
tees. Under the Legislative Reorganization Act of 1946, the commit-
tees on Indian at:P.1.11-s were abolished and the legislative and oversight
jurisdiction over Indian matters was vested in the Committees on
Public Lands in the 1-1,...use and Senate prior tc the termination era.Since that time through the 94th Congress, these committees main-
tained a subcommittee on Indian Affairs. Although several major use-ful pieces of legisla.zion affecting Indians were enacted during the 30-year interval, this subconimittee arrangement has failed to provide anadequate forum for legislating appropriate solutions to problems af-fecting. Indian people.

In the 95th Con mss, the Senate has, under S.J. Res. 4, created a`tinnporary Select Committee on Indian Affairs. This is a step forwardin the Senate's approach to Indian affairs. However, in the 95th Con-gress, the House of IlepreQr-ritatives has taken a step backwards,
by merging the Subcommittee on Indian Affairs into a subcom-mittee which also has jurisdiction over public lands. Under this ar-rangement. the importance of Indian affairs will be further ;dimin-
ished. Furthermore, other portions of Indian affairs byother committees; i.e., Education and Labor Committer tots ertainresponsibility for Indian education ; Indian health is In...idled! by an-other committee and economic development by another. In the Con-gress overall there are more than 10 committees with responsibility
for some Indian activities, with the result that Indian AA:Fairs is treatedin a disjointed, uncoordinated. and haphazard mn-nner- Many of thesecommittees are unable to Indian affairs adequately becausethey usually lack staff traineu in Indian matters. Generally, Congres-sional staff-people are experienced and trained in general administra-tion and do not have the knowledge and experience to deal with theuniqueness of Indian people. These special qualities can only be de-veloped through long e.:\erience in Indian affairs through a per-manent orgra, nization.

Unless Corgress accepts its responsibility to the Indian people 17establishing permanent select committees on Indian affairs in theHouse and the Senate, problems affecting Indian people cannot befully resolved.

A. CongressianaZ Rsponsib Way for Indian Affairs
In 17Si. the Constitution Convention approved the Constitution ofthe United States rnd sent it to Congress for action. Article 1, Section8, Clause 3 of the Constitution provided Congress with the power "toregulate commerce with foreign nations and among the several States
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and 'ti ritd;r//o. //';6. 'N.-- j Eli 11,1 la!--1:-; atiot1:1 The Ft.( It.ral t)tL..; have
since held that the plenary power 1. (.4)114rI.V.'- over Indian Aint-it:-;
derives from its respinsibility reg,771z,:ing commerce Nvith
tribes and frcnn treaty-makin-. As a 4)11.7-4.1tELPICC. Ind in In-; and _Indian
tribes, more than any 4)ther segment. of the American 1)(pulat ion. have
IWVil uniquely affected 1)V ongessLona I act Ion or inai 74)71 in tileir

Iii fulfilling the responsibilities it- in the constitutional doeu-
mnts. the (7ongresss established ad IRA% select. or stand:714r ommit-
tees: as their needs required. The Continental Con,Yress on June 16,
177:). established :1 (o7Iimittee on Indian A trait..., xyllih v.-as harcred
with several duties includin,v- t.iztt of takin., steps * * for seeuring-
and preserving tin friendship of the Indian Nations." In the next
year on April 2C. 1;7(1. the l'or.t Mental Convrress established a Stand-
:Irv, Committee on India!, A Pairs. The early C:-)77,,-esses under rile
Co).--titntion of the 1-y.".'e follov:ell a:similar practice Ina did

L. Stand i t c'e on Itulian A.t airs in the Senate
mad .Tanuary 4. IS4217. 'I'lu Iroase of Representatives established La,
standing- Committee on Indian _ktrairs until 1947 when it was ntade-a
part of the ( "ormnittee on Interior am I Insular Affairs pursuant .to the
Legislative Reorganization of 1

The or'id ;#/if.' St.ft.s of 1,)(77a),...;

Si net. Indians are the only ;Troup of people spec;fially identified in
the Constitution. it. i7.; clear filar a special and unique political relation-
'ship exists 'bet ween the -Indian tripes and th-e Feder71 Government.
To fulfil these historic obligations to the-Indians. the Federal Gov-
ern-Mel-It through treaties amt stat utes_has prorni.zed to serve as trustee
to the Tndian tribes and Tndian people.

As the t 1-11:4Ve... the Federal ( =overnment- ought- to organize itself to
prOl'ie tilf)St SCrViS for pr:Ot0OriOn and enhanC'eMPnt. Furthermore.
t he Federal (if )Vernment as trustee is a, countable for performance at
the hirhest 410)-ree of skill. care and diligence with the "Prime Agent"
and officials 11(141 personally resp:Insilile for any breach thereof.

The es-)n(rress its,-.1f is the most essential part of the Federal side of
Federal-Tndian relat ionship, T r:1\:;.ntr recotrnized and ratified

Th(lia tre:ities, established con-t it ut.fmal relations. 4-11ZICtOd StIhrSe-
i 1111'1)r laws re.r.;7.rdit7r -177411 :ins. Congress is responsiMe for maintain-
i t polices and practices so "reated.

A. committee thro-77!rh which tne Conn-ress can provide oversight and
eonsider new plans. new schedules. and fundin:rr n+-eds is essential.

I)nring the 19th century. Indian Affairs played a major role in the
tra irs of t he Vnited States. Tudian issues have decreased in im-

portance. but the T1 it illenoss of Indian tribes in their relationship with.
the T-nited States remai 71S. The special trust responsibility for Tndian
_tribs and their resources has not boon diminis-hed and should be

knowlcd.-red by the Congrtss throurrh the creation of permanent
standinp- committees on Indian tTairs in. both Houses.

('optUrt of .T.)1,-r. Rt 3/,ri)iffieri:ent of infb-an Affr-thw
The jurisdictional basis of the Tnterior Committees into which

Indian affairs has been zner,red since 1946 has given rise to severe



conflicts of interest. The responsibility of the Interior Committee to
legislate in areas of public, lands _national gparks., minim;; and water
and power resources has often Lieeisixin conflict -with Indian trust in-
terests. So long as Congress fails to vest jurisdiction over Indian
matters in cases of conflicts of -interest. Indian interests will suffer.

D. Congressional Con. e.de-ratiO2o, of Indian I.ssue.c Revares cr.rerma-
Tient Select .Cornlizittee an Indian Affairs

The com-plexity and yolume- of Indian law and. the many problems
_affecti_7g the Iictlian people call for _a permanent standing committee
on Indian Affairs.

Among the eojnpleNities which will face Congress in the coming
will be the resolution of Indian claims for land taken by States

arid- others in violation of the Indian Trade and Intet-course Oct of the
late 1700's and the early 1S00's. Most widely known are the Pas.sama-_-
quoddy and Penobscot. Indian claims in Maine and Massachusetts.
Similarly., the Catawbas-,have such a claim in South Cardlina. More- ;

over.the Crow Indians may- have claims for the return of large areas
of land- acquired in -violation of their Allotment Act. The research to
identify a reasoned and principled legislative approach to such situa-

--tions is extensive. The interests and responsibilities of disparate
groups must, be considered in sensitive negotiations, which mutt resolve
these clain'is. Congress can expect to confront many of these situations
and a permanent Indian affairs committee adequately staffed_is neces-
sary to ensure continuous principled and appropriate legislation.

Many of the statutes in title. 25 of the United StateS Code are obso-
lete, in conflict With later legislation. are in. conflict with Federal

d.upliCative and lack clarity of regislative intent._ These laws
.are not organized in a logical or ;practical format and must be re-
viewed, consolidated, and codified.

The last title of the 1Triited 'States Code to be revised and codified
into positive faw was title 5 (G'overriment Organization and Em-
ployees). Thi4 revision and codification process took more than 8 years
with an initial staff of 29 people. and which had the active. support.

_of the executive agencies. The resolution of Indian questions
cannot be resolved without a fully staffed Indian committee... .

I Besides the land title cases and revision of title 2-5, it is incumbent
upon. Congress to-act on other Indian-related legislation. In the j-jast

small '='staff of the Indian Affairs: Subcommittee leas been a.bie..to
prepare reports and d-ras ft legislation on only .a very small fractiOn..
of proposed Indian lenrislation.the oversight responsibilities placed upon Congress on:
Indian affairs_ are particularly important and time-coAsurning to the
nature of Indian 13-ureancracy. Because Indian tribes and-Indian \
people are scattered throughout. the NtItion no political pressure lob-
bying processes are available. More and more, it appears that eon-.
crreQ.sional delegations from - States with significant. Indian popula-
tions are cat-el-inn- to those constituents with the greatest political vot-
ing poWer.. Where'-those interests conflict: with Indian interests, the .

Members of Congress are reluctant to opeilly and vigorously suppoi-t-
thz legal status and _promote protection.- preseryation and enhance -
ment of Indian assets. Indian issues are national obligations and. can--
not- be resolved_ through a local or regional view._ COnsequently,



carefully documented investigation and oversight activities are neces-
sary; and can only be accomplished with consistency by a_perma.ndrit
Indian. cornrmittee. -

R.Ecorarerr-o2k' ONS FOR 1-7"EDIEUZELL A.DSturxisTRATiON

rx.ronur.rrr or TRIBES FOR FEDERAL PROGRAMS
The Conamistsioin trecoiiimends that

_Congress enact affirmative legislation to reaffirm and guarantee the
permanence and viability_ of tribal governments within the Federal
system-

Congress clarify the eligibility of tribal governments as.prime sponz,-
sors for Federal domestic airistance -programs and other programS:
delegated to State.and local governments.

Cop' .gfess enact legislation establishing tribal governments as equal
to State governments' in Federal domestic assistance programs. This
shoilcl. include -amendment of all enabling legislation, program' acts,
and administrative regulations. which require. tribal governments to
comp under State jurisdiction.
./ACongress amend the Intei.governmental Cooperation Act to ificlude-

\tlibal crovernments, and enact the Federal PrOgram,Information Act
../(S- 3281) to include Indian tribes.

Congress appropriate such funds as are necessary to silo* the -prep
aration of _operations and procedure manuals to be used by'tribal
ernments in their, administration of tribal government affairs.
manuals would include operation models- presenting -alternative sys-
ternS of financial,mana,gement, accounting, personnel policies, and pro-

. cedares, manag,ement information and organization structure.
- Cwagress enact Senate Bill S. 2175Public Participation in Gov.

ernment Proceedings -it ct of 1976.
zsm luar.asiiimrE_--ca. OF r2.:51AIN CAREER SERVICE,

1%8 Commissicm.recomartencis that :
The executive branch establish an Indian Career Service consistent

with statutory provisions and should be charged with the reponsibility
of cittvelopiiv= Weemployment standards as required by section 12 of
the Indian Reorganization Act of 1934:":
- The executive branch propose a plan_ to implement the provisions of
section -12 of the Indian Reorganization Actof 1934 by estab
standards for the hiring of Indians apart from the requirements o
civil lei-vice laws in the Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Indian
Health. Service_

Congress amend section 12 of the Indian Rtiganization. Act of 1934
to make the Indian _preference provisions erplicabie to all Federal
agencies adniinistering- .procrrams specifically directed to Indian
affairs.

CONTRACTICSTG PREFERENCE AND TECIrNICAL ASSISTANCE

The Comfindssion recornanznds
The executive branch coordinate efforts to provide for the direCt

administration of contract fundkby the Indian people.
12 A eumplete analysis with findings relai..:1 to Indian preference laws la V.

- :tattled- in the Task Force Number Nine final report, L, pp. 106-110.

2
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The executive 1,ranch direct the implementation of section 7(b)

of the Indian Self-Determination and EduCatio-n AssistanCe Act, (25
'MSC. 450e (b sapp. -1976) to direct its applicability to all Federal
agencies; er to direct the .Getteral Services Administration to
amend Federal procurement regulations to:

Clatif3rt e scope and intent of section I" (b)
Emphasize that contradicting.orders cannot.modify a congres-

sional act.
Clarify that title VII, section 7Q3(i)CaT the 1964 Civil Bights

Act provides forvermissible preferences. .

Provide standard Indian preference languagebe included.
The executive branch direct that the Office of Federal Contract Com-

-'-pliance OMB offer a statement in support of the amended
Federal procurement regulations.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs compile and maintain a permanent
list-of qualified Indian on b-actors ; such a ihrt to be maintained: stand-

: ards being Trmiritainei; such lists to be available to all Federal
agencies.

The executive branch coordinate and consolidate all technical assist--
ance efforts into a single agency.

The executive branch establish a national professional and technical
Indian skills ba.nk administered by Indians.

The executive branch should direct and coordinate all agencies to
establish a model National Indian Technical A ssi-t-r",e Centercon-
solidadng perSonnel with technical assistance contracts-,
Such consolidation to run paraller to existing BTA. se:rt--.;.ca units to test
-the feasibility of-an indep2ndent agency service 'center.

1.07TC-RA2CGE EarEctrfavz Br_onGAL=Aric2i- or nsTD.r.A1Nr .ADMIIINT/STR21.7101C

?Flee Commission reccmnwnd thou
The President submit to Congress a reorganization plan creating a:

Department of Indian Affairs or independent agency to be comprised
of appropriate functions now mainly adriiiiiistered by the Bureau of
Indian-Affairs, Indian Health Service, and agencies witiiin the Interior
and Justice Departments. Rights protection be cones, -:'-1. dated as set forth
in cha.pter_4 of this repo_rt.r-4

The plan.. for a transfer of -appropriate program . .--.d functions to .
the new agency include a review of thoge- programs identified in part
m of-this chapter. In the interim, the .Presrdent establish a tempo- ---
rary Special ..acdtion office -witAiin. the White House which would be
charged with responsibility forpreparing a plan for the Prebl.clent..-

The President designate the Secretary of the Interior and the Sec-
retary of Health, Education, and -Welfare to implement and coordi-
nate efforts to,evaluate and plan the transfer of. various agencies
the event of the establishment,of a department or of an independent

authorizes a. management study of the Indian Health Serv-
. ice to a conducted utilizing experts from the public and private sec:-
to and representatives .:from the Indian- community.

age c3r-

A leglikanalyes of the mandates of Indian contracting under 7(b). is contained in the
final repo f Task Force Number Nine in Vi. 2 :C.74 The authority' of the President to reorganize the executive branch (see chapter-9. title5. :I:LS-C.) doerrnot include the creation of. a. new cabinet- or executive department, the
President submit to Congress a. reorganization plan.

20
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The President submit to Congress an appropriate plan for the r9:-
moval of all Indian education programs from iie Office of -Educa-
tion, in the-Department of HenitivrEducation. and Welfare and the
Ru.reau of Indian Affairs to a consolidated independent i ;id inn agency.
Such Executive action would establish:

Stron.-rer lines of communication between tribes and the source
of educlational funding:

An administratil=e structurse that. would support the develop -'
ment confral:

Direct targeting of moneys and services to tribal commnnities:
A. reliable data bast__ such that effectiveness of fund utilization-

Can be mouitored:
Pror-rams that permit individualization of services to meet the

unique needs of each project: and .

Direct rather than coincidental aid for educational problems._
4-

S HORT-TZAN'GE F. X' ECU-FIVE raz.N:,..-c-H 1.-noros.v.,s

The Commissian, recommends' that: .

The Secretary of the Interior implement an action plan for the
modernization of the 'Bureau of Indian Affairs in order to change
it from a management to a service.aency. Such a plan give maximum
consideration to the Commission s -BIA _Management Study'' pro-.
nosals. Generally these are:

A new organizational structure be established to transfer au-
thority and responsibility to the local level. Particularly the
present area offices be di vested of their line 'authority and be
established as serf ice- centers.

The establishment of a planning and budget system which-will
stimulate Indian tribal participation and place more emphaSis
on _tribal project priorities in the congressional appropriation-
process. Tribes should participate in the budget prec-ess dit:ectly
with the Commissioner or Assistant Secretary of Indian Affairs
and Con,.--4--ess to the greateSt degree pt5ssib1e. -

The establishment of a _program to improve the communica-
tions and management information system throughout the BIA
and contract for access to an automatic data processing system.
which will also be made available to tribal computer terminalS-

The reorrraniiation of the personnel system to impro--e BIA
effectiveness while continuing to train. hire, and ubgradeandiansw--

- The executive branch direct tie Secretary of the Interior to corn-
pile an appropriate manual of 6perations which will define and publish
mrnimurzi and standard threshold trust protections in Management,
_procedures, accounting, monitoring, evaluation, and reporting :which
should be provided as a standard for all Departments and their field
offices as well as for Indian tribes...

-

Q
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The Secretory of the Interior, under existing authority, und.eitake
the amendment of the rules of procedure of the-Departtnent of the In--
-terio-r (43 C.F.R. subtitle (a), 1975) pursuant to sec. 4(d) of the Ad=z

ve P'rocecWes Act (5- U.S.C. 553,(e) and 43'C.F.R. 14.1) to
prOvide compensation for certain participants in the -.rulema.king
and adjudicatory proceedings conducted by the Department of the In-
terior.7iiicluding public informal hearings conducted in rulemaking
ProcE.Idures. ...-

The Secretary of the Interior direct that the Commissioner o-f
clian Affairs be given Assistant Secretary status. This can be accom-
plished.adMinistratively. but may require other supporting legislation.

The Secrefa.ry of the Interior rernove the Associate Solicitor's -Of-
_ fice of Indian Affairs from. the Interior Solicitor's Office arid create
an-Office of the General Counsel in the Bureau of Indian Affairs.

The secretary_ of the Intekior'esta,blish a separate office of Indian
program development and buai-get, as well as a.separate office of policy
"analysis for Indian -frairs under the Assistant Secretary, Program
Development and Budget. .

. The Deputy Under Secretary for Indian Affairs become an inte-
grallpart of an implementation team and direct Secretarial in-house
administrative action.

The Secretary- of the Interiar direct -the Bureau of Indian Affairs
to -establish a -auly elected Board of Reg-ents to be,,recocrnized las a
unit representing tribes and-tribal opinion to contract for and ad-
minister' post - secondary schools.

The Secretary of the Interior dir_Ect the Bureau of Indian Affairs
to establish that a duly elected BollEd of Regents representing each
tribe be recognized as a.-unit- representing tribes and tribal opinions
to contract for and administer those multitribal elementary and sec-
ondary schools.

le es

C,±1±-4.1:1710N OF CON-GrZESSION'Ar. CO3II311"1"

The Con-rtraission. reccrimmends.tha2.-
- _P-

Congress establish.peyrnanenlastanciing or special select-committees
for Indian Affairs in. each House or place all jurisdiction, oversight,
and legislative authority in one joint select _committee:

A
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all&PTER SEVEN .

THE ECONOMICS OF INDIAN COTTNTIrw

Tie first and most basic step f_or developthent is to set development goals-which
- reflect the long-term interests of all tribal members. Once these goals are estab-

Itshed, tribes can then evaluate their possible. strategies and tactics. There, is anessential theme which. will carry--tribes through .1.31 aspects of the development
process. Tribes must reclaim control over their resources---land, water, minerals,
timber, fisheries, etc., and they must be resT5onsible for all decisions as to their- use and development. For a tribe whose goal is self-determination, every pro-
gram should be evaluated for its impact on the tribe's ability to establish a
meaningful development process.
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CHAPTER SEVEN .

THE ECONOMICS OF INDIAN COUNTRY
OVERN12.IN

--Indian people have had to relinquish their lands and resources, giv-
ing way_to the white manrs needs. In 18S7, there were almost 2 bilnon'a Indianof land under Inda n use. By7 1924, this total had shrunk to .3.50-million acres; by 1975 to 50 million acres. Thi.5, process was most
dramatic during the early history of this country. But economic and
social deprivation still continued. Too often, Indian timber, minerals,water, rich agriculture a.rd grazing lands, are exploited through leases
whose return is gr9F.-3Iy unfair.

The administration of Federal programs and the execution of the
_responsibility of the U.S_ Government should be direete.d toward

establiklung or recoils-abating viable econonilips.. I.r.stealcl. a relationship-
of dependency has Beat allowed- to grow- between 'Indian people r_nd.
the United States -Governinent.- A look at the-..-Hederal Indian budget
demonstrates that the primary condition being fostered continues to-
be one of dependency.

Sixty percent of the IndiaR budget is committed to providing'social-lieLtare services, which are ,4-renely available to all other Amexican..4
as well. Yet, only 9.5 r.ercent of the budget is used for the execution
of the trust responsibility of the United States to protect the re-
maining natural resources -of- Indians and further development of -Indian country.'

. The development task is a difficult one. For the most part, Indian
reservations suffer from all -the' by.arptoms -Elf.- extreme
poverty in America although some tribes have begun slowly -to reverse
that existing- condition by demonstrating that carefully planned. proj-
octs can result in success and productivity, These accomplishments
are truly significant when it is understood that the tribes have not had
autonomous control over decisions With respect to.resource allocation
and reinvestment of returns on original investments. They have taken
the initiative in insuring that-their7.1ands be utilized in such s Manner
that returns from production flow to the tribe rather than eiseivhere;
that prudent investments in industrial -development are encouraged
-within. their territories and that a relath-ely stable and efficient Indian
labor foice be established. But this is not the case for the large majority

-of tribe's. In fact, indicators show that dependency, not productivity,
cOntinues- to rise. .HowQ-zer the gains pointed out in- some areas are
mentioned to -illustrate- that under certaj conditions tribal govern-
ments -can establish improvements in economic productivity even in
the face of complex, adverse editions.

117.3. Dept. of the interior budget justilications, Bureau of Indian -Affairs, fiscal yeaz-
297"8.
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. Even casual observers have been startled- by the stark contras; in
economic conditions between -reservation lands and adjoining_hon-
.reservation `lands and communities. There- has been an obvious rick
of me iii ii development of tribal lands while one can observ6 pros-.
pering _commit' just beyond. reservation borders. To simply re-
cord the income, gaps and then stirzn-est that existing national ixicom©
redistribution (poverty) programs.. will' provide the necessary soli-
tions toward reversing reservation economic dependency is the tradi-
tional but plainly inadequate response.

CAUSATIVE FACTORS OF DEPE.NDENCI."

Before one can ber-in.tO formulate: revitalization pfrilis. it is necessary
to come to 5.-rips with fundamental historical and zulsative" factors
which resulted in the creation of a dependency environment. Over the
years, rather than .encouragings- tribes to initiate tribal production
aotivities, the. Federal Government has incretseZ-1 dependency by en-
couraging the destruction of the tribal social fabric. In response.. to
antitrib41 administratiye,-actions.:--tribal members developed ingenious
ways to presern.-e tribal culeu-re under difficult conditions, a situation
Which still exist g'in Indian country.

As an example, in a report tcf eongtess by the General Aiecounting
Of cc (GAO) in -diseuin,f.-4- the Grass Treservation Product (GRP)-
of on© tribe. it NN:q.s.; noted that even though the, G RP bad- increased by
SO- nerccrit from in 1)(S million in 1fiT2 the beilic
of the, increase was in Government expenditure. Government expendi-
tures inereaed froIn 34 percent of the c---r-RP in 10(S to 50 percent in
191::"2. silo-wino- an increase in tlependeney. The pkr caJpita mr:netary in-?"
come to trib;71 inembers increased by 05 nercent from SS35 in 19i1S. to

-$13S0, in 1972: This shows an important percentage increase. How-
ever.. it is a percentage figure based Oil a minimal income. base and does
not represent any.significant increased income. A breakdown of tribal

.per c_.111.i.,1-.a income follows.:

1953

Amount Percent AmounT Percent

Income horn wages and salaries $617 10 73 Si,t53 77

Education scholarships and vocational training___ 2 23 2

Veterans and social 7.7e-urity benefits
4s 6 59 5 -.

Weitare and unemployment payments 160 19 725- 16

S35 100 . 1,3g0 100

It is important to note that while there were increased- expenditures.
in education scholarps and vocational training, the effort in this
area remained constat 2 pereent.3 It must be noted th-at there -eras
a decrease in percent spent on welfare and unemployment payments.
These 7-I cares are encouraging. If additional opportunities for train-.
inn- and education in the economies such as business management and
natural resources were available. Indian tribes would have an in-
creased'capacit-v for developing a self-sufficient economy.

5u-s. CociarttOiler Gene.rat report to the Cori=rects. 13Ztter Overall Planning ',Ceeded To
Invorove the Standard of Livin,- of White Mountain Apaches of Arizona, Washington,
1D.C. : GAO, Aug'. 12, 1975, p. 34.
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Although absolute preductivity on reservation has increased, the
4bulk of transfers.have resulted in a reduction of relative productivity.
is ,Irelatien to total income in Indian communities. In other -:Fords,
the rate of increase in expenditures by the 'Crated States has c. 'ceded
the rate of increase in reservation productivity: This situati might '-
have been averted if the Federal policy would have permit ed a

otherof investment capital to reservations via development ba s or other
intermediaries: Unfortunately, the fact is that on some o the largest
reservations- productive income g nerated by the tribe o its members
only makes up 10 percent of the total distributed. income. The con-
tintn..tion of policies which lead- to such'conditions dob*.not lend itself
to ilk-vestment opportunities.

- I1DI.' :sZ coNamor. -.NEcEss_xrzY Ton r.coNoric
-

. Indian people can regain their historic economic s lf-suflIcieney only
- if they reran control over their natural resourc and begin to de -'
velop these resource -themselves. The followinr.. ection. first discusses
vhat. Congress must do to return to Indian peoiste control of theifrown
resources- -Second. it examines the action Congress must tie to sup-
port Indianpedple in their struirgle -Co develop their resources by and
for themselves. Self - reliance is not possible without an,initial commit.. -.
Ment of Federal assistance_ Tliis'noeans' using :Federal assistance to
accomplish gals set by Indian peo1Sle.

-We must: view the issues of economic development as critical to
other 'issues that Contrress is attempting to resolveparticularly issues
relating to Indian self-cretermination. Implicit in the..p-olic37-of Indian
self-ctetermiiiation is assistance to the tribes for the purpose of- reduc,

___ing.their dependence on the Federal Goveimment.
To -develop.. Indian people mist move away from the dependency _

relationship.. The c_onsensus of Indian opinion is that self-sufficiency
is the plima,ry (-roar- of dev,elopment. If self-sufficiency is the cr.
self-relianee 1r-sr the only possible means. Self-reliance will no nean.
sccrn-ii1;y, all. Federal assistanee. It. does require'elective an vise
of that assistance. Self - reliance means determininler a tri _Indian de-
velopment process. using Indian labor. Indian rE.4sol es, and Indian.
crentiVitv.Thc first and most basic step for clevelopm is to set development
goals which reflect the long-term interests all -9'riha1 members. Once
these! goals are established. tribes can t evaluate their possible strat-
ec.-ies' and _tactics. There is an else ml theme whicli will carry tribes-
through all aspects of the cle-5,;:c--'Mipment process_ Tibes must reclaim
control over their rescxurc,es---"land. water. minerals. timber. fisheries.
etc.. and they must be -possible for all decisions as to-the use and
clevelopment;_For - vibe whose coal is self-Ydetkr.mination very pro-
gram should be -aluated for its impact on the'trib&s a itY to estab-
-lis_h-ii mean- cful development process.. ;

A I I t. 1--r_prnAr.

The poli y chancres discussed above st be viewed as
The Feder. l role must be to provide, favorable climate fbr economic'
development-. This policy must expressed thrpuf...rh drastically

N
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creased appropriations. for capitalization of necessary, community
facilities, enterpr-Je development projects,. and other essential com-
munity support system, and by alternative means for acquirine capital
resources. 1.*:ew Indian financing .rn6chanisms (e-cr., development
'bunks) and investment procedures must be established and devttrop-
ment of basic skills and technologies must be fostered.

'his chapter will ex/al-fine the structure of differing tribal,econo-
flues and thq us© of their reservation resources. The arkv.lysis contained
herein is based on Indian comments from, across the county and. it
is believed, reflects faithfully the opinions and. desires of Indian
people. ,
NATURAL RESOURCES PSOTECTION AND REcOVF.RY

LA,:
..- .-Theoverwhelmin.g Conviction of I_ 77.-.n. people is. that an'q_c-lecluate7

tribal land base iseessentia-I. Their economie'secUrity and deveNpment
of-tribal economies dependon it:, the Very suri.'ival of Indian cultures
and th permanency of Inclrati ttibes as governmental units `depend
on ie. Recognition of this-basic fact was the -reason The Fedi-ral.. Gov-
ernment estOlishecl Indian teservations in the lSth and 19th c

t p-
turies.

The allotment: in the ISSN Dawes Act re tee a
complete reversal by the -U.S. Government. Tape- clear inten the -**4
allotment, policy was to, break up the triXoes' communal -lan\cl 'base in
order to force the -assimilation of IndM." n people into non -Ind inn
society. The result is.the bizarre land ownership patterns existent on
many reservations which make it. yirtuallv- impossible for those- tribes
to engage in .meaningful economic development. The importance of
land to the Itqclian was recognized again in -Hate i0 30's when th6 Indian

--,Reorganization Act of 19U- (IRA) was enacted by. Con,r.3-.ress, But .
Indians were again subjected to a 'radical shift in Federal poii
*hen, hi-the 1950's. a Feral tefmination polic'T are ailed and overk;
'million acres o-fland-passed from Indian ownership. . -

OP-

This. ambivalence of the UnitecrStates"Gaveinment haS taken a very
heavy toll years.

TTSTOTZY OF TN MA LOSS

In '1875. vears after Congress had ended form4-1.. treatymaking
with Indian tribes. the total Indian reservation_ land has stood ?.t .
approximate:y 1G million acres. or about 12 percent of the land in:
the contine-nt:, TTnited States.

By 'SST: passage of thq- f;cneral Allofruent Act.' further
cessions of lanc.s.ha_d occurred pursuant to agreements urged by The

States and Indian lanclholdin-p-s diminished to-less than 1:17
acres. But, the .next 4., years were even more disastrous for the -

Indian. Tremendous political prcF---r-irr in the. West-for the-opening
up f more: nel to homes,teadincir. the Involuntary allotment of tribal

Int-limas- and the sale to non- Indians of ":---urplus
- fry -...ire-ser-Vatiors resulted in the Indian_land base being reduced

to approximf-.-ely 52 million acres by 1.93-1. close to what it is todar-..
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:The gtory of this loss of land has been documented previously by /many authors and Gove,rnment- reports,' and is discussed in detail .
earlier-in this rt. Thus, it is not necessary to reexamine indepth .:
this' historical movefnent, In order to understanzt the Indians' caution
with r.espect.to Government policy, however, a brief lodk is helpful:

Under the General Allotment Act of 1887, P.1. reservations- 'were.
gllotted a.fid. of4hos 44 were opened to homestend entry under public
land laws. Approximately 3..million n.eres of Indian lana wcre.4ceded."
'outright to the Government with the proceeds distributed in per capita-
payments or. -agency- funds. Another 22. ,,zillion acres of so-called
surplau§- tribal lands existed after allotments were made and'rese.rva-. .r
tions- opened for settlement by non-Indians.3 e .. ,

Of the tribal lands allotted to individual Indians, ri,trust period of
25 -years Was placed on the land with restrictions upon State tax-ation
ana on the owner's right to sell his or her land without the Govern-
ment's consent-After 25 years, alifee patent NV01.11d be issued removingr
All restrictions and protections. 1.s a result of issuance of fee patents, 23
million acres were-sold out of Indian hands, between 1SST and 1934.°
often to`pa-_,T debts or provide immediate income for poverty-stricken _

families; an additional 3.7 million noires were solclby special /30r-
. mission, By 1934.. r. percent of the allotted land converted to 'fee -

pateliits remained in -Indian ownership.?Prirrtnrily, in recognition of the failure of the allotment polic:4.,
Co'ngire' !As. in 1934, enacted the Indian Reorganization Act (IRA),
which was alined at tribal economic rehabilitation. TahatCAct halted -
further. -allotinents. extended indefinitely the trust status of those
allotted binds_ not granted a fee.patent, and restricted-their con-
veyance to tribes -and other Indians ..4 The IRA also authorized the

. Se:CretarY of Interior to "acquire through puichase., relinquishment, .

'.ft. exclaiige; or assignment," any interest in lands. water 'fights or_
surface--rights tit lands. within ,or without existing reservations * * *
for the purpose of providing ln.nd. for Indians." a and it authorized
the appropriation' of 82 million annuhlly. It also specified- that title
td any lands acquired finder the At :`shall be taken in the Mme of the

, United States in trust for The Indian tribe or individual Indian for
which the land -ii-acquired; -and such lands or rights shall be exempt
from-State and -loeattaxation ...?! '5' -

,....

Initially, the aBureau. of Indian Affairs was aggressive in seeking,
funds under section 5 of the" Oct to acquire lands and place them in:.

: trust for Incliiins. In 1936 ari' 1937. Congress appropriated a total of
$2 milliorkfor this purpose.17. However. appropriations for land acqui-
sition :cropped of steadily. In 1944- nothing was appropriated under
the Act.7-2 The result was that-in the 40-Veal: period since passage of

.,- -.:-----
,.:. .

, Fl4c.; 'Brophy & Aberle. The- Iildiait : AsnerIcf<tniinished Business (U. of Okla. Priest. ..7966) : EickInsrbird & Duchene-aux. One Band red Niljlion Acres (Macmillan- 19:3) :.:7-1e. Rept 93-301. Indian Education : A ..7.tiationV Tragedy A :Itirational Challenge, 91stCanc.,: 1st seas... (1969). . , 4:.. -01
a Nactiouni PlZteisourx-es Board. Report on_ Land Planning-. Part 'X. Indian Land *I`enure7, -Economid Status, and Popislation Trends. U.S.. Gast. Print. Off.. 1935.*Ibid. at 6- -
t'llytd. I 2. _, : 7

11 Act of .Tune 26. 1934. 48 Stat. 984. - c. -
ea - .

v Supra. sec. 5 : 25 U.S.C. sec.. 46;/-
* I.-Ibid. .

_ ...' TIBIA Reporton Purchase, of Indian Land. prepared tipen requegit of
Volley Reeciew Commission, May 19:6.
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the IRA, a totkl of $5,98.077 has= bTeen expended under section 5 of,
the IRA. for Ian d acquisition an-d-coniolidation on behalf of Indians-13 _-

This -money- purchased 595,1:57 acres, . ems er 79 percent of which was
suitable at-best only for cr-razin- liestock. If the authorization under
the Act ht-).:d. been _mica. to its fullest extent. there 7.could;-have been
appropriated_ more -. than.- $.80 .million fcir-- land acquisition. and. .-
consolidation. . ,--

An eiren. sadder aspect of this record is that.within the same ti rein,
-pe-riod. in which the Federal Goyernnient--was acquiring 595.157 acres
for Indians. it was .also takincr7other Indian lands. From 1936 through
1974, a totarof 1,811,010 acrA..of land were taken. This does--not even-
include lands- taken forTrights-of-:way for roads, pipelines, poWerlines,
and other Federal or .State projects.

It does, however_ inclxde loss of lan-d for projects like the Garrison
Reservoir (175.000 acres) , Oahe Reservoir (101..952 -acres) , and the -.-

Riverton Projeet 52 -acres). These takings were controversial_ at
the time even are .making national headlines. The opeijirler of

_Ga,rris(...-1 Dam. in. spring:of 1953 was a bitter defeat for the Fort
Befthold Indians, as the flooded C-3-ne.;-_--'olirtli of the reservation,
The Bureau of-Reclamation's original. l-choice for a site prevailed even'

.though it had been- declared unsafe by-tile Corps of Engineers." Today
the Garrison Dam and Oahe Reservoir are among the most. econom-
ically wasteful and environmentally destructive " --water. .projects built
with7Federil money. The Bureau of Reclamation now claims.. after
severely.disruDting the economic base of several tribes. that the Oahe
Pro-Tect -would only return a dollar for each dollar spent and many
white farmers.' de no want_ the project for . fear of daniage to their -
lancl..16 The next land ta.kirig anticipated is. the Fort McDowell Reser-
x-/Ktion by the Orme Dam Project. a part of the Central Arizona Proj-
ect even though the -State water 7ennineer testified that. "the -project is
viable witlyier. without Orme." 17 "However, historical-experience hasshown that it is lessipolifically sensitive and lesS expensive to take
Indian lands for Fertra.1" water projects than non-Indian lands-'From

-1936 throUgh 1.974..-Indian people lost 488.22.6 .acres of land. This -is
almost 13-000 acres per year. during a period when the official policy'
of the United-States Government was to assist tribes in conolidatinm
their land base artd seeking economic self-sufficiency.-

FT:ACTION' ATED OWNERSHIP

Althoupia there has been some improvement much of Indian landis imusable becalise of fractionated ownership of trust allotrnents."
With each generation more and more heirs inherit interests in smallparcels (,f land. and in some cases more than 100 individuals may holdinterests in a 160-acre piece of land. In one case, on the Standing Rock

LI ibid.
14 Thid, app. B.

C;rnee. L.tehtenstein. "Dams Are An 'Endangered Species". New 'York Times. Mar_ 2977." William Robbins. ";:'resident Is Viewed Firm on 19 Cuts'', New York Time-:. Mar_ 12-.1971*
I' grace Liohtenstein. -Ari;ona Concerned by Aqueduct Fund Cut'', New :York Times.7.triar. 16. 1977. -u See. e.g... Langone. S.. The Heirship Problem and Its Effect on the inclia.n in TowardDevelonrdent for Native American Communities, U.S. Govt. Print. Off.. Wash-ington. D.C.. 1969.
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Reservation, 360 people own one allotment. More than.10 million acres
of-Indian land are burdened icy, this bizarre patternof ownership. The
SLR spends increasing amoii of -money each year administering
their lands- at.was observ,-1.20 yeal-s ago that '''Indian allotments: are
useless except as a parcel to be combined-with-other rand for a sUfficient-
sized. livestock operation; for, Whereas 2,500-3,000 acres are required

.in much :of: the. Dakota country-for an efficient ranch, the allotments
Tanga in -Size from 160 610 ,acres: Hence, individuals continue to sell
their allotments lease them to non-Indians, or let them lie idle-2.9 There-
fore, it is nqt surprising that non-Indian farmers cultivate about 63
_percent of radian agricultural lands and, that-Indian people believe
-that /said consolidation and acquisition is important to their economic
future.

CONSOLIDATION PROGR-111S
- ...---

Some tribes have developed land acouisition and consolidation pro-
grams to solve the problem of ",:.hecker'board." ownership of land. Fie- .

quently, these have been supported by tribal funds and, in some cases,
Gby loans from the Federal overnment.. But past and current Federal

..- loan -programs, have been woefully inadequate, totaling overall less
than $50 million: and it is-estimate-d that at least $1.5 billion'is needed --

to buy the 10.2-million acres of ei:sting allotted land.20 ,,-'
Moreover, not only are Federal loan programs insuaCient, but ley

expose trust land to a serious threat. The Farmers Hme Administra-
tion has been the -largest source of loans for laia.d repurehase in the
last 6 years-. Usually, _tribes offer the land pu.rehased or a guaranteed
income,-such as interest-, from trust ftmds, as'collateral. To repay these-
loans, the tribe must put the land into roduttion. If the land -Was

sireoriginally allotted, it becomes...fee sin' e and on foreclosure. Thus. a
land consolidation effort based on 1 ans secured by -trust land could
result in further loss of Indian Ian .2-1 - ,

The importance that Indians attach to reacquiring- and stabilizihn-
this land base is illustrated by/the following excerpts from special
tribal reports submitted to this Commission : ..-

- Standing Rock Sioux- Report . . ,
*-* It,' today, one of the serious problems- we have with the Indian adnainistration

is that they continue to fail to-take any significant action with respect to restor-
ing the /ancl.ba.se.. This should be their-priority **. We believe that a viable
solution to existing dependency related problems. on Standing Rock-. as well as

. those problems resulting from 4urisclictionaI disputes is for the Indian adminis-
tratioi to establish:a concerted program to restore the reservation's original /and
base_to the 1889 reservation boundaries. (P. 21.) _ !.
Crow T2-Za Report:

During the Eisenhower administration, individual -Crow tribal members were
able to apply for and receive _patents-in-fee which allowed them to Sell their
allotted lands easily to eager non-Indian ranchers and farmers. The resultant
"effect was a second, rapid reduction in the total remaining land base than com-
prised the Crow Reservation. In 1976 the total Crow-owned land base that re-.,

29 Dori:ter, P., The Economic Pos!tion of the Ame- rican Indian (108 Harvard rnivers:ty,
1959).2" Task Force No. 7 final report,. AIPRC July 1976, p. 37.

21. Ibid. at 27.s' Special tribal reports to AIPRC,
a.
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=mined on the Crow Reservation is approminaatelz, 1.5 million acres. while the
land base that accrued to non-Indians who reside within the -1.--ez-va'.5ton bound-
aries is apprombnateV 700,000 acres: (Pp. C;r3-56-)
Walker _River Paiute Tribe. Report

Between 11106 and L.-42Z. a---zicb.lturni land was allotted in 20 acre
parcels. By the 1930"t, th.asep:s.sa-rceLcs proved to be uneconomical. * "` *. Even leased
units are far too -small to be v.1..on.tpetitive with suerounaing---profliabie farm opera-,
tio ia? using modern methods and equipment * The federal -laws governing --
heirship of Indiar- trust allotments czln and must be modified to consolidate
ownership in order that the Indian owner can enjoy the privilege of complete
ownership-- and productivity utilize he properties * *- (P. 2, ch. S.)
AlNiated Tribes of No thwest

The concept of self-deternaination implies a ,substantial degree of economic
independence- Thou ;h the funciinF sources are -theoretically available'

they are-
in most situations illusory or iziadeozzate because of other innindiments *,* to
tribal economic development. (We) * * -have classified these irapedimerit-S-into
four broad categories : (1) limiter. land resources and the lack -of, adequate.
_Congressional appropriations for acquisition of additional land * *

The -desire for land is not a romantic motion. It springs from a
serious analysis by Indians of the it .needs for cultural survival and
the economic inip-r.ovement of their people. The integrity of their land
base is essential for the preservation and enhancement of all other re-
sourceswater rights, wishing, bunting, and trapping, timber and
Mineral re-ser vesin that Indian 3 iveli;lood is derived from the land.

To illustrate this point die SwardiiL Rock Sioux Tribe in its re"-ort
to the Gomn-Lission found : 23 . z

* It LEP clear to the Tribe that fop ns L-q become economically -viable, we
need such a contil.-mous and restored lard buse. Those individuals who say 1-:1.at
the reser-ration cannot be a viable viace for Indian development do not know
what they are talking' about. Standing Rock never did' agree to opening of the
reservation under the Szirplu5.: Land Acts and does not agree to that to this day.
We are advocating a restoration and land rtl.forrn program, which can take place
over a long period of time so that neither the Indian interests, nor the non-
Indian interests will be discrirair..at:h1 agninst Many people believe erroneously
that non-Indians do not wish to sell their land. This is-far- from reality.; The
Tribe is continuously approached by z~..on -Indians who wish to sell their land to
the Tribe: * * We believe that since there seems to be a steady and growing
group who want to _move froin -the reservation .and since it is our objective to
Bain buck as much of, the land that was taken frc us without our consent, that
it is morally, as well as economically reasonable. that the Indian Administration
develop a program. whereby the Tribe can regain trust of those alienated
lands as hey become 3-silable fc .le *

The Comn-agsio-,_ tha:t: -
Congress appropriate funds and provide techni-OO. -assistance to in--

sure the preservation, consolidation, and acquisition. of Indian. lands
upon- NN-hich to build tribal fUture. This includes 1.1-scdstiner tribes iri
devising comprehensive land consolidation -plans, and assiaing land-
less tribes in establishing a land base. Congress, therefore, must provide
legisIztion which would :

(1) Increase the funds in fhb- Revolving Loan Fund (Indian
Financing Act) arinniniqterecl by the Bureau of Indian. Affairs, .
and create a set-aside specifically for tribal land acquisition. These
loans should carry_ lower interest rates and longer.terras than now
exist for other enterprises receiving loans under the Fun& Present

28 Ibid., Standing Rocic,,

3 0 a-
1
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:-..requiremens.a should repaiin.---WILich stipulate that there be -a ea-Vie: g .,9f,repayittent and that thel.Ppliant-irtiust have-

dc Avenues, of reasonable but there should
revairementsrelai-57:w- to the profitabilitY of:the land-

(2)Mandate.that :the,itevcaVIng Loan Fundhave standby line
:of credit :for tribes to use 'When iminediste access to -funds is

-:to ,purchase key-tracts-of land whiCh- are for sale and
are. essential to the tribe's acquisition or consolidation plans but
wostkl, probably otherWise be lOst to the tribe .during the loan
application process--

(a) Permit tribes .have a .`'first right of, purchase" option
,-when in.dititlilanyheid -r-n-st-111.nd.. or nen-andian held land within-
a:reservati:qn-is Offered f sale C .

(4) Amend 'section Vof the Indani Reorkain:Zzation -Act to'pro-
-7-7-77-7:_--ville:for an-increased appropriation of ffinth for land acquisition,

Partiebigrly. for _those tribes which -are presently la.ndless. .

(5)-,AMend sections-=1465 and 1495 of-title 25 of the U.S. Code,
to-delete the proviiions of Indian Financing, Adt funds which
restricts the use of. purcha. se of bands outside the exterior bound-
axies of -Indian country unless thepurshaserwas the owner of trust
or restricted interests iu the land Prior to purchase.

(6) Amend. the "excess property" provisions of the Federal
_Property and Administrative Services Act 40 section 471,
et. seq., to spedifically provide for transfers of excess property,
whether. located within or without the exterior boundaries of

landS, to the Bureau of 'mai an Affairs for-use by Indian.
tribes.: - .

(7) Mandate that the -Secretary of Interior establish and Make-
publicLspecific for accepting Indian lands'in trust. Such
criteria -should include a presunipt:_son that lands'owneel .in. fee by

or to be acti-ii.Ted in fee shall be accepted in trust unless
the Secretary sets forth in writing sufficient. reasons _for. refusal.

(8)--Mandate that the Exediltive .ixamine and report to the Con- -
-0-reSli on the feaSibility of consolidatincy the Indian land acquisi...
tion loan program administered by the Department of Agricnl-
ttre and the BIA loan programs into -one. Federal - Indian loan
,program designed exclusively for provldintt funds for-tribal land
consolidation plans. Land should also not be required-as collateral
for such loans,-;-'

TO provide solution's for the debilitating problems presented-by the
fractionated- ownership of heirship lands, Congress. enact legislation
whidh would:

(1)-Amend the U.S. Code to enable tribal governments to adopt
comprehensive plans for resolvino- fractionated :heirship land
problems.. Such plans could include the following procedures .1

(a) Guaranteeing.thatptribes haViz, first right tol-Purchase
when heirship lands are sold.

(6) Authorizing the holders of a maiority of the owner-
ship inhere is in a truSt,or- restricted allotment, to determine
sale of land_ :

(c) Enactment of tril;a1 laws governincrAescent and distri-
bution of fractionated heirship lancis to alloW- purchase., at
the time of Probate- of estates, undivided interest in allot-

92-1/33-TIr -21
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me.nts in heirship status which have reached an unreasonably
Small fraction ; restriction of inheritance ,4:af trusts or restricted
allotancth-kg to members of the tribe; or restriction of inheri-
tance to as life estate with a remainder in the tribe, but.only
upon payment of _fair market value compensation to the

pr
five heir.

( Condemnation with fair conmensation by the tribe of
lands: in heirship status ,which. have reached unreasonable
small. fraction.

(2) Repeal statutes which are obstacles to exchanges and/or
sales between owners of-allotment interests.

(3) Refonn partitioning laws to facilitate pa.rtitioniner of allot-
ment interests held. by heirs, if partitioning is in the best interest
of their hdqrs and the tribe.

-(4) Transfer the, probate authority over trust -property now
held by the Secretary of the Interior to the tribe.

(5) -Amend the special laws regarding. .the- Five Civilized
Tribes and the Osage to merge them with the general -laws gov-
erning the other tribes, at least with respect to jurisdiction over
small-estates ($5,000 or less) and with respect to their capacity to
write laws governing the descent and distribution of property.

AGRICCTiTUTLE
al

Indian lands and natural resources are located on over -200 reser+a--
tions in 26 States and encompass in excess.61 50 million acres.-About
129 reservations have Indiar4 populations of at-least 200 and landof at
least 1,000 acres-Indian lands include : (1) 5.3 million acres of commercial forest
land, which is about_ 1 percent of the Nation's commercial forest land
and includes about 38 billionjboarcl-f:.?et of timber, or 1r, percent of
the Nation's total: -(2) 44 rnillion acres:_of rangeland, or about 5 per-
cen t. of the Nation's total; (3) about 2.5 million acres of cropland, or-
1 percent of the Nation's tota1.2f --- -

Indian range and croplands are viluable resources that pro-vide- -L
Indian tribes and individual Indians with': considerable income and
job opportunities. In 1975. 26,189 Indian families obtained all or part
of their -livelihOod. from 'livestock and farming activities. But the
potential yield from agricultural activity is not nearly achieved."

According to 1975 BIA. statistics, the gross value of agricultural
products grown on Indian range and croplands amounted to $394 mil- =
lion-Of this- amount. Indians receii'ecl. $123 million or less than one -
third-of the total value of range and farm products grown on Indian_
lands. Non-Indians, on the other hazia. received .$271 million or 69
percent of the total value of agricultural products produced on Indian
lands:"It has been estimated that the cross. value of agricultural products
crrown on: Indian range -and croplands -could be doubled if these re-

Rerort to the Committre Interior and Tnsnlar Affairs. 'C.S. Senate. "Indian Natu-
7-1 Rogovirev.p.--Onportnnities for Improved mann=ement `and, -Increamed. Productivity ".
G-A 1G. 711.17T; 11.--1.. rt. 1.Th"'IRTA in its 1517r ltrendr7se Inventorx a.nd-IF.'ro7inction Record (Form 50-1) classified. _rkni.OIT ricro% of Indian land as open grazinc:.e 'RYA Form rinti.

'2'31975 BIA Form 50i.
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'Aourtes:were=under more intense management. "N.Tumerous impediments
to -: the economic potential of Ifidian agricultural
:;:-risou:rces.-Itave been__ identified. lhese include prOblems relating to

.._frie.Otionidedtiland ownership patterns, hick of access :to capital funds,
in resource- m.anagement, deficiencies in lease

ernis-to both Indians and non-Indians., as well as nonenforcement of
treaSeiiiroviSions by tike--, BIA, arid lack of- 'general economic infrastruc-
' -Aure such as roads, corarnunications, etc. Land__ acquisition and con-.
4461i_dation and general economic infrastructure are dealt with else-
:where in _this rchapter. This section focuses only on issues related to

-::,-farming and livestock production, and leasing of land- .,for these_
purposes.

. F.APal:Cs7G of INDL LANDS.
linporta-rwe of Pnclierrt-Agr'icuZture

.AcCording, to 1974 BIA. statistics-2,440.172 acres, or 4.7 percent of
altIndialitrnst land, were classified as agricultural. Of the almost 21A-
million-acres, 29 percent -were irrigated. and 71 percent wei, dry farm.,
While the: - .e e of Indian agriciiltUral lands seems sinall, the value 'Of
products grown was considerable : $339,919,780.

However, 73 percent of this value_ was produced by non-Indian
operators.-Part I of the 59-1 _form shows that- non -India i. operators

- usually cultivate- 63 percent of all Indian agricultural lands. while
Indian,operators;cultivafe 29 percent and 8 percent remains idle.27
TABLE 1.INDIAN AGRICULUi_ LANDS USED BY INDIAN AND NON-INDIAN OPERATORS AND GROSS VALUE

PRODUCT, 1974

Operator

Type of land
Dry farm Irrigated

Gross value. Gross return Gross value. Gross returni
product per acre Acres .product per acres

Indian 56 .630 S38, 643. 144 $68 70. 998 S24:433, 041
649 111, 617, 105 119 247.047 134, 891, 467

2 Figures based on calculatiarg drawn trarli"131A 1974 Land Use Invniitory and Production Record (form 50-1) . .
.

.

;ABLE 2GROSS VALUE OF PRODUCTS GROWN ON INDIAN LANDS. 19751

AgrimitUre
Total

_ vainer'
aidian

operated
Non-Indian:

cperated
Main/toter
gross value

*semen*
--

' Cuithrateil row crops 595, 283, 812 SI6. 324, 145 $78, 959, 667 5.8
Stamp grains_ :-- "k itt. Zr1.3

25. 411, 411 88, 777,508 'x 22. g
Forage NO' and tame 21. 962. 302 43. 139, 261. 33..7
nortandturai and garden crops_ . ____ ------- 37, 612. 722 5. 154, 232 32, 458,490 13. r
native hey_

1
886.811 667. 675 219036 75.3

Grazing_ 78, 845, 106 52. 170, 523 27, 674, 583 65:Z_
Total- 393, 918, 933 122, 690, 288 271, 228645 31_ 0

I Figures declined from the 1975 BIA Land Use Inventory and Production Record (form 50-1).

Calcaitions based on 1974 13A 50-1 form, part I. for total Indian land In agricultureand axe by Indian or non-Indian. Part VII for value of products grown. There is a -ills-
erePaneY it the total ganOnnt of land classified as 'agricultural and the figures identifyingits use. Eight percent of Indian -owned land -classi5ed as agricultural Is Idle. amounts to`195.':13 acres. This figure. plus the average figures in the :allowing table leave a.. discrep-army of 425.635 acres elsseffied as agricultural but unaccounted for in these statistics._

30s -
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Task Force "Number Seven on economic development- examined -.3

reservations in depth. For the 10 reservations with the most agricul-f.
tural land. they found- that land use and economic return patterns
correspond fully to that in the above table =$ One is immediately struck
by the fact-that the non-Indian operator not only cultivates the bulk
-a Indian lands, but that his gross return per acre is higher. -

The preceding table provides a, breakdown of major crops -and their
:value g-rown .Indians and nonIndianS on Indian land in 1975. As-
shcCwn-by this table, in 1975, Indians derived only. 31 percent. of the
total gross value of the cash crops grown on Indian.owned lands. 1N.7on-
'Indians derived 'the other 69 percent_

There are numerous explanations for this phenomena_ Accordig
-to a 1974 GAO study at Fort Hall, the chief reason for not participat-
ing iii 'high- dollar yield farming (irrigated) was that Indians (1)
could- not obtain: credit ; (2) lacked knowledge of farming.tech-
nolog,y." But this is only part Of the explanation. The other lies in the
problem of land ownership patterns brought about by the individtial
allotment of Indian lands and bid policy decisions of-the,BIA.in years
past which favored .leasing out:Ct-f Indian hind rather than stimula-
tions of large-scale tribal development. .

Tribcd Eliterpri8es
'Some tribes-have taken-the initiative to break this lease cycle and

develop-- their own tribally operated farm enterprises. The value of
. these enterprises is that not only do they provide a greater rate of re-

.. turn to the Indian community from their land, they also provide much
needed-jobs. .

At Crow Creek, the tribe has .S-rought 1.500 acres under dry -farm
cultivation; -principally alfalfa and winter .wheat. It obtained funds
for land consolidation through FmI-IA and enterprise 'funds 'Irom
EDA_ The tribe reported that these funds --were still insufficient for:-..
complete development of the farm. Eventually, the tribe hopes to have
three units of 2,000 acres each -uhder cultivation.:-Fifteeri'hundred
acres would be irrigated. It is -estimated-that eight people would. be
employed oif-the 60.000 acres, and many more throu'01-in .

direct. Supportive. industries. In 1975. the farm enterprise net
profit of $45..000 or $:35 an acre. If this is compared to the p,-rosseash.
rent -per acre (i;16.59) usually received in. South Dakota, p "obable
return would be ..nore than doul?led.7°

The Umatilla farm enterprise Manages the -Umatilla tribal farm-
lands. The Ifmatill'a. obtained a loan fr-oth the Revolvinc, Loan Fund
to purchase- land to start the-farM. Income derived from the land is
used to pay. for land purchase loans. spraying. fertilizer. and related
expenses_ Through 1976. the tribeiad. 1.266 acres of land under cultiva-
-tion ,-iyhich they hope to expand to 6.000 acres. The farin enterprise
has generated a net income which exceeds the average net.incoiner-e-'
ceived by --Umatilla. lessors.

Task Force No. 7. In 2:1_Report, to the Snhcommittee on Indian liarairs Coxnmittee on Interior and Im.niar.Affairs. D.C. Senate. "Land Leases-on the Fort Hall Indian Reservation in Idaho''. GAO:
311- nu. 1974 : pp. 1C-17.- Farm Real Estate Market, Developments Economic Research 'Service. USDA. -July
2975, p. 34.. .

.
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. TABLE 3.TR/BAL OTERPRISE- INCOME VERSUS LEASING INCOME

MA1;1 net Irv- . Average- In- .

come from . come received
tribal. term Net Income by Umatilaa .

enterprise per 4Q-e lessor

1974 577.357 $58.60 52]_13
61, 431 46.53 37_12
71, 910 52.87 34.08

-Socraie: Supedntendest, Umatilla -Agency, Pendleton, Oreg., 1976.

atherq+are 4i:her. examples of 'tribal agricultural,development which
did;:nOt- -fall =within- our survey."-Ainong the -exciting. develop-

attechan. hypodropOnic farrri.,; It cleraonshates how the
:tribe marshaled the necessary grants-and lcians to buy land and put it
into -production using the latest techniques available.

72zeia2 z. RangeZans
17- : , Rangelands and livestock oPerations are an. important part of the
`Mullin economy. The 1975 GAO report on Indian Nattirsi Resources.estiniated 44' million acres existed on Indian reservations and found
that Indian ranchers used about 90 percent of-this lands' 'Tha Bureau
of Indian' AffaarS'in its 1975 Land. Use Inventory reported -some

ranchiilg- operations neck--anted for livestcpck producti
. valued at $74.8 7111115On.

Conservation. an.d Overgrazing
Despite the high. -amount of reported;' 'acreage classified as open

-grazing -there are serious.conceins regarding range management. Ac-
cording to thd 1975 GAO study:

. -

An :estimated 13 million. acres, or 30 percent of Indian rangeland are not
being prorperl., Managed. and poor condition because (1) the range hasbeen:- overgrazed, (2) range improvements have not been effectively used or-riwctirrtnined, and (3) limited 'use has been made of training and education
programa. These problems have_existed -on some reservations for years. Short- .,term, stopgap measures have been taken to -relieve the situation but the long-
term problems still remain. An important factor hindezing the effective manage-_ _

2.;-.:.ent- of. Indian rangelands on solve reservations Is the conflict between -tribal'
and individual..' ndian desires with respect to accepted range, management

c.practices. (1975 GAO report, pt. 1, p.
About 60 percent Of the Indian 'raTn'g,elandis located -in two -arid-StatesArizona and Mexico.
-Rangeland is classified in four categorijs: excellent, good, fair, orpoor used on the compa-rion of the present amount and kind of

foracre with that which the range could optimally produce. GAO sur-
ye:FE:a seven sample reservations_and found conditions ranging from
Northorn Cheyenne Reservation .with 85 -bercent classed as excellent
tor-.13te 'Mountain with 68 percent fair to poor -aml Papage. with 99
percent so classified.

- With lespect to the Papago, they reported findings that the range
was grazed to double its capacity awl attributed this partially. to- the

*1 2975 GAO report, pt. 1, p. 30.

41.
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failure of the tribe to adopt a grazing permit system:c2 They further
-concluded that with proper range management, beef production at
1:'-apago could be doubled.33

The report noted that the Burep.0 has a trust `responsibility for the
management and protection of rangeland resources and cited the
Indian Reorp-anization_ Act of 1934 as -directing the Secretary of the
Interior to restrict the number of livestock grazed on Indian range
-units to its estimated cam capacity. The report further rioted
that for more than 40 years the Bureau has-been telling, the tribe
that its _rangeland is severely. overgrazed. but in that tun- 2 heither
the tribe nor the Bureau has imposed any control. In explanation of
this. GAO states that "the foremost cause cif overgrazing is a con-
flict between (rood range ma-na(rement practices and Indian culture slid
tradition" which place a high value on animal ownership and opea-
tion without restriction."

X.EASnc"Cr

The General Allotment Act of 1887 divided tribally held land into
individual Indian allotment:s. In the years following the passage of
th6' Act, support grew for the concept of allowing Indians to lease
their lands. The first general Indian land leasing statute, enacted in
1891, p1:4;:ed a restraint on Indian leasing by permitting Indians to
lease their land only if they were unable to farm it "by reason of age
or other disability." In theary_ it was felt that. if an allottee had tlie
physical or mental capability 'co cultivate an allotment; the leasing of
such an allotment should not be permitted. In practice, however, the
leasing of allotted land fell prey to the influence of white ,ettlers,
and leasing often became the rule rather -than the exception oix some
reservations.

Even at the time allotments were made to Indian owners their size
was frequently inadequate to support an individual agricultural effort.
Plots of 160 acres in sparsely vegetated raligeland.s were understood
by western cattlemen to be inadequate fOr ranching activities. Plots of
40 Or SO acres on irrigable land may have been viable in the late 1800's,
but not until properly irligate:cl, and funds for such purposes were
slow in coming. -

The first consequence of this fractionation of ownership out.of the
tribes into individual tracts was a ma.runi4.-Ali loss of land out of Indian
ownership into non-Indian hands. Between 18 a-r and 1934, approxi-
mately two-thirds or 90, million acres of the Indian land base passed.
out of Indian ownership into non-Indian hands. A secondary con-
sequence of the individualization of Indian landholdings was the
nailitional fractionation of individual- ownership among succeeding
heirs.

_The fi.rial re -gilt of this frartionntion..of OWTiCITP-II*D into small nari-els
n/2,7 multiple owners14ip is that. rnajor. portion:4' of lands. elaqsified as
Indian owned are. in fact. under the dominion-and control of non-In-
dians by virtue havinghavin been leased out: T7n&conotnic size- plot§.
Jack of capital. and lack of technical assistance force Indian owners to-

_

7r p. 4.
:777.14_ p.
34 ibis.. pp. :34.2.n.
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',..1ease:their lands to others. These facts were `Inao-wn to the Bu-.ezii of
Indisin'Affairs in 1934 and were known by Congress. The Incdan te-
.45kiranization,Adt of-1934; was dekigned to remedy at least- a part of
this.. by -authorizing acquisition of lands and establishing

--ItiTol-vxag. loan fund- However, grossly inadequate stuns were appro-
riaW, for land acquisition, the :revolving loan fund quickly became

committed; and the problenis- al heirship and land leasing
-.Continued- unabatei3- -;In recent years, two steps have beentaken to try to improve the In.=
Aiwa credit:-positien..The Indian Finance Act of 1974-57-was enacted
authorizing loans and providing grants for a number of purposes and
the:la-* .governing the Farmers Home Aamin-%-tration loan program

amended to provide Lai- loans to Indian tribes for acquisition of
land.4.5e Erawever utilization of the re.iolving loan fund at BEN. has
not .bey egectively directed-at resolution of the land_qu66-tion and the/
loan pro..of FmILA. has serious impediments. More importantly,
neither- of .these credit facilities has reached to the problem of eaves-

to non-Indians.
The leasing Program hash in many instances, tied up tribal and in-

clayidually owned trust land for years and today rfibses serious obstacles
to tribal initiatives toward economic development and self-sufficiency
In:its/1975 Land Use Inventory, the BI.A. estimated that Indian owned
resources_ directly supported some 120,000 jobs by both India.n and
iton-,-riirThi-rt This amounts to -20 'percent or the entire Indian service

`population recognized bY the BIB A long step toward self-sufficiency
'would be taken-if all of these jobs -Were held by Inclia-nthe owners
of the resource.

Thee are numerous problems with the leasiiig program aside from
its' adverrse impact on tribal initiative to develop their own agricultural
enterprises. The most serious of these problems are the inequitable lease
rates that are obtained. Task

problem
Number Seven has provided de-

tai pled- documentation of this roblem relating case studies from two
specific reservations, the Crow Tribd in Montami and. `Fort Hall in
Idaho, to illustrate their point.

:
Crow Competent Leasing

A competent lease is a 5- or 10 year lease of allotted ag,riculturanand
in which the rent is prepaid for the entire term of the lease. For a g,ivon_
lpiece

of land, the first 5-vear period was-paid in a lump. sum when the
and first went into competent lease status. Subsequently. once a year,

the current lease is canceled and a new -one written, with payment -
Of rent for the last Year of the new lease discounted to the present. De-
cember is the most usual time to camel and rewrite the leases:,

The BIA's role is recording of leases. As long as the allotment is
owned by five or fewer people, a competent lease is valid. If an allottee
or a group of owners wishes to regain control ofts land, he must wait

or 10 years. For: poor people, this can be a long wait.. Further, for
-many. of the leases, and particularly for rangeland, even after the 5-
year period, there would be only one potential lessor. Many of the

2:5 f;tr: V.S.C. see. 1451 et seq.
log 2L; U.S.C. secs. 488-492.

Alb
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lessors, are large operators Who jease land from many Indians: Many
own fee-patented land interspersed anion` Indian- allotments which
the lease.

In. ..Ttine 19754 868,281 acres of 1,205,926 acres of allotted land were
under competent lease. This is 72 percent of the..-allotted land.
- Such leasing constitutes a partial alienation of allotted land. Com-
.1:,tent lease§ can be used as collateral for loans, while trust land\can-
not.- This feature depeids upon the existence of an assignment clause
in the lease. Since Indians use competent leases as collated for loans,
such leases provide a method of financing, Without which,' Indians
Might otherwise feel forced to sell their lands_

Land Leases on the Port Han Indian Reservat2On.:

Since 1973, -a controversy has raged at Fort Hall-over a finding by
the Economic Research Associates of Los Angeles, consultants for the
tribes overall economic developinent plan, required by EDA. They
found that Fort Hall Indians failed to get equitable income -for fill
agricultural land- leased- to nonIndiati tenants_ Typical nonreserva.-.
tion leases in the Fort Hall area averaged 35 percent- of gross crop
value, -while Folt-i-lall leases Nk-ere.equivalent to about 2.3 percent of
gross cropYalue. -

In- response to this study and a tribal request for-an investigation,
0-A0 conducted an ini-esticzation and also found.there was.a.large
parity in lease rates. particularly in irrigated reservation land.. Irri-
-gated reservation Jana was found to -rent at an average of $15.36 edm-
pared-tO $75.41 for high quality irrig,ttecl nonreserration land. Dry.
farm - acreage rentals were approximately equal for reservation/non-
reservation larids. but a substantial disparity was also found. to exist
for pasture rental. These findings of GAO were softened, however by
a finding that certain intangibleTs. ca.used non -Indian lessors to be less
willing to pay the same rent as for non-Indian land. but these intangi-
bles were not fully identified.3'

In 1975. another firm. Farm Management Co. did another etalua7
tion of leasing at Fort Hall_ They calculated the value. of..cash leases
for both high quality and average_ quality nonreservation- land, thus
taking -into consideration the tangible costs raised by GAO._ and coin-
pared them to:the -Value of cask: leases for the same quality land on the
reservation. -

TABLE 4.VALUE OF CASH LEASES I

/lb

Nonreservation-land Reservation rand

High quality Average quality High quality Average quality

Potatoes Grain .Potatoes Grain Potatoes Grain Potatoes Grain.

Value of cash lease__,__ 563-130 UO-360 $26-$39 443-519 $35 IS35 $35,
56- 70 17- 24 _-________ 35

I Western Farm Management-Co.,'Analysis of Present Leasing Practices" and the effect on rental rates of Litaal age-
cultural land, funded by EDA,Technical Assistance Grant No, 07-6-01534, pp. 52-53..

'77 T port the -Snhcommittee. on Tiallinn !fairs. Committre on Inter-1.3r and Insular
Affairs_ r.S. Senate. "I.and Lenses on the Fort Hall Indian Reservation. In Idaho," GAO
May 31, 1974.
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Since 1,---44-toes are normally rotated every other year with Iv -t
crop, the average Cash rent is $56-..$70 on theA3etter soils and $1 $24

-the' sandier soils. After the Brat reports of.. ERA and GAO, the
::..-iti21:432-couiacil -increased the standard rent- per acre from an average

tc $35 an Acre.-However, this fixed' fee- allows the better lands
-7,t0^ sta3r in farming at a bar-gain. -pace while the poorer orInazginal
laind.s-_were abandoned -because of lower yields., greater fertilizer ex-
peEnSe and difficilltyitt Irrigating this type of soil Using standard lease.
rates for the-entire reservation has caused the tribe to receive less rent
'Vann it should for better farmland_ and the poorer land is-lat idle.

In 1974,, the- Shoshone-Bannock Tribes at Fort -Hall cornn-ti-ssioned
an n--additional comprehensive study' by an economistz Mr. lack- Peter-

,:trader a HUD 701 planning grant. This study published in -1974,
and -updated 1976,. confirms the continued inequitable leasing

,..practices.24 .

Leasing, practices have -provided Indian landowners with very sub-
stan.cla.r&ireturn.s for the following reasons:

- rentals on Indian land- are substantially less.fhan.
on nonandian land-

Indian. fixed rate rentals are preferred over crop share rental.
Indian lesSors have no recourse when leases are violated.
LeaseS are for lengthy periods of time,
Lease Tegulations for proper conservation' practices are unen-

forceable.
What is the alternative to leas on several-of the-sample reser-

vations, ,particnIa.rly Umatilla and Crdw Creek, tribes have- consoli-
,dated tracts of:trust land and are fa=n.ing It- This would solve a-
multitud.e of Problems. First, efficient-size unIts could b-e created.
-Second, the tribe has better access to capital an& technical assistance
than do_individuals. Third; returns are usually higher than leasing-
and are *Erectly received by the tribe.

.- These criticistas related equally to farm and grazing lands. The
lack of readily available capital. and the lack of a sound policy-di-
rected toward land consolidation, acquisition, and termination of 'these
present lease programs- combine to thwart tribal development and

-economic self-sufficiency.
Credit and Te-az.ni,cal A.ssigta-nce

Aside from- fractionated land owne-rship, the major obstacles to.: -.Ar
development of a viable Indian- farm economy are inadequate -credit
and of necessary technical assistance.

The .:-Indian farm operator has thiee sources of credit:
commercial banks, Farmers Home Administration, and the BIA
Revolving Loan Fund. Both commercial banks. anti the FHA. require
acceptable collateral, and as GAO- i-eported they wefe reluctant to
accept Indiin land as collateral because of its trust status_ In review-
ing new BIA revolving loans made cludng fiscal year 1975, it appears
that the bulk of individual loans were made_ for purposes c Cher than

_;000.Jstelc. -Pptersnri. .Futnres. A Comprahensive. Plan forpthe Shoshone-Bwanock Tribe,
funded by a Tor Planning Grant, SL-'D; 1974, p. 14. - -

-.3
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agriculture. 'Oil y 1.6 percent went for agriculture and livestock
at-lila-0es. (See table 5.) .

TAELE 5:--Distn.blition by type of. new BIA revolving
. indieiduals fiscal year 1975

Type of Toon . .

Agriculture ...

loans to -
1*

, Pereerit
15.9
S.4

,,7. 6
22.7

.11.3
0_ 4
1.3
5.8

34.6
7.9

..:__,__
Farining,-.. . -- -----i
Livestock=

..._
,

....__________________________-_______________
:.- .

Business enterprise
Consamercredit_ . ,...: ..
Education
Fisheries
Land

..

Housing .

'Refinancing-,
. .

.

..._..,..,-- Total opercent-
Tom, ________-- ---______________________-_______

-
, i

........ __
99.9

$15, 315, 532

Technical Assistance

"The technical assistance an agricultural advisory services available
to Indian. farmer.; is supplied through a cooperative BIA/USDA
effort. Under a memorandum of-understanding between the Extension
Service and the BIA, the Extension Service provides leadership and
direct assistance to State extension services in planning, conducting,
and evaluating extension programs in thOse States where the BLit. has
contracts with State extension services. Funds for this work are trans-
ferred directly from the BLA. to the State extension services.

However. USDA. officials-have complained that the actual amount
of technical assistance and advice provided to Indian operators has
declined in recent years because the BIA is reluctant to seek increased
apprbpriations. The BIA extension budget has remained small and
virtually constant since 1971.

TABLE 6 Extension Service BI..4 funds directed to Stare extension
service

.

1971
1972
1973
1974
1975

$1,

1,
1,

74S. 331
877.
732.737
895.020
709, 633

. Source: USDA.
,:.The nature of fiscal funding makes job security uncertain for exten-

sion agents. This affects the quality of personnel that, work in the pro-
grarei For most. -it -is a temporary job. USDA- would prefer direct:,
appropriations. This would increase the level of funding and promotel

-job security. Ultiniately, the funds should be-given directly to the tribe
so that .they may _contract with those who will supply the best tech-
nical assistance.

EEC0313FENDATIONS
_

. The Commission recommends tha t :
1. Tribes be encouraged to develop comprehensive plans for long..'

'term economic development premised on maximum Indian utilization'
t
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..... .- .

`-.cif.. -T-adianed:-'reources. Recommendations for ap."4"picipriation of
7-; kraii:t , xiioneys: to tribes for planning purposes a7pPears in. -chaatiteth- 5

. and. 6 of this repogt. --,-, :.-
-..

.-!,_. -,2. _ enact. legislation which will facilitate tribes in acquir-
ing. dated: -land areas .sufficient a> support efacient-farm and- -
'cattle industries, Specifically, Congress : --_ - .

a, 'An:tend. existing. Fedefar laws relating to leasing- -of inai-
:.-- -- ,-Oidna l. trust allotmeilts to provide- that tribes have-a "first right

of refusal" on.-1..ep:mmi- . g of such landA. .:_ _

-b.: Elsewhere in this Chap_ter_it is recommended that Congress
estub lis. h a special fund. for the purpose of aiding tribes in pro-
-grazug-of land a;cquis.' lition and consolidation, In addition to use -
of these funds -for. outright acquisition of ownership, tribes' be
saithorii,ed to draw- from -this fund in order to itcquire lease-
hold_ rights in- indiiiduaL-anotments. Such authorization must
be desagavd to accommodate the- special, credit needs of individual -

ailottccs which cause .theiii to annually reneggtiate what purport
to be longSerraleas.. 7 . _ - _.. -z -.." .

__. 3.. The. Bureau of Indian:Afrairs revise its policies regarding le---,
pia.' of agricultural:lands ill the allowing respects

.._ --L-- a. Rental fek-m s corr6spond to general- lease terms of com-
pa le grade . lands held by non-Indians in the surrounding

.-area. :practicable rentals should be premised on percentage
of crop values. rather than flied rates per acre. - .

-b. 1-eases contain strong conservation requirements with penaltyeases
adequate to assure compliance by lessees-

c. Leased -properties be inspected. as - frequently- as necessary
- to insure compliance, with lease tekms.

d- Tribes bre enconi-asred.-to- contract with the BIA. to performs
inspeclion and enforcment duties.: ` ..:

4. The BI-.4.-and the-tribes develop long-term range 'management
plans to realize- the .potentin.1 benefits of .a renewed, high producing-
g-razing-range. These plans provicl -for : (1) range and soil inventories

. to determine .current range capacity; (2) timetables f.oe adjustiric,
herd size to ciapazity; (3)- krazing permit systems; fik) development., and pru&lent use of range improvements to raise the carrying capacity.:_
and- (5) education prog,rae.s to promote good range management
practices: - - .

-,-In. addition_ these plans - -evaluate the short term-economic impact
-whic.b.clitninisliment of herds will cause to individual Indians during
the period necessary to reg..enerate such rangelands. A pro0-rapa_sim--i-r'-
lar to the past "Soil Bank'? program should be instituted-to provide
incentive to individuals to reduce their livestock holdings. -

.5. The Bureau of Trzclia.--A.ffairs- implement programs necessary. l'
to -provide technical assistdb .c-e anU train infr_ to tribal people -to aid
them in adopting modern farming and range management. Spe-
cifically, the Bilk

a- Review its-fugnclin!)- requests for support cf State- extension
Services and seek additional funds for this purpose as appear
necessary.

b.. Develop vocational education programs to be offered at the
reservation level to train -adults and students at the seconc.:ary

e
ab.
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educational leveJ in techniques in -agriculture, range man-
agement,. and other subjects relevant to natural .resource
developinent.

6. -Cc-errgreSs hold oversight hearings to ascertain the adequa-cy of
the current funding level of the revolving loan fund for purposes of
agricultural and livestock, development.

TIMBER

.Eco>.:omac POTENTIAL Fos Tarazta, DEVELOPMENT or TTMBER itESOVIICES

Timber has the potentiarfor_being one of the most inifoi-tiffit Indian
resources for development of :reservation economies. 1.7nlike mineral
resources, timber is a renewable resource, and, therefore, can con-
tribute indefinitely to tribal revenues. Excluding Alaska, the total
standing timber inventory in Iridian country is estimated at 40 lailLion
board-feet:Indian, forestry lands are the largest private holding of-i-fore'sted
and commercial forest land in the United State-S.. One-fourth of all _

Indian lands are forested, and 10 percent of all Indian lands are. com-
mercial forest lands--39-Timber contributes from 25 to 100 percent of
tribal -revenues for' 57 reservations; more than 80 percent on 11 of
these reservations. Income from stumpage (standing trees) alone for
1974 Was. $73 million.Nevertheless, at present the potential yield of Indian. timber lands
is not being achieved. It is estimated that the $73 million derived
from stumpage sales was 20% less than could- have been obtained if
harVesting. had matched the annual allowable cut (AAC). In some
areas harvesting on_ Indian lands ,Was 65 to 75 percent below annual
allowable cut. It estimated that between 1970 and 1974 the dollar
loss to tribes from insufficient logging was $25,486,767-

This problem. is compounded by the fact that the BIA has failed
to implement reforestation and- precommercial thinning Programs for
many tribal forests. (See discussion, infra.) If the AAC is not adjusted
for_ those tribal forests a.ffected, it will inevitably (and' soon) deplete
the resource. Ironically, the BIA. by its inflexibility,- fails in both re-
spects by setting the A.-A_C too low for some forests and too high for
others.

An examination of- the situation on the Quinault Reservation in the
State of-Washing ton provides a classic insight into the revenue pote*
tial of timber to Indian peop1,2, and a textbook study of the problems
of iitaximizinc, timber revenues and providing sound forest manage-
ment. The annual allowable cut on the Quinault Reservation is 200 mil-

_ lion board-feet- Actual harvest in 1975 was only 122 million board-feet-
The Quinault estimate that a. properli? managed forestry program
-would yield for stumpage alone an income of f).:1 million in 1976 prices
for the Quinault Tribe. Development of tribal forestry rnana.gement Ca-

logirring operations. sawmills. and manufacturing plants us-
ing sawmill products would venerate 1.800 jobs in the timber industry
-alone. It is estimated that for every job in the timber' industry, 1.8 .

Con=.. Rona. "Department of the Interior and Related' A7.enelePfiAppropriations
for 1977. hearin cc before a --sul)eornmittee' of the Coiumitte on .AppropriatIon.s, part C,
afar. .7.. 197n. p_ 1 50 (94th Cong.. 2d sess.)-



-are established in relat ' industries. MaxiMization of the Quinault
timber industry woud-lthus ate to some 5,360 jobs throughout

.-the----Quilia.ult region, -&earlx benefiting -both-Indian and non-Indian _

alike. Total varue of economic activity generated would be in excess, of
-.:$270 TheSe figures and the fact that timber is a. renewable
A-esource indicate the tremendous potential for economic development
----"that Indian foreStry

Etowevw, unless propel forest management techniques are instituted
-4511**diately.; the: long-range _potential of this most irrkpotta.nt tribal
:resource is in serious jeopardy. In a special study submitted to the

::::Common,- the Quinault tribal forest m predicts that timber
harvests on that reservation could- plummet ra 140 to 160 million.
:board-feet to 5 to 20 million board-feet by 1986.4°

331.1. af.ANAG731.7'"C'T OF INDIAN FORESTRY 41

The- trust responsibility of the Federal Government for Indian
:forest resources is a.c-Tirriinlstered through the BI.. forestry program. 71

'GAO repoi-tg- have established tlie.fact that the trust responsibility has /
:"7-not- been d-iiizently 'and effectively catried out. "Indian foresc. -lands /

are maniere(' Jess intensely than the Government manages its own na- /
tional.fo;e'st'properties and even more poorly With manage/
meat of industrial tree farms.' Chief Fdrester Wilcox- stated in a1

interagency memo. This observation isclearly supported in a field
1,.:-Study reported in :a 1975 GAO report comparing forestry manage,
-:iiie-n,t-practicatthe Wenatchee National,Forest with those or?-the

-: neighboring Reservation in the State of washington:,4: 1.973
study stated that the Bureau does -not adequately : .7 1

1. -1.3kermitie annual harvest Yolunies:
Updrite timber management plans for reforestation and stand

improvement ; _

3.- Obtain -information required- to ---,minimize the' ImpaCt of
timber-harvesting and road construction on other foresi-resoUrces-

' A 197.5 GAO report to the Senate Interior. Committee 42 reiterated-
7the salnie points cif-the 1973'report. as well as 'others, concluding thit
the Bureau-has not adequately :

I. Increased the volume of tirriber harveSted to the level per-
mitted under the principles of sustained yield.

.2. Improved the effectiveness of precommercial thiruling and
reforestation programs_

3. Performed commercial thinning.
4. Harvested adequate levels of dead and a- ving timber_
.5- Established specific _goals and action plans for identifyingfying

a.nilaccOmplishing needed
goals

managerhe-nt work.
6_ :Wade substantial- effort to acquire the personnel and iunds

needed-to fully manage the Indian forest..
;.4ilkirininr, and -reforestation are esseptial to the mainten.anc.:e of

.cbiniztereial forest. In 1973, "thinning accomplishments for all reS-
40712n 1.aFrance- "A 'Cnse -Stndy of Land 1Inna-eznent rind T.nnd Use- Planning onQuinanIt Indian Reservation"_ a special report to Task- Force No.:' 1, .-ktnerica.n. Indian

Policy Review Commission. 'Washington. D.C. Summcr.1976. _411 GAO. -Indian Natural Resources : Onportunitles fir Improved "Alannfrement and In-creased Productivity. part I. Forest Land Rangeland, Cropland, Aug. 15, 1975. pp. 1. 12. 27_
411 Ibld-, at pp. 9, 19. 22. 24.
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ervatiOns equaled only about 3 percent of the total amount of pre-.

.commercial thinning needed (backlog) and the 'reforestation
accomplished equalled only about 4- percent of reforestation need."
(GAO- study.) The BIA .bas 173.365 acres needing reforestation and

73%593 acres needing timber Stand improvement. This backlog is
cirroiying at a rate of 7.000 acres pervear.43 I

The 197.5 GAO report criticizes the Bureau programs for harvesting
of dead.and dying timber in the following terms:

On the Colville Reservation, 47 1113F, which is equal to 30% of the AC
harvest, dies annually and on Yakima, 12 million MBF dies annually. The
Bureau has no program for systematically harvesting this timber, and therefore,
-a large volume is not harvested deteriorittes to the point whP-re it can no
longer be used- -

The actual economic loss is_ not projected, but clearly it is significant:.
1-Iarvest management under 131A. does not follow basic principles of
revenue maximization.

Contrary to the most resRected principles of good forest economics,
the Bureau _policy favors equal annual harvests irrespective of Market-
prices. Logically, more timber should be harvested when prices are
high, less when tey are. low as long as one attains within a single
decade the optimal -timber cut for forest growth as determined by a
computerized timber management program. Added to the fact that
the BIA sets equal timber cuts irrespective of market prices, the 331.-A.

is unable to accurately calculate the. "annual allowable cut" because
of its-reliance on two old and-simple formulas to determine what cut
is -"allowable." The formulas make no use bf economic concepts such
as the rate of interest,- transportation costs, the price of ctiinber rela;-
tive to other goods,.or..-the Value of land in alternative uses. Instead,
the BIA used a predicted future growth rate of the forest. But, the'
BIA's predicted rates for cutover land. are invariably higher than
actual rates because they are predicated on the assumption that the
Bureau- will provide expert manag6ment. Yet, by its own admission
during appropriation hearings, BIA is not completing the forest
management tasks it has set for itself. -

Another outdated BIA practice is the method for adjusting, stump-.
age prices. During the timber sale period,- changes in lumber prices
.should. bv normal competition. cause stumpage prices to ci-x.no-e. The
BIA. tries to adjust the stumpage prices. using- the Western Wood.
Products Lumber Price Index. The error in this procedure is that
lumber scale and log scale are not- the same any more Teclinical---:
progress and chan:r.ing. utilization standdrds have enabled mills to
obtain more lumber per log than formerly. Currently, lumber scale.
is 1.3 to 1.5 times smaller than log scale. If the lumber price incle:
rises by S10 N-iere is an increase in revenue of $13 per thousand log
scale to the mill if we take the 1.3 value. But under-the BIA apprOach
the stumpage adjustment formula figures the. 50-50 split- betWeen
mill and tribe against the $10 lumber. price inclfx. So the mill receives
an additional $S. the tribe an additional $5, rather than the tribe
and the mill each receiving $6.50.

-' Task Force No. 7, final report. ...VIPRC. n t p.
t.
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DEVELOPM:E:S7C OF TRIBALLY MAN:AGED /zrov.r.s.rx.rx- PROGRAMS

The economic potential of -Indian timber resources, is very encour-
aging Indeed, it is estimated that tribes with medium to large stands
of timber have the capacity to achieve economic self-sufficiency base_d
on their timber resources, alone for, as cannot be overemphasized, tirn-
ber is a.rrenewable, resource. With proper management and with the
development of related industry, it can supply an economic base to
certain tribes for the indefinite future. In addition, maximization of
the Indian timber- potential will benefit nearby non-Indian conunu-
nitfeSlatlirour,h related industries as well as the Nation through assuring

-continued supply of a rescits&ce which is in growing short supply.
A major problem confronting the development of proper forest man-

azement programs is that of individualized' ownership of Indian
Ands, and particularly the problems associated with fractionated
heirship interests._ This problem is more prevalent at the Quinault
Reservation than others. Individual parcels of trust land are subject
to long-term timber contracts which do not require reforestation or
-conservation practices, and which do .not assure a proper return on
the value of the timber harvested. In matters of fractionated heirship,
.1" further complication arises from the fact that many heirs issued to
-the BIA open-ended powers-of-attorney which authorize the --BIA
to enter into lease of their lands for the indefinite future. Many of
these powers-of-attorney are quite old, the number of heirs is sub-
sta.ntial,- -and terminating these documents by having the original
errantor rescind them is difficult if not near impossible.

The need to develop a c6mpreltensive forestry management program
for Indian country is-obvious. It is vitally important that this pro-
gram center around tribal control and management. BIA administra-
tion is hampered by lack of goals and objectives in forestry develop-
ment. This deficiency indicates that the BIA has no cohesive approach
to forestry management. It is, alsO not in the position to manage all.
_the tribes' resources within their varied ecological contexts. Only the.
tribes should determine their 'goals and only the tribes can oversee

- the exploitation of all reservation resources with due consideration
for external efforts. The BIA does not have the dire-C1 interest in the
enhancement of tribal resource's which tribal members have.-Due to
the poor reputation of 13IA forestry and the lack of opportunity for
advancement, it is almost impossible to recruit highly qualified per-
sonnel to Bureau forestry management. A vicious circle of poor per-
formance results is .perpetuatinz.trernenclons losses for tribes as timber
resource owners which results in perpet'iiatin a dependency economy.

Training in more technical aspects of forest-r-y development could be
offereil in tribal or intertribal technical schools and community -col-
leges. 'Tribal members must be encouraged to concentrate on scientific
and technical subjects of immediate use to the tribe when they pursue
advanced' degrees. f

The tribes need to develop a timber industry, not just a 'logging
operation. This would inclucic; growinp-_timber acc . well ac development
of processing facilities. but would have to recoe-nize the impOrianc'e'of
maintain*g coletition for Indian timber if dollar benefits are to be
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ma-virilized. Total restriction of timber operations to tribal enterprises
can -cause a decrease in stumpage value which, in turn, could result in
lowering of income to tribes.. In addition', denial of access to private
enterprises may result in cutting off Indian access to private expertise.

A special task foe should be formed comprised of experts in the
areas of forest management to evaluate the present BIA forest Man-
agement prograin and -develop a cmodernized compr,41ensive forest
manacrement program for the future use of the Bureau and the tribes.
The members of this task force should be draWn from the public and
private sectors of the forestry industry and should include timber
-managers of Indian tribes and the BIA.

REC O'I NTDATIOti S

The Cornmiss;on recomemends that
1;n I order to clarify the legal EP:-.thorit7,- for Indian tribes to. reg-u

crmanae. and sell -their own tribal resources. Congress amend: 25
U.S.C. 406Sale of Timber on Lands Held in. Trust; and
407Sale of Timber on T5nallottecl Lands. .

U.S.C. 406 Sale of Timber -an, Lands Had Under Tru8t
Amend sec. 406(a) by inserting a period after Interior in

line 3_and striking the remainder of the sentence and the fol-
lowiner sentence.

Amend sec. 440 by adding a new paragraph -at -the end of -= -
the section as follcws;
(g) Bonds for performance and reclamation pursuant to contratz

-under this sect n may he required bs the Secretary or,the owner of the
timber in accord nce with provisions under Sec. 407.

c -.S.C. 407 Sa .e of T;77-her orr. Tirwil/otted Lands
.Amend see. 407 by designating g the present section as para-
graph In line one after "sold" insert 93-y_authority.bThe.
tribal council with-approvaT of the Secretary of Interior ".
an line fern insert a period after Interior and delete the re-
mainder .of the paragi-aph. At the endl of the paragraph in-
sert a riy- sentence : "Rep-ultition F tiniber sales under this
Section and sec. 406 may be superseded by regulation pursu-
ant to tribal constitution. charter, or ordinance, provided that
such regulation is nc.4 inconzsistent with the 1)r-5:visions of ihis
section.''

Amend sec. 407 by adding a new paragraph (c) to read as
follows :
(c) Nothing in this section shall prevent the adoption by the tribal

council of regulations for the inanagement of natural resources within
reServation. and after such regulations bave been approved by the..sr.,-._
retary of the Interior they shall be controlling and regulations by the
-1:-.7ecreiary of the Interior. under this section which' may be inconsistent
therewith shall no longer be applicable.

,42-To resolve the-difficult problems in inanaerne.nt. in the continuing
of Indian timber resources occurring because of the fractionated

heirship pattern of ownership of forestect-allotrnents7Con o-ress=7>, Federal law relating to:
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(1) Sale of timb on trust allotments to provide a first option
to the tribes.

(2) Authority to the tribe to acquire existing powers of at-
torneys now °held by the BIA upon a showing, that the- affected
allotted lands have been included in a comprehensive tribal forest
management plan.

BIA make a study of its existing forest management prac-
tices- and regulations.

A special task .force be fOrmed comprised-- of -experts in the
areas of forest management to evaluate the present 1314. forest
management program and develop a modernized comprehensive
forest management program for the- futare use_ of the _Bureau
and the tribes. The members of this task force should be drawn
from the- public and private sectors of the forestry indUstry and
should include timber managers of Indian tribes and the BIA-

4 In order to pro: -ide for reforestation and regeneration of the mil-
lions cf acres of Indian forest which have been clearcut by private
companies under sales contracts approved by the BIA, the Congress
appropriate funds to enable those tribes affected to undertake the
necessary regeneration and reforestation...programs.

5. Congress enact leoislation to permit tribes to contract with pri-
vate enterprises or th:-.Forest Service for timber m'anagernent.

r. -WATER RESOURCES

The survival of Indian tribes as :economic units. in. the arid and
semiarid Western 'States requires-the protection and enforcement of
their water rights. The importance of water te-tht Indians has been.
well stated by Senator Kennedy :

(to) American laidia.ns, land and water have always led the list of those mat-
ters deemed e-sential\ for both present livelihood and future survival. For Indi-
ans know that any ttikeats to or diminution of their land and water rights. *any
constitute threats to their very existence." . ,

, ... . .

A forrnid.nble body of law favorable to the -A_rnerican. Indian people
has been developed which, if, .properly administered and\applied, will
protect the Indians against divestiture of their water ri,,-,rlits. In-the
past, however, these rights hare been neglected and violated, thereby
stiffing tribal goals of self sufficiency through economic development...As

N .

1-..--DrAx WATER racn-rs

Indian water rights were reickized -by the Supreme Court in the
1.nd..mark case of Winters v. Ugiite8-States, from which emanates the
body-1°f law commonly referred- to as the -Winters' cicictrine.46 That
doctrine holds that the Indians have prior and par mount rights to all
water resources which arise upon, border, traverse, or underlie a res-
ervation in the amount necessary to sati..7.-.1.y the present as well as
fueture needs of the Indian reservations.

44 Vol- 122. Cone. Rec.. p. 55339. Was 3. IQ76. 94thCoug.. 2d secs.45' For a. good d.seussion of Indian water rights. see }.7.clueatiorial Tournal. Institute forthe Development of Indian Law. vol. 2, Nos. 5, 7. and S. "The Indian Water Wars" by
Steve Nickeson.:6-

4a If"."Pstirat V. United 2tates,, 247 U.S. 564 (190S).

.11,,
a. MM.
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_Winters rights are owned by_the Indian tribeS' and should, therefore,
be distinn-uished from other federally reserved rights. The only role of
the 'United. States is that of a trustee for the tribe: This was precisely
the point of the decision in. Winters v. U.S. the lead case on the oubject.:

The reservation was a part of a very much larger tract whieh the Indians had
-:the right to occupy and use and which was adequate for the habits -and wants
of a nomadic and uncivilized People_ It was the policy of the Government, it was.
the cle-sire of the Indians. to change. those habits and to become a pastor and

Tople..If they should become such the original tract was too extensive,
" but a smaller tract would be inadequate without a change of conditions. The

lands were arid and, without irrigation, were practically vtilue-less. And set,
it is contended, the zneans,of irrigation were deliberately given up by the Indians"
and deliberately accepted by the Government.

The contention that these rights were given up by the Indians. was
firmly rejected 1315,-- the Court.

In applying the Winters doctrine. it is important to note that rights,
to the use of water in -the Western States are interests in real property,
having all the components of a-freehold estate.

The doctrine of "prior appropriation." governs water use in most
Western States. The 'extent of the water, right is determined -.by the
amount o f wat.pr actually put to

the
and. the date when that use first

commenced. The significance of the W inters doctrine is,that neither
of these criteria are -applicable to the determination of Indian water
rights. Not only do-their-rights predafe those of the non - Indian users,
they are open-ended rights not limited to amounts already put to Use.,.
but rather-are dependent upon the -future needs-of the tribes.

The priority date of the Indians' Winters doctrine rights to the use
of water is -of vital importance. For exaMple., on the tributary streams.
i`)E the -Upper IN_Lissouri. River- Basin, such as the Milk River, the Big

- Horn River. the Tongue-River. and others, the demands for Water far
exceed the available supply, thereby resulting in a gross overappropr.;.-
ation of those streams. Consequently, the priority righfs of the-Black-
feat. the Foz Peck. the Wind Rive'r, the Crow, and the Northern
Cheyenne Indian Tribes in the States of Wyoming and Montana are
crravely imperiled unless their priorities arel protected.

The priority date of the Indian water rights may -depend on wheth-
er the reservation was created by treaty or Executive order... Where a
reservation was established by treaty-, as in the 1171.2iters case: the tribes
impliedly reserved the right to all the ci-ater necessary to fully develop'
their -reservations, and arguably these rights date----.from time imme-
morial. A different situation inay exist- with respect to Executive order
reservatiOns, where title was returned fi-orn the 'United States to the

.Indians. For these reservations. the Tiriority dates .-rove -ping the In-
clians' .Winters doctrine water rights are determin:ed as of the date the
reservation was created. It should be-noted, however, that Winters
.rights for treaty and Executive order -reservations have equal dignity
and are rick, subject to appropriation by the State.

In the.Years following the 117inter.cs'ease.. many cases arose in which
the Circuit Courts. pf Appeal applied the 11-7rtferw doctrine for the
purpose of nrotectincr the Indians' water rights. In Co'nrad .1n-ves-
ment Co. v. 'United AStatesz,-the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals relied
on that doctrine as its basis for holding that the Blackfeet Tribe in
Montana.possessed water rights in a river bordering its reservation in-_
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amounts sufficient to meet their futdre needs ofi.,vrigation and other
-useful purposps.47 That same court reached a similar conclusion in

United States-. Walker leivci. Irrigation involving Indian
claims to a stream which flowed across its reservation-46 In that case,
the court.emphasized the following :

The power of the Government to reserve 0.* * wnter (to Indian tribes) and
thus exempt (such waters) froth subsequent appropriation by others is beyond
debate:

COti have also established the criteria governing- the amount of
Ikater which may be -reserved by Indian tribes. In United States v.
..-1.1e,tanum Irrigation District, the Cou-t of Appeals for the, Ninth
Circuit addressed the question of the amount of waters reserved and
held the amount to be, that which is neeessarw to _meet the Indians'
"present and future water requirements"." The"Suprerne Court elab-
orated upon this general rule in the more recent and vitally important
case of Arizona v. California.'.::: In addition-to reaffirming. he 1V-inter3
doctaine, the Court in. that case held that the standard of measurement
to be rsed in determining the Indians' water rights should be the
amount of water necessary to * * * irrigate all the practicably irri-
gable acreage on the reservations."

Despite this-well-established body of law fa.vorable to the Indian.
there is a continual challenge to their Winters ricrhts by the Federal
Govequnent. the States. ,corporate and municipal entities, and non -
Indian landowners. Great political concern and hostility toward In-
dians and their rights is frequently engendered as Indians assert their-
legal claim against State, and local water interests.

VIOLATIONS OF INDIAN WATER RIGUTS

A forinidable body_ of. law protects the Indians' water rights. and
proper_ enforcement and application of the law shOuld preserve these
rights_ However, as evidenced by the following cases, the Interior and
Justice Departments have often in the past been LUX in enforcement
of these rights and have not infrequently adopted- adverse positions,
contributing to-the erosion of the Indians' water rights.

For example. in Col-rille v. Walton, et a?. a case-initiated in 1970.by
the Colville Confederated Tribes of Washington. the Justice and In-
terior Departments intervened and adopted a position adv erse to that
of the Colvillcs. In essence- the Department claims the -Secretary of
the Interior has exclusive jurisdicfion.over the_water resources on the
Colville. Indian Reservation and therefor} lias the right to control .all
allocation of water within-the reservation and apparently the duty to
allocate the. water to nun-Indian users on the same basis as it is al-
located to Indian users.- The authority relied upon for the claimed
--exclusive jurisdiction" is 2.5 U.S.C. sec. 381. That statute states that
the Secretary:- of the Interior may, when water is required for irriga-
tion on an Indian teservation. prontulgate rules and regulations 'to
secure a just and equal distributicn" of the available water among the

_ .

' eronrad Investment Co. v. United Staten. 161 Fed_ 529 (9th eir. 1908). -
4R United Staten v. Walker River Irrigation. District, 104 F. 2d 334 (9th ear. 1929)- .

Ibid.. at 336.CO United Staten r_ A.7stanurn. irrigation District, 23G. F.. 2d 321. 320 (9th cit._ 1956)-
41 Arizona v. California, 373 0.2 546 (1963).

7h1d- p. 600-

3.

4.



"Indiana, residing upon such reoervatio-n.." [Emphasis supplied:.] This
case has now been pending for some 7 years. Recently Justice asked
and the Court granted a 1-year extension of tithe, thus delaying. even
'further the efforts of the tribe to adopt their own water code: The
Jusl'..:e Department has.now asserted the same argument in the BPI-

--a now pending in the western district of the .State of
--ton.

r; _, 4nmeht is also asserting paramount authority over Indian_
in the Upper Missouri Basin in matters involving sale

of This capturc.:;_i. the attention of Congress Which held compre-
.hensive hearings regarding efforts of the Secretary of the Interior and
the Corps of Engineers to invade the Indians' water rights -5 3 In all.
'the Secretary of the Interior has entered into contracts for the sale
of approximately 712,000 acre-feet of water of the Big Horn River'
and its major tributary, the Wind River. Without those water rre-
sources. both the Crow and the Wind RiYer Tribes will be denied any
possibility of economic 'growth.
The Rights\Are LegaZ7y Adequate to _lfeet the Future 1?equirements

of _the Indian Communities
In the bone c er1 Ahtanurn. decision involving the Winters right's of

the -Yak n Nation. the issue arose as to the method to which
there slio herence in measuring the Indian rightsOn the.
.4.ubject, the said :

'This brings u a discussion of the question 7-If quantum of waters reserved..
It is obvious th quantuni"ris not measured by the use being made at the-
time the treaty reservation was made."

These succinct terms used by the Court- in this most pertinent
d.ecla.ration.

The reservatiori, was not merely for present but for future Ilse. Any other-
construction of the rule in the Winters case would be wholly unreasonable.

*It was then that the-Court in these terms reiterated and reaffirmed
this .basic tenet -of the Winters doctrine, as enunciated in the carrier-
Co-nrad decision :."The lands within these reservations are dry and
arid. and require the-diversion of waters from the streams to make them
productive and suitable for agriculture. stock raising. and domestic
purposes. What amount of watex will be required for these purposes..
may not be det.ermined with absolute accuracy at this time; but the
policy of the Government to reserve whatever -water of Birch Creek
may 'be reasonably necessary. not only for present--uses.-but for future-
requirements. is clearly within the terms of_ the treaties as construed
bV the Supreme.Court in the Wint,_ c.e ease." 3 5

There was: thus established the important criteria which contem-
plates a supply of water for the Indian needs to- meet their then and
future Water requirements. In 1960. those criteria. 'which had been
applied to treaty- reservations in 117 htterg, Conrad, and Ahtanum, were
intensely and extensively reviewed by t.he Special Master appointed_

-:-'11i:tring on the sale of water from Upper Missouri River Basin he the re-tleral Govern-meat for the development of energy. before the Subcommittee on Energy Resources and"Water Resources cf the Senate Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. 94th Cong., 1st
se-zs... pt.. 1 at p. 1(** (1975. hereafter referred to as Sale of Indian Water).zr-i6Unirrd State- V. {thtanum Irrigation f)f-triet. F. 2d 321. 3"20 (CA 9-195v3),.

55 Conrad itterstment Co- v. Cnited 'tats*. IG1 Fed. 829. 832 (CA. 9-:-1908).
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'by the Supreme Court. On the nature,measure, and extent of Indian
-Tfrinteris rights to the. use orwa.ter,. the Court had this to say in approv-,ing the report of the Special Master in regard to the Winters doctrine

r, And its application to future water-requirements:
We'also agree with the spectanitaster's conclusion as to the quantity of waterintended -to. be reserved- the'water wits intended to satisfy the future asWell as the present needs of the Indian Reservations * *2°'
There_have, thuS been established by judicial precedent .those aspectsof great -importance in the application of the concepts of the Indians"

Wznters desetiine rights to the use of water
(a)- They underscore the great need for eater;(b) They trriderscore that need is for present and future Indianrequirements; and .

(c) They underscore the intention that the Indian reservations
-. are to be coiithining, -VI:able, economic communities utilizing the
-iiecessary quantities of water to achieve those precise and mostdesirable ends.

-
Indian and Mate ReZations Znvob,ing Indian-Winters DoctrineRights: lite Akin Decision_

Mie- A7c-t 7-4 decision epitomizes the conflicts of interest that pervades__Federal protection of Indian resources: In that case the Department ofJustice sought a "determination of water rights * * * as trustee forcertain 'Indian tribes and as ,.owner of various non- Indian government
Velaims.".57 The Justice Department is purported to represent claims-of the United States which are .necessarily- in conflict with the IVinte-rs-
doctrine rights of the Indians4there involved. As has been reviewed,the Indian ruts' and those of the Federal .Government are vastlydifferent; Indian rights are private in charactr retained by. the tri.13e,

.-or .anted to the tribe for its exclusive use and bZ,nefit.c,'"
Substance of the issues in Akin is that the Congress of the United

States subjected the Indian .Winters rigyts to the use of water to the
jurisdiction of State courts and State. tribunalS for the determination
and adjudication of those rights. 13y-that decision, the Supreme Court'made applicable to the Indian Winters_ rights to the use of water the
so-called McCsa-ra.n Act.'" That ruling placed the Indian water rights
Within the jurisdiction of State courts:

In hearings before the U.S. Senate after the decision in the Akin.
case. Mr. Peter, Taft, Assistant Attorney General of the United States,
testified as folio

Supreme Court cases. as-much as 100 rears hgci, have noted th& fact that therehas -been a historic hostility between the States and the tribes and that, indeed,it is. the Federal interest that has protected the tribes wherever they maybe; 41 '6'

I would like to' point out also, a diZculty we have in keeping uniformity of
interpretation of Indian rights_ Ther?. are probably 1Z or more States in theWest- If Indian rights are to be Adjudicated in the State courts, in effect youhave the potential of 15 dl.frerent interpretations-.

80 Art:Iona v Can/arm , 373 U.S. 546. 600 (1(162).-. Colorado R.ver Water Conservation .Distrect et al. v. United State', 74-940; 74-949;AL-in et at. v.. United State., 424 U.S. S43 (19761.
5111 SAPe 1 WIeL Water Rights In the Western States, p. 301_
so 43 V.S.C. 666..

6
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Thus, the States have nTre been authorized to acljudicat3e one of the,
most heated and controversial issues dividing tribes and .States. The
one-sidedness of this arrangement is readily apparent to all and
Indian water rights are truly now in serious jeopardy.

zoo :YroMre DEVELOPMENT AND r-rilaz...erroN.- OF WATER rt.r.sOicatcr.s 'i')

The purpose here is to chronicle the importance of water to tribal
existence.Survival for the American Indian ultimately boils down to the re-
lationship he bears to the lands to which he has been confined. White
Americans have always moved to new locations once the, resources
were exhausted. Not so with the Indiansthe maintenance of viable
tribal structures and cultures is geared directly to the land base.and
the development and utilization of their ,resources contained therein_

The demands of national ert.ergy and the seartity of water supply
are- closing in on the American Indians at a rate which heightens the
need for protective legislation that, as applied to Indians and their
water-rights,. will sufficiently embrace Indian intangibles_ To the full=
est extent possible, development should recogniie a role for the special
identification Indians have with their land, Water, and "related natural
re so ure es_

Ristory bears testimony. to Indian use of water for sustenance as.
-they shaped -their lives to the demands of the varying environments..
When an indigenous people called the Hohoka.ms,occupied lands in
theGila. and Salt River Valleys over 2.000 years ago, they diverted
water by means of canals which eV en now are recognized as highly
refined engineering accomplishments., They long ago demonstrated
that water applied to the land was essential if communities were to be
maintained and to have more than a rudimentary culture. They
dernonsfrated the need for economic development which they under-
:took as a.means of survival. .

Like the Arizona Indians, the Pueblos of the Rio Grande Valley-
adjusted to a desert environment by using water to promote aricui --
tural development. Mohaves, 1Tumas. and -Chernehuevi likewise
adapted their lives to the surrounding deseit by occupying lands on
both' sides of the Colorado River. In the "Great Qolorado

,, as early explorers referred to it, the soldiers and missiOna.ries
';.encountered these Indians. Years later. Lieutenant Ives, in his IS5S,
:explorations on the Colorado River, reports the,Quechan Indians us-
ing water to raise their crops. Of the Molia_ves:Ives said:

Tt IS: somewhat remarkable than thesP.Tudinn.s should thrive so well upon the
diet to' which they are compelled to adhere.. There is no game in the vallem-. The
fish are scarce and of in.feri,xr quality. They subsist almost exclusively upon
-beans and corn, with occasional water-nelons and p*rmpk.ins, and are as fine a
race, physically, as there is in existence-

.Those Mohave crops were raised by the Indians who. planted the
lush river bottoms as soon as the perennial overflow had re-eeded,
thus using the natural irrigation furnished by the Colorado Ri-V-ef.7-
It goes without saying, -that the importance of tl.e rivers to the in-

TnAki vii :Cf. No. 4, final report, ..4.54071'cart Sndian Polley Review Comnafssioa.
ton. D.C., Stay-197G. p. 153..
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Iligenous cult-oxes throughoUt the Western United States was not line-

. . - 'lted, strictly ...to . agricultural purposes_, For. example, -the .3.Co ern.
.Paiutes, in vast desert-areas of the pr4sent State of a%.;-ev a-, de-
pended upon fish taken from Pyramid Lake and. the Trucke River
as a, source of sustenance- This was long. befol-e the so-called "dis-,
coy of that lake by Fremont in 1844_

r-F eries, to,the Indians_ of the Pacific Northwest, "Were not much
less- ito the exs tence of the Indians- than the atmosphere
they bre-ath " Salmon and other fish taken from the Columbia River
were always unimportant item of trade among the Indians, as reported
by Lewis and Clark- And, of course, rivers were not only the source
of Sustenance for the American Indians,' but they were also the alter-

. ies of crude commerce and travel_ Quite sigrnificantIy, when transitiof
from their traditional way of life was forced upon the v-sternindians,_
they relied iipcui their streams and rivers as a source of sustenance and

.- the -means to adopt the new ways- of 'living. The Yakirnas, in their
itranst ion .from -a nation given over largely to hunting. and fishing,

were the first in the State of Washington to undertake to irrigate their-
meager gardens, . . - . -

A central factor in establishing and protecting Indian water rights
is the beneficial use of it. Waters so essential to, the econgunic. develop-
ment and social- survival to the American Indian that, without it,
there can be no development of self-sufficiencv for a large percent of
the Indian.population.

Xsicie- from the value of water in the development process. the
monetary value of water is tremendous. For example, the fair market
valUe of the 2,000 cubic feet per second that flows out of the Fort
Hall Bottome,.lands is about $12 million:- This is based., on a price
of $25 per acre-foot of water from April 1--tO October 1, -which is-
only the 6-month irrigation season_ Larn-e quantities of water arising.
on the_Fort211501 Reservation are not utilized by members of the tribe,

. but are 'used by non-Indians of he reservation: It is illogical for the-
Shoshone-Bannock Tribes to be short of..-cirater because of a junior
right in the Idaho canal when c?...000 cfs flow off their reservation 365,
.days a Year_ -It beconles more .illogical. when one consicrem the fact
that the major a.gricult_ al areas of the reservation are situated over
the Snake River Plain Aquifer and are among the most productiv,
lands in the world.c1 .
' In a report to the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs of the
Senate, the Department-of Interior stated that most of the irrigation
projects of the 331.4. were in need of completion accompanied by reser-
-ration rehabilitation improvement.62 .

_Irrigated farming is the basic industry for many Indian communi-
ties,_and for many..the only means of income available to the Indian

- people. There ir., great danger of loss of the water, if not put to bene-
ficial use, because of the acute competition for water in the arid and
semiarid regions in the West. This is particularly trite in and adjacentto the-Indiali-communities.

al Jack Peterson, Futures, A Comprehensive Plan for the Shosbone-UaSnock Tribes, 1974, -
a 4"Report to Committee on Interior.' and Insular Affairs by Secretary of Interior, Thomas
S:leppe, Mar- 10, 2076-
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A short-history.- of the coinnimnity of Ak Chin would illustAte how
the use of water can help Indian people develop a relatively self-
sufficient community. Prior to 1910, their reservation had a river
running through their land. That year, ihowever, it was dammed
upstream. The Federal Goxernment, gave "notice of water appropria-
tion" for their use, which was never implemented. Up until 1946, the
land was not used. At that point, the BIA started leasing it to the
non-Indians. Just 16 years ago. the Ak Chin people were struggling
along surviving on transfer payments in welfare from the Federal .
Government Today, as a result of an incredible amount of effort on
the part of the Ak Chin people and over the objections oT the BIA,
they are prospering. Their farming oprrutions have done this for
them:

However, even with this success,.they are in trouble. Less then one-
fourth of their irrigable land is now being- farmed because of the short
supply of water and the expense of pumping it. -The water table is
sinking at a rate of approximately 20 feet per year..There is. a con-
tinuing need for water- supply to the Ak Chip. people:43 Withoilt water
they will once again become -dependent upon the Federal Government
for transfer payments in the form of welfaire,and unemployment.

4r;
3rAl":'..AGI-1.11ENT OF WAWER_ DELIVErzY -s-rs-rEm 64

On August IS, 1975, GAO reported to Congress a need for deve ,lop-
4'ient of Irrigation Management Services (IMS) in the 13I.A.'s
tionproject:=;. The.Bureitil of Reclamation, the National -Water Com--
mission in kfirreport, and various other studies concluded the IMS
would alto* g reduction in water use by increasing irrgation efficiency
bS7 approximately 20 percent annually at a cost of aboUt $8 per acre.
In spite: of the bepnefits offerS, t.Lle 13TA has not started such'. a

,prograni..- They say that they have not explored. The Bureau of Rec-
, . larnation efforts to develop IMS and also-felt that farmers--would not

cooperate in iznplementirig igucli a program. Even at,that, -they felt
tifat IMS was not-needed on their irrigation projects.

In contrast to the. BIA's poition on ThIS, such -a program could
increase the amount of land used for farming on the Yakima Nation.
Of the 154.S00 acres of cropland, productivity on 10,500 acres has
already been adversely affected by a ri,ing water table with approxi-`
mater 300 additional acres being affected each year. The GAO report
stp.ted: -

A 1969 Buren's/. study estimatedothat annual rent for 2.282 ,acres of affected
Yakima croplands could increase by $66.520. if the land were reclaimed. Further--
more. rental income.Could be expected to decrease if the present rate of land
deterioration were allowed to continue. According to an agency official, some of
this lanclAwas formerly used to grow hops and annually rented for over $50 an
acre_ Now, these same lands ate suitable only as pasture and rent for .bout $2
an acre_

* An alternative to IMS on the Yakima reservation would be a drainage
project to lower the area's water table. It- would cost substantially more than

T.etter to F:rnie Stevens. ctreff director. Sennto. Select Committee on Trirlinn Affalr. from
"F'orremt Gerard nnirl tvi.toc.- re: proposed Terxislative concept to solve k Chin's imminer.t
writer noprisi. Mnr_11. 1077.

%4 F.C. Como_ report to Senate C"rimrnitts-a on Ener2-N,.- nn41 Nntnrni Resources. irtiEnn
-Criturni Reszonrce.1Oppoo-ti:nitlesi for Inarrrrircil Mnrn:zernent nnel Increasecl-1"roducti%-ity
Part I.-Forest I.nn.1. renti Croplar.d. 1:**77). p.
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I:11S. however. During 1970 and 1971. 03-1.Acres were drained at about 4125 per
acre. d. Bureau official estimated current drainage cost to be nearlY $200 per acre.

The report also stated that. of the 50,500 acre Gila Rivei-iteserva-
tion portion ot the San Carlos Irrigation Project, only.13;083 acres
received water:. The agaidultural va3....e of these lands to the tribe is
very important. These lands that are receiving water produced ap-
proXimately $4.4 million worth of agricultural- products. The BIA's
efforts are geared toward finding additional water for the tribe even
though they believe that LMS would stretch -existing -water supplies
to irrigate substantially more of the croplands.-In spite of the BLA.'s
belief, that tribes N-s-oula be ieluctant to accept 1.1k.TS, GAO found that :

In i973. the tribe, Bureau. and BR entered into an agreement to implenient
IMS on the Colorado River Irrigation Project.Bureau off/cia's stated that the tribe encouraged II1S because al cost all of
its available water was. being used on 62,000 acres out of 103,000 acres of
irrigable lands. INS ban the potential to stretch existing water supplies to an
additional =3,000 acres of reservation land-by 197S.

The survival of Indian tribes as economic units in the arid and
semiarid Western States reqUires the -protection of Indian rights to
water on, under, and, adjacent to Incliap

The development'of viable agricultural systems. grazing economies,
or industrial ventures-depen on adequate, reliable delivery .of water
from customary sources.

2 Economic development of the western reservations is in4;eparable from Indian
'rights to the use bf water which, in turn, are th- me,,t valuable of all the natural
resources in the arid and semiarid regions. Thy, a.' right:; are the catalyst fcr al/
economic development. Without them. the reservattmis are virtually uninhabit-
able, the soil remains untitled.- the rainorals rerna.in in place, and poverty is
pervasive.' (Veeder,-.1-2. p. 175)-

Indian water rights are inherent and reserved to tribes through
treaties and agreements and are not derived .frenn Federal grant. ap-
propriation; or purchase. .T1 c, trust i:esponsibilify of the Federal
Government includes the protection of Indian rights to the use of
-water.

The States and the Federal Goyernment. have ignored established
Indian water rights under the Trinter8 doctrine, in Federal water
projects. - -

The Government also fails in its trust responsibility by not protect-
ing-Indian ri!v-hfF to the Ilse of water front infrincrernent by non-Indian

-individuals and the States. g

yAt pres,...nt. then no pro,.....-ram or approach b the De-
partment of the Interior or` by the DIA. to-develop tribal water re-
sources. The responsibility has been put upon the tribes themselves
to pi-otec!t, their water rie,lits. but many riles lack the expertise or
the funds to e -mploy experts in this field. In addition. the Department
and' the BIA. do not pros-ide :nforrnat:on to the tribes as to the
intent and impact of projects of the Bureau of Reclamation, Bureau
of Land INIanar-ernerit. Corns of Engineers. etc.. which have an interest
in w,ater resources affecting Indian!-:. This or,oe again is an example of
the conflict of interest within the Department of the Interior.

In several suits now pendin,r before the coilrt. the Department of
Justice. while claimin,-.-to represent the Indian 'claimants. is arguing:
a position ecintrary to the in rests-- of Indian water ri!,-lits.

a 3
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The Bureau of Reclamation has presented to Congress data on

vrateri-ecovery in several cases which is factually incorrect. The-effect
lias been the violations of water rights of the tribes involved whohave found their access to customary sources of water. diminished...

RECOMMIEN.-DATIONS.,

Cormith788-ion.recomrhiends-tiuxt.-
The Secietariy of Interior allow the tribes having- legal rights over

:water to develop their o-svn xvater codes designed to regulate all forms ofusage.. -
---4:ongrs enact legislation to provide for an Indian trust impact

(as outlined in traist section of this report) any time FederalState projects- affect In water resources. -
The Secretary and the Bureau of Indian Affairs take the -following

-"actions or provide tribes with the-financial. capability to:
:1. In-Ve_ntory- all tribal water resources.
?. Complete, land use surveys particularly to determine lands

which are irr-r gable or which can use water for other beneficial.
uses.

3. Conduct adequate engineering studies of the Indian water
resources necessarydor litigation.-

Make available to the tribes' funds to conduct legal and engi-
neering. rcs'earch regarding particular water resources and to pro-
ceed with litigation where necessary..

Colig-ress investigate litigation in the San Juan River Basin, the Rio
Grande Basin, and the Colorado River Basin.. and it- likewise investi-
gate the WaZton, cases.. the Bet Bay case, and the Big Horn case to..
ascertain the scope of Federal conflicts of interest.

Congress amend 42-"E".S.C_ 666 known as the McCarran amendment
to specifically exclude Indian water rights 'from its _provisions.

The Secretary of the' Interjor direct the BL& to Work with Indian
tribes and the Bureau of Reclamation to (1) identif-v those Indian-
lands served by /31A_ irrigation projects which would"most benefit from
131S; and (2) plan and provide guidance to implement ims on those
lands.

RESO=CES
There has been a s-onsiclerable amount of criticism about- the leas-

ing practiced of Indian milieral resources. majority of the criti-
ciz."-m is aimed at the manner -in which the Federal Government
-manags these resources. NI-ell-documented arguments have been made
which_ point_ out that the development of the non-Indian community
'has-been, in many cases, paid for by the Indians, through their re-
sources. Much has been said about th'e- source of the problem.. The ef-
fort here is to point out the clifficulaes and recommend a set

. to- design a -nd correct these unfortunate circumstances_- It would be
helpful to briefly discuss stiine important data on the amount of re-
sources we are referring to_

In_ a- report to the Senate Committee on Energy
-sources (then Interior and 1-1-1:--sular Affairs)
eral Accounting Office I GAO )tstateel-t

4. 3

1976, the Gen-
ndian oil and gas reserves



amount to approximately 3 percent of the United States total reserves.
This was broken clown.. into 40 reservations in 17 States_ The estimate
on oil reserves as of November 19 73, was approximately 4_2 billion
barrels With gas resources at about 17_5 trillion cubic feet. There was
also an estimation of a.ppwximately 100-200 billion tons of identified.
coal reserves located on 33 fef-:ervations in 11 States. This was approxi-
imitly-T--/-3--percent_of__the_tinited_Statesidentiftecl coal resources of
.1-581 billion tons-85 In a report by the Federal Trade Commission fiat
Indian lands have the potential of containing more-than one-tenth of
the United States currently minable coal- reserves_68 A brief: review
of the relative importance of Indian minerals to production in the
United States would also prove helpful. Data, gathered from a USGS
survey shows that production of coal on Indian lands in 11374 was
1.9 percent of all United StateS production which made up 35.S per-
cent of all production on Federal and Indian lands The value of pro-
duction of oil and .gas on Indian lands was 4.4 percent of the total
United States production. If off-shore leases are excluded, the pro-
dnction value rises to 1 a.6.percent of the total production value on all
Federal and Indian landS. Aside from the major Indian energy _re-
sources, there are a--variety of other minerals of considerable value
on Indian. lands. For example, phosphate production on Indian lands-
was 4.9 percent of the total United States production which amounted
to 35.4 percent on Federal and Indian lands. In 1974, 100 percent of
the Federal and Indian land uranium production was onIndian lands.
It must be noted ttLat of all mining on Federal and Indian lands,
production from Indian held resources was 15.f; of the total-87

INEQUITABLE 3TINERAT, T-'AS'P'S

The presnt policies on the leasing of Indian resources leave tribes
with inequitable acrreements. These agreements, ensure that revenue's
received from mineral resources are only a fraction of what they
should be- Measured by international standards. the leases negotiated
on behalf of Indians are among the poorest agreements ever made Gs

DEFICIENCEF-S CONTFACTS

-One of the major deficiencies in Indian lease agreements is that
royalty rates are usually too loYi and fixed in dollars per unit of pro-
duction of the resources which, of course, ignores increases in value
rather than percentage of value, which increases income as minerals
increase in value_ In four out of the-five Navajo coal leases, consum-
mated between 1957 and 196S the royalty was fixed between $0_15
So.375 a ton_ Since then. The average value per tori of coal rose from
S4-67 (1968) to .$3.S.75 (1975).69 There is no simple way to change these
inequitable terms because there are 'no adjustment clauses in the leases,
and the -leases are for 10 rears "an-1 as long hereafter as minerals are

es "rage.z. Force 'No. 7 final reonrt. ATPRC. Washington, 1979. p. 47.
eal FTC- Bureau of Competition. 1975 "ileport to the Pr-leral Trade Commissiron on Min-

eral T...easine Indian Lands." staff report. Ja.mes Dick. primary author. October 197a.
Supra_ no 1. n. 47.

4" David N. Smith andand Louis Wells. Ne7cotlating :Third World Mineral AgreernentS:
Promise-A at 1>ri-bleszne. Carabrid,Tre.. Co. (1975).

e° Executive Office of the President.- Council on Wage and Price Stability, A study of
Coal Prices. at. staff report, M. 16. p.
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iproducecr in paying quantities." The royalty is arguably fixed for the
life of the deposit., Some tribes have attempted tO. negotiate royalty
rates in spite of the/3311 written leases_ The Crow Tribe was successful
in forcing-, the rate/of coal from the originally dffered7.11 cents per ton.
to 17.5 cents per ton. As a general principle, in.a line of inflation, a

.
fixed pried contract for any commodit.,S-- is a poor contract. Even if the

a-eom-modity-does-not-rise-in-relation to --a-1_1._oti-!er.
<roods over time, the general rise in the price level Witt hurt tribes with
2:zfaxed rates per ton rather than percentages of value.7 In a review of
15 coal leases, from 3 tribes, 12 had fixed royalty rates/while only 3 had
royalty rates based on the selling price of the c-,oaL Although SGS._
in 1971; changed its policy of calculating royalties based in fixed
amounts _per ton to percent of selling price,. they /approved royalty
rates for leases at 17.5 cents per ton without recommending percentage-
royalty rates.'"-, - /.

COAT, LEASE .ACRF-AGE 1..T3.EITATION'
;

In reviewing 15 leases, it was discovered _thay. 10 were in excess of the
-2..560-acre limitation mai:Mated. by 25 CF1?.. §/171:_9(b) and-. § 172.13-
Decisions on size of leaks must be-d.etermined by the tribes. It is noted
that for coal development to be profitable the size of-the lease has to-
be greater than 2,560 acres.72 It -appears that a review of the acre-
limitation must -.be done. .

E-..N-FORCEM.E171; or- rnovisio

The BI _A. and 17SGIS are charged with the responsibilities of en-
forcing Indian mineral lease provisions. TAlere is considerable docu-
mentation that such enforcement is not taking place. There has been
a failure to require. full Compliance with biformation pro-visions of
exploration permits. The ITSGS has the responsibility of perform-
ing gas and oil well site. inspections for lease compliance. The inspec-
tions include drilling_ producing, abandonment, and meter proving
inspections. It has been found that only a very small -percenta.ge of
.required inspections is bein,i, carried

It has been found that significant amounts of royalty payments were
being received late. In fact.; of the survey that was performed. only
one tribe was properly enforcing its lease Provisions adequately_ A_
comparison of royalty payments on the Osage, TJinta.h and Ouray, and

Reservations for :i. 3 month period .in 1974 fellows- :

Reiareation
Payments Late Percent
examned paymen late

maize : 4,824 13 0.3
uintah and Ouray 60 42 70.0
iicareIla_.; _ 60 28 46.7

7° Ron Trooper. Aznerfcan indiitn Mineral Agreements : 'Literature Senrch Reforin
P'ropottals. A paper prepr red for Taslc Foree No. 7Reserratton and Resource Deve7opment.
Arno.rifenn Indian Policy iteview Con3rnis:on. Waghing.ton.'D.C.. May. 197(1.Corn p. Gen.. report to Sennte rl'omnlittee on InGerfor nel Tnsnlar Affnirs.

. itiatirr4or Ttc3onrcev.Part II Coal, OIL Ga.. Wash!ng.mn. D.C. GAO. Mar. :31. 1076.
p. 24.

7-3 Ibid.. p.
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The I - to the:tribes:As:significant- For example, in a review of
.-26,prodxracing oil, and-gas _eases done over a 14-month .Lkaiod on one

-on,.: 3.-t-,Wat- revealed that over $270,000 in royalt-jr. _payments
: *ere 1 to it; Maitlis later` the 1.-5' percent late charge provision were
--enforiecl..;' it '*could.-'ititaan-that t the tribe -Would -receive:: an additional
$6;000..,That $2T4r,006-invested for---1 year at a conservatiive 6 percent
rate_,N045-...ilirlarrtr-prod*Od: $16,200 additional' income to the tribe.".
'- "Fmi-rAdifeeMent'Of contracts rep:Ili-es re-Views and a-tidies of lessees.:

'These- '-re quirera.ents.- -are not -: ing performed_ USGS. 1 regulations
reitaire 'lessees to-- Submit reports Which luelude reports o operations
listing various actions: These reports; for the most part, not-being

-. sUbnutted. Many poste edits are not bt." 0 performed-- n one area -- --- _

of 'the review, only'. 5 percent of the past audits Were beinj performed..
The benefits of such audits are significant'. In that same area. over a
-2.--vear :period.- an additional $798,000 was collected t ugh ,.-8uch- - . - . _ _

Maiiiii-..4.7" The -fniictions of review-frig and auditing req re auditors_
and re-viewers, Which s ftinds to be expendect In view of the
fact that significant bene tscean be. received with adgivat reviews and
auditS,Jit would be, appropriate to put greater effort in area- - /-

Exifom'einent of lease: provisions for hi .E.- are to a 1 extent not Z
-done; The reason is that the tribes and the IA are u a lale to defer- ./-
Mine- tile effectiveness of Indian preference in hiring provisions_ Only' 7
in a. few cases were -there procedures which".requirred. the- lessee ?to - /
report 'on their employment-of Indians in the In9han community:1f /-
procedures wer-establied for enforcement of preference proYidAon.s
theim-13es'and BIA. would better be able to date sir/tame .the.effectiven
of such provisions. Indeed, v.-here such procesbires were establi4hea,
there Was substantial Indian employment in the minerals industry-,irs----
was the,:gase-on the Navajo Nation where enforcement procedures had
been established_ In that situation- of the 1;313rEeople who were em-.. ...

ployed in ..the -coal industry, 712 were-Indian- e total annual ea.rn-
-nags; in- that situation, were approximated at $8_2 xnillionfln other

. cases, because accurate figures. on the number of people eznploVe-cl Were
not available, it was not r.-osible to determine the num13.er of Indians/
employed in the mineral industry , -however, indic.ations_ were th3%-f..
Indian employment in the industry was min imol_76 //

17.173".ortc-mirEN-r OF PROVISIONS port Emdr..A.ar...A.-=-10-s-.016

The tribes, BIA, State and local agencies; and ITSGS. 'allinvolved in reclamation activities on Inclizuri lands.. _Monitoring of
reclamation on Indian lands activities is the responsibility-1;f -T3-GS
The responsibilities of USGS in _this area are not outlined_ in the
CFR, although they are discussed- in var;_ons sections. There are noformal agreements among the different organizations- to coordinatethese .activitis. The result is that each organization is _Operating
ind.ependently.."--7- -

1.4
72. Ibid.. p. Z4.
76 Ibid., p.. /S-
=' p. 37.
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7-N-v-nioxarENT_Ir., co-sTkozs ARE Too WEAK .

Indians unable to prevent environmental degradation resulting
from development except; through the very cumbersome mechanism of
the National Environmental- Protectiori Act_ NEPA's main contribu-
tion is to cause delay. A tribe may wish-to control the form of deyelop-
ment rather than to delay it: vet, without the opportunity to bargain
effectively, the tribe cannot impose the controls it wants or extract a
higher royalty in return for' not imposing the controls-78 It may be
too early to know how much .strength tribes can put in co-des con-
trolling-development, particularly on /eases which already have been
signed..

DURAT;10.7N7 OF LEASES ARE TOO LON-C;

Nearly all can be indefinitely extended if production is occurring..
The provisions for redetermining the rental rates are usually weak.
The extension provision results from the Omnibus Mineral Leasing.
Act of May 11. 193S (25 § 396 a -f4, which states that minerals
may be leased "* * * for s. term not to exceed ten years and as lon.g-
thereafter as minerals are produced in payinn-- quantities." The limit of
10 years is contradicted by the possible indefinite extension of time..
Long-lived leases accentuate the low price problem identified earlier.
In a time .of general. inflation, a fixed-price-per-ton payment can:
become a verY small share of the total income from a particular min-
eral .production activity.;,--For percentage -royalties, should the usual'
landowner's share drift upward. over a time, a tribe with a long lease
would lose relative to those with short term leases.7''

Long term leasing problems can be avoided if terms could be re-
negotiated periodically. Some leases contain provisions enablin;the -
Secretary- of Interior to redetermine royalty rates and other provisions
of IL lease every 10 years_ But such leases rarely contain a method by
which a tribe can force such Secretarial action ,by -not defining the-
reasons Ni; hich require redetermination of lease terms.

CIIs..NGE'S CAN CAUSE SOME -ADVLTZSE SOCIAL PROBTXr-vCS

Mineral -development -invariably increases the population of non-
Indians on or near a reservation. creating-political difficulties for the-
tribal government and cultural problems_ or -tap Indians. Tribes wish
to be able_ to reach a reasonable accommodation with the non-Indians
who move" in. but are unable to do so if they cannot_ set controls which
are widely known from the very arrival of the new residents_ An

-=.alternative in some cases is for Indians to pro-Vide the labor- for-
developin-the minerals. Although training may entail some costs, the
tribe could exchange rental receipts for training opportunities if it
could bargain. effectively. If they could choose.-some tribes might wish:

-- to impose environmental controls and workplace controls which, lower
the monetary return, -while other tribes may prefer to maximize the
monetary return. 'Unfortunately. tribes now receive low monetary -re-
turn kithout any of the other controls either."

7.9 Supra, note B.'9 Supra. note T, Indian Natural Resources, p_
4tt.
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Most of the problem areas identified earlier come about bause ofthe weak beginning position of tribes in relation to the pate tial re-sonice.deyeloperts.

-REASON-1g FOB -ThrEtZt -rr Vizr T": LEASE RR.1 NGp3rnNT
. k

-Trospe-' r analyzed the reasons uncle theSein- eqifitable4ases."The reasons are nuraerous. First, neither t le Indian people nor
offiCials possess adequate information on the size of deposits, thA
of-exploration, costs of production, and market prices. The DIA.- hasDever_ carried out a complete. topographic or -geolcgic mapPingtribal- lands. BIA does not have the expertise. The United-. Sei4esGeological Service (USGS) is suppOsed to advise_ the BIA ; how-ever; funds to do the work have never been appropriated to pe
this ,tObe. clone_ Thus, it is impossible for tribes to put a value on. thei
ms.o. urc...Second., the 33-IA does not employ personnel With the skillsnecessary-to nxiddrtake negotiations even if the data was ayailab3e.- For:-example, the BI.A. Navajo Area Office does not employ a geologist oring no is there a procedure for BIA. personnel to- eX--
change information with other DIA. officials- who are concluctirif,r sita-negotiations. 'DIA. in Washington -opposes such eXchp-ncre ofinformation-sayin.gthat "* * * tribes may believe that what has beenobtained on one reservation could be obtained on their reservationwithout giving consideration to differing circumstances * 24 also it.would be _difacult and expensive to establish _a system." .

Third. bargaining power in lease negotiations is reduced because ofinordiriate.ly long capricious delays in the approval process. For ex-ample, in January, 1973. the Navajo Nation sent out 25 invitations for-uranium exploration.- By January. 1974, they had. determined that.Ex:ibn had made the best offer and entered into a flexible agreement-AcCOrding,- to the agreement, after a ,rieposit is found; the Navajos
ca.n..lchoose :whether they, want to receive a negotiated royalty .or. a.49,p6rcen,t working interest. The Navajo. Nation requested Secretarialapproval of the arrreement. In turn,, on April 2. 1974; the Commis-
sioner '_of Indian alkairskrequested the Navaio area directbr to under-take an environmental- npact statement which was -firmilv initiated
in January, 1976_ Meanwhile. on.March 10, 1975," an Assistant Secre-tary o-f the Interior determined that there was no reason. for the-
Secretary not to approve the lease agreement.sr-But this deterrriinatioil
had no in-in:tea/ate impact. For the lease was not approved until Janu-
ary. 1977. The 3-year delay cast the Navajos $1,642,500. in unpaid
interest.

Fourth. tribal bargaining power -is weakened-by State taxation -of.
non-Indian mineral developers. State taxes on mineral production
(severance arid saleSta:*es) fall upon the owners rather than the de-
yelopera:of the resources. The de:ye7.oper passes along his taxes to the
owners---in-tliel--form.- of lower royalties'. The developer.- does this by .

.......

acuStsprir,",. note 6- ...MI' Sapra. note T., p. '13.. _ ,
gft Memorandum from Sitcqc W. 4C...trl tan n. A us-t. See. for Prisrg-T- & Minprals : Snhie44:'FIna.iadal Anal 3,412.4 of th 4". Prorsoefd Navajo-Exxon -1-rarsinna Prospec tin= and MinIng.rrcroosal" Dept. of the Interior. Wasbin gton.1).C.. Mar. 10. 1075. .ag--Lorralne T. Run. 1Nr&-rajo Mineral AgreeiraenrIc. a paper eigqtrered at annual nieetia--

of Eastern Economic .A.ssociation, Hartford, Cor..n.-,.Apr_ 14. 1977, p. 14.

3:q
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including State taxation when he calculates his expected. profit. The
larger the tax, the smaller.the royalty. Most often., taxes exceed royal-
ties. For example, on the Crow Resery :ttion, the'Montana State tax
revenue' received from a' private mining operation ainounted. to
$3,988,424.for the period of July 1075 to March 1976. During the same
period,the tribe's royalties were $1.270.510. A State tax, upori mineral
developers, is, in fact. a tax upon Indians. Indians do not both:tax
and receive royalties. Usually, they just receive royalties. The differ-.
ence between the two is important from a company's point of view.`

Depending upon how Federal tax laws treat tribal takation it
might be.possible for a company to deduct a tax from its Federal tax
rather than froin its before-tax income.

To illustrate this, consider a $500.000 annual royalty charge. A coin-
pany deducts it and pays taxes on the remaining profitsfor ex-
ampleat. a 40 percent rate. Converting the royalty to a tax means that.:
before tax income would rise by the $500.000; the company would pay
40 percent of this, or $200.000, in increaseataxes. But tire company now
deducts the tribal tax of $500,000 from its now higher Federal tax. The
result is that the company's total after tax income rises bfi-$300,000.
The-company would prefer paying a tax rather than a royalty, ancla
tribe could bargain fora higher cash return from taxation than from
rental.84

Fifth, Indian tribes and Indian individnal-s-,s tribal members. con=
tinue to. have difficulty obtaining, credit. Access to credit would im-
prove the threat by Indians to perform development themselves rather
than in conjunction with outside developers. With the very large
capital requirements of some mineral development methods, this con-
straint may not be relevant : even if tribes were as able as anyone to-
get"credit, they could not finance,a large coal development. EvenThe
energy corporations enter consortiums and use Government guarantees
to assemble the required financial, backing. Access to credit. would
enabi-e*a. tribe to hold out during a negotiation by decreasing its need
for cash from a lease." Access to capital could -also improve access
to information.

. Finally, the tribe's bargaining position is weakened by the fact that
mineral revenues constitute an important source. of tribal income. Foit
example. in 1975, 70 percent of Navajo tribal revenue Was generated
from mineral lease's. Thus. the Navajo tribal government is not- in a
position to cancel leases, or even refuse to negotiate new leases if it
wants to maintain its administrative and service functions..Thus, fiscal
necessity dictates the rate Of resource exploitation.

7...-EW FORMS OF AGREEMENTS

Until the early 1560's, most Third World Countries were in a
similar position to Indian tribes. Unlike Indian tribes, however, tjiey
have- been able -to-shift the balance of power-and in do g so have,
secured a larger share of mineral income. Their increased leverage
derives from their newly asserted sovereignty; from the .growing

6, Supra. note 1; p. 47.
se Ibid., p. 48.

Supra,. note 6.
..
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.political. awareness of their citizens; from the entrance of new trans-
national corporations; and lastly, fre5m the :threat that they will de-

-..velop their resources themselves Third..-World Countries were able
- ;to switch from fixed royalties -P.,o royalties -based on a percentage of
--viklue. of the exploited resource, supplemented by income taxes on the
company profits.. They have also been experimenting with new forms

agreements such as joint ventures: production-sharing, and service
contracts. Under a joint venture, the country shares expenses and
profits rather than receiving a royaltsc-Und.er production-sharing or
-service contract, the foreign firnas obtain no ownership interest, and
the resource owner is able to-retain control.- In production-sharing
agreements, they country and. the firm share- output in predetermined
proportions. "Under a service contract, the country merely purchases
services from the firin reimbursing it for actual costs. Additional
payment to the firm based on profits, in some cases,- is given to en-
courage efficiency. _

Indian tribes have not been able to enter-joint ventures because of
the capital required. However,-there are indications that energy com-
panies are w..111.-, to go into joint ventures with tribes for development
of their mineral resources. Participation agreements. may, be very
attractive to tribes, but a tribe going into 50-50 partnership. should
take precautions to insure that their participation is not superficial-
in nature, and they assure that they have an effective role in manage-
ment decisions within the, operating company. The experience of
developing nations in joint ventures where the mineral companies
pay all exploration and development cost has been that the companies
usually __demand that the government not tax pzod..:f.tion. Some of
these countries were surprised to learn -that they had them-
selves givingpotential earnings by givin up their tax right. This is zrsuaLly
true where the ratio of loan capital to equity is relatively low and most
of the nosey goes to repayment of debts. One very important factor
is access 66 -in`lormation about the operation of production and the
technical lmow-how to interpret all of the technical data that ca: ne
with such-. responsibilities. There are two problems which- -:re
central to joint management control. One is making sure that the
tribal managers get all the necessary data to make the best- decisions
and the other is in trying to decide which issues they shoulti.direct
their efforts to.

One tribe, the Blackfeet, has-entered into a service contract where
the contractor has no owner-Ship or equitable interest in the lands or
minergLIS produced nor a leasehold interest in the mineral estate All.
production is owned by the tribe. The contractor owns the equipment,
and-advances funds for exploration and prOductionreccivnig repay
ment from the production. The. tribe ree6v-es a one-sixth royalty; and
50 percent net - -profits after the contractor has recouped his costs. The
contractor receives the other,50 percent.

At the. same time, 'while Jaime -ventures, production-sharing and
service'contracts-woUld- allow :more-Indian-control-over resource de-

. velopment, they might not always increase resource returns., The
Dia=-A/yandro "International 3farkets for Exhaustible Resources. Less DevelopedCountries. and Transnational Corporations" Center Discussion Paper No. 256 EconomicGrowth Center. Zane University. December 1976.

92-185-77-23
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potential benefits from these agreements are subject to more Hs"' k than
-are the returns from a royalty agreement. For example, under a. joint
venture, the tribe- riSLs losing its equity capital if no discovery is
made or if substitutes are developed. And while production-sharing or
service contracts are not subject to this, these agreements yield higher
revenues only if \carefull7 monitored_ The Blackfeet Tribe: will have
to verify the actual amount produced, the actual costs-'incurred, and-
the selling price. Tbus, the;s-e new agreements require the uses of scarce
trfbal capital and teal4nical skill and knowledge.

It should be emphasized that service contracts have one important
advantage over royalty agreements and joint venture and that-is the
non-Indian firm acquires no taxable interest in Indian land or
minerals."

TFal3A-7-.. GOALS AND MLNMEL.A.T., 31E2S-1

Mineral development can provide improved oppdrtunities for prog-
ress toward self-sufficiency where agreements allow fuller. participa-
tion through increased jobs and income. expansion of local markets.
aimed improvements of the infrastructure. But, at the same time, tribes
must be allowed to control the unwanted side effects. Environmental
degradation and the rapid influx of non -Indians to the Indian com-
munity can negatively affect undesirable outcomes. Tribal govern-
ments must be free. to -balance benefits and costs and choose the rate

- of mineral development which will support their aspirations.
Tribes have been linable to develop their own resources as a. result

of : 1. lack of control ever the resources: -

-2. lack of technological expertise. and skilled labor; and
- 3. lack of ca.pital.

The 33IA haS seldom "attempted to assist the -t.ribes in. tribal devdlop-
inent of their mineral and petrochemical resources. Rather, its in-
volvement in resource exploitation has consisted largely of arranging,
leases of Indian land including the mineral contents to -major petro-
chemical and mining companies-at questionaates. .

. Indian people are losing valuable non-rents -able resources to coryic2-
rate developers. -The- return to Indian individuals and tribes is mini-
mal. .The most valuable development asset_ of many tribes is being
wasted for them. .

Tribal goals of self- sufficiency,. income, jabs and environmental
protection. are the fundamental prioritiq, which should be add.Kessecl
in any decisions about use of resources.

izEcoar-NrEN-DATioIN'S

T1u Commission reco-rn mends that:
(1) Congress provide the United States Geological Survey and the

Bureau of Mines with the funds necessary to compile mineral inven-
tories of -allstfibal lands. 'These inventories-sh-ould" be--field
surveys using- Indian people. ,as trainees. The results should be-con-
fidential to tfie tribes. - -

A. Ziontz. Indian Self-Deterrnination":-New Patterns for -Mineral Development. Institrrteon -Indian Land 'Development 'OH. Gas. Coal and Other Minerals organized by Rocky
Mountain Mineral. Law Founciatkort. Tueon. .A.pr. 1-2. 1977. paper 13.

7- .-
:
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. \ -(2.) Congress provide the Division of Tribal Resource Development,

Bureaa .of. Indian Affairs, with funds to train a minerals atin
teanl composed of known international and national experts approve
by- the affected tribes. These experts would be at the disposal of Indian
tribeS to aid and advise during negotiations. \(3) The Bureau- of 'Indian Affairs discontinue outdated .royalqr
agreeme:nts, lengthy lease periods, no readjustment , clauses, vagaa
employment and environranetal clauses, and waivers from tr-..b taxis -:
tion. Title 254 .1.-$Kis ons .171 and 177 of the Code of Federal egu-,
lations, should -e. clear that alternatives exist to the outdated We .
acrreement p v in use.

(4-) Congreb.s provide funds to the Department of Interior to eEe-
_ tively monitor-Indian mineral agreements and insure that productio
is .accurately reported, royalties and other fees promptly -paid, em-
ployment and environmental provisions honored. Monetary penalties
be imposed for noncompliance:

(5) _Congress provide fund's to set up a low-interest loan fund to
aid those tribes who wish to encra:r.re in joint ventures.

. (6) Congress provide legisrafiort to prohibit any State ta.mation of
non-Indian mineral developers in their transactions with Indians with-,
in the tribal lands.

(7) If the tribes decide to enter joint ventures, agreements with de-
velopers,.ownerghip and control of minerals and processing be kept in
Indian hands.. Contracts for work on technology purchases would be
examples of such agreements. Funds be made available for tribes to
employ legal counsel and geological- experts- to aid them in their -min-
eral contract .decisions whenever possible.
= (8) The U.S. Government make available technical assistance and
teaching personnel in geological fields so that- Indians can learn to be
surveyors for their own. tribes.

(9)- Trig- present laws be amended to insure tribal control -of the de-
)velopment of Indian-owned natural resources includin water, coal,
oil, tu-aniunr, gravel aid clay, and all other minerals. Thee laws, once
amended,-should be flexible enough to allow the tribes to determine for

ftheniielves the best form of organiiation- which will enable them to
control development and realize the -makihium financial returns from
the devalopment. of their natural resources-

(10) Title 25, sections 111 and 17,7 of the Code,of Federal Re a-
tiOns, should- make clear that alternatives exist to the outdated lease
ag-reement (contracts), most immediately with. regard to the develop-
ment of coal. Reclamation regulations also be clarified.

(11) Congress amend the Freedom of Information Act to exempt
tribal -proprietary rights from its application. a.

Efu-ariL..-Pc REso-ca=s

Diseaissiqns-o- f----hurnan-resources-Indian-reservations-iii-variably
center . around such issues as idleness, unemployment, and' welfare;
Depending on whose figures are accepted, . 30-70 % of Indian _adults
are described as unemployed. And implicit in these descriptions is
both a moral 'judgment and a fatalistic- acceptance
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But of course, the human resource question can be approached from
the opposite standpoint. The large number of people unemployed can
be viewed as a positive factor. They can be-described as a large labor-
pool. They can be viewed as a potential reSource-for development,- just
as minerals fid tirnbc-..--7. are potentialources for development_

Al a- y allu to -is the fact that the this Indian labor
pool is unlmown... IA statistics with respea to the number of un-
employed on Indian reservations are based on, at best, arbitrary` cri-
teria.; at worst, impressionistic judgments by liaca.1 agency personnel.
Exanaination .of BEA_ unemployment data for 1967-1975 did re-
veal any consistent pattern_ Of the 2S reservations with comparative
data unemployment rates for 17 were actually lower in, 1967. than
in 1975. In the remaining 11 cases, unemployed had declined in 1975.
The pattern of increase and decrease is so erratic that no attempt was
made to correlate theni with successive increases in investment. A.
further deterrent to col-relation was due to unreliability of the data
base- The BIA Labor Force statistics are compiled on an annual basis
by the or area office.. The agency does not take a household
survey to establish these figures but merely adjusts the previous year's
figures to reflect any changes it thinks may have occurred_ The Buz
reau's justification for lack of accurate statistics is twofold. (1) It
claims lack of -personnel_ -(2) Its response through its representative
is sufficient, "What good are accurate statistics:?'-

It _is clis.heartening that there is no determination on the part of
BIA. officials to accurately document the situation. -If accurate un-
employment figures are not collected from year to year, how can one
judge the effect of Government proc,rams, particularly man.poNter pro-
,r rira ? Good statistics are not ends in themselves but invaluable to
evaluation'-of Federal programs and policy. Inaian income and em-
ployment statistics are used by. the Department o.f Labor to deter-
mine Indian fund allocation under the Comprehensive Training and
Employment Assistance Act. The officials administering this program
know the IT-S.Census Bureau-figures 71?1,-; MA figures are unreliable.
_Nevertheless, they are unable to .-01.3eCt. r own data and so rely
on Census and BIA. There i= no --x-cuse -asing Federal program
planning and funding on an ura:.i,liable data ]3ase..

An attempt was made to compu re the Indian rates of unemployment
with U.S. Census Bureau rates for thc-, Nfaion. While this comparison
is often made by respected scholars, it i1 fallacious comparison. -The
BI.J.k. uses a different definition of emplo-yrnent from the U.S. Census
Bureau_ ,The Census Bureau -defines an unemployed person as one who has
been seeking Work-. within, the 4 week- period previos to the inter-
view. The BIA. definition includes those seeking work as well as those
not seeking work but who are employable- This gives the BIA a larger
labor force figure and inflated rates of unemployment. For example,
..the --33-1A-Laber-Forc4Es-Report,___April_IDITt,____reportecl the_7_Th,bor force
Of Standing Rock as-1,229 of which 737 'ere employed, and 492 were
not employed. Of the 492 unemployed, 320 were see-king work. The
BI-& rate of unemployment was (429/1.229) 40%. If we use'the
Census Bureau definition and subtract out those not seeking work
(171-_,)) from the labor force-and from those unemployed, we obtain
a' lower rate of unemployment (320/1,055 ) 30%.

4
.10
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The -131A. is aware that it defines unemployment differently but it
justifies the difference by saying that the nature -of job search is dif-
ferent_:an the reservation and, so the U.S. Census Bureau definition
has little relevance- On the reservation there is almost perfect job
inforation Everyone Imows-:w-ilen there is a job opening and there-

' fore does, not have to search continuously_ Therefore, if a census taker
.lisked an Indian, "Have you looked for a job in the past 4 weeks?" he
-might reply, "No," because there had been no job .openings and being
rattans] he wouldn't seek what didn't exist. If BIA is correct,' then
.the U.S. Census figures for American Indians are underestimates,
while SSA :f ayes are overestimates. The truth is somewhere in be-
tIvreen. Possibly for the 1980 U.S. Census BureaU, the question should
be,rooclified for American Indians.. They should be asked, "When job
Opportunities occur, do yoU seek.them ?" In this way the U.S. Census
Bureau might be able to more accurately determine who is to be in-
eluded among the unemployed. As for the 33IA, its data base will
remahn inaccurate and useless for any comparative purpose of deter-
animation in the allocation of Federal grant money and for program
evaluation until it is actually based on household surveys, and uses
the same definition as the U.S. Census Burear.."

!There is an urgent need to develop a uniform, cons-- ent. and ac-
curate data base now, so that. the effects of Government progeams and
1i expenditures on development can be measured. .

Be that as it may, even though the numbers are not know-n., there
is clearly e, large pool of unemployed people on the reservation. Thus,
we have the second of the three classic ingredientsnatural resources,
capital, and human re.,7ourees--economic development,But this large labor pool is still only potentially useful from the
standpoint of reservation. economic development_ Part of it is un-
traineci: Part has been provided with trainyr1<-- not applicable to res-

- ervationevelopment. Finally, certain types of professional training
have -neer been emphasized_

The great majority of -training programs directed at Indian peo-
ple 'have involved teaching blue-collar occupations_ Even where pro-
fessional training has been delivered, the focus haS been on training
teachers, the social sciences -and to a lesser extent, law and -health. Few
people liavefbeen trained, or hare sought training, in the hard sciences,
such 'as en..i.neeri_ncr, business, and administration_

Why? With respect to the blue-collar o---/pations, the inadequa-
cies of secondary education on the reservation ,``ent force push-
ing the young Indian person toward trade schools; -herore, this
structural force is generally supported by the school counsors. With
respect to higher education. the situation is somewhat more complex..
Two forces seem to be responsible for the fact that the great major-
ity of Indian students -Who go e.. for higher education opt for such
'disciplines as teaching and social sciences. One reason for this is that
the only Indian role .models young Indian students have encountered
are ustiafli.-ii-ther teaching or social services_ _..Th-otl-J.er is ta-t-s7c1-1---ool-7
counselors seem to be not aware that professionally trained Indian
administrators or technical experts are needed on- the reservations.

° Task Force No. 7, finalreport. Al:Pile. July 2 976, p. 54-
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So what needs to be -done? Education and training iiiust be inter-
meshed with reservation development. Skilled workers are required
in many areas. Technical expert-s---e.g. engineersare required. And
finally, people with training in administration and management are
required.

The specific types of requirements vary from one reservation -nom-om

another. But t:).e.principle remains constant_ Indian edu dya-e-iciii. and

training must support reservation development. People must be pro-
duceci with relevant skills. Education and training programs for the
sake of eaucation must be replaced by education and training directed

_ toward Indian self-sufficiency through resource cleYelo t. Teach-
ers, social service personnel are neededand t=raining show continue
in these areas. But on every reservation, there are potential engineers,

-scientists, and administrators. And these potential engineers and-sci-
entists and administrators must be found and encouraered. To do this
a far better_progra.m of career counseling must be available on the res-
ervation at the high school level and beyond.- ..ft_nd of course, to be a
'better-prog,ralvl, this career counseling must take account of-the unique
cleVelopmeaatal opportunities in the Indian communities.

What can this lead to? It can lead -to realizing the view -described
In our first paragraph. It can lead to recocrnizing that the large pool
of unemployed Indian people on reservations is a positive asses, an
asset- which, when combined with Indian control of their natural re-

,sources and capital, can lead to the development of self-,-iifficient econ-
omies on Indian reservations.Significant changes resulting from gradual implementation of the
Indian Self-Determination Act (Public Law O. ,";3S) will have a major
impact on planning for Indian youth_ Education programs for the
sake of education must be replaced by education directed toward In-
dian self-sufficiency through resource development.

Indian _education at the college level and beyond must support
reservation resource cleYelopme:lt and produce the needed, not the
needy. Development of the diverse_ and extensive natural resources

'has been carried out by non-Indians with Indians generally partici-
pating at lower levels.

The development of these assets offers the opportunity to stabilize
reservation economies and proVide appropriately educated Indians a
way to grow into higher levels of Management and responsibility.

The following is a brief analysis of manpower programs adminis-
tered, by the Federal Government.

MANPOWER BUICE.AL" 01- ATT'AraPi

More Federal money goes to education, vocational skills, training,
employment assistance and subsidization than for any other program
area. Such funds are requested in order to alleviate the high rate of
Indian unemployment which the 33-IA. estimates to be over 39 per-
cemt.9-1 Little-or-no-fr. - " 1,44.3 sip

°'x BIA statistics are suspect because of unorthodoxthe use of "windshield estimates." The BIA does notof "unemployed" and so their unemployment figuresfigures. -There Is an urgent need to develop a uniforso that Federal manpower funds can be properly alloc-
evaluated.

6.thods of data collection. notablyhe standard labor force definition-1 not be con.pared with nationalnsistent. and accurate data baseand the effects of such findinrl,
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.-=1"- inkful.slolls to the Indian labor :force so that they may remain on the:xesertation and spate in natural resource development.,-,f.--.:"_,.-.1:114, -first, .73IA: manpower pro direct relocation, 1950 (now

,,..,_ ioined thoiiirban unemplo

7_,:caztied: :direct _employraen ) mov large numbers of skilled or em-ployable: !mains from. rva..ons' 4-o urban `centers where they.,

..,,r..,.,-,-- that manyIndians prefer to remain'. on the reservation,
...

`.-' . began, in 2956, to contract with private industry to provide ,41-;,--;-:-'1anbsidiied on-tho-_,:ob- traaAing (OJT) on the reservation- Because--:;.. -moist Indian people are. employed as unskill ed workers, the BIA. alSo _instituted, in 1956, a. number of vocational tra.ining courses (AVT)located both in urban centers and near r.thervations.9 The Departmentof Interims:- recently did an audit of the direct employment programand the adult Vocational training and discovered that neither was--being run according .to the regulations. 93 Performance figures for'both programs were inaccurate-and misleading since both programs -were being utilized in ways quite different from intended. For exam-ple, OJT money was going to students-enrolled in college studies whiCh .,'_ were not voc/t6onally oriented. The following table cont-crins outlaysfor these programs..
TABLE 1.FUNDING MR BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS EMPLOYMENT ASSISTANCE, FISCAL YEARS /S66- 7 ,LIR millions of doll- re

1966 1967 1.2158 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975
Training_ I1.421 13,259 13,830 15,700 25, 000 24, 273 24,716 22, 408.5 19, 035_ 4 19, 684

(ra-
0/N

placamenI3)- 3, 007 3, 864 7, 267 8, 477 12, 761 14, 935 15. 133 15, 700. 5 13, 336.8 14, 107
On the !lots training

d(efacrer'AVT curb;in_iactien

otal_____ ______ _ 14, 428 17, 123 21, 097 24.177 37, 761 3S, 2e8 39, 849 43, 392. 1 41,2884 44, 251

(3 400- 0) (2. 600. 0) (2, 400)(7) 5, 21:3. 1 A. 916- 2 ID, 460

a tgotradd to totatt
Sauna: Dam prcivided by Cie Division oflob Placement and Trainirg 51A, 1976."

I srl)T--4.-Ni" At 1'ION 7£.4.1.3i
Inclinri Action Teams were begun ander the Division of Job Place-Merit and Training in -the BIA in ID71.). The program is a broadlyoriented effort.

Thritst," gtetin team program is a reservation-base prograni benefiting indianpeople with skills training; strengthening of tribal government; projects cam-pleted 'as a result or the on-the-job training; development of managementcapability leading to increased capability ontract for Bureau of IndianAffairs services in accordance with the Indian self-determination concept; at-tracting additional funds from other agencies; development_or_tei.balerpriswhether the be
cornmerelal-or-limited-to-reventie-zirodueing activities on reser-Ira-

-92=V type of program directly benefits Individuals and the tribe in,genr.a12"
"Barkin. A-, American Indiana and. Pet:feral Aid,- Washington, D.C., Brookings Instills-

tion. 2.971. Pp- 107-109.Iselteviaw of Adult Vocatiolsal Training and Direct Employment Assistance Programs.
7,Blizreais of Indian.Alfairs, Office of Audit and Investigation, U.S. Dept. of Interior, May
1976-

Commilsalioner Morris Thompson, BLA, Senate Interior Appropriations hearings 6sca.1.
year 1976 pt. 3, p. 902-

312
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Indian Action Teams are organized on reservations by residents -and

operate under contracts from the Indian Technical Assistance Center

in ColoradO. They are supposed to .provide training in a skill while

carrying out,activities useful to the reservation. The program has con-

centrated on construction skills, but has begun to train in other skill

and vocational areas. With a.budget of $800,000- in fisCal year 1972, the

program consisted of three action teams. In 1976, it had a budget of

$23.5 million and consisted of S6 action tea ::Is-under-con.traCt."°5 For

fiscal 'year 1977, the BIA requested. $14 .million for the program, a

reduction of $1 million from the fiscal year 1976 funding.

The Indian Technical. Assistance Center has argued strongly for a

$72S million budget for -1977. This level of funding, is based on the total

of 200 tribes ITAC claims wish to contract for action teams and the

strong support the program. has received. This has been eloquently

-shown by the support. tree programs have 'received in appropriations

hearings from national Indian organizations and many tr7)z.ki

governments." _
The Indian action program possesses the unique feature of mobiliz-.

ing local support to provide community services and facilities. Thus,

it can have a long-run impact on the reservation.
Despite the last 25 years of .effort, the greatest barrier to increased

.`emplo3.-rnent on reservations is quite simply lack of jobs. In the period

from 1966 to 1_J73 the BIA reported a ficrure" for participants in Direct

.Emplov-ment and AST that equaled 60 percent of those enrolled in the

Indian labor for.ce. If other training programs are considered, such as

Indian Action Teams and CETA_, it is not unreasonable to assume that

every member of the Indian labor force :-Las -parti6ipated in a training

program sit some time. The continued high rate of unemployment of

that labor force could.be attributed to iiick of appropriate training

and lack of jobs. It is probably both,_

TRAIN--ns-c; DEPARTME1NT OF T...Anon
11

7'

The. -Department- 4 Labor's (DOL) Indian ,manpower Programs

were authorized by the Comprehensive Employment and Training

Act of 1973 (CETA). DOL's program like tlIc Indian Action Team,

is only partially oriented toward traininp-_wh-: promoting local man-

amement, and transitional and temporary employment. Training under

CETA has, according to many prime sponsor. .)t-ez.i -hampered by-the

lack of technical assistance provided by DOL and by limitations on

the consulting services which may be contracted for by prime sponsors.

Part of the overall concept of CETA is the decentralization of train-

inr, and employment activities. This assumes that there> will be experi-

enced local personnel to run these programs. This is not yet true for

inanv reservations. Table 2 presents DOL funds expended under

CETA,
Fundlnz came from two sources. .514,S millIca from annropriations to TA and $S,5

million from 'title X funds under the Public' Works and Economic' DeN.-elopmiat Act of

/4.1111. as amended by the Emergency Zobs and 'Unemployment .k.ct of 1974.-

041:1 otters and documents receir`ea hr Trask 7orce No. 7.

CETA. fnformatiOn submitted to the Commission, 1976 CETA butlget justification.
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TABLE 2.--FUNDING UNDER CETA TO INDIAN ORGANIZATIONS OR FOR THE BENEFIT °FIND:ANS

Title I
Title 111

Title U Sec. 302

Fla Call year 1975_ F) 3471,
053.
8 C. e23351F= 1976
450, 055

Flasaryser 19977 Casbnlata)-- 2, 000, 000

S49;279, 000
51, 841, 000
12, 640.000
50.569, 000

11.- 313.384 164, 320.000

Sec. 304 Title VI -Total

3 S7. 400. 000 $5. 987, 590 36,972.968 4
38, 884,940 8, 139, 597 70.665,772

4 NA 5 6, 018, 915 19. 103,970
NA () 52,560, 000

16,, 284; 940 20,146, 102 212, 064, 426

a Estimated Indian participation in title 1' programs not calculated.
-*This includes "carryover" funds from fiscal year 1974.

These are fe--- the summers at the end of the respective fvp=sI years..
4 Ihcludes 517.00^ .G.:igated 1975 carronter and 51,264.000 compensating adjustment for a like sum utilized In

Roan cing Job C*Cps 4:anti-acts in fiscal year.1975-
i This represents purt at a supplemental apprnpriatina_under title 11 to support title VI programs through December1976

. av their phaseout by the and of fiscal year 1977..
a- Program phased ouL
Seeress: CETAtriformation submitted-hi the Commission,-1976 f: E-r 4 budget j usfiqcation, various numbers of the Federal

Register.

American Indian -have not been eligible for CETA funds under
title I because DOL re:fuses to recognize tribal governments as "local"
governments. This is a -r.;.;irne example of failing to understand the

lr unique status of American Indians. Labor officials dismiss this prob-
lem by pointing out that Indian people may participate under title III.

fact, in 1975, there were 133 prime sponsors for title III Indian p.ro-
_grams receiving an average of $98,558 per program participation, in-
eluding administrative costs. This average expenditure is not accurate
since 20,800 participants left the programs during the year, with 6,100
of these reported to have enters-' employment_ Table 3 shows the ac-
tivity .of CETA participants.. 'What is important is the stress shown
by These figures is on employment and subsidization rather than formal
training.

TABLE 3.EXPERIENCE OF CETA. PARTICIPANTS

Activity Participants Percent

'...;,zissroorn training_
1,- job training
Public service etriployment.
Wore_ experience
Other-

7,300
3,600
2, 500

2.5. 000
12,200

14.6
7.2
5.0

50.0
24.4

50, 600

This brief and ra.Pid summary of manpower training has made it ap-
par=t that it is difficult to gauge the effects of there programs becr_use
of -lack of reliable data on the participants and on the Indian
labor- force in general. It appears that the ---neral -thrust of these
programs is employment, particularly tern_ _Lry employment, and
little formal training. is taking place.. However, it is unfair to cri.:.-Eitize
these programs _if Indian communities do not have an inventory of
what skills are most needed.. In addition, it is futile to train workers
when there is no possibility of obtainin" employment.. To achieve maxi-
mum effectiveness, manpower training programs must be linked. with
specific prograinsto deve,lop Indian resources.
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The recommendations that follow/include tose made by the General
Accounting Office in two previous ?ports to rt ongress. 98

BECONUdatiNs

The Commission recommends that!:
The "U;nited. States _ Bureau of Labor Statistics collect accurate,

uniform, and consistent statistics5 on an annual basis- on the Indian
labor force on every Pedefal an State reservation. The Bureau also
collect statistics on jobs available on each reservation, by type of
economic Activity, and should indicate if the job is held by an Indian
or non-Indian- I -a

The executive branch requirei.-4.11' e Bureau of Ind-i9:n Affairs the
Department of Labor to_keep-siccurate and detailed statistics on every
participant in federally funded manpower programs. Partici/psaat's
subsequent job status should 1::6 monitored for at least 5 yeatrs--.

The executive branch reqUire that the Bureau of Indian Affairs
and the Department of Labor coordinate their. manpower programs
with Tribal Developpaent Programs and Econoinic Development Ad-
ministration- EDA specify for the BL6k. and DOL the manpower re-
quirements for their projects including the setting up as well as
the operation. BIA. and DOD institute the necessary training pro-
grams in advance-of the EDA projects.

Education of Indians be relevant to the needs of the communities
and that emphasis be placed on education and training in hard
sciences, business, and adrn in i strative management disciplines.

The Office of Management ,and Budget take the necessary action to
insure that :

An approach ig developed which will coordinate Federal of-
forts at the reservation level ;

Continuous evaluations are conducted of the effect that Fed-
erii.1- programs have on the standard of living at Indian reserva-
tions including developing information. systems to support such
evaluations; and

Annual reports are submitted to the Congress on progress made
in improving the standard of living of reservation Indians and
on any needed changes in legislation to improve the effectiveness
of Federal programs.

Ir ez-..rrly action is not taken, we recommend that the Congress enact
appropriate legislation.

. PiEricsiCAL IN-FRAvrirc-c-rc-RE

Another factor long recognized as necessary for economic develop
ment are investments in physical infrastructure. Physical infrastruc-
ture consists of transport, power. water, and communications-i sys.
tems. Investment in infrastructure is generally not attractive to private
investors because it requires large expenditures for which there is no
way to insure a return. Infrastructure investments are usually pro-

f" U.S. Comptroller General Report to the Congress. Xmproving. 'Feder:111v Asisisted Bust-
nesn Develc.pment on Indian Iteservatiorm. GAO. June -7. 1975: Better Overall Planning
Named to Improve the Standard of Living of White'31ountain-Apaches of _Arizona. Aug_ 12.
1975.
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vided, By governments from their tax revenues. Most governmentssubscribe to the philosophy' of balanced growth of public servicesand private productive capacity. Infrastructure, provided in a timely.manner, increases the productivity of private economic activity.Indian reservations are characterized by an "underdevelopment" ofboth infrastructure and economic .activity. There are fewer roads persquare mile, and fewer house4 with plumbino-' electricity, and phoneson reservation and compared to the immediate adjacent areas. As aresult, most economic activity involving reservation residents takesplace in "border" towns which have improved facilities. Revenue gen-erated within the reservation is either earned by non-Indians -in- thefirst instance, or .if.- earned/by Indian people., it immediately leaks outto the surrounding'nonreservation communities.

.Since tribal governmefits have neither received a fair 'share ofrevenues froth their physical resources nor exercised their fiscal powers,they. have been unable' to provide the nfrastructure necessary fortheir development. Ppevision of the necessary elements of infrastruc-ture would be of immeasurable help in development of tribal self-sufficiency.
A -full discussioTi of infrastructure needs for cleveloothent would in-Clude systems mot dealt with here. The most significant:of those ex-

cluded are sa nitation-related water systems and waste disposal. Theseneeds are discussed in detail in chapter eight.
Without detailing the economic- costs, it is clear that new and exist-ing reserv.-ation enterprises face tremendous problems without ade-

quate transportation, power, and water- systems. At the same tir-however, providing all systems necessary for planned reservation ae-
velopment would be prohibitively expensive itt Most eases.

Thren if all the Federal funds could be made jfiamediately available
for expansion or provision of required infrastructure, _few reserva-
tions could afford the maintenance costs. _Furthermore. the-Govern-
ment has generally provided inadequate funding for maintenance for
less than required infrastructure.-The Federal Go-c- ,-ntnent should pro-
vide adequate funding for maintenance of infrastructure,, in the in-
terim to financial stability.

Significant _increases .in the provision of capital for infrastructure
are required. Tribal governments must, however, rely heavily on
sound and comprehensive planning in expending available capital.
In addition to directing funds; maintaining and upgrading crucial ele-
ments of existing systems. new construction should be approved by the
tribe in accordance with tribal plans. Each tribe should carefully
weigh more quantifiable economic justifications for infrastructure
afainst socially and culturally justified needs.
With the exception of a few reservations which have taken steps to

manage their own communications systems," most reservations are
generally served at low levels by telephone and other communications
systems from surrounding non-Indian areas. Federal funding in these
-areas is primarily from categorical grant and loan programs aimed at
rtiral areas o-enerally.

go The Rural Arlrninistation_ nepartment of Am-brulture made a loan ofs3.200.001> to the Chey-enne River Sioux in 1978 to improve and expand their telephone
system_ See DOA News Release. Mar. 19. 1,..-176.
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With the exception of those' reservations which have combined.power
and irrigation works and those remote enough to require their own
generating facilities, the power needs of most reservations are served
with varying -ad eq_uacy by systems from nearby areas- In recent yeaks
some reservations have begun to develop or take over either their own
distribution systems or entire power systems based on hydroelectric.
plants on or near the reservation.. °° ,

The Most important,component of reservation transportation sys-
tems is roads.. Rail connections are minimal. and exist only as unin-
tended spinoffs of non-Indian. railw-ay,system..needs. Air transporta-
tion is economically most important in Alaska, where most, of the
funds available from the Federal Aviation Administration have
gone-1°1 Local and limited air facilities in other communities are of
potential economic importance primarily for tourism. Some use has
been made of air transport-for carrying low weight industrial materials --
and products- but this remains minimal _-

Existing airport facilities on reServations, used for personnel move-
ment and emergency transport hai-e been maintained to some extent
by the BIA'S Dfrision of Transportation (paving of runways) and
with some funding from the FAA.

Roails
Road systems have been and remain the major mode of transporta-

tion. within reservations, and between reservations and surrounding
areas. The development of road construction on reservations has cre-
ated a situation where primary, long distance roads are generally
more adequate than local and connecting roads_ This has resulted from
building and maintaining routes required _or long distance non-

. Indian transportation needs.
The Federal Government be,rai) providing funds for building roads

on reservations in 1935 throuih. The BIA road progra.m.1O2 In addi-
tion to reservation roads under the BIA's jurisdiction there are cur-
rently roads under the jurisdietion of counties, States, and the Federal
aid highway system on reservations.. The 3ureat's road construction
program is carried out by Bureau and Federal I-Tighway Administra-
tion personnel_ They -operate under a memo----_ncluni of agreement
between the BIA and the FHIVA. The Bureau indicates that tribes.
through their c:-overnments or- road eorn:mittees ay determine road
priorities and needs. Roads constructed by States and counties receive
funds from' the Highway Trust-Fund if they are on the. designated
Federal aid system_ Of the over 21,000 mileS of State and county roads,
approximately. 11,000 miles are reported to be on the Federal aid
system. Funds for these roads are allocated by formula to States and
tribes must request and compete -for funding for cuali g roads for

reservations.eservations. It is felt that tribes receive less than a _proportion-
ate share of trust fund moneys through the States. This has generated
a series of proposals within the BIA to create an Indian Highway

MO Both EDA. Commerce, and REA provide infrastructure loans. BIA's Credit and
Finance office has reported assisting several utility systems in Alaska under enterpriF.e
loans and rants.

MI 'News releases and other communications submitted to the Commission by the Rural
eet rifie-ation Adm_nistrati on. DOA.
7D2 -Inf prim atio n provided to-the Commission by the Federal ErighNsay, Administration.
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System, encompassing all roads on Indian lands in the BIA-Federal
aid which would qualify for Highway Trust Funds more' .1

The in
26:

equitable share of Highway Trust Funds received by reser.
vations thro States his been recognized. Recent legislation stresses
the need' for :IA road funding to be in addition to, not in lieu of,

Federal aid funding.

POWZR, WATER, AND COMMtYNICATIONS

With the exception of those reservations which have combined
power and irrigation works and those remote enough to require their
own generating facilities, the power needs of most reservations are
served with varying adequacy by systems from nearby areas.

Similarly, most reservations are generally served at very lc,w levels
by the telephone and other communications systeits from surround-
ing non-Indian areas. There has been no comprehensive survey of the
adequacy of these local systems. Therefore, it is difficult to say what
level of Federal spending would bring these systems up to par.

ThirEconomic Development Administration has found it. necessary
to spend at least 84 percent of all its funds on public works projects
such as water and sewer systems and industrial parks. This lack of
infrastructure has caused their funds to be diverted from the actual
financing of tribal enterprises.

IMPACT OF INADEQUATE INFRASTRUCTCRE

Adequate public services stimulate the reservation's economy. Lack
of these service's deters investment in private sector activities such as
retail activity.-Reservations are marked by an absence of commercial
establishments such as supermarkets, gas- stations, restaurants, and
motels. As a result, Indian and non-Indian reservation residents, as
well as tourists, must patronize border town commercial establish-
ments, and reservations receive littTa or no income from: commercial
enterprises.

Road Maintenance

Maintenance on roads under BIA's jurisdiction has been estimated
by. its Division of Transportation to be about 40 percent adequate.1°4
In the hearings for 1976 appropriations it was estimated that the
BIA's road system was detemoratingat the rate of about $40 million
a year. For the same period BIA. was obligating about $9 million a
year for maintenance SOS A considerable portion of the road constrUc-
tion budt is admitted to go for the reconstruction and upgrading
of prematurely deteriorated roads.

1011Fiscal year 1977 Interior appropriations hearings, House of Representatives. pt. 6.
p. 208. The 1977 Federal budget was reported to have recommended that BIA. ELM, and
Nslional Park Service Roads not be included in the Highway Act. It was evidently intended
net they submit ind,-)endent requests for direct appropriations. This evidently did not
ha

Te21.i Proposal for Financing the Construction of Federal Aid Highways on Indian
Reservations *, p. 4, Division of Transportation. Office of Engineering. BLS, Feb. 9, 1973,
name*.' Fiscal year 1976 Interior arpropriations. hearing. House of Representatives, pt. 3.
p.88. -
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:Needs and Adequacy of Roads

Assessments of overall road needs on reservations until recently
have been based on. several types of comparisons. .Comparisons made
of road mileage per area and population for reservations and non-
Indian areas.'were made. Comparisons made of reservatio-as with sur;
rounding nonreservation counties have been, the most reasonable. They
have consistently shown Indian road. networks to be about one-half

, the dersity of non-Indian networks.
The existing provision of road construction and maintenance by the

BIA combined- with- the roads provided by surrounding,. States and
counties is clearly inadequate. The BI.A.'s estimates suggest that one-
half of the $80 million requested for construction and maintenance
in 1977 is required to simply maintain the status quo. The remaining
$40 million for upgriLdino- and expanding the system is clearly inade-
quate comniired- to the FITSVA. Study: It is obvious that the existing
system Cannot be improvda- let alone expanded under the "Current;
budget levels.

Inadequate transportation systems are a hindrance to deve lopment.
Reservation transportation networks should be related to tribal devel-
opment plans as well as' social and educational needs. In the long
run, however,- the level, type, and distribution of economic activities
will significantly. determine the extent to which roads remain usble
and safe. -There is Clearly a need, legal basis, and strong precedent
for greater Federal support i road construction and maintenance.

RECOM:MENDATIONS

The 00717.-7-11.1-s.s-ion recommends that: -

The executive branch direct the development of a physical infra-
structure program through the joint efforts of the tribes, the 'Depart-
ment of the Interior, the Federal Aid to Highways System, the
Commerce Department. and the Department of Transportation_ Such a
proo-ram be part of a special economic stimulus effort for tribes. It
could also include significant increases in the amount of capital to be_
made available through grants and loans.

Congress appropriate sufficient funds to upgrade the existing trans-
pQrta..tion mechanisms in the Indian communities anL i_h.-ovide for a
maintenance program that _would not allow a deterioration of exiS't-:
ing facilities.

IN- VESTMENT CArrr.A.T.,

Capita__ is needed for a wide range of investment purposes in Indian
country. Some of those needs are land consolidationagricultural de-
velopment.. and the reacticri of viable ventures in agriculture, indus-
try, business, fisheries, and timber. Since investment capital has been .
very scarce in Indian country, a clear picture has not been established
as what total capital requirements exist. It is known that they ark
sigmifica.ntly greater than the_ present availability of capital from
pr- -nt, urces_ Clearly an analysis of capital requirements in Indian
countr-7. is critically needed at this time and Would-be the first -ten
in policy to provide- tribes with greater aceess to investment
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Capital can be generated. from thr-a sources: internally from tribal
atiurces externally from -traditional 'capital markets or from -ape-cially created sources of capital such as a developmental batik for

The first two sources now are available. to tribes
.but not niet the unique capital dc Arry aTKIs existing in Indian coun-

' tryi The'thircl source, if it were develape1, might provide -0. solution.
It is: certain that tribally generated capital. will, 'Dar the foreseeable
future, be insufficient to meet igvestrnent requirements. Existing red-
-eral prcigtams providin.g access to capital have also proven insufficient
to meat tribal =vestment nee& as well as beina too restrictive with
respect to the utilization of such ca.pital.

Indian people- have trjbal funds,-FederAl. loans, grants and private
roans as capital sources. There are no data avziilable on the exact
amount, of private commercial capital -loaned to Indians. It is gener-
ally. assumed that the amount loaned is small because Indian borrow-

: ..,ers do:not-have-acceptable c-othderal.
Tribal income 'originates from the sale or lease of trust reso-__rces,

claims awards, judgment funds, interest from 5-avestmentis*, interest
from Treasury deposits, and profits from enterprises. All revenues ex-
cept enterprise profits are considered tribal trust funds and are de-
posited _ ixuticilly in the U.S. Treasury where they earn 4-5 percent.striple interest. Individual Indian trust income earns no interest atthe Treasury. Because little or nc is earned on Treasury
deposits... most tribal funds are now invested- by the .B1.4. Branch of
Investments. On June 30, 1975 the Branch of Investments reporth4-

that tribal and individual trust moneys invested in Government seCu-
ries and in time certificates of deposit totaled. $542.3 million: Thus,
the non;-Indian banking sector benefits from scarce Indian capital.
During fiscal year 1975 Indian trust funds invested by the Branch
earned 9 percent with no risk. In-Vestment procedures of BIA and
problems with the governing law are discussed in the following ec-

-tion on invget:ment of tribal trust funds.
_Out Of 32 reservations studied,"6 it was discovered that two tribes,

had been prevented by the area director from investing their funds
with a bank of their choice. Two other tribes had taken their money-,
out of trust and were investing it themselves. Most of the remaining
trilial chairmen said they lacked investment expertise and that then--
people wanted their money safe so they decided to leave their funds on
deposit with the Branch of Invel.-.t.ents.

FEDERAL .T...0.5.-"sTS

The largest source of 'Federal loan capital is the Revolving Loan
Fund (ELF) of the Bureau of Indian Affairs. It was -created by the
ERA in 1934- and by 1973 it contained $28.8 million.107 It was long
recognized that this:loan fund was inadequate for Indian needs and.
it was augmented by the Indian Finance Act of 1974.

The-Division of Credit and Finance, of the BEA_ keeps records on
the.3P-43 and on loans Made with-tribal funds. See table.

. . .. .. .

2°6 Task-Foree No. '7 final rept;rt..A1PRC. Washington. D.C.. July /976. p. 79.wrr Irearmation received by the Commission front the Division of Finance and Credit.BIA. - ---.....-----
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OUTSTANDING BALANCES REVOLVING LOAN FUND
,./==,

ti Fiscal years

Odes of !wads 1973 1974 1975'

Bursas of tease Affairs
Feuds of Iodise organizations

327. S
144.9

$za. 5
172.0

V. 6. 4
169. 7

Source: U.S. Deplalttantet Intrior. Bureau of Indian Altars, Division of Credit and Finance. Arnilial Credit and Finance
iiepost facei Year IsSiVelle 1974- figures for /975 from the Division of Credit and Finance.

The increase in the REF between 1974 and 1975 was: due to the
Indian Finance Act. Prior to the X, the interest rates son the Re-
volvig Loan Funds were around 6 ent. Tribes generally make low
returns on their loan programs although they did provide mexpenSive
funds to tribal members. This is another reason for placing the bulk
of tribal trust funds with the Investment Branch- The Act has raised
the floor on interest pa3rnients in the Revolving Loan Fund tp 7 percent.

4..-

7:312P.A.Cr OP MITDIAINT PIWILNCE ACT

The A. =. authorized the addition of $50 million to the Revolving
Loan Funds.. insured and/or guaranteed a total of $200 million in loans
and provided an additional $20 million a year for 3 years to cover a
Ministz-aitive expenses, interest subsidies in reguaranteed loans and the
costa of guarantees and insurance beyond those covered by premiums
and finally, it authorized $1t.4 million-per fiscal year fr. 3 years for
Indian Business Grantscos

REVOLVING LOAN FUND

[In million; of dollars!

Fiscal year Fiscal year Fiscal year
1975

c.

Total

- Ativtortred by-Congress- I Te SSG
Requested by MA $38 312 50

. Appropriated by Congress_ 33 3 41

-

Source: U.S. Congress, hearing before a subcommittee of the Committee on Appropriations, House of Representatives
94th Gong-24=3s.. p. 111_

During the first year $38 million was appropriated for the Revolv-
ing Loan Fund_ However, in October 1974. the fund had -an unloaded
balance of $41 million. Loans were not made because the BIA. had not
written the regulationS nor hired the people to do the job. As a. result
$3 million was authorized in fiscal year 1976 and nothing in fiscal year
1977.

The Loan Guarantee and Insurance Fund began operati,-;:a in August
1975, 16 months after it was authorized. In fiscal year 1975 no loans
were guaranteed or insured, which left $20 million unused.

Consequently, only $10 million was appropriated for fiscal year-
1976. The Bureau requested and received $20 million .for. fiscal, year
1977 which frustrated the intent of Congress by $10 million and the
Indians more lost opportunities_

tom Supra, note 1 p. 92.

1
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LOAN "AUUtAISTER AND INSURANCE FUND

1ln asIlliana ai dollars]

Fiscal Fiscal All Fiscal
19a77 Total

iliallsarbadi by Cowes*....... - 5;20 $20 .:20 $60
Reqsastad by NIA 20 20 20 GO
Apprapdased by Congress 20 10 20 50

Saw= U.S. Ceolliess. haarlaipt botora a sulicornesittait alba Committee ors Aoprobsiatinns, Noose of Ropresantstiires.
114tte Coca., 2d slim, pp.. 113-114.

The Indian Business Development Program operated at the author-
rized level of $10 rnillion. in 1975. These funds supported 591 grants
which averaged $16,260 pergrant and only $F3:5 million was requested
in both 1976 and 1977.

The E;..tonornic Development Administration is a grants program
and will be discugied later.

The Small Business Adminis. tration. (SBA) has three types of loan
rotra:a2s: direct loans, indirect loans, and guaranteed Joins_ Actually,

Indian people participate only the direct loan and guaranteed loan
y:rrIctgram because banks are reluctant to make indirect loans. A letter

SBA (1975) reveals additional Indian difficulties:
-0 corporations chartered by InaLan tribes t6 carry out business projects

,are not eligible for SBA assistance unless such businesses are ineorporaLd under
State law. If the private profit sulmeillary will operate within the private enter-prise system, i.e., operate for a profit, pay corporate taxes, and produce dis-
tributable income for its stockholders, it Norma bk. eligible * * * it is our opinion
that, unless a business entity is formed subjec*- to the laws of a particULar State
subject the taxes and regulations of like r..iterprise,s, that business entity is
not oprating within the competitive free enterprise system which 1,--contem-
plated by the Small B-usiness Act-

Thus, a tribally owned busineks would not qualify for an SBA loan
because it is outside the system.1"

The Economic Development Administration has been nagst svopor-
-cif- Indian economic development through an annual' budget of

$20 million. According to table via ED.& has *invested $208 million
Since 1966 in public wort such as water, sewers, and industrial parks,
business loans, planning grants, and technical assistance.

The funds allocated for In.dian progranis in the Department of
Agriculture are not adequate to meet the needs of tribes. The amount
allocated for land consolidation, although helpful for some of the
larger tribes that can afford to pay the interest rates; is insufficient in
amotuit even for them. When you add to that the Departments' policy
of requiring the tribes to prove an expected profit on the land they
expect to purchase, the number of tribes that can participate in the
Departments land consolidation program becomes very small.

If one were to compare the approximate $10 million per year that is
appropriated to the total needs of land consolidation one would find
that the amount is totally inadequate. For example.' on one reservation
alonethe Standing Rock Reservation in North and South Dakota

°. In a Library of Congress_ Con onal 'Renee-I-eh Ser1iee---Anni3rnis on Eligibility of'Indian- owned businesnen for SEA A rinistance. it was ntated "nothing !n the language, !spirit-or legivtlative history. of the Small 'Business Act would appear to require imposition of suchcriteria:- therefore the opinion of SBA. is highly questionable

92185-77 24.
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there was identified, an approximate $.10,161,100 worth of land that
non-Indian. landowners vrishecl to Sell to the tribe-11° Taking that
amount needed for one tribe and-multiplying it against the needs of
all the tribes and we could figtire apprommately 200 years before basic
land consolidation can take place for =all the tribes.

Discussed earlier I% this chapter, in the section on agriculture, it was
pointed. out haw inadequate the fundsnds in the Department of Agricul-
ture were in regards to agricultural extension service, therefore there
is na need to go into detail here. suffice it is to say that the amount
appropriated is seriously deficient.

ItECO33rENDATIOINTS

The Celit7rds8i442. recommends that
Congress enact legislation designed to ;

1- Amend 25 U.S.C. sec- 1522 to increase the $50,000 limitation
on nonreimbursable grants to Indian-owned economic enternrises.

2. Insure that funds and technical assistance_ aorailable through
SBA's "8(a) Program" (25 CFR sec. 124.8 et seq..) and "7(a)
Prorram" (25 CFR sec. 1221 et seq.) are extended to businesses
which are chartered or operated by tribal governments.

3. Insure that the technical and management assistance avail -
able through ON.EBE is extended to Indian business enterprises
on the same basis and with the same priority as it-is extended-to
other min.ority'busin.ess enterprises.

4. Provide that the tribal government may waiv e its immunity
from suit.

Congress hold oversight hearings to determine the feasibility
of the establishment of an Indian Development Bank to provide
for the demand for capital in Indian Country_ and at the same time
recognize and compensate for the unique- requirements of lending in
Indian country necesitated. bv_ the -U.S. trust responsibility. A. care-
fully considered development "bank project may cro a long 'way in re,
versing the existing dependency structure in Indian country. thereby
reducing Federal transfers over the long run.

I:.%-vEs.r-ArEN-r OF INDIA -Nr Tn-c-s-r FuN-Ds .11.,e.

BL-REATT or INDIAN" ArrAras -

An obligation of the_ Federal Government's trust respa&sibility to
Indian people-is the effic:_ent Management of the Indian funds under
its control. That responsibility has been delegated to the Bureau of
Indian Affairs, BI A Branch of Investments, located in Albtiquerque,
N. Mex., which administerS the investment of those Indian funds under
Bureau control. Three specific categories of funds are subject to the_ ir

-control:Tribal trust. funds 'are revenues from the sale or-lease of :trust re=
sources, claims awards. judgment funds, interest from investments
made by the Bureau, interest from deposits held in the U.S_ Treasury,
and other payments made is it'ribes which are required by law to be

11 S report to the American Indian Policy Review Commission by the Standing
Rock Siouz tribe.

-

a
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deposited in the U.S. Treasury. Other tribal funds which derived
from similar- sources, .but which are. not legally required to be de;-
pogited in the Treaatiry, may be deposited into these- trust fund ac-
counts-at the tribe'S option. Accrued interest from all of these accounts

deposited 'in -separate interest accounts, and interest is not paid on
such accounts. In other words, interest does not accrue interest. This
procedure is questionable in light of the Federal trust responsibility
since interest should be compounded -fr-r maximum benefit. Approxi-
Malay $440 million of tribal trust funcls-Q-ere subject to this BIA
irrooeaure in fiscal year 1975.

Indian Service Special Diibursing Agent Funds (ISSDA) and/or
Individual Indian Money (IIM) accounts are primarily those funds
of minors, adults -under legal disability, income from tribal operating
funds, income from individual trust land, and special...deposits of
advance contract payments for the use of Indian- natural resources.
Funds in this category in fiscal year 1975 totaled $138.1 million. These
funds no in.temqt. while on deposit in the U.S. Treasury. They
must be withdrawn by BIA Branch of Investments and invested m
order to provide any return.

Indian Money, Proceeds of Labor (IMPL) funds are revenues from
Indian agencies and schools, and miscellaneous funds not identified as
belonging to an individual Indian or tribe. Individual Indians and
tribes have no direct access-to these funds. While on deposit in the
U.S. Treasury, IMPL funds earn no interest; they must be with-
drawn and invested before any interest may accrue.. Some $11.4 mil-
lion was under BEA. Branch of Investment control in fiscal year 1975.

No problem exists when the Branch of Investments is able to with-
draw and invest these funds prudently. They- have been. very success-
ful in obtaining a relatively high rate of return. :A problem does exist,
however, with respect to investing Indian trust funds in certain. fully
insured _Government securitFes which tlieOffice of Management and
Budget has decreed to be "budgetary oatlays;" by this declaration,
OMB has prohibited investments of these funds. A recent jiadicial de-

-cision-has -7establislie-d-that, burl' "internal accounting policies" are -tobe disregarded by the Bureau -when trust funds are invested_
A further problem is the insufficient rate or total non-payinent of

interest, on some Indian trust funds on clep, .n. the U.S. Treasury.
_Obsolete Federal laws prevent the paymen.: f n up -to -date interest
rate on these funds and preclude ti-vp payin- of any interest at all
on certain trust fund accounts.

New legislation and/or consolidation and updating of the present
statutory -authority for payment of interest upon Indian trust funds is
imperative. The affirir.2.tive duty of the BIA. to invest Indian fundsmust be all trust funds are actively invested and
yield the /1/2.7:-.711117/1 reasonably possible, the BIA brearthinz itsfiduciary dui. to 7 _ tribes and Indian people.

-nEco317SLENDATION-

-- The Corrt miss;on recommends that .-
Congiess hold oversight hearings regarding investment of trust-funds to determine .what legiqlation is necessary to assure that trust

funds draw full interest at wevailing commercial rates.
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E DE-vEir..01.-mENT E t-roirrs _

A number of Federal Government programs have been created to
pEomote enterprise development on reservations. These have ranged
in scope from the potentially broad activities cf the Economic Devel-
opment Administration's Indian programS" to the narrow responsibili-
ties of the Office of Minority Business Enterprise. Together they have
provided planning, technical and manacrement assistance, capital, in-
frastructure and promotional. efforts. These programs have undoubt-
edly made some progres's toward economic development otvreserva-

.. tion_ ,s but hav,e failed far short of the effort required.
The programs promoting enterprise development are not examined

in detail because several-recent reports adequately cover,the problems
which exist in this area-1". Many -of the problems encountered directly
or indirectly by these programs have also been dealt with elsewhere
in this report. These relate to the reservation economic environment
and Indian control, the inadequacy and constraints on capital pro-
vided and categorical -nature of some of the programs themselves.
Many of these programs have attempted to promote a particular type
of development 9n reservations. The f:_ilures encountered reflect less or.-
the potential for reservation develonment than on the approaches
attempted-1'2-AA. attempt to industrialize the reservations began in 1955 when
I3IA initiated a program to attract industry to-locate on or near In-
dian reservation The he objective was.to provide Inc anti with employ
ment opportunities. In setting up the industri) the non - Indian

supplied the management and working ca and the reser-
vation supplied the labor and sometimes the physical capital, and the
BIA gave on-the-job (OT-T) subsidies. In 1968 Sorkin evaluated this
program and found...that 137 enterprises had been attracted-. 27 had
closed down and 110 were still operating. The labor force was equally
divided between Indian (-1-112) and non-Indian (4:375). Most of the
plants were.crstablished durjr1 cr _1 p. 6.-3---__Gs_whel?,,S',h_e__.\_T_e__t_n_am _War hall.
accelerated the demand'for electronics parts. Sorkin found that one out
of five failed because of inexperienced management and insufficient
capital, input wilich non-Indians Were s*uppoed to provide.113Witla th
data -a.vailable from the 13IA we have not been able to adequately trace
the results of the program from 1968 to 1975. However, in interviews
with the directors of the business: development proerram, the response
was that plants were still folding and for the same reasons: inexperi-.
enced management and undercapitalization. _

The- 1fil..'s recently established Indian business grant program, es-
tablished under the Indian Fina'nce Act, has been discussed- earlier
under capital. The capital grants available under this program may al-
leviate some of the problems aiscussed eal-lier for the establishment of
sinaJI Indian enterprises. Generally. how-!ver, the program must be
viewed as inadequate in scope and subject-to the same constraints as
other 13IA development programs.

GAO report."ImproxIng Federally Assisted Business Development on Indian ReserVa-
tions." June 7. 197-5.11-2 "minority Enterprise and Allied Problems of Small 'Business." hearings before the
Subcommittee on SBA. Oversight and Minority Enterprise of the Committee on Small
Business. House of Representatives, July S. 9, 10. 1975.

1-7.3 Sorkin. A.. American. Indians and Federal Aid, Washington, D.C., Brookings Institu-
tion, 1971, p. 11S.
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In 1966 the. Economic Development Administration replaced the
Area Redevelopment Administration and continued the attempt to
bolster local depressed economies. Since that time EDA has spent $231
million or $23 million annually on _Indian programs. EDA's program
is much more flexible than BIA's program of business development.
EDA has invested in public works such ds water, sewers, and industrial
parks. Business loans, planning grants, and technical assistance are

amailable. This distribution of funding was as follows:
Percen t

Industrial palks, $17426.113-
Other' public works, $173.926, 75
Business loans, $16,509,204- 52931-
Planning grants. $14,359.463
Technical assistance. $2,447,965 4

How EDA decides to distribute it. ,funds is the subject of a special
task force report which is contained in the appendix of Task -Fort_te
Number Seven's report"'Soir.e EDA projectsha.ve more of an impact in terms of creating
income and employment than others. If we consider .the industrial
park program, only 45 companies have located in the 42 parks which
have a total acreage of 3.487. These 45 firms employ 1.200 Indians.
The cost of creating these jobs was $14.000 per job not including.busi-
ness loans or wage subsidies. Although it appears excessive, it is not
if one considers the average industry cost of $25,000 per job. Of the
32 reservations in the sample, five had industrial parks, but not,.
occupants.

It ham long been recommended that industries which use the natural
resources be promoted. EDA has recently begun to examine the char-
acteristics of the plants that fail and they fo-...1(1 that they had the
highest success raie --ith tribally owned resource based industries.
Hopefully. EDA will ontinue o collect statistics so that this pattern.
can be, verified.

When the cornpositihn of reser\ on enterprises -was analyzed, we
found that most of the enterprises were commercial, ag'tin with an
emphasis on tourism and recreation. Among the 32 reservations there
was a total of-SI tribally owned enterprises; 36 percent were based on
the natural resources. 58 percent were commercial or construction es-
tablishments and only 5 percent manufacturing a nonrer,ource prod-
uct. Sixty-three-percent of all tribal enterprises .ere established with
the help of EDA and BIA loans and grants. At the came time there
were 21 major non-Indian enterprises: 47.6 percent were based on a.
natural resource : 14.3 percent were commercial and 3S.1 percent manu-_
factured a product not based on reservation resources.

IP

IZECOM-MENDATION

7 -e C 0772171.288i4071. recommends that:
Congress hold ,oversight hearings with the Economic Development

Administration, Small Business Administration., Office of Minority
Business Enterprise. Department of Labor. Bureau of Indian Affairs,
and Department Transportation to determine what the obstacles
site to successful business development in '-and near Indian
communities. .

sax Task Force No. T. Pinal Report. AIPAC. Washington. D.C.. July 1976. p. 149.



CHAPTER EIGHT

COMMUNITY SERVICES_

No recitation of cold statistics can adequately portray the human misery and
stdrering experienced by the majority of Indian and Alaskan Native peoples on
reservaUons and in numerous villai7cs in Alaska- However, when the impact of
these stes-'stics is measuzed agg.l.ni;t the unfulfilled hopes and aspirations of scores
of Indians which have been cat short by unnecessary illnesses and deaths, and
against the alarmingly high number of Indian ftkrnilies which have been devas-
tated by social disintegration caused by mental illness and alcoholism, 'then
such conditions become zeal and meaningfuL

e

C

.4. blank.
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CHAPTER. EIGHT
COMMUNITY SEEVICES

'INTRODUCTION

The unique piasition of many Indians as State residents 1 ='ving. on
-or ZielLr. Indian ireserya-S.ons under Federal jurisdiction has compli-
cated --U-S--Indian. rela.tions in many ways. Nowhere, however, 12.1IS

the relationshipl,between the .governed and the government been more
Muddled.- or mare neglected over the years than in the social serv:-
ices -- health, -education.; -and welfare..

Inclians have shorter life sps-Tis and are far more susceptible to-some
-disease than The general population,. but Federal health care policy
Zia S !peen. weak and incons-istent. The tribes lack the resources to pro,
vide-- health care and non-Incliar local governments often refuse to

.provide it on the grounds that it is a Federal responsibility.
Indian:3 receive less opportunity for formal education than the gen-

ere.I population and Federal ed.acation pr._)grams are not appropri-,
ately directed to-remedy this situation. Though- the States are willing
to- accept Federal -money for the education of Indian children they
are unwilling; to use those Federal dollars to develop remedial pro-
grams specifically designed to meet the needs of Indian children_

Indians have lower average incomes and higher unemployment rates
than the general popnlation, but must contend with an '111-defined, and
at times conflicting system of welfare programs on four levelsFed-..eral, Federal- State,- State-lac-al, and tribal._ While a number of State
and Federal agencies are authorized to deliver services to Indians, in
practice Indians do not receive many of the services from these agen-
cies of disputes over Where the primary responsibility lies- Conflict-
irk eligibility requirements further exacerbate the-problem.

e ploblems of Federal -vs_ State and local-iesponsibility for In-
dian social services would be less critical if -either had sufficient funds
to contribute significantly to health, education, and welfare procrrains.
But even Federal programs, set up for the-sole purpose of providing
Indians. with social serviCes, must operate with insufficient funaing,
inadequate staffs, and second rate facilities_

GEN:ER:AL DATA

The -physical _health of the American Indian is considerably lower
than tl-tat of the general population._ Indians suffer 1.rom a high in-
cidence of ,preyentable, environmentally caused disease and from nutri-
tion-related illnesses such as Malnutrition, obesity, tooth decay and
maternal and infant sickness_- Treatment of bath categories of dis-
ease requires detection' and followup procedures wbick are especially
difficult in -the highly dispersed .Indian population.

(371)
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In addition to physical disease, the lingering aid cumulative ef-
fects of forced displacement, cultural- conflict, and high rate of ml-
employment all contribute to a high level of mental health problems..
This is -evidenced by- excessive use of alcohol and drags, and by re-
lated social problems such as child neglect, broken homes, and violent
and accidental death.

Data on nonreservation Indians is incomplete, but death and dis-
ease statistics-for reservation Indians are accurate and current.*

They show that in 1970, Indian life expectancy was 65 years, com-
pared with the. national average of 71 years. Indian infant deaths in
_1971 were. 23.8 per 1,000. compared-with 192 in the general popula-

_tion. In the same year, Indian deaths from diarrheal -disease were at
a rate four times higher than national averages. Deaths from tuber-
culosis were 3.7 times higher, from cirrhosis 2.9. times higher, from
accidents 2.9 times higher, from homicide 2.4 times, from c.ongential-
malformations 1.5, from suicide, 1.7, from certain diseases of early
infancy 1.5, influen74e, and pneumonia 1.4 and from diabetes 1.3.

One of the most prevalent diseases is c-kitiS media, a Painful swell-
ing within the ear. It generally occurs i children with a 2-:- ry of

.untreated respiratory infeCtions. When drainage is obStr-e.:..cd. by
swelling, pressure may rupture the eardrum. eausing-pw'tial hearing-
loss and life-threatening complications which can only be remedied
by surgery and may require Uearinfr aids. For. example, at the Crown-
point _Navajo health service unit.. 2..533 school age children were
screened in .1977.-?._ Of these.: 34 children had hearing loss from otitis
media, 41 ha.0 both eardrums perforated; 106 had one eardrum _per-
forated and 11 had a growth on The bone structure behind .the ear or
in. the Middle ear.1

Although each case required surgery or -rehabilitation, no coordi-
. nated action was taken by the screening center to get the children -to
a treatment facility.. The chief of otolaryngology for the Navajo area.
estimated that in 1973 about_6.000 Nava.jos, or about 5 percent, needed
ear surr,ery. There and elsewhere_ there is a current backlog of cases-

=-needing such surgery. _A General Accounting Office survey team said-
after visiting Crownpoint in 1973 that at the rate ear surgery was
being performedfour a weekit would take 30_ years to treat the
backtog-2

Respiratory diseases such ass. pneumonia and influenza also hit In-
dians harder than the (rjneral population causing death at a;rate
times higher in 1972_ The same year. the mortaity rate for Indians-
from bronchitis.. emphysema and asthma was 5.4 timlis higher than
national averages. Tuterculosis, caused by orercrowcliy.ig and pior
ventilation, o-ccurs__10 times as often in Indians as in all- other
races. Even when drug therapy. is applied, followup control pro-,
grams are not_ -_;ufficlent to/ prevent' reactivation. Five of the health
care units surveyed by a 0.A0 survey team in 1973 were not pro-, viding such control treatment_ Two he'alth care units were unable to
_provide- treatment for about 1.100 Indians who had 'positive reactions
to tuberculosis tests. At the Crow -Agency unit in 197.2, about 25 per--

The data in this section are for the years 1970-1975.-5**Procress and Problems in Prov-idings -.Health Services to Indians." Comp. Gen. of the'Grated Statue. Mar. 11, 1974,-p. 26.
p.. 29.
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of-tha. 271' Indians in the control program Were overdue for Serv-.

At -Pine Rids, about 8 percent of the 405 Indians in the control
-pitogram had. not received treatment and other services required- in a
Government tuberculosis control manual.3

The story is similar With other diseases. The Indian venereal disease
: rats. is higher-thant-he national average. From 1962 to 1971, the syph-
-. ilis- incidence rate- increased by 117.6 percent -and gonorrhea by 79.4

per.cent Control systems. -are weak at the health care units 4n,d no

wth treat'
6--ffort is e to trace and keep records of contacts and to -follow up

i
Maternal and infant health are poor.amonc, Indians. Indian infants

fronI 1 to :12 months old die at more than twice the-rate of the gen-
eral.population. Many die unnecessarily of -liseases as pneumonia.,
memngatis, ,rastroenteritis, and accidental .ay.x.i.ation because moth-
ers are unable to reach facilities for ref:- '-,r,-±natii.1 and postnatal
visits.Malnutrition among pregnant. India Tc.amen may be associated
with mental retardation among. Indian ren.. Some studies' sug-
attest that, malnutrition decreaes the norma7 -- of brain cells pro-
duced in an infant and can adversely affect -1c-prnen.t at every stage.
Even with rehabilitation, such early grov-, failures are probably
irreversible.

Ar.zonotssm
The most severe and widespread health problem among Indians

today is alcoholism and its. medical consequence, cirrhosis of the liver.
The social problems caused by alcoholism create an environment from
Which alcohol often seems the only escape.

Alcoholism affects not just the alcoholics, but the total Indian --
society and family units; A 1970 report on Indian alcoholism made
this statement on the widespread effects of the disease :

Alcoholism is a costly proposition in every sense of the wt--..ze.- Personal health
. may be impaired by cirrhosis and its complications, ne-arc,--psychintric disorders

and rentrlonal deficiencies. The majority of accidents, especially fatal ones, are
associated with alcohol, as are nearly all homicides, a.ssault8, suicides and suicide
attempts among Indians_ The loss of personal freedom and productivity, the
breakup of lArnilies, the hardship and humiliation involved -are considerable,
although not easily measured?

At the six health care units surveyed by GAO in 1973, an estimated
60 percent of the caseload was directly or indirectly related to alcohol.
During 1972, 1,097 patients made 2,63-7 visits for episodic and habitual
drinliang, alcoholic addiction, intoxication, and delirium tremens. Dur-
ing the year, 181 patients were diagnosed ihree or more times for these
conditions.t

On one central Plains reservation.0 70 percent of the population over
15_ years of age reported that they drank-82 percent of the men and
55 percent of the women. Children were reported begL..:ning- drinking

a ibid, pp. 41, 411.Stanley M. Garr'. "Biological Correlates of Malnutrition in Mau." Nutrition, Growth.and Development of North American Children, Washington_ D.C.: U.S. Government Print-
ing Office. DHOW Publication No. (Nra) 72_28. 1972, pp."'MS. Department of RILW. Public Health Service, Indf.s-tt Health Service, "Alcoholism,tai gh Priority Health Problem", a report of the DEES Task Poree on Alcoholism, '1969
19 "Report on Alcoholism and Drug:Abuse", Task Force:No...11, American Indian Policy
Review Commission, Aug. 1976, p. 16.
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between the .ages of 0 and 17. In the age group from 15 to 19, 60 per-
cent of the boys and 40 percent of the girls reported drinking In a
small Great Lakes -community, only seven of the 74 persons over 18
totally abstained-

The National Institute of Mental Health- reports that, in 1973, 7:_-;
to..; SO percent of Indian suicides were alcohol related, two or three
times the natir %nal- rate.- The _National Center for Health Statistics
reports that, in -..072 suicide was one of the three fastest rising causes
of death among-Inciia.ns.7 In the Indian Health Service ambulatory

--...patient care report for 1975, there were 84 cases of battered children
on first visits, 32 of which were alcohol - related

Similar to alcoholism is the prevalence of drug abuse. In the first
three niOntl-IR of 1974 alone, the number of drug abuse cases in Indian
mental health programs jumped by. almost 50 percent.

The primary responsibility for prevention, education, and rehabili-
tation of alcohol and drug users has been with the National Institute
on. Alcoholism and Alcohol AbuSe. NI AAA has been funding and ad-
ministering most_ alcoholism programs since 1972. -.7.n 1976 NIA.A.A.
was supporting 99 reservation programs at a. cost of $12 million and
12 training programs at-a cost of $1.6 million_

:7*.ca.A.AA's rote was changed to one of funding only in 1976 when
Congress- passed S. 3184. -This act authorized- the Indian Health Serv-
ice to fake over administration of "mature" alcoholism projects be-:
ginning in fiscal 1978.9 The change is viewed as a step in the right
direction by the National Indian Health Board, on Alcoholism and
Drug Abuse which will prow consultation. and technical assistance
to make alcohol projeCts. more relevant to Indians.

MENTAL HEALTH

Manifestations of emotional disturbance among Indians were first
reporte4. in 1928 by Brookings Institute investigatorsiG who found
excessive use of alcohol. high accident rates, child abandonment, and
goor social and school adjustments." As late as 1955, a Public Health
service reporyrevealed that there were no -facilities for psychiatric
care of _Indi beyond institutionalization in asylums,11 and that the
few medical tocial workers serving Indians "were not sufficient in
number to iiieet minimum requirements." Moreover, th6se social
workers wetA _limited to dealing with tuberculosis patients, mothersand children with problems of physical healt h 7 and the aged, handi-capped or abandoned.

he- 19551 Public Health Service report failed to deal adequatelywith the problem of mental health_ A National Institute of MentalHealth team visited the same sample reservations, but "because of theshortage ofitime, it was not possible to collect and develop Quantitativedata" x"-, acdording to-the PITS report. Only two pages of tile 327-pagereport were devoted to mental health problems, excessive'alcohol con-
_

Tb4d., p. 16.
" Ibid., p. 17.
9 Alcoholism report. July 9, 1976, vol. IV, ICo. 18.

"The Problem of Indian AcIministrati,n." Baltimtre : Johns Hopkins Press, 1928.It Some Indians were removed to St. Elizabeth's Hospital in Washing-ton. D.C.. wheremany remained until their death. Public Health Service Publication No. 531, Feb. 11, 1957,p. i 51.
vI bid.,r.t. 151.
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-sUmptiOn; Iiigh accident and violent act rates, child abandonment andc eser on `here ap to be es-peels' ..11y_ intense ft-ustration.7, the
chiatrkl-i6- report ;--

t_tvas not tintil-1965 that a pilot mental health project was started
Itifte with NI-2,1351 ftuicliThrr. Later, a headquart,.trs was estab-aj-lished at. Albtiquerq-ue to proVide research training and con--- 's'ratat;-:c%- and administrative resources to mental health sections in

feseltrva.Uan service areas.
Severe unclerstaffing keeps every vi area from providiTT; more--

-than_si...fraction of the needed,services. Because a compreb.ensive assess-inent- .needs'hae not been made, services are delivered on a randombasis with lirnited.resourceS and funds.
.-Por inStanbe, in the Portland al-ea a model suicide prevention pro-*as :established. The program relies on the combined hell, ofildian_eriuriselors, community health renres2ntatives, social workers,VISTA volunteers, and Indian .Health-Service _mental health.-staff.Although _the program relies on the combined help of Indian volu.n-teem' and staff, as well as non-Indian professionals, it still lacks thernecessary 'tools to cope with the unique and varic s cultural -patterns ofIndian. tribes.. These patterns, which vary from- tribe to tribe, require

Speci.111:educatioirand _orientation even for mental health professionals.AVailabilitz of direct psychiatric therapy for Indians in acute crisisOr with chronic emotional problems is severely limited. There.are fearpsychiatrists and their skills are needed.elsewhere in broad programsof prevention,. support, and education for the community as a whole.Social workers and psychiatric nursestrie. nurses are equally scarce. Few area--program.s have enough people with the-right skills to train interestedIndians to take on some of the Community work.
A large portion .of the workload in reservation .mental health_clinicsmust be -carried by the paraprofts.sional inenzal health worker. With-out them.,- the programs could not operate at all. After brief trainingat Desert Willow Training Centel in Arizona, ...13ey return: to theircommunities to counsel, handle crises, provide tra portation, prov-ide-adMinistrative and liaison support and handle almost any other prob-./ms that- arise. definite need exists for local .1. trainingptogiards with locally applicable courses to turn out more suchparaprofessionals.2--

Timm R.r.spoN-srBua-T.T:
Improving the health of the Indian population, and espeiallv thatportion on reser-. _tions, would be a. formidable job for even the best-equipped; funded, and managed health care system.The Indian Health Service and its predeceorS, which were . as-signed to provide health care to reservation Indians, were not equip-ped for the -job. Even today the Indian Health Service has fi severeshortage,- inadequate facilities, Iimite funds, a backlog, of unmet

2228 For example three 'University of Colorado Medical Center psychiatric resident.-recently- set up a. program of mental health con.sultation to the Crow and Northern Chey-enne Iteservatir a Montana. They worked with hospital staff at. CroW Agency ; with. community h _orses and workers; with conamunity-a,gencies such as- VISTA. and thefrialrborloc.e. Corps; nth personnel at the BIA School at Busby and with theat St,..,Labrets School for Indian Children at Ashland. The psYchiairie consultants/avoided .g:11' direct patient care and Zocnsed instead on Increasing' personnel senedtivitrire patients and bell:min stair together-to work out their own problems. "Mental. EealthConsualtation on - Indian tlons" Innovations, Palo Alto. Calif.. American Institutes76r-Etesearch.in Collaboration. with NEAR. voL 3. No. 3, Fall, 1976, pp. 26-27.
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medical services, a poor budget and management system. Moreover,
the Service is dependent upon groups which are jaasufficiently support-
ive, including other Federal an-encies, Statue and ,local governments
and private health contractors.

clitionaliv. the In- Health Service has functions beyond
1.te-alth care. It is respon-ible for sanitary installations,. construction of
facilities. -fostering Indian involvement in the Im.alth care- system. and
coordinating alternate ..ealth resources for nonr.e3erva.tion Ir.Bans.

For more .than 50 years, Congress h is been passing legislation and
making appropriations desigmed to raise the ley e' of Indian health;
to improve the environment on reservations, and to involve Indians jn
the Federal health care system. .

-

Agencies working directly or indirectly to achieve those goals
started with only the -DepPrfinent of the Interior, but grew to Include
I-IoUsing,- Agriculture, and Health, Education, and Welfare; Appro-7.--..
priations for free Federal health care for Indians increa(71 from
$400000 LL-7, 1911 to some ti.-'274 million in 1976.

1

Congress has funded countless studies to measure the level f Indian
health, to determine needs and to evaluate' the Federal health care
system. Congress has heard Indians and Indian I-Iealthr-Srvice ad.A
ministrators testify frequently on the cUltural relevance qf Federal'

-health care, on wa.ys to involve more Indians in it and on means to
improve it. ;

Yet. in 1077. the Indian T-Tea lth Service remains underfunded and
unclersta.ffecl. It lacks The flexibility to meet diversified needs.
Its non-Indian focus is culturally irrelevant. Indian involvement in
the system.. even indirectly, is minimal. Federal agencies /fail to sup-
port and serve it- properly.

Congress acknowledges that it has a special trust resp nsibility for
Tnc-lian health. but it maintains a health care. system whi h is not suf-
ficiently .funded- to be. the primary provider it profe S to be.. and
with- rare 'exception serves only Indians -who lis e o reservations.
Other Indians must rely on State and local health pro--,--.1 rs which are
unreliable because of the dispute over where the primary responsibility

e-s.
The most recent Indian health lefiislation. Public -,aw 94-437'1 is

not a desicrn for comprehensive health care; even th Ugh it cleclIres
that its pOlicv is "-to effect the national goal of provifting- the highest
possible health :-.:7-atus to Indians." The Act does. how . ver, provid , for
upgrading, of the Federal health care systern. It p addresses
poor environmental conditions. acknowleclo-es the he lth needs of -non-
reservation Indians and outlines a program for he training and
edry!ation of Indian health professionals.

A number of Federal agencies will be involved in implementing the
Act's provisionS. The Act holds the possibility for hal. improvement in
Indian health. but fundnig will not he available Until fiscal/1978 and
will. end with fiscal 19SO. Whether the Act's applropriations Will, in
that time, meet total needs, remains to be seen.

-
I3ALA-x-cm UPSET

The earliest European settlers in America fonnAl Indians adapted to
their environment' in a way which satisfied thei material, emotional,
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anii-phvsiological needs. The lifestyles that resulted from these a.dap-
-tations'aig-appeated with European colonization. Settlers brought with' .
,ther.n. y e diseases and alcohol. Those tribes which resisted coloni-

- fo9nd theinsel-YeS in. drawn -out combat. Indian-s living on lands
T-"--7tho-:setitlers wanted were removed forcibly.

-Smallpox. was the firSt Indian bealth.problem the Federal Govern-
meuat recoglaized. Becanse it threatened the lives of soldiers stationed -
nearreservations, the War Department ordered mass vaccinations_
Howew*, the Yacci-tes often did not arrive where they were needed,
and there-was -a. shortage of doctors to ad:ninister them, despite the
faat that Indian agents wrote frequently to Washington to seek both..

For thft.most.,:part. the only Federal medical Cure Indians received
during tiie 19th -century was occasional attention from doctors hired

the Bureau of -Indict/1 Affairs to treat Federal employees and
dram in BL.4. schools.

AlthotteL a. health division was created in the BIA toward the end
-Of the lath century, which hired some additional doctors and built-
some hospitals, health needs of Indians have never been adequately .
met.

F.or example, in 1921 Congress pasSed the. Snyder Act which au-
thorized. the appropriatiOriL of funds "from time to time" for "relief
of .distress and _conservati on of health." A Brooldngs Institute study
Of Indian administration reporr..ed. on the continued extensive con-
dition.s7kof ill health that grey ailed amontz Indians, and some 20 years
later when teams from the American: Medical Association were asked
by the Sec-retary of the Interior to investigate health care on a number

,of reSeryations,14 they repotted:
As a result of Tack of 'sanitary conditions, -many of the diseases common to

:whiter men are rampant among the Indians and require redoubled-efforts on- the
part of the medic r1 officers to control them. * 31' If the American people were
aware of the failure on the part of Congress-to appropriate sufficient funds for
the health of the Indians, a. Justified wave o:=`.. criticism would sweep the country..

Ten years later in -1958, according to the Public Health- Service,
Indians continued to have health problems resembling in many re-
sPects these of the general population of the Nation in 1860, a genera-
tion before. Diseases la.rgdly controlled among the creneral population
still caused Widespread. Illness and -death. among Indians. -

These and sithilar studies proinptec-7 Congress in 1955 to. transfer
Indian health responsibility from the BI-A..1to a newly created body
under Health,- Education, and Welf:krr called Health Setavic,es Admin-
istration. Public 1-lealth Service_m5 was later renamed the Indian t.

Health Service (111S)
After the transfer from Interior to .H.EW, apf.ropriations, increased,

but there still was not enough Money to serve both reservation a.nd.,
nonreservation. Indians. The underlying environmental and social
causes of poor health remained untouched_ From the Indians" stand-
point 7ittle was changed, a.rtl. in. 1976,--as pcdn_ted out by Senator Henry
XL Jackson: le

"The Problem of Indian Administration." Baltimore: Tolms Hopkins Press, 1923.. _414 Des. F'asch. Branton. and Cheeley, "Survey of Medical Care Among-the Upper Mid-west :tad:Tans". Journal of the American Medical Association, Rochester, 'Minn., Jan. 22,
'9. per: 223.
24 Public Law 83-536, 72 Stat. 370. 42 T.T.S.C. sec. 2001 (1954)..2".Testiniony before the Indian Affairs Subcommittee of the -House Interior and Insulai -

AlEairs Committee, Oct. 20, 1975.
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The deplorable state of Indian health i$ a matter of record. No recitation of
cold statistics can adequately portray the human misery and suMering- experi-
e_nCed by the majority of indinn and Alaskan Native peoples on reservations and
in numerous villages- in Alaska- However, when the impact of these statistics is
measured against the unfnlfilled hopes and aspirations 02 scores of Indians which
have been cut short by unnecessary illnesses and deaths, and against the Alarm-
ingly high number of Indian families which have been-devastated by social dis-
integration caused by mental illness and alcoholism, then :3uch conditions become
real and meaningful. Our national conscience .dernfinds that this deplorable health
picture be corrected.

-THE 1-1E2i.L.TH CAM: S7.-7STEM

As U.S. citizenA, Indians are entitled to the entire range of health
services available to the entire population. However, the fact is that
Indian pe;oPle receive the bulk of their medical care from a single
Federal agency Indian Health Service. One reason is that Indians
seekinlr, care from -federally funded programs aZiniinistered by State
or local governments are _often' re fused with the excuse that IHS is
solel: -responsible for their care.

.,, however,- has neither funding, fazAlities. or staff to provide
-health service to all Indians. As a consequence. many go without any
rare. Like-the BIA. INS has to limit its health care to those Indians
living on or near ;federally recognized -reservations. These Indians
receive direct, care -;n IHS facilities nd indirect care from private
health providers ccntrarted with IHS funds.

As -the parent body of HIS, the Department of Health, Education.
and Welfare- controls the size of IHS staff, has final approval of its
budget before it.goes to _O.M13. and sees that the- Service conforms to
administrative and. departmental policy. But HEW has not been an
aggressive advocate iof -1);_::!1-11. It; opposes the use of direct
health care, but fails to insure Ian entitlement to alternative health
care sources, such as other HEW prog.rdins and federally funded State
and local programs. An obstacle to improvement is the fact that HEW
regional offices do not correspond geo,-Traphically to IHS area offices:

_-There is also a lack of interage_ coordination,. consultation, and
monitoring.

In April r.-3,75, an Intro-Departmental Council on Indian Affairs
was established within HEW. The establishment of this council was
based on a recognition of the total lack of coordination of Indian pr 3-
,rrams within HEW.

FEW FAcrr_rr.rr.s,. POOR FA
MS' headquarters are in Rockville. Maryland_ Eight- area offices

administer and advise S6 service units, which actually provide health
care on reservations. At the sc'rvice units there are 51 hospitals with
inpatient and outpatient clinic-. S3 health centers and 300 field stations.
including those in Alaska.

Not onl is the number of z- iiese health facilities irisufficient, but
many are unacceptable by national standards.. Thirty-five of the 51
hospitals- do not now meet Federal fire, safety. and buildinor codes.
Twenty-nine do not meet, Federal accreditation standards, either be-
cause of poor- physical plants, inadequate starfinc, or deficiencies in
equipment supply.17

17 Hearings before the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on
Government Operations. U.S. Senate. 93d Cong.. 2d seas.. Sept. 18. 19 74. P. 5.
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1974,as vIndian health bill introduced by Senator Jackson de-

sciibeci IRS facilitieS as "inadequate, outdated, inefficient and under-
ingi-t-Ae-24 Thx.'sarne pointed that 57 areas with Ina-Inv-I popu-
lstions required. "either new or replacement health-centers and sta.-
-14ons,.,or clanxcs remodeleci".'°

One tribal chairman; Henry Allen, described the Pawnee, Okla-:
lion Serl.ri--a'imit as -follows; ,

There is just no way you ciin justify continuing the hospital or even calling
it a hospital. 1. It is. obsolete. It was built a.--ound the first of the century. It has
beer.; ,there many years_ :We -keep modifying this. old Iity and it will
xv-ver be adequate for the present needs of the people, who number 12,000 to
111,000 . - with four doctors')

The f011owinig engineering report was written on the Winslow,
Arizona, LEIS hospital, one of four unaccredited facilities viewed by.
Senate investigators :

This is a three-sfory, heavy double reinforced concrete building. It was built
in. 1%13 as a tubemulosi.s sanitarium. The facility is now a 4 -bed acute. care
hospitaL N.pt oneroom in the building was designed for the use it is now put to.,

. There is no chance_ for proper nursing care, proper nursing procedure, or proper
asepsis. With the possible exception of the kitchen, every department of this
hospital- Is critically inadequate for acute patient care. Because of structural)

It tinfeaM.ble to remodel or expand this building at
f". II-IS delivers the bulk of its direct care in-the outpatient clinics of
its hospitcols and it is there that the Indian patient most often-suffers
from the inadequacies of the sys;:em. Patients who have traveled long
distances often wait ,several hours for only a cursory examination: One

- Navajo -facility with four examining rooms has an outpatient load
of 60,-000_visits a year. A single X-ray Machine performed 27,500
1-.x:seurin. I year, even though the safety standard is 5?000 expet;_ires.24

Some new methods of providing medical care are being explored. Poi-
example, mobile health vans are being used experimentally on the
NaVa3o and:Rosebud reservations. Until recently, a television satellite
was used successfully in Alaska to relay a physician'S diagnosis and
instructions to remote, inaccessible areas staffed only by health aides.

Cow TEA.= CAKE

-.To supplement its own facilities. MS spends about a third of its
budget on contract care in private facilities. Aside from the fact that
IHS is unable-to meet its own existing need, there are other dis. ad-can-
taleto purchasing contract care. '

ns some -instances, contract medical care may oe uneconomical: In
addition, contract care suffers from a lack of monitoring of reported-
dig' eliminatory practices among some doctors and hospitals. Such
monitoring would be difficult under the best of circumstances

such
many contracted facilities ire far from reservations, and ISIS has
neither the formal -means nor the staff to perform that function.

-

IS S. 2938, 93d Cong., 2d iesa-e Peb- 1, 1974, sec- 2 (ry (1).
ia Hearings before the Permanent Subcommittee on Investigat&ons of the Committee onGoveromexet101veratIons,17.S. Zeolite, 93d Cong., 2d seas., Sept- 16 2974. p- 53.
11:1. rbf.

any of Dr. Taylor Mc-Eenzie. Executive Director, -Navajo Etealth authority.before the Per Subcommittee on Investigations of the Committee on Government
CbPerat1011121, U.S. Senate, 93d Cong.. 2d seas-. Sept. 16. 1974; pp. 53-5!).
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In addition to direct and contract patient care, I also Offers on a
random basis (dependent upon available- funding and staff) various

-.outreach and community oriented programs in public health:, maternal
and child health, nutrition, and hygiene. If such programs were oper-
ating on a large scale, the limited serviCer which IHS can give would
be enhanced considerably. Since they are not, IHS' task is more dif-
ficult than it need be.

MS STAFFING
Like its predecessors. IHS is chronically short :of personnel, both

prcifessional and supportive. Isolation in- an alien culture, lack of
educational and recreational facilities, log -pav separation from pro-
fe.- =ional colleagues. inadequate and.-substandard housing all of these
foci , make recruitment-difficult and turnover high.

Cif those who do accept IHS work, Many have had only superficial
exposure to-public health work, and little if any knowledge of Indians.
Often these 'employees are'hot sufficiently oriented before croing, to

their pOsts and may. experience severe culture shock. Doctors -and
nurses who stay on find it difficult to integrate socially with the Indian
community, have excessive work-loads in ill-equipped facilities, a.na.
become frustrated with patients who are often unresponsive and hostile
to non-Indian medical methods.

IHS has generally- relied for staff .needs on the Public -Health Serv-
ice, which many professionals chose in lieu of military service under
the draft. Despite the fact that this option no longer exists, IHS has
not offered incentives-of any kind to professionals fro.la other sources.
In the recent past, a few foreign medical school graduates Avere hired 23
to fill this gap, but they lack command of el-flier English or any Indian
lan.gua4_-!,-e and further ag-,graval e frustrations which Indian
patients experience in seeking culturally sensitive treirtment.

Two-thirds of the' IHS hospitals, four-fifths of its outpatient clinics
and half of its health- centers are understaffed - -meeting only z-T J per-
cent of staging ,itanc3.ards for their respective services. -4 The IHS ratio
of health Professionals to population shows the IHS lagging behind
the national average in every category :25

. Current
ratio

Recarnm. ene.sd
r i7

Physicians
Dentists
Ototaryngolovst.:
Audiologists
Ophthalmologists
Optometrists
Pharmacists
Sowal service workers.
Registered nurse&
Public health nurses

1/938
112,800

1/120,000
1/480,000
1;54,200
1/69.714

22/100,000
117 233

207/100,000
29/100,000

1/700
1/1,650

1/20,000
1/30,000
1/12,000
1/10,000

65/100,000
5/10,000

458/100,000
40/100 (100

Cc.ag-ress recert17 de^:ar.-%d in tl.z 1976 Health Professions Educational Assist:Ince Act
that "there ts no longer _in insufficient number of physicians and svrg-2..ons in the United
Staters such- that there is no tither nerd for rort-...rding preference to alien physicians and
surgeons in admission to the United States under tnb Immigration and "Ivationality Act".
New York. Times, Jan. 1977.

24. S. 2935. 93d Con-- 2d Bess.. Feb. 1, 1.974, sec_ (f) (2).
VMS Office of Prom
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The S:ervice also ha's' a,shoriag,e of support, staff, such as pa-rapro-._
fessionals, technical aides- and assistants, to the exterit -that profes-
sionals are obliged to perform many of the functions that should be-
done by assistants. Further, IHS hospital administrators report that
nurses fre.frequently cannot maintain continued surveillance of any _given
-section because they must move one to another in any (-riven work shift_
"Infants have died, because -there was nobody to take care of them."
according to Dr. Taylor McKenzie, Executivsf Director of the Navajo
Health Authority 26

The testimony- of Alan Yamashita.. Fort Defiance -Unit Di rector,
is but one of many similar accounts .given to a Senate- investigtaive
committee :

This administration has been informed_ of a number of incidences Evhere the
safety of patients has -been placed, in jeopa-rdy. For example, on August 21, 1974,.
there were only two nurses (RN and LPN) on the 4:00 -11 :00 p.m. shift in the
OBGyn Department. These individuals had the'respcmsibility of caring -for 16.
patients. During the evening shift there were four OB admissions and two.de-
liveries. In addition to this, there was a,baby in an isolette in the transitional
nursery which had ro be Observed at all times. They requested help, but because
of the nursing shortage in other departments, could not be helped until around
11 p.m. Therefore, with no help in sight, deliveries continued but no postpartum-
cliecks were made, .:!ncl 'no infa.m.s in the nursery' were observed.. The results
could have included pc.stpartum hemorrhge on the unobserved mother, apneic.
spells and/or the death of an infant-. The total OBCyn census at the end of the
evening shift was 22.27

This stater_: by IHS i_nrector.-Dr. Eiiiery Johnson to the same in-_Y.estig-atir, committee sums up the typical staff situation: "There is no-
way that a single nurse, for example. r.an adequately watch the labor
room. the newborn nurs..,er y. the intensive czar,:, nursery, and sometimes`
even have to cover the emererency room_ There is no way."23

In a.deition to its. numerical shortcomin,,s, staff is often
sensitive to the iPeds and value-s-of its intliar..patients. Professionals,
for-extunple,are generally non-Indian, are ad: inistrators_29 IHS
efforts to

to
India.ns.have -been crenerally- unfruitful. Ad-

hera.nce to Indian preferance and employnteni.rpolicips'which date back
to the -15OO's,3° has been opposed iiipe =la again by-non-Indian em-
ployees

'--

who feel it_discr-irninates against them._ _

Service training, programs have been equally ineffectivee Most are
only for clerical and technical- workers and =practical nurses. and they
Perere located away from thereservation."' In' the (.ztse START
program (geared to GS.7-1--5 level);.and the Upward Mobility program-
(geared to. a GS-7 level), the supplementary inservice training stu-
dents are supposed to.receive from ITT S superiors is rarely given be-
cause-professionals cannot take time heavyjwqrkloacls for such
purposes.

Community Lealth representaL qu(,- ioned by the Health Task
Force "--.2 indicate that their IHS training inadequate_ Seventy-four

"The Navaje Nation : An American Colony," a report of the U.S. Commission on Civilnights, Sept., p. /07.Ues.rin= oeforb the Permanbnt SubCoramittee or Investigations of the Committee or,
'Government operations, U.S. Senate, 9341 Cong., 2d sess-, Sept- 1G; 1974, p.

Ibid., p_" IHS employs only three Indian doctors of a total of 456 ; only 15 Of the Service's S4service units have Indian directors. IHS figures, Apr., 1973.
ao Set, e.g.. Indian Trade-and Intercourse. Act, June 30, 1534, 4 Stat. 729, sec- 9.a .Desert viri' :ow, Santa Fe, and Black Hills_
" Stirrer of 255 CURL, June, 1976.
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percent of the respondents said they needed traininri in the administra-
tion of drugs; 78 percent in s-yuiptorn identification : 7G percent in
..emergency medical care; 65 percent- in psychiatric crisis intervention;
4 percent in lab" sample testing; 67 percent in midwifery- ; 68 in corn-
=amicable aiseai,e -Control-and prevention.

IIIS funds training for Indians to-become licensed practical nurses
till schools in Rapid City, South Dak-ota. Shiprock, New Mexico. and
Albuquerque, New Mexico. But no such programs are at present of-
fered for the_training of registered flurses, although effoi.-ts Nave been
made taiitiliz' e nearby-colleges for this purpose.

While %HS training programs are conceptually sound. thy y- are too
few in number to begin to meet the service population's needs, and
they are not geared to specific tribal situations.

Indians are not using the training programs to any Significant de-
gree because ,;,,of the hardship of traveling to traim.ngl centers and
other reasons_ The Health

ce
ealth Task Force, in a study of the

system, found Indians 1-rust-rated with the Service's- selection
methods : there is favoritism shown ; there is no overall plan geared
to a sy-steinalic filling of staff <Taps; information _Concerning the train-
ing pi-ograrns is inaccessible and applicatign procedures are complccr._

The use of -medicine- men and women to alle-vriate staff- shortages is
accepted 'by TEIS in-a limited way, varying from -unit to unit.--The ides
meets resistance both froin Indians and non - Indian in some areas. In
other_ cases,. skeptics who have agreed to try a combination of tradi-
tional and Anglo medicine have met with success. The possibilities for
use of this resource hay.: not been sufficiently explored, partially be-
cause of the lengthy, expensive training involved_ A single school
cti.:riites at Rough Rock-in the Navajo area as a demonstration proj-
ect It Wigan in-1969 with funds from "INDEMH. -

1.TIS BE-paEr

In addition to its staffing and facilities problems, IHS is plagued
-,:vith" an inefficient budget and management system_ Administrators
are alw&ys concerned whether th'Service can survive each time Fed-
eral .policy changes or health responsibility is shifted to a different

,(rencv....., Dependence on congressional appropriation is another source
6f. anxiety. These 'faCtors combined with pressing, critical needs at
the unit levelhave an effect on management efficiency.

Congliessional appropriations for, IHS are based, not so much on
changing and diversified service unit needs, but_ rather on the amounts
allocated in the previous year in specific health categories. IHS,
HEW; Incl. OMB together prepare an annual budget for congressional

review. Congress then appropriates funds. in four categories: patient
care, field health services, construction, and program management
IHS feels obliged to spend funds as Congress specifically direCts, even
When this means that unit needs ilray not be optinially met

Headquarters then allocates,-to; areas, and areas to service units,
ace/Girding to' their previous budgets,. and; to some extent, their pro--
'acted needs. When service units and area offices prepare their inch-

,. vidua.1 budgets foi- submission to THS headquarters, they set prioriti



based on their needs, but realize that headquarters allocations will be
madc -,vithin the limits of what Co has appropriated.

'There is never enough money to e ate the Service's backlog of
unmet needs and also to meet on-going needs. therefore, has to
do the best it can With limited funds.

The number of positioris a service unit has is also fixed in the budget
mechanism. IRS receivd an increase of 500 -positions in fiscal 1971,
and these lveKe divided by headquarters equally between ficld health
and patient care- Aviditional positions continue to be t-II-8tributed
equitably 'area offices, who, in turn, allocate to service units.-

Such a budget system has a deadening efect on service- unit direc-
-fors, who have no flexibility in.planning programs to meet the, spe-
cific needs of their patients.

INDT.Alki" IN-vor.vrarENur fl't.T IHS

In theorzy,..1n-clirms hay.es close involvement with the service which
delivers health care- to them.'In practice, however, Indian involve--
men:. is uneven, with considerable variance from tribe to tribe. The
Admirqstration, the Co and MS have all indicated supppoart
fOr the concept, but it is cult to implement, even-though both
and tribes have developed me7chanisras foirthat purposes

TrilDes have advisory jlealth boards and departments; IHS has a
Division of Indian Community Development (DIM)) ar?.d. an Office
of Tribal .,.A.Trairs..' DICD is suppoged, to .participate in servicewide
-executive policy formulation -and_execution; advise on the operatiom.4.1
implications of th© Service's plan, programs. and operations; provide
litervicewide leadership in program operations and internal coordina-
tion in -relation to Service goals, objectives, policies and priorities
provide direction and ceordination for day-to-clay operations of area
offiCes. cyrA is supposed to participate in the servicewide executive
policy fornaull tion and execution; coofillitate the development of

sug)pg.tive relationships with tribal govermnents, intertribal
governing s, national Indian interest groups, and. other individi-
uals and grouyis interested and active in. Indian affairs; advise 'nn the
tribal affair_ s implications of Service policies, plans and programs and
operations. The -Director of MS has as one or his functions."dev'elop-
ing individual and tribal capacities to participate iri the operation
commensurate with means and-modalities. which they deem. appropri-,
ate to-their needs and circlunsttuaces."Ye:4--ier of the MS structures has staff or budget at area and service
unit refs and, therefore; cannot implement their functions to a sig-
nificant extant.

- Advisory. Indian Health Boards were established at ss_trvice unit
levels by a number of tribes in the early seventies in an effort to make
IRS delivery more responsive to tribal Valu.as and tradition .l healing
methods. The B a.rd eonceptlias since expanded to the area and na-
tional level with z. budget ox $244,000 supplied by IHS (the very body
-that boards are to evaluate, monitor and criticize), but it continues to
operate in: a. somewhat unstructured fashion..with insufficient resources;
funds, or expertise. Its meinhers often are unpaid volunteers who deal
with g-rievariecs, orient new ms -staff, provide liaison between IRS
and Indian people, handle individual patient complaints, strive for



more cultural sensitivity on the part of IHS staff, and let the Service
know what their priorities in health service are. Testimony given to
the Health Task Force 33 indicates that these lay board members feel
at advantage with IHS professionals; are ineffectual because they
are funde,' out of service unit budgets, if at all; and have no real

.- authority v ,s-a-vis IHS.
Tribal health departments generally have greater funds and full

time staffs, but they too are funded by IHS. These departments co-
ordinate tribal health programs which IHS buys by contract for
use by its service 'population. Sir ^ ^ f*-ibes run these programs, they
have the authcrity to hire staff Moreover, their exist-
ence, unlike the advisory boar& zed by law.34-

A. comparison' between tri -ernent mechanisms (health
boards, health departments. an ing)- and those operative for
the non- Indian population (Ilea., _ ..rvice Agencies) highlights the
weaknesses in the Indian involvement system.

Health Systems Agencies were created by the National Health
Planning and Resources Development Act, of 1975.35 Each of these
agencies receives direct funding from HEW for a staff of no less than
five professionals with expertise in administration, data. gathering,
health planning, and health resources development. The functions and
authority of these agencies is spelled out in the Act which created
them: they have review and approval authority over proposals for
;-arious kinds of federally' funded programs. They are authorized to
dei-elop health plans indicating the kinds 01 health services needed
to increase the accessibility, acceptability, continuity, and quality of
health delivery in their areas. They receive technical and consultative
assistance from Centers for Health Plann;ng (also funded by HEIV)'
to aid them in developing innovative approaches to health care
delivery.

The Act which created Health Systems Agencies specifically ex-
empted tribal health programs from HSA authority, in ord.-er to
preserve tribal sovereignty -and guard against State jurisdiction. This

m=eans, however, that these monitoring and evaluative mechanisms-
cannot presently be used vis-a-vis IHS. and that tribes are still with-
out adequate- resources and capability for doing so. It appears that
tribal attitudes concerning IHS are transmitted to Congress primarily
through the avenue of committee hearings, which set obvious limits.
It is clear that tribes need a program comparable to 1-ISA. perhaps
one modeled after it, with non-Indian med;cal associations providing
technical assistance an guidance until there are sufficient Indian
health experts available to take over those roles.

Indian involvem(mt. is likely to increase as tribes begin to implement
the IP %. Self-Determination and Education Assistance Act passed
hi 3.4? 1975. The Act authorizes grants to tribal governments
for t t -ese of evaluating, monitoring, and restructuring present
7.1-4? for greater flexibility to service. unit needs and priorities.
The 0,Iso will permit ti-ibes, through grants, to desiorn their own
programs

30P.enort on Indian Renate. Washing-ton, D.C. : Government Printing Office.
July.. 1976. pp. 131-132.3Bu:v Indian Act (25 17.S.C. 47. 1S:14) : and the Indian Self-Determination and Ednca-
t5t.tia/ ,Apistance Act (Public Law 93- .26S).

7'7-Public Law 93-641.
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TICE IHS PATIENT
The shortcomings of D:18/ delivery system are keenly felt by its

recipients, the Indian people: In testimony to the Health Task Force, 36
patients told of traveling long distances to facilities, having to wait
several. hours-to be seep, and, finally, receiving but cursory examina-
tion. Often-patients aze denied needed services simply because IHS
-lacks the staff or eqnipment to provide them. As inpatients, Indians

ently receive improper care because of staffing and facility
equacies. In -1.11e 'words of Dr. Emory Job-non, IHS Director,

"The main canc/..:rn (of doctors and nurses) is one of being unable to
respone to patients with the quality and quantity of care that they
laiow their traming and from their experience is required."

But the overriding dissatisfaction In :Han people have with IHS
,is its non-Indian orientation, staffed as it is mostly with non-Indian
doctors practicing non- Indian medicine. It is the Indian patient who
has had to adapt, rather than the other way around. Most Anglo
doctors and- nurses are not knowledgeable of Indian culture and
values and are therefore insen-siti% to the needs of their patients.
Indian people feel that this creates a barrier to effective treatments.
They may be frightened and uncomfortable with "scientific" methods
and coui respond more readily to treatment which is relevent to
their traditions.

LEIS staff is aware of the problem and is frustrated by the resistance
and hostility of Indian patients. Yet IHS has done little to seek out
and hire traditional practitioners. It was., instead, the National In-
stitute of Mental Health which in 1966 funded the first and:only tradi-
tional medicine training program now in aperation.as Tt, is still only
a pilot projet in which medicine men draw salaries for their teaching
and students earn a small hourly allowance. IHS psychiatrists_ in par-
ticular, are enthusiastic about the program, even though sow -:e had
reservations at Ihe beginning. Dr. H.. C. Townsley, chief ci IHS

----Mental Health Pilorr,rartis, told the Health Task Force in :_.576 that
his staff had lea.rie-d to consult with traditional healers whenever
possible, beeidiseit \helps thf'rn to understand patient needs. Towns -
ley feels that traditional, ceremonial techniques work better with emo-
tionally disturbed Indians than non-In djan symptom-based. therapy.
Clearly, there is a. need in IHS for traditional healers. Worldng in
combination with non-Indian doctors, they can see that Indian-patients
are given tLe ldnd of medical care they can respond to. -

ALTERNATE HEA:r:na CARE SOURCES

For those Indians who are excluded from be IHS delivery sys-.
rem (members of nonrecognized tribes and urban and rural Indians,
members of recognized tribes not living on reservations), there are,
theoretically, alternative sources of free health care. But actual use
of these sources is often- denied to Indians-simply because thcy are
Indians and despite their citizenship rights to such services. With the

ss see bearings transcripts. Health Task r'orce. ATPRe Phoenix, p. 22 Oklahoma City,
pp- 46. 94. 104. 140: Billings. pp.. 6-12: Navajo. p. 17.Searing before the Permanent Subcommittee. on Investigativns of thc, Committee on
Government Operations. V.5 Senate. 93d Cong., 2d amass., Sept- 16, 1.1)74. p. 73.

" Located at Rough Sock, Navajo Nation.
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eventual advent of National Health Insurance highly probable, it is
-important t.4-tt. the Indian right to alternative health sources (other
than IHS) nov- be firmly established and assured. Health providers
other than IFIS. at every rr overnmental level. claim thatrindians are
the sole resp6nsibility of IHS and that they do not have the funds to
serve Ilidians..Some of these alternate providers are county hospitals,
mental 'iinstitutions, various children's services, and vocational re-
habilitation services, as well as financing mechanisms such as the
Veteran's. Administration; workmen's compensation, medicaid, aryl
medicareEither Indians are excluded from these prograrns, or, as in
the case of medicaid and Medicare. discouraged from their use b3\
`complex reinabursernerit and eligibility barriers.

..This situation exists despite the fact that-HEW has declare-.: that \\,,
recipients of Federal financial assistance may not deny heOth serv-
ices to Indians on the grounds that IHS services are avalla.41e. Mcre- ti

oVer, IHS, Office of Civil Rights, and the Medical Servici. Admin-
istration (N1SA) entered in-a triagency memorandum of agreement in -\,

1973 on Indian eligibility' rights to federally funded prof:Tains. IHS
agreed to determine how many Indians are eligible for xion-IHS
federally funded Drprograms; to furnish OCR with a. list of \Indians
who have been reused service in such programs: and to .publicize
amonc, Indians the availabilif-y of such set-vices. IHS has beenunable
to keep any of these .promises to any sip-xiificant extent be4iuse it
lacks the funding and staff to do jso...1.1.--ithout convincing evidende from
IHS," OCR in turn, has not beep able to per form the monitoL-ing and
en_ forcement fun.ctions_it agreed fro in the trzagency memorandum. -.

MSA, which agreed_ to help '-ion-Indian health-resource 24-iencies
with procedures necessary to firmly establish such eligibility. has next
done so, according .to tes-tiinony at Health Task Force. hearings,
because no agencies have requestc.-cl such help_

Health 'Task Force hearings further revealed that urban Indian
health centers (when comp...lints of discrimination are most lik4ly to
be heard) knew nothing of memorandum becau.senone.pf the three
agencies had told thena. about it_ OCR gave the excuse that it is 'pvez.--
burdened with other res.f)onsibilities and doe not have -funding to
carry out the memorandum. acrreement. IHS red. that it is iSreoc-
envied with pressing medioal -problems. Clearly there is a need in
for a funded and staffed moni-oriner rnforcement body to im-.
plement the plan which the three a but are unable to
carry out. ..1")T:t the poor living- cont..,,tis on Federal reserv:- :ons,
often fixed in colonial economies, are directly attributable to the
failure of HEW, HT_TD.,.and to eradicate them_

-HoL-sry.-G: THE T7N--3rE--r NEED

Providini,, every American' family with safe, adequate housing-.has
been the _,roal of the. Federal Government since 1949_ Nlore than 25
years later that goal has not been attained for its citizens and in par-

Only seven charges of discrimination have been reprirted by IHS since the n=r4-ornent
wns -made. in 1i)73. One of the charces tens mire after an Indian was de hied cnr frorn
aon-Indian facility and subsequently. died. "P-port nn Indian Health." AIPItC.
ton. D.C.. U.S. Gcvt. PrintYlOff-. ScPt 19"C, pp. 13S-1:19-p p. 133-140.
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ticular for Indian people- Table one demonstrates the disor.rity be-tween national and Indian housing statistics.

TABLE 1.SELECTED CHARACTERISTICS OF INDIAN HOUSING

Selected characteristics Indian National(percent) (percent)
Housing units over 30 years of age.. 40.9 40.5Lacking plumbing_

25.3 5.5piambing but crowded.
- 16.4 6.9

Soares: U.S. Bureau of Censurs.1970 Census of Housing. H C(7)-0 "Rousing of Selected Racial Groups," h C(7)-1 "HousingCharacteristics by HouSohoId Composition," and HC(2)-1 "Metropolitan Housing Characteristics:*

While the above figures are a.-better understanding ofthe mag-nitude of the problem can be gained by examining BIA }Lous-ing -statistics; Table two is an inventory of housing by BIA areaoffices_ Of the 109,255 dwelling units shown in r'l BIA service areas,less than half (49,560) are considere standard. A third of the totalneed outright replacement; slightly over one-fourth need renovating,and another 18,000 families who may be liiing with other familiesare in need of some kind of shelter of their own.
TA BLE 2.Cortzolidated Eirotz8in 9 Inrcieory

[Fiscal year 15:0752
Total number of existing hotising unitsHousing in standard condition_ ...Housing in substandard condition_

109, 25
49. 560
59, 69GOf the housing in substandard condition - 59, 695Housing units ..eeding replacement._Housing -units needing renovation - -
33,
26,

122
573Total new units required

51, 0Housing units needing replacement-Families needing- housing 33,
17,

122
9-13Source : Bureau of Indian Affairs, 1975-

Table three shows -the I3IA inventory changes between fi scal year1974 and fiscal year -1975. Because of the movement. back to the reser-vations, more reliable data collectio:- nrocedures, expanded BIA serv-ice- districts and the rapid deteric ion of existing sfock, presentefforts are not keeping race with th .ems- demand and will not resultin reducing the present total housinc, deficit_ In fact., present produc-tiora must more than double to eliminate the deficit within a reason-_

able time_
TABLE 3.--CHANGES :71 CONSOLIDATED HOUSING INVENTORY (FISCAL YEAR 1974-75)

Se;ected categories
Increase

Number Percent
Number of famiti-s in service population
Tots! number of housing units_
Number of substandard housing units
Total hoe=ing need

..,

13.927
1:4 11
E )
7, 236

12. 0
13..3
12_ 3
10.5

'Source: Bureau of [ndiarr Affair:, 1975.



based on the environ.mr-at in which they live, and a fundamental

-say that "crowded living conditions, insufficient amounts of safe water,

nd lack of sanitation facilities are factors contributing to the poor

.environment in. which most Indian and Alaskan Natives live.'" Im-

proved

'rinfi- fiscal year 1975. If one compares the total of new homes

Indian people...-As ointed oat by Dr. Emery A. Johnson, Director of

the Indian Health Service (IHS), during the 1975 Senate hearings on

Indian' housing,' "A major 6ement in the health status of the people

proved housing will not Only contribute to, the health of Indian people,

part of that environment is their housing." Dr. Johnson went on te.

but also Will' surely aid in. the social and economic clevelopmentiof the

reservation.

built k .,146) with the increase in total housing units ne'efled (7,236),

it is clear that current -oduction levels are not even. eeting new

demand.

Substandard housing contitions 'cause serious health problems for

Shown in table four is total new houses built within BIA serviceCUM.P.E ZtiT II0 M- r: PRODUC.TIO

Percent

23
40

2

.
. .2'
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TABLE 4.NEW HOMES-CONSTRUCTED
DURING FISCAL YEAR

/
Number

Ht117-Fotor rent_

974

Mutual help

1 .69793

Turnkey III
Total .

2 ,745

BIA ?sousing improvement_

641

Flood rehabilitation..
- 74

Built with crecl.t loans_

112

Other

574

15
2
3

14

Total, new homes

4.145 130

Source: Robert D. Leatherman. The ; Housing Effc:t in tt ignited States_ Prepared for Task Force NurnbeCs

and 7, ;,,ner;can Indian Policy Review Corrirnissors. Washington, 2 June 1976_ (See. footnote 42).

Since the availability of the public housing program to Indian pee-

ple in 1962.z 24,476 housing units were authorized- and 17,457 lurre

been completed for occupancy at the end.. of FY 1974. Between 1968

and 1975, HIP, completed 4,113 new liomes, and repaired 29,443 ex-

ist inr,. homes.-'
Table five combares. the Indian h :sing- need with HUD production

plus commitments. As can be seen. .41.7D has had difficulty in attain-

ing it production ;oafs. These difficulties can be divided into specific

problems which affect some Indian groups 'more than others, and

general or universal problems which affect all Indian people to the

same de.cyree.

44 Indian 'Housing, a report of the hearing before- the' Subcommittee on- Indian Affairs of

the Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs, 1.7.S. Senate, May 1. 1975. p. 12.

4,11-Zoherr U. Leathern:an, "The Indian Housing 7,.:M'ort in the Unit.bd States.** prepared.

for Task Force Nos. G & 7, Amerienn Indian Volley Review Corntr.isslo'n, Washington. D.C..

Jur 1976.
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TABLE 5.INDIAN HOUSING NEEDS AND HUD ACCOMPLISHMENTS, FISCAL YEAR 1968-75

1 2 -3 --. 4

SIA inventory, HUD units. HUD units,- , caw units :zonstructiod completed for HUD
eeoded started occupancy commitment

nscsillMi:
19691970
19711972_
1973
1974
1975_

Tung

.._.

sa, .:sc 1..2tA 992 ____________
,_ 51,182 1, 04 1 523 . 6, 00C

45, 544- 49, 840 --

3,76.3
4.974-e_

42o6
2,160

6,
6, 000

48,313 3,111 2,389 6 000
47, 071 2, 675 3788 6, 000
47, 556 2, 638 3, 499 6,000

.1 51, 065 2. 170 3,423
19, 466

3 Reflects an oxpandied &rex served by MA crier previous years..
Sources:

Cal. 1: Bureep of-indian )(limits Consoli dated Area Housing Inventories; Homing Office, BM.
Cob- 2 and 3: 1968.1969--Speciat Report In Tian Programs (Dec.31, 1971) (11PMC-FAG). 1970-75Public Housing

Performance Analyses (ft PMC-FHA-FS).
Col_ 4: 1969-73Based an 30.000 unit commitment of the 1969 triagency agreement (HUD-81A-1115). 1374

Secretary Lynn, Nov. 30. 1974.

,Sri u is PROBLEMICS RE+GIONAI. AND Ctii..-ronAr.. VARIATioN-s

Alaskan Natives, Eastern tribes, Oklahoma tribes, ranclierias,-slnall
bands, unorganized Indian communities; southwestern tribes, and
p'tieblos, and the . Great Plains tribes each face unique problems in
ohtainin.g, housing which meets their diverse climatic and cultural
conditions_

Housing for Alaskan Natives must consider severe weather condi-
tiOns, theAr depender.... on a subsistence economy, a construction
season, the remoteness --)f the area, and the lack of local construction
skills_ Recognizing-, these' unique circumstances, EMD desicned a
"special 500" program to provide homes to remote Alaskan vilfaiges.42a
Even though certain HUD standards such_ as minimum property

,-standards were -v,7aived, the program is not flexible encush to meet
A IP-carom conditions. Costs are running, up to $50,000 per unit; regulal-

Iinspections have bees= too costly; a.nrcl operating costs, particularly fuel
costs, are beyond the cash income of the iiihabiqints.. However, there
was one...exemplary development at Fort Yukon where thR, local hous
ing. director further deviated from HITD design g-uidelines and
acv more acceptable results in terms of cost ($35,000 per unit)
and climatic conditions.. Clearly considerable flexibility is -needed in.

--the H lI D regulations_
Most-Eastern tribes, unor,-anized tribes, small bands and Corninuni- .

and rancherias are ia.rgely excluded from HAD prograrns14ca.use
they lack Federal recognition, trust land,-or live in sparse or remote
locations- Southwestern tribes and pu-,iblos find HUD housing designs
simply .do not fit their traklitional lifestyles. On the Great Plains
reservations where land isr._checkerboarded.-!3 there is a scarcity 'of
appropriatel7- located usable Space.

4216 Reflects an expanded area served br BIA. over previous Sears.
1t See eh:: or this report for a dinerussion of landholdIng.probleras on reservations..
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UNIVERSATI PROBLEMS

11.11,.n.t.- are at least seveii major problems which impede the delivery
of housing to Indian. peoi,le.

First, there is -. lengthy de.velopmerit 17,eriod. Former HUD' Secre,
tar.-y, James Lynn, estimated that it takes 18 months to process a hous-
ing application to the point where a contract between HUD and the
Indian Housing Authority (17-1A) can be executed.4

With public.liousing, especially Mutual Help projects, HUD's time
delays revolve around tenant selection and site selection._ Tenants
nearly always want their homes built on land-p-re-v-ibifsly
allotted, or leased from the- tribe.. Only - .after tenants arcl sites are
selected can HUD run an accurate cost estimate of site 'work, unit
construction. and .access roads. To-expedite the processing, many HUD
field offices obtain site leases or assignments in,adva.nce of the contract
execution. The new housing regulatidns, in sec. 8Q5,217(b), expressly
provide, however, "No site may be acquired or leased and no com-
mitment shall be made for acquisition or leasing until after execu-
tion of the contract." 45 The paradox of this Situation is th it an
accurate contract amount cannot be determined until site costs are
known; entire site costs cannot be determined until water is located;
and water can only be guaranteed through drilling, which is expen-
sive and can onl7 be paid for out'of contract funds."

Second, a major impedimerA to the delivery of Indian housing is the
unwieldy rnultiagency agreement among Hu D. the Indian Health
Service (11-IS), and the BIA.. The Bureau handles the preliminary
work on_site selection, working out the necessary leases 'and p:-ovid-
ing the roadwork up to the project site. THS is in charge of providing
all the sanitary requirements up the project site.. nUI) provides the
building and is responsible for the site work, including whatever
intraproject roads and service lines will;be needed to connect the
homes with the roads and sanitary lines Tivered to the project by
yI and IHA. Certain decisions by any one of the fteft are not
always posibie until one or ._the yher has done its job. ?NS must .
wait for site identification by the BIA before it can project costs for
sewer and water services, and only then can _aLa.> review construction .
plans.

Since no single agency has been pla/-ed in charge of the entire oper-
ation. there is no rec,mirse to remedy . delays or bottlenecks in the
opernl-ion. When the triageney agreement was first entered into in
1968. 1-11TD promised 6.000 units a year for the period (1970-74) ;
the B1..4. committed itself to providing 1,000 new or improved units

- and tribal groups were sup-nosed to sponsor another 1,000 units..
An additional complicatic a in this tr: agency agreement is the prob-

lem of coordinating agency budgets. ITIS attempts to budget its funds
as far ahad as possible. Projects to be developed, then. are sometimes
decided upon for 3 year 'cycles. HUD and BIA, on the other hand,
are subject to the annual congressional alit anon .nrocess. In the past.

S has not Im:own until very late where 1-11.21E> and 11121..s intended

44 -Reran tk.S b former HUD Secretary, James Lynn, H1:7D National Indian Housing Con-
.ferenee. Nov. 14, 1974.4:s Federal Resister. "Mar. rs, 19.6, p. 10164.

44 Leatherman, p. 33.
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to place units --not only the exact site on the reservation but also which
`reservationso that funds for the necessary sanitary faeilities could
be made available 1- o the appropriate IIIS director. Tho new interde-
partmental a,gree-irnent of February 6, 19'7,S. attempts to smooth out
the wrinkles in this -procedure by stating that "if" and "when" the
fund-4 are made available by Congress, what projects shall be given
priority. In at least one housing development program the problem cs
triad envy coordination has been successfully alleviated by tribal utili-
zation of an integrated..grant under the Joint Funding. Simplification
Act. The Salt River --"una-Maricopa Community project in Arizona
should be given serious consideration as a model for other tribal bons-
ing;projects.

Third, another stumblin.g.r, block to the delivery of housing has been
the lack of commitment and unity. among HUD officials. 3't 1-1ITD
officials treated Indian housing simply as another responsibility to
a minority group, not requiring a special organization or programs.

- In a March 19. 1976 meeting with several prominent Iniban leaders.
Secretary Hills restated HUD's 'commitment to a production goal of
9.723 aunts for FY ITT6 and created the new Office of Indian Programs
arid Policy. One hcipeS, that this new sense of commitment will be
maintained by the ne:w adMinist, ,tion. -

The only other significant Inc _ n housing program, the BIA Hous-
ing Ireprovernent Pi:*0-rani (Hr. is considered a st.e-...cesful. program_
However, its relatiVely low bud ,:t.; $11 million curre:.tly, does not
permit it to make a very large imp act. Fornler BIA Commissioner
Thompson. in a hearing e_- rndian housing before the Senate Subcom-
mittee on Indian Affairs in/May '1)76 -tared that 7aousing was not a
priority item with the BIA. He estimated $12,billio,-i would-be needed
as ofFY 3:175 to satisfy the housing need. This sum exceeds the BIA.
total -amival budget Faced with the enormity of the task, the Terence
was. --left that it was not desirable for the BIA to increase .ae HIP
budget at the expense, of,other BIA programs.''

Fourth_ there are a number of legal problems which impede deliv-
ery. For example, pri7-ate investors are not willing to loan money
for housing on trust land, where a. mortgage is of no collateral value
because the property cannot -be foreclosed. Tribal courts have given
too little aid to the 't-H-ks in the enforcement qr interpretation of con-
struction contracts as well as tenant agreements.

Fifth. there is a definite lack of agreement among agencies and
tribal organizations as to the goal of a housing program. The agencies
View ,it as merely providing shelter. whereas the tribes view it as a
means to promote economic development. The economic consequences
of housing and related construction in terms of employment, business
for contractors and materia'l suppliers, and other' -related activities
cannot be overlooked. There are precious few job oppoortunities exist-
ing on mo reservations, and it is not uncommon for unemployment
tO exceed 50 percent during winter months.

. Realizing the petential of housing construction in alleviating this
problem by providing employment and skill d-velopment. Indian con-
struction f --ns were forined and were allowc,1 to contract directly with

117 Indian Frotining.
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IHAs. In the sp:_it of preferk-nce, HUD originally waived its
usual advertising for bids rule. ITowcver, under the new regulations
published fcr comment by HUI. on Setptember 15, 1975. there were
no provisions 'or negotiated contractts. Since the provisions require
advertising, for prospective construction bids, and since the low re-
sponsive bidder must be awarded the contract., the Indian preference
-has disap-1,-..,tred.

Sixth. the slow pa,7,...; in meeting the need for Indian housing is n--)t
entirely due to forces on the national level; local political problerr.s
contribute to del,Lys. At the center of these troubles is the relationship
between the tribal council and the Reversals in tribal elections
have caused wholesale pu.re,.es of IHA 2ommis§ioners and staff. Be-.
cause knowledgeable. trained 1:11-1 commissioners and stair earnot be
easily replaced, public hOusing programs have often been brought to

standstill when these wholesale removals have taken. The los-
in these situation? 1.re., the tenants, both actual and prospective.

all patronage flows from the faction in power and reaches
even the selection of tenants as well as those who will be employed in
the ..constrUction. While such pe.rs9nnel turnoyer is not unique to In-
dian people. measures should be taken to discourage its practice.

Seventh, rent delinquencies are first an economic problem and sec-
ond, political and legal problems for the IITA.s. housincr.is not
a grant program and the legislation has always required some rent
_payment from tenants. A rental program in a tribal context poses SeV-
ern.! problems. First. the payment of rent. however small, 'requires
some incoine. It is believed that the bulk of t^nants delinquent in rent
are -,!err; low income people, who are most in need of housing and have
the least ability to obtain it elsewhere. IHAs in undertaking the hous-
ing of very low income persrs in rental Units ri,a the real risk of im-1
perilincr the operation of its ire housing program. "Sec:- 4, of delin-
(merit_ rent payments and because of...inadequate fromn
IHAs have sonnet i rnPs borrowed from a development areount to meet

emery -ens v. for in,.-tance to pay for 1. lities. The impr,n(7inp- insol-
vency of IITAs will s,riously affect. the ci, . very of indinli

ErSer.N.-7Nn "MIT: T)TI.T:MMA

The abo7.-e seven problems rill only be solved by a lionsinc, pro7i-ana
which incorporates the following five essential characteristics.

S;272,7)7;?7;t7; of /727,p7em,' iatio-n and OperalVon.Lerp-rt117- derel-
-opment periods. complicated financial arrangements. and mass pro-
-duction techniques with sch.edilling problems eliminated in
order to sneed up the' delivery of housing.

2. (700,-Vinatrd Cos-Agency 1777.07vement.Coordination oaf the
ioult a.rreng-3- program by one agency would help to eliminate delays.

3_ Prornoltion. of Tribal. Co-ntro7.Federal agencies must. delegate
more decisionmak-ine- power to local tribal authorities in order to pm-
mote.iself-determination and to ensure that horsing. attains its maxi-

, frunn economic impact. Trates should he assisted in developing propos-
als for integrated =rants under the Joint Funding Simplification Act.

4. -rariety Prograrn.s.=----There miists- be a. variety of programs
wit': flexibility cif standards- and regulations to deal with climatic
and cultural differences among Indian people.

^.-
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5 CwrarirurtionOrant and Loan Approach.--Indian housing must
be financed by a combination approach. Grants must be provided for
ho u ng for tie very poor. Loans must be provided lc r the construc-
tion of low:rent and middle income houses. A 'combined approach is
equitable and Dili also provide more funds than a system purely de=
pendent on grants.

Ormat CoNSIDERATIONS

Before outlining the Commission recommendations, it should be
mentioned that 1--MD has hund.t.t:cls of millions of dollzirs it outstand-
ing project notes-and bonds which must_ be reiInanced c n an annual
basis. If these, securities were unequivoCally "double tax exempt", free
from both Federal and State income taxes, their marketability would
be enhalicoci.

One other issue should be addressed. What should be the coverage of
new legisAaticn in terms of providing some of housing assistance
to Ind-uns_ off the reservati-on., even in urban ar,.asfone possi-
bility is that a tribe could develop a housing program :hat could aid a
tribal meniber living hundreds of miles away, through a guaranteed
or insured loan.

RzcomoEEN-DATiozcs

The Commission recommends iha s:
Congress delegate to the Office of Indian _Housing the power to mod-

ify existing Federal property standards and Prototype costs. The Of-
fice also institute programs- geared to different income levels. Last. the

-Office provide housing both on the reservation and off the-reservation,
.wherever Indian people are organized in distinct groups, whether they
are federally recognized or no'.

. Congress make-FTETT) housing notes and hond:t, double tax exempt,
that is, free, from Federal and State taxes_

WATER, Sk;ro kat ...A.",..17D SANITATION FACTI.A.a.L.L.S;

- The lack of sanitation facilities on Indian reservations is a primary
cause of many Indian diseases_ Over 40.000 es:1st-inn- housing units and
another 62.000 planned replacenient and renol-pted housing units need
new or upgraded water and sai-

In a survey conducted by the Cdrnmission's Health Task Force of
21 tribal councils in 10 reservation States:" over half the resp-ondents
said there was evidence that systems were cemtnminated.
Slightly less than half said their water ,supplv was poor_ Eighteen re-

: vealed that water was still being hauled from a lake or stream. All of
the ..respondents indicated that individual septic tanks are,. the pre-
dominant waste disposal system. Eleven have some hind of coni-
munity water system: seven said that open drainage of untreated sew-
age is a problem. Only eight out of the 21 reservations surveyed were
receiving trash removal services. only two street maintenance. and only
four drainage, services.

Ali S. 2935. 93r1 Conn.., 2i; se 4s.. sec. 2(f) (6).AIPRC Health. Task Force Tribal Council qnestionunire. June, i976.
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IHS is the Federal agency responsible for construction of sanitation
facilities," but must give priority to facilities for new housing, at the
.!itpense of renovation on existing ones. The SerN:ice's ability to meet
the total need is further hampered by its obligation to schedule work
in conjunction with H-LTD's housing and BIA's road construction
plans. IIIS cannot determine sanitation costs until HUD determines
the exact :location of its ]lousing sites, and both age' cies must wait
while DIA decides when and where _it will place streets and
sidewalk. .

Although the three a!irencies signed i111. ii.)-reement5'2 to coordinate
work plans and budget proposals. it-appears that no followup has
taken place and that- relevant input from Indian tribe,: has not been
sought out. Coordination rria3,- be impossible, since the-three agencies
operate en different budget cycles.

Afaintenance of all lac ities. whether new or rehabilitated, is the
"responsibility of the tr.' who are to receive TITS training for this
purpoi-e." report. Tiow crev.. that such training is in-
adequate and infrequent. and that there is confusion responsibility
in it:-; a.etifal execution." Meanwhile, lar-re numbers of householders
e-o without sanitation facilities: deterioration sets in on facilities.which
stand u.nrepaired; and (Ilse-al-3e 1- spread .further.

TnANsrorrr.vrtoN AND .2.-% Cf".!.:S TO HEALTH CARE

In many parts of the United States.. Indian live in remote areas
whre there are no road:,;'.. or poorly maintaineci roads. and no public

-transportation._ 'Many tribal commun.ities d9. not oN.vn an ambulance for
cinor,eney service. Harsh. climatic conditions are an at_..rgravating fac-
tor in some places. It is. therefore. often a hardship,. for Indians to get
to an II -IS medical facility."" At the sani. Lime: it is nneconornial in
terms of the Service's limited staff to sind drivers. to renlote, often in-

_

accessible areas.lost often. it is the c,:tinnunity health representative (CHR) who
pry, ides" the transportation Indians need In order to obtain medical
care. The CHErs function is to educate the community in preventive
health, hygiene, nutrition.. and first aid in the home, and to be the out-

..
reach, paraprofessional link between patient and professional. In ac-
tualual riractice, much of their time is spent in ehat:frering sick patients.
CHIt's therefore are left with very little time in which to perform the
educational, .technical work assigned to them.- Alreadv .underpaid;
CHIrs say that they sDend from :it100 to S00 a -year out of their
own pockets fora_ea.tient-chauffering: Nor are they provided with lia-
bility insurance on their ea r§-.

Indian Snnitati,I.rt F:ic:Iltiest and Service:4 _Act. Sr-12. 137,0. 42 17.S.C.
The AIRC Health 'Task Fore' survey of tribal cr,ki:If!fis revealed that sanitation instel-

larion by MS took place anywhere from before a house vas finished to 311 years.
"Interdepartment kgreernent on Indian Flousin:". 'Washington. D.C., 17.S. irlovertiznerxt

Printing °Dace. Federal Register, Mar. 1976. p. 10165.
:4 Indian Sanitation Facilities and St..rrices Act. Public Lass- SG-121. 1959, 42 U.S.C. 2004."Of 21 respnnses to the _11PRC Health Task Force survey. ett.-ht felt maintenance wasthe tribe's jot, ; eight said it was the Individual householder's ; and five said it was up to

Ills. .

AIPRC Health Task Force hear:lig transcripts on this subject are Aberdeen. rni. Ir
p. 17. ; p. 22: Oklahoma, p. 21)1 ; Phoenix, voL II, p. 60; PortIoncl. n_ 1 oc,
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Indians have experienced nutritional problems from the Lime of
relocation on.wa,r.d. Aidgt reservation Indians ar? poor to start with and
the fact that. most -eservations have-- only one "trading roost" store
leased by the Federeel Government to private parties, results in very,
high uncompetitive food prices. Luck of refrigeration and adequate
wstet suppl;-.compounds the problem.

The USDA's commodity program has been used on many resei-va
tions but few commodity warehouses servici.ag Indian courriri.-
stock all 22-items on the commodity prog-riim:s list.. The lack of avail-
able commodities and the litck of proper storage and cooking facilities
in many reservation homei has resulted in malnutrition being- wide-
spread among Az:ler-lean Indians. Also Indians- on rural. sparsity
populated reservations do not have the iiity tc. trtvel long distances
to the commodity pickup centers.

For all of these reasons, the commodity program has been generally
unsucees.5ful,-and in recent -vears. USDA has been gradually replacin.g-
it with'-a. food' stamp progin. That program. however, has been ad-
ministriitively unwieldy and is especially unworkable in Indian coun-
try. The same ,Indian who cannot get to the -commodity warehouse. -
cannot get to the food stamp headquarters *rid ef-tnnot get to the retail
outlet where food is sold.

Application and eligibility forms for food sta-rnps are long, cum-
berscme and complicated,- and many Indians have difficulty an corn-
pleting them. Often they do not posess the slocurnerk..:s necessaiy
foi. eligibility. For those who cannot surmount these obstacles, there
is no alternative, since 7 % does not want to opers..te a cornmodity
program and a stly.rap prn_rram sipultaneously in ell; same community;
despite Indian *opinion that such flexibility is -needt.d in order to meet
diversified needs."

A further complication exists for Indians_ who live on trust land_
Because States and cum -ties often do. not understand th, applicable
law pertaining to Inc-II:ins, they Mtstakenly consider trust la;1:1 as an
":asset which precludes an otherwise eligible applicant from obtaining
food sta.mps.

There are other drawback to the food stamp' program. First. be-
-cause -food prices at an isolated-trading post are lito,lier than those. at
retail outlets elsewhere. a given ration of-stamps does not buy as much
for the Indian as it does for a consumer in the general population.
Second, even though local governments charged with administering

. the food stamp program receive Federal financial assistance for this
purpose, these local entities often must supplement from their Own
budgets, operate with liin5ted staff, and handle an overwhelming load,
of recordkeeping. The resentment and frustration they feel often is

`vented on the Indians who are- obligerl tokleal with them..

11. woman McDonald. Superintendent of "the 3rerLeniero Inclian Agency. !;taid in a May Is.
197a. :etter to the Chief of. CoPIpliance and Enforcement Division in T;SD.A., that he foard
it recrettable that no small minority group RIieh as Indians were permitted to have any
special or direrent kind of proKrIsm outside the estatfliabed order." Ir other words. he
coneltuied, "Indians must be Just like anyone elv,." Mr. McDonald also said that after
obse-ving find working with both commodity ad food stamp prt.4.-,rams. he felt. that -

commodities were more beneficial for more Indian people_ sr

elr



At present. USDA is phasing out the rommoe.ity program and in-
tends to implement the use of stamps "nationally ", except where it
proves "impossible or impracticable". This is'exactly the. s;teuttion in
many I.7..dian areas, where applican- encounter a series of harriers
much like those they have always faced in attempting to avail them-
sczlves of Federal-social services.

Education in nutrition has been the missing linitr in every fcod pro-
. gram the Government has Offered to Indians. Lewis Moriarn. in his

1928 report. 67 strongly Fecommendeck instruction in nutrition ou a
.comprehensive scale for all Indians and for all non-Inc? ia,i.s7taff work-
ing in Indian service facilities. Panel members at the 1969 White
-House conference on ford, nutrition, and health repeated that view.
Indians themselves have repeatedly said that they need and want to
learn about nutrition. Yet, in 1974, a nutrition education bill proposed
by Senator George McGovern was defeated.
Tim CARE. Imr.::,4-ENri.r.-r -ACT (Pr...-nr-ic LA w fq----137)

Public Law 94----1-37 is the most comprehensive, Indian health legis-
lation ever passed by Congress. The new act is dP.sinned to eliminate
medical backlo,,s, to- brinp. Indian health to an acceptable level. algid to
encourage In,dian involvement iii that process -o that tribes can rTad-
ually assumi4 cow rol of health care.

In its corning effort to improve Indian Health. II-TS will have the ad-
vantage of Public Law 94-1-37 funds, plus a guarantee (in that act) /that these appropriations will in no way offset other Indian health
appropriations to meet present or future needs. . /

Instead of the original Senate version of the bill which a qt-horized
an appropriation of S1.6 billion over a 7-year period, 'HS will be work-
ing with a $475 million appropriation over a 3-year period. ThiS dif-
ference of $70 -million annually will be a significant disadvantage.
Opposition from HEW (IHS'.parent body) may also prove to be a
serious obstacle" to implementation of the _let. Funding will not start
until fiF7.al ifil". llowever, and will end with ti.,cal 19.90_ .

. There are certain other shortcomin7s in the Health Act, which. if
not amended. will surely s, :w down the transition period. L

The- Act. for exatnple. provides for construction of _needed facilities
and their.staffing. but fails to address the chronic problem IHS has in
recruit _n!* personnel.

The Act provi(- s a total of fit207.0S-1 for-facilities-construction over
a 3-r_ ar period_ also funds positions and money for staff housinc,-,'-'8
and for direct and indirect maintenance and repair of facilities.f'9.,Fur-
ther. the Act authorizes funds to brincr HIS facilities to-compliance
with requirements of the Social Security Act., so that they are eligible
for' medicare and medicaid reimbursement."

Co 1cl-ruction. and renovation of water. sever. aria sanit_ztion systems
for ex ing Indian homes are also authorized in the Act.dl For new -homes, however, "such sums as may be necessary" will be appro-----=

57 "The Problerr. of Indian Administration." Baltimore, Md.": The Johan Hopkins P.rgs
1925.a44 "Title III. sec- 301 (b) (1) (2) (3)-

. roa 'Title II. sec. 301 (c) (b).do Title IV. (b) (c)-
43. Title I. secs. 101. 102. 103, and 104.
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priated." After 1980, it will be harder for extens-ive sanitation systems
to be constructed for either type of borne without new legislation.

The Act -fails to take up the important question of sanitation main-
tenance and repair. The Indian people have indicated that this vital
link, to e.ffielent facility operation has not been properly handled by
TITS in the past. .

- Public Law 91 -137 addresses MS personnel shortages in two ways :
First, by appropriating_ scholarship funds for health professional
training; 63 and second, by appropriating position-funds 64 in cate-
gories where the service is known to have heavy backlogs : mental
-health, dental care, field health, and direct and contract patient care.
Four hundred and twenty-five positions and $10,025,000 are authorized
for fiscal 1978.

It appears that -se amounts may .b,e wholly inadequate. For exam-
_ pie, the total identified unmet health needs of the Navajo in 1973, in

four categories amounted to some $28 million-65 Moreover, the rigidity
of position-funding will not permit the land of program flexibility
called for in,the individual, highly diversified service areas.

- The Act also authorizes the Service to employ scholarship students
and any other medical students ea during nonacademic periods of the
Aar, and it authorizes present IHS health professionals to take leave
of absence for professional consultation and refresher training
courses.67 The Act also provides appropriate funds for the construc-
tion of staff housing," the shortage of which has traditionally been a
_factor affecting high staff-turnover.

Although the Act fails to provide for current recruitment needs,
the Aet establishes a. comprehensive recruitment program; which is
sensitive to overall Indian needs and, with time, should provide IHS
with adequate professionals and technicians. The Act also establishes
an Indian health scholarship program for Indians and others who will
serve) in Tiadian communities.

In addition to encouraging study in non-Indian medical institutions,
the Oct authorizes, in title VI. a 1 year study of the feasibility of es-
tablishing an American Indian School of Medicine.

The Act ,does not, however. fund continuance of IHS' one school of
traditional medicine at Rough Rock, nor does it provide for the estab-
lishment of additional such schools.q9

To summarize, the Out fails to address the immediate and critical
personnel shortage in IHS. No innovative recruitment program is au-
thorized; no monetary or other incentives are offered to encourage
_health professionals from ,the private sector to enter the Service.

MIS staff has a number of peripheral problems which- are not ad-.-
dressed in any way by the Health Act. These are : inadequate orienta-

ea Ibid.
"" es Ibid. -

ee Title n. sec. 201..ee 'This amount although considerably less than the amount proposed ($10.590.000) in
lErItliS52 (June 12. 1975). Is in addition to NIAAA funds which will be transferred to IHS
under S. 3184- That bill. passed on June 29, 1976, authorizes IHS to take over those ZNI:F.A.AA
alcoholism treatment projects which have become "zna.ture-. At this time. it is not knosz-n
exactly bow MS will 12s its combined NIAAA. and P-1.- 94-437 funds.

ea Title I. see. 105(a) (b).
eT Title I. sec. 106(0)_
de Title III, sec. ,301 (b) (3)-**Funds are, however. appropriated for the training of traditional medicine men andwomen in the area of mental health. Title II. sec. 201 (c) (e).
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tion in Indian language and culture; inadequate educational and rec-
reational -facilities; lack of support from other Federal agencies; a
weak management system which fails to give rewards, offer career
advancement potential, or establish clear responsibilities and goals. It
is partially because of these problems that morale is low among IITS
staff.

It is in the area of environmental services that the Health Act is
weakest, with its focus limited to upgrading and installing water,_
sewer, and sanitation systems.

The Health Act fails to deal with the various shortcomings in the
Service's budget and management system. which will adversely affect
optimal use of Public Law 94VIT's limited funding. IHS is not moni-
tored, is accountable to no one, and allocates its budget in a rigid, fixed
manner to area offices and service units without making realistic plans
for meeting actual needs and reaching speciffc

Congress shows a willingness to meet the long-neglected health
needs of urban Indians (who have never receiNed substantial THS serv-
ice) in title V of the Health Act_ The title's language, however, is
vague, and the requirements it makes of ban Indian organizations
appear excessively demanding. The precise. intended use of the title's
accompanying appropriations 71 is unclear in the language of the Act_

Title II.- authorizes, through a proposed amendment in the Social
Security Act. medicare and medicaid reimbursement to IIIS facilities_
TITS is offered no guidance or funds, however. in setting un, operating,
and monitorinr, such a reinibursement plan.

lic Law 9 gives but scant attention to health. needs of rural.
off -reservation Indians. Two pilot projects providing outreach services
are authorized. at -a cost not to exceed 1 'percent of the amount au-
thorized in sec. 506 for urban Indians.'-

Maximum, yet realistic Indian involvement is encouraged through-
out the Act. (even to the:. extent that Indians be consulted as to the
design for service facilities). Indian firms are given preference. under
the Act_ of constructing sanitation facilities and are to be paid at pre-
vailing ware rates. Indians are al-,0 given priority for scholarship_
awards_ and furth-er. the Act authorizes a study on the feasibility of
establishing an A in o ri n Indian School of Medicine and appropriates
funds for the training of traditional Indian practitioners_

Past history has shown_ however. that Indian involvement is dif-
ficult to implement_ The Congress has not touched upon the necessity
for consistent. aggressive coordination between Indians and related
Federal agencies to insure maximum Indian input and pa'rticipation.

There are three health issues centering particularly on unique Tridian
needsissues in which Indian involvement is crucial to success. These
are mental health. drums and alcoholism treatment. and trad;tional
medicine_ Indians. not Federal agencies. can deal effectively With other
Indians who are mentally ill or addicted. The Act's appropriation for

"The NationaT Congress of American Indians. at its net. 22. 1f0711 annual conr..ntion In
Sal; 1...tke City. (14.clared that : "Tn order to assure an adequate authorization level through
the life of the Act. Congress will need to 1..e satisfied that appropriated funds are being
utilized 'with maximum effiefoney aA rev5ew of the pst performance of THS .

indicate that major changes in the management of HIS Will need to be effected If the
Intended results of Congress are to he realized"

71 Title V. sec_ ZAP; (a) (1) through f9).
?-7 Title V. sec. SOS.
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training of traditional Indian practitioners in mental health, there-
fore, seems,dis' pro_ portionately low.

The Indian wililebe the ultimate beneficiary of any improvements in
health care accruing from Public Law 94-137. Yet, Indians, as pa-
tients, appear to have been neglected in the act. They have stated in
repeated testimony that the service- they now receive from IHS and
alternate sources is not truly relevant to them. Non-Indian medical
Methods are alien, and Indians are the ones who have had to adapt,
rather than vice versa. Health professionals hired by the civil service
do not speak their language. Many ignore Incli. valu.es and needs_

Ind.feel "processed" and rushed when examin nd. they are
even denied services to which they are entitled sitaply 'causecause a given
elirtic lacks doctors, or equipthent, or money.' Indian resistance and
hostility; in turn, create morale problems in the medical staff, and the
present delivery system represents frustration for everyone.

GENERAL REcoatmE ND AT' o s

The Commisston recommends th..412.-
Iridian Health Service (MS) establish a formalized mechanism

through which IHS officials can work closely with Indian people to-
ward the successful implementation of Public Law 94-437.

Congress appropriate sufficient funds for the continuance of present
Indian centers in urban areas which asist Indians in obtaining medical
and other social services; and should encourage, with funds and guid-
ance, the establishment of additional such centers in all urban areas
where Indians live.

Congress create in the Office of Civil Rights (OCR) a monitoring
and enforcing division targeted at discriminatory- urban health
providers.

IHS receive supplemental fundingS for providing outreach medical
care to isolated, rural Indians.

Congress hold oversight/hearings regarding the implementation by
IFIS of the Indian Self-Determination and Educational Assistance
Act (Public Law 93-6:35).

A. FACILITIES

The Ctommissiola. recommends that :
Congress hold oversight hearings to determine Indian needs in the

areas of health care facilities. construction. and maintenance and ap-
propriate sufficient funds to meet those needs.

Congress hold oversight hearings to ascertain the success of mobile
health vans at the Navajo and Rosebud Reservations and over TV
satellite formerly used in Alaska : and determine whether these pro-
grams should be expanded to isolated, inaccessible areas.
1=,

B. STAFFI:.%7 G

The C OM/MR:8 4977011 recommends that:
Congress hold oversight hearings to ascertain the problems regard-

ing the high ti'rnover in personnel at IHS and act to remedy these
problems_
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Congress create a medical parr, - professional corps to be used on
Indian .reservations, particularly in the areas of alcoholism and mental
health.

IHS be funded to allow the expansion of present training programs
so that they are located in individual service units and geared to
specific staff shortages in those units.

Congress appropriate funds for on-going orientation programs to
educate IHS employees in Indian culture, and to provide for Indian
interpreters in all service units.

C. BUDGET AND 1IA NA G Ell ENT

The Commission recommends that:
Congress request the General Accounting Office to conduct a man-

agement study of the Indian Health Service and periodically to audit
an IHS services.

The executive branch direct all Federal agencies to report to Con-
gress on problems regarding the coordination of budget cycles and,
if necessary, request legislative reform.

itorsix G
The Commission recomimends that:

Congress reorganize the Indian housing program and give one
agency the primary responsibility for coordinating and administering
the program. Upon establishment of a new independent consolidated
Indian agency, as recommended in chapter VI of this report, all In:
dian housing programs should be transferred to that agency.

E. T NS PO RYA T I 0.N

The Commission recommends that:
Congress direct INS to report on tribal needs for fully equipped

ambulances and other vehicles to transport nonemergency patients on
reservations and should then appropriate necessary funds to provide
such services.

F. N UTRIT I 0

The Commission recommends that:
The Department of Agriculture review and revamp its food supply

system to insure consistent delivery of nutritious, health-giving goods
to the Indian people, with particular- emphasis on high-risk groups
suchas infants. children. pregnant women, the elderly, and the handi-
capped: and. to insure the simultaneous use of both food stamps and
donated foods for those tribes desiring it.

BIA replace the monopolistic trading post, with its high prices and
inferior stock. with as many efficiently managed food stores as are
needed for accessibility by Indian people wherever they live on the
reservation. These stores should be under Indian management.

The executive branch upgrade tribal programs for education in the
areas of hygiene and nutrition.
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G. ALCOECOLIall AND DRUG ABUSE

The Comoniesion re that: --

MS upgrade the demonstration projects heretofore administered
by National Institute on Alcoholi'Sm and Alcohol Abuse.

EDUCATION

1 nITTRODUCTION

Education for Indian children has been, traditionally, a family-
tribal function where they are taught by the community those skills
and values needed to function within the child's particular tribe. For-
malized, classroom education with textbooks, teachers: and school-
houses was imposed on Indian youth by non-Indians in an attempt to
assimilate them into the dominant culture.

The Federal provision of education for Indians is a treaty right of
many tribes, and clearly a service component of the trust-relationship.
Education has been consistently-used as a tool of Federal policy to im-
plement the Federal Government's vacillating plans . for the fate of
the Indian people. Today, both Federal and Indian educational pri-
orities are aimed at self- determination_ Basic questions must be asked
about the effectiveness of the Federal effort when school systems do not
reflect that policy.

The primary agencies controlling Indian education are
1. The Office of Education under HEW which administers the

Federal Impact Laws Public Law S1-874 and Public Law 81 -S15,
and the Elementary and Secondary Education Act titles I, II,
III, and IV

2_ The BlA which administers assistance through provision of
Johnson-O'Malley funds, directs school operations for BT-4.
schools, and supports career d67elopruent programs ; -"

3. State departments of education which are not only obligated
to educate Indian children as citizens of the State in their public
schools, but also are the recipients of Federal funds targeted for
the specific education of Indian children ;

4. And school boards which manage, on the local level, funds
- designated for each school_

The newest, and paradoxically the oldest, participant in Indian
education is the tribal community. It is clear that the return of con-
trol of Indian education to the Indians is an overriding priority. The
manner in which thiq is carried out should be decided by the tribal
governments so that tribes may insure their continued control.

BAC&GROUND

Indian education has been the focus of much concern. Although
legislation has been passed to alleviate some of the problems in In-
dian education, many remain unresolved

A. The Indian populaton is substantially less educated than the
non-Indiali population.

B. The education provided for the Indian population is often
irrelevant to both its needs and culture.
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C. Indians educated in public schools often fall 2 to 3 years
behind their non-Indian counterparts in achievement levels.

D. The educational bureaucracies often expend the majority of
their efforts seeking funding rather than developing relevant edu-
cational programs for Indians.E. Most importantthe majority of Indian people have no
meellismism for input in education of their children.

In order to understand where Indian education stands today, it is
necessary to trace the policies underlying Indian education and the
historical events that have shaped the curzi-nt situation.

ti HISTORICAL

The firt5t non-Indian efforts to "educate" Indian children were
made by missionaries in early colonial times. Their attempts to as-
similate Indian people centered on Christianization. This movement
eventually led to the establishment of manual-labor boarding schools
that removed Indian children from the influences of their communi-
ties and tribal ways of life. The nett stage was the development of
Federal schools on and off the reservation. In this century integration
into the public school system was established to insure assimilation.

Early scattered missionary and humanitarian workers in the late
17th and 18th centuries sought to teach Indians the rudiments of
"civilization", and the result of this concerted effort was the estab-
lishment of more than 15 schools. Educational efforts occurred at the
level of higher education as well, as evidenced by early programs at
Dartmouth. Harvard. and William and Mary.

The early part of the 19th century saw a number of Federal actions
regarding education. Treaties inade during this period and later fre-
quentl-.- provided for educational services to the tribes. Promises were
made for general education purposes.. teachers' salaries, construction
and maintenance of school buildings, support of manual labor and
industrial schools, instruction in agricultural, mechanical and indus-
trial arts, school supplies and materials and general funds for edu-
cation. The Trade and Intercourse Act of 1802 endorsed and provided
funds for these objectives.

In 1818. Congress created the Civilization Fund. The objectives of
this Act was to provide funds for the civilization of all Indians, rather
than dealing with individual tribes through treaties. This was in-
tended to incorporate Indians into the mainstream of society.

The Civilization Fund was the impetus for many investigations into,
the conditions of Indians. In 1822, .Tedidiah Morse, a minister, made
an inspection of the tribes to ascertain their general condition and
progress in education. He reported that "education families" (usually
associated with religious denominations or missions) were to be, "the
great instruments in the hands of the government for educating and

Indians." 73 Within a year. these schools were operatino-
CC successfnily". i.e.. teaching Indian children how to survive in a 19th'::
century capitalistic society.

At the time these manual-labor schools were being organized, the
Civilized Tribes were removing their children from State-run

71g Serliclials Morse "A Report to the Secretary of War of the U.S. on Indian Affairs", New
York : A. M. Welly 1970, 70.
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schools and bringing them back to tribally financed operations. By
1849, this system was one of the few exceptions to the missionary
run school.

The year 1851 saw the initiation of the reservation settlement pe-
riocL For the net 20 years, reservation settlement of Indian tribes
was enforced. The overriding concern of the Federal Government at
the end of the Civil War was to "clean up" the Indian Bureau and
to bring remaining hostile Indians onto reservations. The new Pres-
ident, 111Ulysses S. Grant, used the churches to take up civilizing and
educating Indians. In 1869 President Grant initiated a Board of
Indian Commissioners "to cooperate as an inspecting and advisory
body."74 These Board members took the responsibility of hiring
Indian a nts of "Christian character" who represented various
den° s.

At the same time treaty making ended in 1871, the Board of In-
dian Commissioners called for more precise policy on the operation
of schools for Indians. The Commissioner of Indian Affairs also
noted in 1885 that removal from place to place had prevented Indians
from acquiring settled habits or a taste for civilized pursuits.73

In 1870, --an appropriations bill was passed "for support of indus-
trial and other schools among Indian tribes not otherwise provided
for." This Act brought Indian education more directly under the con-
trol of the Indian agent and stimulated the establishment of govern
ment schools. These schools were designed to direct Indian children
toward the white community. Indian .cultifre. religious values.. and
tribal environment were undercut by agents and churches at the tribal
level.

After the reservations were under the control of the Indian Bu-
reau. certain Members of Congress and the Board of Indian Corn-

issioners began advocating a more "humanitarian civilizing policy"
to ard. Indians, which ironically led to the allotment era.76

is period of allotment separated clans, defied tribal authority,
and arbitrarily identified Indians and saw the mafor growth of off:
reservation boarding schools_

Colonel Pratt. Director of Carlisle Indian School (the classic ex-
ample of 'an Indian boarding school ). believed older Indians were
beyond hope. However, if younc, Indians were separated from their
culture and the influences of their tribe, they would become function-
ing Americans. -

Although the early allotment period saw the expansion of the Fed-
eral school system in institutions like Carlisle, the programs did not
appear, by 1901, to-be having the desired impact on the Indian peo-

Commissioner W A_ Jones called for a shift from nonreserva-
tion boarding schools to on-reservation boarding and day schools. This
attitude was also supported by the next Commissioner, Frances Luepp,
who -campaigned to construct schools to "carry civilizatiOn to In-
dians . (not) the Indian to civilization."

74 "Annual Report of the Commismioner of Indian. Affairs for the Year 1S79*' supra, note
23. pp. 4-5.

71 Thiel.l'e Hearing* before the Committee on Indian Affairs, Fronse of Representatives, 73d Cong.,

2d4le:Linon -IELR fW
4In Affairs for the Tear 1907." p_ 10.
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The next major change in educational policy came in 1910 when
there was a shift of emphasis to public education. Contracts were
made with public school districts for the public education of Indians.
The BIA also mandated the adoption of public school curricula in
the Government schools. lit 1912, the number of Indian children in
public schools 'was larger than in Government schools.

Further encouragement to place Indian children in public schools
came wi:h the 1924 Act deelarinor all Indians citizens. States were
encouraged to treat Indians equally with other citizens and encour-
aged Indian people to accept the same duties, and responsibilities as
other citizens, including public education for their children.

The same year. a "Committee of One Hundred Citizens" was called
together by the Secretary of the Interior to discuss vans to improve
the Indian Service. The BIA acknowledged Ina did not act upon the
committee's recommendations.

"The Problem of Indian Administration" (The Meriam Report).
issued in 192S pointed out the shocking conditions in the hoarding
=c- pools. The report called for an end to the enrollment of elementary
sehool children in boarding schools and ar increase in the number
of day schools. The report supported Indian cultural diversity and
advocated the use of education v.s a tool to reinforce this.

When W. Carson 11:van, education specialist of the Meriam Report.
became Director of Indian Eduez.,ion for the BIA, he soucrbt to de-
velop a more responsible education program. Ryan's efforts included:
orcraniing a. community school system on the reservations, inereas-
in,* Federal-State educaticn contracts for Indian children attending
public schools. phasing out boarding schools: and extensively revis-
in.,- the curriculum. The curriculum was to be organized to teach basic
skills and incorporate cultural traditions and art.

This attitude carried into the decade of the 1930's when Commis-
sioner Collier sought to improve existing schools and develop day
schools that would work with adults as well as children and thus
come community centers.

The Johnson-O'Malley Act was passed in 1934. giving the MA
power to contract with States for special education services. This law
permitted a single contract with the -States rather than the hundreds
41-4 contracts with local sc hool districts which had been necessary. As
we,. as contracting powers, the States were recipients of Fe.deral
dollars to operate these services fc:r the benefit of Indians. A condition
in the California contract has a particularly pertinent statement "(The
State of California) agrees to afford special courses in Indian arts
and crafts_ to provide an educational program, designed to meet the
special net,ds of the Indians to the end that the program shall take
adequately into accoun the Indian cnmmunity life. shall be based on
Indian economic. health and social needs, and shall encourage Indians'
Participation." The formalized pattern of Federal-State activity in
Indian education established by -Tohnson-O-Mallev continues today.

The Wheeler-Howard Act of 1934 (the Indian .eorganization Act)
formalized the Government's policy of supporting undergraduate and
graduate education for Indians. It extended Govenment assistance in
the form of loans to Indians who wished to attend noncrovernmentrl
vocational, trade. and high schools as well as colleges and universilies.
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This period of support for Indian tribes, their education, their cul-
ture and their economics ended after World War II under the belief
that "Indians- were prepared for equal participation in American life.
The Hoover Task Force on Reorganizing the Executive Branch recom-
mended in 1949 that the "Federal Government-relinquish its responsi-
bility over Indians to the States." This trend resulted in the Federal
policy of termination, formalized by Congress in 1953 in H. Con. Res.
108_ This affected Indian education 'by shifting the responsibility from
the Federal Government to the States.

In the 1960's, increased emphasis on self- determination brought
attention to the need for widespread reform in Indian education. The
report of the Special Subcommittee on Indian Education (Kennedy
report)" resulted in passage of the Indian Education Act, Public Law
93-218. It provided formula grants for special Indian education pro-
grams by adding a new title III to Prbhc Law 81-874. The law also
stressed community control and self-determination.

Congress recognized in Public Law 93-638 (1975) the need for
Indian self-government and the concept that Indian self-government
depends upon Indian control of Indian education, when it passed
Public' Law 93-638, title II in 1975. Known as the Indian Self-
Determination Assistance Act, the new law reformed the Johnson-

' -O'Malley Act of 1934 by providing a new design for Indian education
contractin.g.

The implications of this new legislation are beginning to be felt by
the tribes. To date, BIA provides contracts for 25 schools and the
Office of Education funds 26 schools through title IV, part A, of the
Act.

"The rapid growth of the movement toward Indian schools itself
indicates the readiness on the part of many Indian communities to
accept the inherent responsibility in spite of the bureaucratic
drawbacks."

111.A. AND E:DUCA.T107.ti

The Bureau of Indian Affairs operates a school system that supports
213 elementary and secondary schools, 77 of which are boarding
schools; 3 postsecondary institutions ; 19 dormitdries for Indians
attending public schools; and adult education programs. The BIA
spent $243.590,000 on education in 1976. BIA schools and programs
are attended by 50,000 of the total 200,000 Indian children attending
school- Approximately 9,000 school-age children are unable to attend
school due to lack of facilities. BIA also administers $27 milli-61i is
Johnson - O'Malley funds earmarked to supplement programs for
Indian students in public schools.

The BEMs major educational activities include : directing B.7 A
school operations and assisting public schools through provision -If
Johnson-O'Malley funds and career development _activities.

The Office of Education has 2 organizational divisions : (1) the
Washington., D.C., staff works as a liaison: (2) the Indian. Educa-
tion Resources Center in Albuquerque provides assistance_

11% Indian Education : A National Tragedy --A 'National Chal]enie.la Dr. Myron Jones, "Non-LEA Controlled Schools" a position paper, Jan. 1077.
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The structure of tlu, Office of Education does not allow ade-
quat© input from local people. The BI .Vs Office of Education is poorly
structured. Because of the centralization of decisionmaking processes.
decisions are made without adequate local. input. For example, it is
the Commissioner of Indian Affairs rather than the Education Di-
rector who is responsible for directing support into critical areas.

Some effort has been made to correct this problem. In 1972 a "re-
direction of- BIA proirrruiris" was announced. A 5-point plan was
designed to assist Indians "toward self-determination through eco-
nomic. educational, and social development on reseuvations." a°

The intent of this program was to "become truly responsive to the
needs of Indian children and parents. Control should be in the hands
of the Indian communities. We hope to have at least half of all BIA
schools under Indian directors by 1976." 81 Although no policy direc-
tives were stated in the 13I.1 manual, a number of memoranda on
Indian contract schools were issued by the Director's office.

Six contract schools were created during Commissioner Bruce's.
administration over the objections of the area directors. Congressional
oversight action was necessary to force movement on the part of BIA.
In spite of the President's and Commissioner's support of Indian-
controlled schools, there was no operational policy toward this end.
As a result, there are now only :25 schools under contract, S of which.
were formerly BIA schools and 17 previously private, but not run
through a tribe or tribal organization.Initially the Johnson-O'Malley Act was designed to assist local
public schools in paying the costs of educating nobreServation Indian
students. This money was provided. in lieu of taxes. to assist in paying
the basic support costs of school operation. As time passed, greater
numbers of reservation Indians began to attend public schools. Con-
greFs. seeing a need to provide special educational services to these
Indian students amended the Johnson-0"Malley program. The pres-
ent Johnson-O'Malley law calls for a slow phase-out of all basic sup-
port programs, so that in a short period of time, Johnson-O'Malley
will solely be providing monetary support to special Indian educa-
tional programs.

During the-1970's, Johnson - O'Malley appropriations increased from
$7 million to $27 million a year. In fiscal 1976, Johnson-O'Malley funds
supported programs for 115,000 Indian reservation students taking
part in basic skills programs, remedial work-. specialized reading, and
cultural enrichment. These funds also included funds for parental in-
volvement, parental costs for students, and home-school coordination.

In recent years there has been debate on whether to use Johnson-
O'Malley funds for basic operating moneys or for supplementary
education programs. Congress amended Johnson - O'Malley; in 1975 to
permit contracting of educational services by tribes_ and Indian orga-
nizations, and to permit continue& contracting bey States. Today, pre=-
sure from tribes and organizations has redirected Johnson-O'Malley
programs to supplemental services, rather than basic education. Sev-
eral evaluations by private organizations have s7lown a need for closer

o") Louis R. Bruce. The Bureau of Indian fairs. 1972. p. 243.em Louis R. Bruce, The Bureau of Indian Affairs. 1972. p. 247.
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monitoring of Johnson-O'Malley funds. Despite legislative controls,
Federal-moneys are still being used to replace basic-funding. Instead
of finding new supplemental approaches to Indian education, most
schools reinforce their basic program approach and the Federal pro-
grams become remedial.

Man educational policies announced in Washington have not
the people for whom they were intended. Many critical areas

of education have not been evaluated through examination of tribal
and community needs. And there has been little effort to organize a
policy based on Indian involvement in meeting educational goals.

TIME OFT-ITESEJLVATION BOARDLNiG SCHOOL

The boarding school has been the primary educational tool of BIA
for the last 100 years. There are now some 17,333 elementary sci,00l
children and about 9,431 high school students enrolled in Federal
boarding schools. Of these, 19,988 attend 'schools on reservations and
6,776 attend off-reservation boarding schools.82

In 1969 the Special Senate Subcommittee on Indian Education
called Indian education a "National Tragedy and National Challenge"
(the Kennedy report). An area that the report studied closely was
the Federal '.;(.-Arding school. It said that in 1969

More thwee- 21'4'4 Indian children attended school in 29 off reservation boarding
schools. ETA are frequently transported hundreds of miles, far away from
family life, tribal value, standards, and customs, a vast majority of them are
labeled by their teachers as misfits, underachievers, or troublemakers and atti-
tudes of school personnel insure that they will never be considered otherwise
while in schooL

The report described the Bureau of Indian Affairs' off -reservation
boarding school programs as follows

One is the regular school, which provides the students in residence there with
a course of study leading to a high school diploma. The other provides dormitory
facilities for students participating in the border town program. in which stu-
dents live at BIA dormitory facilities and attend nearby public schools. Fre-
quently, the two programs are operated concurrently in the same facility."

Students are referred to off-reservation bc.- rding schools by local
reservation social workers and superintondonts. At the'tiine the Ken-
nedy report was made, the education and social criteria outlined for
boarding school students clearly indicated that they had special be-_
havorial and language problems.

The Kennedy report identified other recurring problems in the off-
reservation boarding school system. There is confusion over how indi-
vidual schools fit into the overall goals of BIA. While administrators
know the composition and r,roblems of their student body, they feel
helpless in dealing with t].-Dse problems. The boarding school cur-
riculum is not responsive to student needs, nor does it meet the most
basic standards for a meaningful education. Teachers and guidance
personnel are often "old line" bureaucrats who have been with the
Federal school system for a number of years."

al Educational statistics supplied by Toni Pierce. Education Division, BIA. (Subject tochange). August 1976.aa United States Senate, "Compend. um of Federal Boarding School Evaluations ", 1969.p. 253.
a+ Ibid., pp. 257-28.
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After the Kennedy report, various visiting committees z.ppointed by
area directors and approved by the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
evaluated programs. administrators. teachers, facilities, and other
aspects of boarding school life. They visited 1:1 schools from 1971
to 1974 and found shortcomings in every school, except, the Coneho
Elementary School.

The Education Office of BIA. conducted a similar survey in 1975.
It supported the findings of the visiting committees and Kennedy
report. Specifically, it said that the majority of students surveyed were
recommended on the basis of educational and social criteria outlined
in the BIA manual." At secondary boarding schools, surveyors heard
that. "entering students have average ,or above average intellectual'
ability, but range from 1 to 3 years behind the level of basic skills
involved in math and langunge.SG

The survey revealed some progress. Elementary schools had orga-
nied programs to respond to students with special learning difficul-
ties. Funds from the Elementary and Secondary Education Act have
been used to add basic skills. specialists, cultural enrichment, coun-
seling, a nd guidance efforts for st udents.

The survey offered a series of recommendations. including thr. fol-
lowing:

Palley /.--- Establish clear missions and goals for the schools based
on the needs of students. Organize an admittance and transfer policy
for students in each level of school : elementary: secon lary; and post-
secondary.Personnel.Area offices should maintain civil service registers of
potential employees to permit more efficient filling of vacancies. Hire
sufficient diagnostic staff at each school to meet studcnt needs. Each
institution should have a program development and evaluation
specialist.

F lir ce.E.St aliiish a method for equitable funding. Standardize
accounting procedures and fiscal reports.

Strident Ser ires.Devise and maintain a uniform system of stu-
dent enrollment and withdrawal records.

The various reports. along. with research by the Review Commis-
sion's Education Task Force show that little progress- has been made
in boarding school education in the 7 years since the Kennedy re-
port. "cone of the Kennedy report's recommendations have been
adopted. Iii that time. there has been student unrest in practically
every off-reservation boarding school. A number of lawsuits have
been brought against. the Bureau by the National Indian Youth
Council and several Indian parens. The unrest and lawsuits indi-
cate strongly that students are dissatisfied with the education. Yet
many Indians fear that change in the boarding school means that the
schools will be taken away completely rather than improved.

The area of boarding school policy has been neglected by both
the executive and legislative branches of government and avoided
by 13I A. Even the Bureau's policy of "closest to home" education for
Indian children has been overlooked according to the Bureau's own
statistics.

PIA manual. G2 IA11 2.5.2. (A. Bl.Geor;:-.e Underwood. "CP= Reservation Boarding School Survey". Apr. 1976. p. S.
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It is necessary to reassess boarding schools and their objectives.
What is the purpose of a boarding school ? What is "the makeup-of its
student body ? ..Can the boarding school facilities be better utilized to
serve the student? Is-therc a-better alternative? -

L"NTTED STATES OFFICE OE EEVETCATIONr -

Another Federal educational agency affeciiiig- Indians is the United
States of Education. This agency provides funding for the edu-

, cation of 140,060 Indian students, 100.000 of whom are in public
saiools. This. support comes from a number 6f legislative authorities
and is for the most part administered by the U.S. Office of Educa-
tion throug,13.-Sta.te school systems to local school- 'districts. The Office
also funds a number of Federal programs -. direct irrant's. to local
School districts. bypassing State departments of education.

USOE programs fall into J categories: (..1.) those designed to solve
critical : -education problems, all of which are intended to be available
to Indian students ; (2) those designed to meet the needs of Indian
students only, under Johnson - O'Malley and title IV, part A of the
Indian Education Act; and (3) those aes-igned to compensate schools
for the educa.tion. of nontaxable students. (Public Law 81ST4 and-
Public S1,-815). Federal' money for the first two types of prom-.

-a ins cannot supplantother sources of funds and receipt of the money
requires special program development.8T.

While ITSOE involvement in Indian z-ducation is fairly recent, im-
portant legislation in the last two de"cacles had strengthened its role.
That legislation .includes

In 1953, the amendment to the Federal IMpact Laws' (Public
Law 81S74, Maintenance and Operations, -and. Public Law S1-7815,
School Construction), 'making schools withIndian children- eligibledfor impact aid dollars.

2. In 1965. the Eletmenta.ry and Secondary Education Act:
Title I: Finincialassistance to meet the special education needs

of educationally deprived children.
Title II: Financial assistance to carry out new and imaginative

elemdntary and secondary prog-rams designed to meet -the .special
", educational needs of children Ofthrnited"E-n-g,lish-speaking

3- In 1972, the Indian Education Act
Title IV: Created the Office of Indian Education within USOE

and . thus defined USOE's responsibility --tc; serve Indians as
Indians rather than members of a broadly defined target popu--
Taiion.

4. In 1974, Public Law 93-280, the top priority funding for, Indians
revised the entitlement and payment structure of Public Law 81-874
to include 10-15000 more Indian students- under impact aid fund-,
inc-r; thus providing an additional $2 million Federal aid to the schools
they attend.171SOE administers and manages 110 education programs wh- ich pro-
vide a wide range of services to the general public. As United States

Dr. Myron Jones. position paper, "Special Programs vs. Baste Programs in Local Edu-
cation Agencies", Jan-, 1377.

92-185-77-27
34
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and State citizens. Indians may in theory apply for any ITSOF. serv-
ice for which they meet eligibility requirements. In practice. however,
I dians' participate in or receive benefits from. less than 40 percent
o the programs and only 2.3 percent of the ITSOE budget is spent

services to Indians. Given the critical needs in Indian education..
this Jaw percentage figure seems incongruous.

Each USOE program has an administration and management struc-
ture of its own that has been defined by its many enabling laws and
i'SOE administrative policy. Nevertheless, many program objec-
tives overlap. While programs share objectives, they diger in the
form of services provided. When these services are categorized. it be-_
comes evident that only a portion of those funds benefiting Indian
people are spent for direct instructional servi-ces.ss

The problem that dominates the administration of_T,T.SOE services
to Indians is the lack of an adequate management information system
to handle the collection and storage of data on Indians. Without it-
much information has to be based on estimates.'" .

Data discrepancies and questionable accountig methods inflate the
amount ..-high USOE actually spends on Indian education. A second
question is why the USOE money that does reach Indians has not had

,a greater impact. _ ---.-

Fremienily T-SOT: programs are aimed_ at broad groups. such as
the "disadvantaged". and only serve Indians as a segment of that
5,-roup. Such profx-rams ignore the 'Indians cultural and lin.cuistic
background: Many programs_ are limited by specific legislative Ian-
<,--uan.e defining the strategies for implementing programs : Adniinistra.-
tors-often adopt this language as funding guidelines and leave little
discretion thethe program for people at the local let el. More general-
language woulcl permit. individualization of services to meet the needs
of program recipients. ,

Local educational agencies can also delay funding. If legislation
creates programs th-rciiin-li State gi=ants. the allocation of funds to local
education agencies or services entities will be made by the State depart-
ment of education. The degree to which Indian people benefit from
such funds depends solely on the degree to which each State has as-
sumed an advocaeN: role in Indian education.

This structure of funding general education needs thrOUgh State en-
titlement and block grants is not. suited to meeting the varying needs
of the Indian cormwinity. This system assumes that -after. a State or
local body has been able to design an educationr1 model and assenible
-instructional materials through Federal funding, it will continue to
fund these programs. _

This dften has not been the case. Many programs were allowed to
taeout of existence. The communities -serving Indian education lack the

skilled professionals in education planning and administration to
manage grants. They also do not have adequate local, taxable resources
to finance Federal programs. Fol. those reasons. Federal funding is a
temporary means of providing supplemental services for Indian
children. but is not a solution to educational and economic problems.

04 See ch. 4. Federal Administration. section charts on ESOE for further information_
" See ch. 4. Federal administration, section on reliability of data for examples.-
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Often USOE services miss their targets and only reach Indians eo-
incidentally or indirectly." Stronger direct lines of communications
must be established between tribes and communities on one hand and
the Federal sources of fundings on the other. -usor, policies and ad-
ministrative structures must support and enhance the development of
s Its aucl resources on the local level to promote tribal control. And
each program's enabling legislation must be amended to target direct
sek-vices to Indian tribes and communities. A comprehensive legislative
package is needed which insures tribal and (-orrmitinity control and
institutional delivery of ..-,f_dgra.1 aid to the tribes.

THE STATE ROLE : POSITIVE OR :NEGATIVE ?

An exainination- of the - States' role in Indian education reveals
needs. disparities, and inequities in the system. The States generally
feel no special responsibility to Indian children. As a result= Federal
funds targeted for Indian children through the States often are not
received or are used for basic education rather than for supplemental
Indian programs.. Federal funds are diminished by State administra-
tion costs and are not adequate to meet specialized State and local
needs. Special. provisions for teachers and administrators trained in
Indian culture are almost nonexistent. Certification of individuals
recognized by tribal. authorities as experts in Indian culture is not

.
allowed in most States. And there is little- effort made to form Indian
studies programs in schools with high Indian enrollment. As educa-
tion is turned over to the States. a need remains fo the Federal Gov-
ernment to insure adequate education of Indian children..

The States first took on a significant role in. Indian education with
the extension of citizenship to Indians in 192-1 and the Johnson-
Onialley Act in 1934. In examining the problems'and needs of Indian
eduCation at the State level. the Review Commission's Task Force on
.Education condiicted a survey of the service delivery process. °2

The majority of States responding 92 to the questionnaire. d.eserilled
their role and responSibility in educating Indian children as the some
as for all children, regardless of ethnic background.. Most States viewed
the Federal Governtrient's role. as-that of a ftmding agency only_ The
States seldom identified; Indian children for the purpose of x-ece.lvinfr
general education and there appeared to be no standard procedures
for identifying Indian Children to- receive special education, services.

Only seven States had statutes relating education and only
three States had prepared research studies on Indians since 1969. Two
States had provisions for training Indian educators, and very few had
provisions for certifying Indian cultural resources persons. A. number
of States were training teachers in human relations_ but this training
was not established specifically for Indian educators. Only Nevada
had any provision for training of teachers or administrators in the
study of the American Indians. A majority. of States saw an increas-
ing role for Indian tribes, communities, and parents in the education

9* See taotnot.: IS.In- For further information set sec. IV. "State Policies and Finance" Task Force V report.s2 Many States did not respond to the questionnaire or certain questions. Thus, tabula-
tions do not reflect input fro= an States contacted. - -

Zs
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of Indian children. Several States indicated that the role of Indian
and other ethnic parents should not differ from that of other parents.

The survey showed that States would he opposed to any Federal
programs that would bypass them and provide funds directly to the
tribes or communities- This attitude is important to bear in mind when_
lookiner at. the State role in educational policy and finance."

New finance laws in some Stares have,permitted increased spending
in many poor school districts. bur significant disparities still exist-

-Indians usually attend schools that are in poor districts, and while the
expenditure per pupil in public schools has risen from 1969 to
191-5 the gap between this figure and the per-pupil expenditure for
non-Indians remains. -

The availability of State or Federal financial resources determines
whether any program can meet the ..pecial education needs of Indian
students-. If the special needs of those Indians in public schools is
unmet. the blame lies with local. State and Federal mechanisms which
channel funds to school districts and to special programs for Indian
students_

The Review Commission's Task Force on Education determined five
significant reasons for the failure of Federal and State funds to meet
the needs of Indian students in public schools. They axe. (I) Fiscal
inequality among the States and the school districts within the-States;
(2) school districts with significant numbers of Indians are usually
among the poorer districts and have limited -r,--sources: (3) in
most States_ Indian students are dispersed. which hinders de-
velopment of special programs to meet their needs; (4) most Federal
programs with significant resources do not have provisions to assure
that funds will be directed to programs for disadvantaged Indian
students; and (5) Federal programs that have provided the bulk .of
Federal money to school districts with Indian children have, deer
in funding.

A study was made recently on the effectiveness of Federal funding
administered by the States for Indian children. Based on a detailed
analysis of school districts, the study found that the existing methods
of school financing do not assure Indian children of equal per-pupil
expenditure or an adequate basic education program. This lack of-
basic support is the reason Federal supplemental` and special programs
are necessary.

The study was critical of the money distribution patterns of legisla-
tion aimed at improving Indian education. When discussing impact
aid.. P.L. 9:2ST4., the study noted that the Indian Education Act does
rot provide adequate funding; for _basic education needs. This Act
does not take into account the extra costs associated with educating
reservation Indians who often must travel great distances to school.
The study was also critical of Johnson-O'Malley for the lack of equi-
table distribution formulas or any formulas at all. Of title IV. Indian
Education Act, it found that title IV programs are used to fund
activities that have other funding sources. And of title I. Elementary
and Secondary Education Act, the report found that Indian children

go Sec. IV. "State Policies and Finance" Task Force V reportg's S. Smith and M. Walk-er. "Federal Fundinc: of Indian Education A BureaucraticEnit.-mn" Report :No. 5. Leval Act on Support Project. Bureau of Social Research. Inc.(Washington. D.C.. May. 1073).
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were not receiving an adequate share of funds to meet their needs
and that Indian parents have little or no say in program matters."

Dr- Myron Tones in his position paper, "Federal Responsibility for
Indian Education", suggests ways Federal pressure can be brought to
bear- against States not providing adequate education for Indian
children- They are: (1) Lawsuits for racial discrimination where, le;
can be proven: (2) withdrawal of categorical aid; (3) withdrawal
of Public Law 81-874 funds; and (4) imposition of stricter regulations
on the use of Public Law 81S74 money so that in mixed Indian and
non-Indian districts, teachers, facilities, and curricula for Indians
must be demonstrated to be at least as good for non-Indians.

COAT.Ir102.7 of I-DT.A.- N- CONTROLLED SCHOOL Bo Lens

One of the fastest growing movements in Indian education is the
Coalition of Indian Controlled School Boards. Organized to promote
Indian control of Indian education without State or district regula-
tion:. the Coalition defines an Indian- controlled schools as :

A school whose policy setting management is carried out through a dnly-elected
sch-)ol b*lard composed of Indian people from the community which the school
is .erving-. The heart of control of a school is that the Board is managing every
aspkic-t of a school system. including the funds that a school system receired.ws

.4..1th01-11_7-11 the Indian people consider such schools educationally
successful. major. problems still exist because of a lack of f-adeouate
physical facilities and funding_ Despite these inadeciulleies. many
communities ar-s using thez,e s....hools to educate and revitalize the
whole community.

Testimony before the Review Commission's Task Force on EcInca-
tion indicated that one of their inOSt pressir, concerns was for mainte-
nance of Indian culture. history. and lancrua7e. Many witnesses
suggested Indian people in teaching- positions as a major step in
reaching this goal. The presence of Indian,elders in the school would
make Indian history and culture an integral part of the school:_
curriculum.

The movement toward Indian control is the most Si.crnificant develop-
: ment in Indian education. but there are three major difficulties: (1)

The long -range policy_ of assimilation and the effort to move Indians
into public schools; (;"?.) varying policy and principles toward respect
and use- of Indian culture: and (3) Federal rifles, re.crulations and

intended to implement policy but, which in fact, r-estrict this
polio-

If these obstacles can he overcome_ rndinn-controlled schools will
restore self - image an interest in I?lian life ninonfr Indian youth.
These schools are lowering the dropout rate and restoring responsi-
bility and discipline among Indian young pepple. They are grarinat-
in.0- young people who have solid basic skillsiland a positive self and
community image. - .

Indian-eonrrolle,1 represen:. a first step towards. an institu-
tion that can serve not only the young but the whole Indian community.

Unpubli-zhefl henrings of Task Force No. Z. Washington. D.C..-.Tunc 21. 197G. CICSB.
Strir.m..fit. part TT. p.71.

96 Unpublished hearin7.7s. Washington. D.C.. p. 377.
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ACHIEVING TRIBAL CONTROL

Bet:ause education is clearly a jurisdictional right of the tribe, the
tribe should have the right also to control educational moneys provided
for Indian children by the Federal Government.

This will not be easy to accomplish:- According to one -observer
"Tribal involvement in education has been for the most part occasional
and uncoordinated. Many title T_IV and Johnsozi-O'Malley programs
have parent committees to provide tribal involvement in public school
affairs_ But these groups often find this task beyond their capability
either because of the closed position of the public school administration
or because the committee members have not the time. training, or
information to represent adequately their tribe's total educational
needs." 97 "Tribal divisions of education have done an impressive task-
-on some reservations in identifying and addressin° educational needs
-on a systematic basis- On the whole. however, tries have yet to ap-
proach the level of involvement needed to insure that their children
-would receive quality educations." ga

One area of tribal concern is how extensively they should become
involved with the educational process. Many believe the ideal situation
is Indian control of their own schools and school systems.. Many. tribal
leaders feel that to maintain a strong tribal government educational
-clecisionmaking should be housed in the tribal leadership. On the
other side, local school representatives and community people think
the schools should be run by the people who are directly affected
the students, parents. and administrators. Other plans fall between
these extremes. The important point is that the tribe has the right
to decide.Many tribes do not feel large enough or knowledgeable enough to
support their own schools, but they still want to be involved. Such
a. tripe may decide to track and administer all Federal funds affecting
Indian children. These tribes could make their own program and
policy decisions about supplementary curriculum grants and work to
insure that funds designated for Indian children are used to their best
advantage.Whatever the degree of involvement or method of running the
schools, it is the tribes' right to decide how its children are educated.

SE.COND.11"1- scHoor,s

. The desire of Indian students for college education far surpasses
the programs available. Existing programs -ate promising. but meet_
only a small percentage of the need.

Efforts to provide advanced education to Indians date back to the
1,9th century. Indians who attended college in the IGth and early 19th
centuries were provided with no special programs.. George Wash
intem commented on that point,:

I am fully of the opinipn that this mode of edlicra .tinn which has hithertf
been pursued with respect to these young Indian:: who hare been sent to our
collec.-eS- is not such as can he prOduCtive of any ZOnd to their nations. Reason
might hare shown it. and experiment clearly prores it to be the case. It is per-

Cyr Ttr. Myron Jones position paper. "Trii3a1 responsibility for Indian Education ".
96 DA&
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haps productive of evil- Etunanity and good policy must make it- the wish of
:every' good citizei of the 'United States that husbandry, and consequent's'. Civiliza-
tion, should be In=oduced among the Indians_

.. this statement set forth the assimilation philosophy that was to pre-
:Ysil up to the 1930's and intermittently beyond.

The Meriaro. Report of 1928 pointed out the need for furnis. hing
scholarships and aid for Indian higher education. In 1934, the BIA.
-insisted that loan.s for tuition and other expenses in recognized colleges
be :included in the Indian Reorganization Act. Regrettably, in 1952
Congress continued the loans This action reflected Congressional
opinion that Indians should be taught to develop and suceed as citizens
off the reservation-

In 1957, the Fund for the Republic established a Commission on
Rights, Liberties and Responsibilities of the American Indians. It
assessed Indian needs and in J-c.nuary 1961 issued "The Indian Ameri-
can's -at nfiTlighed Business", a document which recommended Indian
involvethent in and determination of edtication programs affecting
their lives. It asked for adequate scholarships, grants, and Idans for
higher education.%

New pr were created by the Economic Opportunity Act, a
part of the J Johnson AdMinistration's "War on Poverty". The trpward.
Bound and Indian Community Action Programs laid the groundwork
for Indian-controlled, Indian culture-oriented community colleges
that exist today_

Federal appropriations for Indian higher education doubled in
1963 and again the next year. BIA. scholarship assistance grew almost
as fast---623 Indians obtained financial assistance in 1961, 1,327 in
1969, and 1,700 in 1975.

The Higher Education Act of 1963 was the first to earmark funds
for Indian junior colleges. In 1969, the Navajo Tribal Council created
the first modern Indian college on an Indian reservation. With the
establishment of the Navajo ''Community College, the movement to
create tribally controlled Indian colleges accelerated_ There are now
16 colleges chartered by tribal enabling legislation_ These include
Lakota Higher Education Center by the Pine Ridge. Sioux in 1970,
Sinte Gleska Community College by the Rosebud Sioux in 1970,
Turtle Mountain (Chippewa) Community College in 1972. Standing
Rock (Sioux) Community College in 1972 Sisseton-Wahpeton.
(Sioux) Community College in 1972, Fort Berthold Community
College in 1973; and Lurnmi Indian School of Aquaculture in 1973.

Indians in the communi.;-y college movement feels the system must
be controlled by the commu_aitv people and that they must have their
own means of educating tribal members. The future leadership and
even the ultimate survival of the tribe may depend on how well higher
education institutions help the community find solutions to its every-
day problems. -

In 1972, titles I, III and IV of Public Law 92-318 provided funding
for Iiigher education of Inditins. This legislation ,opens the do-or for
academic and vocational community '"-colleges, extension centers,
student scholarships, endowments. and cultural training centers.

The -need to nfake the Indian-owned and operated colleges more
accessible to Indian students is clearly evident.- A research paper
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found most reservation students choose a particular school not for
the programs it offers, but for its proximity. It also reported that the
dropout rate is higher for Indians attending schools a great distance
from the reservation. It can also be assumed that. Indians attending ajunior college on or near the reservation have a better chance of
success.

As might be expected, Indian colleges have monetary problems. To
keep their doors open, they must maintain a full enrollment of tuition-
paying students. Most Indian students are unable to meet the costs
without help. Fbr this reason, financial aid to Indian students is alsonecessary.

Student interns at the Institute for the Development of Indian Law
in Washington summarized their problems :

What we propose is an overhaul of DIA funding and monitoring systemcapable of using all funds appropriated wisely a-nd with greatest amount ofsuccess. Second, we would like to see a program instituted by the Bureau to helpassist medical students. We need doctors, we need more students, and to achievethis, we need adequate funding.
In May.1974, Paul A. Olson. Director of the Study Commission onUnderzx-aduate Education and the Educatio:/, of Teachers. Lincoln.-ebr.. commented on the Indian Controlled Community Collcge and

v...rsity Act, saving.that Indian culture :
Constitutes a valuable resource both for Indian people and the rest of thenations.
If the architectural knowledge, the herbal kn7-m-led;.-...e. the languages, theliterative and the environmental knowledge of Native American cultures are thisvaluable to us. surely it is a small matter ro make the sort of investment whichwill be required to sustain these colleges and to sustain the cultures which may-be so valuable to a l of us. Be assured those cnlrures will not he sustained asviable entities for integrating man and nature, if educational institutions con-ducted. controlled. and organized along Indian lines are not established at everylevel including-higher education.
It is thus, as preservers of a. national resource and as trainees of profes-sionals, that I see the reservation comsat pity colleges as operating primarily.
Government programs for Indian education historically neglected

Indian culture. This omission could he addressed if universities wereencouraged to develop special programs in time area of Indian culture.
Pro p-Tess is bein(-, made in higher education for Indians_ but the desireby Indian stUdents for college education far surpasses the programsavailable. As the Kennedy report summarized in its section on highereducation :
' Indian students have expressed the desire for college educations. The con-sistently high dropout rates of -Indian students, though. indicate the need for amore adequate education in the preparation for college and a better understand-ing by teachers, administrators and counselors of problems and needs of Indianstudents.

GENZRAI, R.r.co3r3rEN-DA-rsmszs

The C 0772 777188 1 On re C077?/772-r 77 els 'he'll
Congress enact leg:islaticn for the transfer of all Federal education

programs from their present agencies to the consolidated Indian
agency recommended elsewhere in this report.

Congress enact legislation that would aid tribal governments .as-
suming the responsibility for control of education in accordance with
their desires. Such lekislation to include :

_4
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-; a-.:Amendments to-Public Law 81-874 and Public Law 81-8/5
nuch_that: :(1) the dollars directed to aid schools educating Indian
students would be funneled through a tribal monitoring system,
then to the :school; (2) a set-aside provision is made to cover
costs of tribal administration-

6. Amendments to Public' Law 93-638 such that : (a ) a duly
elected board of regents may be recognized as a unit representing
tribes and tx-ilDal onxion to contract. for and administer post-
secondai-3r schools with -a. multitribal- population; (2) in the case
of multitribal elementary and secondary schools, -a duly elected
board of regents, including at least one representative from each
tribe, be recocized as -a unit representing tribes and tribal opin-
ions to contract for and administer those schools.

c. Amendments to Public Law 93-638 and Johnson-O'Malley
such that : (1) Any dollars contracted for education of Indian
children through Public Law 93-638 and Johnson-O'Malley
would pass through a tribal monitoring system. (2.) In utilizing-,
this contract or monitoring power with Public Law 93-638 or
Johnson O'Malley a tribe may decide the extent to which it wishes
to control the educational system affecting its children- This deci-
sion runs the giunut from total tribal ownership and control to
utilization. of th.e tribal government only as ,a monitoring system
for Indian education moneys. (3) If the tribe opts to set up an
orcraniz, ational unit to monk** funds, a set-aside provision should
be made available to cover the costs of tribal admini4ration.

d. Amendments to all Indian eclucator legislation such that:
(1) The State or local government not in compliance with agree-
ments and contracts for Indian education programs can be sued
by the tribe in a U.S district court or in a. State court of general
jurisdiction_ (2) The court may grant to the plaintiff a 13tempo-
rary restraining order, preliminary or permanent injunction or
other order inclurli-ng the suspension; termination, or repayment
of funds or placing any further payments in escrow pending the
outcome of the litigation.

NoTE:--The language of the above two ,recommendations is taken
fron:(71-R. 13367 ;Revenue Sharing.

Congress appropriate Vfunds to accomplish the following objectives:
a. To establish- standards for Indian education an develop an

accreditation:.system for Indian schools.
b. To train non-Indians who teach and work with Indian chil-

. dren as an interim measure until there are enough Indian
- educators.

c. To educate and prepare tribes who wish to orb = trize.and. oper-
ate their own educational systems.

d. To subsidize a long-rancre effort to train and certify Indian
educators for Indian schools.

e. To subsidize curriculum clevelopmei_4 and library develop-
ment for Indian schools.

To provide an educatonal clearinghouse for information on
teacher availability, new curricula, and special resources flowing
between schools and tribes.
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g. To _give professional Indian educators the opportunity for
regular input on new educational methods and resources to the
tribes-

01"2"--RESERVATION BOARDW, G SCHOOLS

The Comernizt.srion recomaneras that:
Congress provide for the improvement of off-reservation boarding

schools by enacting legislation to accomplish the following :
Define the goalS- and objectives for each school and create an

academic emphasis to fit its goals
b. Assure that juvenile corrections are the responsibility of the

tribe and not the off-reservation boarding school.
c. Organize an admittance and transfer policy for students.
d. Provide for sufficient diagnostic staff and development

specialists for each school.
e. Provide a curriculum that is responsive to the students' psy-

chological and academic needs.
f. Assure that teaching and guidance staff are chosen for their,

ability rather than civil service rank.
g. Give parents and communities the opportunity to contribute

ideas and participate in school precedure.
h. Give the school advisory boards real decisionmal6ng power,

-- as indicated by the Indian Reorganization Act, and organize an
elective process for advisory boards and boards of regents for all
BIA schools.

1. Set up funding structures to separate off-reservation boarding
schools from other BIA-funded schools_

j. Provide- adequate financing and standardize accounting pro-
cedures and fiscal reports of all schools.

k. Remove postsecondary schools run by BIA from off-reserva-
tion boarding school status so the tribes have the option to control
staff, budget, programs, enrollment levels. and student body.

SCHOLARS HIP

The Cornan-isgion recarnarzends that:
Congress- prOinde funding through Indian ortranizations and tribes

for scholarships in three academic areas vocational education, tradi-
tional liberal arts education. and graduate level education.

Each Indian student who meets the requirements of section 411
(a) (1) of the Higher Education Act of 1965 be entitled to a grant in
an amount computed under subsection (a) of section 411.

TrIGIEER EID'CCATTOTir

The Cornirtu.s. sion reco?rumends that
The Congress enact legislation which would carry out a program for

funding and administerincr Indian postsecondary schools. Such legis-
lation should include

a. Funds for more Indian owned and operated colleges_
b. Funds for research in the area of Indian higher education

to determine students' academic and psychological needs.
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c. Funds to assess the needs of tribes and communities for cer-
tain types of vocations and professions.

d. Funds to establish liberal arts institutions on or near popu-
- lous reservations. --

e. Funds to establish institutions of higher learning specializ-
ing in the culture, _languages, and traditions of In.dian people.

Funds for specialized Indian higher education centers, such
as the Center for Indian Law.

cr. Federal funding to institutions of hi °her learning serving
Indian students, similar to Johnson-O'Malley funds-

h. Accreditation for Indian postsecondary institutions be pro-
vided by an Indian designed and organized board.

WELFARE

Anyone who applies for welfare benefits faces a great deal of red
tape.. Inclistris have an even more difficult time because they are forced
to contend with an ill-defined three-tiered system of programs on Fed-
eral, Federal-State and State-local levels. The confusion that arises

. from these overlapping and often conflicting programs has led to in-
,. 'efficiency and abuse in-izlelivery of welfare services to Indian people.

This section will discuss welfare structure and define problem areas.
The Review Commission does not recommend specific solutions, but
rather points out areas needing additional research to bring about uni-
form, equitable delivery.

FEDERAL -STATE AND STATE-LOCAL ASSISTAXCE

It is important to understand the effect that Federal-State and
State-local welfare have on Indians because Federal, or BIA, welfare
assistance only comes into play only after these avenues have been
exhausted.Federal-State procrrams refer to those promulgated under the Social
Securi Act, consisEng of Aid to Families With Dependent Children

) eg and Supplemental Security Income for the -Aged, Blind
and Disabled ("SSI")."'"AFDC.and SSI require States to provide a specific share of welfare
costs in order to receive Federal funds. Both programs are referred
to as "categorical a:ssistance," as distinguished from general
or "relief"- programs which are funded solely by the States and
Municipalities.The right of Indians to benefits from the Social Security Act was
determined shortly after its enactment. A 1936 memorandum from the
Office of the Solicitor reported that while the Act did not specifically
include Indians in its benefits. "certain terms, requirements and con-
ditions in the Act indicate that all the aids and services are intended
to be available to all 'needy individuals' without regard to race or
status." 10

4217-S-C- 54%4:141-808 (1970) as amended. 42 601-60S (sups. IL 19:2)_
2C° 42 U.S.C. . f l 1331-1386 (snpp. 1974). Effective January 1. 1974. SSI superseded three

former separate areas of Social Security Act aid: Old Age Assistance. 42 U.S.C. H 301
et seq. (1970). Aid to the Blind. 41 V.S.C. H 1201 et seg. (1970). and Aid to the Disabled,
42 U.S.C.. 1354 et seq. (1970).

2P1.31ernorandum OpiVon (unpublished). Office. of the Solicitor, Department of the Inte-
rior, Apr. 22. 1936, p. 1. -
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This opinion was based on the Act's provision, in connection withdirect aid

1- what a State plan must be in effect in all political subdivisions of theState. Title I, sec. (3) (a) (1) ; title IV, sec. 402(a) (1) ; title X, sec. 1002(a) (I). Indian reservations are within State counties and other -politicalsubdivisions. Porter v. Man- 271 Pac. 411 (Arizona 192S) -`Z. Moreover, no State plan is acceptable which imposes as a condition ofeligibility _ "any residence requirement which excludes any resident ofthe State" who has resided therein for certain periods.... Title I, sec.. 2(b) ;(2) ; title IV, sec. 402(b) (1) (2) ; title X, sec. 1002 (b) (1) _ The Indian in-habitants of a State are residents thereof.a Nor can a _State impose any citizenship requirements which excludesany citizen of the United States. Title I, sec. 2 (b) ;3) ; title X., sec. 1002(b)(2)-Ica
:-'The issue was first tested in State ex reZ. Williams v Kemp, inwhich the Supreme Court of Montana was asked to decide whether theState or the counties were responsible for Indian welfare benefits- Itinterpreted a. State statute-to require that the State general fund reim-burse the counties for social security assistance to reservation Indians-In reaching that decision, the court said:
The broad language of the Federal Social Security Act on the face made thegrants to the States contingent upon the fact that no citizenship requirementshould exclude any citizen of the United States from relief benefits_ Indians arecitizens of the United States _ The Montana le:zi-zIature. confronted with thequestion, or choosing to accept or reject Federal grants ) chose to accept thern.To do this, it was obliged to meet the conditions imposed.'"
Montana was not the only State that had difficulty accepting Indi-ans on its federally supported rolls. there was considerable resistance.Arizona. for instance. passed categorical assistance laws in 1037 butit excluded Indians from coverage until 1054, despite threats thatFederal funds would be withheld. It was not until funds were actuallywithheld and Arizona's suit 104 to compel payment was dismissed, thatArizona gave in.
During- the termination period of the 1050's, San Diego County inCalifornia also attempted to limit State and county liability for In-dian welfare. In AcoRta v. San Diego Caunty, the county contended it

could deny welfare to Indians because they were not considered resi-dents of the county for the purposes of gaining direct county benefits.The court of appeals found the county's contention a -violation of theequal protection clause of the 14th amendment :
The argument that responsibility fur reservation Indians rests exclusively onthe Federal Government has been rejected. _ That reserrafion Indians are en-titled to direct relief from either the State, or- County in which they reside wasconceded in Sint,: e.r rel. William v. Kemp. _ The only issue there was whichpolitical body would bear the expense-
From the conclusion reached that Indians living on reservations in Californiaare citizens and residents of this State. it must therefore follow that under sec-tion 1. amendment XIV of the Constitution or the United States, they are en-dowed with-the rights, privileges_ and immunities equal to those enjoyed by allother citizens and residents of the State.'
The Supreme Court has never directly addressed the issue of Indianeligibility for Federal-State and, State-local welfare, although it has

Ira Memorandum Opinion, 'supra. at p- 2.lm 75 P. 2d at ns7.
mu-Art:roma v. Frobbv. 221 F. 2d 40S (D.C. cir. 1054).lc@ 272 P. 2d at 9S (1954)-
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held that race cannot be the basis of State discrimination. Dicta in
. Morton v_ Ruiz clearly included Indians under Social Security Act
welfare benefits- The Court said: "Any Indians, whether living on a
reservation or elsewhere, may be eli gible for benefits under the various
social security programs in which this State participates and no limita-
tion may be placed on social security- benefits because of an Indian
elsirnA-nt's residence on a reservation." 2°7

HOW BIA GENERAL ASSISTANCE IN
The general authority for BIA_ welfare programs is found in tie

following broad lancruage of the Snyder Act of 1921:2=.

The Bureau of Indian Affairs, under the supervision of the Secretary of the
Interior, shall direct, supervise, and expend such moneys as Congress may from
time to time appropriate, for the benefit, care and for the following purposes:

General support and civilization, including education_
For relief of distress and conservation of health And for general-and inci-

dental expenses in connection with the administration of Indian Affairs.'
The regulations covering BIA. General Assistance are contained in

an unpublished., looseleaf Manual "9 available only to BIA. -workers.
In Morton v. Riciz11° the Supreme Court found that BIA had- failed
in its procedural duties by not having its regulations duly published
in the Federal RegiSter and codified in the Code of Federal Regula-
tions, as required by the Administrative Procedure Act.

Further, the Court found that the general assistance a ropriations
at issue were intended by Congress to benefit Indians NV t live "on or
near" reservations, contrary regulations in the Manual. Thus. BI.A.
general assistance is available to reservation Indians and those living
nearby as long as congressional intent to appropriate such moneys is
clear_ The Court clouded the issue when it added that. given a scarcity-
of funds, "it would be incumbent upon the 33IA to develop an elig,i-
bility standard to deal with this problem, and the standard, if rational
and proper, might leave some of the class otherwise encompassed by
the appropriation without benefits." I"-

It is important to bear in mind that IBA general assistance comes
into play when other avenues of assistance have- been exhausted. The
BIA manual states the following :

(b) unavailability. of Pablic Assistance or General Assistance from a State
or local jurisdiction. Individuals receiving public assistance in their own right.
or whose needs are included in a public assistance payment are not available
for Bureau general assistance.Indians for whom general assistance is actually available from a State, county
or local public jurisdiction are not eligible for general assistance from the Bureau.

The phrase "actually available" in this regulation appears to leave
room for case-by -case -determination of BIA welfare eligibility. This
is not the case, according to an article by Sarah W. Barlow and Martha
W. Blue :

If the BIA applied this rule to the individual circumstances of each applicant,
as it does its other .eligibility conditions, the rule would simply prevent duplica-

Loving If. Virginia, 388 C.S. 1 (15/Z7) ; Brown v. Board of Education, 347 II.S. 4S3
(10r.,4:1-wr 41.5 U.S 200 (1074 )."'I 25 U.S.C. If 13.

10066 13.1 et seq.
21.415 U.S. 199 (1974).
12:1' 415 U.S. at 231
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tion of welfare assistance; bait instead, the BLA irses it to declare al! Indians in
certain geographic areas ineligible for BIA General Assistance. The BIA relies
on this rule, as well as on other factors, in deciding whether or not to operate its
general assistance program in a specific location. For example-, since Arizona and

comities refuse generqi assistance to Indians living on a reservation, the BIA
operates its general assistance program on Arizona reservations. but since Utah
permits eligible Indians on reservations to receive State general assistance, the
3313 has no general assistance program in that state.'

These authors point out. this policy discriminates against reserva-
tion Indians living in States w:th general assistance prof'rarns which
include Indians. State programs are generally less beziefid iai than the
13IA program. Moreover, inclusion in State prop-rams precludes In-
dian recipients from benefits under the BIA program.

According to Barlow and Blue, "although the exclusion of reserva-
tion Indians from. State (or local) freneral assistance poses constitu-
tional problems. raising these issues only harm Indians. because
-virtually all State and local general assistance pron-rams provide less
money to recipients and are more restrictive in their coverage than
BIA general assistance." 1"

BTA. has ignored-the- reality of welfare "benefits." by its refusal to
supplement State categorical welfare-%rhen such benefits do not meet
100 percent of BI.A. established needs.' 4 To say that participation in
any program. no matter how inadequate. supplants the (rota of the
higher standards established by BIA. subverts the clear intent of the
Snyder Act.

CI I l'I-ACIF.:3IEN'T

The policy of removing Indian children from their homes and tribal
settings to '`cis-ii...de" them began in the 1SSo's with the advent of
boarding schools. Indian children are still brine', removed from their
tribal culture. Today_ however_ this is done through the adoption of
Indian children by non-Indian' families and their placement in non-
Indian foste care homes and institutions.

Two basic jurisdictional questions exit : who decides whether an
Indian child needs to he removed from home: and where and how that
child is to be raised. Until very recently. such decisions have been made .
by non-Indians without tribal input. Today. the tribes are beginning
to reassert their historical role in the care and protection-'of Indian

-While both Indians and non-Indians are concerned with child place-
ment, social workers without training or understanding of Indian life-
style or culture are ill-equipped to make juderments about the adequacy
of the Indian- child's upbrinering. Even if one assumes the social work-
er is making the right decision, there should be an effort to maintain
the family unit while problems are being solved.

R.F.00aL3IEN-DA.TIONS

The Commission recommends that
Congress hold oversight hearings to clarify the division of respon-

sibility between Federal and State agencies involved with Indian af-
112 51 N. Deck. Rev_ 31 at 41-4-2
112 Id_
L11' 66 I.A.M. 3.1.4(B).
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fairs; including BIA, HEW, II-1S, Office of Civil Rights, and Social
and Rehabilitation Services; and direct these agencies to consult with
State agencies to determine the causes of the breakdown in the delivery
ot services to Indians by the States.

The BIA and HEW _promulgate regulations to clarify that Indian
trust money and land IS not to be considered an asset lay State and
county governments in determining eligibility for welfare programs.

BIA be required to publish in the Federal Register and in the Code
of Federal Regulations: their procedures and guidelines for general
assistance under the Snyder Act.

Procedures and practices used in the BIATs 64 local welfare offices
should be standardized and made uniform, ending the practice of dis-
cretionary action on the part of the local BIA caseworkers--

Receiptof State or local general assistance should not make an In-
clisn ineligible for BIA. assistance when supplemental aid is needed.

CECILE) PLACENCEXT

The Cornarz,ission recommends that:
Congress, .by comprehensive legislation, directly address the prob-

lems of Indian child placement and the legislation adhere to the fol-
lowing principles :

a. The issue of custody of an Indian child d.orniciled on a res-
. ervation is the subject of the exclusive jurisdiction of the tribal

court where such exists.
b. Where an Indian child is not domiciled on a reservation and

subject to the jurisdiction of non-Indian authorities, the tribe of
- origin. of the child. be given reasonable notice before any action

affecting his/her custody is taken.
c- The tribe of origin have the right to intervene as a party in

interest in child placement proceedir_gs.
d. Non-Indian social service agencies, as a condition to the Fed-

eral funding they receive, have a_ n affirmative obligationby spe-
cific programs. to

(i) provide training, concerning Indian culture and--trath-
dons to all its stair ;

( ii) establish a preference for placement of Indian children
in Indian homes:

(iii) evaluate and change all economically and culturally
inappropriate placement criteria;

(iv) consult with Indian tribes in establishing (i), (ii), and
(iii)-e. Significant Federal financial resources should be appropriated

for the enhancement or development, and maintenance of mecha-
nisms to handle child custody issues, includincr but not limited to

operated foster care homes and institutions. In reservation
-areas such resources should be made directly available to the tribe.
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OFF - RESERVATION INDIANS

Despite-the.fact that the Federal Government must assume acme responsibility
for the present-day problems of urban Indians, the government has actually re-

sed to extend those services to urban Indians which they would otherwise re-
they lived on their reservations- Urban Indians do not receive the special

Fed ogriims which are directed to Indians.. Strangely enough, they often
do not receive the services directed to non - Indians, either. Local, State and
county -welfare programs often refu-Se; to serve Indians on the grounds that they
are the responsibility of the Federal:Government-

.e-

-
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CT-TAT'TER NINE
1e.

s OFFRESERVATION INDIANS
Ov-Extv-rEw.

Almost hidf of the -United States Indian population lives outside the
boundaries of Indian reservations. -In. 1970, 3-10,000 lived in cities and
six cities had Indian populations which are larger than those of any
reServation. except,the Navajo Reservation:-

Many of these people- moved to cities because of Federal policies.
The :earliest movements- of tribal peOple away from tribal lands were
often the indirect result of policies which diminished the reservation
land: base to-such an extent that Indians had to find homes elsewhere.
"Educalional policies added to the trend by removing- Indian children
from their homes to off-reservation boarding schools where the chil-
dren were taught skills which could not be used on reservations_
Policies_ which neglected reservation development, of course, made
reservations undesirable places to remain and also affected migration-
Some policies, particularly following World War II, were more di-
rectly responsible_ for relocating Indians away from reservations. In
addition to robbing reservations of some of their best talent, these=
policies have resulted in dire circumstances for the large numbers of
Incliarn people who find themselves in urban ghettoes, today.

Despite the fact, that the Federal Government must assume some
1;esponsibility for the present-day problems of urban Indiiirm, the Gov-

'ernment has actually refused to extend those services to urban Indians
which. they would otherwise receive if they lived on their reservations.
'Urban Indians do not receive the special Federal programs which are
directed to Indians. Strancrely enough, they often do not receive the
s,:r-vices directed to non-Indians, either. Local_ State and county wel-
fare-programs often refuse to serve Indians on the grounds that they
-are the responsibility of the Federal Government

In this -situation, the development of Indian community service
centers has been the one optimistic factor. The Federal Government
oirs these centers little encouragement, however, and they become
.entangled in bureaucratic and jurisdictional fights.

New policy directions can have a very clear beneficial impact on the
desperate urban Indian situation if administrative programs utilize
and encourage urban Indian centers.

His TOP A"

- This review of off-reservation Tnclian history will examine the wa,-vs
Federal policies have splintered tribes and either forced or encouraged

Sar A. Levitan and William B. Johnston. radian Giving (Baltimore. 1975), 2-3.
(429)
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Indians to move away from reservations in an effort to end the "Indian.
problem." It will also show how these ni.rbves have not solved the prob-
lems of poor health, poverty, limited employment opportunities, poor
education. and alienation. but have merel y transferred them to rural
and urban settings.'

In the late 19th -century, after the Federal Government 'had suc-
ceeded in reducing Indian tribal holdings to small reservations. the
policies of neglect, dependency, and assimilation were established.
While there were some meager efforts at "reservation clevelopment.7
no significant system of _economic and cultural protection was created
to permit Indian tribes economic viability and independence. Reser-
vations were often .viewed as camps where assimilative tools would be
provided-prior to the Indian's dispersal amona. the white population.

Even reservations, however, posed a threat
among

the- Federal Govern-
ment because they provided a place where Indian people could not be-
effectively kept from maintaining their identity and culture. So. at-
tempts were made to -parcel out tribal lands to Indian individuals in
an effort to destroy the communal cohesiveness of tribal society. The-
continuing assumption on the part of the Federal Government was-
that assimilation was the Indian's fare. Legislation was based on this
assumption_

One of the most obvious examples of Federal action which broke
up reservations, strained tribal cohesion, and encouraged subsequent
migration of thousands of Indians to other areas was the General
Allotment Act of -1887.3 Indeed_ it is not inaccurate to say that the
migration of the Indians was a calculated result of this legislation.

The General Allotment Act was, of course_ just one example of a
long line of Federal legislation and administrative actions which were-
either desizned to or inadvertently resulted in dispossessing Indians
of their lands and driving them to seek jobs off the reservation _4 Often-
times, the Federal Government was the decisive influence weak-ening
(and sometimes dissolving) 5 the tribal governing structures; it stood
by while most of Indians' choice lands were taken from their-
control and the resources from the remaining lands were destroyed;
it moved Indians off the reservation for job training and employment..
More often than not, job training in the cities turned out to -be irrele-
vant. employment opportunities were nonexistent, and furthermore,
the Federal Government neglected to provide meaningful assistance
in housing, education. or health. As the final insult to those Indians
who were victims of this concerted campaign to assimilate them, the
Federal Government refused and largely still refuses to recognize its

2 historical review is condensed from an extensive history researched and -written
by Dennis Carroll for Task Force Eight

3 24 Stat. 388.Also during the 1870's. the Federal Government began --the Indian boarding schoolsystem which was "designed to separate a child from his reservation and fa:1311y. strip h:m
of his triba, lore and mores. force the complete abandonment of his native language andprepare him for never again returning to his people?' r D.S. Cong... Senate Committee on
I.abor and Public Welfare. Indian Education : A National TragedyA Nstional\Challenge.S. Rept- No. 91-501. 91st Cong.. 2d sess. 12 (1969.1 Some 20 years later. the Indian Com-missioner stated that it was the "settled policy of the Government to breakup reservations.settle Indians upon their own homestead. incorporate them into the Pational life- and dealwith them not as nations or tribes or bands.. but as individual cit.zens." Rep. Comm. Ind.
Air.. 1890 at VI.3 Felix Cohen described the systematical destruction% of tribal governing structure andpowers of the Five Civilized Tribes. F. Cohen. Handbook. of Federal Indian Late. 427-434
(1942 ed.).

4 1
.
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,7-;'.'iiieSpoilisilyility to providethem with the services they would receive on
their reservations-

Education. through the off-reservation boarding school was another
.zrzethod -utilized to alienate Indian people from their culture. This
:educational model for Indian youth was directed at developing young
-'men. and women who could join the mainstream' white,- Christian

Instead, it left a ley of frustration, depression. and aliens-
ticei made Indians zina le to pursue the traditions of their fathers,
.but-left- them -unequipped to participate in white-dominated economy. .

The in number of Indian people living off-reservation was
-noticed in two than studies in the 1920's. The eria-te Sub-
committee on Indian airs Survey of the Conditions of the Indians

. of the United States was followed by the well-known Meriam Report.
The Subcommittee conducted and published hearings across the

ignited States, and largely provided the data base for the more concise
Maria Report. The subcommittee's hearings in California were par-
ticul.arly directed at the burgeoning problem of urban Indians. The
Government was beginning to notice a new problem area in Indian
affairs., but responsive policies .would not be instituted within the next
halt-century. Whatever insights Tnight have been gained from hearing
'testimony were lost when the Mariam Report published its chapter
an "Migrated Indians", -and relied on the material presented by
IndianS' employers rather than the Indians themselves. On this choice
of information, the Mariam Report recommended that "no effort be
devoted toward building up an independent org"Tvization in such cities
for migrated Indians, but rather toward establishing 'cooperative re-
lations with existing agencies which serve the population as a whole."

The Snyder Act of 192/ had 'given the Commissioner of the Bureau
of Indian Affairs broad latitude in spending appropriations for Indian
affairs and in developing frograms to meet Indians' needs. The legis-
lation simply stated that appropriations were to be used for "Indians
thrbrughoirt the United States." Certainly that clause is broad enough
to.include those. Indians who were forced away from reservations by
land policies, by Federal encouragement, or by economic needs, but
-the Bureau did not choose to view its role in so expansive a way. The
Meria. an Report, no doubt, gave scholarly support to this bureaucratic
timidness. For many years, the Bureau's failure to serve the increasing
urban Indian population went unquestioned.

After World War II, Indian perceptions of reservations and cities
began to change. The war showed many Indians a world they had never

-. seen and seldom heard of. There were opportunities for achievement
in the military-service which- they,. had never found on reservations.
They proved themselves capable of using those opportunities -and

...returned home with confident hopes that they could make their res-
ervations better places to live. This hope soon turned to despair as,
they tackled the .obstacles which impeded (and today still impede,
-see chapter 7) reservation development. Many Indians, however re-
luctant to leave their communities and families, decided that low
quality subsistence was the only future for the reservations and set
off for the cities to end .work. py 1951, more than 17,000_ Navajos

Meriana, Lewis,. She Problem of Ixidfaxi Adrainist-railon "The Migrated Indians" ch.. Mil.
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worked away from the reservation, primarily on railroads and
agriculture.

At the same time, the Federal policy of assimilation manifested it-
self in a new wax. A theory that reservations ,were overpopulated
gained credence. rty 1954, a congressional report entitled, "Survey
Report on the BIA" generalized that "most of the reservations are
overpopulated, and could not support the population at anything ap-
proaching a reasonably adequate standard of living." 7 Rather than
pursuing a way to make Indian homelands financially secure places to

. live, the Federal Government chose to follow a simpler approach : re-
location of Indians away from the -reservations_ Thinning out the
population of reservations, however, did not solve the problem. The
fact that Indians left the reservation did not mean they were willing..
to stop being Indians and whether or not reservationsibi ed sonic social

roblems, it could not have been assumed that those problems would ,
be shed at the reservation boundaries. Nevertheless. Federal policy
followed exactly that simplistic an approach. Transportation funds_
were provided. but relocation services were not. -

The Federal Government not only failed to provide needed services
to the Indians it relocated, but actually refused to provide those serv-
ices_ The Federal relocation program was to he initiated by the I3IA
but was left to be implemented by local. State and county assistance
programs, or churches or humanitarian organizations. The only thing
that was shrugged off at reservation boundaries, it turned out, was
Federal responsibility.

Indians affected by relocation were not given an opportunity to tell
their side- of the story until the National Council on Indian Oppor-
tunity held hearings in five major cities in 196$ and 1969.8 The nu-.
merous criticisms that were heard at this time fell into three cate-
gories: (1) The lack of orientation in relocating from reservations to
cities; (2) the low quality of opportunities for work; (3) the con-
fusion of where to turn for necessary services. Federal policy had ig-
noreci particular difficulties Indians faced in the cities. difficulties such
as language barriers, questions of where to 'find services or help in
emergencies. and the most fundamental problems of daily survival.

The special problem which Indians face when they are away from
their reservations are another unique aspect of the Federal-Indian
relationship_ Whatever. historical forces have contributed to these
problems. it. is apparent that the situation is s4-srnifieant enoutrh. to de-
serve Federal attention.

To solve these problems which _the Federal Government largely
created and then totally ignored. Indian people themselves have con-
tributed the most recent and the most constructive development in the
history of off-reservation Indian That is the development of urban
Indian service centers. Some of thesecenters have evolved from very
small err-imps organized for recreational purposes into multifaceted
operations capable of sustaining programs in educational and voca-
tional training. defense of tenant- rights against unscrupulous land-
lords. psychological and career counseling, various kinds of entertain-

U.S. Congress, House Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. "Survey Report on the
Bureau of Indian Alf.airs." 1954, p- 23.*National Council on Indian Opportunity. bearings in Los Angeles, Dallas, Minneapolis-
St. Paul, San Francisco, and Phoenix, 190S-69.



anent, and the provision of emergency relief. There can be no doubt that
:-.":_today the Indian centers are a sound and creative response to the In-
: dia. fru.strations with their urban environment.

The Urban Indian, service centers have not, however, .completely
-solved the problems urban Indians face. In fact, they have encoun-

;,:::tered" min obstacles which the Federal Government could remove,
and have ed a new policy problem in the administration of Fed-
eral programs for urban Indians. There is a unique relationship be-
tureen the Federal Government and urban Indians, both because of
the uniqueness of the problems urban Indians face and because of the
Mil' of the historical factors which made some Indians urban
resi ts. Ilovv- to administerLister that unique relationship has not yet been
determined.: Instead of ta.16ng the initiative 'and providing services to-
these Indian people,- the Government has chosen to argue over respon-
sibility and jurisdiction; these arguments continue to the present day.

POLICY AND LAW RELATING TO OFF-RESERVATION INDIANS

The following discussion examines briefly the concept and scope of
the 'Federal trust responsibility to off-reservation Indians.' The ex --
elusion of nonreservation Indians from the Federal trust relationship
does not follow froin a careful legal analysis but rather emanates from

ved practical considerations and the attitude, "it has always been
one that way."
While the Federal trust responsibility extends from the Federal

Government directly to the tribe, it must be noted the tribe as an entity
does not exist without its people. Thus, it can be said that the ultimate
beneficiary of the trust is the individual Indian as a member of his
tribe.19,

This is obviously true. for example, when the Federal Government
acts to protect an individual Indian's -land from being taxed by the
Sta,te.11 It is also true. however, when action is taken to protect a tribe's
water resources on the reservation.'2 Individual Indians, including
most of those living

in
urban and other nonreservation areas, generally

--identify themselves n the context of their tribal affiliation..
Probably few, if any, Federal administrators or letrislators would

degree with the above comments. Dissent increases, however, when it
is suggested that the Federal Government's trust responsibility applies
to tribal members living of the reservation as well as to those living on
Indian lands. This dissent results partially from the fixod. thinking
predominant in government that the Indian trust equates with land
and notTlinc, more, and partially from the mistaken notion that if an
Indian leaves his reservation. it is with a conscious understanding that
he is putting his tribe behind and asQimilatiner to non-Tndian soceity.
As the historichl review points out, more often than not, individual
Indians who chose to leave reservations did so. because they could not
find jobs, or decent housing, or a quality education there. Moreover.,
many were praCtically forced to leave bv BL& insistence, and in this
situation the Federal responsibility is certainly clear.

See ch. 4 for a ecrmplete discussion of the Federal trust responsibility.so See U.s. v- Holliday. 70 U.S. 407 (1S65).
=Flo.. Board of County Commissioners v- Seber, 31S U.S_ 705 (1943)-= Winters v- 207 U.S. 564 (190S).
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Most importantly, Federal policy should- not be based on the Gov-
ernment's intention to dictate any group's culture. In 'discussing In-
dian policy, of course, this paint becomes crucial. Assimilation has
not succeeded and -has Zara: .!..een discarded. For urban Indians,
however, there are many r- ; -,dministrative obstacles which were
constructed on the theory , 'servation Indians gave up their
tribal status, or should 1125.., up. The overwhelming major-
ity of Indians in this countiy continue to be tribal members, regard-
less of where they live and regardless of whether or not their tribe
is recognized by the Federal Government, and in spite of continuous
policies aimed at destroying tribal society. The Federhl Government's
trust obligation to Indian tribes should extend to these tribal mem-
bers as well as to their reservation brothers for there is no sound
legal or political reason to dise-riminate against them.

No court. no general act of Congress, certainly no constitutional
provision states that the Government's special responsibility to.the
Indian people stops at the reservation gate. The concept of trust
responsibility is most often applied in the context of recognized res-
ervation Indians, but several court, decisions hii.Ve found that the Gov-
ernment's legal duty is not so limited. For example, to benefit from
the Federal responsibility to protect trust lands, the individual Indian
need not reside on a reservation: 13 it Makes no difference that he is
a United States citizen as well as a tribal member, for "citizenship
is not incompatible with tribal existence or continued guardianship.". 14

The unique need of nonreservation Indians has not been totally
ignored in modern legislation,25 but much of the intent of those Acts
has been circumvented either by administrative neglect or outright
refusal to provide services targeted to Indians.

Before 1921.16 there had been no specific authorization for the ap-
propriation and expenditure for most of the programs which thseBu-
reau of Indian Affairs had come to maintain for the benefit of Indians.
In the Congress, :appropriations for the Bureau of Indian Affairs
were subject to a point of order objection which frequently resulted
in cumbersome and time-consuming maneuvering while Indian pro-
frrams him°, in suspense. This frnstrating process was at least partially

nt Mott v. U.S., 293 U.S. 848 (1931).Nice. 241 U.S. :591.598 (1915).
1- E.g.. see. 392 of the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act of 1973. ST Stat.

5:39. nonreservation Indian groups and organizations eligible as prime sponsors for
:manpower programs.,.Under the Native Amercian Protgrams Act of 1974. 58 Stat. 2:123. the Office of Native
American Programs in the Department of Health, Education. and Welfare has the objec-
tive to provide direct support for self-determination programs aimed nt improving the
health. education. and welfare of Native Americans both on and off reser:I:Lions. Legis-
lative history of the Act suggests that Con=es3 intended ONAP to expend the largest
share of its budget on programs for nanreservation Indians. Analysis Of ONAP grantees,
however. indicated that approximately 60 percent of its b-tclget is going to reservations.

prIblie Law 93-43:18, passed on .Tan. 4. -;.975 (88 Stat. 2203) also includes nonreservation
Indians as eligible- contractors under the provisions of the Act by defining a tribal organi-
zation as any "rec ognized governing body of any Indian tribe" or "any. legally estabiishei
organization of Indians which is controlled. sanctionerl_ or chartered by such governing
body or which Is democratically elected by the adult members of the Indian community to
be served by such organLzat-lon . . ." sec.. 4 (e)..The recent passage of P.L. 94-437. title V. indicated the Federal Government's recogni-
tion of the urban Indian's health Problem: however, rather than solving the problem. it

'highlights many of the complex issues surrounding urban Indian health care. As well ;Is
other issues, P.L. 94-437 highlights the following needs: (1) identification of all public
and private health service resources within the urban center which may be available to
Urban Indians: (2) assistance of urban Indians in becoming familiar with and utilizing
such re:coorees and (3) provision of basic health education to urban Indians.

14 25 .r.s.c. 13.
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..relieved by passage of the,Snyder At which authorized items of ap-.. propriations in nine broad program areas :
*Mimi; Bureau 'of Indian Affairs, under the supervision. of-the Secretary of the

Interior, shall direct, supervise, and expend such moneys as Congress may from
time to time appropriate, for the benefit, care. and assistance of the Indians
throughout the United States for the following purposes: -

-. General- support and civilization, including education.
.1 For relief of -distress alid'conlervation of health.

For extension:: ImprOvernente operation, and maintenance of existing In-
dian-Irrigation systems and for development of water supplies.

For the enlargement, extension, improvement; and repair of the build-
ings and grounds of existing plants and projects.

For the employment - of inspectors. supervisors, superintendents, clerks.
field Matrons, farmers, physicians, Indian police, Indian judges and other
employees.For the suppression of traffic in intoxicating liquor and deleterious drugs.

And, for general and incidental expenses in connection with the admin-
istration of Indian Affairs.

A pertinent interpretation of the Act was made in December, 19;1,
by A.ssistant Solicitor for the Division of Indian A....fairs, . Depart-
ment of the Interior. Charles Soller. In that written opinion to the

.._Commissioner of Indian Affairs, Mr. Soller stated that: "On its face,
the underscored language is abundantly clear and requires no inter-
pretation. Literally, it authorizes the expenditure of funds for the
-purposes within the named program categories for the benefit of any
and all Indians, of whatever degree, whether or not members of fed-
erally recognized tribes, and 'without regard to residence so long as
they are within the United States * "g *. With language so unequivo-
cal, it is subject to_the general rule of the law that plain and unambigu-
ous statutory language will be followed * * * .17 The opinion states
that the Snyder

language
will support a broader eligibility for Bureau

services, but it 'cautions the Bureau against extending. BIA services
to all Indians without first considering other "statutory limitations" Is
and without first consulting with appropriate congreional commit-

,-tees. Apparently, however, the Bureau never got a chance to take those
other two steps because the Commissioner received specific instruction
from the then Assistant Secretary, Harrison ,Loesch, not. to divert
the Bureau's "attention and limited funds from our basic respon-
sihility of serving on-reservation Indians.29

Not _only was the rationale weak which the Assistant Secretary pre--.
sented for this limitation of services., bu the statement itself shows a
lack of understanding. He apparently miderstood that no off-reserva-
tion Indians were receiving Bureau services, except in special hard-
ship cases. But, as explained in considerable' detail by the Supreme
Court in Morton v. Run, the provision of BIA services "clearly. has
mot- been limited to reservation Indians" only.2° Native Americans
in Oklahoma and Alaska have received and still are receiving certain

services from the BIA, whether they reside on or off the reservation.
U.S. Dept- of the Interior. Office of the Solicitor. Scope of the Snyder Act of Nov. 2.

1921, 42 Stat 208. 25 U.S.C. see. 13. memorandum of Commissioner of Indian Affairs from
AtiCarr- Solicitor Division of Indian Affairs,. Dee- 9, 1917.is /bid. Dept. of the I21. nterior. Office of the Assistant Secretary. Adherence to Our LonStanding Policy of Not Providing Special Bureau of Indian Affairs Sex-vices to Off-Reservation Indians. Memorandum from Asst. Secretary for Public Land Management Har-
rison Loesch. to Commissioner of Indian Affairs. Jan. 16. 1970.---' _2°415 U.S. 199, 212 (1974). This is also true for services provided by the Indian *Health
Sevice-
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The Indian relocation program and general assistance benefits con-
nected with that program are extended to nonreservation Indians."
Special vocational training programs have long been made available
to off-reservation Indians.'-= Educational services had similarly been
extended to them by virtue of the Johnson-O'Malley Act.23

It is true that the Court in the Ruiz case did not interpret the Snyder
Act as requiring the Bureau to provide its social services program
benefits to all Indians. But it is equally true that the decision inter-
preted the Snyder Act in broad enough terms so that such an a.pplica7
tion would be permissible. It stated that :

We need not approach the issue in terms of whether Congre'. intended for all
Indians, regardless of residence and of the degree of aczsimilation to hecorered
by the general assistance program. We need only ascertain the intent of Con-
gress with respect to those Indian claimants in the case before t.s."

Thus. the Court chose to avoid a definitive judgment on the overall
issue by limiting its holding that the Bureau of Indian Affairs has the
duty to provide general assistance services to Indians on or
near the reservation" and who maintain close economic and social ties
to the reservation. In spite of this requirement. BTA Manual still
blatantly states that it limits elieibilitv to "on-reservation" Indians
pins Oklahoma Indians and Alaskan Natives.

The persistent refusal of the Bureau of Indian Affairs to address the
problems of off-reservation Indians and to accept responsibility for
fostering programs Nvhich wiIl meet the nee4ls f)f these 1 ndi an people.

underscores a very basic discrepancy in the United States Indian
policy.

The turvent antrusted to carry out the trust which the United States
assumes in its relationship to Indian people. should be eager to carry
out that trust in whatever area it may encompass. To deny the rights
of Urban -Indians is to question the position of all Indians in United
States policy. A, vd Bean. Executive Director of the Phoenix Indian
Center testified at a Task Force Eight hearing. "if the off-reservation
Indian commenitil.s are foree41.to torrninrt/e their "riehts for special

Indian services then the Federal Indian relationship is threatened for
all Indians." 26

Ti ne ren.vs EN-VIT:ON-MI:NT AND T-1:BAN SoLt-rio-N-

Between the intent ions of the inwr:in.ket's and the reality of r-e2-u-
lator-4.- actions lies elle service wrap that confronts the urban Indian. The
result js untold des-vet-a.; ion and waste of human resources.

Nfost. Indians who to -the S':71.- the- won ?d have pre-
ferred not to do so at a11. Still. the remziliz fieltree for the sears inno_
1970 show a rate increni-e.. of from :In to 4:; percent. and an TIEW re-
port published in 1070 sheds some` lie-ht on_the reasons. 27 The report

211 s'c. 471. .C're .11-ortnn r. F:uiz. 475 U.S. 109
Iforton V. Ruiz. 4111 t".S. 199 (1974)

21% 2:: LT.S.C.. gee. 4n2 .
=4415 T.. S. 199. 211 (1974).Indian Affairs Manunl. ser. ft. 4. Cie' zeneraIly. V. T/elnrin. :Tr.. "Lc:.-1,41:1t1ro Art,Ivsiqof the Federal Role in, Indian F.-171:eation." Qontrnet for the Dept. of Flealth. Egluearion.

and Welfare. 1975.=NI Written te.ltimony submitted by Sycl- Deane nt a bearin= conducted by Task Forte
Feb. 9. 197G. To. 14.

--rr "A study of Selected Soein-Es-onnrale Charactfei-isties of Ethnic Minoritips TtaQeil or: the.197r7 Census : ro1. III. American 'India IlF. ntne.C. of Special Concerns, °g lee of the Assistant-
Secretary for Planning and Evaluation. Dept. of 111-7.W. 1974.
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showed that the most apparent shift from reservation to city was
among those of prime employment age, between 20 and 40. It also
showed that older Indiansthose beyond the age of peak employ-
mentmoved back to their reservation. The report concluded that the
lack of job opportunities in rural and reservation areas lent impetus
to the migration.

The survey and results of the lien rings by Task Force Eight affirmed
that most Indians move to urban areas with hopes for jobs or for find-
ing better jobs than on the reservation and rural areas.28

Regrettably, this expectation has oftcin remained for the most. part
unfulfilled. The HEW report suggests that low employment may be
due to inadequate vocational training, a conclusion supported by the

findingCommission's findin in two areas. 'Fine is that educational facilities
on reservations are limited in standard, and the reservation is where
most Indians receive their education. The.other is that Indians who
are educated in programs initiated outside the BI.A. often find that the
skills they learn are not salable.. and that job placement activities are
limited. 'to date, employment assistance has been geared toward plac-
ing Indians in low-payiner. entry-level jobs. rather than orientation

trainingtrainin for positions that could lead to upward mobility.
It has only been in the last 5 years that the BIA has ostensibly

changed their former "relocation" policies. The new thrust. announced
by Commissioner Louis R. Bruce in 1972. was a policy advocating for
tile end of termination era programs. Some of the more imaginative
uses of employment assistance funds has followed emphasizing on-
reservation training for tribal economic programs. Unfortunately. this
emphasis is too late for those Indians who have employment and social
problems in the cities.

The lack of employment opportunities leads to a downward spiral
that reduces the urban Indian's life to a struggle for subsistence. For
example. the private practice system of health care is certainly beyond
the financial reach of most newly arrived urban Indian families. They
must depend on public services. Yet here, the service gap reveals itself
again. Ineligible for Indian Health Service assistance because he is
off the reservation, the urban Indian finds that other means of finding
medical attention are closed ofF as well.

N'on-Indian health service hospitals are often reluctant to admit
Indian patients for fear they will not pay. Local welfare agencies and
charitable organizations often have the same fear, compounded by a
belief that all Indians are the responsibility of the Federal Govern-
ment: These agencies -already juggle funds and personnel to serve as
many needs as possible and often, deny Indians treatment entirely or
serve them in a superficial way.

Yet.. the urban Indian often has special problems requiring treat-
ment that is costly, prolonged and, to be successful, must be based onunderstanding of complex sociological factors. Two examples are thehigh incidence of both alcoholism and drug abuse. Both leave the urban

28 Response from #32 orranizationsi questionnaires_ renardin= the needs of urban Indiancommunities showed employment needs for the most frequently mentioned and respondentscharscteristleally mentioued this before any other.
=To Ibid. EIESV report. p. 51-
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Indian not only in wretched physical condition. but alsc in danger of
social repercussions. jail. and repeated fines.

Few alternatives exist in the areas of honsing Urban Indians. un-
schooled in rents, mortgages. or leases because of their lives on the
reservation. are often targets for unscrupulous and dishonest land-
lords. Lacking preparation.. orientation. and money. the Indian often
finds himself in overpriced. substandard housing fo-.ated in niar,rinl
nei,,hborhooas.

If he tries to ease the financial and emotional burdens by sharing
living quarters with another family, the results are often unsatisfac-
tory. Overcrowding and unhealthy living conditions are two immedi-
ate results, and harrassment from landlords is almost certain to follow.
Families in particular often become discouraged at this point and re-
turn to the reservation, remaining only until resources are exhausted
to try the cities once again.

This back-and-forth migration works to the Indian's disadvantage.
The task of gathering information that will document the problem
is difficult and Programs that could be funded by grants are hard to
justify. It also limits the...experience of social welfare agencies with
unique Indian problems. Thus it becomes hard for these agencies to
become eonversant with the specific problems and to assist Indians
accordingly. even if funds and staff were available.

One solution has been proposed and tried. with some success. Until
recently. the Snyder Act provided for equity grants to he used in mak-

downpayments on homes. These grants were available to relocatees
who rernaiIte,-1 in the same city for 3 to 5 years. The programs was re-
cently cut bac-k. a casualty of economic pressures that have reduced
funding for social service programs. Reinstituting it would be highly
effective. particularly if it were extended to all Indians.

T13-E 'CUBAN CENTERS

In this bleak picture. the only real source of help for city -Indians
has been the urban centers that grew spontaneously out of informal
Indian community .cret-togethers. Indians who moved to cities found
that they shared many of thi. attitudes and the problems of other
urban Indians.. Across tribal differences_ they immediately established
friendly ties with Indians who were already established-in-the cities
and tight to help Indian newcomers as they moved into the cities.
Er tually. this feeling of comradeship inspired the idea that Indians
soul help each other out if they organized IncJ.1).n Community Centers.
The centers called "urban centers" present a number of options for
Iuiij ns facing the urban world. Unfortunately.. the Federal Govern-

t-has failed to recognize the significance and utility of these centers
r administering_ c-v7 assisting in, the implementation of Federal pro-

grams for urban Ind4ans.
For newly arrived urban Indians. the center's first function is to

provide emergency care. This care may range from provision. of food
and clothing to finding housing by tracking down relatives or keeping
up with available apartment and home,listings. After dealing with
these emergencies, services run the gamut from "education fo health
care to psychological assistance.
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It should be emphasized that urban Indians have done much to add
to the cultural 'diversity and richness of many of the communities in
which they live. Many cities have become justifiably proud of the
Native American population. As a matter of fuel cities like Lo-
Angeles have set the pace with support of Mayor Torn -Bradley and
other city offi:ials in advocating for their Indian residents. Since this.

-.is particularly a discussion of the rule rather than the exception., we
must say that the city Of Los Angeles is one of the rare-exceptions.

The reader should not, suppose that each urban area is serviced by a
highly integrated and consolidated agency called an "Indian ('enter.-
In many locations, this is a recent effort. In others. Indian centers have
existed and worked with ninny other -Indian organizations for a limn-
ber of years. As Thomas Greenwood. actin president of the Indian
Health Service.. Inc., of Chicago. III.. stated in his comments on the
American Policy Review Commission's tentative final report

In Chicago and probably in many other cities as well, a network of more than
twenty Indian organizations services the total population. Several are very
general and inciustve in the programs that they offer others concentrate on
specific issues * *. The reasons for the multiplicity of organizations are
complexrelating to administrative convenience, tribal divergence. certain
iwetil La rides in tralliti4)nal Inc qies "1' orga niza ti4 42 and n tti t tides t ownrd
circumstances In funding, and accidents of history. It is not clear whether a sine :e
comprehensive agency handling Indian programs in a given city is feasible .or
desirable. To designate "Indian Centers" as the recipient of fUnds
considering the question is simply to invite problems.

Suffice it to say. however, that the model center providing multiple
services' seems to be the most efficient and practical method of deliver-
ing assistance whether-run by one Indian center board of directors or
by a board of several participating organizations.

Centers in many cities have set up educational pre.grams, organized
job banks and given moral support to those seeking employment. How-
ever, efforts are impeded because there is no mechanism for coordina-
tion of BIA vocational training programs. Though urban centers keep
up to date lists of job opportunities, this luiowledge is not used as the
basis for the BIA vocational training program. Thus the BIA may
train welders in cities offering opportunities for computer programers.
Indians themselves htive organized more innovative approaches to
funding jobs in the city.

The Burclau of Indian...Affairs continues to support. Employment'As-
sistance Offices in most cities with large Indian populat:ons. Yet. these
offices do not work with "unofficial" urban centers which are the point
of contact for most Indians seeking work. BIA Employment Assist-
ance is one of the most needed services for urban Indians. but ironi-
cally most urban Indians do not meet eligibility requirements. It is
extremely unfortunate in that Federal programs neglect to use grass-
roots solutions to this problem.

The most difficult. off-reservation service is health care. Physical
recynirements for facilities and fiscal requirements for personnel make
it difficUlt for the urban center to attempt primary care, let alone the
specialized therapeutic services that, Indians ne 3. 'Though Public Law
94-1-37. titieV indicated the Government's recognitirm of the problem.
it set up criteria for assistance that are difficult to fulfill.
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- The law states that an urban center must _`.=determine the Indian
population which are or could be recipients of health referral or!care
services . and "identify gaps between unmet-health needs of -Urban
Indians and the resources available to meet such needs." The problem,
of course. is the migratory patterns of urban Indians who, defeated by
the lack of opportUnities available to them in either reservations or
cities, often move back aild forth from reservation to urban centers
Because populaeon determinations are the basis upon which aid is
provided, urbab. _3 ians are once again short changed.

NEW C031-31-.071:7-t-AXS AND CON=S-L---ING SERV-ICES IN

------Perhaps the most important contribution of the urban centers. to
the Indian living in cities has been a psychological one. Haying left
the tribal community, and often.,their families, Indians feel isolation
and lonelinessThey developed; these centers as places whei^e such
needs are partly satisfied and where they can join together in social_
gatherings that substitute for the personal security of the reservation.-

oin.e of the centers have evolved_ froin x-4-ery small groups organized.lcor
recreational purposes into multifacetecl operations capable ofsustain-
in.g prOgFamS in education and vocational training, defense of tenant
rights against unscrupulous landlords,' counseling, *various finds of
entertainment and the provision of emergency relief. There can be
no doubt that these Indian service and culturg3 organiiations are a
firmly based and creative response to Indian problems.

The Indian service centers present an ambitious. range -of services
and .bbj e °dyes.

Unfortunately, they must- rely on donations and volunteer work.
Moreover, leaders who operate these centers are often volunteers and
usually overworked. They serve out. -of a peeling, of responsibility

-to the Indian community. While this is one of the dynamic and in-
spiring aspects of the development of urban centers, it has an un-
fortunate long-term effect in that there_ are necessarily frequent
changes in leadership. While individual centers may expand or col-
lapse, it is important to realize that the majority of urban. centers
have provided, and are continuing' to provide, valuable services to
people who are inadequately assisted through other channels. More-
over, -they provide these services without usurping the relationship
of the individual Indian to his tribe, The centers strengthen the urban
Indian's ties to his cultural heritage by providing necessary facilities
and services within an Indian settiryr. These orgabizations reinforce,
rather than destroy, Indians' identification with -their tribe's and their
heritage.

Because of the broad.based: hio-hly sensitive services these urban.
centers provide, the Commission believes that their role in as-si§ting
Indians _should be strengthened with trained staff and money. The
Federal Government should realize that. urban centers, created -
seperately and directed by Indians themselves, Are an effective instru-
ment for reaching the _Government's goals of assisting" urban Iri'dians. -

Indian centers suffer from a lack of management information and
procedural standards. Like their reservation-based counterparts, tribal
croverruments. thev are often expected to know the, rules when" they do.
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not have them and to live up to unexplained standards. Provision of
-data: on ways to effectively Organize and manage the delivery of
human services would be of great assistance in enriching the role for
urban centers.

Fiscal.' and .naanagement assistance is necessary if these centers are
to provide the kind. of service that will enable, their people to live
productive lives. This assistance should be administered_ in several
ways.to employment, the most expedient way to provide assistance is to
build on the philosophy of Indians operating Indian prograhas. This
would entail turning over 331...A. Employment Assistance Offices and
their programs to urban centers.

Furthermore, it would provide an administrative base necessary for
an urban assistance program. Administration could be carried out
by existing urban Indian- centers in . close cooperation with tribal
governments.The Commission devoted a great deal of time to studying this
alternative. Part of the study involved contacting urban center;direc-
tors. While many directors felt the centers could administer funds
the best, they acknowledged that tribal governments should also play
an important role. As these governments stabilize politically and econ-
omically, they could be practical mechanisms for managing funds
for their own membership.Many programs now directly administered -by Federal, State, or
local governments are often contracted out to private or public or-
cranizations. These are contract awards for urban services which would
not -be otherwise allocated to Indian tribes. -Urban-Indian -orfraniza-
tions, however, are frequently discriminated against in these kinds of
situations. -and private non-Indian contractors benefit from contract
opportimities which should properly be delegated to Indian profes-
sional people. Indian service centers, once given the opportunity and
clear identification of the obligations that go with it, are very capable
in hiring professionally qualified personnel.

RECO:WM:ENDA TIC; XS

The Commission recommends that:
1. The executive branch of the Federal Government conduc-t a de-

tailed examination of assistance programs and need areas that would
be most expeditiously administered by tribal governments. -

:2. The executive branch provide for the delivery of services to off-
.reseryation Indians consistent with the Federal- obligation to_ all
Indians. Accordingly, Congress recommend that the executive branch
deliver appropriate services when feasible through urban Indian
centers.

L-P-P-AN CEN 'TEr. S

3. The executive branch provide financial support for Indian centers-
in urban areas. This could be expedited by turning over BIA Employ-
ment Assistance Offices and other Federal contracting opportunities
to urban service centers; and delegating Federal domestic assistance,.
dollars directly to urban centers on a fair per capita share basis.

32-185-77-29
4 P
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4. The executive branch consider the 'placement of Federal funds
_targeted for urban Indians under an Urban Indian Office as a part
of theirs -considerations -for- the Consolidated Independent Indian
Agency-

5. The-Federal agency funding such urban center or centers deter-
mine the actual representation of such center or centers according to
a process of membership certified to the agency.

EDUCATIO2S7

6. The executive branch mandate that urban centers receive :
Specific consideration for the receipt of Johnson-0'31alley

funds; -Technical a%sistance and orientation in programing, budgeting,=,,
re,;-ulations, and- funding progrims;

Specific roles in program and policy formation in curriculum
developmeiat for teaching_ and administrative staff hirino. forhiring
schools with Indian children ;

Funding for and program costs.n-,

no-c-srN.:G

S.-The executive oranCh mandate that urban Indian centers be sup-
ported to provide: 3°

A real estate clearinghouse to provide information on available
living quarters : 4s/k -

Consumer education programs in the areas of credit procedures,
lease information, and general advice on moving from the reier-. vation tp an urban area;

Grants for initial moving costs immediate support, rent sup-
plements. housing:improvements: and

The Bureau of Indian Affairs reestablish the program formerly
funded providing equity grants for downpayments to urbam-Iri-

- dians who have lived in the city for more than 2 years.
TIEALT-11

9- The executive branch mandate that appropriate action be taken
to- provide urban Indians with health care facilities by 'providing the
urban Indian center with funds to :

Administer Indian health care programs ;
Provide information for health care ;
Contract for Indian health care ;
Establish health educational programs;
Establish healthcare programs on its premises ; and
Act as a monitor for funds designated for urban Indian health

care.
ao These funds are presently-. provided to the Bureau of Indian Affairs for the samepurpose.



CHAPTER TEX

TERMINATED INDIANS

1:12e process -of termination and the effects of the policy during the. last 2:ICPyears are regarded in many quarters as disastrous- Literature and testimonyY. gathered by the Commission are replete with individual and tribal stories ofone hardship- fatty observers have commented that termination transferredIndian people from a de jure trust relationship with the Federal Government to ade facto dependency on the public welfare system.
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CHAPTER TEN

TERMINATED IIS:DIANS
ris-raorracrioA-

'The. Federal Governmen t's most callous treatment of American
aLndisns during this cefiturY flared duringthe 1950's and 19&'s.
tiine4 there was an arrant attempt by the -United States to- di3avow its

abilities to approximittely 100 tribes through legisl!Ltion known.
iaation policy." The process and effects of termmation were

so disastrous that the policy was 'discarded., but the period -undermined
Indian. faith in the United States and fanned Indian suspicions and
resentment of the Pedera.1.bureaucracy.

7

-

_During this period of "terminirtion policy," the United States e ssen-
triell. to di.niinicih, and sometimes end, its special relationship to

Indian -tribes by shifting the financial cost io the public welfare
sy steins of several States.

Moretlian. 11,500 Indian people and 11/2 million acres of Indianland
ffectecl. Termination bec a me an open invitation to private enter-
to exploit the land and resources of 100 tribes. Public reaction

against this- policy and its effects -finally impelled President Richard
*Nixon to remind. Congress in 1970 that "the .special relationship be-
-,tween Indian tribes and the Federal Government continues to carry,:
immense moral and legal force." President-Nixon. concluded, "to ter-
minate this relationship would be no more appropriate than to termi-
nate the citiienship rights of any other American. 7

This-short-lived policy, triggered by pressures of private "interests"
.seelo- to acquire Indian lands, was initiated with little concern for
the4well-being of the affected tribes. The legislation implementing the
Policy was debated . in perfunctory fashion. Termination was forced
upon Indians who did not understand its purpOses and could not pre-
dict its effects.

In retrospect, it is impossible to assign one -teason for this era of
Federal-Indian: relations. Several explanations were offered at the
time

1. The notion that relatively well-off tribes did not need a
special relationship to the United States Government

2. The notion that the way to relieve poverty among Indians
was to integrate them into American Society.

3. The mounting Indian and congressional disfavor concerning
the Tetrations-of-The-Buu-of-Indian--Afffairs_

4- creasing concern over the undefined law and order juris-
diction on or near Indian reservations_

5- The -desire of non-Indian interests to obtain- commercially
valuable tribal lands_

(447)
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6. The desire, of the Federal Government to shift its service"burden" to the States, a part of the drive to reduce
government."

Technically, termination -r6fers to 13 legislative acts which estab-
lished authorization procedures for cessation of the Federal-Indian
relationship with respect to particular tribes. Most of theSe tribes were
relatively small- For example. 37 California rancherias had an 'aver-
an-e of 30 members. Not all tribes scheduled for termination were
actually terminated_ A serious question currently exists whether ter-
mination of the rancherias was carried out legally. If not, substantial
legal liability rests with the United States_ But there were several
large tribes terminated: the Menominee for example, had more than
3,000 persons and owned 233;000 acres of land_

Termination, as Federal policy, has been officially rejected_ One
tribe has been restored. But a number of terminated tribes-remain as
dramatic witnesses to the' slowness of current policies ofself-determination.

A DECADE OF CoxyrnovEnsi-
For a proper understandintr of termination :1 it is essential to view

it historically in the context of Indian policy, not as an isolated aber-
ration. Similarly, termination should not be-analyzed merely as a
series of separate acts altering the status of specific tribes or groups of
Indians_ Rather, it was a planned and comprehensively carried out
national policy, interweaving various Bureau of Indian Affairs
policies and congressional actions_ The total termination program in-
cluded : Assumptions of State civil and criminal jurisdiction over
Indians under Public Law 83-2S0-; elimination of laws applicable only
to Indians : relocation to the cities: transfer of responsibilities for
education from the tribes and the Federal Government to the States;
-various specific legislative withdrawals of Federal reponsibility.
Viewed from this perspective, termination amounted to a funda-
mental social restructuring never witnessed before or since in Federal-
Indian pOlicv.

Termination, a term with emotional overtones.- precipitated a
decade of bitter controversy in the field of Indian affairs_ It was
denounced by some as yieious racist 3 while championed by others as
the-flowering of democracy and justice:-'

In large part, the termination era. derived its- strength from the
century-old desire to ``assimilate" Indians_ The political development
of a Federal policy of aSSimilation was twofold. First, and most irn-

- An excellent and concise description of the passage of the termination legislation andthe history preceding it (from which much of this section iv extracted) 'is contained- inAIPRC Task Force No. 10. final report. 1976. by task force consultant Charles Wilkinson,entitled "The 'Passage of the Termination Legislation". p. 1627: also nee Gary OrEeld, 66A.Study of the Termination Policy ", Deh r, raultilithed by National Congress of American.Indians (no date) .
- "Termination", with its ominous tone of finality, apparently developed_as.mn *vrte7-r/ntive---to the even more sinister-sounding term. "liquidation" See hearings on S. 1222, rote 64,jnfra. When _`.!termination" gained exclusive currency in official__-circles.." it -was often__exchanged for the former expression by Indians and others, despite Bureau protestationsThat the two terms were not the same. A similarly unfortunate use of terminology wns thename given to the relocation program. Notes 75-s6 and accompanying text. infra. .SeeBurnette. The Road to Wounded Knee. 17 41117-1) (hereinafter cited as Burl:tette). _a Id.. at 1G-17. See generally. Cohen. "The Erosion of Indian Rights." 1950-19zn: -"A.Case Study in Bureaucracy." 62 Yale I...7_3 AS (13593) (hereinafter cited as Cohen. "Ero-sion of Indian Rights).
4,.`.:iee. Watkins. Termcdnation of Federal Supervision of InOtans. 311 "Annals of theAmerican Academy of Political and Sucial Science", 47 (13.7;7) (h'ereina.fter cited asWatkins).



'portant, there was unrelenting pressure from -homesteaders, railroads,
ranchers, power, companies and other acquisitive Americans. These
interests agitated for the removal of -restrictions on occupancy of
Indian lands. Second, there was a. feeling of generosity.or obligation
to the Indians, inspired by moral and ethical valuesor guiltto
help them obtain the presumed benefits of non-Indian civilization.
(Various components of this philosophy, such4as the Allotment Acts
and the use of education as a policy tool, hart been traced in other
chapters of this report.)

ASSIMILATION COL-NTEMPI:ODLCTIVE

The culture of one people cannot be legislated by another. The
reservation system was postulated as the modern alternative to com-
plete assimilation. but clearly produced stronc, feelings of dependency
and helplessness among Indians. Assimilation had seemed a simple
and humane expedient to its supporters. But .assimilation policies
led to negative results for Indians. including the loss of tribal larid.s.
the frustration Of Indian self-realization _and the reinforcement of
Indian alienation. That it produced dire consequences for Federal
policy was also undeniable. In spite of the fact that the pc-Aicy: was
based on --good" intentions. it failed because it did not account for
Indians' intentions.

nis policy problem resulted because non-Indian society, even those
people who were "sensitive "' to Indian issues, did not understand or

pcould not face the genuine causes of Indian derivation.-Manv viewed
the persistent Poverty prevalent on reservations as an indication of the
reservation system's inadequacy. They construed the special legal
status of the Indians? which the reservations represented. as manifes-ta-.,:_
tions of poor Federal policy. The fact that reservations were often
Indian homelands they had reserved to themselves was often over-
looked: as was the history of the development of Indian rights. 13y the
1950's the special Federal-Indian relationship was viewed -aS the -ob-
stacle. to Indian advancement, not as a means for advancement. The
Bureau. of Indian' Affairs was seen_ by that time. as simply
another 'useless and wasteful Federal agency.

uPrisingly. support for assimilation continued through a period
of,Federal support. of tribal self-determination. The Indian Reorgani-
zation Act. of 1 has been viewed as a major turning point in Fed-
eral-Indian relations. It did. indeed. halt some of the more pervasive
components of assimilation, such as allotment. The IRA. however. was
net a total rejection of the assimilation doctrine. but ratlier a modifica-
tion of it. In fact. its supporters defended the 'IRA. on the basis of

sayinp its purpose was "to assimilate the Indian by let-
ting him use his own culture as a springboard for intt?gration.'" " After

Rec. ebaDtersi. 4, and 8.W. Brophy and S. Aberle. The Indians. America's 'Cnfinished-Tlizsiness.-1R2 (19(:(7)1Pee report of the Committee on Indian Affairs to the Commission on Organization of the7:1Tc-entire Branch of the Government. 72-72 (mimeographed. Oct. 1945L in Tyler. '-'16.Vork:Paper." at 21-22. n. and Tyler. "Tilsrory." at n. 2 : Nee. ithrr-. C. Wesley. "TribalSelf-Government under I.R.A." in Kelly. "Twenty Year Ttecora." at 2S. SOe also. -Corn-mission on the Rights. Liberties and Responsibilities of the American Indian. A Program
for Indian Citizens" (January 1O6.1) :"While the -six termination laws enacted in 3f7:;4 emphasized their purpose of endingFederal snpervision over Indian property and terminating the serriees furnished Indiansby the C.S. be ruse they are /Indians. they. in fact. abolished the home -rule governments ofthe Klamath. 'Menominee. Paiute, and other tribes. forced the sale of larr.e nmcnint.4 of land.including forest areas. of the Klamath Tribe, and made both tribal and allotted trust landtaxable by the states."

40
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Word War II, the IRA came under heavy fire as "communistic" and
"antireligionistic," so cultural assimilation by tribal self-determina-
tion was soon dropped from Federal-Indian policy directions.....

CONGRESS CRITICAL OF BIA

Both Houses of Congress conducted critical investigations of Indian
Affairs in the late 1920's through the '40's. They were extremely
critical of the administrative cost of the BIA and its slow progress
coward achieving assimilation_ In 1947 the Commissioner of Indian
Affairs was ordered by the Senate to enumerate ways to eliminate BIA
services in an effort to reduce the Federal bureaucracy, generally.

The Commissioner listed four criteria for Congress to consider in
halting BIA services to tribes: (1) Degree of acculturation; (2) ecom
nomic resources and conditions of tribes: (3) willingness of the tribe
to be relieved of Federal control ; and (4) willingness of the State to
assume juriscliction_7

Those criteria later were used as indicators of tribal readiness for
assimilation- By the late 1940's, congressional pressure forced the BIA
to begin developing programs oriented to the "eventual discharge of
Federal. Government's obligation." In the 1947 len-islative session. 13.3.
private bills- were introduced to direct the issuance of fee patents on
individual trust. Thirteen other 'bills were introduced to provide- for
Indian "emancipation" and the liquidation of tribal trust property.
All of these actions shared a common impulse to relieve the Federal

- Treasury of the mounting costs of .government. The cost of adminis-
tering Indian affairs, although miniscule in relation to other activities
of government.. invited drastic budget and program reductions since=
Indians generally lacked political influence. As it turned out, however,
Indians were not willing to see 'their living conditions reduced below
the low level they had already reached_ Tribes like the Klamath and
the Menominee, although relatively rich in resources, opposed the idea
of seeing the abrogation of their treaty guarantees against further
alienation of their resources. The response to this often-expressed
Indian resistance 'was increased congressional insistence on termina-
tion. led by Senator Watkins of Utah_

The Hoc er Commission's Report on Indian- Affairs s in 1949
blithely recommended "complete integration" of Indians "into the
mass of the population as full taxpaying citizens."

In 1951, Dillon Myer. then BIA Commissioner, vigorously pursued
the Hoover Commission's direction and defined the agency-'s goals as :
-(1) Improvement. of Indian standards of living and (2) "Step by step
transfer of Indian bureau functions" away from the Bureau.
objectives were to-be accomplished through "citizenship participation"
by individual Indians and "redefinition of the status" of Indians by
termination of the Federal truiteeshi p _and of tribalism itself. It-was:
envisioned_ fhn t the_BIA_ _woul d nc-111(..e the_ e rat ion of .pers.ons of
Indian descent" in "the present day economic development of this
country." 9

tiearinam on S. Res- 41 before the Senate Committee on Civil Service. Roth Conr.. tat
ses.t.. at 544-45.*ConarniPsion on Orzranization of the Executive Branch of Government. Indian ..4.ffairg.
a reriort to Conaresst (Mar. 1949).1951 Constnisaioner of Indian Affairs Annual Report at 353.
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The capstone of the termination policy was House Concurrent Re-
solution 108." declaring termination the official congressional policy.
Certain tribes were singled out in the resolution for immediate termi-
nation. In 9 subsequent years. 13 additional termination statutes were
enacted- These actions were not. as noted. isolated phenomena but
had their roots in the idea that Indians could be coerced to assimilate
into the mainstream of non-Indian society and Indian lands could be
released for sale to non-Indians. This policy did not always arise from
selfish motives; it was often defended in the name of "freedont" for the
American Indian.

SPECIFIC -MIRES AFFECTED

The following chart indicates in chronological order the various ter-
mination acts. groups affected and effective dates of termination "

Group Number Acres State Authorizing statute (date)
Effective

date

Menoi;iinee 3, 270 233, 881 Wisconsin 68 Stat. 250 (1954) 1961

Klamath 2. 133 862, 662 Oregon 68 Stat. 718 (1954) 1961

Western Oregon 2. 081: 2. 158 do V 68 Stat. 724 (1954) 1956

Alabama-Coushatta 450. 3,200 Texas 68 Stat. 768 (1954) 1955
Mixed-blood Utes 490 211, 430 Utah 68 Stat. 868 (1954) 1961

Southern Paiute 232 42. 839 do 68 Stat. 1099 (1954) - 1957

Lower Lake rarcheria (7) 140 California 70 Stat. 58 (1954)- 1958

Wyandotte 984 94 Oklahoma 7(1 Stet 893 (1956) 1959

Peoria__ 466 0 do 70 Stat 937 (1956) 1959

Ottawa 630 0 do 70 Stat 963 (1956) 1959
e Valley rancher +aCoyote

Rancheria Act 2
(7)

1, 107
100 ...California

4, 317 do
71 Stat. 283 (1957)
72 Stat. 619 (1958)

1957
1961-70

Catawba 631 834 South Carolina_ 73 StaL 592 (1959) 1962

Ponca 422 834 Nebraska _ 76 Stat. 429 (1962) 1966

61 tribes and bands; figures listed are aggregates.
Unknown_

337 to 38 rancherias; figures listed are aggregates_

A -UNIQUE RELATroNsu ENDED

Although there were differences in the various TerminationActs,
the policy had a similar impact on a number of tribes. First :->f all,
land was generally removed from trust and often sold and assets were
distributed to tribal members. Termination did not affect. certain
treaty -based rights such as hunting and fishing. But for the most part,
the "special- and "unique" relationship between the tribes and the
United. States was ended. Tribal members were subject. to all state
laws and were ineligible for Federal -Indian- services. The wise poll-

-. cies which had been developed in Indian affairs over 2 centuries and
which recognized the special nature of Indian problems were negated
by termination policy, in the selected ,ituations where termination
was carried out.

The process of termination and the effects of the policy during the
last 20-years are regarded in many quarters as disastrous. Literaturo

___and- testimony gathered by the Commission are replete with individ-
ual and tribal stories of extreme hardship." 'Arany obst.rvers have corn-

Con_ Res. 105. S3d Cong.. 1st PA:4414-1. 1953.
AIPRC report or Task Force on Terminated and Non-Federally Recognized Indians. at

1640.
7:1 gee. e.g... Menominee Tribe v. :191 V.S. 404 (1965) and Kimball v. Callahan. -123

F. 2d 564 ( 9th Ar. 1974) . cert. denice1,19 I2. S. 101Z1 (1974) .
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merited. that termination transferred Indian people from a de jure
trust relationship with the Federal Government to a de facto de-
pendency on the public welfare system."' -

The Commission's Task Force on Terminated and Non-Federally.
Recognized Indians reported tribal members did not fully under-
stnaid the implications of termination and that oppressive tactics were
utilized by the BI A. to secure tribal consent for termination. Substan-
tial questionsand liti,rationhave been raised concerning the man-
alzeraent of the economic assets of the affected tribes. particularly the
Klamath Tribe.

A significant issue has been raised 77:1w-tiler termination legally oc-
curred for'several California raiicherias because of 'Gov-
ernment's failure to follow statutorily mandated procedures.. _Although
there is some opinion to the effect that such statutory noncompi5ance
does not invalidate termination in particular situations.14 the dominant
view and the proper legal interpretation is that such noncompliance
invalidates termination and that allegedly terminated Indians are
actually still eligible for "special" Indian services.l

This- question of noncompliance with statutory procedures raises
additional legal issues. including the potential liability of the United
States for unlawful termination and potential court action to set aside
termination in particular cases. It Wfi the opinion of 'Reid Chambers,
then the Associate Solicitor. Division of Indian Affairs. that such
suits "will almost surely succeed_'' c'

FEDERAL GovErrN-3.1F.x-r TZ-1,:PUDIATES

Apart from the factual. human. and legal impacts of termination,
any of which are sufficient grounds to repudiate that era in Federal-
Malian relations. there is another overridin, rationale for rejecting
termination and its antecedent philosophy of assimilation : Stich poli-
cies are in direct conflict with the rights of Indian tribes to -.arrive
distinct culture and political communities.

The Federal Government has gone far in the last decade to repudiate
termination. Congress restored the "Alenominee Tribe in 71973 27 and
passed the Indian Self-Determination and Education Assistline Act
in 1975." Both Acts are regarded as rejections of termination
philosophy.

In 1.970, President. Richard Nixon. affirrnin!..- a trend that began in
the previous administration. announced that. official Federal policy
would be Indian self-determinat ion. The reasons for rejecting termina-
tion are particularly pertinent :

This policy of forced termination is wron-r. in my judznient. for a number of
reasons. First. the premises on whieh it rests are wron:_;. 'Termination implies
that the Federal Government has taken on a trusteeship responsibility foz Indian

7-Martone. F. "Arneriesn Tr lima Government in the -Federal System. Inherent '_Right or
Congremi en al License. 51. Not re na ma. Lawyer. two. 626 ir.761.

2 Memorandum of Apr. 15. 1976. from Regional Solicitor. Sacramento (Department of
the Interior) to Antis Serge. Special Assistant to the Solicitor. "Recommendations_re
June 2 5, 1975 Memorandum concerning. Rancheria Act?'34. Memorandum of August 25. 1976. from Associate Solicitor, Division of Indian Affairs-
to Solicitor.. Dept. of the Interior. "California Rancheria Act."' Ibid., at 22.27 25 U.S.C. sec. 903 (situp. 1975).

2.-'t Public Law 93-638. SS Stat. 2203 (1975)."President Nixon's July 8. 1970, message to Congress. U. Doe. No. 91-5c,:;. 91st
2d seas.
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communities as an act of generosity toward a disadvantaged people and that it
can therefore discontinue this responsibility on a unilateral basis whenever it
sees Z.t. But the unique status-of Indian-tribes does not rest on any premise such
as,this.-The special relationship between Indians and the Federal Government is
the result instead of solemn obligations which have been entered into by the
United States Government. Down through the years, through written treaties
and through formal and informal.agreements, our Government has made specific
commitments to. the Indian people- For, their part, the Indians have often sur-
rendered claims to vast tracts of land and have accepted life on government res-
ervations. In exchange, the Government has agreed to provide community serv-
ices such as health, education, and public safety. services which would presumably
allow Indian communities to enjoy a standard of living comparable to that of
other Americans.This goal, of course, has never been achieved- But the special relationship
between_ the Indian tribes and the Federal Governmnt which arises from these
agreements continues to carry immense moral and legal force. To terminate thisrelationship would be no more appropriate than to terminate the citizenship
rights of any other American_The second reason for rejecting forced termination is that the practical results
have been clearly harmful in the few instances in which termination actually has
been tried. The removal of Federal trusteeship responsibility has produced con-
siderable disorientation among the affected Indians and has left them unable to
relate to a myriad of Federal, State, and local assistance efforts. Their economic
and social conditions has often been worse after termination than it was before.The third argument I would make against forced termination concerns the
effect it has had upon the overwhelming majority of tribes which still enjoy
a special relationship with the Federal Government The very threat that thisrelationship may someday be ended has created a great deal of apprehension
among Indian groups and this apprehension, in turn, has had a blighting effect
on tribal progress.. Any step might result in greater social, economic, or polit-
ical autonomy is regarded with suspicion by many Indians who fear that it will
only bring them closer to the day when the Federal Government will disavow its
responsibility and cnt them adrift-

Termination policy was poorly conceived and poorly executed_ The
disastrous effects it caused cannot be denied_ and the Federal Govern-
ment was itself surprisingly quick to realize that the policy had been
a mistake. The Commission applauds current policies which repudiate
termination, and advises that termination must never again be forced
on Ir_dian tribes. Repudiation of this policy, however, must be accom-
panied by restoration of the status of the many tribes which were
adversely affected by termination.

REco.m.-7.rE:s7D.A.TIONS

The Comm-L3s-lon recommends that:
1- Congress by joint resolution specifically repudiate H. Con. Res.

108 and the policies of assimilation and termination that it rep-
resents, and commit Federal-Indian policy specifically to Indian
self-determination_

2. Congress provide appropriate legislation for an administrative
restoration process adhering to the following principles.2°

a. Purpose of the Act : To establish- standards and procedures
by which terminated Indian tribes may be restored to the status
of sovereign. federally recognized Indian tribes; to restore to ter-
minated rndian tribes and tribal members those Federal rights,
pi-ixileges, and services to which federally recognized Indian
tribes and their members are entitled..

report thg. Tack: on Terminated and Non-Federally -RecognizedIndians, at 1705 for suggested legislation adhering to these principles..
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b_ The polic-v of termination was wrong and Congress expressely
recognizes that fact. All reasonable steps be taken to fully and_
-quickly restore Federal recol_-_,-nition to terminated tribes, reestab-
lish their:. land base, and restore- tribal sovereignty_ All Federal
moneys expended pursuant to the Act be over and above existing
appropriations for Indian affairs.

c. Any terminated tribe may file a "petition for restoration" with
the Secretary of the Interior_ The Secretary shall grant the pet-
tion where: (1) the tribe is maintaining a tribal identitv-, and
(2) restoration is favored by a majority of the tribal members
actually voting in an eiection_ The Secretary shall liberally con-
strue the petition in favor of the tribe and any denials of petition
shall be without prejudice to the tribe's right to retile subsequent
petitions. If a petition is (minted. the Seeretary and the tribe shall
negotiate a restoration plan. the tribe will be eligible for all Fed-
eral service` and benefits. and all rights of the tribe under Federal
treaty. statute. executive order_ agreement. or otherwise shall be
reinstated_

The restoration plan provide for election of an interim tribal
council, adoption of a tribal constitution and bylaws. revision of
the tribal roll. establishment of reservation land in trust, and
other specifics_ Congress retains the power to approve or disap-
prove any restoration plan.

e. Nothing in the Act alters, preexisting rights or obligations or
affects the status of any federally recognized tribe_

f. The Act he construed in favor of Indians: the Secretary of
Interior shall cooperate with tribes seeking restoration his action
is subject to review by a Federal court : and other specifics.

g_ Authorization for whatever appropriations are necessary to
implement the Act_

h. The Secretary of Interior is authorized to adopt regulations
necessary for carrying out the Act_
concrress, as an interim mpasure_ recognizing the hardships caused

bV terminations. by legislation specifically extends appropriate Fed-
eral-Indian services to -terminated- Indians_

_kim)F.Nn-t-31: Tim 11E.s-rfn:_.-rrox PRocEss AS 1"riorosED TAsic
Ft )ra-F. a-EN

The Restoration Act provides the -14 )1 low inir steps which a terminated
tribe would he required to take in order to achieve restoration :

(1) The tribe files a short amid simple petition with the Secre-
tary requesting restoration (see. ( a ) ) . The petition must be
signed under oath by some representative group of the tribe...

(2) Within 10 days the Secretary. construing- the petition in
favor of the tribe. must determine whether the petition is legally
sufficient on its face (sec_ 3(c) (1) If the petition is insnffiTent on
its face. the petition is denied but the tribe can refile at z: time_

(3) If the Secretary finds that the petition is sufficient . must
conduct an election. pursuant to see. 3(c) (:?. ) )_ The election must be
called within I days and held within (4) days after the ruling on
the -petition. The purposes of-the election are: (I) to determine
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-whether a majority of tribal members actually voting in the elec-
tion are-in favor of restoration and (2) to choose the members
of the interim tribal council which will represent the tribe during
the restoration process. The election procedure in sec. 3( ) (2) is
informal and gives the Secretary substantial leeway. Any tribal
member 18 years or older may vote. This includes people born
after termination (see definition of tribal member.. sec. 2(c) ). It
should be noted that the selection of the interim tribal council by
election at an early date will serve to avoid claims of legitimacy
by opposing tribal groups.

(4) If the tribe does not vote in favor of restoration_ the peti-
tion is denied although the tribe can refile after months (sec.
3(c) (3)).(5) If the tribe votes in favor of restoration, the tribe has met
one of the two standards for restoration (sec. 3 (b) ) and the Sec-
retary will then proceed to determine whether the tribe meets the
second standard. i.e., maintaining a tribal entity. The definition of
tribal identity is broad (sec. 2(d) ) and will probably be met by
most tribes. The inquiry must be completed within 60 days after
the election_

(6) If the Secretary finds that the tribe is not maintaining a
tribal entity the petition will be denied and the tribe can refile
afte_r-6 months (sec. 3 (c) (5) ). -

(7)- If the Secretary finds that the tribe is maintaining a tribal
identity- the Secretary must grant the petition for restoring (sec-
3 (c) (6) ). Under (sec. 3(d) ) the granting of the petition has
these immediate effects. First. the t-Secretary and the tribe will
proceed to negotiate the restoration plan under sec.. 4: that pro-
cedure will "fie discussed below. Second, the tribe and its mem-
bers (including members born after the date of termination (sec.
2(e)) will be entitled to Federal benefits. Third, all rights under
treaties statutes. Executive orders. and agreements will be immedi-
ately reinstated_ This provision is probably the most controver-
sial aspect of this act. Although the Menominee Tribe had all
of its treaty rights reinstated, hunting and fishing interests will
vigorously oppose this aspect of the proposed act. The section is
included in this form because of the precedent in the Menominee
Restoration Act; the section could be changed to provide that
certain treaty rights, such as hunting and fishing rights, will not
be_affected in any manner by granting of restoration.. Fourth, the
interim tribal council, which will represent the tribe during the
restoration process., will take office (sec. 3 (d) (1) ) .

The interim tribal council will have the powers of-tribal coun-
cils of federally recognized Indian tribes except that it will be
replaced when the constitution and bylaws go into effect; in ad-
dition, the interim tribal council cannot bind the tribe for a pe-
riod of more t.h.rk 6 months alter the end of its tenure.

(8) The Secretary will then proceed to negotiate a restoration
plan with the interim tribal council under (sec. 4.) Th.- matters
to be contained in the restoration plan are set out clearly in the
act- One important, and possibly controversial. point is that (sec.
4(a) (6)) permits the tribe to make its own decision on the ap-
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plicability of the Indian Reorganization Act and Public Law
83-280-

(9) The restoration plan must be negotiated and submitted to-
Congress within 6 months after the granting of the petition for
restoration (sec. I (a) )

(10) The plan will go into effect within 2. months after submis-
sion of the plan to Congress unless either House rejects the plan
(sec.4(d)).

(11) The next job is to ;plerneht the restoration plan, includ-
ing adoption of constitution and bylaws,- preparation of a tribal
roll, and,..ez:tablishment of-a reservation. There are no time limits
for the completion of the implementation of the restoration plan

the plan must be completed as early as practicable"
(sec. 404): The lack of specific dates is due to the fact that cir-
curristarftes will vary widely among the different tribes:
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C1-1.:-.PTER ELEVEN

NONRECOGNIZED TRIBES

Inconsistencies and oversights in the Indian policy- of the United States areexposed by one stark statistic: there are jnore than 400 tribes within the
Nation's boundaries and the Burea.0 of Indian Affairs services only 289. In excess
of 100,000 Indians, ukeznbers of "unrecognized" tribes, are excluded from the
protection an,: vrIvileges of the Federal-Indian relationship.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
NONRECOGNIZED TRIBES

ten,cies and oversights in the Indian policy of the United
States are exposed by one stark -statistic.: There are more than 400
tribes within the Nation's boundaries and the Bureau of Indian Affairs
services only 289_1 In excess of 100,000 Indians, members of "unrecog-
aim' ed." tribes, are excluded from the protection and privileges of the
Federal -Indian relationqhip.1A

There is no legal basis for withholding general- services from In-
dians, with the sole exception of specific termination acts. There is no
legitimate foundation for denying Indian identification to any tribe
or com.munity. The BL& has no authority to refuse services to any-
member of the Indian population.

Many unrecognized tribes have land title problems and.--are en-
meshed in jurisdictional questions. They are severely handicapped by
poor health, lack of educational opportunities and economic clifScul-
ties, yet they receive no assistance from the Federal Governnaent.
Nearby State and county officials are confused by the nebulous politi-
cal status of these tribes.

The inequitable administration of Federal programs and laws stems,
in large measure, from the accidents and vagaries of history_ Non-
recognition is incomprehensible to Indians who have been neglected
and

Non-
recognition

There is no valid reason for it. Long- deferred 3u'stice
can be given to abandoned tribes only by a congressional declaration
stating that all Indian people are included in

congressional
Federal--trust re-

sponsibility and the anomalous term, "non recognized.", is as obsolete
as the circumstances that led to its invention.

At the root, of this problem is the identification of the rights of all
Indian peoples to Federal Indian programs, laws, and protections.
Since this process of identification has been inconsistent, a nu-mber of___
Indian people have been denied services either because they are not
identified as "Indians" or as "tribes" as the terms are used in United
States policy and law_ To dispel this problem, and to direct the
Federal- Indian policy to all Indian peoples, the term "Indian tribe"
is defined by any one of a series of definitional factors enumerated
in the recommendations which follow, and is intended to apply to all
Indian peoples, including Indian communities, bands, clans, societies.
alliances and groups, whether amalgamations or fragmentations of
Indian tribes; but its use in this chapter is not meant to divide any

Fil.-ures ascertained by calling the BIA, and by addin:: the number or.lcnown unrecom-nixed et.remunities. From the chart complied bv David Harmon and Suzanne Ahn of the
American Indian `Policy Review Commission stair.

I a See the chart of- nonrecopmized tribes on p. 4C8.
. (461)
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presently recognized tribal entities, or to apply to any people. who are
already formally- recognized as part of- a tribe by the 'United States
Government for purposes of Federal Indian law or programs.

Mt.raxy PRECEDENTS, t-aQrt.u.-r ADMINis-rmmoN
Trying_to find a pattern for the administrative determination of a

federally recognized Indian tribe is. an exercise in futility. There is
no reasonable explanation for the exclusion of more than 100 tribes
from the Federal trust responsibility.

The distinction the Depaftrnent of the Interior draws between the
status of recogniz&l and unrecognized tribes seems to be based merely
on precedentwhether at. some point in a tribe's history it established
a formal political relationship with the Government of the United
States. The procedure was subject to an-accident of history. A. number
of Indian -tribes are seeking to formalize relationships with the United
States today but there is no available process for such actions.

The special Federal-Indian relationship usually was established by
treaties. There are tribes. However, which have no treaties and receive
services from the 13IA: and there are tribes which signed treaties but
do not-receive services. Now. as pointed out earlier, the United States
no longer ne!rotiates treaties with Indian tribes.

Congressional measures mentioning a specific tribe -often are used
as a basis for a tribe's special relationship with the U.S. Government.
but there are tribes mentioned in legislation that receive no Federal

;attention. And there are tribes which never were mentioned in legisla.-
tion that receive-services.

Administrative actions by Federal officials and occasionally by mill:.
tar y officers sometimes have, at other times. laid the foundation for
Federal acknowledgment of a. tribe's rights. l'et, some, tribes attracted
temporary attention and later were i,irrnore-d-wIril-c-others simply-drew_

-no attention-
INDEFENSIBLE rtu-nFLyt--cr....-vrrc DEcrSFO\ s,

-The Bureau of Indian Affairs has no clear authority to deny services
to any tribe and never has rationalized its vague policy of excluding
a particular tribe. Nios it. legislation affecting Indian policy and law is
directed to Indians ,menerallY, addressing the general historical situa-
tion inherent in Federal-Inc:Han relations. Congress' intent often has
been to seek solutions to the zroblems confronting-all Indians_ Except
in the s-riecific. well-defined cases of terminated tribes, there is no
foundation for the _executive branch's refusal to serve any tribe-2

There is no question that. Federal programs and laws are applied
inequitably among Indians tribei-,_ The Department of the Interior has-
enforced these laws only in selected Indian communities withOtirjusti:---
fving its process of selection. -

-rt_7zz33orr., IN INDIAN CO3I311=NITIES

Poorly defined administrative discr,tionary- practices have resulted
in widespread confusion affecting the lives of Indians and other- --

2 Tnsk Force Ten final report. p. 1 f;n4";.. Sof. a1,0 Tirnrnas N. Tureen. "Federal Reco.-nitiorr
and the X'assarnaquoddy Decision". in Task Force Ten's report. pp. 1G-71.3-7-1.
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throughout the United tates. A number of Indian and non-
Indian cOmmunitiFs ere troubled unclear land titles because Indians
who may- own_the land 'are not cognized as Indians by Federali dais.

In many areas, tribes arguing jurisdiction over their members and
;their land have. won. or lost solely at \the discretion of local govern-
M _ental representatives-

Withholding of recognition has led to bizarre social consequences.
-There were incidents when Indians spec ing their tribal languages
were committed to mental institutions because their neighbors. who
did not acknowledge their Indian identity. thought they were havinc,
"fits." 3 In Louisiana, marriages by tribal custom were not recognized
as legitimate, on the grounds that the Federal Government did not
recognize the tribes themselves.' A more widespread'occurrence-is that
Indians asserting their tribal identity are accused by non-Indianby
neighbors of being imposters.3

Task Force Ten summed up the impact of this confusion on Indian
communities: -4 -

The results of "nonrecognition" _upon Indian communitieSs and individuals:
hsrve been devastating. and highly similar to the results of termination.- The
continued erosion of tribal lands, or the complete loss thereof ; the deterioration,
of.. cohesive effective tribal governments and social organizations; and the eli-
mination of special Federal services, through the continued denial of such serv-
ices which Indian communities in general appear to need desperately. Further.
the Indians are uniformly perplexed by the current usage of "Federal recogni.-
tion" and cannot understand why the Federal Government has continually
-ignored their existence as Indians. Characteristically. Indians have viewed their
lack of recognition as Indians by the Federal Government in utter disbelief and
complete dismay and feel the classification xis "nonfederally recognized- is both.
degrading and. wholv unjustified"

ACCIDENTS OF HISThirr -
Stated administrative refusal to recognize certain tribes is a refa-.

-tively recent pffirnomenon that gained some support during the -years"
Congressress sought to terminate the Federal relationship with specific
tribes. The BIA appears to have believed that since termination was
the new policy Congress would not want to acknowledge the special
relationship Co other tribes_ The neglect of certain tribes, however,.
has deeper roots than termination policy. It often is the result of long
forgotten historical accidents.

While the United States was expanding across the North American.
continent, it--was confronted by a formidable task. It was- necessary

to incorporate or resolve the policies and legal traditions of the colonial
governments of France.. Spam. Mexico. and Russia in addition to the?
English systems which were fundamental to early federal development.

---acceptinb-1 -civet." former colonial territories, American
officials had difficulty collecting. tra. nslat:ng. and resolving the agree-
ments former powers h.t..--(1 made with Indian tribes. Many tribes which
were well-known participants in colonial affairs were unfamiliar to
the United States. Some . ibes were so weakened -by colonial govern-

2 Interdiction. papers from the Aso' es Parish Court House. 31arksrille. La. The cases
Involved two members of the Ofo Tribe. whose langua=e is now extinct.

4 Repast-tine Youc:sicant Te.rasr and Pacific Railway Co. La. 22808.
r See Task Force Ten report. sections submitted by tribes.

Task Force Ten report. D. 1695-
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ments, that they were overlooked. Other tribes avoided contact with
colonial governments and the United States. A brief discussion of.this
period provides an understandinr, of the complications in this hidden
side of American Indian history-

In the-13 -original colonies, some tribes supported England in the
War tor Independence and were regarded as enemies by Americans.
They were treated-with-disfavor, encouraged to leave the country, and
were forgotten in Subsequent years.s

coLoNTAxasar rrAnsit ON INDIAN'S
Conversely_ in the southeastern and Appalachian regions. where

England had competed with France and Spain for control. Indian
enemies of England were re!rarded as enemies of the United States.
They were subjugated and irrnored.l)

The Louisana Purchase from France guaranteed that Indian treaties
with former powers would be honored by the United States. Those
treaties were ignored and the tribes were forgotten."

In the Florklas, which the United States and Spain contested until
1S19, Indians who were allies of Spain lost much of their lands; fled
to isolated areas and hid from the advancing Americans_"

Mexico's agreements with the tribes of Texas, and t11-. liberal Indian
policy which later was administered by" the Republic of Texas. were
largely forgotten 'after Texas joined the Union. Many tribes in TeXas
:were ignored after statehood."

Along the northern borders of MicTilfran, Minnesota, North. Dakota,
and Montana, some tribes moved freely bckween;Alnerican ferritor-V
and Canadian provinces. -Both countries left the responsibility for
dealing with those tribe,*= to the other government.13

In the southwest. Indian pueblos which had existed independently
from-time immemorial and were recognized as.self,,g,overrting- entities
by Spain and Mexico, were Ceded to the 'United States along with
surromading territory.. Th-ey were ignored by Federal Indian policy
for half --a- century. and some hare not been recognized yet as pueblos.24--In California, a similar situation deVeloped with the . Spailish-
ormanized Indian rancherias. They were absorbed by the United Stales_
with no clarification of their Indian status."

In the Pacific Northwest. tribes which had balanced the competing
of England. . and Spain for centuries. lost the achieve-

mentsments ogeneriitiolas of tubal diplomats when the United States estab-
lished control of the region- The Americans found little use for native
lliances.and ignored a number of tribes."

:VI n f711. of the followln= section evolved from "Those Whnn. Even Time Pnrczot" ch. 12of Kirk. Kiektn=bird and Karen. Duchencaux. "100 Million Acres" (Macmillan, New
York. 197:1 ).

Ree New Enr.-.1and tribal histories_in Task Force Ten report. 71-1:30.°Ernest C.' Downs. The Strut..-z! -- the Louisiana 'Tunica Indians For TZ-eco-nition."-a chapter to roe published in Walte-r Williams. "Southeastern Indians Since the RemovalPeriof I."
3° f'e Carol I. Meyer. Jr.. "The Loulsinna Purchase and Indian Rights," in the AmericanIndian Journal. October
ii Klekinr.hird and Ducheneanx. op. r.% . 205.
:*-3E.c... the Timms and A.lahama-Cou:-.11ntta crouns 7. speech of Vine V. Delorta, before a.confrenee of Anthrnpolocists and Indian People in Alexandria.. La., January 1973_
-73" ekin=b1rd and Dricheneaux--012- cit.. 203-20-" .nor Tar,: Force Ten's report on the P.ascua-1.-nIji, pp. ini-7147.
.3-3 Task Force Ten report. Introduction.
313 Sec yarren Cook. "Floocitide of Empire" (Yale. 197G) . paRfirirn-

.
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..:A.cross the continent, there were tribes which quietly fled colonial
settlements and which were completely forgotten by all governments

ministering the colonies.
Tribes seldom-benefited from the colonial period. Those who partici-

pated in the colonial schemes of European nations suffered the nais-
fortianes of their European allies without having the advantage of
returning to a'sare homeland. Many-tribes -who accustomed themselves-
-to one colonial power had their worlds overturned later by a more
formidable power.Rights guaranteed by one European nation not always were pro-
tected by later colonizers. Tribes who refused to side with any invad-
ing power usually found themselves distrusted and unaided by all

peans.Euro
FEDERAL CON''TflTIZTATION OF COLONIAL OVERSIGHTS

Not all the tribes neglected by the United States in the last two cen-
turies were forgotten because of historical accidents in colonial times.
A number of tribes were lost as a direct result of Federal Indian

policy.
Tribes "lost" after American independence avoided cont let with

Americans. Indians, who perceived that Federal policies would be
..barraful to their tribes, that-government officials sought to divest them
of their land or that Federal agents were corrupt, often decided to re-
main in hiding_ These isolated tribes did not realize or did not believe
that there were Federal laws designed to protect their lands and that
some Federal prograins might have given them needed services. Even
when administratOrS of Indian programs attempted to ameliorate the
conditions of tribes. it was- likely that peaceful tribes which had not
fought against the United States would be unknown and, consequently,
overlooked.

Tribes willing to relate to Federal officials sometimes were lost due
to bureaucratic oversight or the inept administration affecting thern.17

In Massachusetts' and other Eastern States, tribes which had sur-
vived British and American conflicts sometimes found themselves the
object of concerted assimilation programa Indians who resisted the
policy achieved hidden independence in isolation- Others who became
"Christian Indians" or "Praying Indians" were noted in BIA records
but were treated as though they had ceased being "Indian." 18

90

TRIBAL coarsrc--TrEES DISPERSED, LOST

The Removal -Policy contributed to wide dispersion and loss of
Indian tribal communities. The fist removal treaties promised land
west of the Mississippi River, but later-treaties Ideated "Indian Terri-
tory" hundreds of miles farther west. During the period between the
two types of treaties, a number of Cherokee, Creek, and Choctaw towns
had moved to the areas promised, unaware that new treaties had
changed their official destinations.. They settled in Arkansas and
Louisiana believing they were fulfilling their part of the treaty."

37 Kicking-bird and Duchenen.mt. op. cit.
20 'Task Force Ten report, 71-130.32 Sec Hiram F. Grenor7. "The Sena Band of Louisiana Chocta :v" in the "American

Indian Journal," Feb_ , 1977 ti
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Circumstances occasionally caused the accidental exclusion of tribes
which would have participated in treaty negotiations with the United
States. A day's delay, while an official traveled to the place appointed
for the treaty, could result in a group's return home. Snowstorms in
the Northwest prevented the attendance of tribes in some treaty

proceeclinKs.2°____
. _In many situations. hands of Indians who disagreed with the pro-

visions of treaties walked out of the negotiations in protest.. Years later
the_i suffered because they had no treaty rights, however limited."

Some policies implementing treaty provisions also contributed to
tribal isolation. Forced relocation of tribes on reservations, for exam-
ple, did not take runaways into account. In Arizona, one tribe that was

relocated on a reservation with an unfriendly tribe simply returned to
its original homeland without telling Federal officials.22

When Congress legislated the end of the treaty-making period in
-American Indian policy in 1871, one Federal official foresaw the prob=
lems for tribes that. had not yet established relations with the Federal
Government. In his 1872 report . the Commissioner of Indian Affairs
made these comments:

This action of C7ongress . presents questions of considerable interest and
much difficUIty. viz: What is to become of the rights of the Indians to the.soil
over portion,* of territory which had not been covered by treaties at the time
Congress pm: an end to the treaty system? What substitute Is to he providedfor that system. with all its absurdities and abuse: How are Indians. never
yet treated with. but having in every way ,as good and complete rights to por-
tions of our -Le -rritflry :is had the Cherokees. ('reek. Choctaws. and Chickasaws.
for instance, to the soil of Georgia, Alabama and "Iiississippi, to establish their
rights? 23

NOT.F.Sz4 INDIANS

The Alit-tment parcelin, out Inflian lands to individuals.
did not niways provide for the tribe's total population. Landless In-
dian,; were forced to move off the reservation and vv.-roll') in neif.,,h-
borin(r towns or cities.':4

The Indian Reorganization At of 19:14 tried to rectify a number
of these situations. At that time. in fact. the word "recognized" WflA
first. applied to Indian tribal frovernments. Prior to passage of the
TPA. the Bureau of Indian .1i-i'airs had seen tribes as bein,, "under
the jurisdiction of the Federal Government." =s The Act proposed the
purchase of land bases- for some small tribes- which had been previ-
ously unknown. Worlii War II interfered with these plans. however--
and the tribes were forgotten ri.orain_2"

By the 1950's. interest in preset-Yin!, the special status of Indian
.tribes had waned and in specific- eases tribes were terminated. One
Louisiana Cone-ressman who sought Federal pro.-rrarns for five 1111-
recrwilized tribes in his State received the follow in;; response from
the Bri: "Current policy in Indian affairs- is to promote the social
and economic development of Indian tribal !croups now under our

2" Ken Tin nmen : 'ere "Tnsk 1---Eree Ten Report: orb, 1 GI -191.
Ifi.4tor1ersI research enadueted for f 1.. Werxhitig fon unpublished.

21. Klektn=hirri and Thiebeneaux. 199-202.
N. I"' ftrwirt 4-4f the Cornmissleiner of Indian Arralr-1 f, r the year 1S72 eited in Ta.k For[`44- steal report. p. 95.

24 Niekin=l-drd and Duchene:tux. 20:1 205.24.V.S.r. 479.
?' KIelcinzbird and Durheneaux. op. cif_
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jurisdiction so that, as rapidly as possible, they may become independ-
ent of their special relationship with the Federal Government." 2'
From that time to the present, various reasons have been given for
the BIA's reluctance to serve some tribes as it does others.

C.

Avazi.A.B.LE Izsuroinz.vrioN O Nortrx COGNIZED TRIBES

.Since most of these tribes are in isolated locations and have never
-been'served by the Federal Government under the denomination of
,"Indians", it is extremely difficult to collect information on them. In
many cases, these tribes resist outside investigators asking- for infor-
mation. A few publications have appeared recently in defense of these

_ tribes, but' they often, have relied on outdated information or vague
esdmates.

Despite these unavoidable difficulties. Commission staff members.
have prepared a chart of known non recognized communities, their
locations, populations, their colonial treaties and/or United States
treaty rights, whether they have been mentioned in BIA records, what
services they receive, and the services for which they have expressed
IL need- -

The chart contains many gaps and shortcomings which cannot be
corrected at this time without more accurate data- It is important,
however. to use the chart to locate almost totally unknown tribes not
referred to in any other single source. To summarize the findings in

ithe chart. which is admittedly incomplete, these pertinent fats can
be presented:

There are approximately 133 nonreco,nii'zecl Indian communi-
ties in the United States.

Seventy-six, communities have stated population figures. The
total nonrecognized population appears from these estimates to
be in excess of 111.728.

There are at least 23 such ,:radian communities with land even
though Federal officials do not protect that land by applying laws
pertaining to Indian tribal lands.

At least 37 communities have hall formal treaty relationships
with governmental powers that predated the United States.
. At least 24J communities have United States treaty rights de-,.
rived either from obligations the United States assumed from
colonial powers or from treaties the United. States negotiated
with these or other Indian tribes.

At least -25 of these tribes have been mentioned in 13I.A_
-records and, therefore, are familiar to the-United States as tribes
of Indians.

Of the tribes receiving services. most get funds from a few
Federal programs: CETA funds administered by the Depart-
ment of Labor. Indian Education Act (title funds admin-
istered by the U.S. Office of Education, and some O\ ALP
programs. -

The most frequently expressed needs in these communities are
educat: health services, housing. land. and legal assistance.

[The chart follows.3 90-

.27 Letters kept by- the Pierite family. and the Barbrr f.74rniiy.- of the Tunica Tribe. photo-
copied and filed at the Institute for the Development of Indian Law.. Washington.
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RECOGNITION POLIC1:7 A "CATCH 4):)s".'

TILE" BLt AND THE DEPARTMENT OF TILE INTERIOR

"Recognition" was a confusing problem when tribes began to re-
quest services after the termination era. At first, the BIA took a very
limited attitude toward its trust responsibility and proposed that it
only had a responsibility to Indian people who had tribal land bases-
One Indian witness recalled this policy in his testimony before a Task
Force Ten hearing:

Another problem is our trust land; we have been told we cannot have Fed.
era' recognition, that if we had Federal trust land we could hare Federal rec-
ognition- So, we have uncovered pieces of the Cowlitz tribe land in existence
today.. in going to the Regional Office of the I3epartmeut we v.-erz- informed
that the thing to do was to go to the Area Office and get an 27 cation to
apply with the heirs signing the paper, the Area Office will tur- cinlovn on
that because we are not recognized and then we would appeal to the Commis-
sioner who will definitely turn us down and then we would appeal to the Sec-
retary who would turn us down and then we,would sue, which. is a lot of non-

.-,sense.
ASTrative-"Catch-,..2 2,-econ-nitiort was den:_,- bec-,utie

a tribe did not have any land in trust with the 14-17-Tove..rin-.-e, nt :
yet when there was tribally owned land, the United States refused to
take in trust because the tribe was not recognized. Even the BLS. could
not ignore the problems this policy caused.

There were attempts in the BI A. to develop a sound method of
establishing a formal political relationship with so-called "unrec-
o(mized- tribes, but these efforts were hampered by two problems:
(1) the lack of :a legal foundation for administrative recognition of
t ribes ztnd 2.) by a number of politic-al considerations..

There is no congressionally sanctioned procedure for the Interior
Department to adopt in recognizing more tribes. and there is no con-
r-ressional statement of policy itt-gin!r the Interior Department to
establish-suAL a _procedure. -While one might argue that, congressional
silence and the genvriinfaj tire 0-f-India-n-hrWS fraveMiteriOr the ..over
or obliratin to reco!rnize all tribes. Interior has ncifb-ei.n-convinced
It has taken a passive role and has ex-tetided services only to tribes
that. have treaties. have .been mentioned in legislation. or have been
dealt with by previous officifds. with some notable exceptions. In the
years since Congress supported termination legislation. the only
method for recognition which. Interior has felt.safe with is direct and
specific congressional recotrnition -f tribes.

The second reason for- Interior's reluctance to recognize tribes is
lar-elv political. In :-.();rie areas. recO.L...-n;tion might remove land from
State taxation. brinp-in,, reverberations on Capitol Hill. Tkere also
is tin' problem of fundincr.programs for these tribes.

Teter;.: has denied services to sonic tribes. solely on the crroiAs
that there was only enough money for already-recotrnized tribes. In-
trrior does not. yet feel the issue is important enough to request from
Coruzi -v-s addition:II appropriations for programs or stud of the mat-
ter. Already:recognized tribes have accepted this "small pie" theory
and have pres-nted Interior with another political problem: The rec-
ognized tribes do not want additions.to the list if it means they will
have difficulty getting the funds they nee&

Task. Force Ten 'report. 16S3.



_Vague Propos als by Interior
ttempts _at Interior to find a solution to tough issue produced

that could not be used consistently an& in addition, had
. . fragile legal foundation.

1974; T.st."Follette Butler. Acting Depuz._..- Conamil;sioner of Indian
Affairs. sent a letter to Senator Henry 31. Jackson describing recent
-efforts to develop a recognition policy. He outlined a number of ex-
amples of tribes that had been recognized in the period 1961-1974 and
concluded that the Interior Dinartment had followed guidelines set
down by Felix Cohen in determining that those tribes were to be
recovaized.

Cohen had stated, "In cases of special difficulty, a ruling has gen-
erally been- obtained from =the Solicitor for the Interior Department
as to the-tribal status of the cr c,roup -seeldn to or The Solidi--
tizes opinion, Cohen continued, was based on a number of "considera-
tions" which Butler termed "criteria". According to Cohen:

The colasiderations which, singly or Jointly. have been particularly relied uponnr_es 3 'tribe" or -bawd" havereac
been : That the...group has had treaty relations with the 'United States. ,

( b) been -denominated a tribe by act of Congress or
Executive order.c) That the group has been treated as having collective rights in tribal
and or funds. even though not expressly designated a tribe- .(d) That the group has been treated as a tribe or band by other Indian

tribes.--
( e) That the Indian group has exercised political authority over its mein-

hers, through atribal concil or other governmental forms.'
In 1974, there were some people at_Interior who felt that this rens-

-se.rtion of Cohen's considerations 7-, as not solidly within the Depart-
_ menes authority. More importantly, however, the "considerations"

themselves were not yery clear. clouded as they were by the-rag-tie
- qualification that they are to be used in "cases of special difficulty",and

Interior. furthermore, did not adhere to this. its own statement of
policy. Tribes which requested advice on how to achieve recognition
were sometimes told that they obviously did not meet the requirements
even though I3IA officials devoted little. :it-any. .research to determin-
ing the validity of the -grrotfp's clairn.3° One tribe which met all of the
considerations, for example. was told that only -by an act of .Congress
could they be reco7nizecl.3i A large part of the, Department-s recogni-
tion policy depentded on which official responded to the tribe's,.
inquiries.

'1121E CONGRESS

Congress has always had the power to direct services to specific
tribes through legislation.. although this procedure is often the most
,difficult for a tribe to pursue_ Even when tribes have been able to win
the support of Members of Congress, the legislators themselves-have

/ Lot.Pollette Butler tar Senator Henry M. Jackson. app. II. part V. exhibit In. vol. it.
p. -306 of 'Task ,.Foree Nine report. Cohen's remarks app. -ar on pager: 140-141 of his 2940edition of The Handbook of Federal Indian Lows reprinted by the University of New
'Mexico Preps.

ZOO MCC note 27. anspr72-43121 Graham Holmes o Congressman Speedy 0. Long.. Mar. 15. 196.5.
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been frustrated by obstacles- Especially when they are not members
-of the House or Senate Interior Committees, they have been as con -
fused by recognition policy as their tribal constituents are.

Congressman Speedy O. Long sought recognition of the Tunica
Tribe in Louisiana from 1966 tb 1968 only to be advised by a BIA
spokesman, "It is extremely doubtful that Congress would act to es-
tablish a Federal reservation for the Tunica Indians.'' 32 That tribe.
amazingly enough, has retained _130 acres even without Federal pro-
tection- Whether or not one Member of- Congress could r-ain support
for legislation identifying a specific tribe as eligible for general Indian
programs, it was not likely that Congressmen would have the time to
deal with obstacles preseuted by the BIA. or to understand exactly why
the policy of the United States was plagued with such undefined
hesitancy.

TILE- couirrs
In the absence of administrative clarity and congressional policy, the

branch has had to address the status of some tribes labeled as
"unrecognized" by the Federal executive branch.

k---reeen,t,-case,Ectecithary Martait. presenter' an important
decision regarding the executive branch use o t71e distinction're-co,_-
nizecl- and "nonrecognized". The Department stipulated for the pur-
poses of the case that the Passamaquoddy were an Indian tribe, but
-r(rued that it was -not required as trustee to prosecute the PassarniL-
c uoddy claim against - the State of Maine, since the tribe was "unrec-
vcrnized. The Court rejected the Interior's position finding that the
Nonintercourse Acts apply and that the -United States has a trust obli-
gation to the tribe. The case makes it clear that the executive- branch
cannot arbitrarily exclude Indian tribes from its trust relationship.
The case did not directly address the service component of the trust,
and this issue has not been fully resolved_

Other questions also remain_ Does the Interior Department have any
power to exclude any group that profs es.es- to be an Inaian tribe4-
Wha-tlegal-a-ut ho ep-artmen t-have--for-dete rrni n g-which
groups are not Indian tribes? Finally. what factors or considerations
can be consistently used in determining a group's Indian tribal
authority ?

It might take decades of liti(Tati to resolve these questions. Short
of every tribe procuring legal services and suing the United.States for
recognition. it is unthinkable that this issue can ei-er be solved in
this method. Economics alone preclude this as a solution; in most un-__
recognized tribal communities, funds are unavailable for legal assist-
ance. More importantly, however, many tribes would not welcome or
could not withstand the social hostility ank: polarization which mi(Yht,
occur within their communities and between their communities and
neighbarinr- people, while lit i f_1* ~ ion proceeds_

THE TRIBES

From the viewpoint of tribes seeking to clarify their status with the
Federal Government. undefined nonrecognition is an incomprehen-
sible nonpolicy. The tribes have not been able to escape the historical
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circumstances and living conditions all Indians share, but .they have
been unable to obtain the services which other tribes receive. They do
not understand the reason for this discrepency which defies log,ical
explanation. The United States has permitted a flaw the founda-
tion of its Indian policy. in recognizing the beneficiaries of that
policya fact that itself is, incomprehensible to many people, Indi-
ans and non-Indians alike.

Even if a clear institutional procedure for the recognition of tribes
is adopted, there will be problems for the Indian communties to face.
In almost every case, the Indian heritage of every group seeking rec-
ognition is unaeniable, but it may well be difficult for a number of
tribes to prove their identity and document their history. Educa-
tional opportunities were limited, and sometimes nonexistent in unrec-
ognized Indian communities. Not only were. these Indians unable to
attend Federal Indian schools. but they were often --..xcluded from
both schools for blacks and schools for v. bites. When tribal leaders
cannot write. it is extremely difficult for them to present their case
before the Federal Government. It may take a great deal of research
to combat an offhand reply from a BIA. official. Historical research is
as difficult to finance as legal assistance is. so unless outside fundinr,
agencies aid these communities, their history remains buried_ Corn-

--n-rissiorter-Ada Dee-r--add_ressed_thispoint in the first Commission meet-
ing: "It is a tremendous burden on the trib-e-to FaTke-ori the-Department --
"of the interior- take on the Congress . . there are a number of tribes
that have been denied recognition. that may not catch the fancy of
some foundation or other group."

CozcmcsioN Potxci NEEns
In conclusion, then, the Commission recommend§ a policy which

meets the following.sequirements:
There must be a firm legal foundation for the establishment and

recognition of tribal relationships with the United States_
There must be a valid and consistent set of factors applied to

r ri} I ,--rouphich -,eeks reco.rnition.
-Every Indian tribal group which seeks recognition must-be

reco.-rnized.: every determination that a group is not an Indian
tribal group must be justified soundly on the failure of that group
to meet any of the factors which would indicate Indian tribal
existence.

Funds must be extended to groups so that they can argue their
cases for recognition_Recognition at this time must carry with it all the force and
impact which recognition by treaties. le,rislation, or administra-
tive actions have carried., but must not prejudice the tribe's right
to determine what particular services and programs it desires.

This recognition must not negate or affect. in any way the previ-
ous recognition granted other tribes by treaties. legislation, or
administrative action.

E4-, )m..11 o_vrro s

It is undeniable that Indian policy should be applied equitably to
all Indian tribes_ The primary recommendation of the Connnission is
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that all of the unclear and unsettled aspects of this policy be resolved..
The Coinmission recommends that procedures be established s7z, that
all tribes will be guaranteed their unique relationships with the United
States. After adoption of the followin g. recommendations. the words
-nonfederally recognized" and federally .,:unrecop,-,nized- shall no
longer be applied to Indian people.

CONGRESSIONAL DECLA.F..t.TION OF POLIO

The Covrtm;i88ionreco-mmencls that
To clarify the intention of Congress and to dispel administrative

hesitations, Congress adopt,--in a concurrent resolution, a statement of
policy affirming its intention to recognize all Indian tribes as eligi-ble for the benefits and protections of general Indian legislation and.Indian policy; and directing the executive branch to serve all Indiantribes-

That declaration of policy could, be adopted along with Task ForceNine's "Congressional Statement of Findings and Declarations ofPolicy". In pertinent part. it reads :
The Congress recognizes that there are numerous tribes and groups of Indianpeople who have been denied Federal recognition for lack of a treaty relation-ship with the United States or lack of other contact with Federal authoritiesadministering the Federal Indian laws. The Congress recognizes that the

continut F refusal by- -the-Fecieralalltborities---to- -accord Eederai_reCOgniti071 to
these tribal entities or communities of Indian people is not premised on grounds
of equity or justice but is premised on the lack of adequate appropriation of
funds to properly serve those tribes and people who are already federally
recognized and because of the lack of any clear legislative guidelines to facilitate
recognition. The Congress herewith declares _its commitment to provide a mech-
anism for recognition of those Indian tribes or community groups who have
previously been unrecognized and to couple this commitment with a commit-ment to appropriate such additional funds in the future as are nec-esary to
provide services to these newly recognized entities without diminishment of
services to those tribes already reco,:rnized.am

CREATION OF A SPECIAL OFFICE FOR THE ESTAIII-1S 1 IMEN'r OF T / II:: FEDERAL
1-NTD1-1.7.\- RELATIONSIIIP

The Com.777,i8R;012 r"eeonziriewis that
To insure that the above declaration is carried out. Cono-ress. by

legislation create a special office. for a specific period of operation,
such as 10 years. independent from the present Bureau of Indian Af-
fairs. entrusted with the responsibility of affirming tribes' relation-
ships with the Federal Government and empowered to direct Federal-

proorams to these tribal communities. The office have a
dual function : (I) Affirming .the Federal relationship with the peti-
tioning tribes: and j:) negotiating the particular aspects of that re-
lationship within the context cif general Indian legislation and Indian
law, but with the flexibility to\ meet each tribe's specific needst,

Flin-rt;Oitg tit,' ..Sfief*(7 offir-e ffi Pining the Re7atiowship
The Con 172 i.V.S';01? nm e that:

Thc- f .-st function include the following procedures :
Tn.--4s: Force Niry.- rinril rtpi)rr. v 1. p_ nn. a1: - pp. 44-1G.
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'171.4e office contact- all known so-called unrecognized tribes and
inform them of their rights to establish a formal. relationship
with the Federal- Government.

'Technical assistance be provided for tribes, ensuring that they
understand: the office's procedures, and that they acquire legal as-
sistance and professional assistance when they desire it for pre-
senting their claims to this office. With the assistance of the special
offic, or with the assistance of persons designated'by the tribe but
paid by the office,-the tribes may submit petitions for recognition
to the office.

As soon as possible, but no later than 1 year after receipt of
a tribe's petition_ the office must decide on a group's eligibility
as a. tribe for Federal-Indian programs and services.

'That decision must be tleci -led on the definitional factors enum-
erated below, factors whict -re intended to identify 'any group
which -has its roots in the general historical circumstances all
aboriginal peoples on this continent have shaved.

At-the end of 1-year, through appropriate hearings and inve:Fti-
g-ation the office shall justify any rejection of a group's claim to
tribal status with a written report documenting :Ole group's fail-
ure to establish its inclusion -in any one of seven enumerated defi-
nitional factors on page 482..
_The zroup may appeal- the office's ruling to a three-judge Fed.-
eralbistrict-C&irt, as outlinecl-below.L._
Determining the Inzmed ;ate Direction of the Relationship

The C'oinmission recommencig that:
_ The second function of the office, to negotiate the tribe's particular
status within the Federal-tribal system. is intended to place these newly
recognized tribes on a firm footing so that their claims are clear, their
rights are affirmed, their special needs are assessed. and so that actions
may be-taken immediately to improve their health, educational, and
economic conditions_

This procedure will acknowledge these tribes' different priorities.
and will assist in expediting actions on tribal priorities. It is .not in-
tended to be a process for limiting tribes' eligibility for any services
or constraining the powers, rights, and special privileges of these.
tribes. The office will be directed to exercise good faith and trust in
d.elineating the tribes' rights to services and protection of laws govern-
ing Indian affairs.

Specific _Procedures To Re Fo77o -u'ed by the Specia2 Office

The Commission recommends that :
Congress direct this special office that for the purposes of fulfilling

the Federal Government's oblit...ration for the protection and well-being
of American Indian tribes and aboriginal groups. and their resources.
and for the identification of those groups, the following procedure will
be folic, -ed.:

A trii.,e or group or community claimin*, to be Indian or aboriginal
to the United States be recognized unless the United States. acting

4
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through the special office created by Congress, can establish through
hearings and investigations that the group does not meet any one of
the following definitional factors:

a. The up exhibits evidence of historic continuance as an
Indian tribal group.from the time of European contact or from
a. time predating European contact.. "Historic continuance" in-
cludes any subsequent fragmentation or division of a specific tribe
or group, and any confederation or amalgamation of specific
tribes, bands, or groups and subdivisions.

b_ The Indian group has had treaty relations with the TTnited
States, individual States, or preexisting colonial and/or territorial
governments: --Treat relations" shall include any formal rela-
tionship based on a government's acknowledgment of the Indian
group's separate or distinct status.

c_ The group has been denominated an Indian tribe or desig-
nated as "Indian:" by an Act of Congress or executive order of
State governments which provided for or otherwise affected or
identified the governmental structure. jurisdiction. or propertyof the tribal groups in a special or unique relationship to the State
government_

d. The Indian group has held collective rights in tribal, lands
or funds_ whether or not it was expressly designated a tribe..
"Lands" shall include lands reserved for the Croup's exclusive use.
occupancy, or related crenerai purposes which have been acquired
by the group thz-oucid: Act of Congress. executive or administrative
at Cori. ,-or through such h rtqa t ed acts by preexisting colonial axid.Zor_
territorial governments. or by Stat. !Tovernments. or through
the purchase of such lands by the ,Troup. -Funds"-includes money
designated for the group's exclusive use. possession. or related
general purposes 1,3.- Act of Congress_ executive or administrative
action_ or by such related acts of preexisting colonial and/or.ter-
ritorial governments. or by State .rovernments. or by judgment
awards of the rr_S_ Court of Claims. T-.S. Indian Claims Commis-
sion. Federal or State courts_

e_ The group has' seen treated as Indian by other Indian tribes
or groups. Such treatment can he evidenced by relationships
established for purposes connected with crafts, sports. political
affairs. social affairs_ economic relations. or any intertribal a.ctiv-ity.

f. The Indian group has exercised political authority over its
memli.ers throTprii a tribal council or other such governmental
structures which the Indian group leas determined and defined as
its own form of government.

g. The group has been officially designated as an Indian tribe,
group. or community by the Federal Government or by a. State
government. county (or parish) ,Tovernment. township, or local
municipality.

cA_ If the ITnited States finds that the claimants do not meet any of
these definitional factors. such a determination must be made in writ-
in.-, to the claimants and the decision shall be reviewable by a three-
judge Federal district court with the burden remaining upon the
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United-States to establish that tha claimants are not an Indian tribal
cominunit-y.
.

-United States aims through the . special office that a
claimant tribe or group meets and one of the standards set forth above,
it shall promptly begin negotiations with the groupor roup for pur-

ose-s of extending all benefits and protections, of the laws of the
-United States dir. ecte,d toward Indians to the extent agreed to by the
tribe or group- The agencies designated. to provide for the negotiation
of protection and benefits shall submit to the Congress such additional
requests for appropriations as are necessary to fulfill these Gbliz,vations.

4- Technical assistance be' provided by the special office, or by the
prime agent of the trust, or by both, so that newly recognized tribes
can determine their membership rolls. The process of determining the
rolls will entail public nntices, the formation, of tribal enrollment com-
mittees to hear individuals' claims, and writtzn. statements of enroll-
ment verification which must be recorded in duplicate by the prime
agent of the trust- Tribes must set their own membership standards.
This enrollment procedure may begin after-the special office informs
the ,group pf its recognized tribal status, and may continue after the
special office is terminated, although the process-should be expedited
by the office as fast as possible.

RECOMMEN D AT ION S 34

The CO:77147th38i012. recorrtmends that :
Congress appropriate specific set-aside moneys for American Indian

community governments .and organizations currently not receiving
Bureau of Indian Affairs services and programs to be utilized for
program development. planning, and community-based operations.
These funds to -be an addition to the usual appropriations for the Office
of Native American Programs (0-1TAP) within the Department of
Health, Ed.ueation. and Welfare. Such funds to serve as an interim
measure while other Federal departments and agencies are implement-
ing sArvr.-es to all Indians. (It should be noted that there should be a
specific set-aside since less than 11 percent of the ONAP grantees dur-
ing fiscal year 1975 were terminated or "nonfeelerally recognized" In-
dian-tribes and organizations.)

To insure the success of such congressional directive and specific
set-aside/ moneys, the Congress appropriate additional funds for dis-
tribution through the Federal departments and agencies on a grantee
and nongrantee basis, specifically .designed to provide contractual
training and technical assistance for American Indian communities
at statiewide and regional levels. Further, to provide for the continu-
ance of, the self -determination without termination conceptssurround-
ing the Indian Self-Determination Oct pp_sed in the 93d Conn-ress,
individual Arnerie n Indian comn: unity go vez-iunents arfd, organiza-
tions and combinations thereof within a State or regional area are
to be encouraged to perform the eontractnal negotiations with in-
dividual contractors, in a cooperative effort with the respective Fed-
eral agency. Additionally, to provide the m-cessa.ry support for the
development of non-BIA programs and services, and for the coopera-

3a. These recommendations were proposed by Task Force Ten.
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five efforts between Federal agencies and Indian communities in
policymald.ng and policy formation, the Congress stipulate and en-
courage the utilization and formation of the Indian Task Force
concept on the Federal Regional Council level_ (As such. the presence
of an. Indian task force at the New England Federal Regional Council
has proven over the past few years to be highly effective in the areas

.mentioned above.)
For the purposes of providing effective utilization and improvement

of human resources within .17nerican Indian communities and for
the successful continuance and rational development of community
governments and organizations not currently receiving Bureau of
Indian Affairs programs and services. the Cono-ress establish a na-
tional Indian scholarship and fellowship program specifically de-,
signed ro promote the educational development and training of the
current Indian leadership within such communities and those young
Indian adults who exhibit future leadership oualities and activities.

Congress direct the General Accounting Office to immediately
proceed with full and complete investigations of the grant award.
procedures involving: the Office of Indian Edi.,..ationtitle IV. parrs
A. B. and C: the Office of Native American Pi-or-rainsTribe and
Urban: and the Office of Ind' ,n Manpower Programs --sec. 302 of
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act.

The Congress extend the starutc of limitations as provided in 2S
sec. 2415(b) ,o as to provi.le that actions wineh accrued on

the date of enactment of such Aet in a..codance with subsection (7)
thereof may be brought within 25 years after the right. of action
accrues. so as to provide time for Ind.ian tribes, bands. or groups who
have not had access to legal services. effective legal research. and effoc-
tive historical research to seek redress through actions brought by
the United States on their behalf under the Act.

The Census Bureau be directed to implement the recommendations
suggested by Task Force Ten on pages 1703-1704 of its final report.
so that so-called finrecorrnized Indians will he identified in the 1980
census.



CHA:IPTER TWELVE

SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES

Policy and law governing Indian affairs has not only differed from time to
time. but has also differed from place to place. Among the tribes which have
experienced unique application of law and policy are those in mnska, Oklahoma,
California, and the forgotten tribes of the Eastern Seaboard.

(4S:;)
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CHAPTER TWELVE

SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES
ALAssA

GENERAL STATUS OF ALASKA NATIVES

Because of thescale novelty, and uniqueness of tilt_ Native

claims Settlement Act:1 it is understandable, though reg... ...able, that
most contemporary consideration of the Alaska Natives 2 is in terms
of this legislation. But to look at the Alaska Natives only through the -

lens of the Settlement Act is to miss the larger and more important
part of t* e .picture.

In aboriginal social and political organization, the Alaska Natives
did not differ markedly "from other American native peoples. They
organized themselves into social and political units (groups or
tribes) 3- as various and multiform, but of the same general nature, as
those evolved by the Indians of the lower 48.

The treaty under which the United States acquired dominion over
Alaska from Russia provided: "The uncivilized tribes in Alaska will
be subject to such laws and regulations as the United States may from
time to time adopt in regard to aboriginal tribes of that country." 4

Between 1867 and 1900 -the United States paid scant attention to
the Natives (or anything else) in Alaska, although,from time to time,
Congress acknowledged that the Natives had claims to the land, the
settlement of which it reserved for a future time. For example, the
Organic Act of 1884 stipulated :

That the Indians or other ons in said district shall not be disturbed in
the pOssession of any lands actin ly in their use or occupation or now claimed by
them, but .the terms under whit such persons may acquire the title to such
lands is reserved for future legislati by Congress.-

Then after the beginning of the 20th century, the United States
began teo take notice of the Alaska Natives, it dealt with theni in much
the same way as it was then dealing with the Indians of the loiver 48.
Of course, by this time, the era during whicf: the United States con-
cluded formal tralties with Native tribes had encicd ° and; though sev-
eral reservations- eventually were established by various means for
certain Alaska Native tribes tl A reservation device was used far less
widely in:Alaska F5..

1 Act of Dec. 18. 1971, 85 Stat. 6 tme.ided. 43 U.S.C.'1601 et see.
1 The Alaska Natives cor_^.;:li>, distinct major ethnic groups ; Indians, Eskimos.

and Aleuts. -
$ Generally, the generic term 'tribe" will be used in this subchapter to connote a Native

political unit. anu 1 include such conceots..fie group" and "village."
Art. treaty .

Act of May 17. 831844523 Stat. 24 nee also, Act of June 6. 1900, 31 Stat. 321.
Congress pro ited the making of any more treaties with Native tribes in 1871. Act of

Var. 3, 1871, 1 tat. 066 (-v 11).
1:The circuit: nces that dictated the establishment of reservations for Native tribes in

the lower 4C. 11INRIVP'4:h:te coveting and invading of their aboriginal domains, did not
exist, at least-until recently, it Alaska.

(4S9)
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By and large, the United States recognized that the Native tribes
of Alaska. yre-of the same genus as the other Indian tribes within
its jurisdiction, and formed its relations,iips with them and their
members accordingly. In short, it regarded the Alaska Native tribes
as dependent domestic soverei,rns. possessed _of the .. .-trrke attributes
and powers as the Native tribes of tne lower 4-8. And, just as in the
case of other Native tribes, it acknowledged that a special relation-

. ship existed between it and the Alaska Native tribes and thejr,men-f-
bens. as an incident of which it undertook to provide them with special
services.

When Congress, in 1934. by adoption of the Indian Reorganization
Art (IRA)," undertook to promote the strengthening of tribal govern-
msnts it expressly provided that "E.F!--_;Tm-= find other aboriginal peo-
ple of Alaska shall be considered Indians." 25 L.S.C. 479. 4nd, when
Congress was informe.i. reFardiess of its intent to extend the benefits
of the IRA to Alaska Native,t, that Some were bt-ing excluded there-
from for want of reservation:-, it adopted an Art " providing that the
Alaska Native tribes should be eligibl^ to receive such benefits whether
or not They possessed reservations or had been "recognized"
previously.

About TO Alaska Native g-.roilps or villages availed themselves of
the privilege of organizing under the provisions of the IRA, while
about. 143 such groups or villages retained their traditional tribal
forms.Certain of these groups and villages (both among those' that org-a-
nized under the IRA and those that" retained their traditional forms)
were actually subdivisions of larger recognized tribal entities.1°

In response to the desire of the Tlingit and Haida Tribes of south-
eastern Alaska to strengthen their general tribal government. Con-
gress enacted legislation in 1965 to provide for the reorganization of
their Central Council as a democratic and representative body, and to
confirm the Central Council as the general and supreme governing
body of the tribes as a whole-11

The essential nature and attributes of the Alaska Native tribes a_.i-e
-not different from those of the Native tribes of the lower 48_ They were
not different before the adoption of the Settlement Act and they
.are not different today- a

T11.- Alaska Native tribes (referring,- of course, to the historic and
trad: oral' tribal entities. not to the Native corporations organized
and .- the Settlenient Act). just as the tribes of the lower 48, are do-
mer.. is sovereigns. They possess all of the attributes and powers- nor-
many appertaining to such status. except those that have been spe-

" Act of June 1S. 1034. 45 Stat. 9S4.9..%ct of May 1, 1936. 49 Stat. 1250 (25 U.S.C. 41-ftn).10 For example. nit 12 of the.Native-viiinges and groups located in southeastern Alaska
(not including Metlakatini that or--7,....inized berween 19.1"-".S and 1ii41.- under the IRA. as well
its several that did not. were all components of the confederated 'Tlingit and nalda. Tribes.which the United States previuus13.- had recognized as a. tribal entity. See. e-g-. Act of
June 19.19a5 (49 Stat. ::SS).Act of August 1y. 79 Stat. demonstratinr.r. that such were the purposes-of
the Act. s*.fb. hearings on 1-1.It.-S74 before the -Suhrommittee :ndian Affairs of the House
Committee on Interior and Insular Affairs. Seth Cong.. 1st secs.. see. 4, ar 2. 16. 105. 110.
11:;. and 117. A sP4'citic ohject of the 1:)4:5 1st W:1 to make clear that the .(..-entro.1 Coancil
was empowered to net for the and naidn 'Tribes as a whcvle notwithstanding that
many of its component groups and villages.1>ad been Individually organized under the IRA-

See Cornth-ision-note at p. 490.
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ifica.11y denied or taken_ from them by C--au.grea.12 Vital ainoncr these
are power to act in a corporate capacity ; immunity from Stfte. and
Federal income taxation; imnautiity from suit without eonsent; power
to determine, memVership; and power to regulate th6 conduct of
members as such--

Except that it used the reservation device more sparingly in Alaska
than in the lower 48, the United States dealt with and provided serv-
ices to the Alaska. Native tribes and their members in accordance with
the same policies and programs as it employed elsewhere. It recognized
that it, had the same special relationship _to the Native tribes and
peoples of Alaska as to the Native tribes and peoples of the lower 48.

There is a grave misconception in some quarters that the Settlement
Act was intended to -effect a termination of the traditional Alaska
Native tribss and of the special relationship existing between such
tribes their members, and the United ;States.

The. Act ders no such purpOse. There were some in and out of
Congress atej-Miltime it was in preparation who urged that it include
provisions .to terminate, particularly, the eligibility of the Alaska
Natives to continue to receive- special services based on their status
as Natives.". 33,at they lost.. See section 2 (c) ; 43 U.S.C. 1601. (0).

Among other things, it was pointed out that the vr-lue of the' Alaska .
Natives- elicribility to receive the special services generally.made avail-
able by the United States to Native people, exceeded the amount of the
monetary Compensation provided by the Settlement Act, and that to
cut off these services, while purporting to compensate the Natives for
the extintelislunent of their aboriginal claims, would be to leave them
poorer than before.

The Settlement Act as its very title implies,, was intended to settle,
the historie claims of .the Alaska Natives based on aboriginal title.
Essentially it : (1) extinguished the aboriginal title held by the Alaska
Natives collectively to virtually all the land in Alaska; and (-2) pro-
vided coMpensation for such-extin.guishm exit.

The United States-has settled the historic land claims of scores of
Native tribes.

No such settlement has ever been held to have abolished the tribes
concerned as political entities, to have affected their leg-al-status, to
have climinished their sovereign powers, or to have terrninatp-1
special relation ;hip previOusly existing- among them-and the. ..Liem-
bers and the 1.7nited. States_

The Settlement Act did not alter in any :ray the legal nature or sta-
tus of any of the -%19-ka. Native tribes. Nor did it alter the preexisting

12 Although. technically, the Alaska Native Tribes still possess a number of sovereign
powers relating to the governance of territory (e.g., to regulate hunting and fishing on
tribal domain), these powers are largely in abeyance at the present time because the tribes
eurrentlyndo not triZtal domains. llowever were the United States in the future to
set amide 'or acqu land in trust for an Alaska Native all of the slumbering. powers
of that tribe pertaining to the governance of territory would immediately rejuvenate. In
short. lacking the subjects to which certain of the sovereign powers they still, possess relate,
the Alaska Native tribes at present have no occasion to exercise them.

in Not even in the lower 48 by any means, were reservations established for all of the
historic tribes recognized by the United States.

2 No one suggented that tt include I-Provisions to extinguish, sPecifleally, the legal
oid;41ence of the traditional Ala sks. Native tribes or to extinguish the sovereig powers they
realri as such. The %Settlement Act did provide for the revocation of "certain reservations,
Xi-ring thew Natives living thereon the option of rece_Piving fee tine to the lands thereof (for-
saking the other benefits provided by the Act), or of taking the benefits generally provided
brtlie.-Act. See section 2.tl, 43 U.S.C.
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relationship between-the T-nited States and the Alaska Natives as
members of -sricli tribes. Particularly, the Settlement Act neither ter-
minated the tribes nor the status as "Natives" of the members theredf.

It did not contemplate that after its enactment an Alaska Native
would be any Jess "Native," or any less entitled to receive services as
such, than he was before.

The setttlement of the clairris of the Alaska Natives was unique only
in that it was effected directly by Congress (rather than by a judicial
tribunal invested with jurisdiction bv- Congress). But this difference
did not change or expand the character or consequences of the settle-
ment. It did not transmogrify a settlement of aboriginal claims into a
termination of the Alaska tribes or of the status as Natives of the
Alaska Native people.

It. is precisely because the Settlement Act did not significantly af-
fect, much less terminate.. the preexisting institutions and relation-
ships of the Alaska Natives. that to view them only through the lens
of the Settlement Act is to miss more than is seen.

While. the Alaska Natives are shareholders and operators of the new
corporations created to administer the monetary and land compensa-
tion provided by the Settlement Act. more deeply and enduringly;
they are American Natives who by and large still adhere to the same
kinds of traditional institutions. relationships, and aspirations as their
brothe:.:-: to the south.

NO ALASKA NATIVE ca-1.-ms sETT-i...r.-.NtEN-r _ACT

As a. consideration for the extin!ruisfnent of their al,oririnal title
to virtually all the land in Alaska. the Settlicment Act provides that
the /Alaska Natives. collectively, shall receive $962,500,000 and fee
tits t 40 millon acres of land-

ie thOIley: :7:462,500.000 is to be appropriated ht- C071',"rf.'SS over
Seri tic of 1i yea-e-_,-. and A:500 million is to be derived Qrver an. indeter-

i TyPriod. from a 2 percent royalty on certain minerals produced
from State and Federal lands_ See sections 6 and 9; 43 IT.S.C. 1605
and 160S.

Of the lands, the surface estate in about 22 mil. 'acres is to be
Apnveyed, in quantities rang-hie, from 23.040 to 161,:. acres per cor-
poration. to each of over 200 Native village corporations organized
under the Act. The subsurface estate in these 22 million acres, together
with the whole fee simple estate in a:: udditinrqd IS million acres. is to
be conveyed in disparate quantities to each of 12 Nativb regional cor-
porations. See sections 12. 14. and 11 ;: 43 U.S.C. 1611. 1613. and 1615.

Tn section -2 (b). 43 U.S.C. 1601 (b) . Congress declares, in part, that
"the settlement should be accomplished rapidlv,.with certainty, in con-
for mity with the -real economic and social needs of,Natives, without
litigation. randl with maximum participation by Natives in decisions
affecting their rights and property."

The Act provides for the enrollment of every Native to one or 13
regions 1-"; and, where appropriate. to a village within his region. See
section 5; 4:; 1604. It further requires the organization under
Alaska law of a regional corporation for each region and of a village

15 The. 1:1th recrIon was created for Natives residInro.: outside of Alaska who chose not toenroll to their anestr)rai region--. Hence. the 1:7-th region'contains no villages.

et4 11.411..
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corporation for each village. See sections 7 and 8; 43 IT.S.C. 1606 and
1607.

As it becomes available, the $962,500,000 monetary compensation
provided by tip Act is to bedistributO to the regional corporations
in proportion to the numbers of their shareholders- See section 6(c):
43 U.S.C. 1605 (c). Each -regional corporation, in turn, is required to
redistribute one-half of its receipts from this source, pro rata, to its
shareholders .who are not shareholders -Of a village corporation and to
the village cOrporations in its rerion in place of its shareholders who
are also shareholder:, of such corporations. See section 7 (k) and
(iii) ; T.S.C.7 1606 (j), (k) and (m).

Each of the 12 regional corporations eligible to receive land under
the Act is required to share 70 percent of all revenues derived from
the timber resources and ,Subsurc -e.estates granted to it among. all
such corporations ( including its:et according to the number:3 of their
shareholders. :"±e,., section 7(i) ; 43 IT.S.C. 1606(i). in the case of
the monetary compensation proYided by the Act, ca,-/l regional cor-
.porntion i:; requiivd to redistribute one-lialf of the revenues it receives
tinder section 7(i) among its shareholders and the vdllage corporations
in its region.

.The.*Act provides that the village corporations shall select the lands
to which they are entitled within 3 years (ended Decetnber 18. 1974).
and that the regional corporations 51ia11 select the lands to which they
are entitled within 21...,?mrs (ended December 18, 1975). See sections 12.

16.-and 22(h) 43.1;.S.C. 1611. 1613, 1615, and 1621-(11). It stip-
ulates that. the Secretary shall issue _patents -immediately" after the
Native corporations have made their, selectiorts. See section 14 (a).
(b). (e), and (f): 43 U.S.C. 1613 (a). (h), (e). and (f).

Section 17(h), 43 U.S.C. 1616 ( b). authorizes then-enervation of ens,-
merits aeross lands to be eon veyed to the Native corporations, and
periodic-points along the-courses of major waterways, where reason-
ably neeessarv to guarantee international treaty obligations and ac-

.
cess to remaining pribli lands.

The Secretary has taken the. position that he has authority under
this provision to reserve., for example, continuous linear easements 25
feet wide along the shores of all littoral and riparian lands, and
blanket easements over the beds of most nonnavigable water courses,
to be Conveyed to the Native. corporations.

Except pursuant to a court decree of separation, divorce or child
support. stock in a Native regional or village corporation is not trans-
ferable inter vivos until December 18, 1991. On the death of r share-
hidder, however, such stock passes as any other property and may be

. inherited by a non-Native. See sections 7(h) and 8(c) ;' 43 L.S.C.
1606(h) and 1607(c),

Section 21(d), 43 17.S.e. 1620(d), exempts lands conveyed to the
Native corporations from State aril local tdxation until December 1S;
1991. provided such lands are not developed or leased to third partieS.

section 17; 43 :7.SC. NV% provides for the creation of the Joint
Federal-State Land Use Planning Commission for Alaska and &along
other things -(see. pat-tie., section 17(d), 43- U.S.C. I-616(d)), con-

.

"The 13th regional corp. !on IneihrIbl to reelve land and Is excluded from inter-
regional revenue a T.( 1) *. li;(6(1).

4
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templates the addition of a substantial quantity of land (.-6 million
acres more or less) now in the general public domain. to the National
Park, Forest, Wildlife Refuge and Wild River systems. Congress is
currently considering several bills designed to implement the provi,
sion of section 17(41).

PROBLEILS

Re7a.ted to StcrtuJe in. Geiteral
In their historic aspect, as Native peoples adherin., to traditional

tribal entities and having a special relationship with the United State,;,
the Alaska Natives are beet by substantially the same problems as
Other American Natives.1T

But. they kso -suflt_peculiarly at times from the failure of repre-
sentatives of Vne Government and others with wh-om they deal to under-
stand the nature of their institutions-and to distin,niish, for example.
between their tribal organizations and the co-iorations establi,:ht.bd
under the Settlement Act.

Perhaps because the traditional tribal. entities and governing bodies
of the Alaska Natives are not associated with reser :-ations, the Alaska
Natives sometimes have difficulty getting through to those with whom
they deal that their tribal entities and governing bodies are of the same
nature irid possess the same powers as those of other Native peoples.

Representatives of the Internal Revenue Service, -who seemingly
have no difficulty imderstandinc, that. the Navajo constitute a Native
tribe, whose-irroverning body is the Navajo Tribal Council. and that
such a tribe "is not a taxable entity." I" do not immediately apprehend.
for example, that the Tlingit and -Raise« Indians also constitute a
tribe," whose governing body is the Central Council, and that tjie
status of the Tling,it and Ilaida Tribes for income tax purposes is no
different from that. of the Navajo Tribe.

_Definitions of -Indian tribe" and -tribal organization." such as are
contained in section 4 of the Indian Self-Deterntination and Education
Assistance Act, ° have conipounded the confusion:

The Self-Determination Act flefinies "Indian tribe" as meaning,
``any Indian tribe, band. nation. orother organized group or com-
munity: including anv Alaska Native village or villa *e or regional
corporation as defined- in or established pursuant to the 4c * Settle-
n tent Act.' It defines. -tribal onganization" as nagmincr "the,recognized
governing body of any Indian tribe; and legally established organiza-
tion of Irldians which- controlled, sancti,med. or chartered by stich---
,roverninc, body or N; hick is democratically elected by the adult mem-
bers of the indiarl community to be served by such organiza-
tion ife " It goes on to provide "that in the case Where a contraCt-is
let or grant made to an orranization to perform services benefiting
snore than one Indian 'tribe, the approval of each such Indian tribe

7 "The Alaska Native people as a gro.;7) are among the most disadvantage(' citizens of
the United States in terms of Income. em/.. o?ment. educational attainment. life expectancy,health nutrition. housing and every irnrortant indicator of social welfare." Sen. Itep. No.
W2-44)5.924 (*on-4. 1st sees.. 71-7= (1971o.

"I Rev. rule 67 -284, pt. V : 1967-36. R.10 More precisely. two tribes that confederated to form a single tribal entity.
7" Act of Jan. 4. 19778. :fot Stat. 220:1. (2.5 r.s.e. : see. al-.o dfinition.= con-

rained in section 3 of the Indian Financing: Act of Apr. 22. 1974. SS Stat. 77 (2 U.S.C.
1451-145Z).
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shall be. a prerequisite to the Pettit!;; or making- of z.:ttelt contract cr
grant."

The Natives of a single Alaska village or - at onct-., may-
be orgaruzed : (1) in the form of a traditional tribe (or subtribe) u rider
a governing council. (2) in the form authorized by the IRA. (3) in
the form of a municipal corporation under State law, and (4) in the

. form of a village corporation under the Settlement Act-
In larger aggregations, the Natives of Alaska. at once.. may be

organized: (1) in the form of a classit!al tribe (as are the Tlingit and
Haida under the Central Council), (2) in the form of a regional cor-
poration under the Settlement. Act, and (3) in the form of a volunta t.:-
a-sso.c.,iation or nonprofit corporatif,n structured omi geop-raphie and/or
ethnic lines.Although an orcvanion of any of these for tits meets the definition.
of "Indian tribe" used in the Self-Determination Act, it. is only or-
gnizations of forms 1 and 2 at the village level...and of form 1 at the
.higher level, that are repositories of tribal sovereignty and are capable,
of exercising residual sovereign powers. 0-cranizations of these three
forms are both tribal and governmental in 1,dture.

Municipal corporations.. thon,rh drovernmenta I. are not. tribal (or.
indeed. even "Native") in naturj. They are r-ovenmental
of the State. -

The village and regional cop,rations organized pursuant to the
Settlement. Act are neither tribal (-thou.,-h they an preilominantly

ative."-) nor governmental in_nature. They are Tor-pre,fit corora-
tions organized under State law. -

The voluntary ass6ciations or not-for-pn)fit 'corporations :--4--ucture
on ethnic and freo!rraphie lines. in a sense. mav be tribal in nature, but
they have not been recognized as the repositories of tril)al sovereignty.
though in sl-Inie cases th:tt of the Tanana Chiefs Con forenee)
there is perhaps no reason why t hey should not he.

This.. of course,_is-:;:not to snr-crest that Orcianizat ions of Alas_ Na-
tives other than those that ZI l'epOSit Iries of trrhal sovereignty should
he excluded from the benciE:s existincr- and future. legislation and
Programs designed to promote t!le develOpinent of Native peoples. It.
is only to point out that: typically. the Alaska Natives aro organi'ed
in a minther of forms some of which are classical tribal forms and
sonic of whieh are not. In,lec-(1. corporation organized under
the Sett-lenient Act mir-ht form or orgrani:,:ation 'hest suited

,to sponsor c'rtain kir,ls of federally funded pro.crrarns.
The need is to obviate conflits n1non oi-ganizations of whir.!:

are qualified applicants for liene.fits un4ler particular- 1:1 and pro-
grams. The solution is not. to disqualify c- ei-1 :iiii kinds of Alaska ivt
orzaruza:id.:it-; to assir-ri :lit lOrltr tl:ern.21

TronicaIl. in some cast's the Sel f- )ctermination let has
rather than enhanced Native involvement in the administration of
Native affairs in Alaska. T1I:s has restIted not .so much from conflicts
ainon,r the %-ariotis Native orga as from the obtuseness of

Tx 1'.. Urn's- hen4fitm procrarn4 only to Nativ-: who .onhl apply thron:_-h conventional
tribttl nrsznnizatInn rnfo...ht c«-taIn Ala,ka .Nati4-.. who no nelhery to suivh
orabnnlz....itien% tout -who :aro. org-nnlz40 e!Irro-ntly in otlr form-4. nr4 regional and village.
r-,,.rporettions under thy Settlern*nt Act-.
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certain officers of the BIA in understanding the Act and the 1tatus of
certain Alaska Native' orn-anizarions.

For over 6 years. thjsCentral Council of the Tlingit and Haida
Tribes has been managing the Southeast Alaska Indian Agency and
administering Native affairs in that agency's area under contract with
the Department of the Interior. This was one of the first "Native in-
olvement" contracts iut by the Departs .exit and, by any measure,-has

been one of the most successful.
Its renewal and continuation is now being impeded by the 1-ITA's

Alaska area, director. who takes the position that it is a contract "hem--
fitinn- more than one Indian tribe,- within nicanin., of the Self-
Determination Act, which must be approved by -each such Indian
tribe."

Ile apparently fails to understand that the Tlingit and Haida In-
dians. constitute a single sovereign tribal entity and that the Central
Council is the general and st,preme governing body of that. entity-22

In anti- event, the provision of the Self-Determination Act, related
tt) the sitlizztion. "where a contract is let * * * tc. orfranization to
perform services benefiting more than one Indian -ibe," clearly has
no application in the case of the Tlinn-it and Hai Tribes and their
Central Council.The provision does.not apply in situations. like that of the Central
C-ouncil. where the applicant is the governing- body of a sovereigrt
tribe. regardless that. such tribe may incorporate recon--
nized subdivisions. It was intended to apply in sitilations, like that of-
the 'United Sioux Tribes. where an organization composed of several
equally soverei:i-rn tribesbut not itself a. sovereignmight apply for
a contract or grant to pi'ovide r--rvices to more than one tribe.

Commission time
In its comments on the tentative final draft of this report, the Native

American Rights Fund_ in Boulder. Colo., objected to the conclusion
that Tlingit-l-faicla. Central Council was a sovereign political entity
with general governmental authority. The Tlingit -Haida Central
Council also filed comments addressing this point (among others)
presenting strong aargunients in support of the conclusion that they are
such an entity. Commissioner John Borbridge. has filed individual re-
marks strongl-Y supporting the Central CounCil. pointing specifically
to the fact that. the Council organized under a constitution which was
approved by the SecreNp.ry of the Interior Department in 1973.

We have reviewed our discussion of the Tlingit-Haida 'Central
Council issue. and are satisfied that. the composition of this Council has
been fairly presented in this report. The recommendation for congres-
sional recognition of the Central Council. and the recommendation
.for es-tab; --brnent of prioritie s of native organizations in matters relat-
inn- to contracts and./or zits under P.E. 93--f-MS are, therefore-,\._
retained.

Am noted it was n prineintil purpose of the Act of June 19. 133.1. supra. as amended
hr. the ,,Net of Anz.ust 19. 19f11: supra, to ineorporsjte the stnnller reeoznIzed
rat 'Titnt.-lt and Halcla IndianA into a single tribal enfltv under the governance of the Central
Connell.
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The present financial dependence of small native village. on Pe.deral
funding for their governmental operations must also be. recogiized.
Scie particularly the Special Joint Task Force import on Alaska Na-

t- tine Issues i i by this Commission in July. 1976, pages 21-24. We
would. therefore, caution that the e--ta.blishinei. of priorities for con-
tracting and grants .under F'.1.4.93-638 or any other Act must riot
operate to the exclusion of other entities.

Related to the Settlement Act
The most troublesome problem the Natives have encountered undo'

. the Settlement Act is <-rros.'s delay in the conveyance of the 40 million
acres Of land to whies. -11ey are entitled. The Act stipulates that the
village corporations still. ,-lest their lands within 3 years, and that
the regional corporations all select their lands .within 4 years after
the date of its enactment.

The Native corporations selected their lands within these periods,
which ended, respectively, on December 18, 1974, and December 1S,
1975.Ilgotwitlistanding that the Act mandates that the Secretary issue
patents to the lands "immediately" after they are selected, as of now,
more than a year after the time when Congress provided the Natives
should have received patents to all of their lands. the Secretary' of tile
Interior has issued -interim conveyances" to only a, few acres.

The macrn;tude of the task of conventionally surveying the lands to
iyhich the Lk_ atives are entitled provides no excuse for this delay for the
"interim conveyance" was devised. specifically. to permit the larids to
be conveyed on the basis of existing aerial surveys. r :ding comple-
tion of conventional surveys. which the Secretary steel: ,s prereciiirsite
to the issuance of final patents and now estimates will take several
more 3,-ea.rs.

The delay has resulted. primarily from ni!iladministration of :10
Act by the Secretary and the Department of Interior and is seriously
eroding the value of the settlement to the Natives.

An especially egregious example of how maladministration is delay-
ing conve3.-ances arises in connection with the Secretary's undertaking
to reserve easements on lands to be conveyed to Natives that he clearly
is not. authorized to reserve under the Act.

The intent of section 17(b) was to permit the Secretary to reserve
easements across Native lands and at periodic points along navigable
Waterways where reasonably necessary to provide access to remaining
;public lands amt to discharge international treaty obligations. taken

informed the Natives that he was going to attempt to re-
.r-erre a number of types of easements not. authorized by Congress. in-
cindirefr linear shoreline easements and blanket easements over th'e beds
of nonnavig_able :Nwater courses. the Natives took him to court.

The Secretary then took the position that he could not issue interim
convey acres to the Natives while his easement authority was being
challetur:-(1. except the Natives would enter into complex agreements.
partially surrendering their 071allenges. which will become effective
only when ineornornted into iudieinl stipplations. Thus does the Secre-
tary postpone the \ ,=thig, of the Natives' lands while bootstrappinr-

-
G.
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a usurpation of authority into a requireinent that the Natives sur-
rnder in part theirjulliiaLeballenges to such usurpation.

Congress itself prescribeet that the Natives are to receive a total of
40 million acres of and by and lareve. specified the formulas by
rhich and the .-reoe-i-raphi, areas fi-om which the land is to be conveyed.
Accordingly. the functions of the Sk ret arY in carrying out the .:ative
land provisions of the Settlement Act. are substantially more min-
isterial than Aliscrerionary. A

As the purpose of the provisions of the Environmental Policy.Act
that require the preparation of en vironmemal impact statements ls to

the Executi-,-o in carryiner ()lit projects in connection with which.
he has sulestztntial discretion. sueh purpose is not applicable in a ease,
like that presented by the Native land ;rant provisions of the Settle -
ment. Act. where t1u lutie-4 and functions. of the Secretary. .d the
manner of their dishartre. have been rather precisely inundated by
Coneress.

If. however. in spite of these considerations that in against
tin- applicability of the impact statement prov:sions of the NEPA
tti.the Native land e-rants. it were- to lee judicially determined as some
are contending. that such provisions are applicable. the receipt of the
lands to which the Natives :ire entitieel._ under t1u .:';-',ttlement Act un-
doubtedly Nymild ho furthel- delayed for protracted :old uncon,zcion-
able peiod....

rh Native.: 11:1-,-( !won f,,r,-,.(1 the courts repeatedly to protect
their rights Under the Settlement Act frinn attempted derogations.
Tn add itann to their now pendin, writ= rt el7.. v. Ii7eppe and

Dist. Al.- :ka.)' to protect their
lands ae.rainst the imposition of unlawful easements_ a few- other
exam of such liti,,-ation are:

(1) Section 7(a) of the 'Settlement Act provides for the reso-
lution of boundary 1 i:""Irnt betYeen reerions by arbitration. The
i...;eretary II, lert )01.: ) 14:1(0 an ari)itrarV time limit. on such ar-
bitrations. The courts held be WZ1.,". Nvithont authority to do so.

ce H.. ch,,Trivych. ..vowre
:0)- F. ,2.d 9 Cir. Sup. (mot_ 16s().

(.2) The. Secretary took the position that (mid deny aii-plica-
tions for land made by individual natives under section 14(h) of
the Art without neeordinif bpariners. The court-- held that this
was a denial" oT due prfesS. P 'nee v. 1(74 /Ape_ '2.d 1:15 (f) Cir.
1976 ).

(2) The Secretary asserted in connection with eleterminine= that
certain Native villneres were inelierible for land err:ants under the
_1r -t that he nevel not accord them certain rights guaranteed by
the Administrative- Procedure _Let. The courts disagreed. di:;-
colint,sTianeiti,. ri inn, other tie t he Seereta ry's attempt to im-
pose conditions for elieribility 710: found in the Act_ liandag. n.
v. ich F. Sul ( ).D.('. 197:1).

(4) And. of (aurt-4.. relative to the 13th reerion. the Secretary's
conduct in prepariner t he Alaska Native roll was found wanting
in a turn:her r_ :m

of Oregon v.
..7fe..-rte.e...e 417 F. 11,1). ( ), 1.9741.

The Nati-.-es are currently not entitled to recover attorney fees where
they successfully sue the SeeretarN- on claims involvin7 attempted der-

.oerat tons of their rlerhts under 7110 :"`ZettleriOnt At.
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It is likely that. CongresF will undertake consideration this year of
various bills to carry into effect the contemplation of section ,17(d)
of the Settlement Act th,At additional lands in Alaska (i.e.. SO million
acr-:!s.. more or less)- shoild be added to such systems as the .National
Forests. Parks. Wildlife Refuges. and Wild ftrid. Scenic Rivers, or
otherwise set aside for particular Federal uses and pin-poses.

Tn many cases, the Natives lock to and use the lands (and the prod-
nets thereof, including fish and animals) thatare the subjects of these
bills for their subsistence anet economic maintenance. They can neither
subsist themselves nor continue to conduct their traditional economic
enterprises (e.g.. commercial trapping) on the lands they are to re-
edy^ under the Settlement Act because such lands are not sufficiently
extensive. The Natives are concerned, nrst. that the placement of the
Rinds they now use and require to maintain themselves into particular
entegories or systems not have the effect of irr.i>eding or prohibiting
them from continuing to use such lands for traditional economic and
subsistence purposiS. Second. the Natives are concerned that the-plact_-
ment of Federal lands into particular categories or systems not have
the effect of restricting the uses that might be made of thk, lands they
receive under the Settlement Act. They are afraid. for example, unless
such result is specifically avoided by Congress.. that the r.: cement
of Federal lands in certain categories or systems might impose environ-
mental standards on such respectinr, the quality of air or
water) that would have the effect of preventing the Natives from
developing their own ids in the vicinity of. such Federal lands in
accordance with their highest and best economic uses. The Natives, for
example. do not want to find themselves in the -position of being unable
to operate a smelter, mill, or refinery on their owr lands because Fed-
eral lands in the vicinity are _placed in the N.f.tional Park system
under standards for the protPr-tion of the envirom..ent that effectively
preclude the use of the Natives' lands for such purposes.

Some INTatires have expressed concern that the provisions of the
Settlement Act that subject their lands to State and local taxation
and render the. stock in their corporations alienable after 1901 are
pregnant with potential to deprive them eventually of their lands and
of control of-their corporations. They point out that in many instances
the Natives selected lands for traditional subsistence and lifestyle
values and that such lands have little productive potential, in terms
of the whiteman-s economy, and small chance of ever being able to
"pay their own way" in such an economy_ Tney are keenly aware that
subjection of Native lands in the lower 4S to taxation was a chief
cause of the loss of millions of acres between 1 SSO and 1030.

Some of the Natives also expressed the view that. even in th6 white-
man's business world, the spectacle of raiders taking over control
of corporations is common. and that. when the restrictions on aliena-
tion of their stock expire.. the Native corporations will be sitting ducks
for corporate raiders. They point out that even successful and proa-
able Native corporations will likely he vulnerable because their share-
holders will not appreciate their rights and the dividends they receive

such with the same sophistication as others will appreciate the value
of the assets the corpo-rattons reprosent.

host. of problems have deve,oped in connection with the carry-
ing out of the interregional revenue sharing provisions of sect en
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7(i) o\tilie- Settlement. Act. Just to scratch the surface, some of them
are :

(1) What constitutes revenues from timber resources and 'sub-
surface estates?

(2) Are sand and gravel surface or subsurface resources?
(3) Does "revenues mean net or gross revenues?
(4) Does "according ro the numbe of Natives enrolled in each

region" mean "according to the number of stockholders in each
regional corporation- or something else

(5) What is the nature of the legal relationship Congress in-
tended should exist among' the regional cm oorations relative to
sect ien T (i ) resou rces ?

(6) Was it intended that the other regional corporations should
have an.econontic interest in the 7(i) resources'iniilace of the title
holding. corporation

(7) How should nonmonetary consideration reserved b2,- a title
holding corporation in connection with a disposition of 7(i) re-
sources be treated ?

To this point, the carrying out of section 7(i) has proved a chaotic
proces.,.. The Native corporations are-currently -involvedin at least two
complex lawsuits concerning its interp.retation and imillementaticn.

The executiv, uranch and the departments and agencies thereof have
built an antinative bias into the implementation of the Settlement Act.
They have generally approached the task of im,31ementing the Act
from the wrong direction. Rather than first to the Act to ascer-
tain what Congress desired to accomplis:. adoption, the officers
of the executive seemingly look to The --tiler statutes and interests
they are charged with administering. As a c9nseepience. ssential pur-
poses of the Settlement Act and the rc-sults envisioned by Congress are
distorted by filtration through the meiubranes of other laws and other
interests not always compatible with the Act and with the interests of
the Alaska Nativr-s. A. 'rood example or the institutionalization of.an
anti-Native bh,.- is the so- called Alaska Task Force set up within the
Department. of the Interior. Although created to advise the Secretary
with respect to the iniplementation of the Settlement Act. this task
force is composed of representatives of virtually all of the agencies
within tht Department. all of whom have an equal voie.-and all but
one or two of whom represent interests and constituencies both within
and wi. the bureaucracy whose objectives are in larg,- measure
antithetical to those of the Natives.

So lon!r as the Settlement Act is implemented in this fashion, it is
not. going to be applied in line with its essential purposes and the Na-
tives are ,roine- to have to continue to repair to Congress and the couris
to secun. the I. nefits to which they are entitled thereunder.

,N(.1.1CsIC

I.012-,ardle:--s that. in the mrin. the Alaska Natives were not located
on reservations. the status of their traditional tribes and the nature of
their relat knish ip to the T States are essentially the same as those
of other American Natives_ They still de:-,peratelv need the special
services that the I-nited iv makes available to Natives

Indians) based on their status as such. The Settlement Act was not
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intended to affect and did not affect the sovereign powers resitVng in
the preexisting Alaska Native tribes. The Alaska Natives should be
eligible, along with all the other American Natives, to receive the
benefits of all existing and future legislation and programs designed,
generally, to promote the development and welfare of American
Natives.

There is need to establish an order of preference where competing
applications are submitted by more than one of tfie several kinds of
Alaska Native organizations that are qualified applicants for benefits
under Federal laws an I pro=: rains. Generally.. preference should be
given to larger organizations over smaller, particularly where a larger
organization nroposes oifierute the program or provide the service
concerned in an area thal includes. but is more extensive enan, that of
the competing stl:a're- ,rganization or organizations. Where competing
applications are submitted by organizations of the same magnitude..
preference should usually be riven to the one most tribal in nature.

The authority given the Secretary by the Settlement Act, where nec-
essary. to reserve easements across lands to be granted to the Native
ecrporations. and at periodic points along the courses of major water-
ways, was intended to be exercised strictly for the purpose of pro-
viding access to remaining public lands and discharging international
treaty obligations. In undertaking to reserve easements of other types.
for other purposes, the Secretary is grossly exceeding his atithonty.

Since Congress itself mandated the conveyance of 40 million acres
of land to the Natives anti Native corporations. and by and large
defined the arotas from whir)) the land is to come. the Secretary, prior
to making the --rants called for by` fie Act. should not be required to
prepare environmental impact statements-.

The Settlement Act conteniplated that all lands to which the Natives
and 'N'ative corporations are entitled would be c-onveyed not later than
early :n /97. At the present time. more than a wear after Con,rress
prnvi led the process should he complete_ only a fraction of the land
has 'keen t'yed This linmIscionahip deiny zdni,st entirely attrib-
utable to maladniinistration by the Secretary of the Interior and is
seriously erodin..- the v:!lae of tile conlpensation Con!ress intended the
Natives to receive. If tir past = prologue. there is no reason to expect
more expeditious administ rat in the fir ur unless Congress takes a
hand and t;c)IIIpels it.

At the tirnt. the Stt'ement Act Nva adopted it was supposed that
the trans-Alaska pipeline would he flowing in a bout years at,d that
the .9.100 million in royalties the Natives were to receive likely would
be paid our in S to 10 years. In 197:1. Congress reognized that these
suppositions had been too optimistic and that the Natives were not
going tr; receive the $500 million nearly as soon as had been thought.
Accordingly. it authorized the advance payment of royalties in the
amount. of $5 million every 6 months. commencin,, in fiscal year 1976.
until oil should begin ti) flow in the pipeline-. -The-..Executive leis con-
sistently failed to request appropriations under this authorization and
none have been made.The placement of lands in certain national systems pursuant to
section 17(d) of the Settlement Art could harp the effect of prohibit-
ing the Native-; continued use of the lands for subsistence purposes
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or of inhibiting the u:-.e of them own lands in the vicinity for purpot,es
deemed incompatible with the preservation of the environment of the
lands placed in the national systems.

The exposure of the lands the Natives are to receive under the Settle-
ment Act to State and local taxation sets the...stage for the lands
eventually to be taken from them. In many cases, the Natives selected
lands for purposes of subsistence and of preserving a way of life,
which have small productive potential.

When the stock in the Native corporations becomes alienable, there
is potential for control of the corporationseven of successful ones
to pass into nonnative hands. With control of the corporations goes
control of their lands and other assets.

The interregional revenue sharing provisions of section TO) of the
Settlement. Act raise a number of thorny problems of interpretation
and implementation. Some have suggested that Congress should con-
sider creating- an agency to administer 1(i) revenues.

nEcomM F N n.x-rio-Ns

Till? (7071777.2.i.v.violi. re coin mend 8 that
1. Congress enact legislation presribinee the order of preference in

which applications for benefits under Federal laws and programs will
be received from the several kinds of Alaska Native organizations
qualified as applicants.

Congress enact legislation confirming that the Tlingit. and Haida.
Indians constitute a single tribal entity of which the Central Council
is the

'-'cr

eeeneral and supreme got body.
3. Congress enact. legislation confirming that the, authority of the

Secretary of the Interior to reserve easements on lands to be conveyed
to Native corporations under the Settlement Act is strictly limited to
definitely defined easements across such Lula§ and at periodic points
along the courses of navigable waterways that are necessary to dis-
charge international treaty obligations and to Drovide access to re-
mammer public lands. Specifically, Congress makc, clear that the Sec-.

,retary is without authority to reserve any lint al easements along
shorelines, any nonspecific, -floating or blanket easen:e-nts, or any ease-.
ments to provide others with any rights to enter upon any lands
(includin.- water beds) to be eonve-ved to the Native corporations for
any purpose other than to cross such lands by defined routes to reach
-remaining- public lands.

4_ Congress enact legislation confirming that the Secretary of the
Interior is not required. prior to conveying lands to Natives and
Native -corporations under the Settlement Act. to prepare impact,
statements pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act_

5.. Congress enact legislation requiring the Secretary to convey all
lands and estate and interests in lands that the Natives and the Native
corporations are entitled to receive under the Settlement Act no later
thaji December 31, 1075.

G.. Congress increase its oversight. relative to the carrying out of
the Settlement Act in general. and relative to the conveying of lands
to the Native corporations in particular.. Congress require the Sec-
retary to report to it not less frequently than once every 3 months
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until it is satisfied that all lands to which the Native corporations
are entitled under the Act have been conveyed_

Con a-reSS appropriate funds to provide the advance payments
into the Alaska Native Fund that were authorized by section 407(a)
of the Act of November 16, 1973, S7 Stat. 591, to ameliorate the adverse
impact on the Alaska Natives of delay in construction of the Trans-
Alaska pipeline-

& Congress take no action in implementing the provisions of section
17(d) of the Settlement Act, or otherwise, that would have the effect
of, diminishing or impairing the ability of Alaska Natives to make
use of any lands or of the products thereof (including fish and
animals), for subsistence purposes. or that would have the effect of
restricting the uses that ative corporations might make of, or the
activities they might conduct on, any land conveyed to them under
the Settlement Act.

9. Con,ress enact legislation permanently exempting lands con-
veyed toN'ative corporations under the Settlement Act from State
and local taxation, so long as they are not developed or leased, and
durincr periods such lands...are not productive of income, whether or
not they were previously developed or leased.

10_ Not later than during the 1st se--ion of the 101st Congress or
1989,-concrress undertake a. comprehensive examination of the condi-
tion of th7e Alaska .Nr.civ e~s and of the results of the Settlement Act,
with a view, particularly, to determining- whether the tax exemptions
and the period of inalienability of stock currently provided by the
Settlement Act be expanded or extended..

1_ Congress conduct hearings to examine the problems that have
arisen in interpreting- and effectuating section 7(l) of the Settlement
Act and to determine whether further legislattion is desirable.

B. OKLAHOMA

INTRODUCT1024;
The special circumstances surrounding the problems of the Indian

tribes of_ Oklahoma are traceable to the confusion created by the
myriad of laws applicable only to Oklahoma. The problems faced by
the Indian people in Oklahoma are similar to those faced by Indian
tribes and individuals generally throughout the United States differ-
ing often only in degree-

TrESTORICAX, OVERVIEW

Oklahoma. The name itself is an Indian word meaning "people
red." The territory itself has been the domain of Spain. France, the
United states, and many Indian nations.2 For 50 years. Oklahoma was
the exclusive domain of a number of tribes_ some coming from as far
away as New England and the Pacific Northwest-3 Oklahoma was to be
their home: a place where they might grow and advance, free from the

2' Harlow. VinCeat E.. Harlow's Oklahoma. History. 4th ed., Harlow- Publishing corp..
oktithor.a. city. Okla_ p.. 4.'Department of the Interior. Bureau of -Indian Affsirs. Indians of Oklahoma. C.S. Gov-ernment printing Office. Washington. D.C.. 1973. 0-196-170. p. 3.*Ibid.. p- 4-
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pressures of white settlement; a place where their tribal bodies might
remain intact, a right the tribes had earned and paid for with their
determination. and the blood of many of their people; a place which
was "to _be..and remain." theirs forever, under "the most solemn guar-
antee of the United States. "'

These promises have deteriorated and the Indian people of Okla-
homa face problems which are simply too overwhelming to be dealt
with -_successfully given the meager resources' of these tribes. Okla-
homa is a microcosm of Indian country. Water rights, tribal govern-
nient impotence. jurisdiction, tribal membership, treaty rights.
taxation, sovereignty, poor housing. poor health, poor eclue atkon. racial
discrimination; all are problems facing the Indian people of
0 kl a homa.Some might believe it would be easy for these people to abandon
their Indian itti for it has ..:aused them. their forehearers. and
will probably cause their children much anguish Yet. they cling to
their tribal identity d take great pride in their tribal cultures and
languages which hive redibly survived a history of efforts at- ex-
termination and assinIlla.thn on the part of the 'United States.-'United

Seventy Years afro_ in 1906. Pleasant. Porter. a Principal Chief of
.. . ,the ('reel; Nation. made an appeal which this country- would do well

to_ consider in t he aftermath of its bioentennial celebration. Chief
Porter said:

Thr vitality of our race still persists. We have not lived for naught. We are
the original .disd_.overers of this (continent. and the conquerors 'of it from the
anima/ kingdom. and on it first taught the arts of peace apd war, and first
planted the institutions of virtue. truth. and liberty. The .Etr paean Nations
found us h:.re and were made aware that it was possible for me.. to exist and
subsist here. We have given our life forcesthe best blood of erar ancestors-
hayingintermingled with that of their best statesmen and leading 4-.:':71zens. We
have made ourselves an indestru.!rible element in their national history_ We have
shown that what they believed were arid and desert- pinees were habitable and
c:ipable 1f sustaining minions of people. "We have led the vanguard of civiliza-
thin in our vont-nets with them for tribal existanee from ocean to ocean.- The
race that leis rendered This service to the other natins ff mankind cannot utterly
porisiit ?
i in or:ler. to tirnier'St3Ita the complexity of the issues-; in Oklahoma. a
/review of. the histtn-v of the Oklahoma tribes is necessary. Fluffier.
it is necessary to u11der.-4 and that !hero are at least four and probably .

,five or .-ix- distinct "-types" ot triiws anil tlivir _Iiistro, ... :Irt. as differ-- -.
ent a.-- I heir langua:res :Ind cultures.

. I /1:40r;g17/0/// 7.1%.eloew

Coronado led the first European 'expedition into lite lands which
now comprise. Oki:thorn:L.' Tie encountered at least two-tribes in Okla-
homa: the Wiehitas. a peaceful farming people. and the Querechos,
v,-Irio are believed to be the ancestors of the Plains Apaches,? It is esti-
mated that there were six tribes claiminr, Oklahoma-as their domain
upon the arrival of the Europeans.` ,

Shrocekehier. ru F.. The entice of Indian Affairs. The Johns froptans Press.
Raltitnore. ma. 1S7. p. 93.r Report of the e Creek ZN:ation to the American Indian Policy Review Commission. unpub-
lished. at dedication.1 Harlow. supra. p.

= Ibid.Indians of nktalroma. supra. co.
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the 'tribes presently located in Oklahoma, the Wichitas,
.,.Quapaws and Caddoes, and .:possibly the Kiowas, Fort Sill Apaches
..and.P.IL*IleeS, were aboriginal.to..0klahoma.9 -

After the Louisiana Purchase,- United States set about to make
:treaties with the aboriginal tribes so that they Might establish title- to.
the 'lands to which they hoped to remove the tribes east of the Missis-
isippi- Unfortunately., the United States wasconfused as to which

:tribe held which lands. As a result. a treaty was made with the
Quapaws for lands occupied by the ViTichitas. After the mistake was

-..discOvered. the United States moved to set-aside certain lands for the
use of the Wichitas. :Later. however.-tlie Wichitas were forced to cede

of the land, as the United. States said it had `'given" the land-to
the in the first place. Because of this confused- history, the
1Vichitas have yet to have 'their aboriginal land claims adjudicated,

_:.even- though the Indian Claims Commission has officially recognized
the validity of their claims."

On October 19,.1872, the Commissioner of Indian Affairs concluded
an agreement 1.1- with the Wichita and affiliated tribes setting aside a
.reservation-for their joint use in what is now southwestern Oklahoma.
In- exchange, he affected tribes ceded to the United States all of their

:territorial- claims to other lands in Texas, Louisiana, and in.. Indian
territory.' In commenting on the purposes for conclusion of this
agreement. the Commissioner declared.:

. These Wichitas and * * [affiliated tribes.] have always been friendly and
loyal to the Government ; have suffered severely on that account ; * *- and
.'absolutely require a reservation which they can call their own. For these reasons.
.-as-well as to quiet their claim to unceded lands, I recommend the ratification. of

.,: the agreement * * s." 1.7
Thereafter, pursuant to the agreement,24 a reservation of approxi.--

mately 743,000 acres -was-set aside in Indian territory for the Wichita
and other tribes,25:including the Delaware Tribe with whom the United
States had treaties in 1S66.2G

Removal of the Five Civilized Tribes
Pew Indian tribes presently located in Oklahoma are indigenous to

the area- Although the Bureau of Indian Affairs. in its pamphlet en-
titled, Indians of Oklahoma, euphemistically refers to the State as the
"melting pot of Indian America.." it must be stressed that most tribes
were forced to resettle there to surfeit non-Indian greed for homelands
occupied by such tribes elsewhere in the country. As the Supreme
Court recently stated in Choctaw Natio,n. v. Oklahoma, 397 620,
625 (1970) -

3 clash between the obligation of the United States to protect Indian property
rights on the one hand and -the policy of forcing their relinquishment on the other

9 Harlow. supra.. p.. 38." Testimony of '...evrton 'Lamar. Chairman.. Wichita. Tribe, at Hearings of the American-Indian Policy Review Commission Task Forces 1, and 9, Oklahoma City. Okla...May 10 and 11. 1976 (hereinafter referred t4) as Oklahoma City hearings) p. 3:$7.21 See Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 101 (1872). Although thisargeement apparently was never ratified formally by Congress, the Wichita and affiliatedtribes were clearly recognized in sulisequent legislation to have acquired right in the 1872reservation. See e.g.. Act of March 2, 1S9:;. 2-S Stat. 895 : Act of June 14, 1924, 43 Stat. 366
(amended Apr_ 21. 1932. 47 Stat. ST ).1.7Annual Report of the Commissioner of Indian Affairs 102 (1872).

.23 Ibid.
14 See_ note 11. supra_See notes 34-36. infra, and accompanying text.
3° Ibid.

9,2-185-77--33 %b.
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was Inevitable. With the passage of the Indian Removal Act of 1830, # Stiqt. 411,
it became apparent that 110t. ,bligatigin, would prevail. In spite or the
promises to protect the Indians' land and Sovereignty. it was clear that the
United States was unable or unwilling to prevent the States and their citizens
from violtting Indian rights.

Pursuant to the policy of the 1S.30 Removal Act, the Unite -a States
between 16;,10 and 1 35 concluded treaties with each of the
Five CL'ii'ilized Tribes providing for.their immediate or eyentua.1,-re-
moval from various Southeastern States to land subsequently:des-
ignated. as the Indian Territory (now Oklahoma).

When the tribes reluctantly agreed to leave their homelands, they
had taken pains to insure that their sovereignty in their new domains
be unquestioned. In the Treaty of Dancing Rabbit Creek. signed- Sep-
tember 2.1". 1S30.17 the Choctaw Nation ap-reed reluctantly 18 to abandon:
their remaining lands in Mississippi and to remove to Incliait Terri-

There the ITnited Strata s pleil!red to convey land to the Choctaws
"to insure to them while they shall exist a-s nal ion and live on it." it)
Tho Federal Government further-promised in that treaty to guarantee
to the Choctaws: -

no * jurisOietion and government of all persons and property that may be-
within their limits west; so that no Territory or State shall ever have the right-
to pass laws for the government of the Chotaw Nation * * * and that no part
of the land granted to them shall ever be embraced in any Territory or State.i'"

Similar provisions may be found in the removal treaties of each of
the tribes.

As a. result of the fore.(roing removal treaties. the -United States
.f.;ranted to the Five Civilized Tribes ale -following amounts of land
in Indian Territory the ('hoeta Vtiz-:. received what, is today approxi-

. mately the southern third of the State of Oklahoma. an area compris-
iner-- the excess of 1;2.S:"0.000 acres: sl hy subsequent treat1es,2- the
,ChickaFaws were:rvranted a ii 11/ IVitIC(1 one-fourth interest in certain
of the Choctaw lands. the Citeroi'e received a it-net- in excess of 5 mil-
lion acres sitnatt.,t1 in NVII:q. i10-NV northern Oklithoma: 2" and the
C-reeks \very, --ranted over f; million acres in the central porLioil of the
pe:-ientState an41. t he Seminolos1--.wery ;If-on-led ri,--hts in the sotzthern
portion of the Creek lands.'-' All of these grantswere in fee simple
title. hut the newly tired tribal lands could not be alienated with-:
out the consent of the United States.'-'5

t-1,0.91 g',0!rr Ill:It if :he elioetaws haft Tint Migsti.t.! the
rrrifrr 1 IPA It:tf.trit 4_7rt: the At-.til.: lir: been -taeed wall the prospect of /rz:iit:
t)th heir 1.cu Okirt Nftpra, :n17 17

rnrthe Choet:ws wes: T.174 .aertiatiy C4.112 Men I
,
n= early

1,..-on tylt n settlers ani or.. -in= into Their abort:.-Iturl tioinn in. Nre of
Fecier%ti Inlinn Law 54;-:16 (Unit-. of N. Mee. et.iltion.1:471) ther4.itiafter cited as t_-.,lien
11., )-

Arai. I _art. II).
L." 14. a ::.:4 (.1rt. IV).tri the Torii:i .Territory gennze No.:32. -Egli Covil ^r1

se.ss. 4 F440. 7.;.4 4. I sl's, e thereitt:irter eltil u. Los ti Senate 1:2,;. ; see ch.:wt.-1w _va:40,1 v.
01.111.0:1:fr. sitpra.=Treaty t .:: ..utr: 17. 11 S T:1 T. Zb7r; ; tratt- of June 2.. 1Sa..:1, 11 $tat. 4311_

;;71S.011,1 ti. I -tote
241;eport tit( Nation to the Anricon 'Indian Polley Review Coin:lass:ion at 27

(tra a I t tea Alegi, 1 I. 1117.; 1 t iltrt,inn ft..r cited itep'ort-).
re+ tit reeeiveti 1. t'i Fi Tribes in the Indian Terr;tilry -was Tr, rbe

prehIbition,4 .t1Ple Non-Intereourse now efelltied a: 2.7i § 777 (1:470), harrtu..
trroisrers ni tribal 18 net wit holt: 444 na I approval. fleynntl this. tribal title- was "I:et--
min:0,1e If and NV11024 th. !4c. Inciton 4.4 :1,4141 t4t 4Nis:t or abandoned the territory--
conditions not yet occurring. Choctaw Nation r- Oktalionea supra.
(Dottglas. Jr., concurring).
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Pursuant- to these treaties, the Five Civilized Tr4bes "were indeed
constituted as thesovereitn autonomy established in lien of f-a prospec-
tive, State." 26 They were -designatea- as the "Five Cit.,4ized Tribes"
because they were well-organized at the time of removal, -maintaining
theirown legislative and judicial bodies. .27 In I862, however;tle Presi-
dent of the :United States was authorized to abrogate all existing
treaties with the!Five Tribes because they sided with the Confeciracy
during. the Civil- War,28 In iscip, new _treaties were concluded with
each tribe by which they agreed to surrender considerable portions of
their respective -Nations, to abolish slavery, and to assure membership'.
and property- rights to their former slaves, lmown as "freedmen."

Remo-ve of Midwestern Tribes
Although the Quapaw Tr.be agreed to re-move to Indian Territory

in the early 1830's," the next significant period of major mi.-rationsinto that Territory commenced after the Civil War. In, the two- de-cades- which followed that war,. numerous tribes were compelled to
re-move. Many of them were _located upon lands ceded by the Five
.Civilized Tribes pursuant to the 1866 treaties. For example,. the Chey-enne and Arapaho, Kicknpoo, Sac and Fox. and Iowa Tribes settled
on part of the 3 million acres ceded by the Creeks,31- and the Pawnees,

...-POncas- and Otoe-Missourias received portions of the Cherokee
Cession.32

Post-Civil War removal of additional tribes to Indian Territory
was motivated by considerations siMilar to tho:F.e that influenced the
.forced mi.- ration of the Five Tribes,1. isition by the United States
of land rights previously confirmed to tribes by treaty. The growing
influx, of non-Indian settlers into portions-of the country north andwest of the Indian territory had led "to encroachment upon Indian

-. treaty-lands and hunting rightsas well as resultant hostilities between
the tribes and the settli-s_nn In exchange for vast cessions of territory
by such- tribes, the -United States again solemnly plod,rrql t

.:-- tracts in the Indian Territory as permanent homelands for the tribal
signatories.

Thus, by treaty of -Tilly 4, 1S(6.14 the Delaware Tribe agreed to sell
req:.-vation in Nansns. and the I7nite(l ST:!tes in r( ti: "uaran-

:tee[dT * .* * peaceable possession of their- nrw 1tome * * in the Tn-
. ..'s ..tereor o "r-learly atirl p2rr 'anent lydian Country.- with the lirn;t 1-1

ma rked." "5 The Delawares. as well as other tribes t
and Wie.hita. -were thereafter To -eared upon a reservation C0111pri5I
-about .743.000 acres."

Similarly, the Sac :1 ^d 17,--,x Nation o r fl ooniz-'ontcd irk-
'. treaty of F,;Oruary IS, 1867_37 to lea-.-e their KanFas reserve and the

c T4. vr
Coale.. Handbook. gunra. note IS. no- .42r- 427 ana er:s4. cite4 therein.

2.**-4 .fie-: rf .T1iIr 1 Sfi2. 12 Stat. :;/ 2 :12S.,
29' C-oh.rt ITan,7hook. -zailr-r. noir. i's. f1:1. 427.
I!' Treat:: (...rz.r.,t3-_In. is33. 7 Stat. 424.
.:rs. Scar& Cr.-rlc r 4.4 717:1--T. r:te 27.
=fire Annnal Report of the Corrunbcsinrwr i t Intlian .A.Ta frizz 4rn (79047).

CM CO,IPTI TT:1 rvittlett.:Z. Suprn..n4r TS It note 417 Infra.14 et -t. 793; II Kappler. Indian Affairs: -Laws anti .Treatis 937 (hereinafter eitec3 as
arl-TI Krinr.ler 939 farts. 4: anti :;).

StittiStif :It ,-11j.rt ..r ave.4:titi I kl.rthea-na tribes. pp. :132-73. sir
21.15 Stat_ 495 II Kappler 951_
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`Fnited States ivrreerdi to give to the Sac and Fox for their future
home a tract of land in the Indian Country." 3I4 The concludinr--pro-
-dso-of this treaty stipulated that. funds in to the Nation under the
instant document and other treaties would not be paid if tribal MOM-
hers "do not permanently reside on the reservation set apart to them
b7 the Government in the Indian Territory.- 3" Thereafter, total of
41:).669 acres were reserved as. a. home for the Sac and Fox. 40

On February 27, 18t 7. a third_tibe then resident in Kansasthe
Pota-watomiessiorned a treaty -" eedin.,- their existincr reservation in
exchange for a "new home" in Indian Territory. which the United
States pledged "shall be set .apart as a reservation for the exclusive uso
and occupancy-of that tribe.' 4."! Article of this treaty provided that
the reservation. established thereunder "shall never he included within
the jurisdiction of any State or Territory * * A reservation
consisting of 5SS.5437" acres was created thfreafter for the joint use of
the Potawatontie and Absentee Shawnee Tribes.-1

The era of treatymakinr- with Indian tribes eame to an end by con-
crressional Act. of 1871. but the force and validity of prior treaties re-
mained intact.45 Thereafter, land transaetions between the ITnited
States anti tribes frequently, were consummated by so-called "arrree-
ments." These documents in lerral effect differed from treaties only tc)
the extent that both 'Houses of Contrress. not merely the Senate. were
authorized to ratify arreements.4n A ft,-7- 1871: :Additional res-ervat ions
were set. aside in Indian Territory by rot-ternI St:Mites-rind Px-Ietitirc
'orders_ "NE0,4t of these --Itatutes anal orders implemented either pre-
1871 treaties calling for creation of new reservations in exchan!re for
land cessions 47 or-post-IS71 nfireements to this effect.

'Pills. by Act of -Tune 5_ 1."=7.2.4' a reservot on wns estalIlished for the
nsacre Tribe in "Indian Territov follovv. sale of their Kallsas re-
serve.-40 The -:acne Act nrovided that the E.7ans,ts -Knw Tribe. -.rhose
land.; in the s:tat,. of l'Cansa,, also had boort mold. could settle_ upon por-
tions of the Osa,erf. Reservation." The Osaze Tlle to occupy` ri resrva-
tion consist in(v of approximately 1_470,000 af-res, /Id tit much smaller.
law Tribe held a reservation comprisinr- about 100_000 acres. r1

'14 IT TC:t p_pler art. h1.
:3" II 1<appler ..5 Cart. 11.

Stnti rit-n1 .-tr:4rt ort
:+:11 IT Kappler 970.

43 Thial. 4 a rt. I4.
4-3 IT Rambler '971 (art. :T.N.
41 Wsr.rn 441-:14-014,711/1 trihni 4-11:1

.iet rlf mar_ :-..1s71. 141 stet. row.. 4.-. 5 7/ (1.9701.
44 sot, han.4.thook. stipra. note 144. .tt7.
4`. :4 .t nt the tribes fn.!, res....rvatins were ....t.n)*11.th.1 In Tndinn -rerritnr!r ban

:1.-1114*-nd prior treaties with the T-nitd States. S'ffei, Annstni Report th efOrririli:4SfeSTR.T
imd n 4:-01 .457% -1r171: 41,1 th tribes for v.-11int 1.n separate reserves

Seem, . s.%" :1,14 is. in what- beeante ilklehorna Territory and now roizhiv western Oklaboro-t,
only the "1".itkan-as nut I.,11,1/41 a '-enry. SC.!. ("ohs-rt handbook,
supra. note. Vt. at 47,7 er. Tribal Index .- rnatrinIs IndInn

4'4 T 7 Star. 22-S I Ka pler I::7
"The. 0:4w -es had re-tneeved in Indian Territory rittr,-n-int to the .%et ibf T1i1S 741. 16

star. 1":61-3. rind s-ttl d upon a re-:err:It:on IT.werr. this resrve bad 1711-4-nkrnly
Inc-11140a lands the eberkees and rite .set was Intended to eontirrn the
O4:1z.- richt-4 in The Territory :ttnat13.- oet-n pied. I Kapnier

.50 "Krappler 13Q, Althongit the I R72 nntbrizinu^ of the IZ..a-m-s tit4-71 pnr-
rions tip. $11.4Y4 :le ,t r.re'r 7(pi lei r to ration of a s-parate -reserva-
!inn" for them. t111.4 was the elear intent ,n,f- tl °. zee. of -TON.-

stnt. p.tovidir..- for rlleJtnent 4.r th and Annual Report of the
Comtni4dorter of Tnainn Affairs 4412 rinng).

Sta. Lb...tie:1i .1111 rt Trilw.s. pp. ,:12-

Tritt.s. pp.
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By Act of April -10, 1876,5= a reservation was established for the
:Pawnee Tribe in Indian Territory consisting of about 283,000 acres,53
:and 2 years later, a reservation of more than 90.000 acres 54 was created
for the Tribe bv. Act of May f.).5, 1878.53

Act of March 3, 1881,3° Congress authorized funds to purchase
...-101,894 acres in Indian .Territory as a reservation for the Ponca Tribe
and "to indemnify * * for losses sustained by them in consequence
of. their removal to Indian Territory." 57 The Poncas actually had

7Hbegun the forced migration south from their treaty lands in Nebraska.
several -years before 1881, suffering great privation during the march
-.and-- after arrival in -Indian Territory-38

In the 1881 statute authorizing purchase of the Ponca. reserve, Con-
cress also provided for sale by the Secretary of Interior of the re-4.--..maining-treaty reservation owned by the Otoe and Missouria. Tribes in.
the States of ;Kansas and Nebraska. "with the -consent of the *
-.Indians. expressed in open council." 59 This. Act further stipulated that
with tribal consent the Secretary could "secure other reservation lands
upon which to locate said Indians * * *." " The Otoe- Missouria
Tribs thereafter went to Indian Territory to occupy a reservation
comprising about 129,000 acres.41 Finally, separate Executive Orders
of .Augusr 15,-1883.'12 set aside reservations in that Territory for "the
permanent use and occupation" of the Iowa Tribe (228,418 acres) 63 and
the Kickapoo Tribe (206,466 acres ).t;4

The Southt...n. .Plabt-y Tribes-
'The fierce tribes of the southern plains constitute the remainder of

the tribes in Oklahoma_ The Comanches. Kiowas.
ennes, and..Arapahoes had remained largely independent of the United..
States.

However, after the Civil War. the United States was able to subdue-
major _portions of these tribes_ In October. 1867, at Medicine Lodge
Creek in the State- of Kansas. he same United States Commissioners
concluded separate treaties with the Kiowa, Comanche. and apache.
Tribes " and the Cheyenne and Arapaho Tribes." Pursuant thereto it

4219 Stat. 29.32 Statistical chart on Western Oklahoma Tribes. pp. 7,32-33.
2' Ibid.La 20 Stat. 84.
r-621 Stat. 422: I Fistppler 19L
aft See Acts of Ang. 15. 1ST.% 19 Stat. 192: Mar. 3. 1877, 19 Stat. 287: May 27. 1878.20 Stat. 7d. (See also U.S. es. rel. $tanding Bear v. Crook,. 23 Fed. Cas. No. 14891 (C.C.

1S79 )-
ra Stat 3S0 : I F+..appler 190.
at Statistical chart on Western Oklahoma Tribes. Pursuant to authority delegated bythe 1881 statute. the Secretary of the Interior set aside dsli.v.-nate-d lands in Indian Terri-try ..r the use and necupetion of the confederated Otoe and Missouria Tribes" by order

dated . 25. 1881. I Kappler 844.vtI S43 -S44 (lowa) : Id. at 844 (Kickapoo)-
It3Statistical chart on Western okiah41,ula Tribes. pp. 532-33.
041bid.iv-Treaty of Oct. 21. 1867. 1: Stat. 581. with the 'Mown. and Comanche Tribes.. On theinane date a. supplementary treary was concluded with these tribes and' the .1-pache Tribewhereby the three tribes were 4-tanfv.dentred. with the Apaches areeing -to M.' cept as theirpermanent home the -reservatiod." in Indian Territory established by the main treaty. 15

Stn. t. 589.22 Treaty of'Oet_ 28. 1867, 15 Stat. 593.
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was agreed ' that. the T5niftI St:ite..s would set aside rescrvat.ioi*s in
Indian ierritorv ' for t lie aholute :t,ui un list urhed iie nnd OcCupa-

of the trii.es. In exehu.ne. the t ribes aba.ni loneti n 1 territorial
claini to ('llorflIous aerea,!t otit-iiJc' of I lie new re'e : ar I within
t:hEso "p'riti:tii&zit hoine[sJ" to be estzihui5lied for ihicin the Federal
Cove riinivnt sokinn1v p k'd.red that

* s no prson, ex.'jit- h.'roin iithi 'riz.d to do tnd eXet9t sueb
otfl,er. :tgerits. and CI1IpI41y.s of th. (werurzRnt : zna be ai 1;nrixetL t

'ntor upon Tiiiijan r.servithms * ' shall evtr be peruittt'tl tu ins Over, settle
upon, or reside *

Both treaties provided, moreover, thrit three-fourths of all aIuIt
TILaIC xiienibers- ot thc resl)t'er ire 1 ribes would ha VC .() eOflSt.'l)t liv til -

Se(IU4flt treat V to any t tri , t ha tl in t lie new rezervat iofl'-
(iotliel vithi this pano[1v of t realv iii:i ralil t't_ the Kiowa-Conianehie-
.paehe TI-jIM'S thiere:tfter set t led Ion a rt'servat ion lii1 2zi1I ap-
proxiniatelv () 8cres in what is nw \ve'tern ( )khihonUL and
immediately north thereof the ( '1 vinne-_\.rapaho 'ri-ibes occupied a
rt'i'i!t)Zi 4)I1SjSt I1i ot ;i Jnii-.t ILiiIli(Ui

IIi'f;(/, Jt1i/t'O!/

Ttns_ I v 1 SS?. a total of In :11:111 reer-v:t :on had been etahhishied

ifl thiC Iwlian I'xritor-y_" _\- notl above ii se t etritoriul enclaves
had !,een eri'etcl iii iinirt' ft 'r t'fliirn till is 1:7 ad ('Si()!)S I,v the tribes.

The 1 iiited Si :il ts h:d plii Ietl 4')I t1 lv to si'veral t ribes that their

terrii ry VOlIti1 Tiever hit' !ihlitril vit 11u1 lit' 1uiii1. Or .i1T)jCCt to

the ht"vs. of !7'. 't a I 4' ot '['t' rn! :' iii I I i: t v it i a I i'i r peru tanent

reservation l7uItel:nhl- tev eo'ild iiv1 ::tcI ov Ill as tIev hio-e freo

Vh.' t rib:i I nnttrl"s :1 t T...1ro fr".'1 v"r" i .r's ui4' 1inntirii v7io 'han no
'i I r.'rn-t I vi' I. 'it i . :i r*-.- t. r.'a ti' ii -.L' re--.'' -i ii. I 11 1 t; 1:1 !1 'Iu rn r. 'ry wIju. ri' tlII'V I iLht

7tv Irs'.' ut' iili l.Itirt iT7T ri- T'T-''!' l'r' !'itu' tti.r .rr1t.rv hail Ic'tl to 8.

tri':t ty n I -41 1 w! ru I hi u' 4 'li ' n ;t' .\ r:i i.-' hi 'r "' '.'-. v !.+. r"1' I he-v i'"du'. I n l:i tn it or In rid

in-.ly r,-urvt'ul r i h.'n I 71 t .1. ri us. FZ:t n-ti r.. ?iti N.-lsr -.k;t ii '"hn II tZ.' r. r it (?.l'4,1-

.r112. r" ru.i.-r-:utIu.7i l'i 4 ' .1. .r.t.l.s. 'rr..;i ry .i F'.!i. 1. ¶ '41 12 5Ii . I 1 t;;;_ C'snrinta.4I

w hi u' i'll 'ru.:i ii iT) t hi. : 1 n--nt:.' 'r V.' riI 't 1:11 i'u! t flu it t"r tn';, ty In 1 SI. 4
r:ir. 70::. -rn'1s ths' t1.. s'?In.'-.'i,r:u;..th1i .. r'.in-'Vu' tiP a :ii'lv tIon partly tfl

ti nil -: ty iT' I null.' n T.'rrit..v.
1 t I i. -t r i' yi':. r h.' N : :t i n ;t n 'Ii.. -'i rr. l.--..ul 1w t r'n i y t i's'l r sI' I rn t a PProcI-

nn tly I (hi :i ,'ri-' tb. i;.. '.hi T'.r w:ls'I, Itn. t'sIt.',1 Stits prn-iil-ecI

t.'rr'T 'ri:il ri :ili t t. .1 ti liii i :711 1. T t: n :i :1 I. i .i 'r". 74 S _ 717 sc's' v. Kioira,
sZil U 5! uZ .1 ;s.zu?:e Tn h- 4 T' P . t i :;.;.. I I. I . 1t t 1tr.-tIlit1u's with

vh I r. In trul' !.'rS .-'nt intosl ,.-.' (..h it, S'7 7' ':r. Ti,. .- 1 1. i. .. :17141 1 is' :1 fli's's'iI t rflis'si ''re

fu .r'." I. I i I -i7, tis i's'i!i' 'ri' In nil Iii r.-t u ri i :'. . I ii.' n ia-h z't:il ts'n t 'r4L tion si't asiJe for

tI.':t' 1n Yr'2'tti rrli''y.
r t K:'s!.'r 77-iTt- -(nrl' 2) IT Ki.pl.'r 9.5, (:rt'. 2.
II :ippl.r l4-f) (nrt. It TT K;pT.i..r '-" (:tr. to tlis's' r.-up's'I1v. trc'-

ti.. tr!hs', r."s-rvu'4! "''rs'--iv T hi' r....!:t t.s h't:,it .iitf'k th.r uiw rs'r%It"TIs on
unv Tn'nd-i -iit h s,f t hs' \. r!t'irJ:t'-t ilIv.'r. ss' , l :t.. . ..i -

' I KnlqPl.-r 9S1 I irt. 1 IT Enpi.li'r nrr. 1
I r Naq.I..r 717'4 (:irr 2i IT K,pi.Ii'r i :irr 2
! I Kn pi.is'r ( i rt. 12 : IT K.t !ss!..r )S (:ir?. 12).

' -' I7i'-t!4.i1 -h;trt '.: '.'-.-nit 4i1 nn 'I'r!'.'-'.
IbId. Tb' r nvttlon 5't n.-di:s- d'i'r thin. 4' "s'TIfl rnpahi.i Trtbps 1w nrtb1c' 2 of th

:i r rs'n t ei)mrtrl-.'(I apuriiz1tti:u ti .i tnLiitoi :,i-rs".. T',.r :1 '-i ri"y of r'nun thf' tWO
ttfs's1:i td tn -s n4'v.r sme.-lutuiu-vi thit r's.'rvr'_ :t :cI a r-w sn.' vas st inIde by EzecutIv

r Aui2 10. 1 tn77li, I rc.rs1sr .

i hI-.rin of tb- x:: ri'-.s'rv.ttlon-t '-s't asl7s-' tnt what is now wts'rnt Oklnhouui. (afts'r 1S9V
I i,.Pt h4771.l ''rr 'iPri.' :; 7'r;'-n r-t r '. -:1::, 1 hn r lit flov tinily si r4'rn ()kIn-

a it.-r 7't9fl tlzs' rs'.Jues'nI Tn.fl:ni '-1-jrs-ir'r), (-r,''.t s-'.t:i hfl-ihc'.l. In a slitlon to the
i-''pi-s'tIve ts'rrtorhtl na Inst of thu' Vlvc' CIvlh!zi1 Trtbs's. fits. fouIowIn s'vn rj'ervat1nns:

..f' O F :i Wfl. P"sirI fl 4 .S'I"tII,l '-1 liv T';i -k;i -.1:1 - ' 11 s tt I. I '-i 'na - I'It flk:tsb' w_ :insl cit

InIh..t. Qra paw. Sn'Tiss'. Sb. 'n.'I'. :tnII 'Vy.sn4i4Ptt4Y. Sit,' Annual IZsport of the Commissioner
Ot indian .nirs 4&17 (19of,.
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,Evenin the absence of express treaty commitments to this effect, the
.:mere establishment of a reservation operated implicitly to -confirm the
inherent governing powers of a tribe withir the boundaries thereof."a
;1.7.huS, as. noted by the Assistant Secretary of the Interior in 1942,
within.the Indian Territory prior to 1890, "the [Federal] Government
,.recognized the exclusive jurisdiction of the Indian tribes over their
owit- members and even over nonmembers within their territories." I"'
When Congress passed the so-called "Major Crimes Act" in 1SS5 pro -
viding,for Feder0.1 or territorial court jurisdiction over certain offenses
committed by Indians,78-that Act "probably did not apply to the old
[pre-1890] Indian Territory since there were no Territorial organiza-
tion, laws and courts to function under the statute." "

But despite the express and implied Federal guarantees to preserve
tribal- tv:.ritorial integrity, "..[S]oon it was apparent that the seclusion
and isolation which-the Indians sought was to be disturbed." "Almost
200.000 "[L]and- hungry whites overflowed into the Indian Terri-

.- tort' " 'i. in the late 1SSO's, vastly outnumbering the Indians there.s2
1Because of the absence of a territorial government and the ability of
tribes to cope with the lawlessness of the numerically superior settlers,s3

.considerable disorder ensued and Indian Territory "-became a refuge
for criminals -froth neigrhborinc, states." 64
.

In response to these problems posed by the growing influx of non-
'Indians.. Congress_ on March 1, 1sSO, enacted le!irislation 145 creating a.
United States court at Muscogee in Indian Territory. This court was

...granted- limited criminal and civil jurisdiction. but crimes and con-
. troversies between Indians were specifically excluded." The same Act
-also: authorized the President to open to settlement land in. the Terri-
tory that had been ceded to the United States by the Creek and
Seminole Nations.87

Tn. See Cohen Handbook. supra.'7": Letter of Oscar I.. Chapman. .Assistant Seeretary of the Interior. to the Attorney Gen-
- oral of the rnited States. elated An:: 17. 1942. at p. 1 (hereinafter cited as "1942 Set-re-
tartal letter"). This doetttnent is att.:wheel as exhibit 3 In pt. VIII, app. II of the final
report of *Task Force No. 9.

7" Art of Mar. 3, 1SS.1. 23 Stat. rgri., now codiG...41 at IS V.S.C. § 117.3 (1970). The original
nut o- eriznes lame been eNpandeti t,, include a. current total e.,f 1 -4 felony offenses. ,ire

ch. .1 Infra. -
=115,42 Secretarial letter.
/4.474d-ten supra, note 1s, at -127.
'PI' Ibid.Iry late IRS!). there were approximately -277.200 people In Indinn Territory.. and more

than 190,000 aere noa-Indians. In the western portion thereof, soon to becotne Oklahoma
Territory 4now roughly western Oklahoma ). it was estiniated that there were at least
-90.0oo and about 12,000 Indians. II. Rept. No. t":(; 17rganization of the Territory of
OkInhma and Establishment of Courts in the Indian Territory. .51st Cong., 1st secs. 4. 7-8

-(Fed.15,1R90 !hereinafter cited ri:4 -1590 II. Rept. 'I).
Pa The tribes in Indian Territory were ..i'SITIefally interested in the suppression of law-

lessness in their midst (flue to) eontnet with the criminal elit!4scs of all other nation-
alities. who commit crimes :lnd der.l.dations and in many e.ntseg escape without punishment."
1590 In Rept., enpra. note to.:;: n t s.C'ohen Handbook, supra, note 1S. at 427. See also 2S90 Rept.. supra. note 92, at
9-11.Pc 23 Stat. 7Sn.See. 5 of the ISS9 Act eonferred Jurisdiction Tipon the Muse orree Court -over certain

-minor offenses. defined in § 20-2e1. but $ 27 stipetinted that stir22 jurisdiction would not
extend to offenses committed by r tie Initiate upon the person or- property of another In-
dian." CIriI jurisdiction granted the new Federal court under this Act was made Inapplica-
ble via ft thereof to "controversies between persons of Indian blood only."

The. Act of Feb. /. 1 SSA. 25 Stat. 33. made provision for punishing robbery. hurginry,
and lnreeny committed within the Indian Territory and vested Jurisdiction thereover in
.rnited Sritte,4 courts loented in T-nfl roining States. rongress speMtirnllr deelnred. however.

-'. that this Act shall not be so rot strned as to apply to any offenses committed by one
Indian against the person or property of another Indian."

8 7 See 1500 rt. Rept., supra. note 92, at 3-4.
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On the following day. March I P+S9. another Federal statute "14 was
passed to meet the swelling nonIntlian hind rush. This la-w created the
(71wrokee or Jerome Commission ft) negotiate with the tribes in Indian

"Territory for the allotment of their reservations among tribal mem-
bers anti the sale of still)] 71S lit ildS therein to non-Indians. Thereafter,
by proclamation " of March 23. Ow President authorized the
Creek-Seminole ceded lands to be opened to settlers on April :.!.:2-1S89.
This was the first, of many land openings in what is now Oklahoma,
and the area thus made a vailable--1..SS7.796. itOreSbecanu, known as
-Oklahoma proper." l.")

As a result- of the opening of Oklahoma proper and in anticipation
of vast tracts of tribal land that the .Jerome Commission would pur-
ehase. the 111i...ration of -settlers: to Indian Territory continued. The
massive infusion of non - Indians. coupled with the rather limited.juris-.
diction over.them that had been con-ferretl upon tl Federal courts at

fuseogee and in adjoining. Stats."' prof hieed a push ff, erection of a
territorial governnient."2 Titus. on 'December 9. I S9. legislation was
introduced for this purpose and on May .2. .P..*:11. Congress passed the
-Organic ..ket"93 establishing. the Oklafiorwe Territory.

IT .5? f re-)117, 7891i to J.ff.1;

The events commen..,ing with the passage of the Oklahonia Organic
Act in 1.490 and oncludinfr with admission of the State of Oklahoma.
into the i-nion in 1!..;07 are ext remely 4..rucia I to an iinderstandin.cr of the
current Ii:-Tal status and 5u risdiot ional powers of the Oklahoma tribes."

Tese are the things we have ro look at * ", We gave * . We gave our
land to these people . We don't have t'. say we never gave anything. All we
want is justice and that is all we want * . We want to he treated fair and
square because I think we lneliuuc St on:C't hing 10.4411.er to the United States.
Dana Knight

While the poems are great- all across 'Indian country. the problems
of Oklahoma tribes are intensified by their t.londy legal status .-Pe
Fir. -tei policy of the United States and the State of Oklahoma has &rip-
pled the socioeconornie development Of the Oklahoma tribes. Rather
than deidin:T with the issues head-on. the Federal Government through
the Bureau of Indian Affairs. has chosen to stay in the background and
avoid confrontations. to the detriment of the tribes.

1Vater rights. jurisdiction. taxation : all are major issues in Okla-
hrtia which r " t'ld (ifwenment has vilnen to ignore while the
State of Oklahoma eI iii i'Tores to asserr powers the tribes-be4ieve to be
their own.

The Indians or (-)1,110,,nla are paying the price for this ne!Tlii-renee.
While they could be among- the roost prosperous tribes in the country,

Lr5 Star. 9S4).
1..ti:611 nitre tro".2% at 4 : M -,!-a=es al Vapors +f the TresI414-rits.

IX. p.1""ls!oll TI. Tlr4r.. &:.uvra. ni? fl., at
rji bro. Se% $11 pr:I.

Thq Tfre.ii1e!it St/ r./1 --Clubthritan proper- hail expris-:--e41 n.714-rn that a territnrial
c,vernrsz..4- fr6.1.0 T.1 be 0...r:0Ii "411.41. .10- t. ti :no supra. and t'+:1:zref-s Ita41 3-44-411.441

a ;.reverani-vis "..ettlers wit+, ntri t the frtuer r1CSetninr414,
: ft" f *. Pr:3.1..rit..4 gtriir0:1 Iron. SC.' 21i Itee, 5%. 17::. I.44 1 7 G.5. 1SSIE1.

1 !41 1144 1 et..614 2::71.
cc, "; Stier.
". cener ,11%.1.0% r'!ty 1.1:t p. =17.
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they are among the poorest, while vast resources which they !Pei ieve to
be theirs are taken and controlled by non-Indians for non-Indian use.

In this section,' we will outline the opinions of tribal leaders, and
report the findings of the Commission with regard to the issues raised.

TRIBAL SOVETtEtt:NTY .1.ND ilrazurroittAL. nit Irrs

The Cherokee Nation exists as a sovereign. subject emty to the scverigrity
the United States and the proViSkiLIS in thtt,Coustitutiou for dealing with

- Indian tribes.Itoss.Swituuter'
-Prior to 1890, it, is clear that the Oklahoma tribes maintained full

sovereignty with re.vard to tribal territory and tribal members. Aft...1-
1890. the situation riecomes less clear. As a practical matter. all Okla-

uhoma tribes have suffered cered beausethe Federa Government.overnment. did not keep
'* its pledge to protect the "sperwatient" reservation homelands (stali-

lished for them. As a matter of law, however, some tribes have fared
More fortunately than others. The legal distinctions beginning in 15941

among Oklahoma tribesprimarily those in the western as -.opposed
to the eastern portion of the- present Statehave for too long gone
nnrecognized. The State of Oklahoma has consistently failed to re(!0!...
nine these distinctions as shown by State documents jurisdic-
tion over all Indians in the State but citing only judicial decisions
and. legislation affecting eastern C.)klahoma.,

7. Efmter». 04-1,11r oma
The StWervirrnty of the tribes in eastern Oklahoma is more difficidt

fo define than that: of the tribes of western Oklahoma. That the tribes
of eastern. Oklahoma maintain their political relationship with the
United States. and that the tribal existence and tribal governments
.continue. is undenialile.'7 As with other tribes. the easiest way to define
tribal powers is to define what powers the tribes do not have.

In the 1591) Organic Act. it is clear that the tribe:: retained their
..:sovereign character. The jurisdiction of the tribes was also rinques-
-:..tioned. where conflicts arose between Indians_ The Act of Alareh 1,
1SS9. which created a United Stares court in the Indian Territory
:_placed "exclusive original jurisdiction over all offenses against the
-laws of the United States within the Indian Territory-not punishable
;.by death or by imprisonment at hard labor" "` in the realm of the said
court. However.. section :?.7 of the sarne Act declares that this conferral
of jurisdiction -shall not be construed as to apply to offenses committed

one Indian upon the person or property of another Indian." "
The Organic Act limits the jurisdiction of the courts created in the

Act by stating:
That the court established by said Act (of March 1, ISSII) shalI, in addition

to the jurisdiction conferred thereon hy said Act. have and exercise within
the limits of the Indian Territory jurisdiction in all civil cases In the Indian
Territory, except cases over which the tribal courts hare exclusive jurisdic-
tion:2'

Pleader=s before Arnerienn Indian Polley Itvie-or Corninimslon 'Task Ford I. 2. 3 4. and
mosdco=e4p., okia.. May 13 and 24 it/marina-4 hereinafter referred to as Muskogee hear-

in=4). 0. 60.1"1" mid.. see aI'o. Marjo Ir. Kleppe, C.A. No. :4-189. 1..S.D. D.C.. Opinion and order flied
9/2/197e.,012.5 Stat. 1. TS:.

21, Ibid.30°26 Stat. St.

4
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One further -qualifier of the jurisdiction of the-court -was added in.:
section which' r(zads

That jurisdiction- -hereby conferred upon the T.Thited St:ites -4'7ortrt in the__Indian '1'errit4.,ry ftver all oniroversi r.4 arising- between members- or citizens:of one tribe or nation of Indians and Lae members or citizens e),I7 o!.hernations in- the Indian Territor37, and any citiz:-n or members kr one tribe or
nation- w-ho 1'11:LF commit any offense or erinte :against the person Or ilrOperrFr
Of a citizen or hietni.er-of another tribe or -nation shaI? bestz:Jeer to the samepunishment in'.the Indian:Territory as he would be if both parties were citizens
of tr.e:,.717'nited- States-. And- any member or eitiz..!n of any Indian tribe Or nation_in the Indian` Territory. shall Inive the rignt invkke the aid pf said (ourt' therein

.for the prOtecrion 4.4: his person or property as a4ainst any parson- not :1 member.Of the.:same tribe or as though he were a citizen of the 17nited States.'
7.11e essential' thrust cif the 017anic Act. was to e.,tal.Aisha more

corrq)rehe.nsive.system of laws and ,..):Irts for the non-Inklialti4 who had,
,,peurect into Inclitzn Territory in the ISO-s_t".7 The history of the Act'=--.
0.5e.rs' firm eviden(-e that tlirt iribe:,; in the 'Territory. including- tlie Tye
Civilized Tribes:. favored action 1..we :alze. of the menai, posed by

./-1011.-Indians _and because t1-7bat s#,11--goxernir powers would re.maan.
largt.41-k- ;lot under the 0;",ani,! Aci. Thus. t /Louse, . ,siacrit .entwt. nent. Of the ion cle&ia red :

Your conunitt&--, are of tile opinielu ;hat -every right of any Milian tribe in the
-Indian Terri t4 try us' -heretoft %re clkmined 4 pric.sr to I :7;i10.), has been carefully
.gziarded. and ure)tvi,ti in the :14-conip:nyinL.;-

The bill ivas dis.-ussed at ;4-rya t by the representatives of the FiveCivilized tribes and by (it .;1 ad ,:1141 atilt 1.VIre niatle
to practically reconcile-all /11,,jctiins.s3 far as tb: Indian tril*s are c-oneerneci-

* * - *
The whole Indian Territory_ as heretofore tie t. r.pre,v-:;90) has. owing- to the :-

failure of- C:igrss to provide courzs adeqt:at;. to the wants of they pe( lweazne,'the refug:,- 47ritninal:?:. and thsp.ratlies friin all 1.'!ri-s the,eountry.but the estallir-hrin-r;t- ir TIrritori:rl g,kycrwinenr :vr that region and courtsin-the Five Tribes will arrest the 4-artsival of crime whieh prevails there.
or proter-t the Indiaos therein irm tire. rapIdiy int7reasing invasion of the crizil-
inn I ela

* il the pfople in those Territories (new Oklahoma. Territory and dimin-
ished Itadjan Terrirorvj are entitled to that protection..:whieh just laws and
lg 4.111 e4 purrs a (n1I1 Ti i 111411.11111:4 :ire especially interested 7In the sup-
pre.-:ion of 'lawlessness in th7r they -are amenable to their tril,sah

and c..ourt:-:-. y*-1- there east be n,D security to their persons or.: property. so long:
as they are in contact with the criminal (_-Iasses of all ()firer nationalities. who
commit crimes and depreciations and in many cases escape without punishment."

The situation changed dramatically with the Act of June T. 1S97,-
when Congress declared

That on and after January first. eitthteen hundred and ninetr-eight. the'rnited-
States Courts in said Territorysha 11 have origIna! :Lad e:veltisive juri-S:dietion andauthority to try and determine eivil eauses in law and equity therfter..
instituted and all criminal causes for the punishment of any offense committed
after 2anuary- first. lonndred and ninety-eight. 1:3.- any person in said-
Territory "' and the laws of tlw. Uziited States and the State of Arkansas-
in force in the Territory shall apply r. all pcrsons therein. irrespective of race.
and courts exercising' jurisdiction thereof as now conferred upon them in the
trial of like ea.rises%* %.

1Cri Ibtd-1`4! rt. Rept. No. 6g. Orgnnlzntion of thc Trritory of Oklahoma and Establishment of
CourtFE in the Indian Territory. 51st Cong.. 1st sess., p_

3fX1
2°4 30 Stat., 62.



The _X of June 28_ furthered the erosion of tribal rights. The
Aet`rei.ttis
- SF:0"-(2f1. That on alp] after rile pas14:itteof his Aet the laws of the various tries.-

lndt:ins siva,. !opt 11eT enCoeted,..It ..L %' iit equity by tiie 4ourZ6 Ui
/1 i Sta-tes itt iI t. finnan Terr:tory

SEtlf.% -That tin the 11u:tars-Al and ninety-c12.11:-.
tribal courts:in ludian,Terrickiry

The intent of Congress is made verN:-clear in section 29. of the Act:
IL is-further agree 1, in view of the niodiliention or legislative authority and

heriu provided. and the necessity of the contipultin...e. of
tite tribal. -governments so modiried, in o.-der earry out the requarernents of
titis-ALtr-eurent, that the saute shall continue for the period of eight years from
the fl.urth day of March. ei=11ten hundred arid Thist-ztiitsiat ion is
made iu the belief that the tzkbai zzwerntnent so raoditied will prove so satisfac-
"tory- rhac there tali be no. nt.-:11 or desire f*.r further elt.tngt till 'Chu lands now
oe_.cupied by the rive Civilized Tribes shall. in the opinion of Congres, be P-re-
.pared.for admitIsion as a State to the Union *

Further enactments Iw Congxess strenr-thened the notion that In-
dian Territo-ry wa SOOn to nr-) lot- -car be 'Tndirtn Conntry and under
the lirotectorshipe of the United States_ The 'Act of March 3..1001,

ade; "every Indian- in Indian. Territory" 1°7 a citizen of the United.
States, and the last proviso of the Act of May S, 100 G. provided-that
Tndians in the Indian Territory were excluded from the provision in

-the -Act stating that" all allrittees would be under the excinsive juris-
diction of the United States until the. end of the trust peribd.".s

Clearly, .then. a8 the State Courts assumed the powers of the terri-
torial and Federal courts which preeeded them, the Indians of eastern
Oklahoma [forme y Indian Territory] came under the jurisdiction of
State law, where they to this day.

The relationship of the -United States with the Five Gi it ized Tribes
can only be det-.7-cribed as vt. c0-mpleTe breach of fait.li. Fora;:enturies the

-Europeans urged the Indians to become "civilized." The Five- Civi--
lined Tribes were symbols of the type of adv-4-1..ucemet of which the-
Indian nations were capable. In spite of the al-etastation of removal,
the itribes res-umed their cult ura l_sc-)cial. political. and econornic growth
in their new home, othy to see their efforts rewarded with the destruc-
tion-of their tribal entities by a government which had pledged itself
to their protection.

17e,s-tern 07e7allanza

1.'4
Surprisingly, the sovereignty of the tribes in western Oklahoma

has survived tile years remarkably intact. . -

As with the tribes of eastern Oklahoma. the sovereignty-of
"the tribes

- 7-svai--.y -unquestioned prior to 1590. In the 1800 Organic Act, -Congress
reaffirmed these rights when it said of the Act andifs effect on Okra.-
homa Territoriy (now roughly western Oklahoma) : . .

Provided that nothing in this Act shall be construed to impair any right now
pertaining to any Indians oi- Indian tribes in said territory under the laws, agree-
ments, and treaties of/the United States. or impair the rights of perion or
property pertninIng- to said Indians. or to effect the authority of the government
of the United States to wake any regulation or to make any law respecting said

2CM 30 Stat., 495.
1C"Ibla.
1C77 31 Stat.. 1447-
la" 34 Sum, 1S3.
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Indians. their lands, property or other rights which it would have been com-
petent to make or enact if this Act had not been passed.

Later in the Organic Act. jurisdiction is conferred on -territorial
courts "over all controversies arising between menibers or citizens .of
one tribe or_nation of Indians and the memberS or citizens of other
tribes or nations in the :Territory of Oklahoma." The Act goes on to
say that the new territory had no jurisdiction over matters between
Indians of the same tribe. Further. the Act does not negate the power -

of the tribes to police the tribal domain with regard to non - Indians
on Indian land_

Where the Act of June 7. 1897 -130 Stat. S3].-placed the Indians in
Indian Territory [eastern Oklahoma] under the jurisdiction of ter-:
ritorial courts, no similar chancres v. ere made in the Oklahoma
ritorv_

With the passage of the Statehood Act of 1906 the jurisdiction of
the territorial courts was Transferred to the :State (7011rtS. However,
included in the Act was a provision which stated

Provided. that nothing contained in the said constitution shall be construed to'
limit or impair, the rights of persons or property pertaining to the Indians ofsaid Territories (so long as such rights shall remain unextin-uishable] or to
limit 'or_affect the authority of the Governmellt'of The Vnit&d States to make any .

law or regulation respecting:: such Indians. their lands. property or other rights
by. treaties. agreement. law or otherwise. which it would have been competent
to make if this Act had never 10Q.n PaSSed.7O6'

The State did include a aisclainicbr of -authority Over Indian lands in
its constitution. and the section has never been amended to authorize
the assumption of jurisdictivA over Indian lands.'" Further, aside
from this discussion of jurisdiction_ the rights of the tribes to retain
their full. sovereipm powers have never been extin:rruished. It is the
view of the Commission that the SOve'i-eigr.n powers of the tribes of
western Oklahoma with regard to Indian land within the original
reservation boundaries remain intact. The encroachment on. the part
of State of Oklahoma on tribal rights has been- a. result of de facto
policw on the part of the 1.."-nited States. policy which should never .

have come about and must be diseontintiett
It is most interesting that these tribes. who understood less of the'

-workings of American law than did the Five Civilized Tribes, .have
fared better than the eastern Okiaii:Irtia tribes:- in terms of the reten-
tion of sovereign powers. Perhaps it is that their seemin., disinelina--
-tion to exercise these powers is the reason they were never extinguished.

.3` 17r. rs.nrc-rio:s-

On the issues of jurisdiction * * we feel that this subject is very important
due to the fact that the state. city. and county governments are zoning. annex-
ing, and eneronehing on the prcperty ltnd Pastier` of the government of the
Absentee Shawnee Tribe. The failure of other units of government to recognize
the power arid authority of the Absentee Shawnee Tribe. which we of the Tribe
have never relinquished. only causer dissatisfaction and problems and complica-
tions with all concerned. We want to work with other governments of the state
in coordination with both government objectives. There will be no coordination of
effort if the power of one government is unrecognized. Therefore, we ask the

34 Stat. 267.31° See art.. I. see. a of Okia-homa Cealistitaticn_
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Federal Government. to act on iegisIation that requires the recognition- of theauthority- and .power Of the Absentee. Shawnee Tribe as a government of itsinembershipDanny Litile Axe Lz
property surrounding .4' 3, Riverside Indian School which is locatedin Anadarko. Oklahoma-. Recently. we had a-riot out there, and the local county--:city, police officers- came out to the :.zchool. As soon as they 2441W what they were..fa-cedrith and as soon as they got their first car rturned iiVerj. they decided

-:---they had no jurisdiction.- and left rather hurriedly- And the school was left,-withoirt any police protection whatsoever_Newt Lamar ?-7 .

The issue of jurisdiction as an element of tribal sovereignty hasbeen- developed in the previous section. The status of the tribes up to
after statehood has been shown- However, the legalmatters of jurisdiction have remained fairly static since 1907. while the

practical applications, or lack thereof, will dominate discussion of the
.-issue in this section-

The on11,- :,:io-nificant legislation-regarding the status of the Oklahoma
...tribes since 57907 is the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act passed in
1936 The :Act extended provisions of the Indian Reorganization Act(Wheeler-ITOward Act) of 1934 whiCh had previously excluded-Okla:
hOnaa tri bes.113 Mention should be made of Public Law-83-=2.SO, mainly"
to :- emphasize that the tribes of Oklahoma do -not have this burden
to :bear- The Srate of Oklahoma claimed... at the time that Pl... S3 -280
was being considered.. that- the -Act was not-necessary for Oklahoma as
the State already held-jUrisdiction over Indians in the State.114 While: this may be true for eastern Oklahoma. the State jurisdiction overIndians on. trust land in western Oklahoma is legally questionable-However, as a /natter of practice. the tribes of western Oklahoma exer-
cise few, if of their jurisdictional powers. There are several rea-
sons for this_

At or shortly after allotment, the tribal police forces fell into in-creasing disuse and more or less faded from existence sometimes in the
early .1940's_ We have found-no legislation or administrative authority
of any kind to make the disappearance of tribal police an occurrence --

.--predicated .b;3,-
The State of Oklahoina conducted all law enforcement activities on:non-Indian land from statehood on. but it is unclear as to. when the

State formalized a policy claiming jurisdiction over Indian lands- At-
least- as-late as 1950. the jurisdictional divisions bitween Federal andState authorities, was in -doubt-115- Like many other State intrusions

:on Indian rights,. it appears to have been a process by which the Stateclaimed some degree of authority .-and the -.Unitea States "Silentlyaccrursced:
With the passage of the Oklahoma Indian Welfare Act in 1936, thetribes

the an opportunity to rebuild their governments- How-
ever, the Promise of OIWA, just as the promise of IRA elsewhereIndianndian Country, h.as failed to be realized-

Testimony and documents support a conclusion that the Indianpeople of Okjahoma have suffered unequal treatmei at the hands
, =Written. test-tin:1On," of Danny Littleaxe Chairman, Absentee-Shawnee Tribe, submittedat Oklahoma city-khearIngs.

:.%1. 122 Oklahoma city bearings, p_ 366.xti 49 Stat. 1967.
, 334, See letter dated "Sov.: 13. -1933, from Governor of Oklahoma to Assistant Secretary oftho. Interior_ °rule Lewis.

23z Tooisgais. 186 2d 93 (10th Sir_ 1950).
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of the .State lai.v enforcement ap,:encies. Bob Gann of the Oklahoma..-
Indian Affairs Commission recently concluded a study of arrest and
incareeration rates in Oklahoma which indicates that the percent:10-e
of Indian arrests as compared to arrests of non-Tmlians is mariv times
the percentage of Indian population compared to tot:::l_popukition-iii,given counties:11';

A specific example of the...disrnptlffn indifferent law enforcement
can cause an Whi r E. a e area 71enr- Ponca.

is a cf.Itmn!mity rf hOtlICz1; built: with moneys .furniShed
by the Department of Tfousine- and 1.7-ran Development for the
use ctf Ponca Indians_ frestimonv indicated thitt local non-Indians
recnilarly invado the cornmunity while drinking and shout. honk ear
horns., and !"-renerallv "ra_se Local law enforcement author-.
ities :refuse to respond to calk from the Indian 'pt.-ople of the
community:1-17

The Riverside Indian School_ a 1-1TA lloardine- -s4-1164-.1 in Ana-.
rk.o_ Okla.. recently was the site of a clisturbanee a monp- the .!tudertts_

Loea.1 elvforeement authorities were summoned. The offi-ers on the
sene_ after the students tipped over a poliee ear_ apparently tle4-id6d
they had no iitrisdiction. and left the scene. 'U-nYine- the- newly con-
struct-441 Wieltitz1.-Caddo-Delaware office buildinfr with no protection.
front the riotin4; stwlents.1"

.
The situation in part: o f the State is even, worse_ Tn onsite disert.§-

sions 13.0(1 in 01-clahoma_ siati members were told that.'
when tribal per capita or lease payments are distributed_ the arrest .1
rate rises aramatieally. One Incli :tii. when -stopped by pol.ice_ simply
endorsed his per capita check and give it to the poli.ce_ knowinfr that,
regardless of whether or not he was actually guilty of any crime.
(which lie was not). lie would lose- the money.

The attitudes of Stare officials may be seen in a memorandum of,
law prepared for. the Oklahoma Department of Public Safety._ and '-
dated :11-ay 22. .1:7nder a section entitled "Facts," the raemo reads,
in part :

The purpose of this memorandum is to definitively answer that question (of
Crate j'arisaieti44n yin -Indian land' in order to set a basic Departmental policy.
The TIroblem is t+TP. f.rrowin= in import:m(7e flue iris increasing- Tridifin netiv4.:na

siieh ortconizations as the American iAloretnent
Oki-. na Ilighwa3.- Patrol' District rTe:hilipiart.er Supervisors were

n..11;041 sninnit a (1(4:tilinzx the Intli:In-ownr-d property in ench county tinder
their supervision 1-Nbrr-swhich trouble with organizations like .N.E31. could west
likely occur t * *2"

It: is hard to 41.,'i41e 17:11i Oh IS innre inipOrt nt 'to Oklahoma.: proper
polio -e protection 'for, Indian people 4)1- the suppression of A.E_M..The.
activities cif the American Indian 1Tovement ilt Oklahoma have_ to
this date. been inconsequential in terms of problems created for law.
enforcement a.firetcieS_ makinp- of a list. of areas where "trouble

* could most likely occur" creates a situation where law enforce-
ment officials tend to presume citizens !runty- .efore they are even.
accused of a crime. a situation which olten leads to excesses.

1:rl °Mahon-in City hearings. p. 249.
117 Ibid.. la. 21::.
1" ibid.. !).

_122 Meniorniadum of Law prepared by Jerry L. :NreCozabs, p. 2.
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The treatment of Indians (luring and after arrest by State arid locaiofficials further shows the need for alternative raw enforcement
alrencies. omplamts of police brutality are common from Indians in
45-klahom.a.12° A paper by Kathryn Cornell Harris, in 1971- entitled
"Indian Police Relations in Rural Oklahoma" (the project was funded

T itisuranee_Co_ and_a-gra.nt La-w--En-foree-
xnent Assistance Administration) was prepared for I>r. Gary Marx,
professor of sociology at Harvard University. The ..paper revealedthat. one of every two Indian families interviewed had a relative who
died while in police custody in Oklahoma.. Further.. this study con -centrated on the area around Shawnee, Okla.. a town which does not
have a bad reputation for relations with Indians.

ItE.SETZVATION- .STATZ7S

Historically, legislation that affects Indians h reservation oriented; that is..directed toward- Indian people living on Ft fl reservations. TheFive Civilized Tribes do not collie within the scope )f many programs and servicesavailable to Indians because we do not live on reservations. Our needs, however,are just as great.'-----10verton James
In one laee it says reservation. Great. They are helped. Add a little 'dash anditem-reserrati,m and you are dead_ It is words that we are lighting .againstnow.'Levi Stevens:

then they took away oar reservation. status * 41 let me say this now;the Ponces didncit concur * *."'----Dana Knight
The issue of reservation scat us is the matter foremost in the minds

of the tribal leaders in Oklahoma- It is iniviear how many of the tribes
came to be considered nonreservations. On the other hand_ it is very
clear haw other tribes came to lose their status. Afean-while, how the
Osage maintained their status as a reservation tribe further confuses
the issue..

In this section.. we will separate the discuss on of eastern Oklahoma-
(hla. Indian Territory) and western Oklahoma (ohl Oklahoma-Terri-.
tom-Y. The final smiFsection will be devoted to the detrimental effectsthis change of status has had on the Oklahoma tribes_

1. .reixtervi 17.1e7a1101770;

There has never been legislation- specifically abolishing the boUnd-:aries of-the reservations in Indian Territory. ATheil thelThited States,in the 'period from 1.SSC) to 1007. stripped the tribes of Indian Territory-Of most of their pov.ers, and dismantled the governments of the FiveCivilized Tribes the intent, of the legislation was clear: Conp.ress
.Socou_:_.tht to end-the tribal existence of the Indians in Indian. Territory.TioWeyer, there are still many allotMents and a certain ainotInt of'tribal land under trust. status and subject to the control of the Bureau.-of 'Indian Affairs.- Case law supporting the contention that the tribesof eastern Oklahoma are still reservations will be discussed in the Sec-tion on western Oklahoma.: The Commission feels that reservationStatus.should, be returned to the Five Civilized Tribes and the rest of

=' Oklahoma City hearings. genora lly:-
_121 Muskogee bearings. May 14. 197% p.
7= Oklahoma City heu.zings. p.. 109_Ibid.. p. 203.
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eastern Oklahoma_ Such status does not affect the leg-al status of the
_tribe. but rather serves to make the tribes eligible for certain Federal
domestic assistance programs from which their present status excludes
them. Western Oklahoma

; The situation in western Okla Coina is more clear
and reflects a failure on the .part of the United -States.

in its role as trustee of the tribes.
Oklahoma. Territory prior to allotment was, of course. Indian Coun.-,

try. Controversy arises as to the effect allotMent had on its charaCter
as Indian Country- (Osage County and the Osage Reservation were
included in Oklahoma Territory and will be considered as included. in
.western Oklahoma for the purposes of this section.)

It is unclear how, when. and why the tribes of western Oklahoma
with the exception of the Osar-e. Came to be noureservation tribes_ It
appears. to have come about as a result of conflicting case law.. Prin-.L
ciple cases involved are U.S. v_ Ratim.ey. 271 :U.S.. 467 (19726) affirming
Federal :criminal jurisdiction over trust allotments within the Osage,:
Reservation: Ex Parte Nowabbi, 61. P. .2(-1 1139 (Ok-la. 1936). affirm-
in State jurisdiction over crimes on trust allotments within the
boundaries of the 1'We Civilized Tribes: -Too;$ga.h. v. U.S., 186 F. 2d
93 (10th Cir. 1950) reversing its own- earlier .Opinion and holding
that the terms "reservation" anc-b"Indian Country" were not synon-.
ymotis (at least under the law prio -to 194S when iS 11751,de-
fining 'Indian Country (was enacted) : and L'77;$ Page. 351 F.
250 (10th Cir. 1965) holding that a 'cession ag-reement which. conveyed
all land within a reservation to the T.Tnited States subject to allot7
ments in severalty to. the tribal members effectively -disestablished a
reservation. In reaching this decision., relied on the 1950 Tooisgah.
derision.

In view -of the cession negotiations which preceded the- cession- agree-
ment. the flndinp- of the 10th Circuit Court- of Appeals in._Tooiggah,
slipra_ may be lerrally questionable.. The court repeatedly stated- that
allotment constituted "the breaking up of the reservation-7' and the
dissolution of tribal governments-7_1=4- This is simply not the case_ The
proceedings of the Jerome Commission negotiating _the -allottrient._
"a!,-reements" 'between the tribes and the TTnited States shows that the
intent of the Act was not to abolish the reservations or take- away In-,
dian rip-htS :125

iCommissionerV.S.vrRE. There was on thing I've neglected to.tell you-thatlE
will now tell you_ that this contract shall not affect or take away from you
anything that you have any treaty that you have made heretofore ,except.
that 'you make a _.relinquishment of your rights to land.

mr ,I. or *
-S'Ayar.. And the contract that we propose now we want to assure the Indians

and .A.-e-write it down in the contract that it does not affect any rights you xnay
have ibv treaty or otherwise. they are not affected by this contract.

nor-if:RT. Dt..--rays. Cheyenne. The treaty- of 1567 is that still binding?
JEROMF- I SZtld it had never been caneelled. it has been carried out.
SAya.g. The 'great father does not want you to move away from this reserva-

tion: he wants you to live here just as you live- here now only that he desires

rooiligi-rh. 3-- United Stateir- in /SC Federal Register. 2d series, p. 95.
Rrief in note 11 S. p. 53. 54.



that each man woman and child hall select a place in the territory where he-
will live *-

Congress has never specifically extin(i-uishe41 the reservation bound-
,sries of many of the tribes_ . and-it is not to be assume." that the
ous allotment acts .constituted such ai action. ecingress knew exactly -
how t-o--e-xtin-Atish-r-cseitt-irlzi-bc..u.n...1.-.1ries,..7.--..-is:.eLtn_i_u..,)*-1 et of Apxil 2L
1904.- (33-Stat. 1S9) :

the reservation lines- of said Ponca and Otoe and Missouri:). Indian
reservations lie, and the same art- hereby, abolished : and the territory cornprisL
ing said reservations shall b-rt attached to and become part of the 'counties to
Kay, Pawnee, and Noble. In Oklahoma Territory a. a a.

The Area :Director of the BIA Area Office in Anadarko, Okla,
recently commented that :

4W,te would strongly recommend that the tribal lands and individual allot-
mentsthe remnants of the original reservations. be referred to in the Bureau of
Indian Affairs regulations and otticial tiles as reservation lands, denoting the
legal effect of such land

Again. no .congressional authorization was given declarinc, these
tribes -nonrescrva.tions, with only the two tribes named above being
exceptions.. It was a simple Mader of the BIA taking an action for
its own convenience. Oklahoma is Indian. Country. and the United,
States has the same IrerVonsibilities toward tribes that it does to
Indian tribes in any otfr State in the Union_

The practical effeots on Federal funding as a result of nonreS6 rya.-
tion status have been to make the tribes ineligible for certain Federni
proc,rams involving school construction moneys.. title II and title IV
of the Comprehensive Employment Training Act, and Law Enforce-
ment Assistance Administration funds_ There is absolutely no looical
reason why the first two programs should be .vithheld from Oklahoma
tribes and the.reasons for withholding of LE.A.A. funds would seem to
be .based on legal confusion and administrative fiat. Regardless of

-whether or not the reservation boundaries still stand, there is no,rea-
sonable justification for exclusion of Oklahoma tribes from programs
and legislation benefiting the rest of Indian Country.

The power of the state to impose various forms of taxation on. Indian Tribes
and individual Indians is limited_ The major source of limitation is founded in
the trust relationship between the Federal Crovernment and Indian tribes. Other
.sofirces of tax immunity are found in the power of the tribe to govern itself and
a practieni immunity based on- a. lack of state jurisdiction over Indian lands.
Virgil Franklin'

The issues of tribal governments' authority to tax and exeirkption-of
tribal government from State taxation are closely linked to the ques-
tion of jurisdiction and of utmost importance for the, tribes in
homa.. In practice, the State of Oklahoma has shown little willingneSs-

. to thoroughly investigate the limitations of its taxing authority over
Indian tribes, while the tribes do not hare the capacity to conduct
such an investigation. The Bureau of Indian. Affairs has done little
to. assist in clarifying the situation. even though it-is the principal
agent of the trust responsibility to Indian tribes.

The State has in one instance extended-an exemption for an Indian
-tribe on the ground that the tribe is a Federal instrumentality...

ee app. 2_ fxhibit 1. part VIII. Final Report of Task Force No. 9.
22= Oklahoma. City hearings. p_ 331.



The State contends that :
(1.--)he Federal rilstrunt4-tirality Doctrine is subject to very strict- limit-at:11mi;

and should be narrowly 4.-.-tineti to allow sales Lax exezi.ptit.ww: may to those,
India n orlzanizations %%1:414.-11 make pnr(1=se-4 olely for the intr/b.se. carryiltg-
out a. Im_.(rfit1(.. 4?c:.ntnlic prl=ram i-4.4r the Ir.:Ohms approved .atill-sapervist,-d .1); the
Federal Governintnt; or vhert.....sztch pkirellasks are :nude with restricted funds.111'

the State fails to take, into account the inherent sovereign
(71jaraCter of the Indian- Further. t he State has given exemptions
to. some. of the tribes NV/Ine 'denying the :-.=ame exemptions- to other-S-
There is no legal or rational reason for the distinction_ indicating
either that the State is not sure of what- its powers are in this area. or
that it carries on a `'favored status" policy_

A.t. the very lkT.ast. Conrrress should declare that tribally owned enter-
--prtses..be exempted from all form s: of taxation from the State 61.01:la-

hotua. The tribes are pz-esently deliverinr- more services to many of
theiti,Tnembers than the State and t-,;hould he allowed the benefits of tax
exemiition so tifat they can iinprovc.t and expand their delivery of

for the benefit of Indians and nori-rndians alike.
It !,/iould be 1-14at the Five Civilized Tribes are forbidden to

levy taxes 18v the sei-is -s 'of ppactlitentsdiseuss,:ed earlier. This provi-
sion. should be repealed. On the issue of tax exemption_ however. these

soereirn units of gover nment. and should be allowed
to enjoy the saute exemptions enjoyed by other tribes_

(L-iet the- tr-114(...: 4:14 rnern.14orslap rind le-t the S4:.cretary of Interior
ar:11. ..-11!:ever else 14 :31.4 lon(4.--Nrnry Nfi-Corra14-1:.

I think rls::r h.' ,<-=4 virali to (14fink its cwn menafership is of utmost Ina-
114.rrance.--1:.4ss Swimmer

The --ricrht: to (1.4fi l3e 11147-11therShip 1s one of . the most basic of any
sovewl!.-n. '1 zus ri(ritt ha! bCon (btlitS'3:41-ent11.- (levied inalyv tribe a in
Oklahoma.- A seeon ! important aspect membership in. Ok-la-homa
tribes is that owner-..-iiip of rest urees in the same manner as members
of :t sovorei.yinv F.-1,0,?3t1nrIt ?nen!) that the owner is therefore a member_
Third. r2overnent of ; n wnil.er froth the tribal area does not constitute
the loss of ri!.--hts of inembei-ship-

O is the' madene pressin rr proI}len: population e distinction
by the Bureau of trairs liorAvven membership and service
population_ Total niemlieship is defined, IT the number of names
on the tribes Service population is the number of tribal members

on or nea r the reservation aecordin7 to the Bureau. of the
Census. -.Tribal leaders (.-onsisrently r-or uplainecl that ef'/ISTIS estimates
of their E-ierviee population are:riOieulons13.- low_ The ease of the
,A4..-4p.-ntee-Shawnee Trilie illm--trates their 'problems-

The 'population for the Absentee Shawnee on or near the reser-
:vat-ion is 7:-.7 to tie Bureau of Indian Affairs- Recently
the tribe did a CenSuit,zsliotyin,.- 1_147 tribal members on the reservation
area itself. Near the reset-Yat ion, there are another 111 tribal members.'

T,4ft(4r from 01enhorn-4 Si- -nix (7.rural=ston to Atrrtc. May. 1117G.
f)kIntiorna C!ty p. 24,4.
Muq!zo-erf- p. 1147..



'L-.t.clie.---State-'-of7-0-krtalorna. there are another 40:2 memberS, 117 of
which resid in -Oklahoma. -City. a mere 30 miles from Shawnee.

:Therefox-e a, total of are.- on or near the reservation and over
.-1600 in the State of _Oklahoma_ Clearly, the better estimate of tribal
population comes from .the tribe itself..

;..-Another point of contention is the population count for the pur-
poses of revenue shariner._ -Whenever tribal members- reside in local
,..)urisclictions. 'even within the reservation, those- local communities
count these Indians for the:purpOses of -revenue sharing and the tribe-

..,..cannot. An example is the Absentee Shawnee- The city of Norman
Oklahoma _City .receive moneyS by- incl nr-uditribal members in

their revenue sharing -formulas, even thourrh tribal leaders contend
that their members would prefer to receive services from, be connted.
in service 'population .forinulas for. and even pav-taxes to, the

The Federal Government has often interfered with Indian tribes
in _Oklahoma_ Sometimes the interference is.only small and ag-r-ravat

sti.eh. as an order from the Department of the Interior orderinfr:
the Sac and .Fox-Tribes,to put an Absentee Shawnee woman on their

.rolls Other times, however, Government interference causes
significant amount of problems, especially for the Five Civilized
There- are two specific problems facing the Five Civilized Tribes:

:.(1)- the reliance on the 1907 Dawes Commission rolls as the sole.major
:.,:determinant of tribal membership: and () the inclusion of the

::descendants of the freed slaves of the tribes.. as a result of treaties
Made after the Civil War. on the tribal. rol

All descendants of those, persons on the Dawes Commission rolls are
considered tribal members for purposes- of voting in tribal elections
and referendamr.3, and distribution of judgment moneys_ Therefore.
many persons of very little Indian blood are allowed to vote in tribal
elections, makiwr decisions _which may affect their lives not at all, while
affecting Indians p-reatly_

-'The other membership problem plaguing the Indians of the Five
Civilized Tribes is the inclusion of freedmen bands. After the Civil
"War, the reconstruction treaties of the I ribes. said that they would pro-
vide land-s.--for their freedmen.- These freedmen were riven allotments
which have long since passed into fee simple status_ Iron ever. the de-

-. scendan-ts of these freedmen are t.onsidered txil11 It because of_the treaty. provisions. It seems strarpre that the United States has vio-
lated almost -ev_erv- provision of those li:C;(;, treaties-. yet it holds the Five.

Tribes to their word_ Again. these people do not identify as
Indians. the Federal Government does not recor-nize them as Indians..
yet they' make deeisions affecting Indians. Clearly.--Congress should

the tribes a"method for restrietin7 th-eir membership to persons.
of Indian deScent rather than imposing a Federal definition based .on
descendancv from the Dawes Commission rolls The final- irony of the

.that. although the tribes must keep the descendants from
the Dalve Commission rolls for tribal, political purposes, the Bureau
of Indiiiii-Affairs provides services only to tribal persons of one-guar-,
ter or more Indian blood-132

Muskogee bearings, May x97. p. 107..
Ztruf;kogee hea rims, May 13-1.4, 1'1)76.

rLv
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Another membership situation of concern in Oklahoma is that of
the Osa*Te_ The issues involving the Osage are so varied and complex
that the major recommendations of the Commission is a special study
of their problems. However_ it is clear that many Osa.- Indians re-
ceived none of the "benefits- of allotment_ while tit. n v non-Indians con-
tinue to reap benefits which could have. and ultimately should have,
gone to the Osag,e Indian people_

THUS -r Nix--;

Currently there are :?:.100 members enrolled in txr tribe. Al! that remains: or
our land is 800 acres located 41,=. Tulles south tf 'Stroud. Oklahoma. The land that
Nve clnee_owned. when we arrive71 in Indian Territory. was.479.Ge>4 acres 41 .11 41 --Mary McCormick.'

( I I xi our tribe we have 160 acres.11.-e are using quite a hit of that-. and we--
hare about GC: acres in cultivation that we are renting out. And we are ;vetting
very, very little money. And we dn't have any inenzie wluitsoever that our court:-
cit can go to here and there. We don't have :ant. Levi Stevens'

The effects of allotment on Oklahoma tribes was devastatiner. T.Tri-
fortunately. the ixrciblems still, exist and there is little evidence trat the
Federal overrn has (loneanythin!)- to alleviate the situation.

hen the tribes first arrived in Indian Territory. DO percent of- the
present State was in Indian hands..As an example of the diminishment
of Indian lands. we concentrated on the offets of allotment in Okla-
homa Territory or. rou.rhly. the western half of the State.

When the tribes had ail arrived in Oklahoma Territory around'
ISS-1-. they owned 11.c.s9.44:: acres which was to be theirs for all time.-
Today Indian lands, including tribal trust lands. tribal lands in fee..
and trust allotments. total 540...4-ii-;_93 acres. or less than percent of
their treaty lands."5 Further. all but 22.61w acres of the lands are in
individual allotments. In western Oklahoma. etch and every tribal
leader who was asked if his tribe had enough land replied "no." Even
thoug-h the Oklahoma -Indian Welfare Ac; (011 _1) specifically au-
thorized The Secretary of the Interior to but lands through the revoly-
in.,- loan funds in ITZA for the Oklahoma tribes and put them in trust,.
it does not appeiir that. I acre of nontrust lands have been put in
tribal ownership under the provisions of the Act. No moneys have
been appropriated to the Bureau of Indian Affairs ,Anadarko Area
Office for fulfillment 'of that proVision of

A. breakdown oflands beion,"rin,cr to western Oklahoma tribes .and..
;their meMbers appears on P. of this chapter. The chart shows .a

total of 54C.S7S acres of land. for 22...SuH.) tribal members on the reserva-
tion- 47..503 members regardless of location. This means that for each
.member of a tribe on or near the reservation. there are 25 arses of land
in Indian Ownership. For each member regardless of location. there
arc only Ji? acres of Indian land. For each. in allotment tract_
there are nine tribal members. four on or near the reservation_ The

_tracts average about 95 acres eaeh_
The problems that. plague land ,planning for reservation tribet.. in

.other St:ites are present in Oklahoma as well. Checkerboarding- and'
fractionated heirship effectively stifle any Tong-range economic plan-

Further, time lands are primly protect-61 by the Bureau of Indian-
,

12z1 Oklahoma City hoarings, p."a Oklahoma d'i'rt orintn4, p. 110.
Atatistival chart on pp. .13=-3-3.
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Affairs. Take the case of the allotment of a Comanche woman who',leased here land through the Bureau for farming purposes. A non-Indian.individual was seeking to lease the land_ but was on a list of
,persons to whom the Bureau would not lease because he had acquired

very,poor record for payment_ The individual's grandchild thenentered =a bid as a front for his grandparent and was awarded the
lease.. The grandchild was 17 years old and d-a high school student with
MO- visible means of support and no collateral_ When time came forpayment on the lease. the lessee could not pay. Incredibly, the Bureauthen extended the lease, supposedly to give the individual time to pay-off_ Only on Indian land could a person 1:_tet away with such actions.
To date. the situation remains unresolved and a Comanche woman isstill waiting' for her lease money.

Add to these problems the assertions of tribal leaders that servicepopulation figures are much too low. and you see that the tribes have
very little chance to become self-sufficient Moreover. the effect of someS_ tate laws is to force still more land into fee status through partition
actions as a result of fractionated heirship. Likewise. Indians in Okla-homa are subjected to State probate laws where non-Indians are not,there being no rational basis for this discriminatory treatment. So

__numerous are the special laws grantin.i, the State of Oklahoma special
rights over Indians that Felix Cohen devoted a separate chapter toit in his Handbook of Federal Indian Law (see chapter 23).Finally, few of the tribes have land acquisition and consolidationprograms because they simply do not have the resources_ Also, the
Secretary of the Interior has the authority to place land in trust whenit 1411-acquired by the tribes.. yet the Department has established apolicy that land, generally, will be-placed in trust only with specific
congressional approval_ Three recent examples of this policy are seenwith the Absentee-Shawnee. Citizens Band of Potawatomi, and
Southern Cheyenne-Arapaho Tribes_ All three were awarded lands
forinerly used by the Federal Government, only to have to pay taxes

the land until Congress acted to have the lands placed in trustThe Comanche and Otoe-Missouria Tribes have begun land acquisi-
tion Orograms using FTri.A. loans.. but the trust problem certainlydis-

-. courages full-scale land acquisition and lessens the returns of suchprograms.
Therefore, Oklahoma. tribes have little. and in some cases, no land todevelop even. if they had moneys available for economic development

WATER RIGIITS

(W)e know that the (Oklahoma State) Water Resources Board either through.Ignorance- or indifference made decisions which are highly questionable andsuspect and we inform your office now that corrective action (must) be takenby. the State Government to correct the deficiences that have been allowed toex:ist and grow because of ignorance of the law We believe that allIndian water rights exist on all major Streams within the State of Oklahoma.'
Water rights may well be the most important economic asset a.ccru-_inf,,r to 'he tribes of Oklahoma_ As on other issues in Oklahoma, the

_Bureau of Indian Affairs and the Department of the Interior hasrefused. -to take a stance in support of the existence of Indian waterrights_
20, United Indian Tribes of Western Oklahoma, position paper oa watPr rights.
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There lt!4":t1 for Indian T.-rater ri!)-lits. in Oklahoma being
distin,ruished .from t11,1 ::,,;(! of caller Indian tril)es in other States- a he.
same legt31 principles-apply-The tribes:,Tained. with the est ablisliment-...
or !-:rile; to a z-tlfriitIlV -Or 1.1,-zac:..% rejt'r:11. GOVor11-
:;fsr.i" ' :tpt

T.!0 ,....t:t,1,t Pr-LIV I 11 1:ir:tt ?On esialfrlish heir.
--prior :111a. par:MI.4'111ra" light S To a 7-:1.1 :1i(lellry watt!r.!to

In.eastern Oklahoma., the T.T.S. Supreme Court ruled. in 1975. that
the Cherokeee. Choetaw. and Chi(.:l.cznzaw Nations hid. the rights to
the River iii spit( of alioi.mnt_ One of rho factors fax-orinz
the trily..,s was the notion that. NV le11 the treaties tit'r'e tyrttle withthe
tribes there was no idea that a r.-ttaie would ever exi:-t in their tribal
ae:z." (7prt v e,t0t1 zippy ro all the tribes in Oklaitc-ana.
statehood was never conIsIdered for Indian Territory until -well after
the last eservat.ion e:-,tablisheil-

Even if the tribes do not control all the rivers in Oklahoma. they
zeal still hold rir-its pertainin...- to the lands they have rethined...K.S
with so 111 111 other issues in Oklahoma. if state officials would recog-.-
raze the rights of the sovereign tribes, the problems would not be so
Severe_The value of Indian water ri!)-hts may be seen in the result of the
Supreme rulinir in favor of the rights of the Choctaw_ Chero--
kee. and Chickasaw Nations_ The tribes Have proposed a settlement
of $60 million for let past rights_ and a 99-year lease for $6 million .

sr vear.138 Senator Bellmon of Oklahoma has introdeeed a. bill in.
Congress that would provide for the Seeretary of the Interior to make
an agreement subject to cont.,iressional approval for the rights tothe
Arkansas RiverThere is a. new danrser in the area of tribal water rights that is .
beginning to face the tribes. Oklahoma is attemptin, to have water,
rights litigated in Oklahoma State courts. This is very unfair ro.the
tribes who have consistently fared very poorly when ,z7tates. who are
competing for those :atm, resour..-.s, are then the forum that adjudi-
cates_

The -.United States. as trtistee of the Indian tribes_ must live up to-its
responsibility to the tribes in defending their water rights. "...Nroneys,
should be made available to these tribes for litigation costs, and Ted-.
era' courts are the only appropriate forum for the conflict between the
State and the Indian tribes.

We would strongly- recommend.- that the Bureau of Indian Affairs give full
-force and assistance to tribes in their desire to remainmainrain full powers
and jurisdiction as sovereign nations. specifically in relaton to the states whose-
iouuclaries have devehipeelnrmind ritot-ze of the- s-overeign nations' boundaries--
This should include the following issues but should not be limited to these:
land use, taxation powers, hunting and fishing, law enforcement, tribal court
system. --- Virgil Franklin_140

Presently, the governments of the Oklahoma tribes simply .124-1.: the
resources to serve their members adequately. Their budgets are in-

'137 Choctaw Itiation Oklahoma, sn'pra_
m="7.tiuskonee ben.rinzs. May 14. 19'76. p.
2-1,6 S. 3.12.-S. June S. 1076. fi4tb. cress_
-1" Oklahoma City hearings, o_ 331.



adequate to deliver the services that governments are obligat.lid to de-
Iiver to its constituents. Few of the tribes have even the moneys neces-
sary to,establish permanent salaried positions in a number consistent
with carrying out even the barest functions of g.-,overnment. Instead,
the tribes rely on transitory funding from various Government agen-
cies. fundin.0- which they icnow--fazt7tu painful experience, cannot be
relied upon-

. .The tribes, as explained earlier have few independent sources of
revenue- as...economic development is nearly nonexistent. and tribal

scarce as they- are- Offer little revenue even NV !It'll they ire 1e-
.,-Yeloped. The end result -of the lack of revenue is :11. sit nation where the
:-::7.tribes simply cannot carry out functions vital to their present and
..;.,.,futur6_ viability-

the Bureau of Indian Affair< has shown .itself incapable
,...'..ofade-quatel. defending the resources of the tribes and their members..
;.:-The .'Dureau- has -failed to generate the maximum, or in many eases

evenan aecepta.bIe, rate of return on enterprises and trans:,ctions in-
:74.7-OlVin.- tribal resources, pqrticularly leases of tribal or individual .

Nonc of the tribal °Meet's in i'VeSt ern Okl;Allomr. re,eive svdaries for
executing their duties. with the exception of the Cheyenne-Arapaho
tribes-who. pay a noznir-al sum to their officers_ This results often in a .

situation where tribal leaders are forced to conduct tribal bUsinessin
-what should be their leisure -hours., Government. simply cannot be ef-
fective when its officers cannot devote a sufficient amount -of time to

.-_-..-Government business.
Therefore, the tribes are foreed.to rely oil funds from various GoY7-

.--ernment afrencies.J7nfortunately. these funds are nor- reliable as reap-
_-...plication must he made -periodically with no guarantee of continuous

funditir,.. beyond a certain period.. 1-foreover. the tribes have found the-
,..-.-re(t-ulations that <-roalong with the funding are applied in an arbitrary'.

and damafrin!, manner. A. specific example is a recent decision of the
.Office of Native American Pro!..-rarns_ Several tribes in Oklahoma were
hiring trilEd leaderstas administrators of programs funded by ONAP.

--,7The tribal leaders were_ therefore, able to spend a full day in the tribal
office and are able to follow and respond to events more rapidly and effi-
ciently. Unfortunately. in June of 197(;. ONAP suddenly and, nppar-
entiv decided to enforce a rather va!rue conflict-of-interest
clause-in. grant regulations. It -should he noted that. each grantee had
previously submitted personnel regulations which were approved by

and in none of the cases involved were the tribal leaders meni-.
bersof the guiding body of the grantee_ °NAP. rather than finding a
direct conflict of interest involved, is enforcing the decision because of ,

an :"appearance of" .a conflict of interest_ The re!2-nlation in no way re-
quires the interpretation it is being given by,ONAP-

involves.. Another recent development directly the advent of PM-
the "Self-Determination Act," Prior to enactment of 63S. the

BIA administered the Tribal Government Development Program
-(TGDP). However, under the grants portion of 63S. tribes are allo-
cated, moneys tos.Vestructure their. governments in order to begin con--
tractincr under 638_ According to some tribal leaders-. the moneys from ..
638 are less than what they were receiving under TGDP- Further, the.:

. .
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tribes cannot. use Hip (;:ig funds to pay their tribal officers_ apparently
because of regulations restricting such uses. Clearly. such restrictive
guidelines:are hurting the tribes. and there is no reason to believe the
tribal officials would in any way abuse such funds_ It is disappointing
that Indian-oriented agencies such as ONAP and BI_ would apply..
the types-of guidelines which are useful in non-Indian situations to
Indian governments which are simply not to be compared to non=
Indi'an entities.Another major problem for the Oklahoma tribes is their outdated
constitutions_ Slightly over half of the Oklahoma tribes are organized.
under the Oklahoma 'Indian Welfare Act. The t ,.)nstitutions of these
tribes. like those of IRA tribes. appear based on a "model- constitu-
tion constructed by MA. The constitutions are simply inadequate to
meet the present needs of the tribes_ Congress should do two things;
(1) Pass legislation extending all provision of IRA tO the Oklahoma,
tribes: retnemberinr.- that IRA. represented a rec6gnition of the powers
of Indian tribes. not a. bestowal of such powers: (2) pass ::-r-islation -
:Allowing for new constitutions for the tribes designed to include all
powers ry to deal -with present problems as well as al r foresee-
able future issues. Presently. Oklahoma tribes are excluded from cer-
tain provisions of IRA. including those rerading creation of new
reservations and general extensir3n of the trust period- there being no
rational basis for such discrimination.

The multitude of promises guaranteeing the territorial integrity of
the tribes of Oklahoma have all been broken_ The tribal lands guar-
anteed by treaty a short century ago are now almost entirely occupied
by non-Indians. Despite the cieclarations of honest intent, and high-
principle...the -United States has clearly failed to live up to its oblizra-
tions to the tribes in Oklahoma.To thereat credit of the Indian people of Oklahoma.- the tubes
persist and strive for the serf-sufficient-3.- which was theirs before state-

., hood. Their courage and determination clearly merits better than they
have been allowed in this society. But it. eannot go on much longer.
The tribes must immediately be assisted b3.- the Federal Government,
so that they might carry out the necessary functions of government
which might guarantee their future viability_

As elsewhere in Indian country. assimiiation policies have be en a
miserable failure in Oklahoma. Indian people are still poOr. -unedu-
cated_ and unhealthy. While some Indian people have "made it" in the
non-Indian world which .surrounfls them. the Federal Government
cannot continue to ignore the pitiful situations of Indians in Little
.Axe. Watonga. Carnegie_ Hominy. Anadarko, and the even more rural
areas of Oklahoma.

TI)is etommission has listened and cannot help but he impressed by
the firm grasp the tribes have to what. has to be done_ The Creek,Nation
has submitte'd to the Commission a -very fine. even excellent statement
of its problems and what they see as possible solutions_ The Creek
report provides a plan of action which we believe serves as a giant step
-toward righting the innumerable wrongs perpetrated against the
tribes of Indian Territory by the T7nited States and the State of Okla-
homa. We,commend the Creek Nation for its efforts which continue the
-tradition of belief in the American system which has marked the
history of the Five Civilized Tribes.
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The United Indian Tribes of Western Oklahoma and Kansas have
been awarded 2141i-rant from the BIA to conduct the survey of their
powers and needs which has been needed for years and years. We
recommend that this study. be considered to the utmost degree in future
legislation for the benefit of the tribes of old Oklahoma Territory.

_u-mally, it. isr of utmost importance that the Feder pl-Goyernment
impress on the State of Oklahoma the nature of the special., relation -
ship and responsibility the United States has with and to the tribes of
-Oklahoma. The tribes want cooperation. not confrontation with the
State of. Oklahoma. But we stress that this situation has been created
by the E-4.itecl States and the State of Oklahoma. It is the Indian people-
-and tribe-s-ho suffer for it.

COZCCI.Z-SION"

Congress should act to reaffirm both the responsibility and- rela-
tionship of the United States- to and _with, the Oklahoma tribes, as

as the inherent and continuing sovereign character,of the Okla-
homa tribes.. Further, administrative regulations allowing the State of
Oklahoma to interfere in this relationship should be rescinded and
revised-to allow the tribes direct access to the Federal Government,
rather than having to go through State authorities. For the tribes
of eastern Oklahoma. many more changes are necessary. While it is-
true that the Government attempted to terminate the Five Civilized
Tribes-at the turn of "ihe century, it has not and should not complete
that process. Therefore. Congress should repeal section 29 of the Act
of June 28, 1898. expressing the intent of Congress to end the tribal
existence of the Five Civilized Tribes. Further. the Act of June 27,
1.897, granting "original and exclusive jurisdiction'' to the territorial
and later, the State courts. should be amended to allow the .trues a
just, 'measure of control over what remains of their 'tribal domain_
Also. the Act of May S. 1906. terminating Federal jurisdiction over
tribal domains and granting it to the icould be repealed, con-
tingent on-approval of the tribes involved. Such-actions would serve
to protect the tribal domain and allow the tribs to assume- control
of their destiny once again.

The tribes of Oklahoma should be aided in their desire to assume
law and order jurisdiction and assert other legitimate government
authority over Indian lands and/or Indian communities in their do:-
main. For the tribes in eastern Oklahoma, the process would_ take the
form of retrocession legislafion recommended by the Commission for-
P.L..83-280 States. It is critical that the State of Oklahoma understand
that this is to-13e ,a,process. not an event.. Such as it is. the protection
offered by -State lac- enforcement is better than none at all, and the
Indian people of Oklahoma must be" protected.-As' the tribes' capacity
of policing tribal- lands and other Indian lands in their tribal areas
increase., they mav, at their discretion, take on increasing police powers
as need be- For the tribes of western Oklahoma. the extent of their-
jurisdictional _powers tivill be largely glorified by the study being con-
dUcted by the Indian Tribes of Western Oklahoma and Kansas.
The extent of tribal jurisdiction should be predicated on the tribes'
ability to effective_ly use such powers_ and they should increase as the
tribes' ability to -do so i-ncreases_ Further_ tribal ordinances should be-
enforceable in State courts until tribal courts are established.
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For eastern Oklahoma, the same powers the western Oklahoma tribes
have should be returned_ Specifically, sections 26 and 2S of the Act of
June 28, 1898, should be repealed, thereby' making tribal laws en-
forceable_in other courts and returning the power to establish tribal
courts to the tribes of old Indian Territory.

Cooperation with the State of Oklahoma is crucial to this process_
The tribes are willing to discuss problems with the State. The State
must begin to see tribal entities as friends, rather than threats, so a
better situation results for all-

Finally.. there is no logical reason why MA police officers should not
be preSent. at least in western Oklahoma. Indian people are poorly:
protected in Oklahoma, and the fact that the BI. X. has failed to
prove the situation reflects a violation of the Federal Government's
duty to protect Indian people and property. ETA police should be a
part of tribal law enforcement programs at the request of the tribes.

RECO3I3CEN-133TIONS

The Corn.msionrrcommende that .-
1- It is the conclusion of the American Indian Policy Review Com-

mission that the findings and recommendations applicable to Indians
generally are part of the Federal-Indian policy and are equally ap-
plicable to the Indian tribes and people of Olzlahonva without distinc-
tion and that no tribe or community of Indian people should be denied,-
the benefits or advantages of Federal-Indian law or policy solely be-
cause they are found -within the boundaries of the State of Oklahoma_.

2. Congress repeal those laws which presently restrict or remove
from the tribes of Oklahoma the full measure of jurisdietional and
g-overnmerthal powers enjoyed bv other tribes in States unaffected by ---
Public Law 83-280. To the extent that the State of Oklahoma law-
fully exercises jurisdiction over Indians on Indian lands at, present
that jurisdiction should remain as concurrent with the tribal powers,
pending the assumption of full jurisdiction by the tribes-

3. For those tribes found lacking an adequate legal base for present
assertion of tribal frovernmental powers-, Congress provide bv- ap-
propriate leArisla.tion for the reassumption of Federal jurisdiction and
tribal jurisdiction to the exclusion of State jurisdiction adhering to
the following principles:

a_ Reassmnpt on of Federal jurisdiction and tribal jurisdiction
to tli.e.exclusion off. State juri,1iction be to the same extent as are
found on reservations in Stares not presently exercising Public
Law S3-280 jurisdiction or other jurisdiction pursuant to special
jurisdictional statutes for that State.

h. The extent and limitations.. including any timetables for
partial or total assumption of jurisdiction be at

any
option of the

tribe which shall-prepare a plan for sal. e.
c. There be direct financial assistance made available to the tribe,

or intertribal group which includes a Secretarial designation
necessary to qualify for LEAA discretionary funds. LiE.a.A.A. Act
also be amended and directed to make funds available for plan-
ping and preparation prior to 'assuming law and order functions.

5 ,,
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A. The plan presented by the tribe or intertribal group reflect
= consultation with State and local governments concerning transi-

: tion 'activities and to reflect cooperation or lack thereof. State and
local governments shall have no veto over the plan. -

e. The plan be presented to'the-Secretary who -shall: .

(i) Act within 120 days toapprove-Or disapprove theplan,---
and failure to act within that time shall be--conSidereal.
approval; disapproval of the plan solely upon the basis of

Ian-giving specific .reasons and provid-
ing 'technical assistance and resources necessary to meet the
inadequacies -% here possible.

(di) -Within 120 days after the passage of the Act, the Sec-
retary shall draft standards for determining the adequacy
or inadequacy of a tribal plan, which standards shall be sent

. to the indivianal tribes of Oklahoma who shall have not less
than thirty (30), days to prepare comments on the stand -
ards proposed by the Secretary. The Secretary' shall submit
to Congress within 200 0--day after passage of. the Act the,pro-'''
posed standards with tribal_COmments.

f. Rejection of a tribal pla.n by thel.-Secretary shall be appealable
to a three-judge district court in the District of Columbia, and the
Department of -the Interior shall pay all reason.able 'attorneys
fees and costs of the tribe or intertribal group as determined by
the Federal court except where such appeal is deemed to' be



C. CALIFORNIA.

I.x7oovcrron
The Indian experience in California, although similar on some

levels to that, of tribes elsewhere. has several Unique components. The
colonizing process f011owed by Spain (and later Mexico) culminated

:
ixa. the mission system. Its impact on the indigenous tribes was per-
vilsive.When. the United Stares acquired the California.- territory,
Spain'S land grants to the various tribeS were never investigated, and
seldom confirmed; substantial land losses resulted.

7
Contemporary American poliev has also had a substantial adverse

impact on Indians in California. The termination era singled. out
California Indians, wiping out the Federal status of over 60 small
tribes. Relocation, another policy thrust of the era, stimulated migra-
tion of Indians from reservations all over the 'United States to the
urban employment centers'of-California.' The oripinal focus of Public
Law .83-280:likewise..waS on California. The impact of these policies
is-still -felt in-the inequitable allocation of Federal Indian money to
California Indians. Another result of these policies is that a. large
number Of Indians. possibly as-. many as 50,000. riding in California
today are not considered by the Bureati. of Indian Affairs or other
agencies as part of their Indian service population.

.
The problems 'of Indians in California cover the entire rong..,e of

problems identified in other chapters,- of this report. The Indians. in
C7a1ifornia share; in conmion with their brothel.s iu other Stirtes,
t.N. problems of urban Indians. rural landless Indians. Indians. whose
tribes have lu te-minatett Indians whose tribes have never been
reco..rnized. issues related to Publie. Law S3-280. and the special- prcib--
lerns of 4mall tril)es its obtain_ine- adequate Federal alln nt ion cif re --
sources and qualification for Federal pro!rroms.: The recommendations

other parts of thisNreport apply equally to the Indians in.

A. special problem_ unique to tip^ Cali forn-ia Indians. relates to the
inequitable ud.,.- =etaryry pros -e,s uF,e4.1.by the Burean Indian-Afraii'S
anf-1 the Indian TIealth Srvir-e. in allocating finds .for prop-rnms for
Indiarp, that St ntr,_ Ti)e principle focus of this chapter tart Califor-

Tnilirr,f4 is o7! thii.l.budc,:etary (11..p:irity, with recommondations for
revisi.:m of the aliocat ion formula to vm.rect this imlialance:

iii ST( 4: C T , PE RS4 P

T71 recorded erait:lcf nw(1(-) with .Californi'a Tnelinns..by
spnni,h the and its inhabitants...were..
claimed for Spain uncler ti.i internation:.,1 doctrine of "di cover:_"
Colonization of this :heat 1-)e2-nn in 1_7(;9 with the establishment of the
first rnisS7ion r Die" -r) d ..Nicalo.

In 1S22. the ..z-7panisf:-.7trexican inflnenee increased and power over
the 'extensive mass was converted into the land.s.-of the 'wealthy

. who were primarily-of Enropean descent."'
In the ort-r1:- yenyi, of iirve3,.,rnInient in this ATexican colony. 21 large

missions were established with the imposition of Spanish law. The
_.

1al Forhes.'3nek Native AmpriPans of California-and Nevada, a Handbook (Healdsburg,
Calif.: Naturegraph Publishers, 1963), P. 38. .

_
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,law :stated that all lands were to be held in trust--.by the. Crown and
'-that-'the 'Indian population was to be in a '"serf" capacity
upon.'.a.n.jr land. owned' by the nobility. In addition. the law of "con-

;` - 444
..', -.gaCIOJEICS provided- that the Indians were to be assembled into

:pernianent evangelical groups for- the purpose of a .forced labor supply_
'Ultimately, this_prOvided an .easy. method for obtaining Indian Jana--

Spanish Missions remained the dominant :force behind Indian:
slavery until --1836 when the Governor-declared that each mission was
to-be secularized," or turned into Indian towns.
.'-:-.1The -"mission" period will be -femembered as the period which. pro- .-
-diteed -the greatest and most startling changes in Indian life. Attracted
in' beginningbed by Promisee of new ways of .living -and 'agricultural
tools_ many Indians flocked to'. the missions. Soon. the scat--

fteredl.huts around the mission beenthe included in stockades where the
freedOna-to travel-was confined to the inner walls. It was this "mission"

..period, lasting approximately 60 years. which brought disease, famine, ..

-and pestilence to those who resided in or near the missions.14.2-- In
.northern California daring. this time. European expansion-was kept to --
.a jrnimmura and. wit-li:the.exception of-light trading with Russia, the
area was kept feudal free.

The United States war with Mexico ended in .1S4-8 and with it the
cession of California to-the TTnitecI States by the Treaty of Guadalupe
Fliclal o. One of the si-mificant provisions in the treaty was that the
1Tnited States acr'reed- to preserve and recognize lands which were then
inhabited` ht .Indian.:pc,nple Durine, the time from cession in ISIS to

-:the_year 1900. the Indian population of California dwindled from ap
proximately 200M')() to 1.5.:00.1.'"' In 1S4S. with the discovery-. of gold.

.

*...settlers..nna miners came to California by the thousands to prospect
and farm with. the secondary purpose of_denying any Indian the -use
or occupancy of _any land with a trace of mineral value. Gut of- this

p-rew-legislative Pressure on the county courts to assume
control over Indians whereby the slightest infraction could resrilt in
an Indian bein;, auctioned 'Oil' to the highest bid(le as an indentUred
slave until his fine was zideqilate/y settled.

Recormizin!.- the inereasinr eeonomic sinificance of the bnro-eon-
-.. hie= State President Fillmore appointed three Federal
..commissioners to negotiate with the Indians in an attempt. to extin

...gyish any remain-in., claims to T.I110 of 1'11C`ir 1:.v.1!(1. The throe cown-lis-
::sionerS...Were .sent Cali.ffscrni:t to negotiate with 402 Indian chiefs.:
-HAfter the coMpletion of the treaties. various lecrislative requests were- made to the State and Federal -governments askin7 that the Indiansremoyed from the Jurisdiction of the State. Even thow-rh the Com-tn-rissioner of Indian Affairs at that time was large landholder -frOin:California.. this 7attempt was unsuccessful. The negotiated. treaties
......were-su!?mitted:to the -.United States Senate for ratification but they.--were not acted upon.

Treaty provisioris which had not been- legally ratified were. -never-enforced in California. The Indians of California, howeVer
:^4= California Flistorical SAteiety Quarterly : pp. 229.11..143 1-iroetwr. L.. Handbook of the Indian or California (Washington. D.C..: CorernmentPrIntin.- ()once. Smithsonian Institute. nureau of _American Ethnography. PuIIrin ?S,1925)- p.'S91.
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were not aware or informed that these treaties were not legally enforce-
able.- Later. the documents were "lost" to time and were not again
-recovered u at il 1905_

It is not of secondary importance to note that non-Indian Cali-
fornians., at- one time. conducted "Indian hunts" whenever they "sus-
pected" the threat of. Indian aggression and. (.7oincidenta113,',"`in.afea.s
which they suspected had mineral wealth.

In 1851. the Land Registration Act was passed to ascertain and
confirm prjv)Ire land claims in California. INfost Indians at that time
were ;Lnd, furthermore, were never informed of the
so- their to 11.nd could not be asserted- and was not recognized_
In furth,-!. .of Indian title. claims, the --Act declared that all

-:_o be_surveved and preemptive rights to the-land
were to be aCinrded to a)l non- Indian settlers. One must also be aware

during.;durin. the passage of. this Aet. California Indians were not
accorded any legal recourse to challenge the taking of their lands..

In 4875. after the ,,old rush..Execntive order reservations -were
established in the State, fore in Indians to locate in confined areas
near die boundaries of the State.

In 1800.. a fter the maximum loss of Indian land. Congress passed
the Mission Relief Act which was deli Lrned to provide small parcels
of ..-enerally pc-Or land to southern California Indians.

Con,rress. in 192 cr.S., enacted a law perntittin the Indians of .Cali-
fornia to bring their actions to the Court of Claims. Recovery.
however, was limited to compensation which was to have been pro-
vided for lands which were to have been set aside for. Indian reser-
vations under unratified treaties: The attorney general of California
bron:rht the action and recovered $17 million. of which $5 million:
was returned to the government as administrative setoff for goods
and services v.-hich it claimed it previously provided to the Indians:
In 1939_ another California attorney general. Earl Warren. attempted
to reactivate the case through litigation and failed.

In 1939. the Indian Claims Commission (established-in 1946) 144

issued an order dieeting that the Indians of -California be compen-
sated .for' the (;4 million acres' of land that were taken from them
illegally. In 19G-1-,- the negotiated. settlement. was finalized in. the
amount of $29.1 -million or approximately- $.400-F.,-: per acre. 7The--
.distribution of that- judg-ment was--made in December.1972, to (34.370
Indians who are descendants of the original dist)ossessed California
Indians_

Tir.:-3rof;rz.kr.rry-

As one would expect fi=orn the historical over-view. there are at
least five identifiable classes of Indian people in California: (1)
-urban Indians experiencing the special problems related to receiving
social services from urban uiities and the Federal Government:
(2.) potential landless Federal rural lhaianS excluded frOrn Federal
social services on grounds they have no reservation land base: (3)
tribes with which the Government terminated relations;
(4) unrecognized tribes: and (5) eservation land basecI tribes. The
followin!, analysis - is principally directed at this last. group.
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The exact -count of the number of Indians in California varies
considerably. The Bureau of Census, with acknowledged undercount,
places the figure at approxiMatelv 60,000. State of California eSti-
mates 85,000. Other sources would place the number in excess of
100,000_ According to the census, California has the third largest
population of Indians among the States. All sources agree that the
niajoriti of the California population resides in urban areas. The
census classifies 76 percent of the Indian population in California
as urban.

AL.I.00ATIO.N' OF FEDEFLtt. RESOURCES

bureau. of Indian Affairs
In contrast to these population figures. the Bureau of Indian Af-

fairs estimates its service population. at 36.255. This figure is based
on the number of Indian. people who are (1) members of federally
recognized tribes- and (2) arc living within the State. Otherwise
suited. the count. is based on the number of Indians living within
counties containing trust land. The majority of this land is located
in rural areas and has little potential for economic development.'
- Most of the tribes have small resident populations. In 19T3. the
Bureau of Indian Affairs estimated the total 'on reservation" "resi-
dent Indian population to be 6,240.1 ;5 The fact that this estimate
was made in the context of a general survey of Indian labor status
suggests the possibility that this figure (6;240) may be used by the
BIA. in other subject areas involving allocation of l'ederal funds to
California -Indians.

Whatever the reasons, it is clear from I3IA budget data since 1969
that federally recognized California Indians have not been receiving
a.- fair share of the total I3IA allocation of appropriated funds. The
13IA recognizes a service population of 36,255 Indians in California
and uses this, figure in its appropriation requests to Congress. This
amounts to 6.7 percent of the total BIA service populatiorrnationwide.
However, since 1969, the total allocation of appropriated funds to
California has ranged between 0.8 percent to a high. in fiscal year
1977 to 2-2 percent. In fiscal year 1977, Indians served by 'the BIA

Area "OffiCeill. receive a per capita allocation -61--$304:.70
compared with a per capita national average of $936.21. (See tables I
and II.)

The BIA does not use any fixed formula for allocation on the basis
of population_ Each program of BIA is evaluated on its ()WTI terms
and not all programs pertain equally to all areas. Programs such as
timber management. rang- conservation, etc., may require allocation
of -funds to one area which are not appropriate to another, and this
.olearly would be true in the context of California. However, service
-population does figure heavily in many people-oriented program allo-
cations. And it is clear that the, disparity in allocation to California

-Ind.ians cannot be justified in terms of service population or in terms
of stated needs_

-iao Estimate of resident radian population and labor force_ status. prepared by 107:1.

92-1S:1--77
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It has been noted that California Indians were singled out in the
1950's for termination of Federal relations (some 60 small tribes were
affected) or for inclusion under Public Law 83-280. It is believed that
the resources of this period led the BIA to adopt a undercount -
i true service population in that State.ligWhile the policies of termination have now been abandoned, the
budgetary system of the BI.A. has not allowed for a corrected.evalua-
tion of the service needs of these people. The BIA computes current
budgets by using past budgets as data bases. Rather than significantly
reevaluating allocations each year: the BIA relies on past allocations
to determine current ones. Area offices which are uhderftuided in one
fiscal year are lamely to be und.erfunded in subsequent years. The result
has been that while Sacramento Area's share of the total budget has
increased somewhat from 1969, it has not increased sufficiently to
reach an equitable level.

In fiscal year 1977, the BIA. budget provided for the first time an
experimental "equity adjustment" for underfunded arreneies. All
agencies reeeived a standard 1.6 percent allocation increase. but those
agencies selected to participate in the "equity adjustment" received an
athlition,a1 6.4 percent, making a total S percent increase. The-Southern
California Agency in the Sacramento area was selected to participate
in this program. but the Floopa. and Central California Acrencies were
omitted. Even for Southern California Agency, 6.4 percent was hardly
enough to alter radically the present unbalance.. Nevertheless, it ap-
pears that the BIA considers that the "equity adjustments" were "ill-
received" and may not be continued-14G Clearly, an "equity adjustment"
is rnancl,,tory for the California Indians. The programs listed in table
III serve Indians living on and off reservations and rancherias. or a
service population of 36-5255 which includes all rural Indians living
within countries containing trust land. As can be seen in table IV,
the Sacramento Area fiscal year 1976 allocation consists of funds
expended to serve the larger service population of 36.255. Tables V and
-VI demonstrate that even for those prorrams which serve Indians
living on and off reservations or rancherias. the Indians of California
are severely underfunded.

1411 Letter of 'Department of Frousiric and Coromunit:r Development, State of California to
C-...T32restoan Sidney Yates dated _Apr. IS, 1977.
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TABLE 1.-TOTAL FEDERAL BIA OUTLAYS AND SACRAMENTO AREA ALLOCATIONS 1969-77 v

!Dollar amounts in thousands'

Total outlay of
Federal funds for

BIA nationwide
Sairamento

area allocation

Percent of total
BIA funds

allocated to
Sacramento area

Fiscal year:
. 196. $263.094 $2, 005 0.8,

1970_
lson

302, 745
364, soa

2, 472
3, 938

.3
1.1

1972_ 439, 685 5, 810 13
1973 514.366 9. 924 1.9
1974 583.838 9.413 161975 691. 317 10.949 1.6

-1976 2 867.601 11, 166 1.3
1977 a 508.265 11,047 2.24

1 Figures obtained from the office of the Sacramento area director and from Federal Budget data.
-a.Current year figures.-Totals are tentative since the program year is not yet completed. The figure for the Sacramento

-total
area . does not include carryovers from fiscal! year 1975. With carryovers, this year's expenditures will probably

311.48Z900.
The- acted allocation for Sacramento does not include the following budget items since proposed allocations for

_ such items have not as yet been made:. Aid to public schools, law enforcement. road construction, irrigation and power
-aconstruction, school operations. Only partial allocation, as yet. has been proposed for aid to tribal governments. Funding

.i.---irlevelsander that item for comprehensive planning, tribal government development. and agricultural extension services
;',"?-have yet to be proposed. Assuming that the above stems are funded at least at current levels, the proposed allocation for

-Sacramento should approximate $13,403,300 plus. The National B1A total also does not include the budget items listed
above.' The focal year 1977 *Ornate, including such items is s316.400h000. That figure covers funding from October 1976
through October 1977 since the Federal Government is shifting from a July to July fiscal year. The period of July -1976-
October 2976 will be covered by a special appropriation of $242.712.000. California's estimated $13,398,500 plus would
account for only 16 percent of the estimated fiscal year 1977 total funds.

-TABLE 11-PROPOSED FISCAL YEAR 1977 BIA BUDGET BY AREA AND SERVICE POPULATIONS

Matta; amounts in thousands!

Area ranked by size of allocation
Percent Population Percent

Proposed of total on or near a of total
allocation allocation reservation 2 population

Navajo
Phoenix_---
Portland
Abercleen...
Juneau _
Albucluerque
Muskogee_

. Anadarko
inneapolis

Navajo-Hope__

$123. 523. 4 24. 3 a 129, 976 23.9
78, 730. 1 15.5 50, 879 9.4
55. 258. 2 10.8 25, 305 4.7
51, 100.5 10.1 48.846 9.0
41, 333.6 8. 1 61,025 11 2
36. 450. 1 7.2 34.952 6.4
31,876 ;5 6.3 62,538 115
27. 747. 1 5.3 30, 640 5.6
23, 279. 6 4.6 23, 713 4.4
12, 849.8 2.5 10, 095 I. 9 _
12. 591- 3 - 2.5 22, 052 4. 1
11 047.4 2.2 36, 255 6.7
2. 477. 7 . 5 a 6, 710 1 2

508, 265. 3 100.0 542, 897 100. 0

3' Bud get figures do not include proposed allocations for L..e following programs: Aid to -public schools, school operations.
law enforcement, road construction, irrigation and power construction_ Only partial allocation has been proposed for

to, tribal governments_
.7 Population figures are bared on June, 1973 data produced by the BIA. Mr. Conger, the Bureau's chief statistician,.

stated that such data was the most current. The 36.255 figure for the Sacramanto area represents the total number of
Indians living in the 34 counties which contain trust land. Figures for other areas may be high because hgures

reby some reservations-include tribal members who are no longer re iderits. Source for data: '"Estimates of Resident Indiandian
Population and Labor Force Status," BIA, June. 1973. .

BIA documents from which this data was obtained included "Navaio-Hopi" as an "area" for the purposes of receiving
WA allocations-for fiscal year 1977_ The population of 6,710 is equal to the figures shown for the Navaio-Hopi Agency in
the document "Estimates of Resident Indian Population and Labor Force Status," BIA. 1973, That figure was included
within the Navajo area population of 136,686,-which appears in the above mentioned document. The flavajo figure shown
an this table. 129,976. excludes the Navajo-Hopi population estimates. Although the Navajo-Hopi Agency is listed as a
separate "area" on the table, it is in tact an agency within the larger Navajo area. (To compute Navajo population shown:

-1364686 minus 6;710- equals' 129,976.)

r
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TABLE III.-FUNDS ALLOCATED TO SACRAMENTO AREA FOR PROGRAMS SERVING INDIANS ON ANO OFF

RESERVATIONS, FISCAL YEAR 1975-76 I

(Dollar amounts in thousands!

Programs serving Indians on and off the reservation
Fiscal year

1975 1
Fiscal

9 76
year

Education and training. general
t School operations

Aid to public schools..

$26.2
2.5

387.7

$37.7
4,8

350.0
Career development

2. 905.0 2,764.9

Aid to tribal governments a
473.6 609,1

Social services
83.0 . 109.1

Law enforcement.. 31.4 30.0
Housing

545.4 627.7
Business development grants 474,2 230.0

. Direct employment assistance _
'1, 436.6 1,141.9

General management and facilities 324.4 452.4
Loan guaranty and insurance fund 13.9 138.7

Administrative support 4 468.8 468.8

Total 7, 172.7 6,965.1

I The programs listed are those which according to Sacramento area director William Finale, serve Indians living off
reservation as well as those on trust land. This service population is estimated at 36,255.

a All fiscal year figures are tentative since the program year is as yet incomplete.
3 Tribal governments have responsibilities which extend beyond trust land boundaries and. accordingly, Federal funding

under this item directly affects off -reservation Indians.
4 Both general management and 'facilities and administrative support items are included in this tabulation because both

functions are necessary to continuance of programs designed exclusively for on-reservation Indians and programs serving
both on- .and off-reservation Indians_

TABLE IV.-PERCENT OF TOTAL FUND S ALLOCATED TO THE SACRAMENTO AREA EXPENDED FOR PROGRAM:

SERVING BOTH ON AND OFF RESERVATION INDIANS (36,255 SERVICE POPULATION), FISCAL YEAR 1975-76

(Dollar amounts in thousands!

Amount allocated
for programs

serving on and Percent of total
off-reservation Total amount serving on and -

Indians allocated off res. Indians

Fiscal year:
1975 57. 172. 7 $10, 949.0 65.5
1276 6, 965. 1 11.166.0 62.4

TABLE V.-FUNDS ALLOCATED TO SACRAMENTO AREA OFFICE VS. TOTAL BIA FUNDSAVAILABLE FOR SELECTED

PROGRAMS SERVING CALIFORNIA INDIANS BOTH ON AND OFF RESERVATION. FISCAL YEAR 1975
.

[Dollar amounts in thousands]

Fiscal year
1975 amount

Selected programs serving both on and off reservation allocated. to
Indians service population 36,255 2 (estimated) Sacramento area

Fiscal year
total amount

available to
all areas

Percent of talai
amount available

allocated to
Sacramento area

School operations -.1- $2.5 3143,747 a. 002

Aid to public schools.. 387.7 28,352 1.4
Career development 2, 905.0 54.396 5.3
Aid to tribal governments 473.6 11,322 4.2
Social services 83.0 63.963 .1
Law enforcement_ 3L 4 10.115 .3
Housing 545.4 13.203 4.1

Indian business development grants 474.2 10,000 4.7
Direct employment assistance ---- -1-436. 6 14.107 . 10.2

I Figures obtained from budget data of Sacramento area office and from interior Department budget estimates for
Bureau of Indian Affairs_

2 Service population estimates obtained from June 1973 statistical data produced by the BIA.
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TABLE Vt.--FUNDS ALLOCATED TO SACRAMENTO AREA OFFICE VS. TOTAL BIA FUNDSVAILABLE FOR SELECTED
PROGRAMS SERVING CALIFORNIA INDIANS BOTH ON AND OFF RESERVATION. IV 1976

Selected programs serving both on and off Fiscal year 19762 Fiscal year total
reservation Indians service population 36,255 a amount allocated to amount available
(estimated) Sacramento area to all areas

Percent of total
amount available

allocated to
Sacramento area

School operations S4. 8 :147, 539 D. 003
Aid to public schools 3S0. 0 2'7. 952 1. 2
Career development 2. 764.9 54. 679 6.0
Aid to tribal governments ___________ _

Social services
609. 1
109. 1

11, 997
66.1119

5. . 1
2

Lave (informing re _ 30. 0 24. 500 .1,

Housing. 627. 7 14, 310 4.4
Indian business development grants 230.0 1U, 000 2.3
Direct employment assistants- - - - -- _____ _ 1.141.9 14.021 8.I

liFigures obtained from budget data of Sacramento area office and from Interior Department budget estimates for
Bureau of Indian Affairs.

J Service population estimates obtained from June 1973 statistical data produced by the BIA.
2- Figures are estimates since risen year 1976 programs year is not as yet cornolettit.
Note: Tables I to lit taken from California Department :if Cummunity Development report.

.?f7;an, Health. Sc r)-;ce
Budgetary data. front the -HIS has not been compiled with the same

detail as that. for MA. However, figures available indicate that IIIS
funding for California Indian services are equally out of balance for
service population and need.

The Indian Health Services allocates only about 1 percent, of its
resources to health care for California Indians. (The national Indian
Health. Services approl>riat ion is :=4:239,424.00f): California's assigned
share is $:14727,000), Of :40 IIIS doctors. only taree are serving Cali-
fornia Indians: of 1083 nurses. California has only and of the
5.000 total HIS employees. only 4:-. are as:-..i,vned to California. Were:
California Indians livinr, on reservations to receive funding on a per-
capita basis, they woud

living
entitled to at least $16,041.408 as opposed

to the L'i=-2,727.000 tht'v presezitiv receive-

R.F..*O.N131ENI3.1.17.1(j:CS

'Recommendations male throughout this report rare equally appli-
cable to the Indian tribes and Indian people of California. Recommen-
dations made in other chapters which have particular pertinence to
California are as follows: (1) sperial financial needs of small tribes
covered in chapter .5; (2) amendment of Public Law 53-2SO to facili-
tate retrocession of jurisdiction: (3) delivery of services to urban
Indians and rural landless Indians covered in chapters S and .1); and
(4) restoration of terminated tribes and recognition of previously
unrecognized tribes covered in.chapters 10 and 11.

The record reflects that, there is disparity in the present allocation
of funds by the BI.A. and IFIS to California Indians. Indians in other
States with a. significant number of landless Indiar tribes. such as
Michigan, may also be affected.
The CODT7n. ic.?;01 L re Ca772 717 Rehr that:

1- The Bureau of Indian Affairs be directed to review its past allo-
cation of funds among its service areas to determine whether Indians
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in all of its service areas are receiving equivalent services. In those
seryieeareaswhere significant underfunding and/or disparity in allo-
Cation. has occurred, immediate "equity adjustments" be made.-

?_ The system of.using past budgets as a data base.to. establish either
floors or ceilings on current or future budgets.not Sfa rigidlyenforced-
_This is particularly in those areas where past-budgets have fa_ iled-
to- properly provide for the needs of its service population.

The Indian Health Service review its service delivery to J.ndians-
in.California to determirle whether its servicei population in California
is receiving lwalth care equivalent to that of Indians in other areas.

4. Co:igress require each of these agencies to report on their findings
regarchncr past inequities in fund allocations among their different

areas and require ea,711 agency to specify- the procedure it will
future budget developments. to avoid- rclIetitiOn of this

OCC

D. LAAND CLAIMS AND Amor:Ica:NAL OW.NERSIIIP

I'AS. SA M-AQI.:01)1.11.- AND rE-:.;-onsco-r ct...wrs

The lar!-rest land claim ever brought by Indians in a Federal court
rfiay soon be liti.t,-rated in the Federal District Court -for the District
of Maine..

The claims of tht.,..Passamaquoddv Tribe and the Penobscot Nzttion
involve in excess of-16 million acres of land-within the State of Maine..
The lands in question were taken by the State of Massachusetts
pursuant to treaties dating; frOm 1794. When Maine secured inde-
pendence i.t 1S20, its articles of separation assumed and obligations
that Mas.-.s-achusetts o'ved to the Indians by treaty or otherwise-

The claims of the tribes are founded- on the Indian Trade-.and
Interccurse Acts enacted in 1790 and periodically reenacted by later .

Cone-resses. These Acts are often referred to as Noti-Intercourse Acts.;
The Non-Intercourse Act of 1790 and its later successor legislation
provided that no purchase.. grant or other conveyance of Indian land
should be of any validity unless the transaction be made and executed..
under the authority of the United States-

In 1972. the Passamaquoddy Tribe asked the United gates Depart-
ment of the Interior to brine suit against the -State of Maine under
the Non-Intercourse Act. The Department of the Interior, refused -
on the grounds that it owed no trust obligation to the tribe, and the
tribe sued the Federal Government challenging that refusal. Shortly
after suing the United States Government the tribe obtained a cour`t
order requiring the United Mates to sue Maine. so that the statute of
limitations might not run out on the tribes' claims_ These suits. one
r'n behalf of the Passamaquorldies and oure, on behalf of the Penobscots.
seek only monetary clamages in the tfotal amount of. S=100 million:
'They rlo not seek retUrn of land.

Ti] 1974. the United States District Court- for the District of Maine
rendered a decision holding- that the Passamaquoddy Tribe of Indians
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.,._was a tribe: .7within the meanin!-, of the Non-Intercourse Act of 1790.
and its successor legislation.. This decision was amrmed by the First
Circuit Court of .Appeals .for the T_Tnited States in 1975_ The Depart-
Ment of Justice was not-ordered to bring suit on behalf of the tribe.
but it was told that it could not premise its refusal to represent them
on the theory that the Passamaquoddv and the 'Penobscot were not

Jn&ian'tribes. As ft Consequence of this -litigatiOn, the Department of
the Interior reevaluated the case and requested the Department, of
J stice to bring action on behalf of the tribes:

On February & 1977, the Justice Department filed a. motion in
the case of L: t cd .3.1a;:w askiwr_.for more time until June 1.

....1977. to file its formal complaint on behalf of the two tribes_ This
motion outlined the claims which it proposed to file on behalf of, the

...tribes As outlined, the propo.=.-:ed claim would eliminate highly popu-
1-ated coastal, areas anti would take into consideration the special
problem 1Of small indiviaual land owners_ Land claims describe&
would amount to approximately 40 percent of the State land mass.
The bulk' (f these lands are hold in ownership by a small number of
intlividt:al. families and large corporations-

The Department of the Interior originally asked Justice to pursue
710 million acres of land_ Of the 10 million acres in the claim area, an
estimated 3 million acres are presently occupied by towns, business..
and 'private residences. The balance of the land is unoccupied and
largely held in private ownership by a. few large paper companies--:A
.small portion- of the lands (7-10 percent) is owned by the
-State of Maine_ A negligible amount is held by the Federal Goverh-
ment. Interior has now modified. its- request for litigation in agree-
ment with the Passamaquoddy and Penobscot Tribes and is asking
Justice to file for claims on lands actually used and occupied by .the
tribes as of 1790. The modified claim. would not include the coastal
areas settled or the lands granted as of 1790: This would exclude from
the present claini significant areas of population where there' are nu-
merous individual homes. 7 ,

The position of the Department of Justice, as agreed to by the
tribe, notto seek possession of private homes or small property -hold-
ings is dependent upon seeking legislation subStitutinn- a satisfactory
monetary claim against an appropriate soYereign boy, presumably
the United States and/or the State of Maine, for the full value of such
clairns. Immediate _Effects on Maine's Ecantymy

As a result of the pending and expected claims on behalf of the
Passamaquoddy and Penobscot Indians. municipal bond offerings have
experienced minimal difficulty with certification_ Municipalities have
been successful irw meeting their financial needs thus far by borrowing
from banks_ Real estate transacti-ons, with one exception, have been
pretty much business as usual_ It can reasonably be expected that in
the future_ the lack of ability to clear titles could impede transactions
in real estate if the claims proceed in court along the lines recom-
mended. Real estate salesmen and brokers may experience Cecline in

-work in 'businesses which are thinly financed. Attorneys who do title
work face the same_ The cons.rrtiorion tndu trti could decline with the



concurrent decline- in the financial institutions concerning mortgage
-markets.Although this'-has not proven to be the case to date, it 'may develop.
despite the original- and continued. Position of the tribeS and their-
attorneys that they have not; do not n.ow, and will not seek-.to evict
private homeowners in a negotiated settlement or substituted claith.
.That position, however, would not necessarily open the market in a
.purely litigatiOn setting. Experiences in Mashpee and Gay Head,
MassaChusetts, indicate that even where the claim is limited to -nonrsi-
-dentiar .air-eas, as it was in the Mashpee Tribe's case, the effect of the
claim was to cloud titles within the entire claim area with the collateral
chilling of the real estate market. I ---

The Broader Implications
The Passamaquoddy and Penobscot claims in Maine are-not peculiar

to those tribes or-to. that State. Nearly identical situations are known
to exist for the Wampanoags of Gay IT,ea.d. Massachusetts: :Waroptui.-
-owTS of Mashpee. Mass.: Narrag,ansetts of Charlestown. R.I.: Scha.crh7
tiokes of Kent. Conn: : Western Pequots of Ledvarcl, Conn.: Oneidas
of Oneida. N.Y.: Oatawbas of Rock Hill. S.C.: and .the Mohawks and
the Cavncras of New:York.

The Passarriarrioddy and Penobscot claims.: however, constitute, ap-
proximately 95 perceiit of the lamas in the 'United States subject to

claims for violation of the Trade and IntereourS'e _acts. No other claims
therefore.. near the marrnitucle of the violations claimed in Maine..

.-:.-.The claims are_very probably limited to the ones presently known in
the Eastern Stales. Federal_ presence. in land transactions was the hall-
mark of western expansion. It is fair to cOnclude. therefore. that it is
most unlikely that these cases will lead to' a host of siMilar claims out-
side of the original 13 colony lanct-areas. .

The response to similar claims in other States has been markedly
_different from that of Maine officials. In Rhode Island, for example,

where the Narraxigan§ett Tribe has been successfully litigating a claim
for the return of 3,000-acres. there have been few, if any.'aAverse politi-

.
cal or economical effects, The Catawba Tribe and the State of South
Carolina. have carried on very friendly negotiations.

Ppopt.-)Ret7s

OP. March 1. 1977. bills were introduced in both the House and the
Senate by the Maine congreSsional delegation to -wipe out the claims of
these two tribes to return of any lailds and limit the claims to monetary
damages only. While the introductory. remarks to these bills indicate
an intent to leav-e the claims for monetary. damages untouched. the
proposal' to retroactively ratify the alle,,-ed land conveyances as of the
-skate of their occurrence. mirht well leave the tribes with no compensible
claims whatever.
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y cong,resSional consideration fOr an interim or Ultiinate solution
1.°43aniaquodcl-y-Penobscotillairie_ claims could have clear prece-

Alentialand'pOlicy implications-for the other similar situations. This is
particularly -compellm., since-it would, appear that the situation.- in
Maine.is one-where the State officials have-taken the most rigid position
against a. _negotiated settlethent. This .does not inea.n. nor should
that a. case ArY-Case resolution cannot take place by_ .congressional ac
or ratification of 'negotiated agreement. It does counsel for careful

-consideration of any action by eongress.
It is the conclusion of this Commission that the leg-islatiye solutions

which., would completely eliminate aboriginal- Claims to land and/or
Claims' for damacres is -morally- crone and in violation of the spirit of
the trust obligation . of the United States to the Indian people Conn-
promises -must surely be worked out and legislative. solutions -will ulti-
mately be required, but the proposed legislation should not be enacted.,

- It-is our further conclusion that precipitous action by the
r

Congress
at this time. might well jeopardize the negotiated- process whitai is. .

:just rib* begin. ling%
nEco3.17.1..rENDATI r

The Commission recommend* that
1. Congress reject any legislative solutions which would completely

- eliminate claims of tribes bad on aboriginal rights in land and claims
to damages.

9- The appropriate committees of the House and Senate to which
aboriginal and claim abolishment bills have been referred refrain .from
holding hearings until the White House mediator has had an oppor-
tunity for mediation with all parties concerned_ The committee be
guided by the recommendations of 'such mediator. -



CliAbTER TrnRTEEN
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GENERAL PROBLEMS'

There is throughout all levels of American society substantial lack of kn-owl=
edge and much misinformation concerning the legal-political status of Indian
tribes and the history of the unique relationship between .the 'United States
and Indian tribes. This deficiency, particularly-when'found among all levels of
governmentFederal, State, and localhas significant negative impact on
Indian tribes.

(547)
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CHAPTER THIRTEEN
GENERAL PROBLEMS

ecr...mAdp.A.T Issuzs

e terni.,-*"Cultural for Ainerican Indians include every field of
_deavor,- especially those -things which are passed from generation. to

;;;;generation:. The study of Indian life by the 11 task forces of the Com-
mission.,neglectecl a cultural-context, whiCh includes:

Architecture Medicine
Polk Art. Music
Folk Crafts Performing Arts
Food _._ . Recreation
Government Shelter-
Legal Artifacts Sports
Literature Sculpture

..Exami4ntion of policies concerning administration and prioritizing
Federal responsibility ought to include a review of American Indian
cultural matters. The_cleficiencies of Federal,

b
State, and local-policies

- for Indian cultural support sun-0-est that firm action be taken now, until
a long-term plan can tie developed. for American Indian cultural
preservation, including a wide range of innovative cultural activities
in Indian comrnunities.

OVERVIEW

In the early 1960's, minority cultural programs flourished with the
-civil rights movement and -merged into the environmental-conserva-
tion movements to create an acceleratiri, interest in "preservation" of .
American ethnic and racial heritage. The Ethnic Heritage Act, the
title 7 bilingual education and the programs authorized are ma.nifesta-;
tions of Federal attention to heritage of ethnic and racial groups. The
-.1%.-ational Endowment for the Arts and Humanities, the Smithsonian
Festival of American Folklile. the Folk Arts-Panel within the Arts
Endowment., and the American Folklife Center in the Library of
Congress-attempted to support the traditional arts and expressions of
American life. The Department of the-Interior and the Bureau of
Indian Affairs maintained support' of Indian cultures through their
arts and crafts prgrams, and the Park Service and the Department
of Xgriculture supplemented that support :with "crafts-in-the-parks"
-and extension craft classes. Meanwhile. American_ antique dealers and
lay people alike rediscovered-Navajo rugs and silverwoThWux bead-
Werk, and Pomo basketry. The demand for Indian craft work far ex
ceeded the initial tourist demands generated by western travel in the
19-20's and 1930"s. This demand generated an increased effort by. In-

n people. a

,"4
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The Indian. studies movement was a. manifestation of the political
and cultural maintenance network that blossomed into institutional
and programmatic reality in the early TO's. The Bureau's establishment
of the Institute of Xmeriean Indian Arts was a symbol of interest in
Indian cultural studies_ No longer did Indian students who were re-
moved from traditional maintenance networks rely on the craft and
tradition classes offered at random by Federal institutions under the
title. of Indian studies programs. An "official" framework now existed
for the serious study of Indian tradition. But the unofficial frame-
works were still in operation in many parts of the Indian world N3.-here
p-randmothers taught their grandchildren the arts as a. way of Indian
life:, where councils had brought the elders into tribal offices to teach
the young,- the old wars; where urban Indian centers and powwow
culture gatherings had inspired the revival of the old arts toward the
development of a nontribal "Indian" culture_ The old ways are a part
of remaining Indian culture end tend to validate American Indian
life.. The increased deMand for Indian cultural !,-rassroots programs
was an outgrowth of the, social movements in the United States.

American Indians ben-an to develop their own cultural programs but
were unable to secure appropriate Federal funds. -Unfortunately. the
criteria set by agencies' guidelines and program staff were not flexible
enough to accommod.ate Indian desifes. Often. non-Indian consultants
were attached to a fund request to satisfy the guidelines, and often the
original program request. was modifieil to the extent that the new
proposal did not match Indian needs. Thus. many programs failed
by design. Others did not reach the proposal stage. and many more
were never revised. Indian people have-been disappointed again and
again_ and now do not apply for funds. This has resulted in local,
marginally funded_ and always ephemeral enterprises. Some of the
more affluent tribes who were able to negotiate with the non-Indian
world around them acquired the funds to set up tribal cultural centers
and museums. Some of these enterprises were attached to a ...Towing
Indian owned and operated tourist- trade with good facilities. These
are.the exceptions_

Meanwhile, Federal and State funded, programs, :through agencies
like the arts council_ and private foundations continue to support non-
Indian scholars and agencies in Indian-related projects. These scholars
and agencies have little In-dian participation. -hence little impact. on
Indian people. Some pr-ejects do impact in a Positive wa-3.- on Indian
peoples 'and are usually those that are started through Indian reentests.
Alan` projects do not represent Indian-defined goals and do not
serve the best interest of the people. A snbstantial number.are offen-
sive and operate in ways inimical to t-he interests of Indian peoples.

Academiciansanthropologists. historians. linguists. folklorists,
museologist,search for and compete with Indian people for funds.
These people are sophisticated in the art of n-rantsmanship, and many
of- -them -r-yarticipate-dh-r-cieve Inpin ti Je (-mid elin rt---p
not usually meet the criteria for funding of projects which impinge
upon their lives and c- ultures. For example. the National Endow-
ment for the Humanities has. as a criterion for primary researcher.
credentials as an "academic bumanist." Few Indian people can meet
this formalized criterion. hence few qualify as project direc-



aegarcUess of their heritage it.nd. ability ..to direct and enrich the
ti,:[Prp'7,1L'acts..andian proposals, developed by tribal peoples without ex.-
,-4-.-4-perience in proposal -writing- for the "humanities" or "arts" are not

taiderstood or accepted as cerood" or "well - written" proposals by
revie `'academicians:

Few,trained Indian scholars are used as review panelists by funding
ligeticies-;.the tendency is to use one or two Indian scholars as "outside"

previewers or non-Indian scholars with a (non-Indian) reputation as
eXperts on Indian material. There are few training Indians or non-

'iT-ncli*n People i4 funclin,7- agencies who can assist prospective Indian
'7-i3roposai writers.-Indian advice. on non-Indian (venerated proposals is

seldom sought. Thus, there are few people who respond to Indian
concerns or act behalf of Indian "interests_ There seems to be little
desire to disting,aish-betWeen. non-Indian interests and Indian consult--
ants-jor'projects- Recently, the head of one division in one of the en-
dowments referred -to group of "Indian -educators" which 'included
three- non-Indians. and that same endowment issued an information
bulletin where Indian and Indian-related projects were presented as
support for-Aniehican Indian projects.

:Support ,,for museum-related project:, care of collections, initial
establis.hment of collections goes to museums with credentialed muse-
oloca;,r.'sts who purchase and exhibit Indian collections_ Tribes who wish
to establish museums are unable to establish collections which record
their history and culture, because they do not have credentialed peoPle-
Eichibits are drawn from eollections taken from tribal peoples. then are
shown in areas where Indian people 'cannot and do not .-To : and when
Indian people demand a return of the artifacts taken from their tribes
the -Museums reply that no training persons exist to care for them
properly.. A national program to train tribal peoples in nniseology is
needed in addition, to the minor efforts by a few anthropolooical mu-
seum directors to train curators_ Indian scholars who have been invited
to review proposals complain that their comments are regarded as in-
appropriate and, discarded.

In addition,, support is dwindling for the Ethnic Heritacre Acts_ Cur-
riculum development funds are unavailable now in any sector of Fed-
er-a.' 1 program funding.. except through the National tndowment for
the Humanities, and the bulk of such funds have crone to well-recog-
nizecl institutions of higher. education in the Northeast_ -The Smith-

- s_onian- Institution's Festival of ...kmerical Folklore -will not be con-
tinued in its extensive form., and there is no longer an Indian assigned-
to the Indian Awareness Program at Smithsonian. The standing col-
leCtions of the Museum of Natural History and the unpublished volume
of the Handbook of North American Indans reside as the sole activities
in American Indian Affairs. Some few sources of funding for cultural
activities are available through title 7 (bilingual education) and
through the Office of Indian Education in the Office of Education..

-7-Som-e--supperti-fer- cultural activities comes through -the -Bureau _of
Indian Affairs. While the National Endowment for the Arts does.fund
tribal people. the amount is small and comes essentially from the Folk
Arts Panel of the Office of Special Profirams. The American Folklife
Center at the Library of Congress has yet to announce a program
direction, and it is difficult to assess thie amount of funds to go_ f r
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American Indian -projects. A. bill to support the American Indian
junior and community collegesand their cultural activitieswas
never reported out of committee. In short, the funds available for
Indian cultural support outside of Indian communities themselves is
small and declining. It is no.accident that the Division of Performing
Arts at the Smithsonian dismissed the Indian staff after the Bicenten-
nial Festival of American Folk life and retained staff from the African-
Diaspora (AfroAmerican) and Old Ways in a New World _{Ethnic/
Immigrant American) sections of the festival.

It is ironic that much attention and praise go to -Indians for their
cultnre_ art. music. dance. and oral traditions. and so little support-for
preserving the heritage. antiquity. and traditions. The grand museum
exhibits and photographic displays of American Indian life which are
produced each year from historical rather than, livin!, traditions rein-
force the belief that. Indians are defunct_ demoralized people who
once had a g-reat tradition_ Universities. museums. and Federal pro-
grams usually develop around the concept of a romantic past. On the
()tiler hand. to develop a living history. it is necessary to involve Indian
people rattier than to collect artifacts and photographs.

Exhibits and performances about Indian people seldom incorporate
living traditions. The post pow dance tradition_ for examplie. is unac-
ceptable to these 16:7:tot-inns_ and only the -purist- form of dance and
song suit tilt, musieoloirists. proges..sionalism. The entire history of non-
Indian !lex-eloped programs has been to remove -a rti fa.cts-frorn the care
of-the people: co-opt song_ tale and dance performance and ritual and
rem .remove them fro' the natural places: misinterpret sacred ritual and
artifact: and ri.-tain the benefits for the persons who did not generate

_the material-4_
Further_ Indian traditional and progressives have often been in

conflict with priorities over hind. water. fishing ri,..-hts: struggles- to
attain hearth care. housin<r. food supplies, and rural services like elec-
tricity which took precedence over traditional cultural activities. "It is
Iliflicult to think of preserving antiquity when the children are hungry
and the roof leaks."

Over many year,. scholars and serious researchers have explored
Indian literature and related material in -their search for useful in-
format ion that could be used in their own writings and as source mate-
.rials relating to Indian studies_ The works of these peopre have in-
dicated that a rich record of human literature is to be found in Indian
materials_ The Federal Government has not seriously considered this to
he true, and therefore has allow.,,,-ed,generations of Americans to grow
up with little knowledge of the availability pf such material. _-

We cannot accept this waste by considerin,, these materials a partof t apst. Nvitiffl lit.vaTISO IS Clirlitifired to he dying. is also COnsid-
ere(I no lontrer healthy_ Experts continue to study and learn front these

-works and are preserving and presenting them to students
1:1-:Cf)31INIENDA

1-110:4' re -1 MI TrW11(1:: t IT1- look to those
Nvhiell represent American .Tin berita,re. folkways. and antiquity--
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hey observe the.4present and propose actions to preserve the past,
toward an improved future.
The COmanission-recomanencle that

L The National Endowments fore the Arts and Humanities. the
Library of Congress, the American Folklore Center the Smithsonian
Institution, and all Federal agencies which fund Indian cultural
activity be dixected by 'Congress to redesign all regulations and guide=

-lines.to:a. Consider Indian projects along with all other proposals_
b. Use a revolving- membership panel changed every 2 years Of

Indian and non-Inclian scholars to review proposals on Indian-
related projects.

c. Provide- grants to Indian-controlled activities which involve
Indian tribal peoples.. agencies. scholars, and culture carriers as
the primary beneficiaries, recipients.; and users of the end
product .

d. Mandate that all projects which relate to Indian cultural
affairs be accompanied by a. "cultural impact" statement delineat-
ing the cultural worth to Indian peoples of preserving, enacting.
pe7forming. recording and filming the materials or programs. in-
cluding the impact on traditional expressions, cultural institu-
tions.. and economies of the peoples involved.

e. Reject projects which do not thoughtfully accommodate
cultural differences between tribes-

-2- -The Smithsonian Institution, the National Endowments for the
krts and Humanities and all agencies which fund tx-aineeships in
cultural programs (i.e.. museum curator programs). train American
Indians. Priority in funding be given to those -agencies which demon-
strate an intent, readiness, and capability for training American In=
dians to insure long-term benefits.

3. A clearinghouse for the study of American Indian cultures be-
established (modeled after the Educational Resources for Instruction
Clearinghouse) for Indian cultural materials. projects. and prograint.-:;

4. A review agency for funding Indian cultural programs be est:lb-
-fished. It would-lae designated to act on behalf of tribes. agencies. edu-
cators, programs, institutions, and individuals needing a.slIsistance in
curriculum development, provision for material and human resources
rebated to-cultural prOgraming and proposals for cultural prog-rams_
media efforts. or other educational and cultural materials which use
Indian artifacts and language. Indian scholars and computer re-
trieval experts would serve as the base staff for the clearinghouse..
which would have the authority to use Federal services allotted to

-Federalagencies. The clearinghouse would serve as the liaison between
Indian institutions and public agencies.pre- and post-collegiate edu-
cational institutions, tribal organizations. urban centers training pro-

izrana.. s,--archimal_and_museuniresourcesand govern.m.ent_agenciesto._
insure maintenance and support of .Indian cultural networks and
resources.7). A feasibility study be clone on the creation of an Institute of
American Indian Culture. An analysis include the possibility
of creating a center of knowledge capable of con c,ferrin Ph. D.

_ -degrees.
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Nxrro tr. A IN.-% Tt _"-%: rss CoNcr.i: xi-NG INDIA ISSI: ES

0 VER vrEw-

Throughout the first 1:2 chapters of this report reference has been
Made to the unique law and policy concerning American Indian tribes
and people; the distinct historical experience of Indian tribes; and the
pervasive impact that the lack of understanding of both has had.

Chapter One of this report in brief form traces the outline of the
historical experience. That chapter attempts to correct the. image of
'American Indians portrayed in the history books used by the educa-
tional establishment of this _Nation, .as well-as the imagery created for
generations raised on "cowboy andIndian7 films and television series.
Although recent history has reflected a. slin-htly more balanced pres-

;* entation of Indians, much remains to be done.- For example, in field
hearings conducted. by the Commission's talzk. forces. current com-
plaints-- were received concerning the manner in which Indians were
represented or ignored in the public school textbook-

Chapter, Two of this report addre;=ses the distinct doctrines and
concepts of Indian law. As is specified in the chapter, these doctrines
and concepts are-"-unique" and "special.""Indian law and policy is a
field unto itself." Although the-development of Indian law and policy
has frequently involved all the branches of the Federal Government,
the practicinc, attorney or government official finds that his education
has, with few recent exceptions. totally omitted any traininc, or men-
tion of this "unique" field. Even landmark Supreme Court decisions
in Indian law, such as Worcester v. Georgia, have been traditionally
presented to the law student. for issues other than Indian law.

The problems created by this lack of knowledge are substantial_ De-
cisions are made at all levels of government involving Indian issues
without any awareness that Indian rights are being affected. Testimony
received at Commission task force hearings provides concrete evidence
of this problem. An attorney representing a State tax department
argued the "theory" that Indian tribes were legally akin to the prop-
erty owners ,association or the like, a contention specifically and af-
firmatively rejected by _the Unitedrm States- Supreme Court in a case
involvinc, the same State. Private citizens frequently evidenced si<v-
nifica.nt misunderstanding of the status of tribal governments and the
me ins. of reservations. Indian patients _complained that many non-
Indian health professionals were insensitive to cultural issues in the
delivery of medical and related services. Urban Indians have com-

, plained of being refused State and local government services they
would qualify for under eligibility standards, live.slrie. the local au-
thorities believed that they had no obligation, Indians 1.),.inc, the Sole
responsibility of the Federal Government. The issue of cultural in-
sensitivity and lack of functional trainine, concerning Indian -legal
status -permeates__the.section of the.report dealing with7the
of Indian childrenremoval of children from their homes and tribal
settings.--

nEcommE NDATI ON'S

The Comeni.:3#Zo-n.reeo-rn7rzenels. that

1.. Cowrress, by suitable legislation, require mandatory training in
Indian history, regal status, and cultures of all government- employees



any Federa- I Indian program or State or local Indian
_prcarolii.fun ed. whole or in part by ederal.

-Conkress, by appropriate legislation, appropriate funds to assist
school systems in developing educational programs in Indian affairs-
Siich funds be made available for -.:

a. An evaluation of the, history and government curricula uti-
b3r elementary, secondary, andhigher education institutions-

b. iidentification of gaps and inaccuracies in such curricula_
c_ The provision of model curricula which accurately reflect In-

dian history; tribal status, and. Indian culture- In making this
recommenation, it is-not the intent of the Commission that such
program -constitute an "official history." Rather, the intent is
merely to encourage. scholarly -work to fill a recognized void in
current educational programs.

AIMERNATTVE ELEtfriv.r.. BODIES To R.Err..r.sExT INDIAN INTERESTS

OVERVIEW

PubliC Law 93-580 mandated the Commission to explore the feasi-
ili creating some form of alternative elective body for represent-

mg &inn interests -at the national level of government- The Cora-
misSion?s Task Force on Federal Administration- which studied the
Issue indicated four possibilities :

Election of an Indian congressional delegation_
2- Union of Indian Nations.
3- Indian Board of Representatives or Commissioners_
4.. Recognition of tribal governments in manner similar to the

trust relations between Micronesia and the United States.
The task force also concluded that there was no consensus on any

proposal by the various Indian tribes and people and, therefore the
task force decided to make no action recommendation. The Commis--
"Si.031 agrees.

Over and beyond the issues of consensus, there are other important
coneerns. detemainin."- how the Federal. Government can interact
with. Indians in the development of :a single entity, the existing irtech-

-403.i.szHas must be considered.. The primary mechanisms of Indian people
isZtribal government From a bureaucrat's view it may be cumbersome
to deal with 300-plus tribal 'entities; but "it is essential to do so. There
is national Indian consensus on the fundamental issues of jurisdiction

sovereignty, but on specific issues, interests and positions will
vary from tribe to tribe. The Federal Goverru:nent, merely for the sake
of administrative convenience, must not avoid its responsibility to
deal individually with all tribal governments and Indian organiza-

-tiOnson each of these issues.
.Multitribl organizations, such as the National Congress of Amer- -

and-the National Tribal-Chairman's Association serve
various fiinctions, but generally their ability to represent tribal in-
terests is limited to the authority-that individual tribes may delegate,
to. theni for particular purposes.-

There are also organizations. such as the Indian 'Dar Association,
-which are counterparts to national bodies such as the American Bar
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Association and the National Education Association. These are politi-
cal arms of tribal governments only when so delecrated. Such orga-
nizations. however- have from time to time played a significant role
in the national political process on issues concerning Indian people_-

While the Commission does not endorse any of th'e proposals indi-
cated by its Task Force on Federal Administration. a brief discussion
of each is provided so that interested parties can formulate their own
views_

EZectioit of an. Indian Congres.s-ionaZ Delegation
This approach, which is premised on a combination of all Indian

tribes into one political State along with the existing 50 States, would
require a constitutional amendment. Two Senators, perhaps three or
more Representatives_ would be provided. This approach could sub-
stantially modify the trust relationship. Two major unanswered ques-
tions are raised by this approach: (1) the mechanical feasibility of
State structure for geographically dispersed tribes, and (2) the ability
of tribes to exclude non-Indians from membership and tribal political
processes under statehood status. A variation of this proposal includes
4atehood status for individual tribes. which has been considered from
time to time for the Delawares- the Cherokees of Oklahoma, and the
Navajo_ Another variation of this proposal would be something akin
to the nonvoting delecrate status in the House of Representatives that
both the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico and the District of Columbia
have.

7.717;,17..)f ii24-7;fin _1 tt;o2-tv

This approach would establi:,,h an Indian legislative bo.eiv with
tribal ilele,-}ttiorts from each Indian tribe. El idiot could. be by popu-
lar yore of each tribe. Each tribal government would reserve the riffht
to ratify action.7, taken by its delec.-ates or by the 'Union itself. The
TThion would serve rr thi- elected Indian voice to work directly with
Contrress in the clevelpment of Indian policy. The proposal envisions
that direct access b the individual tribes to Congress -would remain.
and that the ITnirn would be ere:II-ea by the tribes, themselves. With
financial support. from the -United Stares. Some issues involved in this
proposal are: Apportionment of repre,,entation among the various
tribes constitntin7 such a -union: the actual power that such a union-

the trnws:- and what status
vond lohbyin.- the union wouLl !:::ye in the mlcrressional setting.

Roffr il of 74'.4.pf,"..,-,?t.oi.;,.-R l'o777n-il.4`.Y:60-nrrg

IT'hi; approach enviion:, the direct election by the Indian popula-
tion and appointment by the President of a board which,would
tine IT.S.-Tridian policy anil coordinate the activitids of Federal
cies als they relate to Indian interests_ This Board apparently would
serve as a major aw.hriini:=:trative in relation to- Congress on
Tnaian isSues.

Some of the issues in thi,--; nrroIc,sal are: The role of the tribes which.:-
are apparently bvpa:,:eil: the of such a hotly in the
eral structure:' and how Luc:11 a v.-.111(1. in fact. control other ..
"Eerier:11 instrumentalities 1.710 7! baor T?1(lian affairs. .

a.



-1Zecognition of TribaZ Governments in Manner Similar to the. Trust
.ReZations Between. Micronesia and the United Stater

_This approach is not a. specific proposal but rather an e..-sample for
study. The Federal Administration Task Force points out that sin--
nificant debate and thinking concerning the relationShip between 31i-
cronesiz! laid the United States has been occurring and, that this should
be studied to determine possible alternatives.

REC031:3CENDATIONS

The Commission. recommends that:
No congressional action is appropriate at this time-
There is no identified consensus among Indian tribes About any

single list specific mechanism for a national elective Indian body.
Any substantive proposal requiring congressional action come from

the Indian tribes.
CONSOLIDATION, REVISION, AND CODIFI r A TI 0 N OF FEDERAL SIN DIAN LAW''

.

OVERN'TEINT

Since 1873, there have been only two "efforts at codification of Fed-
eral-India.n law; one in 1917, which provided minimal guidance in-the
compilation of title 25 of the United States Code in 1926; and one in
1930; which provided minimal cleanup when the Indian Reorganiza-

Act of 1934 was enacted. These efforts are discussed and docu-
inented by the Commission's Task Force on Consolidation. Revision..
and Codification of Federal-Indian law. We believe the work of this
task force constitutes a. very significant first step toward full revision
and codification of title 25. .

The task force's report contains numerous recommendations; most
of which are grounded in existing law or recently declared congres-

.-sional policy. The great bulk of the recommendations relates to repeal
of obsolete laws, consolidation of redundant provisions into single
provisions to streamline the Code. or .amendment of eydsting provi-
sions to make them conform to more recently enacted legisla.tion.

The major proposed revisions of existing law relate to:
1. Adoption of a comprehensive congressional funding and

declaration of policy.
. 2. Adoption of statutorily enacted-rules of constr,zetion to 1.-i-ov-
em interpretation of Federal la.w.

3. Revision of the laws relating to Federal administration to
conform to the 1950 Reorganization Plan No. 3 adopted Con-

:. gress and the Exectitive in that year; and implementation and
enforcement of the employment and contracting preference laws
in the 1934 Indian Reornanization Act and the 1975 Self-Deter-
mination and Education fi.ssistance Act.

4. Revision -of the laws relatink to .land use., acquisition, and
protection so a-S- to give substance to the declared congressional
purpose ofprotectiag the India/4 land base.

5. Revision of the laws relating to the deposit and investment
of-Indian moneys to eliminate the preSenth.-- confusing array of.

E
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provisions and to compel Executive complia.nceith the purpose
declared by Congress in 193S when the last o these laws was,
enacted.

6. Amendment of the Federal Internal Revenue Code to compel
the Internal Revenue ,Service to conform to 200 years of judicial
decisions and congressional enactments recognizing Indian tribes
as governmental bodies within the American body politic, and
compelling them also to shape the Federal tax laws toward in-
dividual Indians in a manner consistent with the Federal trust
responsibility.

7. Repeal of Feclei-al law authorizing State taxation of Indian
mineral resources and adoption of Federal policy toward State
ta.xe_tion with _reservation boundaries _which fosters the eco-
nomic iwIdependence of Indian tribes.

- S. Adopt Ion of statutory provisions to authorize award of at-
torney fees to Indian litigants in cases in which the Federtil
ernment has either failed to exercise its responsibility to represent
Indian interests or tribes have been compelled to hire indePendent
counsel clue to potential conflicts of interest with-Lthe United
States, and the Indian litigant is successful in. his-claims..
- 9. Amendment of the 196S Civil Rights Act to -clarify its scope

an- d application to Indian tribes and gi-ve maximum recognition
to the sovereign rights of the Indian .people to self-government
within Indian Country while at the same time retaining the basic
protections afforded by that Act.

10- Complete overhaul of the BIA Manual with -publicdtion and
distribution of this and other legal materials covered by the 196S
Civil Rights Act to, Indian tribes and organizations.

Title ?5 presently contains numerous statutory provisions which are
either supersc4led subs4,...iarnint legislation. obsolete by virtue of the
passage of time. redundant to prior legislation_ or in total conflict with
present policies relating to the administration of Indian affairs.

IZECOMMENDATIO

The Com (-on/ )t3 <tie1.3 th fit _-
Congress refer the entire report of the Commission Task Force on

cv .)nsolidation. Revision and Codification of Feciera 1 Indian Law to the
appropriate committee or committees to bring the work to completion:

1. Optirnal15-. referral to .appropriate committees of the House
and Senate or to select committees in each House with sufficient
zime and funds to complete the task.

The committee(s)' work he conducted through a process of
consultation with Indian people.

1r NA-rIvE S-rt-D!Es- Diva- IN 'FILE lidtprzArri- or
INC;i:ESS

OVERVIEW

When .t h IS Comm bee-an its research pusuat)t to the mandate
of Public Law 93-5S0 to condutft "a comprehensive investigation and
study of Indian affairs,." we nettle several discoveries: There have been
a great number of studi(,s conducted, in the past in Indian affairs;
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considerable sums of money have been made available by public and
private sources for such research ; the interest in research in Indian
affairs not only continues unabated but increases; and the demand by
Congress continues for some studies. reliable statistics. Indian pro-
gram reviews.. and other research relating to Indian issues. Indeed,
the creation of this Commission is an indication of this need for re-
search in Indian matters. But despite this growing and healthy, inter-
eSt, we found that much of the basic information sources not easily
available to the researcher. Also missing was a means for quickly

- -identifying and reviewing the current materials being, produced almost
weekly throughout the country. This is true despite the capable efforts
of the Library of Congress and other institutions to respond to the
need.

For example, we found that the Library of Congress has some
18,000 titles listed in its card catalog, relating to Irfdians. This does
not include the hundreds of articles in law journals and other period-.

ieals, many scholarly analyses, statistical surveys, and hundreds of
government and private reports coverinc, the breadth of Indian mat-
ters. Nor does' it include bulletins, newsletters. special contract studies,
and short,term research materials prodnced--by universities across the
continent. Nor does it includes the important and unique collections of
primary source materials in Indian history and legal issues maintained
by'institutions such-as the Newberry Library in Chicago, and the
National Indian Law Library in Boulder. Colo. Nowhere is there a
central depository where we could identify all those information
sources crucial to a thorough research project in Indian affairs._

Such a condition unavoidably leads to unnecessary duplication and
waste of limited research funds_ It also means that Congress can never
be certain if it has available the most recent and most definitive infer-

- oration which may bear upon: possible legislation or program over-
sight activities in Indian affairs_

This shortcoming is much more serious in Indian research than it
would be in .other subjects. This is due partially to the overwhelming
volume of information which exists and also to the fact that the rela-
tionship tietween the 1_Tnited States Government and Indians spans
more, than 2 centuries. Many of the le gal rights and policy rationales
are4ounded deep in history. Only by appreciating, that historical pro-
gression. can perspective and wise decisionmaking prevail in Federal-
Indian relations..

To correct these deficiencies and provide Congress- and the public
with a modern-day depository for relev:int and definitive research.
sources in Indian affairs, the Commission recommends the following
four steps. Recognizing, that preparation of a definitive bibliography
would be too costly and time consuming to be readily available to fill
the great and current need,. the Commission recommends a more lim-
ited three-stage project. .-

IZECOMMENDATI4NS

The Co.irinni88;on reeam me nels. that :
Congress authorize the Library of Congress and, if necessary, appro-

priate funds to:a- Create a Native American Studies Division in the Library
with a central reference area and a research support staff of
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Native American specialists. The contents of such a collection to
1).-4 determined by the Library staff, but to consist of at least the
bazdc reference works- most frequently used in Indian affairs
research by both scholars and those active in public affairs.

b. Compile for publication a collection of Native American
studies -resources consisting of: a W.bliogx-aphy. of basic reference
tools, for research in all aspects of Indian 0AI:tars, indexed by sub-
ject matter; a bibliography of b bliographies relating to Indian
affairs: and a directory of resear 1 sources for Native American
studies, including but not limited to specialied collections such
as those in the Department of the Interior Library, the National
Indian Law Library in Boulder. Colo., and the Newberry Library
in Chic ago. IIL Such a research guide to contain materials located
in the Library of Congress or other depository libraries 'aCcessible
to the public and be made available for saie.to the public and
updated periodically.

c. The Selected Dissemination of Information System (S.D.I.)
niaintained by the Congressional' Research Service of the Library
o)F Congress expand its covcruge of publications containing Native
American articles and made available for sale to the public.

.1 in response to these recommendations, the Librarian of Con-
gress be directed to-report to the CongreSs the estimated cost of
these changes and projects and the estimated time for their dom.-
pletion. In addition, the Librarian be directed to make a feasi-
bility study to determine the requirements for undertaking a
definitive retrosriective bibliocrraphy of all Native American_
research materials, indexed by subject matter.
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SEPARATE. DISSENTING VIEWS OF CONGRESSMAN
:LLOYD MEEDS, D-WASH., 'VICE CHAIRMAN OF THE
AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION

Ix-ritoDuc-riox
With the creation of this Comm fission it was hoped that Congress

would have before it an objective statement of past and current
American Indian law and policy so that it could exercise its powers
wisely-in legislating a coherent and lasting policy toward Americ:an.

Unfortunately, the majority report of this Commission is the prod--
uct of one-sided advocacy in favor of American Indian tribes. The
interests of the United States, the States, and non-Indian citizens,
if considered at all, were Iii.rgely ignored. This was perhaps inevitable
because the enabling regislation which created the American Indian
Policy -Review Corainission, Public. Law 93-580, 88 Stat. 1910, re-
quired that 5 of the 11 Commissioners be American Indians, and
thitt each of the investigating task forces be composed of 3 persons, a
majority- of whom were required to be of Indian descent. Public Law
93-580, § 4(a). Asa result, of the 33persons appointed to lead the task
forces, 31 were Indian.

With due regard to those who worked on the task forces, the reports
were often based on what the members wished the law to be. Their
fi.ndmgs and conclusions were often poorly documented.. Recommenda-
tions .Iaored contemporary reality. As, r..n example, the report of
Task Force No. 1 would require the return to Indian possession and
juriScliction_large parts of Ctlifornia.... Oregon, Nebraska, North Da-
kota.; South Dakota, and Oklahoma. Despite contemporary litigation,
most Americans are justified in believing that 400 years have been suf-
ficient to quiet title to the continent.

In. addition, the Commission's staff interpreted the enabling legis-
latiort as a charter to produce a document in favor of tribal positions.
In support of its one-sided advocacy, the Commission's staff relied on

re in the enabling legislation ordering a. review of Federal
Indian law and policy "in order to determine the nature and scope of
necessary revisions in the formulation of policies and programs for
the benefits of Indians." Declaration of Purpose. Public Law 93-580,
Stat. .1910. But, clearly, the formulation of policies and programs for
the benefit of Indians did not require this Commission to prepare a doc-,
utnent encompassing a tribal view of the future of American Indian
law and policy. For Congress to realistically find this report of any
utility, the report should have been an objective consideration of
ing Indian law and policy, a consideration of the views of the United

--LStates-the States. non-Ind ian citizens, the-tmlbes_andLinclian citizens.
This_the Commission did not do. Instead. the Commission saw its role
as art opportunity to represent to the Congress the position of some
AMerican Indian 'tribes and their non-Indian advocates. .

(571)
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,This Commission failed to consider the fundarnrontal and controver-
sial issues in contemporary Indian law. Inst,ead, it assurned as first
principles, the resolution of all contemporary legal and policy issues
in favor of Indian tribes. Hence, the report is advocacy and cannot be
relied upon as a statement of existing law nor as a statement of what
future policy should be. The report's utility, then, is limited to in-
forming the Congress of the special interests of some American In-
dian tribes and their non-Indian advocates. Congress will either have'
to authorize another Comthission to ascertain the views of non-
Indians, the States, and the United States or perform that function on
its own.One further introductory coniment is in order. Many of the chapters
in the Commission report were hastily prepared and hastily presented
to the Commission for review. and approval. Even as 4 write this,.
various chapters of the report are imayailable to nie and various
of the other chapters are in the process f)f re (rwritin. Neither T. nor
nay colleagues on the Commission. have had an opportunity to care-
fully evaluate the statrinput or. for that matter. to even read much
of the report prior to its promulgation as a Commission report. We
experienced the same problem when attempting to review and. evaluate
the elian.-red report after it was eireulated and rewritten. Beeause
of the Commissicm's schedule. I have neither the time nor the re-
sources to adequately eyahiate, critique. and recreate this report. Yet
certain fundcmental and recurring ideas have been adopted by this
report and labeled. legal doctrine. but Whieli are. in reality.either.
contrarv.to law or are tribally oriented resoint ions of disputed legal
issues. Hence. I must make some comments on them at this stag..
the process so that the unwarranted findings and eonelusions in this
report do not go unchallenged. These inelnde the notion of tribal
self-y-irovernment (referred to as "sovereig7lty" by tribal advocates).
jurisdiction (including State power over country and tribal
power over non-Indians. or the lack thereof). the regal obligations
of the United States (referred to _vaguely as a "trust responsibility"),

programssocial welfare prorams whieli would in effect be an exercise
of the Congress' spending power under the Constitution (but which
in this report go under the ,ruise of ler-al obligations). sovereign im-
munity. the absence of statl7tes of limitations or other legal impedi-
ments to the assertion of stale elaims. the exercise by tribes, of regu-
latory power over their members hevond the territorial limits of their
reservations. and definitional proi)lems associated with the words
"Indian" and "tribe".

When in January 1917 it became clear that I would have serious
and substantial disagreement with the Commission's findings and
recommendations. I retained. through the Commission. Frederick J.
Martone of the Arizona ha r to work with me in critically evaluating
the, Commission's report. Mr. Martone and his colleague. Mr. Neil
V. "Wake. assisted me !.-rent ly in the preparation of these minority
views.



SOVEREIGNTY--TRIBAI. Sy.z.y.-GovERNIty.N-r OR TEnarroniAr.
GovErtNwENT

The fundamental error of this report is that it perceives the Amer-
-lean Indian tribe as a body politic in the nature of a sovereign as that
Word is used to describe the United States and the States, rather than
as a body politic which the United States, through its sovereign. power,
permits to govern itself-and order its internal affairs, but not the
affairs of others. The report seeks to convert a political notion into a
legal doctrine- In order to demythologize the notion, of American In-
dian tribal sovereifrnty/ it is essential to briefly describe Americanet,federalism.

In our Federal system, as ordained and established by the United
States Constitution, there are but two sovereign entities: the United
States and the States. This is obvious not only from an examination
of the Constitution. its structure. and its amendments, but also from
the express language of the 10th amendment which provides:

The powers not delegatted to the 'United States by the Constitution, nor pro-
hibited by It to the States, are reserved to the States respectively, or to the people.
And, under the 14th amendment, all citizens of the United States who
are residents of a particular. State are also citizens of that State.

The Commission report (especially chapters 3 and 5), would have
us believe that there is a third source of sovereign and governmental
power in the United States. It argues that American Indian tribes
have the characteristics of sovereignty over the lands they occupy
analogous to the kind. of sovereignty possessed by -the United States
and the States. The report describes Indian tribes as governmental
units in the territorial sense. This fundamental error infects the bal-
ance of the report in a way which is contrary to American federalism
and unacceptable to the 'United States. the States. and non-Indian-
citizens.

The blunt fact of the mattcr is thrt _American Indian tribes are
not a third set of governments in the American federal system. They-
are not sovereigns. The Congress of the United States has pernutted
them to be self-governing entities but not entities which would govern
others_ American Indian tribal self-government has meant that the,.
Congress permits Indian tribes to make their own laws and be ruled
by them. .:The erroneous view adopted by the Commission's report is
that American' Indian tribal self-,trovernment is territorial in nature_
On the contrary. American Indian tribal self - government is purposive.
The Congress has permitted Indian tribes to govern themselves for
the purpose of maintaining tribal integrity and identity. But this does
not mean that the Congress has permitted them to exercise ryeneral
governmental powers over the lands they oceupy. This is the crueia
distinction which the Commission report fails to make_ Commis-
sion has failed to deal with the ultimate letrai issue, which is the very
subject of its charter.

In addition. the Commission has failed to make the distinction be-
tween the power of American Indian tribes to govez-n themselves on
the lands they occupy. and their proprietary interest in those lands.
Mere ownership of lands in these United States does not give rise to
governmental powers_ Governmental powers have as their source the

5,
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State And,Pederal constitution :4. Hence. as landowners. American In-
dian tribes have the same power over their lands as do other private
landowners. This would include the power to exclude or to sue for
trespass damages. But landowners do not have governmental powers-,

overrthe land they own. Land ownership. alone. is insufficient to give
rise to governmental powers. Having failed to make this distinction,-
the Com Mission seeks to bootstrap its "tribe as a government" theory

relying on ownership principles..Indian reservations-exist Within the boundaries of the States and
within the United States. Reservation Indians are citizens of the
States in which they live and of the United States. They are subject..
to the laws of the 'United States and, but for the exercise of congres-
sional power, reservation Indians are subject to the governMental
power of the States in which they live. American Indian tribal self-
government comes into play- because the Congress, in exercising its-
powers under article I. S(:;). of the Vnited States Constitution.
in general, insulated reservat ion I udians from State .-rovernmental
power. In or"er to promote the preservation of their distinctive cul-.
tares and va Ines. I he Congress has clecit led that sonic American Indians
should. be allowed to make their own laws and be ruled by them.
This does -not. mean that the Con!rress allows American Indian tribes
to govern their reservations in the same way in which a State governs
within its boundaries. A. tribe's power is limited to governing the
internal affairs of its members. The 'United States Supreme Court
has over and again upheld the power of the State to impose its law.
on non - Indians within t he reservation. If American Indian tribes
had the kind of sovereignty which this Commission urges, and if
Indian tribal self-government were territorial rather than purposive,
the States could not have jurisdiction over non-Indians within the
reservation. These principles are easily demonstrated.

The doctrine of inherent. tribal sovereignty, adopted by the majority
report. ignores the histcricai reality that Arneric:xn Indian tribes lost
their sovt.rei!rnity thr(3iigh. discovery,. conquest, cession, treaties. stat-
lites. and history. An international tribunal. Cayuga Indian Claims
(( cat Br;tahi V. L'n;trei Sta,c.,.-). 20 Am. J.. Intl 14. 574. 377 (1926)
( American and British (_Claims, Arliit ration T-ribunal) and the United
States Supreme Court. Johp.v0/1.. v. Jrintosh, 21 II.S. (S 'Wheat.) 543,
574 (1 2:1) and-Chr.iyikee v. Georf,f;,/, :10 U.S. (5 Pet.) I, 17

1s31). hut applief I thest wt ll-settled. international law doctrines to
extinquish American Indian tribal sovereignt- = Tenet., to the extent
American _Indian tribes are permitted to exist -ilitical units at all, .

it is by virtue or the laws of the United Stat)- not any inherent
/-i4rhu eit Ltr of 1 iieiliselves or of

Tnrning then to tae's o the ITnitekl-States, the. supreme law is,
of eourse. t he tyt I ales Const it.ut ion_ It is obvious from a reacliner
of the Constit1:-ti,,n t14er t wo sovereigns. the United States-
and the Staie. And :71e extent that American Indian tribes may
claim a positi,..:1 in C1,- iztterstices of the Constituticm on which to
ground a corm -.ma rant ce of separate tribal existence. the
10th amenclmen; rat llor plainly destroys the urzunmeIIt_ Since

tribestribes
in article L S (3) trilIes at.that early date, not - .
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considered foreign nations. S,-( Cherokee Nal ;on v. Georgia, supra
30 (5 Pet.) 1, 1S (1S31). It is clear that nothing in the United
States

U.S._onStitution guarantees to.I ndian tribes sovereignty or preroga-
tives of any sort, let alone their continued existence. The majority
argue that since American Indian ~tribes did not participate in the
:creation of the .United States Constitution., they are not bound by it-
--The folly of the majority's argument is apparent. The majority ignore
the fact that .American Indian tribes-, were conquered and subordi-
'tutted to the will of the people of the United States. The consent, or
lack thereof, of the ancestors of contemporary American Indians to
the Government of the United States is quite irrelevant to the appli-
.cability of the sovereignty of theUnited States to American Indians
---and their tribes. Nor may anyone_exempt himself from the sovereignty -
of all the .people.. Our predecessors fourht a war fililCUIc- themselves
over this and the question is settled. It is too late in the day to seek to
recreate 400 years of history.

Congress. of course. has not been silent. Durine, tire conquest por-
tion of om- history with Indian tribes. we dealt .with Indian-tribes by
treaty. under artiele :z,1242). of the Constitution. The treaties gen-
erally permitted Indian tribes to govern their own members but not
others-. See e.g.. Treaty with the Cherokees. Ileeember 29, 1585. T Stat.
4 7., 451. When conquest was nearly complete.. the Congress declared
that no Indian nation or tribe woulti I.e ack-nowIed,red or recognized
as an independent.- nation or tribe with whom the 1:.-nited States could
,contract by treaty. Act of :March 1S71. ch. .120, 16 Stat. 544., 25

71.
Tribal. government. (101114, had one purpose when Indians were

neither citizens of the 1-nitd States nor of the State in which they
lived. See. E.77.7 v. Trilkin,7. 112. U.S. P-1-. 5 S. Ct. 41 (185-1). But all non-
citizen Indians were made citizens of the 'United States bv the Act of
-Tune 2..1,924. ch. 28:1. .tn Stat_ s17.S.C. 1401 (a) (2). And. under
the.14-th amendment to the T7nitecl States Constitution. citizens of the
United States are citizens-of the State Wherein they reside. American
Indians. therefore. are the State in which they reside and
the 'United States. They cannot now claim that their tribal entity eiveF--,
to them a source of !rovenlmtnt al power in an extra-constitutional
Sense_

Lay:- follows reality and expt,.rience. Accordin7ly, the Supreme
Court's treatment of the role {if the tribe in the Fe-jet-al system has
reflected the realities of the tribe at the time the Court has dealt with
the problem. But from the very lie.rinning. the Court made it clear
tha±- Indian tribes were not. sovereigns. In JO11.0-21, V. 3rintosh.swpra,
21 U.S. (S Wheat.) :;4:1 1S:23). the C7ourt. examined the lFga1 impact
of Ertropfall settlement and concluded ,that discovery gave title to the
continent to the European nation which made the 4liscoverv, 21 I-5.S.

W-heat.) at 57:1. The Court instructed us that. the United States held
title to the continent and had the exclusive riirht tcz extin_eruish the
Indian title of oc-,-ipaney either by purehaf-.- or by conquest. and that.
title acquir-ed and maintained by force was riot a proper subject of
judicial inquiry. 21. U.S. Wheat.) at '5S7...59.

In- Cherokee, irat;on. v. Gror..1,.r. ?I'M'''. U.S. (5 Pet.) 1 (1831).
the Court instructed us that lands occupied. bv Indians were part of

511
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the United State.i and that tribeA were not foreign nations under the
Constitution. Id. nt 18. :20. The Court tlescribed.indian tribes as "do-
mestic dependent nations." Id. at 17. This was no doubt true in 1831.
As the Court rttde clear. tribal Indians were "aliens, not owing alle-
giance to the United States". Id. at 1. And, compare the separate
concurring opinions .of Mr. just ice Johnson and Mr. Justice I3aldwin
with the dissent in7 opinion- of Mr. Justice Thompson. The former-d-
nied tribal sovereignty while the latt.!r affirmed it. I make these refer-
ences to show that the issit of tribal sovereignty is one of low,- stand-
inn. controversy. The majority would have us 11(4 ieve, that the notion of
tribal sovereignty is not an issue at all but a well settled legal doctrine.

Ily IS M% conditions had eh:tn.-red such that t he Stn-yule Court Would
say:

i:ntinnm ftre within the szeographleal limits of the United States. The Finn and
the Peii within these limits are under the /1.01it1al entrol of the Government
1f the United States or of the States of the Union. The-re exist within the broad
domain cif sorreigraty but these two. rnited :State,* r. Kagaleza, .11S 375 2,71k
4. IS.'S.; [Emphasir4 added.]

court uphei.1 a Federal statIlte prflvidiner for Federal eriminal
jurisAliction fair the murder of an Indian by an Indian t:n a reservation.
Sufferinz under the narrow view of the co:unity:Tv power of t he time,
the Court Ilki not rely upon the liniian eornmr.. clause.. article r.

st.:1).,h1lt hiod ,-41:11 Clatp-4 it !It inf1:11 '-i)e4-011!--t` it r jiit-i:4114.61411
over a reervat ion} Tki'l has LNi...reil :171yNr1 lore el =ks. Leen n:,,e the theater
of its exerei -e is within thi- 4v the 'United States.
bev..anse it has tuver heen 91enld. aria h[' :11.=,' it alone enn enf9ree Its
lawS on all the t 1 Is 7I'h C0111.1's r..ez.nise was that
sovervi!..nty exists: only in tho I "II i tea `r res :Ind the' .`,...tates. Since the
State had no juti,Aietion. the United States had to have it.

.N.I1(4 her o,i id the' :-.;11114. g%11 11'21'4 - 10.'1111'. In 'be eirAZ404,
tiolt v. Nrn. L`q. "U.S. 1. 10 S. t.:'1%, (1S90). the
Stirrs.nt. rt /16.141 That ((npres- had t he 1)4,-4: f.t) take by ettinnnt
4'nbina in' t r land. Flit i rib, ar..-nea t hat the lan.t-, thrtityrik
whirh a railyirad. alithtiriz11 Icv.( It) (MAT-net it74 railway
'were held t ruhe as a :-;441."."11:r11 11:1 t ion and t hat the ri.rcht of
emir -tort domain 'within territory 4.4,11.h! i.e Nei-d Only Ivy it and
rat- 1)-1,' the United w;tlifitit c't11- . Thi S:ipt-(,tlit Court
rvieeted this arZnrltet.t - .Ftrir[larily. if I S. (t. at Tile Court said :

gm, ropc)sitirm that. t-!. .:11.,rket. sover.km in thillkense that theIrniteti States is for rricr thirt rh _virnov., are wiee1917.
llld That that slati..ti van. th or .-minent- domain within
2t24 Iitnits. finds: n. suIliHrt in till with tht Int/inns',
,or in thy. tletisigrns tf imrr. or in :h.- ne-1.- the relations'if that Tr.le with the United St:ttes. sir rtrided-1
Tht-r:ftirt.. not -)nly were Ind inn 7)ut 'fiat ie)T1:-t was tin' T.7nitea

hnt tlIv )4- lit.. west- as v.-ere
the several state,: (f the Ct1111 'Went tell S:I

It would be very st rnmze if the nntitonni g.cvernnn,nt, in the execution of Its
ritr.htfal. anthimity. fnbit fNrii2-:f tho pcm-.r crninolit 4,rnain in th sovora I

Z! anti gfn!il rot 4'.orr--i se, ' he, . :tr power in a te.rritetrF (wertied 'by an
indi.;ia nation or tribe. the snenkir:-: whig11 wo.re vvrir1_1,4 the Z7nited
and et/rear!, stilibio.cr to it. ptrari 1 t!-nt ifs S. :tt :#71. r1::niptirtis added-1

.
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The Court Nvasl.:Iakin., intport-ant. point. the Szntes of the'
*Union .are not politic:a sulKlivisions of the United Statei--, but_rather
sovereigrx in their own sphere under the Federal Constitution, Indian
tribes are politieaI subdivisions of- the United Stares and_ are under tilt!
-.1irect politicrA -control of the ITnited States. Since the 1.7rtited States
eci-uld exercise the power- of eminent ,1-)rnain in the several State .'t
fortiori it could. exercise the same power over territory occupied by

linirk tribe.
If the Supremo Court instructed us in 1S86 that ''jitlhere "-silt

.within the- broad donzain of sovcrei!Tnty but these two [the United..
States and the :.--Itates-1-_ how can the majority of this ecrtinuission
conelud- that Indian tribal sovereil.mty exists in the territorial sense
-rather than in the more limited sense of on!rressionally licensed self-
,rovernmnt over its own members and it internpl . _ (ibjec-
t !vit. ..should have required this Commission to stato that the issue Of ,
trihal-SOVerci!;.ni thou..--h. long settled against Indian claims.. should
be reopenet1 1.,v the ( 4 r reSS an 'report the various on
toil/ tnakiti-cr -...-/Latever rec()ltanendations it, deemed apprOpriztte.

The (*rezess mithl then either a.cept or reject rek-ommendations
a ritart4:.r isf 1.110 Cotiintis:4ion. in essetr.-4-., is 'flaking .politic: -i7

(rnnienclatuvns inl% ler the ,raise (*..E legal doctrine. This Comrnissi
uss VOd '":'44./1-4'rf'iLrIlI it iS politically used by Indian tibcs
without. re,,ard t he fact that as applied to Indian tribes 4soverei...-3,1-
means no more than -Wit-11i11 au' NV1 1 1 of C1,111rn'S.S. rii;teel SifiteS' v.

F. Sup!). (1). Aiwa. 1107n). Indeed. by
the .01/ rt would tell us that t !he North American

Indians -do not and never bttve oristituted =nations' * * *".3fantoyei V"-
/:-/,;!e -.S. ='t;1. 21 S. C ( 1901)

tliOatt: (if :1 ha 1 ..,.0%-4,1-0i.er/Ity "f11.`(1110/1tly rely on the case
of r :;].. I .S. L1.3 (1S:3:2), in which the

down :t ri(.(orrin statute in direct. conflict with
Fedt-ral r peat ies- and -I:1 I II: 1;11r a. rall irlgr of I he ease will sltoNv
that t he 1. 4rtria s;at NO 1 lel' ptir1)0Ii c(l It) 14v1IlatO the. COM.111Ct. of

-t1107-4.' ill TIC/ !an ciuntv was held- invalid not beCanst of tribal sov-
,erei.,ntv. ti -e unOtr the Constitution. the matter of Inzlian
affairs was exclusively -within the Federal power-. The Contxress had

hat power.iivIoah treaties and statutes Nvitic,h were in con-
flict with the (;ot"rta statute. The ('1.111rT did sav that the laws of
(;or.ria conla have fore within the ( 'honkee. Nation. 31 U.S.

lint t ( ,)t:rt. proceede(1- On -the actual- state of
thin.rs7.. Id, a t- a rid t he reality of 1 :4,:;;:;.) WaV to a different
reality in on cwiteinpf)rary ern. I- 71)r I)V 397:1. the Supreme Court
rejti,1 the c,knetnal clarity of Alarshalrs view in- orces ter v..

and the I g-():Ifi Hint the Federal Govern-
wnt -ex,- 1 ve ii-t ion over the.. t rite for all purposes and that
rho Srat is. therefrre_ prohibited from (..-nfon-in., its laws a,,-ainst-anv

enterprise whether IllE' enterprise is located 0/1 or oft tribal land.:
,,-",-;/f, v. .., 411. T.S..7 145, 147-4S (1973).

And in 31 eq 7,1 )1- v. tr' 7%/a! rinr-m ;RN: o'n- 411 TT.S.-
71.64 (197. ;). :he ( 'held t 'il:/t rust-t-v;it- ion Ind intrz are insulated from
.Stale 110:, yern.17.1,:zv of tribal soverei,rntv. but, if at. all., because of

-tip.
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applicable Federal treaties and statutes. 411 U.S. at 172. Inched, the
said

fTihe trend has been away from the idea c,-f inherent Indian sbverei.-nty as
a bar to state jurisdiction and toward reliance on fecteral pre-emixtion *-
The modern cases thus tend to avoid reliance cm platonic.notions of Indian
sovereignty and to look instead to the applicable treaties and stattites v4.-bieh
define the limits of state power. 411 1.7-16. at 172.
The Court said that Federal preemption of 1:te field was such that the
issue of residual Indian sovereignty was moot. 411 U.S. at 172 n. S.
Hence, it is clear that reservation Indians are immune from State law,
absent a Federal statute to the contrary, not because of tribal sov-
ereignty, but because of Federal preemption. Bryan, y. Itasca County,

S.Ct. 2102. 2105 n. 2. (1976
If Indian tribes had inherent sovereio-e, ntY. they would be free from,

State law even in their. dealinrs with non-Indians. But such is not the
case. State law applies-4o non- Indians on a reservation and the States
may even require a tribf to implement ;State law as to non-Indians...
Moe. v. T1 Confe.,(erated Sa7;sit and Ii7ctotenai Tibr...9 of the Flathead'

U.S. --., N.; S.cb. 1634. 1645-46 (1916). The Supreme
Court Upheld. this State power because it did not frustrate tribal 'self-
government. 96 S. Ct. at 1646. It is clear that if the tribe was a govern--
ment iu the territorial sense miller tau a limited purposive 'sense..
the Court would ,he wrong since the application of State law to non-
Indians would interfere with a tribes territo : crovernment: If on
the other hand_ tribal self-government is merely purposive. in contrast
to general and territorial, then the application of States law to non-,
Indians is proper because it does not frustrate the limited purpose of'
allowing- Indians to --overn themselves. It is plain to me that Con-
gress S.upreme Court see tribal ffovernment in the purposive
sense. not the territorial sense.

Another major ease relied on by the Commission to support its the7
ory is ri-witew 44 (1075). But it. clear
that this case does not support: inherent tribal Sovereir-nty. on the con-7
trary_ the case merely held tlfat (1) Con Press has the power to regulate
the sale of alcoholic beveratres in -Indian country under a rticle J5-8
of the Constitution. and that (2.) Indian tribes are entities with son-le
independent authority of that affect the intenral :spud social
relations of tribal life such that C.,oncere:zs could oonstitutionaliy
gate its (--pAn. authority to the tribe. The Court speoi.fically said "rwle:
need 7/10t deride whether this independent authority [the tribe-Ki
itself ,sufficient for the tribes to impose Ordinance Frequirinr.
retail liquor outlets within Indian (:ou ntr...-.. includin:r.- those on /Ion-
Indian land. to .obtain a tribal livens:71." -Despite this lawrna!re. the
Commission report says of "it appeared that-the -tribe could
ex-ercise such re!, t 1 at( power without bentlit, of Federal lay.- on the
basis of its own inherent s.overeit-rnty." [Comunii=s-irm report. ch. part
B at 156-1 o mneh for objectivity. "Unless words are infinitely
elastic, the Co-urfs op neon in -Iii7.7,/P7e' simply ean not bf- pressed into-
the men/lino- the nnz irily riport attributes to iit. Similar ISII it";It-C.-
itientl.-- of law abound ip report.

The Commission report Ile,-lects to mention that there is not a
t? --I

szinzle.
case of t__ITnitecl States Supreme Court w h has ever held that.
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--po.ssess.:inherent-tribal-SoVereignty such. thatin the absence of
:c.ongressional-. delegation they could assert governmental power (1)'

:ikiirer-;nonmembers of the tribe, and (2) exclude ;State-jurisdiction: 'The
etolUsiOn of State jurisdiction. over reservation Indians. has from TT/or-
448t6hrta this day been based- on Federal preemption. And, tribal juris-

..dictionoVer non-Indians.- aS in .at urge, supra, and Morris v
etiak;.19-1- ,.(1904) has been -based.- on specific congressional
dele..gation not-on general notions of tribal power.
)1..n.Sum,.the -Commission has converted the doctrine of tribal self-

:..governnient into .a doctrine of general tribal government by taking
leap- forWard . without any adequate legal- foundation-.

might add, prescinclingt now from the legal issues. involved,
COm.m./Ssion has not even explained why, -for policy 'reasons,- it

mould be a. good -thing for Indian_ tribes to exercise general govern-
..mental. powers over the lands they occupy.. The. Commission has just
a...sSurried that Indian tribes -would like to exercise govern-
Mental powers over their -territory, it would be wise to let. them_
,There is no adequate discussion in the Commission.- report of the
detriments of such a. course of action, much less.. any weic7hing -of
the aadvn- tages and disadvantages. The report fails to take into con-
:sideratiOn. that -Indian tribes are no longer isolated communities..

,Indian reservations now abut major Metropolitan -areas in this
The Conimission report makes-much of the fact that reservation

Indians want -to -be left alone and be free of State interference (even
though they are citizens of the State, -vote in State elections. and
helpp create State laws which are inapplicable to them), yet fails to
'understand that bY arguing for the exercise by Indian tribes of

;general governmental Rowers, Indian tribes cannot be left alone. For
,---..example,-i.the Commission's recommendations would. leave -us with
':_thee following results.. Reservation Indians would be citizens of the
:State but be wholly free of State law---and. State taxation even though
they participate in the creation of State law and State taxing

Schemes. In - short, reservation Indians would have all the .benefits
OfcitizenShip and.none of its burdens. On the other hand, non-Indian
citizens. of the State would_ have no say in the creation of Indian

and policy . on the reservation; even if the--- were residents 'of
.;the. 'reservation, and yet be subject to tribal jurisdictirin. In short,.
- -non- Indians have all the burdens of citizenship but none of
tae Toenetits. This is a strange scheme to behold.

The analytical framework adopted by the Commission is. in a
,.- sense; .npside- doWn. By adopting the doctrine of inherent. Indian
':tribal soverei gnty, the Commission looks at the original powers of
the tribe and concludes that-the tribes have ietained all those powers
except where expressly limited by the Conn-res su.komit the Corn-

.-,-mission7s point of is faulty. The focus is not on the nature
-Of the prior rights of tribal government. The question is by what

..-mandate do tribal governments govern .today ? Und.er our Federal
Constitution_ -there are but two sources of power: the States and the

States. Political subdivisions of the States derive their power
from the StateS. Territorial governments derive- their pow-el:- from the
.'"Unitecl States. Urdted States v. Ii7agam,a, 11S U.S.. 375 (1586). Hence,
all pOlitical --entities exercising powers of government -within the
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political. boundaries of the 1.7nited States are exercising- powers :
derived either from the United. States or the States. To the extent.
that the Commission- does not agree with this position, it is- clear
that the Commission would assert that Indian tribes exercise -powers

self government in some extra-constitutional sense..
In. the 19th Century, when TaZton v Mayes,. 163 -U.S. 376 (1596)...

(holding that the Bill of Rights was not applicable to Indian tribes)
was decided, tribal Indians were neither citizens of the United. States-
nor of the States in which they lived. See F: 7k v. TV-774-hrs. 112 11.&9-1:
(1S84). Ever since-192-1, however. tribal Indians have been-citizens of
the .United States. S 1401(a) (2), and under the 14th amend-
ment, the .Y are citizens of the States wherein they reside. The Com-,
mission report ignores the events of the last 100 years. In- the .19th.
-century Congress could not always control the activities of tribal In-
dians. Today Congress can The theory adopted by the Commission
would permit Congress to allow tribal governments to do whaf Con-
-frress itself cannot do because of Federal constitutional

ThO Constitution,. as originally enacted. excluded Indians not taxed
in determinin,', the number of Representatives in the X-Iouse of Rep-.
resentatives to which a State was entitled. IT.S.- Const. Art. I..
The 14th amendment_ ratified in 1S68. contint, this exclusion. When
Indians were not citizens. a .State-could proh:/it an Indian from
inr. in State elections.- Elk- v. We.-.77,'. 112 V.S. 94 (1SS4) . despite .the
provisions of the 1.5th amendment._ In short. -tribal -Indians --;.-ere. not
considered part of the'consiitutional framework. Tribal Indians.. how-
ever_ were bron.rht into the constitutional framework by 1024. S IT.S.C.

14011 (a) (2). The Commission does not deal with the effect of this.
1ty point is this. To the extent tribal Indians exereisc powers of

self--.,rovermnent in these -United States. they do so because Congress
T.errnits it.. Tribes exercise powers of self-government as Federal li-
censees, .becanse and as lonc, Congress thinks it wise. More than a -
tribe's .-.--te../../1:xttributes of sover(*,-nty have been extinguished_ The
Commission draws a distinction between the extinguishment of exter-
nal attributes of sovereig-nty_ which it concedes the United States has
done. and internal attributes of sovereignty. which it alleges the
"United States has never done- It is rn3.- nosition that the one.. es with
the other. American Indian tribal g-overmnents have only those
powers granted them b the Congress_

Those powers have over and n(riiin heen labeled self-government
rind not. sovereie-ntyIt is one thip for the Con..ress to permit tribal.
Indians to govern themselves and not he subject tp.Federal constitu-.
tional limitations and general Feder:11 supervision. It is .quite another-
thin.- for _Congress. to permit Indian tribes to function as creneral
Governmental entities riot Suljoet to Federal con,3titutional limitations
or generalrreneral Federal sunervisirm. The -position adopted by the Commis-
sion would have Indian tribes exercisinr, powers which the .T.Tnited
States itself cannot exercis. beeanse of constitutional

Finally_ there is no adequate Theoretical basis for the assertion of
inherent tribal sorerei,i-nty_ The assertion of i- nherent tribal soVer- -
eirrnty' proves too march. Tt would mean that whenever there is a. ;romp
of American Indians tonether on
them 1-)N.' die "Federal Government. thcy would have the power to exer-
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eral governmental powers. The source of those powers would.
.z, some magical combination of their Indiartness and their owner -
splof Governmental powers do not have as their source such

c;:magic.. I Governmental powers in these 'United States have as their
=1;source the State and Federal constitutions. It is -clear that Indian
;1.tr3.-ben s do net govern themselves-under State power. It is equally clear.

o ever: that they govern themselves -under the Federal power, and
;j13e.'-all: Federal power, their powers are specifically limited and the
§Uraitation. with respect to tribes is one of self-government rather than
the_ government of others. It is one thing for the Congress to permit
tribal Indians to make their own laws and be ruled by them without
Stafe:interference_ is -quite another for the Congress to permit tribes
to exercise: greneral goYernraental powers without general Federala-supervision- -War, conquest, treaties, statutes, cases, and-history have
extinguished the tribe as a. general governmental entity. All that re-

i-ris is a. policy. And, that policy is that American Iv than tribes may
govern their own internal relations by the grace of 'ollgreEs. General
governmental powers exist in this country only in the Unit' ed States
and the States_

Having missed this point. the Commission has missed the oppor-
tunity- to address some of the major issues a: .sing out of American
Indian law and policy. What does it mean to be a citizen of a. State
mind yet be immune to its laws? What is the basis for asserting that
reservation Indians shall have repreSentation in State ,-crovernment,
but without taxation ? On the other hand, what is the basis for assert-
ing 'that non-Indian residents of In_ dian country shall not be repre-
sented in tribal government, yet be subject to tribal law, courts, and
taxation? Is this obvious dual standard bothersome ? And, if,not. why
not? What does it mean for a reservation to be within the boundaries
of a.= State?

-In his TAR Role of the- S.y.itpreme Court i72. American. Government
(1976), Archibald Cox had occasion to describe the Federal system.
He described the dual nature of State and Federal sovereignty and
said:

.The -result is that thin' -any territorial unit (any State) there are railways
two .governments--State and Federaloperating side-by side but each, sovereign
and independent within its functional sphere- Each of us (unless an alien) hasdual citizenship; he is a citizen of the United States and of the State in which.
he resides. Each pays two sets of taxes. Each may claim rights under two gov-
ernments. Each is subject to two sets of. Laws. one State and one Federal. Viola-
.ttons of a."State law are subject to prosecution in the State court. violations of a
,-.Federal law is a Federal court. Civil cases.may be brought in either the State or
Fk-Nrleral judicial system according to the nature of the cause of action_ Cox,
suer it. at

How does one fit the Indian tribe and the reservation Indian into
this schema? is Cox guiltv of oversimplification? Historical inac-
curacy ?' These questions, which have gone unasked, and, therefore,
unanswered by the Commission- must be raisea and answered before
the Congress can begin to deal with changes in .American Indig:_n law
and policy.

Prior- to reservation Indian citizenship, Federal insulation of them
from State law created no urgent problem. But once reservation In
<limas became citizens of. the United States, they became citizens of
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the States- wherein they resided and were then eligible to vote in
State and local- elections, run for State -and local .public office,
enjoy State services,. such as public' education. Hence. they help create'.--;
and administer.law which is not applicable to them.. They enjoy State-.
services without sharin<-, in the burden of financial support.. This

enormous, hostility r among non-Indians who feel (1). with the..
rights-- of-citizenship go its burdens, and (2) if Congress ls to insulate..
Indians from State taxation, it is the. burden of Congress toprovide..
the Indians' fair share of support to State services.

A Particularly i.:.rnicious consequence of the existing scheme is
that in those-political subdivisions of a State in which. reservation In-7.
dians are a majority, they can control that Jevel of government
for example, set property tax rates which are applicable °lily to non-:
Indians. This has in fact (lceurrecl and is no mere potentiality_
-Commission appears to be content to accept representation Without
taxation and taxation without representation. Our .forefathers were
riot.

117-no Dm TILE RESERVING

In support. of its argument that Indian tribes by treaty have re-
ta.ined to themselves inherent powers of self-government..- the Com7
miss ore relies upon UP.:fed States v. Wilz.a-n.R. 19S U.S. 371., 25 S. Ct..
662 (1905). It is true that there is dictum in that case to the effect
that the treaty in that case "was not a grant-of rights to the Indians...
but a grant of right from thema. reservation of those not granted. "'
2 S. Ct. at 664. This dictum raises the question of whether, -in-in-
stances where the United States required Indians to relocate them-
selves and put thum on reservations. the United States reserved -the
land- for Indians or whether the Indians reserved the land for thein-
selves.. But this question must yield to a conceptual distinction. It is _
one thing to say. as-. the Court said in Tirin.a.r.s, that Indian -treaty
rights belonging to Indians whose aboriginal possession was not dis-
turbed by. the treaty but rather confirmed, are rights reserved by. the
tribe. It is quite another thing to say that any tribe anywhere has
reserv ied to itself the land on its reservation_ and various rights to
self-movernment. The leap is unwarranted. The treaties vary: The
reservations vary. Many Indians now exist on reservations which have
no relationship to ancestral or aboriginal homes. Hence. it 'is clear..

-that in these instances the United States reserved the:land for-
I believe the 15n:Ited. States Supreme Court has recognized this con--

ceptual distinction. In Colorado River Water Co-nsservatio-n Di8trict
United State, U.S. 96 S. Ct. 1236 (1976), frequently-
ferred toas the Akin: case, the Court held that the McCarran amend-
ment, 43 U.S.C. 666, by which the United States.-consented- to suit:,
in State court for the adjudication of Federal water.rights, extended- _
to Indian reserved water rights. The Court described:
water rights under the Wzntere doctrine as included in those rights
where the United States was "otherwise" the owner under the McCar-
ran a.mendment.- 96 S. Ct. at 1242. To do this the Court- viewed the
Government's trusteeship of Indian rights as ownership and said that
for-the purposes of the McCarran amendment there -was no distinction
between Indian rights and non-Indian rights. Id. Accordingly, since
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McCarran amendment provided the consent necessary to sue thesited States, and since 'Indian water rights were among Federal
water rights subject to the lkfcCa.rran amendment it followed that,
Indian water rights could be litigated and determined in an action.against the United States. In short, the Court was saying that thereare no Indian resel-ved water rights but, rather, only Federal water
rights reserved for Indians-

- I make these remarks because, in my view. it is wholly erroneous
o adopt, as this Commission has. the position that tribal Indians have

`reserved to themselves all rights not specifically extingeis.hed. by
tretry. Generalizations.. such as this one, are neither accurate nor help-ful in seeking to define the powers of the United States, the States,
-and the Indians. It may be, as in -Winans, that the relationship be-

,....1-tween the United -States and a particular Indian tribe was one ofarra's-leng_th bar, such that it could be said that a tribe actuallyreserved rights its el On the other hand, the relationship betweenthe United. States and-other tribes was characterized by war and de-
struction.:When these relatiortqhips culminated in peace treaties it is
simplistic, to say the least, to assert that the Ind ires reserved anything
to,themselves. It is clear that in most instances. the United States asthe victorious p..arty, dictated the terms of the treaty and reserved forthe Inclinns various parcels of land- _

So, as I have rejected the broad assertion of inherent tribal saver-also reject the broad assertion that tribal Indians have re-serve a to themselves inherent rights to self-government and property
Generalizations such as these have no place in. law, and must

. yield. to a judicious consideration of relevant treaties, statutes, Stateenabling legislation, history, and contemporary fact.
But the nature and scope of tribal self-government is too importantto; be left to case by case a.cljuclication_ I recommend. that Congress

enact comprehensive legislation which clearly defines the nature and
scope of tribal self-government and makes "it clear that the govern-mental powers granted tribes by.the Congress are limited. to the gov-
-eminent of members- and their internal affairs, and are not general
governmental powers.

Tremem. jciusorc-rioN
Since Indian tribes are granted some of the powers of government,

many of the major problems and uncertainties of American Indian law
and.an policy resolve down to questions of jurisdiction. Jurisdiction, of
course- means the power, to regulate (and tax) the conduct and prop-erty of people_ and the authority- to enforce those regulations against
Unwilling persons through coercive instruments of rovernment.

A. TRIBAL POIVEr.S OVER ...-o...-rx-DrAzcs

One of the most important questions of Indian law .an-cl policy is theextent to which Indian tribes should or may exercise governmental_
authority over non-Indians and other nonmembers. The question has
profOund implications in that the. unwise exertion of such powers overnon-Indians could have a catastrophic effect on whether Indian, peoples
zrall be left alone to inak-ethiiii-owit laws and be governed by them. Theexercise of such `lorit3.- would also bear upon the most -valued.
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political rights and civil liberties of those nonmemlx-rs who would lie
subject to the vowers of tribal -government_ The Commission report
assumes that tribal governments should grow and develop into "fully
functioning governments," which "necessarily encompass the exercise
of some tribal Jurisdietion over non-Indian people and property.- I
disagrec. as I think the' vast majority of tho American people would
disagree.

Th,eoret.* Co-to-4dPvate7o.4-,4

-1-V-Iletlier Indian tribes are to exercise rro v e rmnental athoity over
nonmembers goes to -Gab very roots of Indian law and policy. The .ques-
tion .ultimately (roes to what the purposes ale for allowinr- Indian
tribesorne of the powers of cr-overnment. or -whether indeed. those
powers-are not tied to anY\epecific ends at all. The question is whether.
Indian :rovernmenta I power is an instrument of Federal policy defined
by its ends or whether it is an absolute prerogative without a limiting

df
Ind p es n riot pian eopl do .)t have.and have ot 'accorded any right of

government rood against the sovereiernty of all the people. They are
not given the power of -.-4.)vern-...-ient for its cnvii sake. Rather. it is the
policy of the United States to allow some Indian peoples to exercise.

rt)verntrien1 al powers over themselves for a purpose. Tht2.; purpose
is to allow :peoples of distinct cultures. most of whose ancestors were
present irr t his hind bffore the non-Indians came to it. to decree their-.
own norms of conduct and to control their affairs so as to preserve their
OWn and Valin'S-

The Federal purpose is to allow some Indian peoples to preserve the
aniquknless of their own cultures and values by insulating them from
the ,-,eneral municipal powers of the States_ It is feared that their dis-
4,-ine.tive heritarres, and values could be unduly burdened if Indians were
answerable for all the obligations and duties imposed upon the general
populace by collective decisions reflective of the culture and values of
the non - Indian majority.

Some Indian peoples enjoy- therefore- a unique exception. to 'our,:
-deeply felt view that the powers of p-oVernment are shared by all of
our citizens on an equal footing to be exercised in furtherance of only
publicly shared values, and that ethnic background is not a proper.-
criterion for makinc, distinctions- .in participation in .

sionrna'k.ing In ?.horr. it is generally felt that the power to decree stand
ards of condrwt and to compel the unwilling to conform to them is
proper Iry exercised oniy by a majoritarian democracy. open to all
citizens_

The Comznission report asserts that "the ultimate objective of Fed--
et-al-Indian policy must he directed toward aiding the tribes in achieve-
ment of fully functioning governments exercising primary govern-
mental authority within [the reservations]" R itli authority "to do
any and all of those things which all local governmentswithin the
United States are presently.doing_"

The Ainerican people.. however, have never intended to, establish
Indian tribes as absolute "sovereigns of the soil" over the lands on
which they reside_ The only "fully functionincr crovernments" with
"primary governmental authority" in any place are the crovernmental.
units- open to participation of all citizens, regardless of race, birth; flr.



e uniqueness of their cultural heritages. As has been stated previ-
t, usIy, we acknowledge one sovereign, all the American people, who
,4Ahavk expressed their exclusive sovereignty in the 'United. States Consti-
r: 'tutiort, which iillocates all power to the United States, to the States, to

all the people, and to no one else.
summary, the American people have not surrendered to Indians

the power of general government; IrLdian.s are given only a power of
s_ elf-croverfunent. They have the power to regulate only their members

d the property of their members. They have some governmental
powers because and to the extent that such powers are appropriate to
the "Federal policy of allowing Indian peoples to control their own
affairs. But there is no Federal policy of allowing Indian peoples to
control the liberty and property of non-members. Tribal powers of
self-government are limited by their purpose.

Objection.s- to TribaZ Jur-i.sdieti-on Over !Von-Inclians
With-these fundamental reflections in mind., it becomes clear that

Indian-tribes do not have and should not have power over non-Indians
or their property, except in the narrowest circumstances. Some of the
specific reasons for this conclusion._ can be briefly outlined.

First, power over nonmembers could only be justified under a "terri-
torial" notion of the governmental mandate of. Indian tribes. But as
we have seen, the mandate of Indian tribes is not supreme within their
territory : rather their mandate is purposive, and there-is no Federal
policy of subjecting- non-Indians to a supremacy of Indians.

The American people. through the Congress-. have been willing to
*vivo Indian peoples governmental powers in order to assist them in
the preservation of their own vultures and values. But I do not believe
the non-Indian majority ever considered that their willinn-ness to
leave Indians alone to be governed by their own laws also constituted
a surrender of their own liberty and property to the control of Indian
tribes.

Even if a congressional cliolee to subject non-Indians to tribal
jurisdiction were ce-lear, there would he serious constitutional problems,
which the Commission report ignores. The Supreme Court has held
that Congress may not under its power "to make rules for the govern-
menr. =dreg-Illation of the land and naval fords." subject civilians to
criminal trial in military courts because such civilians are entitled to
be tried in article. III courts_ 1,3e;f2 v_ -Covert_ 354 U.S. 1 (1957)

v. United State.y ex rel. Sin e/Teton. :361 U.S. 234 (1060) ;
CrecaZahan v. Parker, 395 U.S. 258 (1069). There would well to be far
less authority for Congress is allow the subjection of non-Indians to
general criminal jurisdiction in non- article III courts operating
withim the boundaries of States.

State general -purf;ose political subdivisions may not exclude per-
sons from voting unless the exclusion is strictly necessary to serve a

State interest. Aver y v. Midland County. 390 U.S. 374
(1968) ; city of Phoenix v. KolodzZa.iski. 399 U.S. 204 (1970)- It would
be exceedii-.;:gly strange if Congress could authorize a. group to exercise
general -nitunicipal .powers over all persons within a riven territory
yet disqualify some persons from political participation on grounds

accidents rf birth-
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elltere is a further object ion 14) iribal iitiSdiCti011 c.ver non-India71s
which, although it may not cross the threshold of unconstitutional-
it- y. nevertheless raises important constitutional colisiderat ions. It may
be questioned whether in promoting Federal policies concerned with
the relations of Indians among theniseives. it. Is proper to grant them
:.rovernmental power over others as a mere adjunet to the exercise of
,tlieir powers among themselves.

Furthermore, general powers. of f-rovermnenz are far I 110 rt St11.):-tall7

tial rhan the power to regulate col) WIC 0'0_ Congrt'S :111rely cannot exer-
cise general municipal authority over the lives and property of citi-
zens within the Itoundaries of a State on a theory- th:.:t su(-11'powers
are ancillary to Confrress- commerce power_ It would he even less
likely that such p-eneral municipal power over one group of citizens
could be granted to another group of citizens merely because Congress
has the power to re,-rulate commerce between the 1 wo erroups.

It is also sometimes urged that tribal vrovernment a I power. including
power overnon-Indians, derives from tribal ownership of the bene--
ficial interest in trust lands_ But whati..-ver authority Indian tribes
may have over truA. property (which is far less extensive than the
prerof-ratives of ,propertv ownership -which is not subject to Federal
fee interes ), those iglits are ultimately rights -to control property
itself, not tif_rlits to control activity or property of others. India a tribes,
like other landowner. may expol trespasers or sue t hen' for drtmarres.
But there is no doctrine Nviterel.,,- when enterin::, the land of another
one consents to any gener,L1 lawmaking :o : en forcing authority of
the landowner merely by virtue of lteilif-r on his ;and-:.

There are few values more central to our so.:-itAx titan the belief
that governments derive -their just -powers froin tiic\ consent of the
governed." Govermnent by Indian ti ii,es over non-Indians. if allowed
to take place. would lio a clear ex.:,iption to that. principle. A. heavy
burden of justification should fall on tlio-( who would subject sonic of
our citizens to the coercive powers of "`hers without any opportunity
or right to Iona' in the deliberations and decisions which determine
how that power is to be exercised. Those who o,s,ort that Indian tribes
should be allowed to rule non-Indians offer little justificatiim other
than an appeal. to the abstraction of "sovereignty". But our society .

sees no distinction bet wt.c./1 the rulers and the ruled: all citizens enjoy:
l)oth 1,,,tatases. There is little rea-,on shown wily ac. Aden deductions
from the metaphor of "sovereignty" should take precedence over "the
Declaration of Independence and the first principles of demoerac.:-.

Consequently, it .is all the wore inappropriate that rndian tribe
\\

should exert governmental power over resident non-Indians is lift
plainly would be entitled to vote zuld pall i:'i pate in trihal :royernment
were it not. for the accident of their race_ But of course-, it wouldfrusL
trate the whole purpose of .alloxviti!, Indian self-irovernment to re-
quire them to allow nonmembers also to pa riii-ipate in their "self"
!roY.ernment. Onc'e pa rt lei Pat i011 is op-nell up beyond the Indian peo-
ples them:Felyes. tiit'(r()%.-ornmentai tin h :is :11):111-021t'd i t"..F- VerV purpo=e
for exist in,rto allow -India ns to in:1170 their own 1:-:v.-:--: nnci be rroverned.
by them. Once polit if,al 1,a ti icipat :011 :, ,-xton,led eyclid Tndians them-
selves, there is utterly no reason for liavitl!i- IncLian !i-overnments
separate from politi(-a I subdivisions of ti Srato.
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The recent case of Olipluznt v. Sch2ie, 544 F. 2d 1007 (9th cir. 1976),
granted (June-13, 1977), recognizing that it is the .first court to

; address the question in 100 years, holds that Indian-tribes may prose-
.: cute on-Inclians in tribal courts for criminal violations on the reserva-

The majority opinion in Oliphant upholds the juridictional
claim-over non-Indians on the theory that Indian tribes have all pow-
ers'which haVe not been foibidden to them and that Congress has never
spoken to the question of jurisdiction over non-Indians. This view, of
course, inverts the proper analysis and ignores history. The scholarl
dissenting opinion of Judge Kennedy correctly points out that su
jurisdiction has generally not been asserted and that the lick of

tion on-this point reflects a congressional assumption that there was
no such tribal lurisdiction., not an implication that tribes should have
'such powers- The Oliphant case does not dispose of the question, and
even if it is upheld by the United States Supreme Court, the CongreSs
must still decide whether Indian power over non-Indians is wise.

Tribc-zZ Courts
Even assuming that Indian tribes should and may proscribe the

standards of conduct and the civil and criminal liabilities of. non-
Indians within Indian reservations, it would be even more inappropri-
ate for Indian courts to .exercise criminal or civil jurisdiction over
unwilling non-Indian defendants. .

Again, the courts of tribal crovernments can have no broader reach
than the purposes for which. Indian tribes are granted governmental
power in the first instance. That purpose is to regulate the Indians'
affairs among themselves. The only purpose of subjecting non-Indians
to the enforcing powers of tribal courts would be to allow Indians to
rover-II-non-India/ is_

Nor can it be said that tribal criminal eni"orcernent against non-
Indians should be allowed in order to fill a gap in the preservatiOn of
law and order on the reservation. To the extent that State criminal.
laws apply oftheir own fo-ce to non-Indian activities on reservations,
non-Indian violators can be prosecuted in State courts. were Indian
peoples feel that States are applyin,c; insufficient manpower to the en-
forcement of State laws against non-Indians, that problem can be
-met by cross-deputizing tribal police as ..State peace officers. The cross-
-deputized tribal/State peace officer would then have authority to ini-
tiate prosecutions against non-Inclia-ns in. State courts when the tribal
officer apprehends the non-Indian breaching the peace.

To the extent that State law may not apply of its own force to non-
Indian lawbreakers on the .reservation. State law would nevertheless
apply indirectly through the Assimilative Crimes Act. IS U.S.C. § 13,
enforcement of which is in the Federal courts_ See IS § 1152.

In summary, there is no lack of enforcing authority -:-.rhich would
show.../ practical necessity for subjectinrg non-Indians to criminal
prosecution by tht: arm of a quasi- governmental entity from which
they are excluded from political participationThecause of accidents of
birth.

Reservation Indians in States which have neither been ranted nor
assumed_ jurisdiction under Public Law 280 are immune from suit in
the State courts for causes of action which arise on the reservation..
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Such Indians may be sued only in the tribal courts. Indians may,
however, have access to the State and Federal courts on the same foot-
ing with all other persons.. Some Indian tribes have claimed authority.'
for their courts to hear claims against nonmembers. See Cowan v.
Rosebud Sioux Tie, 404 F. Supp. 133S (D_S.D. 1975)

There is no justification for the exertion of civil jurisdiction k,:rainst
unwilling non-Indian. defendants in tribal courts. The State or Fed-
eral courts are-f-ully capable of hearing all such claims- It would be
a drastic turnabout of Federal Indian policy to say that tribal courts
may be used not as a. Shield but as a sword to assert claims against
non-Inclians. Again, the fundamental question in volved is wnether
Thdi .n. government is self-government or general government Only
if the tribe enjoys general sovereignty of the soil can there be any
justification for their courts exercising jurisdiction over nonmembers
merely because the claim, arose within the geographic boundaries of
the Indian reservation- Such an affirr-tative assertion of jurisdiction is
not tied to the policy of allowing Indians to make their own laws and
be governed by them but rather is a claim to make laws to govern
non-Indians. Indian tribes have no such mandate from the people of
the United States- 4- rial Faith. and Credit

The Commission report argues strenuously that civil judgments of
tribal _courts should be given full faith and credit by other courts of
the States and of the United States.- T, the extent that tribal judg-
ments-are entirely between members; do not implicate any. interests of
nonmembers, and are arrived at according to substantive legal rules
and modes of procedure satisfactory to the Indian peoples of the tribe..
whose court has entered the judrrment., see. no substantial reason why ---
such judgments should. not be afforded full faith and credit. However,
judgments against unwillino- non-Indian defendants should not be.
.afforded full faith and credit. Since such assertions of civil jurisdic-
tion over non-Indiait -defendants exceed the jurisdiction of tribal.
courts, judgments against such defendants would not be entitled to
full faith and credit under traditional legal concepts.

7The question, then. of whether Congress should require full- faith
Fyn& -credit for such judgments raise all the same considerations. of
-whether non-Indians should be subjected to the civil jurisdiction of
Indian courts in the first place.

Salkkct;on of Nolz-121.1n. to Ind%rin Lair and Courts WW1. Destroy::
the r"ractieril 4-17 -Witv of IneVan Peop7eR To 211-0,ke Their Ozcn Laws
and Be Governed b-yi Them.
Arguments are often made by Indian advocates that jurisdictiOn-

oVer non-Indians must be rrrant(.4 to tribes because the lack of such
-jurisdiction is inconsistent with the notion of "tribal. sovereignty"_
.Admittedly, if Indian triles were sovereign within their boundaries,
it would follow that all persons within their boundaries are subject
to the rule of Indians. But the premise is false. Only the people of
the -United States ,-e sovereign and neither Indians nor anyone. else
have any claim to sovireicrn p.owt..r !rood arrainst all the people.

Furthermore_ it AN-,-)1,1(1 elisastrous to Indian interests for tribes
to have Powk-r over If WV assume that the frovernmental



,!.powers accorded. to Indian ti ilaes include the exercise of jurisdiction
over non-Indians, then the non-Indian majority would have a vital
stake in the precise content of all laws enacted by every Indian tribe
and in all procedures utilized by them to enforce their laws_ To the
extent that non-Indians are sutject to the rule and the process of
Indian quasi-governments, all non-Indians have a direcc stake in how
those governmental powers are exercised by Indian tribes. Congress

,--Would.-have no choice but to closely supervise Indian governmental
decisions in a way which would totally frustrate the very purpose
of giving Indians governmental powers in the first place..

This point couli be illustrated in many ways,, but let us look
,specifically to the effect that tribal court jurisdiction over non-Indians
would have on the Indians ability to decide how their courts shall
operate. If the liberty, property. and financial security of non-
Indians are to be at the mercy of Indian judges hearing claims by
their constituents against non:Indians, the non-Indian majority will.

. -justly demand the same degree of procedural exactitude and published
rules of law which they are used to enjoying in the courts of the States
and of the United *States_ We have complex procedural systems
designed to assure correct and fair ilecisionm.akinfr. We also have
appellate review to assure uniformity in decisionmak-infr and to mini-.
mize the possibility of bias or error in individual cases_ Where the
rights of litigants involve questions of Federal law we have a right
to seek review in the United States Supreme Court.

Indian tribal courts by contrast have very few of these complex
assurances of fairness and accuracy _n clecisionmakinfr.. Few tribal
judges are trained in the law of the States and of the United. States,
and few tribes have s,-stenis of appellate review. Apparently none
publishes appellate decisions. There is no apnea] to the authoritative
sources of law whether it be the 1--ii!rliest court of the State or the
United States Supreme Curt.

The Indian Civil T.Zielits Ac::. of 196S provides sonic limited review
in the Federal courts for deeisious of tribal courts insofar as those
decisions impinge on minimal constitutional guarantees. But there is
no review in Federal courts for decisions of Indian courts which are
merely erroneous unless the error renelies constitutional magnitude
or it deprives one of personal liberty.

While Indian peoples should be largely free to choose whatever
quality of judicial prooess they wish o have for themselves, most of

'the non-Indian majority will insist. unon havine- for themselves ample
assurances of fairness_ compete.nce. and correetness of-decision.s. The
absence of appellate review would be especially intolerable, and Con-
gress would surely require tribes to proviae for it. Indeed_ Congress
would be. remiss in its cluty_to the non-Indian majority if it did not
prescribe high standards of legal process according to the expecta-
tions of non-Indians, if non-Indians are to 1). subject to tribal courts.

Consequently, it would be profoundly nee.-1-0 for Indians to force
non-Indians to become involved in the (1.eails; of tribal government
by asserting jurisdietifel over non-I-Tull:ills. as has been ex-
presecl above. once 'Indian tribe, have assumed regulatory and court
jurisdiction over non-lndians. the entire justifieation for allowing
Indian peoples the liniited .rovernmental power,, they enjoy will have
vanished.

,s6
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C. Re-et:Am nwnel,7tierrt... f g x lation

I .recommend -that Con.-resS enact 1e7,i.slation direeily
Indian .courts from exercisin, jurisclif7tion any pc.- on_
-whether Indian or. non-11-4763n. whO is not_ a member the
tribe which operates the court in quest ion.

I further recoil:mewl that ( 7/-Vi I 4 *:11:-,:

frotn exercisin.., urisdictinn over ttny person_
whether Int.iinn nr n 7: 7? _ v.-110 not. a tfr,n2ber of t he -tribe which

-...operates the court in questic.n. unless the non-l'n.lian defendant
ttressly-and voluntarily sul?mits. to the jtirisdit7tion of the tribal court
after-The claim arise-: ttpon-whi,-h snit is 'brim -11t.

B. CO FUSION Orliat LLOCA -rtoNs E.)-F J URI SDICTION
NiA) -rntra:s

One of the most important. and p:rpl.xin!.- 4 itittiC)21:-; 3II Federitl.
Indian -law and ts the al!ocat i() 1 of flowers; between States and
Indian -tribes. The prf.olilews ;trc enoi-nions and their ramifications
eXterV4i ay.! it is- 17,4trt-t-i:111 v. re_ 4.-1-4-1 taidk, Commission.....rather
than thorou4.-hly and fairly analyzing- the many problems. chose
instead to a party tract uniformly a41-vocating- the maximum
extension 4,r tribal inri..,tlitqion at Ow expense of State jurisdiction_
In writin,r these minority .views we catinot- .143 the -short space of a
few weeks :vliat, the. (,.intuission supposed to ha",e done in a years
rink llow ver, -these minority views will attempt briefly to outline
some of the major considerattons- wiiich should !ro into any fair-7.
minded atten-Ipt to 41i ;or-, 0,4 :---ztates and tribes. The..
inadequacy of I>rescnt, laws, to fairly all..)-(ate those powers then
be discussed. a.I on!7 :-<)11 arv-as.

Several major principls c(,.n.:.ermn!,- the allocation or powers be7.
tween. State...--; and. trii.es t-nr: :tat c-tl States do not have
crovernntental. L

cr-1:r reservation Indians for their activities on...
the ..-ant.vd 1.3.- the 'Pe tler:al Govern-
Tr-lent_ Ttlzr ('x+111 JJt ;.,r.,aent, supra_ States
do have power the ntr-rese:-vat ion act ivii ies of reservation Indians_
41e.s7ezz1ero 7-1-,"be supra_ I 1.4..P.VC,1`1'.. Indian res.erva-

ries they are situ-..tiori. are Itart.--(-4 .:--;tat es Wit bin vhese bounda
ated, and the p4.)wers over their I rL, rri ory are linlited only to the
.extent that. Federal manila:es r -f ritions. on those. powers. States
enjoy cornprehulsive i-2.,..ve over In:n-Indians and their activities on
reservations. unless sneh State risrl ict ion is expressly precluded
or preempted by Federal law_ State jurisdiction mav also be barred
under the. nebulous doctrine again-: "itif rinrement Of tribal self-
government". supra_

The ultimate goal in allocating powers and rt..spotisil)i lit ices between
tribesand States is to /10 so, in a fashion appropriate to the legitimate

_interests of each political AT,,e specifically. States should not
be. allowed powers which in fact. han:per t he Fedet.-..a.1 purpose in

Indian tril,f:.s !.*-41Vt Writ ri TIP"- ilrtit 1 ItStall4f.C-t0.
allow Indian peoples t _heir larvs and f() control their
own internal affairs. (But to the e.%te nt. t hat national policy ishes.
to see reservation India n- (Tlioly the 1: :,nl.its they ,voulil otherwise
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derive from participation in the allail'ti of the State government. but
.:which they are not requirvd to support. it. Is only lair for .national

,.......poliey-to---took.to-tbe tribe or to tlie national government to provide
those ber ,.-i-its.)

.Another goal of the allocation of powers is to avoid misallocation
of economic cost and benefits. The divisionof powers should be such
that the Indian reservations do not become jurisdictional islands from
.which- activities which sie-nificant12,- affect.the States' interests can
be conducted outside the reach of the States' power to regulate then.
Similarly, 'Indian reservations should not be allowed to become j uris-
dictional islands to which non-Indians can for the sole purpose of
escaping State authority, easily relocate their activities which...would
otherwise transpire off the reservation.

Absent Federal statutes, the courts have evolved a vague and in-
definite "rule" for determining when State jurisdiction over non-
Indians for their activities transpirin!r on Indian reservations is to be
preelnded. The rule is the "infrin!,ernent of tribal self-government
rnle" a 11 iettla.ted in Williazn.q v. ir..e., and explained in McClanahan v.
Arizo-na ,S7efir. 7. fix t'OMMi.:0!:;617._

hi 117;llifil.-1,.5 V. Tee. 25S L.S. 21S Of.)511), the court stated:
F.,-,,,e:itiany. :1:-r -,..1:1-. gf.verning- nets of Congress. the quesz in bay always been

whether sNite act;,n inrriwzefl m: rtin. riLzht (pf reSerVa I i,m21 Indians ti) r:!:ItZe their
I i V..11 n i ..!: arrl b. rulod by tlwni, :::is: V.S. ar 220.

In M f-,01.! nil? 1,7 n V. --1:e;::(,-WI ,:.4.111f7 er.-r. eilri.q?i),..-,.s;911, 512pra. the Sil-
V111k! Court rnaile :*leer that t he Trii/,,/,m.s. v_ 1:,-e "infringement" rule
.meant. to -te:,t the pernibie scope of State jurisdiction over the

non-Indian aspects of tranactions, on the reservation involving both
Indians and non - Indians :

I-- these sii-nati,4:s. ip.rirrrhk. r-ribe anli rip- s:arei-m.ild fairly claim an interest
n asserrinz tia-1,4- reici-4pt-ct iv t. itiri-../N/-1i.,[1.4. 'rho Willirrms test. Was d t.',S i ,17.,I2 ell to

-Sol Vc- I his 4,,ntli,t 11.y alri.viililnz: that I Ildt s;:tte 0/11:1e1 rircttc.-r its interests up to
t2 i4i p.pil3r v.I.,...re't..'tibal self-7(.yernznent rrouhl be affete(L 411 C.S. at 179.

Vjllere ,..t:Itt.. ii-i.lihicrTori f-syi- .r.teri.rat ion activity of n<m-Indians
,.v.ill in f., c... impatr ?',,it irwtte trill:II Cower. .-.:4tate jurisdiction mustt
yield ea, .:I tiscrit-ii tlp.1 ,!..-;t_are in:1v othet-ixise hare letritimate claims to

-.............reffulate. -

tflit.. "in fritv..-etn.-nt." rule has pre..y.7.,1 to be a very poir discrirninator
etween porrni.--:;:ible and rn State jurisdiction because the

rule. ,1,..,,,. 1.;of ide:It i fv what the "ierhintate g'-P.-ernmentai interests"
of t-l-ibes.-a re ovortransa(-tions involyin!,1,4)th Tilfliami and non-Indians.
Tbe.1-owt-sr ormrt iii:!!!i-ii),IS npi,TVitl.tr tili: ti"-'1- :I! Utterly i rreconcilable.

.._. T11: "r7-' ..t'ilt-riqi1CIlt" test. it-- 1TI rt-iler pht "114.'41 111- a tende. nci 1)v Some
cr-.ui-t- to ,-.in ".,If-'re)VOT-11rlfIll" NVit,11 ":,ox-oreirrntv" a confusion
zealously cultivated by s.....wris Indi:171:, :11111 t Twit- -In %..-Yers.

It is clearly bevonil thr scope of tli se minority views to articulate a
t.-6niprehen.i,.-0, s:ratiritent cif how Silto/trilm! ..;-.1.11e-ml.ation:z. of Dower

...shoul(1 1- inade.-liott ,,eviral oll,\-inns stt,,,restion::: can be made for im-
r),rovitt, th....."iiifri/1""!11(71t7" ri;lt'.

No .j n fririensment or trill:II :;-.;e1f----,,vc.r-rit1 w To sitollid be found rinie:,--s
the non:-Indian activities over which State jurisdiction is st,-.)ucirbt are
.part OF a complex of ae.tivities which are snbstantially Indian in char-

Paw
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acter. This threshold re(juirement of "substantial Indian involve-
ment"-is necessary to assure that non.-Indians are immunized from
State law only where it is incidental to and neeessary for insulating
Indians from .State

As a closely related requirement, immunity -motivated conduct of
non-Indians should not be im tmune from ::'ztae.law. Where transactionS
take place or take a 'particular form precisely because of hoped-for
`immunity to 11,-,u-Indians. no tribal imetst is truly implicated other
than, possible tribal desires to "franchise" their immunities to lion-
Indians_ But such "interests" are not Irg itirnate. Otherwise it would be
possible for Indians to "market" imMunity from ,t3tate law by in-
ducinn--essentially non-Indian activities to relocate on the reservation
and by coIca-inc.. them with a mere -r,- Imlinit involvement: For
example, in a number of recent as tribes have entered into
long-term leases of trust land to for developmeht and-
subdivision to other nonsind inns. T. :aye uniforinlv held that
States may tax the leasehold inter si it non-Indian lessees _and-
sublessees, even thou rh there is a TZar effect. on Indian interets.
Chief Seattle Properties, Inc. v. Kitsal. County. SG "Wash. 2d 7541
P. 2d 699 (1976) Fort-Mohave TI-ibe v. County of Sanilernailino,
543 F. 2d 1254 (9th Cir. 1976).

There are also areas in which mlitary re"rulation is neces.5;ary and
therefore Indian reservations should be subjected to State jurisdiction_
One example is the ...-ontrol of nir pollution_ vhih respects no politiCal
boundaries. Congress hos char!,,cil States with the achievement
eral air pollution str.ndads within their boundaries, yet it is argued
that the Clean .ki;- doeS not aufltgirize States to apply and enforce
their air pollution laws on rnclin :. res.-ervat ions. -Without getting into
the detail,: of Federal air pollution statuto!-,,. it is evident tha-t States.
cannot-meet tint problems- f.)f air pollution TlidosS they have
coextensive with the problem.

Mary other areas or law an. similarly in need of unitary re7ulation
and enToroement, The Commission cmid have (lone a .reat service by
identifying those areas and recommending appropriate legislation.

C. 7.O NTINTIr

One a rca in -Nvhich the conflict is toll-41e-
some is land, use !fulation. The very justification for land use re.,u-
lation is tiw concern with external effects of land use. the effects of
which :;re felt beyond ttle bon n. fieS of the pa rti,-!ffigir parcel of land
itself.- Indian reservation land 4ii 1!:116d. close lo inlet!) development
presents thorny prohlt'rns of incom4stent and exploitative uses between
Italian anti non-Indian lanAls.

On -the (lite hand. it is usually felt t liat only the Federal Government
n ultimately cotit rol tlle uses of Federal lands, although the practice

oi -the Fed .7 r7ovcrnment is to cooperate closely with local authori-
ties. On . 'land. the existence of jurisdiction-al islands within
urban arc (-tilt the pot:::-ability of self interested exploitation
which. Nve:,!..it.. ="7-ustrate the very purpose of regional land use plannin4,-.

The indivi;talized nature of land use pin/mini, decisions has mrale
it difficult for:,..-,Jurts to supervise the decisions of re,rulatory authori-
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and it. is. .1-41t that the principal defense against abuse of the
inunense po-wers wielded by land. use regulatory bodies is their ac-
countability to all of the public. ..,,-.Tctionalism and favoritism are less
likely to occur .wllere the regulatory bodies are politically accountable,
to all the persons who will benefit or suffer from land use decisions.

Irstrice. the fractionalization of hind Ilse rcztritiatOrlr authority frus-
_trates land use planning generally.

State power to re.irulate c)i Indian trust land is uniformly pro-
hibited.:. Even -in States whieh have acyzird general civil and crimi-

;;...44111. jurisdiction under P:Ibli Law the- most recc;nt authority is
that they may not. recritlate land fiz-;e. .Serir fir Ro Net Rand of .17241;an8.. v.
It7;ogs droknig. .532 F. =2(1 655 Oth Gin-11)75).

-Solve specific' Federal statutes have_ required the Sy..crefal-'y of the
Interior to consider conipdtibility with surrounding land use planning

approv:rv,- leases of Indian But in -.!..-eneral no attempt has
been made to reconcile stArrcyluitlini-, non-Indian
land use p_ iarmin:r. fir vice versa.

_.A.-ain, this is a problem which would have 3e'in much from
careful factual ar:(I theoretical .analysis. The Commission has chosen
to it -rnore t pr,4blul. probably because any fair solution to it would
entail :,:oin liruit:itions on the pri..rog.-ativ0:-; now enjoyed by' Indian
t

The proble::is are- spoiilv Aifritilt Nv it II land owned by nonmem-
1-)pr,, within !;,,- Lonn.larie, of the reser-.-atiorL Obviously State re...Yu-
lat.cm sTIch Ian= use has the potential of hearing much more tli-
reetly. up0=1 iIrrounclin- Indian interests than upon nonreserwation
interests. Brit to allow tribal recrulation of land uses by non-,Indians
raises ase-ain all tl:e problems dis(u=sed previously concerning tribal
jurisdiction over non-Indians.

The 4'011u-ion xvill probably- lie in :=zein le types of cooperative arrange--
ments'arrionr7 local- governmental units. Indian tribes, and Federal.
administrators_ But. it would seem that there must. be author-it:4= in the
-Secretary of Interior to overri(qe positions of trib.-1.1 leaders them-
selves-bc;th because the land in question is. ultimately Federal in own-
ership-and because the Secretary. unlike tribal leaders, is responsible
both to Indians and- to-non-Indians and is therefore better able to
fairly resolve confli,--ts-3:-that may arise between such grpups.,-

impIe_mentation of suc1 i eoopez-atire- land use planning would
require much ligis-la-tive. study. The _rapt that it has received virtually
none fr-om this Commission is hi,Thly disappointinfr.

In the absence of ultimate authority over Irrdian land use planning
lying. with Federal officials_ the- fairest .system -would be to place final
authority in `Sta.;e planning authorities in whin 91 Indian-s would par-
tiCipate,equally with other affected citizens.

1-1. -TA x.11-Ii

There is a simple and fair f.)rimila for clecicliner who shall be taxed
by whom i n- Tndi an country. Tlfe T-nitecl States should tax all persons
on Indian reservations the same as it; persons elsewhere. States
should tax non--Indians rin..c1 'their property. Tribes should he able to
tax membei-s and their property.'
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I. Ftflerat Ter:ratiole
non-Indians on reservations should enjOy ex-
taxation. As citizens of the United States with
and enjoyment of the benefits of the Federal
no reason why Indians_ ant- more than any-
ye favored tax treatment from the Federal

2. State Tacc&tion. of 11'-o-A.-1-nctians

-The courts have uniformly held that taxation of leasehold interests
of non-Indian Jesse-es of Indian land does not bear closely enough
upon Federal policies' in order. to infringe on legitimate tribal' self-
government. Fort 2Ifohave Tribe v. County of Sari Bernardino, supra.
The Commission. report sw-rgests such taxation should. lie precluded_
The Commission also suggests a sweeping Federal tax immunity- "for
non-Indian activities on Indian reservations so that the tribes would
be free to assert or decline taxing, authority over such non-Indian
activities. The Commission would also shift to the State the burden of
provincr that taxes on non-Indian activities within Indian reservations
do not interfere with tribal self-goyernMent..hut another example of the majority's attempt to color
Indian tribal_ authority within their reservations as a general tern -
tonal authority, rafter than a purposive authority limited to regu-
lat ing the conduct of Indians themselves. The, also totally
itruores the legitimate interests of states in deriving tax-revenues from
activities of their non-Indian citizens_ 'Typi(7allv.. non-Indians con-
ducting-. activities on an Indian reservation tike advantage of the
whole panoply of State benefits and servioes. They enjoy the benefits
of State law and travel off the reservation in ocinner7tion with their
activities on the reservation. There is s,impry no justification for pre -
venting States front levy in.!.. nondiscriminatory taxes ap-ainst -non-
Indian activities nierely becausetliose act ivities 7-,; sitnatvd on Indian
reservations and. Indians would profit front sellinf, immunity front
State taxes_The broad immunity for non-Indians su.--!rested iv the

W't.1111(1 also result in lar!r-e-sr:tle tax-motivated. reloc:ttion of non-
Indlan activity onto Indian reservations. It is not. and never has been-
Federal Indian _policy to allow Indian t vibes- to tn:!rket immunity
front S;tate law by :;ellin:r the pivile,re 1(,cat N.;t (311 Indian

.71-0,7, d'rf V. CO PI.1 eft `).(1)4 Be'P.d.:ti-fl;ivr. supra.

St4erti t,f J evil;

St at eS; 1:1:1.- Tie t.:1 reservation,Indians or their property when sitn-
ated on their own reservations. However_ when Indi:111S; !TY) off the
reservations_ they become ,renerzilly subject to the law of rite State_ in-
c-ludinr tax laws_ -Mere status of the reservation Indian dojs not.
r-rzint, one a personal. immunity from the obligations of Stare law when
one leaves the reservation ;tricl takes,advantarre of the State

of
State law off the reset-Pal ion. The proper statement of State power to
tax Indians is that cont-linefl in the report of the We:=,tern State Tax
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inistrators discussed in the majority report. The State may not
.pose taxes, the legal .incidence of which falls upon reservation ac-

:.tivities or-property. of Indians However, States may tax the reserva-
tion: activities or. property of non-Indians and Indians who are not
Members of the tribe on whose reservation they are fottrid.-.e Since non-
-Member -Indians have' no right to participate in the government of a

'rttribe to Which they do o belong, it would be contrary to the purposes
Of Federal Indian policy and invidiously discriminatory against non-

.Indians to allow non-member Indians immunity from State law and.
:taxation merely because they are Indian.

Tribal Taxatio-n.
It may be seriously doubted whether Indian tribes enjoy the power
tax. A few olc.L.lower,C6u-rt cases, none less than 70 years old, recog-

niie.thatpower. In any event. I have no quarrel with tribal powers to
tax, as long as the power is limited to taxation of members and their
property. Taxation of. their own members and property would be an
appropriate -way of financing the Indians' government of themselves_T er-

he. majority asserts the tribe should be free to ta.x-n'on-Indians and
their property situated on reservations. Again, they deduce this power
from the as.5umption that In.MErvt tribes are general governmental units
with authority -over all things and persons within their boundaries.
Taxation' _of non-Indians and-their property would be especially per-
nicious -because of their exclusion from participation in the political
processes which control the supposed power_ The majority weakly.
suggests that non-Indian interests would be adequately protected by
judicial review in the Federal courts once tribal zaxation becomes con-

.ing that the doctrine against confiscator-. taxation
retting. an vitality in contemporary constitutional law, this remedy
would. be -blatantly inadequate to protect all the legitimate' interests
of non - Indian taXpavers. Those who pay taxes are entitled to be con-
,cerned about the level of taxes and uses to which they are put lonm.be-
'fore the taxation becomes...confiscatory.

Apparently feeling the weakness of its position, the majority sum-
crests that "any, tax. assessed and collected from a resident nonmember

'may have to bear a reasonable relationship to a service provided oravalable to such resident nonmember." But the majority fails to sug-
gest' how any teeth could be put into this restriction_

Tribes have no power to tax-non-Indians r their property _becausetribes have no power at allover non- Indian:, their property. Amain,Indian tribes have a limited privilege to govern themselves; they havene general power of government within the boundaries of their
reservations.
...There arc also serious eo.-ustitutional values implicated in any-attempt by Indians to tax non-Indians. Some Indian tribes enjoy crov-'ernmental powers only because and as long as Congress., as a matter of:.national, policy, thinks it is Brie that they have such powers. Were it

not. for the Federal inununity.-Indians would be entirely subject to the
,sovereignty of the States in which they are present.

It - would-be irrational for Congress to tolerate a system wherei-i the
:costs of Indian tribal separatisni are not to-be borne by all the ta_.
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ers. of the Unit.4.4 1 States. but rather art' to be borne inordinately by
those non-Indian taxpayers .who. by accident, comluct activities or have
property or Indian reservat ions. While Comrress may insulate IndianS
from .

State .law and may subsidize their efforts at .rovernment and
social .welfare, Congressdoubt that. Conress could levy a tax on
persons or property situated on Indian reservations and_ then remit
those tax funds to the Indian # vibes. The same result is achieved. by
allowin., Indian tribes to-tax nonmembers-on their lands. It is a denial
of due process. of law for C ronress to tolerate a schenze in which the
financial burden of supporting Indians and Indian government falls
disproportionately on non-Indians or on non-Indian property oii
Indian reservations.

.5. Leg /Wait R'4,e.r.; it? nbe ne t lor

I reconunend that Contrress V11:14-1., 104ri:11:111()11 (Mt kStateS

Have the same power to levy taxes, the legal ineidence,of which falls:-
upon non-Indian activititss,pr property- on Indian reservations as they
have ()ft reservat ions. The only except ions to this blanket recog-
nition of taxin., power over non-Indians should-be in the rare..
situations where comprehensive Fedceral regulation of specific subject
-*natters would independently preempt State regulation. including ..

taxation. of non-India n . act i v i ties on Indian reservations. See

11-wri.en Trait:nu' PoNt Co. v. >7.zoi St ate T C muppa.,

I also recommend that (..-'ort-,.ress expressly prosc.-ibe taxation of
nonmeml K`rS or property of I10/1Illettliwrs by- Indian tribes.

r...A.w 2.S 0

__V special concern t, 111-1nv :---;t:Ites is l'ublic Law under which
litany States 11:, i,en !,ra rued 11:tVo -civil and

over Indian reservatickits. As the Cornrnission....
report indicates. Publie Law -2s4.. -t has been interpreted to subject resH
ervation Indians to the States-. criminal law and civil law of general
applical.Pi I ity Let Wv411 tar* vat . persons, and to-,.nforcement in-the State..
courts. Tile law Itas interpPoted not to 7:Wow r.pplication of en
eral re:zulatory laws or I aN laws to reservation Indians. Brvan.Y. Ita8ca...=
Cd*17-4,7_4,y. 9(> S_ Ct. 21(l-2 (1.970)..

-1.11c effects of .Public r.aw --40 annot: he conveniently summariZed..--
It allows State enforcement lb f criminal law and provides State civil
forum for liti!r:ition a!rainst. resrvation Indians with certainty that. *'
rite civil la.w of the State genc.rally applicable to private persons will.
I).> the rules of devision in stz-li-;-ase..s_ The effects of the-civil jurisdic-
t i,maraspeets of the statute prolxjbly include the facilitatintr ofn-rant-
in making investments b3.-- non-Indians-ow
re.':erVat 1)V a forum and a predictable body of law -for..
the epforcern4_-.nt ri s t I tat flow front such transactions. The crimi-
n..a lurisdicti<H1 pr,bahly promotes law .and order by providing an-7.
additional instrument- of criminal law enforcement.

IL is not. clear \V 11;11 extent the granting of criminal enforcement
4..yowers to States obligates the States to spend their funds to provide
police and law enforcement services on Indian reservations. Cong.reSs'



7.11 apparent refusal to allow States to require the Indian beneficiaries of
;;;State law enforcement to bear their share of the costs of that service
may well indicate that the States were not thought to be obligated to
provide law enforcement services.

A major problem,r:iiseci by Bryan v. rterRetez cop/ nty. supra. is that it
E,:tr;---throws great doubt on what civil laws of the State are substantively

enforceable against reservation Indians. Many States have assumed
r: only designated subject matter jurisdictions, and there is now much
,cloubt as to whether the laws they have purported to extend over

flf,andian reservations are regulatory Iaws of the sort that Bryan held
not to be allowed by Public Law 280_

7oninn- laws. as as been stated. are held not to be applicable under
Public 1,-p-w 280. both because they bear upon Indian trust land and
because they are usually local' laws, not statewide laws. ;S'( -entez Rosa
Rand of Indians v_ Kings County, supra- The reasoninn. of Bryan v..

-,-Ita.sea County -would also semi to exclude zoning-, regulation from the
ty of jurisdiction ceded to States under Public Lawv280.

Yvan. explicitly held that Public Law 280 did not extend State
taxing laws to Indian reservations.

The present state of the law seems to be that Public Law 280, which
was intended to reduce jurisdictional problems in Indian reservations,
has now produced its own set of wide -anning uncertsLrities about the
permissible jurisdiction of States within Indian reservations.

Comprehensive congressional review of Public Law 280 is a.ppro-
rif' tte, if for no other reason than to reduce the confusion that now

exists about the meaning of the statute.
The Commission report recommends that Indian tribes subject to-

State jurisdiction under Public Law 280 be granted the unilateral
right to withdraw from such State jurisdiction. This recommendation
is overbroad- Retrocessi.on of jurisdiction should be predicated only
on particular findings that State jurisdiction under Public L;-NV 280'
has .resulted in actual harm to Indian culture and values. Immunity
,from the obligations and restrictions placed on all for public benefit
will always be thought desirable by the few who would enjoy the
immunity- If withdrawal from State jurisdiction is to be-done on
gt-ounds of Federal _policy. the policy choices should be made by Con-
gress, which can weigh fairly the costs of Balkanizing State jurisdic-
tions as well as the,advantages to Indians.
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P. NEW CIVIL. CTLI SDI CTT 0 .7.%;

In many instances, there are no judicial forums in whii-h certain
claims can be heard. Under the doctrine of WiNiarno? v. Lee, supra,
Indians may not be sued in State courts for causes of action arising
on the Indian reservation. But man-: tribes do not provide courts with
civil jurisdiction, or limit the civil; jurisdiction of their courts so as
to exclude many types of civil claims. The result is that many civil
claims against reservation Indians. whether by Indians or by non-
Indians, cannot be heard. It is doubtful that these jurisdictional gaps
are intentional_The existence of these jurisdictional gaps also raises serious con-
aitutional problems. Because'of the interplay of Federal law and the
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absence of tribal forums, it will often 'happen that parties to various
transactions will havei'Or not have, remedies and enforcement forums
dependinfron their race.. So. for example.,:where the tribe has provided'
no civil court. or otherwise excludes civil jurisdiction, an Indian may
have relief for injuries caused by the negligence of a non-Indian. But
there i no relief if the racial statuses of' the plaintiff and defendant
awe reversed. Surely this result, is neither fair nor wise. It is not con-
,s ,.,utional for Federal law to mandate _ forum p. tad reli.rf.. say in State
courts. for Indians non-India US, blit. at. the same t itne, to-allow
Indians th.-.1-r-,elves to ("vldt -whet h,r n(m-In,lians shall have a forum
and relief against th.-Assumin!-.. the unconstitutionality of :this bizarre system of relief
b:!serl on race. it i.s c10:11- W-11:1t. i'dinSesitlenc_!ts 1!031II 1,e. Perhaps
non-Tnilian defmlants 'if Indian plaintiffs in :;_--",ta: cont-ts i:citilct lac
allowed to raise. nommituality as a suI.stantive defense to the claims
of Indian plaizt;i.Trs... 'erl:a ps c. non-II:I in n plait i :1 4rn i mist a reserva-
tion Tndian could have a. claim undr the Imlian Civil Tiirhts
to compel the Indian tribe to provide a Judicial forum for hint such
a, an Indian plaintiff would. have -n!rainst him in State courts-

in any event. it- is surely unwi:-..e and vrol.bably unconstitutional to
permit. the Federal purpose of allowing _Indians to make their own:
Laws -and be governed by them to reduce., down to a system wherebv
different law apply to Indians and to non-Indians involvl in identi-
cal or the same transnctions.

C.on.rress should letrislat ion allow-in,- civil jurisdiction in
State courts against. Indian defemlants cases w-here there would
be jurisdiction in the State c01.1rtS i.tre it not for the T314 lian status
of the dc' feu. -lint and where tlw tribal ,...overnment. o the Indian
defendant 41.,es not provide a judicial forum to hear the claims against
th© Indian `defendant. Tribal interests in re,rulatin, their own mem-
bers could 1,e protected by provitlin4,, t hat t ri I al rules of decision must
lie ,riven ailpri.priate Nveigitt. in the State court. proceedings. In the
alternative- Cou(rress should liar act by Indians agaillSt
Indians for claims arising on reservations where tribes have not pro-
vided forums for similar actions by non-Indians against Indians.

C;. INDIA' civil.. r:t4..:ir A( "I- ()I-- 41),;.

44.

The (*onuniz.,sh)Ii report lakes xopt wit h some of the provisions
of th, Civil ,.N.t of 1:06S. which. for the first: time,
expressly snlijected Indian tril,es to constitutional limitations in the-1"
exi-reise 01: pow(r. in !reneral. the Indi:In _Civil Aet is tre-
mem-lour-di: important bul-tvari.: against the abuse of power., winch
Indians'are ?t) less capable of than other persons- I must dissent from
var:ous t Colnnussion's r,1:onuuentlatins to r4..slrict the Indian
Civil Rights Act_

The Commission seems to su!--gest that there should be only 'Federal
__..haheas cot-pus inr isd.icti,m. for vi,atit-Ats of the Civil Rights Act.

MeV woultl n(.)t allow: Federal jurisdiction over tribal officials who
violate-the constitutional ri!,-Irts cir izc-nt-, unless the violation re-
stricts the personal liberty of Ow V-14,-61nS.. siuch I it!! t a writ. of habeas
corpus eotlid fsSak,.. There is no justflication for sio.A2 a restriction
Federal court vindiatitm of .federally potecte41. rights against abuse

5
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by tribal officials- By duillition. the Federal courts (l() not r.-rant
against tribal officials unless they have violated the Federal riirhts
(A -citizenc. The deznand for restriction ou Federal. juis.dietiou is
a demand for a license to irifrin,-e federally protected constiLutional
ri guts.

...The Commission a1,0 that requir4-n lent s Of exhaust t iba
remedies before having- a.:eess to Federal courts to r. dress triIiat
vations of constitutional rights should be strict:I., adhered to. T favor
the more flexible a4)proach to exhaustion which the Federal courts
have taken. No mechanical rule can be prescribed in advance. and the
courts should be free to protect c-onst-itutional ri!rhts whenever .3 tt the
drew:IAtances Of particular cases it appears that it would not be I WM.!-

' fit;ia/ tril rente.iie,
The t..70ninif:-:1 on also that --Fedvrai court. vicw- or uncon-

stitutional aftifin :414)111i1 1.}0 l'i:-:triC'ted to a review on reortls
made in tribal court_ There j no just ifieat r('Si riCt :On 011
ability of Federal courts; tO prote,._7t constitutional iudits. The
tine w+ittld. in ffeer.transform Fe'ih jurisdiction urnier the Indian
Civil Rights Act into appellate jurisdiction rather than ori.rinai ju-
risdiction. The sug.vestion tilt in iat v grounded in a desire to ins...late.
unconst it ut iona I ri )a a,-.7.tion from close tier ittiny of the Federzi I courts.
I see no sense in (fm4rre5s povidiik, Indian :tnd non-Indian peoples
With eonstitutional riirhis good aria hist Indian.goverfunents but then

. restrictin, the Federal you rts power to on force those ri_..-hts requir-
the

tit-'s courts to limit tli .a:s. "5 to t1W reifOrtIS or. or other-
wise defer to f he jud.rments of. the N'Vr1 41-114itS pel'Iltt rate the
,:onstitutiona vicalat ions.

The .Comtnission objects that the trial 1-0.161,9itents cif,:the
Indian Civil Rights Act are luiduly _budensome on Indian go."'ern--
merits. While it may NVel 1 be true that many Irdian (70tirti-: are not well
equipped to-provide jutv trials. this tirrutucnt weighs ap-ainst allowin
such -Indian ("Cptillt tiltlit V.XCI"0:1.- :rrOVTrnmental powers: it does not -
argue. in favor of abridgin!r the traditional procedural ria-hts of our
eitrzens. If the minimal ccnstitutional protections \whih all our pecr.,le
cherish are too bun toilsome for Inlian tribes to provide. then thew
should leave laNv'enforclimont to those :t!relICIOS «flit it gill
-prOVid0 theni.

I likeNvi..e dissent from the Commissi4,TCS 00711111e11datiOnS that
Indian tribes he allowed to {-In cri i 21:11 e fend:int:4 up to $1,00o and
imprison them for up 1.0 a year, rather t han the $,..",tig) and 6-month
tations %Ouch now exist.

Fin- ally,. the Commission's recommendation that tribal sovereign im-
munity from Indian Civil rtir-hts Act suits be expanded is at hest
shortsi!,hted. If Indian .-vovernments are to exercise ,overnment:11
POWerS lienl,.;ces of the United States. it- is imperative that they be
fully answerable for the improper exercise of those powers. Tribal
.sovereign immunity should he drastically reduced. if not eliminated. It
should not he allowed to interfere with Federal court. enforcement of
federally protected civil rights.

IT. FIN-ANC",ING PT itI.TC SERVE(

A. major problem in the present allocation of State/tribal jurisdic-
tion is the fairri..- of the allocation of costs of a-overnment and public
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?:eriees. This has already been alluded to in the dist7usst9ns of tax-.
ation and Public Law th.40. 'Present. law is somewhat schi:,:ophrenie.
about NN' .ether reservation nails shou:d be entitled to the benefits
of State and local goerrant.... but at toe same time. not pay their
fair share, of the costs. For example, 1'1114.4. Law 2S0

.

.

ernmentS- authority- to enforce their crtnunal and ciyil laws
a.rainst all person-:-.; on Indian reservat ions in 4 It '7''i!tliitt I'd State
:Wowed other States to assume similar jurisdiction. Yet. last. year.
the Supreme Court held in Pryfra. v. ItrINcet Ce.owlil y, supra, that snob
States did not 1.!-Lve author ty to tax the personal property of Indians
who were to be benefited b.- the provision of A.reneral law enforcement
in their commtraities by the State. Assuniin,* that residents of Indian
reservations are -prinAarilv benefited iy law enfOroetitent. SerViceS. it
w0111(1. seetit Unfair that .1:4tates-.should have to provide law enforce-
ment for reservation IndiatiS hut that those persons not have to hear
their fair share of tinancin!, those s(rvices. r oat ion:41 policy that
-1,1ians -not have to pay taxes to States hut aiso national policy that
II: I1S have the siviees that eitiz.!.ns and I axisayers of the States are
emit, to., then it should al:4o be a natitnutl. not a local responsibility
to fun., the services that national poliy wishes. Inglian peoples to have
but nor. to pay for. .To tht e,tent. th:it chosen national Indian policy entails financial
burdens On pert -zons oilier than Indians. it is neither fair nor rational
for those burdens to be ea!--t. 1.0:-proportionately on the taxpayers of
the States in Avhich Indian re servat ions are -it nated.

T. D FINITI(N "INIU.NN

areas within Nvhich Federal law,.; "vorlyvrtl illir II* 1 apply- Tit termeOuntry" has geney-allv been unilerst+1od ineaningi those

has under.rotiett. V31 1'4.1' V Of leirislative definitions. For the latter part
of the 19th centur.- anti the first half of the :24.)th cent t,ry, there was no
statutory definition of Indian l,!. 7-v at. all. In 191S:. 'ono.r.-ess .7--ineted

definit iOtt of m 1 i an em in: r'V of -Federal rimutalpurposes
juri:-zdict ion :

Ex,t-pr. th..rwis se,.: :;Is m-4 an, 1 1:-.4; .4 this title- the term
-Itsdian eo.nntry". a' ti Neel .-haptr. mean!: 4 :1 ;AI I !and within the limits
of arty reservazion tztalr the .ittripaliitioti of the railed States gf)vern-

n)twithstanding the isslianee any .atent, and including rights-(-way
runnittp." thrtocct-th the r,44rwari.ai, f i. t I 41r-i-ndent Indian innunities within
the horders of the UnIted Stares N.vheth.er within t he liriginal sultseqUently
auired territory th4reof. atal NrItth r within or without the limits of a state.
and ce) all Indian alhitnents, tht- Indian titles to with-h have not been extin--
gui:-:lied. including- rights-of-way rtstan:,:- thriajgh thl- Is §117.1.

But there are other dist_Vete atelfories for whih there is need of
geocrraphic limitation to !s-overntnental pi Those categories in--

chide the followin!r:
.Ze(1(.9-nl F.t :It TIA <,011 ist`rnin Jr In-:1. 'The area within NVitit'h 7

appiN.". .

The area 'kV It hi It Wit-101i tribal etviI :111141 laWS I1.14)1V
to members_3. The area within which State laws do not apply to meinbers
of the tribe.
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4. The area within which State laws do not apply to non-
members.

Tribal laws and enforcement institutions should not apply to non-
Indians; lvwever. if they did. the area within which non-Indians are
subject to tribal law anti courts could constitute another category.

It.is evident that the phrase "Indian country" is often use<.l to refer
to any and all of these discrete categories. But it is also evident that
the phrase "Indian country" shOuld not have the same refer,:nee for
an these different purposes.Congress may well wish its ex-iminal laws concerninir Indians to
apply broadly. Bin that does not,suwrest Congrress also intemIed tribal
power over members to reach equally as far. Assuming Congress in-
tended tribes to have power over non-Indians, thke territorial scope
of -that power could we I be intended to be .even narrowerN.11d it to-ty
be that the reach of Federal criminal statutes is broader than the area
within which Indians are to immune from State civil laws and
courts.

The need for definition of the territorial reach of the different;
types of powers and immunities. together with the, impossibility of
fashioninif judicial n it it aLS, has 14.d the Supren- Court. to rely on
.1S I l 71 for marl:int-, off the immunity of T udians from State
civil jurisdiction. evon though the statute. defines tountry"
only for purposes of application of Federal criminal laws..DeCotec4
r. De7et. Como ty Court. 420 17.S. 425 ( 1(.175

There is uncertainty about thie mennin of "Indian count which
only Congress can en re. Worse. yet. thieve is dan-rer that misuse of the.
statutory definition of --Indian country" given in 1S 1151. for
purposes of Federal criminal jurisdietion will result in inappropriate
extf-.nszions of tribal powers and restrictions on State power. Congress
should undertake to do list. `'Indian country" for the various purposes

--for which the term is used.
re NCLI ST(IN

There is a. welter of eon fusion in the present. lav: over t1:, inrisdietion
of Indian tribes. the "States and they Federal Government. Such juriF--
dictional uncertainties result. in inability to act for 1,noranee of what
laws and enforcement institutions will he brou!rlit to bear and resn't

.
in vast waste of econotutc resources in the lit iat ion of jurisdictional
quest ions. There is a. pretwettpat ion wit h iftlostiOns Of Who has power
and what that power is. rather than with how power shilli;t1 be wisely
exercised. Indeed. the majority iele r .es litigation of jurisdictional
disputes as a special area refittirin!..- Federal fmanoial subsidies. to
Indian tribes. All this confusion is of Congress' making by act and by
omission. The eourts have dealt with Iv, prol)lems on an ad hoc basis.
for more than 100 years, but they hay., not dealt. Nvith them well.

In light of this great uncertainty. and the great costs and burdens of
that uncertainty. it. the "ommission could su!rirrest
that no legislative' solutions to the problems- of iltris:dic't ion Should be
undertaken at this tittle. The cc,Ittniz,,,icm probably takes this position
because it fears that. if ( .< w,:re to carefull V inform itsel f on the
jurisdictional eon fusion and misalIocat ions which now exist. it would
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resolve the uncertaintt-s and reallocate powers in ways dis:tasti,ful ts
the champions of tribal absolutism. 1Iy view is that C.70n.rress should
undertake a- comprehensive reexamination of Indian jurisdiction in
light of Federal Indian poli,!-y and le!ritimate State interests and then
legislate clear anc.1 purposeful divisions of power whiell allow
tribes and the States to generate more good government and less

INDIAN Tut-s-r IZEt..vrtoxs AND St..CIAI.

-Under the r-ilise of legal obligation. the Comtni:-sion report proposes
various and vast social programs for Im,lians in education. health. and
tribal self--rovernmnt. lit bus done thi, under the umbrella of a t
trine whih the Cclzunsission itself eeates and 1:ibels the Federal trust
responsibility. 'Though t (loet rine appt'a 1 7%113"h( Mt the ripOrt. it
is the major subjl!ct. of chapter four. Tile allaiV of he (.1ot rif as it is
cre:ited by the Coruniis&iion is-that Con f uses tile content' of the duties -
of a fiducia:-y with the oNisten of legal intis in the first instanee. In
Federal t t-n;:t responsibility as treateil. defined :111(1 prontul.,rated by the
Commission has no -found. lion in t he law_

The leral duties of the United. .'7ztates -ereat I 1)V oon:rressional
treaty and statute, and are refined and defined hy Supreme Court.--
dcision_ B4O2,-(ind duties umlerta ken liv treaty or statute (and
eont ractR exeented pun-unlit tf them', the United. States is subject to no
"lemur duties to Indian tribes. What Congress does in the area of-
Indian affairs it. does by voluntary h(I; ...not under the constraints of
:any

beervose the. Unite.d States has assumed the role of trustee with re.-
spect to some tribal assets, the Commission would also have us believe..
that the United States is under a permanent legal obligation to do all
things helpful to the protection and enhancement of Indian lands..
resources, tribal self-government culture; prosperity. and material
well-beincr. In addition. the Commission charges that the entitlements
under its new found obligation of the United States run to all Indians
-wherever they may be loea,d. however assimilated, and whether.or
not they retain any ties with Indian culture. or tribal self-nrovernment
In short, in seekin,, to find sonic nonexistent legal basis for the crea-
tion of a special status for Indians_ the Commission lias created a new
doctrine, unknown to the law. This would convert tribal political
aspirations into legal doctrine without the necessity of going through
our democratic political processes.

This concept cannot prevail_ The Commission report goes. so far as
to say that its ,-ersion of a. "trust responsibility" is merely a conp:resS.
sinal rewrnition of existine- is w. Tt is one thin.,, to ask for programs-
and c.,han,res in _policy. Tt is quite another to create a legal theory out
of whole cloth and then tell the Congress that what one is asking for
is al rertil v a loc.-al ohli.ration of the United States.

As I mentioned_ the fundamental fallaev with this Commission's-
new trust responsibility doetrine is th:tt it ermiluzes the exi:,---tene of
legal duties with the standar41:-s applicable to tlu N6w,--thc!
existence of lerrai duties w'hir'l: run from the T-nited States and -Ei-0 to
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Indian.: -tribes-are created by the Con formerly under-. its treaty
.-ratiliation, -.power,. and currently un er the exercise of its plenary
:power to regulate commerce with Indian tribes under article I, § 8 (3}
ot'-the..:Constitution.. Legal duties,. therefore, arise only as they. are
.undertaken'. in .treaties and statutes of the it $tates... Once the
Congress creates the legal obligation, then lt is the re-Sponsibility of

executive-branch to discharge those obligations. If the treaty or
statute_ relatesto tribal assets held in trust by the United States-for
the benefit of a tribe, .then the United States must discharge its legal

....duties in.:.acCordance. with fiduciary standards. For example, in Sena-

.i'nO14t1t-.. Nation v. .United States, 316. U.S. 286, 62 S. Ct. 1049,. 1954-55
11912) it was held that payment of funds by the. United States
-through the Department of the Interior at the request of a..tribal
cil- which, to the knowledge of the Government officers charged with
the administration. of Indian affairs and -the disbursement of funds to
satisfy:- treaty obligations, was compered- of iepresentatives faithless

their- own people and without integrity would bea clear breach of
the " Government's fiduciary obligation. Note that the fiduciary' duty
grew out.. of treaty obligations. The -legal obligation itself was the
result of a. -treaty. In the exercise- of .that obligation, the Government.
had d-a fiduciary duty_

Note that the fiduciary duty arises when the United States dis-
ehar4es its duties, which duties are to be found in some independent
doeument under which the United States holds property as trustee for-

:.--a.tribe. So, for example. in United St .-rtes? V. ..afer.Re-,,72.. 412 U.S. 391, 93
S. Ct.. 2202 (1973)1. the United States served in a fiduciary. capacity.
-whery. tribal assets had been "placed in trust ", 93_5_ CL at 2205, purs.ur
ant to statute. The trust was created by statute and in discharging its

-...obligations the United States acted as a fiduciary. rote that the statute
or treaty creates the legal obligation. .and in both of these enses the
fiduciary obligation arose from. t:10:". United States' .holding. of tribal
assets in trust. Some courts. ti...., not the United Stags Supreme
Court, have extended the" trust principle to genc..ral statutes which

....relate to assets in creneral, even though tho United States not -hold-
ing them as a tru;tee- But even-in this instance,' the duty, arises out.
'of statute and the duty relates to tribal .:4ssets. So: for example_ in
Jaigat rribizz C, oniuriz of pa.esaymagliodeiv Tril:AA v. 3fe)rtop. F
37O (1st Cir. 1975), the United States Court of Appeals for the First
Circuit held that the Non-Intereolirse Act imposed upon-the Federal
'.:Government a fiduciary role with respect to the protection of the
lands of the tribe covered by the Act. I think the court was in error
in applying this principle to -lands claimed by aboriginal.. possession
which were not heicl in trust by the,United States. Ilut. even under this
expansive notion. the court. said :

ve emphasize what is obvious that the "trust relationship". we affirm-2.1ad as
;.-:its -.source the Non-Intercourse Act. meaning, that the trust relationship pertains-

land trann.ctions which are or may 'be covered by the Act. and is rooted in
Tights-and duties encompassed or created by the Act. 528 P. ."4-1 at 379. .

''::Nete .that the Commission"s version of a Federal trust-responsibility
extends beyond the fulfillment by the United States of ficlucip.ry duties,

'--.oyer tribal assets. -held in twist to include -enhancinc, those assets. and
tribal selfrmyernment itself. There is no responsibility in terms of
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Rwrgi, ,--:..vrizagon Act, 25 tLS.C. § 4b1 et 'sea., did
mot- constitute racial discrimination in violation of the 5th amendment.
The- 'Court said that the preference' -is not dixectld toward a racial

-cons iSting of Indians but instead applied only to )ziembers of
erally recognized tribes. This operaterl to exclude many individuals

who 'were raqtally classified as Indians. Because of this the Court re-
ferred. to the 'preference as political rather than racial in nature_ 94

at_2482 11. 24. The Court noted hat the preference applied Dilly
toenploymentin the- Inaia.n service. Had the preference covered other
'Government agannies, the Court would have been presented with, the
"obviously more, d.:_cult question - presented by a ;blanket exemp-
fial for Indians for all civil service examinations." 94 S. Ct. at 2482.
The ruk idopted by the Court was that legislation that singles out

particularar and speciartreatment-will.be upheld as long as
tub treatment can be tied rAtionally to the -Itilfillment of Cou-

Unique obligation toward the Indians.- 94 S.Ct. at 2485_ To the
same effect is_..Deateare TrTha2 Business Committee v. Weeks,

"; 45 13.S.L.W. 4202, 4205 [February 23, 1977].
-at-in:my be that as lopg as services- are extended to members of a

tribe,-suchle-gislation would not. yiolate the-5th amendment. But seri-
ous policy adectionS remain_
- .What are the problems associated with giving Federal services. to

tribal Indians i47- h erever located an. cl however. assimilated into the
dominant.' society ? Tire. Commission would! have us create a vast

-Federal social welfare system applicable only to Indians wherever
located and regardless of their nexus to Tridian, country and tribal
self- government. When. Indian law and policy licy go from ealing- with
Indians in-Indian country beCause they are merribers of tribes to deal-

/ i-ng with India-nc wherever located-and regardless of assimilation.. then
-the objectives have shifted from the preservation of tribal cultural
identity and separation to the treatment of Indians, Qua .Indians. as

and preferred class of people. The shift cannot be tied rn.-
- tionally to Congress" purpose of permittirig reservation Indians to
make 'their own laws and be ruled by them_

Another recommendation. ba.sed in its trust principle (recominen
dation B of chapter four) masks. the Congi-ess to impose ;imitations
upon _itself in its exercise -of its constitutional power to deal with
Indian trieb. ea...even. though Stich limitations are not found' in the
'Constitution. The recommendation .asks that (1) treaty or non-
treaty rights protected by the trust responsibility; what2ver these
xna.-v- be. not be aFfogated without the consent o the tribe -except
under extraofainary circumstances where a co pelting. national
interest requires otherwise. and (2) with or without ti :Dal consent.
such rights shall not -be -abrogated except purshant to congressional-
act which identifies the specific affected right and which States that
it is the intent of Congress to abrogate such right. As a matter of
-policy, this recommendation is an interference, with Congress', exercise
of its own power. As a practical matter, such self - imposed limitations
would not be. enforceable.- Congress, has and must ha-Ye the power to
repeal, treaties and statutes reTatincr to Indians. For example, under
the expaxisive notion of trust responsibility- advanced-..by the _Com-
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mi ion, if Ct.Ingress were to' pass a prevision prayidinfrr for heillth.
care with respect to Indians, Congress, it it adopted this recommen-
dation, would be unable. to repeal or modify such legislation except
under extraordinary circumstances Where a .compelling national
interest. reqiiired otherwise.

Concrress has the power to rep -a treaty , by unilateral action..
Ereadz-Mo-ney Cases, 1111 U.S. 580. 599 (1884), (a treaty is Subject to
suclr,acts as Congress may pass for its enfoi-cement, modification,. or
repeal). TO' the same effect are The Cherokee Tobacco,. 78 'U.S. (11
Wall.) 616,- 621 "(1870) and Stevens v. Cherokee Nation, 174 U.S.
445. 483 (1889): Many examples of esseLmial abrogations of treaty
'rights come, to mind but let us take, for example., one that was actually
adjunicatecliBy.the Act of June 2, 1924. ch. 233, 43 Stat..253,S
§ 1401(a) (2),- the Congress ,-.1-.Eclared.:that all noncitizen Indians 1...orn
within the/territorial limits of the United States would_ be citizens
of the United S to tes. In Ex .Parte..Green, 123.F. 2d 862 (2d Cir. 1941),
cert.. denied. 316: U.S. 668 (1942). an -Indian was inducted into the
United States Army. He' claimed' that he was not a citizen of the
United/States within the meaning- of the Sqlective Service_Law and
.thatthe attempt by Congress to niake him a citizenunder the 1924
Act violated treat rifrhts. He argued that his tribe had never been
conquered by t=ae, United States. The court denied his claim and held
the e-ven..if his treaty argument-were, valid, w'here there is a conflict
between a treaty, and a subsequent statute, the statute prevails.

Suppose now that Congress were to adopt recommendation B now
under discussion. In order to make all noncitizen Indians citizens of
the United States, the Congress would first have to see whether
-or not the treaty rights or evepl. the nontreaty rights "prtitected by the
trust responsibility". whateVer that means. were affected. If so, the
consent of *the tribe .would have to be soiii.-rht.. except in instances of -
compelling national circumstances. But with or -withoutTribal consent,
the Congress would have to identify each specific affected right and
state that it was the intent of Congress to abrogate the right. So, to
make. Inf-linn Htizens of the United States, the Congress would have
had to examine every Radian treaty. This sort of interferenCe with-the
legislative process is unaccelltable. The Congress hPS the power and
the duty to declare law and policy, and cannot straitjacket itself.

Beyond the practical probleins associated with recommendation
is the unenforceabilitv of any. such legislation- Suppose, for example,
the Cong-,res4acptecl recommendation B but then proceeded to ig,no
it. Since subsequent statutes repeal prices ones, and since the se --
imposed limitation is- not found in the Constitution of -the 'United
States, recommendation B would be unenforceable.. The short of it is,
that recommendation B seeks changes in our tonStitutional system
without the trouble of constitutional a.mendmeht. -

TR.MAL LAND Cr.,Arms, Sr.. r a-t.S or ELNi-rrA.-rrows, AND PASSANIOQUODEVY
MIME V'. NrOICTON, 528 F. 2d 370 (1sT Cm_ 1975)

The status of tribal claims to land is best-Understood by referring
to the _authority -wider which the claim is made.-In general, a claim
would be made under (1) aboriginal possession, (2) executive order,
c (3) treaty or statute-

5-4
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.Because discovery gave exclusive title to those who made it. fee
title to thelancls occupied by Indians when the colonists arrived be-
came vested; in the sovereign. Johnsow. v. 3I"./ nto.vh . 9:1 17,S. (8 Wheat.)
543. 517.3 .(.1823) : Oneidc A'ation of N.Y. St. v. County-Of
Oneida, N.Y., 414 -U.S. 661, 94 S...Ct. 772, 777 .(1974), It wes recog-
nized, however, that the Indians had a right to occupy the lands until

1-their possessoiw right was extiriguished b.y the United -States. That
right, based upon aboriginal possession, is frequently called Indian
title and is (rood arrainst all but the sovereign. Id. But Indian title is
mere possession and not ownership and ean be terminated by the
United States without compensation under the 5th amendment. Tee-
ilit-7'on. Indians v. United States, 348 272, 279, 285 (1935). The
power of Congress to extinguish Indian title based on aborig,inal pos-
session.is stipreme. The manner, method, and time of such extinguish-
ment raise political not justiciable issues. 'United States NI. Santa Fe
Pac. R. Cc., 314 U.S. 339, 62 S. Ct. 248, 252 (1941)..

Similarly, an In.aian reserv:.ion created by Exeeutivecrder of the
. President conveys rip right of use or occupancy to the beneficiaries

beyond the pleasure of Congress or the President. Such rights maybe
terminated by the unilateral action of the United States without legal
liability for compensation in any form even though Congress has per-
mitted suit on the flumes v. Grimes P47(4.71119 Co.. 337 U.S. E6,
69 S. Ct. 968, 979 (1949). To the same effect is Sio-zz TrThr Of
v. United States. 316 U.S. 317., 330 (1942) - This is so bcco7Ise -article IV.

3 of the United States ConStitution confers upcin -Congress alor.:.!
the power fo dispose of prOpertYbeltIng;incr to the United Statcs.

Where, howe.ver, lands haY,e been reserved for the use of Indians
by the terms of a treaty or statute, and the Congress has declared that
therea,fte? Indians were to hold the lands permanently,-the tribe must
be compensated under the -5th amendment if the -lands are subse-
quently taken by the United States. Sioux Tribe of In ns. V. United
States, supra. 316 U.S.-at 326. 'Tee-Hit-Ton- Indians- v. United St,..tes,
supra, 348 U.S. at 277778. Hynes v. Grimes Packing Co., supra, 33T
U.S. at 103-104._The status of tribal land now begins to take form. The
States owned all the land in fee that Indian tribes claimed -

claim based neon abnricrinai possession or India4p.title,-subjeer.
.

to tribal possessory rio-hts. These landA, therefore; weKe.public lands
under -article IV, § 3 the Constitution. It- is only when Congress
gives this land back tc-i.e tribe by treaty 6r statute that compensation
is dtie" tuid2r the 5th amendment upon a subsequent taking. See also;
Spaldin.er v. Clu-ind7er. 160 T.T.S. 394. 16 S. Ct. 360. 364 (1896) ; fonr.s

afrehan. 175 T. T 20 S. Ct. 1. 4 (1899) ; i'o-ethweRtern .arras v.
United States- 324- U.S. 335, 65 S. Ct. 690, 6:32 (1945).

Recall thqt Indians were incapable of conveying land based on
a burin final ppssesion (Indian.title) , because they -did- r of own them-
ownership in the United States. Johnson v- 211-7Intosh,, Supra. Even
before -Joh.= v_ M'Intosh., Congress. prohibited the alienation _of
lands .:occripied. by -Indians . except pursuant to the : authority of the
_United States. .t of -July 22. 1790- ch. 33. 1. Stat. 137_ .Subsequent
Nonintercourse s. (1 Stat. 32.9, 1 Stat. 469, 1 Stat. 743, 2. Stat_ 739,
2 Stat. 829; culminating in the Intercourse Act of 1834, 4 Stat. 729)r .
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cantinued`this prohibition afrainst alienation. but each "of the Acts has
variations and, therefore, resort to 25 U.S.C. § 177 is not enough.
Resort must be.had tO the specific Nonintercourse Act in effect aft the
time aboriginal possession was exting-uishecl.

I have capsulized the law-applicable to the status of Indian lands or
Indian possessory rights, for but one purpose. Contemporary. Indian
claims based on aboriginal' possession have, no doubt, been t. great
surpitse and shock td-the American people. Such claims cannot be-
asserted against the United States for a variety of reasons. In the
first place., Indian title is not Brood against the sovereign United. States.
In the second place, the Nonintercourse Acts culminating in 25 U.S.C.
§ 177 are, not applicable to the United States or its licensfes. Federal
Power nytn.ln v. Tu,searord Indian, Nation, 362 U.S. 99, 80 S. 'Ct. 543,
555 (1960). And "fin any., all pi-e-1946 claims not brought before the
Indian-,Clairn§ Commission. under the Act of August 13. 1946, cb. 959,
60 Stat. 1949,-.amended and codified in 25 17.S-:C.. 70, et seq., prior to
1951 have been forever barred by section 12 of the Indian Claims Corn-
miSsion Act. Indeed, section -12 provides that "rio claim existing before
such date [August 13, 1946] but not presented within such period [5 .

years) may thereafter be submitted to any -court or administrative
agency for consideration, nor will such claim thereafter be entertained
by the Congress."-But entitles other than the United. States have no such .protection'
against ancient and stale Indian claims based on aboriginal pilssession.
Thud it was that t ahe Passamquoddy Tribe in the '--State of Maine
sought the aid of. the United States in suin,r_the State' of Maine for
Maine's alleged interference with the tribe's aboriginal possessory -

rirhts, Maine allegedly not having complied with the Nonintereourse
Act as far back as-179-4. See genera77y, Pri.c8nmoguoddy Tribe v. -
ton.. -52S F. 2d 370 (1st Cir_ /975) . Ordinarily, in this country; the as-
sertion, of ancient claim., is barred either by applicable statutes of-
rlimitations, or by the _doctrine of Inches.. But these impediments are
not ordinarily .applictIble to -Indian tribes. or the United States..

-Now 28 2415. which contains various periods of limitation
for actions brought by the TTnited States on behalf or various Indian

is ancertain-in its effect. In the first instance. it is applicable--N.
against the United States. It may or may not be applicabl3 to Indian ,..
tv.bes.- In the second instance, it refers to recog,niz-ad tribes. Third,
it is expi-essly not applicable to actions which seek o establish title.
to or 'the rig-hl to possession of real or personal property. Accordingly,
existing statutes of liniitations are inadequate as a bar to-the constant
and perpetual assertion of stale claims by Indian tribes.

The asses ti-m. of stale claims which- upset certainty in the area, of
real proparty law and centuries of expectations, and shock the 'eon-
science, cannot be countenanced by our lbgal system: Just as the In-
dian Claims Commission Act ended with finality the assertion of stale
claims by tribeS against -the United' States, similar leapt-slat:ion _is

- needed to bar the assertion by tribes of all stale claims 'Against all
parties. I, therefore.. propor-t a two-pronged approach to solve the
problem of stale Indian claims. The first step is for the Congress to
adopt legislation whrch extinguishes for all time all tribal or Indian
claims to interests in real property, possessory or otherwise.. grounded
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on aboi-iginal possession-alone. Indian lands held under treaty, statute,
-.MarecuiiveiziordOr-or -,deeg-1.'-ild not-be pointsxd. out above
at 1 dcW'under the 5th amendinent for such

ent: This ,woulcr prevent the assertion of such olainas on
after :the 7date of the enactment of such legislation.: See" this as

_essential to the orderly adraini&tratiOn of :jitstice in this country.
o. that sac.. legislation would extinguish claims such as the

Vassainaqu "Is now asserted but of yet reduced to judgment,
I viOuld rescAlve'all doubt by recommending to the Congress the enact,

..-:`meant- of a statute of liraitations that all such claims not yet red.iiced.
to judgment shall be foi ever- barred. -This' woTild 'bar the Pas.sama-

. or similar-claims and deny to the PozSamaquodcly and other
litigants' any right to damages from any parties for tre4pass

ry rights. Neither the ,Passamau-oddys whose i6oSsessory
is mss -have-been interfered._ with, .nor th.e_people of ..the State of
e- or usetts who may Have dealt with them". in the absence

Of. Fedeial treaty, areaow alive. There is nothing unfai r! about deny -
ing the 'descendentsdents PasSamaquoddys a windfall imci prevent-
ing the imposition of at bizarre 4.nd unjust burden on the descendents
of the. people of the States of Maine and Massachusetts..

It seems to me that this is the correct solution because 'history
clearly shows-that- the tribes for 'almost 200 -years acquiesced in their
land transactions with Maine and that the Congress had ratified
Maine's and Massachusetts' -actions. We must not be unmindful that
"the --xchitect of contemporzirylaw is al-waysontemporary fact."

Friedman.. A History of American Law 17S (1'i 3).
MBE AND Es.7b1A.2s7 NEED iron Fri .

Because the Cons-tifrution grants to the Congress the power to
regulate commerce. with Indian tribes, article I, ;5 8, the recognition of
Indians as a tribe.- i.e.; a separate policy, is a political question for the
Congress to ideterMin.e, and its determinations ara not sub-jact to judi-
civil review unless the Congress -were to Needlessly extend the,-,--label
of Indian in an arbitrary way. Baker 7. Carr; 369.-ULS. 216, 82 S. Ct.
691, 709-'--10 (196'2;4. But since the Congress cannot bring community
or a body of-_people within the range of its power -oi7er Indianaffairs
by arbitrarily calling them an Indian tribe. Id. at 710, neither can
a tribe. he "who is an Indian" and.""What iS'a. tribe" have
no meaning in the abstract.. The claiestions' have meaning in law only

thb context of the- congressional exercise of its powers under arti-
cle I, § S. Whatever its nonarbitrary exercise of that power is, is the
an.v.-er to the questions.. Hence; in any given context., resort -must be
had to the relevant treaties oi %statutes _by which the Congress-has '-
made its decla_ratiom.- .

The Commission - fails to appreciate this ftmaainentat_principle.: of
constitutional law. By 'chapter 3, the Commission asserts that an

;Indian is a person recon-nized as an Indian by his or her tribe or com-
munity unless Congress.hris expressly pr' .vided to the COntra-. New it
may well be..that -an Indian_tribe may refer - to this or that p4rson as a
member- But such definitions Or deClarations have no consequence
u.nlei.-ss the Congress specifically recognizes such declarations under its'

92-1 Si5-77-----4 0
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constitutional power. It is for thGICongre§s to say who, is an Indian and
what is- a tribe -for purposes of Federal Indian' law and policy.
suming the prcimulgatiOn of adequate staydards, the Congress may
well have the power to delete this power to the various Indian tribes.
But in the context of the Commission report, this would not be a wise
policy. American Iiidians would be entitled to a -4ariety of Federal
benefits because the3- are Indians. That being the -ease, Congress has a
special interest in not delegating its definitional power to Indian tribes.
If the people of the United States are to distribute- .their largess, then
the United States must be responsible for its distribution. I would also
recommend a limitations period, such that it' fter a. reasonable date cer-
tain, no person or entity would be permitted to assert that it\is an
Indian or a tribe for Federal purposes. Failing to do this, the Commis-
sion's recommendations could result:dn an open ended raid on the

. Federal treasury.
- The definitional mechanism with a limitation period must be used

with,. respect to any creation of new obligations on behalf of the
United -States, such as those- recommended by the Commission to
extend social welfaame.seryices to off-rlgervation Indians (ch; 9) to
restore terminated tribes (ch. 1,0) and to recognize nemrecognizo
Indians (ch. 11).
MANAGEMENT OF PROPERTY IZIGIrA ro uxcn INDTAN-S ARE ENTITLED

13-3r TREATY B-GT WIIZCi3 Exis-r OFF -1-.111: RESERVATI8N

It is axiomatic that -the extent of a tribe's power to govern its
own Members is limited to the territorial 4apundaries of its own res-
ervatiokn. And, absent express- Federal law to the contrary. Indians
going beyond reservation boundarieshaYe generally been held subject
to nondiscriminatory State law otherwise applicable to all citizens of
the State. ArescaZero Apache Tribe v. Jones, 411 U.S. 145 93 S. Ct.
1267. 1270 ()973). But note that the COngress has-the power to
immunize reservation Indians from the application of State law off
the reservation. But the fact -that the Congres has the power to im-
munize res,ervation\Indians from the application of State law to
them hen they go beyond reservation boundaries, does not firean
that t le tribe has the power to apply its .law to its members off the
rese ation. Ong would _ordinarily associate Federal preemption with
Fede 1 jurisdiction. BLit° the United _States Court of .Appears- for
the ',nth Circuit the case of United State8 v. Wash:ingtcx.
P. 2d 1970, cert. denied, 96 S. Ct. 877 (1976). has leaped
from Federal preemption of State., relation of Indian fishing at
treaty 'fishing grounds off the reservation, to tribal regulation of its
inexiabers off the reservation in the ...area of Federal preemption.
(Thcuo-h. footnote 4, 520 F. 2d at 686-g7, is unclear. the opinion of
the District Court in Unittcl State..s-y."Washington,, 384 F.. Supp. 312,
410 (WED. Wash." 1974) , -made it clear that a self-reoilating tribe
had no authority over nmmembers.)

Now- it is one -thing to s>5- that a Federal treaty grants to an Indian
tribe property rights off The reservation. It is quite another thing to
say, where the treaty says nothin5g of the kind., that a tribe may exer--
cise 0-o-Yernmental poweZ-s off the reservation -to_enforce its off reserva-
ticiri property rights. The result is wholly unsupported in the-law. It
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is as thoUgh aleourt, were to'holc.1 "that property belonging to the Stht©
`of Wsshing,ton,-but located in the State of Oregon., cold be reguRtted
by elf, State of Washington. Obviously. Washington's :,olice''and regu-
latory power does not extend beyond its .boundaries. So too, a tribe's
self-regulatory power does not extend :beyond its boundaries. The pro-
tection of a tribe's off reservation property rights is to be accom-.
plis' hed under the law of the State in which the property is located_
If the tribe' has i'derally protected property rights off the reserva-
tion, then .it is the duty of the State to enforce those lights. Indeed, if
the State does not enforce those rights, then it is within the power of a
Federal or State court to enforce those rights. But 4i-is not within the
power of a Fedpral or State 'court to grant to an Indian tribe regula-
tory powers beyond the boundaries of its reservation.

In -event, the scheme established by the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit- is unworkable. Accordingly, I recom-
mend to the Congress appropriate 3egisla.tion which makes it clear
that Indian tribes exercising powers of self-government not only have
'-nO authority over non - Indian, but also_ have rib governmental or
regulatory. authority outside of their reservation boundaries weir their_
own members. Such legiSlation. does'not affect treaty rights or tribal

hproperf,K--..rig ts' located. off the reservation. But it would preserve'
intact the concept that a governmental unit's regulatory powers are
no broader than. its territorial boundaries.

CoNcL-E.-srox

Those of us who sponsored and suppbrted the legislation to establish
the American Indian Policy Review Comrnision ccnceived of it as a
vehicle study and recommend to the Congress P. coherent, stable and
lasting national policy tow.ard Ainerican Indians.-Iinfortunately, I
Year we have missed that opportunity-.

We have mused it Because the valid and achievable reeommenda-
lions of the Commission will be lost in a cloud of controversy over
others which are neither legally sustainable nor pplitically achievable.

The Commission recommendations for restructuring the Bureau of
Indian_ Affairs are thOug,httul and constructive. The many -recorn
Mendations--which call for greater participation by Indians in decisions

--. affecting' their Eyes deserve the support of the American peOple
and the attention of the Congress. Such valuable -recorr- .-ndations
abound in this report. .

However. much -of the report. is neither legally nor historically
adciaate- Most of the inaccuracy springs from the initial erroneous
conclusions regarding sekereignty, jurisdiction, and trust responsi-
bility.. These vervsloasic and fundamental errors permeate and taint
almost every part of the report.

Indian tabeS, because of the misapplication of total sovereignty, be-
come sup4r-governments .possessing all authority and :powers not

-_expressly forbidden -them by Congress.
Tribal governments, becauSe of the mistaken scope Of the Commis-

recormxie4dations regarding jurisdiction, hold sway over the
lives and fortunes of many Who have no representation in the govern-

body which makes decisions affecting theii Eyes.
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An unduly broad and unwarranted extension of the trust respop-.. sibility leads to special 'obligations in health, welfare,-.education, and.
-tribnrgovernment. The same broad interpretation would result in the
extension of heretofore nonexistentiegal obligations to off-reservation
Indians. terminated tribes and nonfederally recogni2:ed Indians.

As a legislator I must say tha,.t many of the recommendations have
:.absoltitely no chance of being enacted into law. That is because they are
-oblivious to political reality. The combined effect of a number i3f recom-
mendations and findings constitutes a degree of separatism Which ...this
':country is tonally unprepared to assume. Some of the reconiTendations
And findings are inimical to concepts we hold- sacred as American
: citizens.

So in the liea.dlonn- flight to preserve the uniqueness of the American
Indian, the Commission recomMendations go too far and in my view
threaten the existence of the very thing we-seek to preserve. The quick-
est and most certain way to destroy. that uniqueness is to ihunediatelt.-
iniplement all thekrecommendations of .this Commission. The backlash
of the dominant culture would be si.rift and sure. .

Even in the absence-Ckf backlash, subjecting the non-Indian majority
to Indian jurisdiction will effectively destroy tie uniqueness of Indian,;.
The majority would then have a _take in the exurerse of plower W-hich
would be irresistible. CgngreSs -would have no 'choice 'bat to closely
'tipervise Indian governmental decisions in a way-jthat would totally
frustrate the very purpose of giVinr, Indians governmental powers in
the first- instance. ,

That would be unfortunate. While it may have been necessary at one
time to pursue the melting pot trieory in this Nation, we "are now big
enough, strong enough, mature enough and h -,efully wise enough! to
countenance and even ent_ouinge diversity in our culture.

The American Indian has a very rich and unique culture. He sho uld
be given every opportunity-to practice that culture. Mut the Amerigap
Indian is also an American citizen, He lives among American citizens.
Ways can be found to prevent the collision of his uniqueness as an
Indian and the rights of other Americans. including Indians, under the
Constitulion,-.

Legislation.. such as the Indian Self-Determination Act, which pro -
motes separateness, should receive priority by the Congress if that_is
-What Indians want. Substantial decisionmakinn- by Indians over events
which control their lives should be- allowed. Legislative action shonId
come from a sincere and realistic desire to continue the special relation-
ship between Indians and the Federal Government. But we-must not
legislate out of a sense of guilt or excessive zeal to cure all: the sins and

.inequities of the past. Distorting the present. and future to atone for the
past cannot be the basis'of a stable and enduring policy

The "United States is prepar,pd to accommodate Indian interests, and
to provide a substantial f_le-rree of- self-determination. But there is a
point beyond which it ca.nribt goour federal 'framework will not becompromised, nor will rights of- non-IndAins be ignored- Where
tribal aspirations collide with const it- "anal values, the tribe's interests
must yield. Nor can the rights of the non-,Indian majority be corn--
promised to support tribal aspirations. Doing justice by Indians does'
not require doing injustices to :.on- Indians:
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SEPARATE VIEWS .OF SENATOR JAMES ABOUREZK,

CHAIRMAN OF THE AMERICAN INDIAN POLICY
REVIEW -COMMISSION
The Vice Chairman of the Commission, Congressman Lloyd Meeds,

has issued a strong dissent to the Commission's Majority Reibort and.
'Recommendations. I have no quarrel with his right to do so. Were-his

7-- dissent merely a statement of disagreement with the report's recom-
. mendations, I would perceive no need to_Ma.ke this additional response.
The Commission's Final Report stands on its o -as a comprehensive
and objective statement,regarding the status of the nited Mates Gov-
ernment's relationship wit Indian tribes and indi iduals. The arfr.ti--

. ments advanced in the brief prepared by the Vice C airman are fully
and adequately met by the final report.-.1 firmly ieve that any per-
son .who compares the objections made in the dissent- with the cor-;
responding sections of the final repprt will came away impressed by

_ the meticulous, thorough, and disp:.g..%---3. .onAte analysis which supports
the report, and wisdom encl fairness of the conclusions it reaches.

I do, however, feel compelled to respond to another and-more trou-
bling aspect of ;lie Vice Chairman's remarks. The dissent idvOcates
the extinctidn or seyere limitation of the time-tested doctrines of tribal
sovereigraity-, jurisdiction and trust status. In doing so, it would do
away with the basic foundations upon which the structure of federal-
Inclian_l_relitionships have stood, and. must continue to stand. These

. iirmeiples are central to the intimate goal of the American people,-
that rndistii people enjoy fully the rights and benefits of American
-citizenship while retaining a -diverse and identifiable cultural heritage.
In addition-, the brief Tor the aissent attempts to undermine the Corn-
.mission's work by attacldr. is- the objectivity and, cornfie. enee of the
Commission and its staff, relying on a distorted :a.nalys of the rea-
sons for this Commission's creation: The seriousness of t attack, as
well as the partisan fashion -in which it is presented, compels me to.
respond. iThe -dissent criticizes the report for failing tO be ccobjetive."- J find
thith criticisn! strikingly ironic, gi 'ren the partisan manner in which
the dissent's criticisms are presented. The'l.Nice Chairman has written
a legal brief to express his dissenting views.. It is an advocate's brief,
presenting but one-interpretation of fact and law. degned to support .,
a preconceived conclusion. To use such onesided advocacy as the
meats of attackinz the objectivity of this Commission& work is ill-
advised and. I belieVe. ultimately- self - defeating. The dissent's legal
analysis. of the law regarding sovereignty- and jurisdiction is simply
-wrong : its Selective-quotation from a handful of the relevant eases mis-
states tie case law an -could easily mislead the uncritical reader. In
this regard, I merely vite the-reader's attention to.thc; corres-nOnding
sections of the Ma orit-v- Report for a more thorough and objectiVe
em-a7:eriirtation of ju cial statements on .these issues.

-. (6.1.5)
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A more.serious'error is presented by the dissent's assertion that the
Cornini..ion's work wars biased from the start because of the cornPosi- Co

ion of Commission find task forces.i-comicier this charge indefensible:"
.- The Vice-Chairman was the prime sponsor, 4nd manager in the House

of Representatives of the legislation which established the Commis-
sion's method of operation. The resolution he introduced directed that
five eat ihe.eleven commissioners be ..A..rnerican Titaians, and that each
of thi6 task forces havo a° rnajority of Indian membership. ..Tt is un-
seemly for him now to fault this 'enabling leriislatiornas In7i.king it ..-

.4, ,. "inevitable" that the Commission's report bc."the product-of one-sided
advocacy in favor of American Ind;.i.n tribes.." Missent*. 571).

I take the Vice Chairman's eoniplaint that the Coinniissions rec-
othmen-dations benefit the-piLi-,..i-of Am 6rican Indians in our society
as ari affirmation of the,CcmmIgSion's-success it :neetiii:- its le(vislative
mandate. Thp leciislirrioiiiVhicli..eretted the Arnerietul Indian Policy:
Review Commission did not call,for turning back the clock oh-progress
already made toward t:ie eventual economic and.--,,,,rial self-sufficiency
of Indians. It specifically directed the Congress to formulate "policies
and programs for the benefit.of Indian-people." It doeg not follow thatanything -wli,.?againstli benefits the Indian works against the interests of the-
norizIndian.

.i
The dissent does a disservice by assuming that tHe-inteiests .,

of Indian peoples- g,ri.! different from those of "the United States: the -
States, and non-Indian citizens." In many instances. tTiese interests ,
,onyet.cre. .Most oTten, the complex issues t.vhich the Commission ad-
:;.nessed.' could not accurately b.e categorized intp " interests". .hat- are
riecessarily.Indian or non-Ii-i4lian:Xliis.shortsig-lness in the dissent
is_eriticalt - _

.
_

. -

,Evenw-if a -particular .recommendation could be fairly described as
"pro-Indiap." -I would never think.lhat such a recommendation- au-
tomatically becorneg7"ant_i-white_ "' Yet. such an attitude is in constant
evidence throughout the dissent, which repeatedly -presents the inter:-
ests of Indians and non-Indians as. beinr, in opposition_ In an effort
such as this retort, dependent:upon coopeartion and mutual respect-
arguments which tend to rekindle the flames of racial mistrii-st strike
me as exceedingly irresponsible_ To state that the Commission-7s rec-
ornmendations return to Ifid inn peoplea degree of se7 f47sufficiency and
control -over their own -live:, -1,1 property is to ackriV- .(-1.-re th-at the-1,.
Ccirnrnission succesFfuIly fc-11.1!-- .-.-d its Con,-,-ressional dire: .arc :-. NS. char-
acterize these recornaz ::,1:1t:: iis as "favori,-,f, Indians"1=alses the spec- ..

tre of a raqial antagonism and majoitarian domination whiff I had
hoped was buried forever in a shameful past. .

Thelegislati-ve propos:Il ,. which the Vire Chairman plan to recoM-
mend amount to a re_pudi_tion of his initial concern for the strength-
ening-, of Indian self-cleti-i-:.-:ina'tion. A Primary reason .for the disarray,
of Indian today is th..e pieeerneal. o'ne-or-two-nroriosals--at-:a-
time rt.ppro- iaken -by Congresses in the past: This Commigsion. was

tr undertake eorn-nrehensive review of Incliare.r.
policy then, to use reN..i.ew- as a blueprint to make recommendations

. !? 'broad of = =emu s alrectjn2-. Indian life. The'Comriiission-saw
as -ontrni to its -,J.-(-)T-1.;.t-h-. tl-tat proposed le.erislation must refieet
th:- interdependence of Tricliari-related issues. Any legislation must in-
tegate consikleraticrns Indian -health. tribal government, tribal =
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?"riadiction; Inaia'.1;. education, tribal sovereignty, the:development and
' ,...Aokratimtion of resources, Nail the federal trust fesponsibility. In short.

.Co greys must-luolc at"-t he 1: hole picture; the CommisvierWr-s
are made from that perspective.

lriLlsom individually; one or more of the legislative. recommen.dations;
,aavioncedin the dissent might seem .reasonable. To take thderil. in such a
fashion, However, wouldwamo,unt to the piecemeal approach which the
Commission was directled to avoid. But far worse would be acceptance
of the dissent's recommendations in tato. The "big picture" of Indian

Aife which the dissents proposals paint for us would mark a return to:,
?the:worst featu'igs of the termination and allotment periods. "Termi-

:' motion", of .conise, is hot a goal explicitly artieulated by the dissent.
But that.-0(ofild be the sure and practical 'effect 12f implementing the
'series of proposals advanced by the Vice Chairn)an;'-eliminating tribal
determination of membe.rshp, removing tribal tax exemptionst drasti-

limiting the tribal taxing power, and se7v-erely cut-tailing general
governmental poWers.of. the tribes. Adoption of the narrow trust pol-
icy advocated by- the dissent, together with its recommendations to
extinguish tribal claims to abOrirrinal-territory and to empoix>r states
-to;tax and control hi/id-use planning on reservation land. would mark
siS great a threat to the self-sufficiency of Indian people as did any
..proposal advanced (luting the up fart unate "allotment- .c mt..°
- By turning its back on the rottl of economic independence...the dis-
sentwould entrench the governmental paternalism which Ir pfo-
-ple.have worked so,harlil to. eradicate. The ultimate consecrueuce
be the -virtual, assimilation of Naffve Americans into-the dominant
...mature, destroying thelast.vestiges of a distinqively proud and hide-
pendent way of life. Such a result seas not intende'd by the Congress
when it wrote this Commissm's mandate. I am confident that the Con,"
grew, when passing upon the Commission's response to that mandate,
will renew its own commitment to a proud, self-sufficient, and cul-
t-I:wally distimalliditua heritage.

p.
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PARATE VIEWS OF INDIAN ,COMMISSIONERS : JOHN
BORBRIDGE,---JR.;;LOUTS R. BRUCE, ADA DEER, ADOLPH

AND ;TAKE WHITECROW OF THE AMERICAN
INDIAN POLICY REVIEW COMMISSION
It is our 'shared conviction that this -final report -of. the _American

Indian Policy Review Cozninission will be recognized &s an histOric
Izloctirnent sircrikifi- cantly contributing to the orderly development of ---

Fed,ei-al Indian. policy. Eor the first time in the history of the United'
States ajoint.commission of the Congress has conducted an exhaustive -

analysis of. the relatiortchip between the United States and Nativez-.
American .governments and peoples. The fact that five of the eleven
members of the Commission were themselve.-s . Native American.,
appointed in accord. with Congress:ional mandate, tonstitutgs ,a7-prec-
edent great importance_ It is a. reflection. of the prOgressive--spirit of
fairness predominant in the AnEterfe.an society that the Congress could
commission a study of this kind, wherein the Indian embers have
participated equally with the Congressional membe in formulating

- :compr.ehensite recommendations designed to sh.a a promising future
forFederal-Indian relations. _

In creating the-AmeriCan. Indian Policy ..eview Commission, the
Congress recognized -the pressing need fo this work. In ioining the
Commission as representatives of the -I an tribes and. theii: people,

- we emphatically concurred that this was/a matter of great urgency.. As
set forth in the e-atitholizing- legislation, the purpose of the American
Indian Policy Review Commission was clear and unmistakable. The
_COmmission was charged with the task of thoroughly reviewing every
.aspdct of the%. unique relationship 'which exists between the United
States and the Indian tribes against the backdrop of hiStory as well as
presently .preVailino-, conditions. Further. the Com.missiOn was to
specifically . formulate compreher.:siv-e recommendations which could
serve as a framework for future milky developments. In short, the
parameters of existing law and policy served 'as a point of reference
beyond Which the Commission members, in their coLlectivepjudgment,
were called upon to point the direction. - -

The work of 'this Commission, in our opiniOn, reflects the sincere
interest of the'Congressional members who have devoted considerable
time and attention to the intensive process of reviewing-and reconciling
in two years the inconsistencies and confusion resulting frOm two cen--
tunes of often 'conflicting policies. We are convincer]. that the standards
of scholarly analySis and objective methOd.olbf.gy applied to the prepara
tion -of This report will withstand the most rigorous scrutiny and this
monumental work will prove- to be of. lasting value in the dev&lopthent
of legislative remedies and resolUtions.-..

I
-
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The 93d Congress, in providing for the estlzblishment of titer Com-
mission by Joint Resolution, foun.d that

The policy implementing this relatiozishiv (U.S.-Indian)
has cahifted and chalged with changing- acimin-istiations and
passing years, without aonarertt, rational design and without
a consistent goal to achlet-e Indian self-sufficiency; (Preamble,.

. Public. La W- 93-480)
is otir-jiidginent that the croal. of 7...r.taia.r. Self-sufficiency is indeed

a matter of over-riiine importance_ Tavery single Indian tribe' in this
Nation aim to this goal and we-hexe recommended that, as a policy
of the 1:n0:met:Priority, the Federal G6vernMent shOUld make a con -
.certed effort.tc.r assist Indian tribes in their efforts to achieve economic-
selfSufficiency.' There Are two elements essential %o the ability of all_
Inc! iwa- tribes ;to p .toward economic development. arid eventual
sell-sufficienay; -gover.ninent i.e. sovereignty and the trust--
relataonTF

Without.-
and

authority to enact laws regulati 'g natural
resource and industrial development or to -license and possibly. tax
:commercial activities . within reserVations. or vzithoUt -the : judicial
authority' to enforce and interpret taibal laws. it is simply not possible.
for India' :a tribes to achieve economic independence. 'Equally important _

is .the continuing trust relationship between Indian. tribes and the
United States.. The ;legal incidences of this relationship- protect .the

- property and -'the ..rights of tribes- while syattializing to ..the Indian
people the guarantee of good faith andho-:aoi- professed b the, United
States toward theM. The historical experience of the allcitrrient era and

- the termination- period conclusively pre.A-eS that the opposite Of:
self-Sufficiency will befall the Indian -tribeswhenith -.!.;rnSt relationship
is abrogated.

As an *experience in policy f.orm.illa.tioY.,.. our tenure on the Commis-, -
sion has been enlightening for us all.- Yet, despite the legal complexities
and the confusing range otissues,we have found that the cornerstone .
of Federal-Indian-poll4 can be stated -sirctply and clearly.. From the

-.- very begiiming- of this country,_the as -recog,niz,,c1 that the Native
people in this country.possessA right to exist t as separate tribal groups - .

with inherent authority to rule _themselves -and their territory Al-
though, the United.- StateS necessarily --e-Xercises,-predoMinazit
has time- and n bound it-self to .respect this baSTcTriditiiiTisad.:Etitncl
has assumed the responsibility to protect the Indian i _people-
possession of their lands and in the exercise of -their. rights. C-onse-
quently, yernment (i.e., sovereignty) in conjunction -t'cith- the".
trust relationshi truly the inheritance of Indian people. Although
,times and Conditions e, the United States.? adherence to a policy.
of continuing to keep faith h the -Indians on this fundamental level

- always remain the fouitdation of. Federal- Indian policy. This
policy_ underlies the 'entire-range of questions and issues addressed in
great depth and detail in the final report of this Commission.

There are 'many individ-uals who. contributed to the investigative'
work of the Comm.,__;zsion7s task forceS; each of which - submitted Sepa.
rate reports in the fail of 197(5, whose efforts deserve acknowledgement_
Their task force reports -9Tere -synthesized by the core -staff of the
CommiRsion and their entire range of recommendations were . pre-

r
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,.4-sezited.'t-O--Us for-deliberation-, debatacan.d approval:or disapproval. This
'-,fdefIrinicieratic-PrOceSs whiCh combined. the political expertise_ and jucl.g-
,;.intirit the Congressional Members- of the .Commission. with the In
=man. which we --represented has resulted in what we feel.

r' is a eery -responsible, balanced, and moderate range of positions.
work of Conainissian has notbeen- without a degree of con-

.trOVersY-andlindeea as the time approaches for the formal submittal
of . the American andlan-Policy Review Commission's report to the

inevitable controVersy- continues. In the expectation
-.:= that the pUblic'd percePtiori. of the DurpOse of this -Commission,. Its

:procedures and of the nature of this. report might not,be easily or
:clearly understood, --zcie have determined it appropriate to offer this
;:separate joint ststement.

Several considerations stand crit as the most susceptible to
','COnftision. and- rri-i-understandialt. A central queetion is the. uncer-
taint-j--.as to -whether the Comm5son's role -was to unequivocally
..estri- the -aspirationi; of Indian peOple or whether the Commissia-a

. was to function exclusive} as a. mechanism to balance Indian. interests
with potential or actually conflicting. interests_ci-f-the States and non-
Indian groups- It has always been our understanding that the Com-
mission is an extension of. the national politicrd process of this corin-
try's lerrislative body, the United States Con mss_ A-ecordingly,
it was Congress' clear intent that the Commission address those prob7
lemS perceived by the Indians, the Comr-aission was equally responsible
to larger _political- interests and accountable-to the. public---3-ust as
-Congress is. This has, of course; entailed-Some disappointthent in. the
expectations Indian '.people. but thiS -strikes us as an ---inexitabIe
element of --the p_oliticalprocess. By the same measure, those whose
interests- may-be-an- conflict -with the economic, social, legal or political
in ---s ort the Indians, will undoubtedly find orr recommendations
_o -nOt their expectation& For example, many tribes
aspire to- the geld regal ling original treaty bcandaries. In its nar-
rative analvtis the report recognizes that Federal law haS recognized

:a. variety of wars through which the United States has .recruced the
size of reservations. Under existing laws many tribes are foreclosed -
from successfully asserting a 'right to reestablish the .1riginal treaty
boundaries of their resery.ations.. We have. made no rt.commendation
which would. enlarge ex#zr.no- legal- remedies which tribeS are now pro-
vided. under the law nor- have we recommended that any potential
right of tribes to -regain treaty boundaries be foreclosed.

Similar -conflicts surround the question of tribal authority.. as now
'--!_reciocrnizecr Under Federal law, to assert governmental juriSdiction over.

-*thy-tribal members.= The report again recognizes that existing: Fed-
eral law is in a developing state on this question .-and_we accordingly
miade. no recomnriendafions which would call for legislative action on
this issue:. Ali Amqualified advocacy position on behalf of .

-would have been to call for a legislative extension of 'tribal govern-
mental_ri,rlits::Those who are convinced that Indian tribesshould not
exercise. any authority over non-members, undoubtedly were diSap7
pointed that no recommendations called' for restricting of curtailing
tribal authority 'which may be' .preSently .sapported . by existing law.

-
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It was our analysis and judgment that legislative intervention has
not proved to an effective or productive manner of resolving such
jurisdictional _conflicts. Experience has also shown that -litigation be-
't,..Yeen tribes and d the States or other .local units of goVernment has
proved- to be unsuccessful at resolving srtisfEtorily these ju.risdic-
tional disputes. As the report makes clear, our conclusion-was that -1.-E1
most obvious and satisfactory manner of settling jurisdictional/goy-

/ ernmental disputes between tribes and States lies in_ the direction of
negotiated settlements and/or intergovernmental acrre-errnts.:_ln Such
a process each government has the opportunity to dame the nature and
ektent of its interests and the resolution of the dispute, by definition,.
is in the best interests of both parties. In addition. through negotia-
tion and intergovernniental agreements, a degree -of flexibility whiCh
allows for mutual moaification in the event of chlyng-ed circumstances
is achievable in ways which are not possible through. the process of
litigation or Federal legislation- - ,

_The. process of analysis which the Commission employed as illus-
trated above was appfie-d to a wide range of such issues. Although
questions- of jurisdiction -which go to the -status of. Indiati tribes as
self governing' political 'entities, are' perhaps the most difficult and
controversial in Indian affairs_ we Woul-cl. emphasize that this report
addressed the entire range of substantive questions in Indian affairs.-
Our best efforts., as were

range
of the ConcrresSional members and the

Commission_ staff_ were directed at establishing a blueprint for the
future development of Federal Indian policy. . _

As Indian members of the Commission we express our apPreciaticn.
to the members of Congress who haN-e served on the American Indian
Policy' Review Commission. Their part in this historic opportunity
for the Indian.people to participate in the formulation of the United
States Indian policy, we believe, will constitute a tribute to their states-
manship. We commend the staff of the. Commission for their uncom-
mon dedication to this effOrt. We are. personally aware of the long..:
hours the staff has workediancl the-tremendous amount of energy that ,

has acine into this renot.
leis fitting that this report is presented at a time when the mood

of this Nation is to reexamine the past and. plan for the future.: In
this-context, the report presents challenge to the Congress, to the
Americana public and to the. Indian people. It is ..-,)th.apprilpriate and

---,fortunate that the Congress. as the national forum wherein all politi-_
c-i--tl-interests are represented. is now. given the responsibility and the
oppoitimity.to formally respond.

As each legislative recommendation is considered by the respective
Committees of the House and the Senate, the process-of evaluation and
pnbl ie debate will ,afford another opportunity for all interested parties
to express their views. In many respects, this crucible of the legs

-i.prOcess will be a true measure of the American Indiftn Policy -Review
Corrimission'S achievements. We, remain. convinced that this effort
will be seert as an historic contribution not onlar on behalf of the.
Indian people. but on behalf of. and to the credit:of the American
people. 0-
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